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PREFACE

LONDON 1889,

THEREis no period of history which has been so much obscured
by incorrect and misleading titles as the period of the later
Roman Empire. It is, I believe, more due to improper names
than one might at first be disposed to admit, that the import
of that period is so constantly misunderstood and its character
so often misrepresented. For the first step towards grasping
the history of those centuries through which the ancient evolved
into the modern world is the comprehension of the fact that
the old Roman Empire did not cease to exist until the year
1453. The line of Roman Emperors continued in unbroken
succession from Octavius Augustus to Constantine Palaeologus.
Now this essential fact is obscured as far as language is
able to obscure it by applying the name " Byzantine " or the
name " Greek " to the Empire in its later stages. Historians
who use the phrase "Byzantine Empire" are not very consistent or very precise as to the date at which the " Roman
Empire " ends and the " Byzantine Empire " begins. Sometimes
the line is drawn at the foundation of Constantinople by Constantine the Great, sometimes at the death of Theodosius the
Great, sometimes at the reign of Justinian, sometimes (as by
Finlay) at the accession of Leo the Isaurian ; and the historian
who adopts one line of division cannot assert that the historian
who adopts a different line is wrong. For all such lines are
purely arbitrary. No " Byzantine Empire " ever began to exist ;
the Roman Empire did not come to an end until 1453.
But, it may be objected, is it not true that the Roman
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Empire in the days of Constantine VII, who reigned in the
tenth century, was completely different from what i t was in
the days of Constantine I., who reigned in the fourth century ?
and having in view this great difference in character, is i t not
permissible for historians, as a mere matter of convenience, to
distinguish the later period by some confessedly appropriate word
like " Byzantine " or " Graeco-Roman " ? Such a use may be of
course convenient and harmless in conversation among those who
are fully aware that it is only a phrase of convenience ; and there
is no objection to " Byzantine art " or " Graeco-Roman law."
But in writing or lecturing, such expressions as Byzantine,
Greek, or Roniaic Empire are highly objectionable, because they
tend to obscure an important fact and perpetuate a serious
error.
I t seems especially unfortunate to adopt one of these names
as the title of a book, and thus help to stereotype as a separate
unity what is really a part of a continuous series. Every
century of the Ronian Enipire differed from the preceding and
from the succeeding, but the clevelopment was continuous ; the
Empire was still the Roman Empire, and I am not aware that
it is usual to give a man a new name when he enters upon a
new decade of life. We designate a man as young and old;
and so we may speak of the earlier and later ages of a
kingdom or an empire. But Byzantine is a proper adjective,
and is too apparently precise not to be misleading. Gibbon
perhaps is almost the only modern historian who, in treating
this subject, has not done injustice to the continuity of
history by the title of his work ; but unfortunately in reading
the later chapters one is apt to forget what that title is.
Moved by these considerations, I have avoided speaking of
a Byzantine, a Greek, or a Graeco-Roman Empire, and have
carefully restricted myself to the only correct appellation. For
the sake of distinction the word "later" has been added
on the title-page; and no further distinction is required, at
least till the year 800, which marks the termination of my
work.
This brings us to another unfortunate use of words, which
similarly tends to perpetuate an erroneous impression. A rival
Roman Empire was founded in the West by the coronation of
Charles the Great in 800 ; and it is evidently very convenient

to distinguish the rival Empires by prefixing the adjectives
Western and Eastern. And this nomenclature is not only
convenient, but quite justifiable ; for it suggests no historical
error, while it expresses succinctly the European situation.
But unhappily the phrase Eastern Roman Empire is not
confined to this legitimate use. We hear of an Eastern and a
Western Roman Empire in the fifth century; we hear of the Fall
of a Western Empire in 476. Such language, though it has the
sanction of high names, is both incorrect in itself and leads to
a further confusion. I n the first place, it is incorrect. The
Roman Empire was one and undivided in the fifth century ;
though there were generally more Emperors than one, there
were never two Empires. To speak of two Empires in the
fifth century-and
if such speech applies to the fifth it applies
also to the fourth-is to misrepresent in the grossest manner
the theory of the imperial constitution. No one talks about
two Roman Empires in the days of Constantius and Constans ;
yet the relation of Arcadius and Honorius, the relation of
Theodosius I1 and Valentinian 111, the relation of Leo I.
and Anthemius, were exactly the same as the political relation
which existed between the sons of Constantine. However independent one of another, or even hostile, the rulers from time
to time may have been, theoretically the unity of the Empire
which they ruled was unaffected. No Empire fell in 4'76 ;
that year only marks a stage, and not even the most important
stage, in the process of disintegration which was going on during
the whole century. The resignation of Roinulus Augustulus
did not even shake the Roman Empire, far less did it cause an
Empire to fall. I t is unfortunate, therefore, that Gibbon spoke
of the "Fall of the Western Empire," and that many modern
writers have given their sanction to the phrase. Notwithstanding all that Mr. Freeman has said on the matter in
sundry places, it will be probably long time yet before the
inveterate error of assigning a wrong importance to the year
4'76 A.D. has been finally eradicated.
I n the second place, this nomenclature leads to a further
confusion. For if the erroneous expression Eastern Roman
Empire be admitted into use for the fifth century, the inevitable tendency is to identify this false abstraction with the
Eastern Roman Empire, rightly so called, of later days. And
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this identification unavoidably leads to the idea that a state
called the Eastern Roman Empire came into being after the
death of Theodosius the Great, in 395 A.D., and continued until
1453 A.D.
The simplicity of history is thus obscured. Nothing can be
easier than to apprehend that the Roman Empire endured, one
and undivided, however changed and dismembered, from the
first century B.C. to the fifteenth century A.D. ; and that from
the year 8 0 0 forward we distinguish it as Eastern, on account
of the foundation of a rival Empire, which also called itself
Roman, in the West.
I have now explained my title, and I may add that by
discarding the word Byzantine an additional advantage has
been gained. So many prejudicial associations have grown up
round this inauspicious word that i t almost involves a petitio
princip'i, like the phrase Bas-Empire in French. This is due
to the unhistorical manner in which many eminent authors
have treated the later Roman Empire. These writers knew
very little about it, and they regarded it as a safe subject for
derision. Voltaire, for instance, speaks of Byzantine history
"as a worthless repertory of declamation and miracles, disgraceful to the human mind." "With this remark," says
Finlay, "the records of an empire, which witnessed the rise
and fall of the Caliphs and Carlovingians, are dismissed by one
who exclaimed, ' J'Bterai aux nations le bandeau de l'erreur.' "
Gibbon hurried over the history of the Emperors later than the
seventh century with contemptuous celerity, and his great
authority has much to answer for. The remarks of Hegel
in his Philosophie der Geschichte amount to much the same as
the remark of Voltaire..
The sins of M. Guizot are of omission rather than of. commission. His well-known Histoire de la civilisation en Europe
is open to two criticisms. I n the first place, it is not what it
professes to be,-a history of European civilisation,-for it only
deals with western Europe. But, waiving this, the author
entirely ignores one of the most important and essential
factors in the development of civilisation in western Europe
-the
influence of the later Roman Empire and New Rome.
On this subject I may refer the reader to the concluding
chapter of my second volume ; I mention it here because M.

Guizot's extraordinary omission was clearly due to the inveterate prejudice that the " Byzantine Empire," and all things
appertaining thereto, may be safely neglected.
In his History of European Morals (ii. p. 13) Mr. Lecky
writes : " Of that. Byzantine Empire the universal. verdict of
history is that it constitutes, with scarcely an exception, the
most thoroughly base and despicable form that civilisation has
yet assumed." I am not sure what Mr. Lecky means by "the
universal verdict of history "; in recent years, certainly, the
Younger Rome has found some staunch and eminent champions.
But I am sure that the statement fairly represents the notions
generally prevalent on the subject.
All this shows that Byzantine is a dangerous word, when
i t is used in a political sense. It is convenient and harmless
to talk about Byzantine art or even "la vie byzantine," but it is
dangerous to talk about a Byzantine Empire; for if we do SO
we run the risk of provoking universal verdicts of history. I t
might therefore be advisable, even if this were the only ground
for doing so, to abandon the name and elude hard sentences
by leading the accused forth under a different appellation.
But it is not the only or the most important ground; as we
have already seen, the name is improper, and it is therefore
not only advisable but necessary to discard it.
I have been obliged to dwell at some length on a matter
of nomenclature. I must add a few words on the scope of
these two volumes, which, I venture to hope, may have some
value as a very modest contribution to the study of a period
which is too little known. They cover the four centuries during
which the transition froin the ancient world to the medieval
world may be said to have taken place. Ancient and medieval
are vague terms, but, whatever latitude we give them, we
can hardly apply the term medieval to the fourth century
or the term ancient to the eighth. In the year 395 A.D. the
Empire was intact, but with the fifth century its dismemberment began ; and 3 9 5 A.D. is consequently a convenient date
to adopt as a starting-point. I propose to trace briefly the
history of its dismemberment by the Germans, then more fully
its recovery under Justinian, its decline after Justinian, and its
redintegration in the eighth century; making the fall of
Irene in 802 A.D. my point of terr,mation, because it happens
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to be conveniently close in time to the foundation of the rival
Roman Empire in 800 A.D. The coronation of Charles the
Great marks a new departure in European history, and it therefore forms, as Arnold recognised, a suitable end as well as a
suitable beginning. After 8 0 0 there are two Roman Empires;
and the history of the successors of Irene would naturally
occupy a separate book, entitled A History of the Eastern
Roman Empire.
The history of the fifth century is better Imown, and has
been more thoroughly worked up than that of its successors.
I have therefore treated it with comparative brevity, and
omitted many of the details, which the reader niay find in the
works of Gibbon and Mr. Hodgkin. I n fact, I originally
intended to treat the dismemberment of the Empire by the
Germans and the fortunes of the houses of Theodosius and
Leo I. as a mere introduction to a history of the subsequent
period. Rut I was carried further than I intended, and the
result considerably exceeds the limits of an introduction, while
i t is something less than a co-ordinate part of the work. The
dismemberment of the Empire by the Germans brings us into
contact with the nations who dismembered it, and tempts a
writer to stray into the domains which have been so fully
surveyed by Dahn in his Konige der Germanen. I have been
careful not to yield to this temptation ; I have avoided episodes
and digressions; and have not concerned myself with traciilg
the doubtful antecedents of the various nations who settled in
the Roman provinces. I n fact, I have tried to trespass as
little as possible on the field occupied by Dahn in Germany
and by Mr. Hodgkin in England.
Coming to the sixth century, my account of the reconquest
of Italy by Belisarius and Narses is compressed ; while I have
narrated fully the Persian wars on the Euphrates and in
Colchis. As far as I am aware, no complete account of the
latter has ever been published in an English form, Gibbon's
treatment being nothing more than a sketch; while as to the
former, after the brilliant fourth volume of Mr. Hodgkin's
Italy and her Invaders, one could not think of rewriting all
the details. But, notwithstanding, a critic may charge me
with want of proportion, and ask why I occupy considerable
space with the details of wars, which, even for special historians,

have been almost buried in oblivion, and at the same time
content myself with only a general account of the famous
Italian campaigns of Belisarius. My reply is that I am concerned with the history of the Roman Empire, and not with
the history of Italy or of the West; and the events on the
Persian frontier were of vital consequence for the very existence
of the Roman Empire, while the events in Italy were, for it, of
only secondary importance. Of course Italy was a part of the
loss or recovery affected the
Empire ; but it was outlying-its
Roman Republic (strange to say !) in a far less degree than
other losses or gains. And just as the historian of modern
England may leave the details of Indian affairs to the special
historian of India, so a general historian of the Roman
Empire may, after the fifth century, leave the details of
Italian affairs to the special historian of Italy. I t seemed to
me that the real want of proportion would have been to
reproduce at length the Gothica of Procopius and neglect his
Persica.
On the same principle I have given a detailed narrative (I
believe for the first time) of the somewhat tedious wars in the
Balkan peninsula at the end of the sixth century, described by
Theophylactus. Ranke deplored the want of an essay concerning the invasions of Avars and Slaves in the reign of
Maurice ; the learned and patient Hopf went hopelessly astray
over the curious sentences of an "Attic " euphuist ; and these
facts induce me to hope that some future historian, repelled
equally by an ancient language and an affected style, may
applaud a predecessor for having reproduced most of the
details in bald English.
The Church was so closely connected with the State that
the ecclesiastical element cannot be ignored in histories that
are not ecclesiastical ; but I have endeavoured to encroach on
this ground as little as possible. As time went on, the influence
of the Greek Church became stronger, and consequently, with
each succeeding century, church affairs claim a larger measure
of a historian's attention. Hence in the latter part of this
work the reader may expect to find more information on ecclesiastical matters than in the earlier.
The short chipters on life and manners consist of jottings,
which could not be conveniently introdriced into the narrative,
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and were too characteristic to be omitted; they do not aim at
any standard of completeness.
Both historians and classical scholars are divided on the question of the transliteration of Greek names. To be thoroughly
consistent in the "new" spelling, one would have to speak
not only of AthAnai, but of Kdnstantfnupolis and Rhodos.
Such apparitions on the pages of a book are intolerable to plain
readers; and special difficulties arise in the case of Roman
names of Greek-speaking individuals. I determined finally to
be consistently Roman rather than either consistently or inconsistently Greek, and use, except in a few cases, the Latin
forms, which, justified by the custom of many centuries, are
more familiar to the eye. I n some obvious cases, of course, it
would be pedantic not to use forms which are neither Greek
nor Latin, such as Constantine, Rhodes, or Rome. I confess
that I was at first tempted to adopt the plausible compromise
of Mr. Freeman; but an admirable article in the Iro~tnightly
Review for January 1 88 8, by Mr. R. Y. Tyrrell, confirmed me in
the course which I have pursued. On the other hand, I have
adopted Mr. Freeman's way of spelling Slave (for Slav).
Speaking of Mr. Freeman, I am impelled to add that his
brilliant and stimulating essays first taught me in all its bearings the truth that the Roman Empire is the key to European
history.
I n conclusion, I have to record my thanks to my wife, who
contributes a chapter on " Byzantine Art " (vol. ii. p. 40 spp.),
and to Professor Mahaffy for his assistance in revising the
proof-sheets and for valuable suggestions and corrections.

J. B. BURY.
24th June 1889.
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DIOCESIS1.-Oriens,

under the comes orientis.

I. Palaestina Prima,
11. Phoeliicia Afaritima,
111. Syria Prinla,
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IV.
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VII.
VIII.
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X.
XI.
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Cilicia Prima,
Cyprus,
Arabia,
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Phoenicia Libanesia,
Euphratesia,
Syria Salntaris,
Osrhoene,
Mesopotamia,
Cilicia Secunda,
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Galatia Sdutaris,
Paphlagonia,
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XIV.
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nnder the vicarius Italiae.

Venetia (et Histria),
under a consz~laris.
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,, consularis.
Liguritt,
,, consularis.
Flaminia et Picenum Annonariurn,
., consularis.
,, consularis.
Tnscia et Umbria,
Picenunl Srtburbicarium,
,, consular&.
Camprtnia,
,, consularis.
Sicilia,
,, consularis.
Apnlia et Calabria,
,, corrector.
Lncania et Bruttii,
,, corrector.
Alpes Cottiae,
,, praeses.
Raetia Prima,
,, praeses.
Raetia Secunda,
,, praeses.
Samnium,
,, praeses.
Valeria,
, praeses.
Sardinia,
,, praeses.
Corsica,
,, praeses.

under a vicarius.
under a proconsul.
,, consularis.

Provincia
9,

' Asia was not under the control of
either the vicariz~sof Asiana or the
praefeetm paetorio per orientem ; but
this is the most suitable place to in-

under a consularis.
,, praeses.
,, praeses.
,, praeses.
,, praeses.

DIOCESIS1.-Italia,

31

(Praefectus Praetorio per Illyricum.)

I. Dacin Mediterranea,
11. Dacia Ripensis,
111. Moesia Prima,
IV. Dardania,
V. Praevalitana,

(Praefectus Praatorio Italiae.)

,,

PREFECTURE OF ILLYRICUM.

under a consularis.
,, praeses.
,, praeses.
,, praeses.
,, praeses.

PREFECTURE OF ITALY

9,

DIOCESIS5.-Thracia,

111. Creta,
IV. Thessalia,
V. Epirns Vetus,
VI. Epirus Nova,
VII. RIacedonia Salutaris?

xvii

sert the province.
2 The proconsul of Achaia, like the
proccnsul of Asia, was indepe&ldentof
vicar and prefect.

I. Pannonia Secunda,
11. Savia,

In the Notitia Dig?zitatz~m,part of
Macedonia Salutaris is in the diocese
of Macedonia and subject to thepraeses
YOL. I

under a conaularis.
,, corrector.
of New Epirus, while the other part is
in the diocese of Dacia and governed
by the praeses of Praevalitana.
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Provincia XIII.
,, XIV.
,,
XV.
,, XVI.
,, XVII.

,,
,7

Y,

111.
IV.
V.
VI.

Dalmatia,
Pannonia Prima,
Noricnm Mediterraneum,
Noricum Ripense,
D ~ o c ~ s 3.-Africa,
rs

Provincia

,,
,,

,,
M

,,

under a praeses.
, praeses.
,,
praeses.
,, prwes.

under a vicariw:

I. Byzacium,
11. Numidia,
111. Mauretania Sitifensis,
IV. Mauretania Caesariensis,
V. Tripolis,
VI. Africa?

under a consularie.
,, c@nsula&.
,, praeses.
,, praeses.
,, praeses.
,, proconsul.

PREFECTURE OF GAUL.

DIOCESIS1.-Hispania,
Provincia
9)

,,
,,
99

,,
,,

I. Baetica,
11. Lusitania,
111. Gallaecia,
IV. Tarraconensis,
V. Carthaginiensis,
VI. Tingitana,
VII. Insulae Balearum,
DIOCESIS2.-Septem

Provincia

,,

under a ~ c & u s .
under a consularis.
,, consuhris.
,, consularis.
,, praeses.
,, praeses.
,, praeses.
,, praeses.

provinciae, under a vicwius.

I. Viennensis,
11. Lugdunensis Prima,
111. Germania Prima,
IV. Cfermania Secunda,
V. Belgica Prima,
VI. Belgica Secunda,
VII. Alpes Maritimae,
VIII. Alpes Penninae et Graiae,
IX. Maxima Sequanorum,
X. Aquitania Prima,
XI. Aquitania Secunda,
XII. Novempopuli,

I insert the province of Africa here
for the sake of symmetry ; but the
proconsul, like those of Achaia and

under a consularis.
,, consularis.
,, consulnris.
,, consularis.
, consularis.
,, consularis.
,, praeses.
,, praeses.
,, praesea.
,, praeses.
,, praeses.
,, praeses.

Asia, was independent of higher mbimperial authority.

Narbonensis Prima,
Narbonensis Secnnda,
Lugdnnensis Secunda,
Lugdunensis Tertia,
Lugdunensis Senonia,

DIOCE~IS
3.-Britanniae,
Provincia

,
,,
)

,J

9

,

under a prwes.
,, praeses.
,, prneses.
,, Praeses.
,, Paeses.

under a Yicarius.

I. Maxima Caesariensis,
11. Valentia,
111. Britannia Prima,
IV. Britannia Secunda,
V. Flavia Caesariensis,

under a praeses.
,, praeses.
,, praeses.
,, praeses.
,, praeses.
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GENEALOGICAL TABLE OF THE HOUSE OF THEODOSIUS
Theodosius -Thermantia.
d. 376. '

7

Honorius.

Aelia Flaccilla, =~heodosiusAug. =Galla, d. 394.
( d. 395, aet. 49. 1
d. 386.

3.

Grat!iznns.

I

Pulcheria.

I

Endoxia - Arcadius,
d. 404. ' a. 408.

j

I
Honorius,

I
I

Placidia -Constantius,
a. 450.']
a. 421.

a, 423.

I

I

1

I

T

~ h e r ~ ! ~ a n t i aserkua
.
-Stilicho,
d. 408: d. 408.

I

1.

I

I

I

4. Marcian =Pulcheria, Flaccilla, Arcadia, Theodosius I1 Eudocia. Manna, Honoria, Valentinian 111
b. 399. b. 397. b. 400. b. 401, d. 450.
b. 403. b. 418. b. 419, d. 455.

I

Endoxia.

I

Olybrius, = ~ l a h d i a . Huneric, = ~udbcia.
d. 472. 1
d. 484. 1

I

I

Ilderic,
a. 533.

Areobinclus -Juliana.
506. '

j

I

Juliana.

I

Proba.

I

I

.

Eudoxia. Eucherius, Maria. Thermautla,
d. 415.
d. 408.

I

Placidia.
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EVENTS.
Third Ecumenical Council at
Ephesus.
Civil war in Italy between Aetiur
and Boniface.
Treaty of Empire with Vandals.
Publication of Coden: Theodo&anm.
Carthage taken by Vandals.
Empire at war with Vandals, Runs,
and Persians.
Peace of Anatolius (with Huns).
Embassy of Maximin to Attila.

CHRONOLOGICAL TABLE FROM THE ACCESSION
OF ARCADITIS, 395, TO THE DEATH OF
JUSTINIAN, 5 6 5

,.,

INDICTION.

A.M'

---5887-8

395

8-9

396
398
399
400
402
404
405
'406
407

9-10
11-12
12-13
13-14
15-1
2-3
3-4
4-5
5-6

408
409

6-7
7-8

5900-1
5901-2

410

8-9

5902-3

411

9-10

5903-4

5888-9
5890-1
5891-2
5892-3
5894-5
5896-7
5897-8
5898-9
5899-900

414 12-13 5906-7
415 13-14 5907-8
417 15-1 5909-10
418 1-2 5910-1
421

4-5

5913-4

422

5-6

5914-5

5915-6
423 6-7
5916-7
424 7-8
425 8-9 5917-8
429 12-13 5921-2
$30 13-14 5922-3

1

IMPERIAL
ACCESSIONS.

Marcinn.

of the Catalaunian Field. 1
Fourth Ecumenical Council a t
Chalcedon.
Aquileia stormed by Huns. Attila
In northern Italy.
Death of Attila. Death of Pulcheria,
Augusta.
Death of Aetius.
Gaiseric invades Italy and spoils
Rome.

EVENTS.
Maximus.

Arcadius and
Honorins.

Alaric in Greece.
Gildo quelled in Africa.
Fall of Eutropius.
Revolt of Gainas.
Battle of Yollentia.
Exile of Chrysostom.
Invasion of Radagaisus.
Vandals, Suevians, etc., enter Gaul.
Constantine proclaimed Emperor in
Britain.
Theodoaius 11. Death of Stilicho. Alaric a t Rome.
Vandals, Suevians, etc., enter Spain.
Alaric again a t Rome.
Alaric occupies Rome. Death of
Alaric.
Constantine the tyrant quelled in
Gaul.
Marriage of Athaulf and Placidia.
Death of Hypatia a t Alexandria.
Marriageof Constantineand Placidia.
Settlement of Visigoths i n Gaul by
treaty.
Conste;ntiue 111. Hostilities with Persia. Theodosius
I1 marries Athenais (Eudocia).
Ex edition of Castinus against Vanfals i n Spain.
Death of Honorius.
John usurps the throne a t Ravenna.
Valentinian 111. John overthrown.
Vandals pass into Africa.
Death of St. Angustine.

N ~ T E . - Tindiction
~~
and the annw mundi
(A.Y.)are concurrent, both beginning on 1st
Be tember and endlng 31st August. I have
&ulsted the A.M. on the basis 5483, which

1 Battle

was adopted by the chronicler Theophanes,
and differs from the more usual (Roman) Era
of the Nativlty (5509) by sixteen years.

Avitus.
Leo I.
Majorian.
Severus.

Anthemius.

I

Great expedition against the
Bandals.
Execution of Aspar.
Death of Anthemius. Death of
Ricimer.
Ostrogoths attack the Empire.

Olybrius.

1
15967-8

I

.

Death of Aegidius.
Great fire a t New Rome. Death of
Severus.

Glycerius.
Leo 11.
I
Zeno.
I
Julius Nepos.
RomulusAngustu- Basiliscus usurps and Zeno flees to
lus. Basiliscus.
Isauria. Orestes drives out Nepos.
Romulus
rules inAug.
Italyresigns
as king.
and Odovacar

I
I

I

Restoration of Zeno. Death of
Gaiseric.
Ostrogoths under the two Theohrics
in the Balkan peninsula, 478-481.
Death of Theodoric, son of Triarius.
Henotikon of Zeno.
Revolt of Illus. Proclamation of
Leontius.
Theodoric (the hmal) overcomes
Odovacar.

Anastasius I.
Chlodwig subdues the Alemanni a t
Tolbiacum.

I
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1 Bulgarians
Bulgarkns ivvade Thrace.
~nvade Thrace.

1 Amida
with Persia.
taken.

War

Peace with Persia.
Erection of Anastasius' Long Wall.
Chlodwig defeats Visigoths at
Poitiers.
Death of Chlodwig.
Revolt of Vitalian.
Justin I.

Justinian I.

Death of Theodoric. Great earthquake at Autioch. War with
Persia.
Code of Justinian published. Schools
a t Athens closed.
Rattle of Daras.
Accession of Chosroes to the Persian
throne.
Nika sedition. Peace with Persia.
Expedition against Vandals. Digest
(Pandects) of Justinian published.
Ostrogothic war begins.
Belisarius
in Sicily.
Naples taken. Witigis elected king
of Goths.
First siege of Rome. Completion
and dedication of St. Sophia.
Siege of Ariminurn.
Capture of Milan, Faesulae, and
Auximum by Romans.
Ravenna taken. Belisarius' triumph.
Ildibad, king of Goths. Chosroes
invades Syria.
Totila elected king of Goths.
Chosroes invades Colchis. Belisarius in blesopotamia.
The Great Plague. Chosroes invades
Commagene.
The Roman armies invade Persarmenia. Naples surrenders to
Totila. Death of St. Benedict.
Chosroes invades Mesopotamia.
Siege of Edessa. 13elisarius
arrives in Italy.
Peace for five years with Persia.
Totila lays siege to Rome.
Totila takes Rome (December).
Rome reoccupied by the Romans.
Pope Vigilius arrives at Constantinople (February).
Death of the Empress Theodora.
Totila retakes Rome (third siege
of Rome during this war). Conspiracy against Justinian.
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xxv

Lazic war begins.
Death of Germanus (nephew of
Justinian).
Naval battle of Sinigaglia. Sicily
lost by the Goths. Capture of
Petra bv Romans.
Narses arAves in Italy. Defeat and
death of Totila.
Fifth Ecumenical CounciI at Constantinople. Teias defeated on
the Draco. End of Ostrogothic
war. Siege of Phasis.
Great earthquake at Constantinople.
Embassy of Avars to Constantinople.
Invasion of Huns under Zabergan
(date doubtful).
Peace of fifty years with Persia.
Verona and Brixia taken by
Narses. Conspiracy against Justinian. Invasion of Huns.
Death of Justinian (November).
Death of Belisarius (March).
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IN the fourth and fifth centuries A.D. a great change came
over the face of Europe; the political order of things was
broken up. This movement ushered in the Middle Ages, and
it presents a noteworthy parallel to that other great European
movement which ushered out the Middle Ages, the movement
of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries by which the spirit.ua1
order of things was broken up. The atmosphere of the age
in which the Empire of Rome was dismembered was the
christian religion; the atmosphere of the age in which the
Church of Rome was ruptured was the Renaissance of culture.
The formation of independent Teutonic kingdoms in the earlier
period corresponds to the Reformation in the later; in both
cases the Gernlan spirit produced a mighty revolution, and in
both cases the result was a compromise or division between
the old and the new. The Roman Empire lived on in southeastern Europe, even as the Catholic Church-lived on, confined
to a limited extent of territory; and there was a remarkable
revival of strength, or reaction, in the fifth and sixth centuries
st Constantinople, which, following out the parallel, we may
compare to the Counter-reformation. And this analogy is not
a mere superficial or fanciful resemblance ; the same historical
principle is involved.
Christianity and the Renaissance
performed the same functions ; each meant the transformation of the spirit of the European world, and such a
transformation was a necessary precursor of the disintegration
of European unity, whether political or ecclesiastical. I n the
strength of ancient ideas lay the strength of the Roman
YOL. I
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Empire; Christianity was the solvent of these ideas, and so
dissolved also the political unity of Europe. I n the strength
of medieval ideas lay the strength of the Roman Church ; the
spirit of the Renaissance was the solvent of medieval ideas,
and therefore it dissolved the ecclesiastical unity of western
and northern Europe.
For the philosopher who looks upon the march of ideas
over the heads of men the view of history is calm, unlike that
of the troubled waters of events below, in which the mystic
procession is often but dimly discerned. For him the spirit of
old paganism departs before the approach of Christianity as
quietly as the sun sinks before the sweeping train of night;
and the dark glimmerings of the medieval world yield to the
approach of the modern spirit as the stars "touched to death
by diviner eyes" pass away before the rising sun. But to
the historian who investigates the details of the process a
spectacle is presented of contrast, struggle, and confusion ; and
its contemplation has a peculiar pleasure. For both the
great periods, of which we have been speaking, were long
seasons of twilight-the
evening twilight and the morning
twilight,-during
which light and darkness mingled, and
thus each period may be viewed in two aspects, as the end
of an old, or as the beginning of a new, world. Now this
doublesidedness produces a variety of contrasts, which lends
to the study of such a period a peculiar interest, or we might
say an aesthetic pleasure. We see a number of heterogeneous
elements struggling to adjust themselves into a new orderingredients of divers perfumes and colours turning swiftly
round and blending in the cup of the disturbed spirit. The
grand contrast of the old and the new in the fourth and fifth
centuries stands out vividly; old and new nations as well as
old and new religions are brought face to face. We see
civilised Greeks and Romans, semi-civilised or wholly civilised
Germans, Germans uncivilised but possessing potentialities for
civilisation, Huns and Alans totally beyond the pale, niovillg
to and fro in contact with one another. I n the lives of
individuals too we see the multiplicity of colours curiously
reflected. St. Helena, the mother of an Emperor, makes a
pilgrimage to Jerusalem, since Hadrian's time usually called
Aelia Capitolina, and finds the relics of tlie true cross with a
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thrill of overpowering delight, something like the delight that
was felt by Renaissance scholars when an old Roman corpse
was disentombed. Or we see Julian, a pagan philosopher, a
noble man and an enlightened Emperor, trying to dislodge
Christianity from the position it had won, and yet unable to
avoid borrowing hints from it for his own system; just as
in the writings of his friend, the anti-christian professor
Libanius, we occasionally find an unconscious echo of the
new religion.
While the pagan Neoplatonist Hypatia is
lecturing in the Museum at Alexandria, her semi-pagan pupil
Synesius is a bishop at Cyrene. At Athens, now a fossilisecl
provincial town, but still the headquarters of learning, paganism
has its last stronghold ; and even from this camp of heathenism the most christian Emperor, Theodosius 11, obtains the
daughter of a philosopher as his consort, and she, after her
conversioii to Christianity, writes religious poenls composed of
scraps of Homeric lines. St. Augustine, the poet Sidonius
Apollinaris, and the poet Nonnus were, like Synesius, remarkable examples of persons who, born and reared pagans, turned
in later life to the new faith; and the writings of these me11
illustrate the contrasts of the age.
The christian Church itself, it may be added, was full of
contrasts just then ; for tlie christian doctrine had not yet
sunk, or risen, to the monotony of a formula. There were
still many open questions, even for orthodox Athanasians ;
there was still room for the play of individuality. I t has
been noticed how heterogeneous in spirit were the writings
of the Greek Church; we have "the zelotic dogmatism of
Epiphanius, the poetic speculation of Synesius, the philosophy
of religion of Aeneas of Gaza and Nemesius, the sobriety of
Theodoret, the mysticism of Psendodionysios." Basil and Gregory
of Nazianzus had been fellow-students of the pagan Juliaii
at Athens; Chrysostom was a pupil of Libanius.
Thus the general impression we receive is one of contrast,
and it is in the battle of conflicting elements that the keenness and quickness of life consist.
But the conflict was
carried on, and the quick life breathed in a gray, often
murky, atmosphere, different from the brightness that lit
UP those other conflicts in Athens during the fifth century
kc., and in Italy during the fifteenth century A.D.
Thew
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was a general feeling of misfortune ; the world-sadness pressed
on the souls of all; and books were written to account for the
woes that had come upon the humall race. Nature too
seemed to have prepared a dark background for the enactment
of the miseries involved in the break-up of society and the
incursions of the barbarians ; plagues and earthquakes seemed
to be signs of the times-like
the tempest in King J e a ~ ,
a suitable setting for the tragedy. The pagans of course were
fain to attribute the misfortunes of the time to the new
religion, and the "pale cast" of the spirit to the victory of
the "pale Galilean." But in history what men superficially
connect as cause and effect are really both effects of some
deeper cause. The world had grown gray independently of
Christianity, and if it had not grown gray, Christianity would
hardly have been possible-would not have had much meaning; it met the need of the world at the time.
For there are two ways in which we may intnite the world
and avoid quarrelling with life. We can regard our experience
and misfortune as alilie determined for us
as destiy-fortune
by conditions beyond our control. I t was in this objective
way that the old Greeks regarded their experience, and in
this way they were content; for it never occurred to them to
exalt subjective wishes of their own in opposition to the course
of destiny, and grieve because such wishes remained inachievable.
Otherwise we may feel our own subjective aims more
lieenly, and be unable to see them sacrificed without experiencing sorrow or even despair. I11 this case we shall
need something in their stead to make us contented with life,
we shall require a consolation. If circumstances render a
man's life joyless and hopeless, it becomes endurable for him
through the belief that another existence awaits him ; the
world is thereby rendered less unintelligible, or there is a
hope of understanding it in due time ; the heavy and weary
weight seems less weary and heavy to bear; his belief is a
consolation. The old Greeks needed no repentance and no
consolation. The centuries from Alexander the Great to
Marcus Aurelius were the time in which the thorns were
penetrating. The ancient Greek spirit could indeed exclaim,
" Oh, how full of briars is the working-clay world !" but they
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were only burs thrown upon i t in holiday foolery, burs upon
the coat that could be shaken off. The spirit of the later
ages said, " These burs are in my heart." When Anaxagoras
was informed that his son hacl died, he said, " I never supposed him to be immortal"; but a christian hermit, on
. .
.
.
receiving similar news in regard to his father, rebuked the
messenger, "Blaspheme not, my father is immortal." The
christian had a compensation for death which the heathen did
riot require.
Christianity provided the needed conso1ation.l But we
must apprehend clearly the fact that the need had at one time
not existed, and also the fact that it had come into existence
in the regular course of the spiritual development of man. We
are hereby reminded that if in one respect Christianity forms a
new start in history, from another aspect it stands in close
historical connection with the old Greek and Eoman worlds ;
its philosophical doctrines are the logical end of the ancient
Greek philosophy and the direct continuation of Stoicisn~and
Epicureanism.
We may then first consider the connection of the new
religion with the past, and its points of resemblance and
contrast with the last form of pagan philosophy; and then,
in another chapter, glance at the new departure made by
Christianity and its most obvious influences on society.
The post-Aristotelian individualistic philosophies of Zeno,
Epicurus, and the Sceptics were all characterised by the same
motive. Their object was, not to understand the universe, but
to secure for the individual the sunzmum bonum; the end of
philosophy was personal, no longer objective. I t is from a
similar cause that pl~ilosophe~
and philosophical in colloquial
English are used in a degraded sense ; we talk of "bearing
pain like a phil~sopher."~We may contrast the apathy of
Zeno, the freedom from affections which make us dependent
on external things, with the metriopathy of Aristotle, who
therein reflected the general spirit of the ancient Greeks.
Epicurus placed the highest good in a deep haven of rest, where
no waves wash and no sound is heard; his ideal too was
The word rrapatpupj had for the
We find $rXouo$oi used in this sense
ancient Greeks nothing of the en~otional in Theophylactus Simocatta ; e.g. viii.
import which Greek Christians placed
11, 3, rb 6uarfix~pa,I t has a h - qnother
~n the word ~ a p d ~ h ? ) r o s .
sense in the same author, operb,,, dare.
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mainly negative, freedom from bodily pain and mental trouble.
These philosophies were over against the world rather than
above i t ; the note of them was dissatisfaction with life and
estrangement from the world.
This spirit, which set in as old Greek life was falling asunder,
increased and became universal under the cold hand of Roman
rule, which assorted well with the cold Stoic idea of + 6 c r q ,
nature. I t has been said that the early Empire, up to the
middle of the second century at least, was a golden age of
felicity, and we may admit that in some respects it did
approach more than other ages to the ideal of utilitarians;
but for thinkers it was not an age of felicity or brightness,
heaviness was hanging over the spirit and canker was beginning
to gnaw. The heavy cloud soon burst, and after the reign of
Marcus Aurelius, Europe was a scene of general misfortune.
The philosophical attitude of the Stoics, whose tenets were
more widely spread than those of any other school, could not
be final; it naturally led to an absolute philosophy. For it
disparaged the world and isolated the soul ; but the world thus
disparaged was a fact which had to be explained, and reason
was constrained to complete its dialectic by advancing to
repose itself in the Absolute or the One, just as in the
eighteenth century the system of Kant necessitated the
absolute philosophies of Fichte, Schelling, and Hegel.
Or, to put it from a religious point of view, the individual's
own soul was not found a sufficiently strong refuge. Some
stronger and surer resting-place was needed, something above
the world and not over against it. And so the spirit endeavoured
to grasp itself anew. The new idea was the Logos ; the new
world was the kingdom of the Son. A need was felt for
mediation-for a place or mansion as it were for the sou1 to be
near God. This was the positive idea that animated the age of
the Roman Empire and tended to supersede Stoicism ; it was
common to the system of Philo, to Gnosticism, to Christianity,
and to Neoplatonism. And in Christianity, especially, approach
to God seemed a sort of refuge, and the negative tendency,
derived from the apathy of the Stoics and the unsociability
of the Cynics, to flee from the environments of life, was very
strong, and found its expression in monastic ideals.
Thus these philosophies of the Infinite were the sphere to
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which the Stoic, Epicurean, and Pyrrhonic systeins naturally led,
by their own inherent defect. But we must now turn to the
historical side and see how these late Greek thinkers prepared
the way for the reception and spread of Christianity. I t may
be pointed out in a few words. I n the first place, Epicureanism
and .Scepticism were atheistic and tended to discredit the popular
beliefs in the pagan gods. I n the second place, Epicureanism discredited devotion to one's country, and so, by uprootiilg patriotism,
made the ground ready for the theory of universal brotherhood.
I n the third place, Stoicism, by its positive pantheistic theory
and the surrender of the individual to the pulse of the uiliverse,
made a step towards the dependence of man on God's will or the
doctrine of obedience, which is so cardinal in Christianity.
And in the fourth place, the Stoic cosmopolitanism, combined
with the Stoic theory of the law of nature, supplemented the
non-patriotic sentiments of the Epicureans, and thus anticipated
the christian embrace of all humanity. The fact that this
Stoic theory affected the theory and practice of the Roman
lawyers, and transformed the meaning of the phrase jus gentium,
was an advance of the greatest importance in the same direction.
The resemblance between Christianity and Stoicism, which
is in many points so striking, is sometimes unduly dwelt on.
For if the Stoic and the Epicurean systems correspond to two
different types of human nature, if some men are naturally
stoical and others naturally epicurean, Christianity contained
elements which attracted men of both these natures; as well
as a stoical it had an epicurean side, and the second side
should not be Iost sight of.
For one of the most important elements in Christianity was
the weight it gave to the tender affections, and one of the
most attractive incidents in a christian life was the formation
of a spiritual friendship or brotherhood. Now friendship and
comradeship were regarded as most important elements in life
by the Epicureans, beginning with the founder of the sect, who
collected around himself a friendly society, while his disciples
used to meet solemnly every month, and once a year in commemoration of his birth, in a manner which reminds us of the
christian apostles meeting to commemorate their master.
F?;endship was a feature among the Epicureans as it was
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among the Christians, but not so in the system of the independent and lonely Stoics.
And then we rnay say that the joint life of brethren in a
monastery, which, in the western lands of the Empire, ultimately
acquired in many cases a certain brightness and cheerfulness,
corresponded to the Epicurean spirit ; while the solitary life of
hermits who fled from their fellows and mortified their bodies
was derived from the spirit of Stoicism, tinctured with oriental
asceticism, and sometimes degenerating illto the life of Cynics,
who were a sort of caricature of the Stoics.
A noteworthy difference between the two philosophies was
that the Stoics looked back, while the Epicureans looked forward.
The great poem of Lucretius is permeated with optimism, not
indeed with the optimism which holds that there is more
pleasure than pain in the world, but with an optimistic belief
in human progress. The human race is represented as progressing, gradually freeing itself from the fetters of superstition and
opening its eyes to a clearer view of truth. The Stoics, on the
other hand, prefer to dwell on the glories and the heroes of
the past, and care little to look forward ; their pantheism did
not lead them to an idea of progress. Now Christianity involved
optimism in two ways. I t not only involved happiness for believers in another life; it also involved the theory that the course
of history had been one of progress, designed and directed by
the Deity, and that the revelation of Christ had introduced a
new era of advance for the world,l just as the teaching of
Epicurus was hailed by followers like Lucretius as ushering in a
new age. I t was believed indeed that at any time the end
of the world might come, and that a great change might take
place ; but, allowing for all differences, we cannot help perceiving
that in the idea of the world's progress Christianity approaches
hlore nigh to Epicureanism than to Stoicism.
And, in general, the heroism of the Stoics, even of the later
and milder Stoics, was not L christian virtue; and man's
dignity, which for Christians depended on his having a soul,
was reduced by the feeling of his abasement before God.
On the other hand, Christianity exalted the feminine un-Roman
side of man's nature, the side that naturally loves pleasure
This idea underlies St. Angustine's
Ambrose, in his letters

de civitate Dei.

to Valentinian 11, speaks of gradual
progress, light coming out of darkness.
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and shrinks from pain and feels quick sympathy,-in fact, the
Epicurean side; and thus Mr. Walter Pater makes Marius, a
rlatural Epicurean, or rather a refined Cyrenaic, turn by the force
of that very nature, aninza naturaliter christiana in Tertullian's
~vords,to the new religion. This is the human, and to most
lnen attractive, side of Christianity ; it had another, an inhuman,
side, of which I shall have to speak hereafter.
After the victory of Christianity, paganism was dying out,
but even in the sixth century it was not yet dead. Towards the
end of the fourth century Gratian gave up the title of Pontifex
Maxinlus ; the altar of Victory in the Senate House at Rome was
removed, though Symmachus and the senators made an affecting
appeal to spare i t ; the Olyn~picgames were abolished, and the
oracle of Apollo became silent. The effort of Julian, the last
effort of the benighted faith, lured the exiled gods of Greece
back for a niornent to their ancient habitations. But the
verses-ehare r$ fla~6XijbXa,ua\L
6ai6ahoq a;X&, etc.-in
which the Hellenic spirit uttered its latest breath, expressed the
consciousness that the old things had passed away,-the laurel,
the spring, and the emblems of paganism. "Tell the king,
on earth has fallen the glorious dwelling "-the words have a
dying fall ; and with the song of Greece the gods of Greece also
retreated down the vast and dreary edges of the world, which
was no longer a meet habitation for the deities of Olympus.
But the schools at Athens still flourished in the fifth century,
and the pagans who taught there-as
Leontius, Plutarch the
philosopher, Proclus-were
in no danger of suffering the fate
of Hypatia at Alexandria. They were quietistic ; they did not
attempt to oppose the new faith, and the government wisely
left them in peace.
The Christians themselves were not quite emancipated from
the charm, or, as some thought, the evil glamour, of classical
antiquity. The pagan rhetoric, with all its ornaments, was
not dispensed with by the most learned christian divines.
I t was as dear to the heart of Chrysostom as to that of
M. gddlestand du M6ril says of
Christianity : " Non seulement il
minait par la base les deux grands
emp@chementsde l'amour dans l'ancien
monde, le laisser-aller de 1'BpicurBisme
au plaisir et les orgueilleuses indiffhr-

ences du stoicisme ; il initiait l'Humanit6 tout entiere h cette vie de l ' h e que
quelques sages avaient seuls encore
soupponnke." (Introduction to Floire
et BlnnceJor, p. c.)
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Libanius, and Eusebjus, the historian of Constantine, succeeded by its means in producing some effective passages.
Similarly, Latin divines like Augustine and Salvian did not
despise the science of style. But the art of the ancients had
more than this external influence. Christians who had really
a taste for art were, by embracing the new religion, placed in a
spiritual difficulty. The new religion created a repugnance to
the old fabulocs mythology, as a sort of emanation from Tartarean
powers, and to the old philosophies and modes of thought. There
were not many like Synesius who could be both a Platonist and
a Christian. There were not many even like Tertullian, who
would admit that the best of the ancients possessed " a soul
naturally christian." And yet in spite of themselves they could
not put away a hankering after the classical art whose subjectmatter was pagan myth and pagan history, now to be replaced
by the truths of the Old Testament. St. Augustine felt a
thrill, and deemed ;;he thrill wicked, at such lines asinfelix simulacrnm atque ipsius umbra Creusae.
Jerome could not resist the fascination of Cicero. One Germanus,
a friend of Cassian, had to confess with many tears that often, while
he was engaged in prayer, the old heroes and heroines would pass
into his soul, and the remembrance of the ancient gods disarrange
his thoughts of God. Such asceticism as this was more common
in the West than among the Greek-speaking Christians. It may
be added that pagan symbols and mottoes were used on christian
tombs, and pagan ideas adapted in christian art.
There is a legend which made its appearance about the
fourth century, remarkable both in itself and as having been
versified by the Empress Eudocia, the legend of Cyprian and
Justina. I t illustrates the thauniaturgy and the asceticism of
the age as well as the conflict of Christianity and paganism,
and is also interesting as presenting us with a prototype of
Faust. Justina was a beautiful christian maiden of Antioch,
passionately loved by a pagan youth Aglaides, who, unable to
win her affections which were given to Christ, determined to
move Acheron. For this purpose he engaged the services of
Cyprian, a po~verfulmagician, learned in all the wisdom of the
Egyptians and in the magic of the Chaldeans. But the demons
of temptation that the wizard's art raised against Justina were
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by the sign of the cross. Whereupon Cyprian, moved
by the firmness and power of her faith, became enamoured of
her, abjured his magic arts, and was baptized a Christian. Both
l1e and Justina suffered martyrdom in the persecution of
niocletian. The vanity of all his arts and lore is described by
Cyprian in a manner which reminds us of the opening lines
of Faust's soliloquy in Goethe's drama. Pagan learning is
associated with magic and powers of evil, and opposed to the
light of Christianity. Another point in the contrast is the conception of a purified spiritual love opposed to the love of the
carnal man which enlists the powers of darkness.
Regarding the dealings of holy men with demons, a curious
tale is told of St. Macarius of Alexandria. H e conceived the
idea of visiting the garden and sepulchre (Icdpotnphion)of Jannes
and Jambros, magicians who had lived in the time of Pharaoh,
that he might meet and make inquiries of the demons who had
been lodged there by the art of the magicians. They had
planted the garden with all sorts of trees, and surrounded it
with a wall of square stones; they had built a tomb in it,
wherein they placed rich treasure of gold, and had dug a great
well-in
hopes that after death they might luxuriate in
this paradise. Macarius made his way, like a mariner at sea,
by the guidance of the stars, and as he traversed the desert he
stuck reeds in the ground at certain intervals to mark the way
home. For nine days he crossed the desert, and as it was night
when he reached the garden, he lay down and slept. But
meanwhile the "wild demon " collected all the reeds, and when
the saint awoke he found them lying in a bundle at his head.
AS he approached the garden seventy demons met him, shouting
and.gesticulating, leaping, and gnashing with their teeth : flying
like crows in his face they asked him, "What want you,
Macarius ? why have you come t o , us ? " He replied that he
lnerely wished to see the garden and would leave it when he
had seen it ; whereupon the demons vanished. I n the garden
there was little to see ; a bronze cask hung in the well by an iron
chain worn by time, and a few dry pomegranates. Having
satisfied his curiosity, Macarius returned to his cell.
As there were two sides to the old Greek religion-the
ridiculous side which Lucian brought out so humorously, and

' Palladius, 'IuropLa Aauura~?j,ed. Mcmsius, 1616, p. 44 sgq.

,
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the ideal but human side which n:ade it lovely-there
were
two sides also to the christian religion. There was the ugly,
inhuman side, from which the humanism of the fourteenth and
fifteenth century revolted, manifested in extreme and grotesque
asceticism, a sort of war with the instincts of hnmanity ; ant1
there was the consolatory side, the hopes which it offered to
mankind, at that time almost weary of living. But in spite of
the dismalness, as far as the world is concerned, of the Christianity of the time, when men even looked forward to a very
speedy end of a universe which seemed a theatre of misery,
we can see traces of cheerf~~lness
and traits of hnnian feeling in
the Church, which had now outgrown the hopeful freshness
that gave it such a charm in the first and second centuries.
Christian women with gracious faces move before us, Olympias,
Melania, Endocia, though a lighter atmosphere seems to linger
round the pagan ladies, Hypatia, Asclepigeneia, and Athenais.
I t might be asked, was no middle course open? conld not
the attractions of paganism1 be combined with the attractions of
Christianity, and a new theory of life, combining the requisite
consolation with the antique grace, be constructed? Neoplatonism
might seem at first something of this kind. With a theology
generically similar to the christian theology, it taught a high
ideal of ethics, the practical aim being to purify the soul from
the thraldom of matter by an ascending series of cleansing processes, so that it might finally, by a sort of henosis or at-one-ment,
become conscious of the Absolute. But it is clear that Neoplatonism involved the same essential opposition which was involved
in Christianity, the opposition of soul and body, and therefore
must logically lead to the same cast of inhumanity, tinctured
with cynicism. Theoretically, indeed, soul and body were two
terms in a descending series, but practically they were opposed.
And so, although the new philosophers, who studied Plato and
Pythagoras and Aristotle and old Orphic mysteries, might invest their doctrine with an antique borrowed charm, they were
really as much children of the gray time they lived in as the
Christians. But they were recognised opponents ; in such a
spirit Augustine speaks of Plotinus and Porphyrius, and the
At this period the pagan ritual endeavoured t o seduce men's senses anll
maintain itself by brilliant forms of

worship (cf. Richter, Dm zcestrdmische
Eeich, p. 550).
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massacre of Hypatia at Alexandria was a manifestation of the
Proclus, the last original Greek philosopher, lived at Athens
throughout the greater part of the fifth century (410-485).
Born in Lycia, he was dedicated by his parents to Apollo, for
it behoved (as we are told by his biographer Marinus, whose
work is full of interesting incidents and traits) that one who
was to lead all sciences should be reared and educated under
the god who leads the Muses. H e studied rhetoric at Alexandria and philosophy at Athens, where, under the guidance of
the old philosopher Plutarchus and his daughter Asclepigeneia,
he was initiated in the mysteries of Platonism. We must
glance at the system of Proclus, the last term in the history
or chain of Greek philosophy. I n a general history we cannot
go into its difficult details, but we must take note of its
leading features ; for a historian of any particular state of the
world is concerned with the way in which a thinker placed
therein approaches metaphysical problems. I t might even be
said that we must go to the philosophers, as to mystics, in
order to understand the real forces that underlie the history of
a time, and determine even events like a war or a revolution.
The men who act in history, the men who "make histcry,"
have only to do with this treasure, or this kingdom, or this
woman l; the philosopher has not to do with this and that, but
has to become a witness of the processes of the spirit in which
this and that are nothing more than this and that. So in
reading a philosophy we are getting at the secret of the age,
and learning the manner in which the spirit contemplated
itself at the time.
Proclus understood Plato more thoroughly and worked
more in his spirit than his great predecessor Plotinns, on whom
he made a marked advance in many respects. If Plotinus is
the Schelling of Neoplatonism, Proclus is its Hegel. There
was an unreduced surd in Plot,inus and a certain cloudiness in
his system, a sediment as it were in the bottom of the cup
which clouded the liquid to a certain degree. The sediment
disappears in Proclus, the wine is strained and clarified; he
presents us with a thoroughly articulated system, that bears a
distinct resemblance in its method to Hegel's Logic.
See Hegel, W e ~ k exv.
, p. 96.
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Proclus, like Plotinus, started with the One or the Absolute, that which cannot be called Being, for it is beyond
Being, and cannot be called intelligent, for intelligence is too
low a category to assert of it. I t is the source of all things,
and yet it would be improper to assert cause of i t ; it is
a cause and yet not cause, C E U ~ L T L ~ P a h ~ o v . Now from the
One, according to Plotinus, emanates an image which, through
and in the act of turning towards the One from which it
emanates, is Nous or Thought. This is the point at which
P~oclusmakes a new departure. The immediate procession of
the Nous from the One rests on a confusion, a middle term is
required, and Proclus interposed the henads between thema plurality of ones, whereby alone there can be participation
in the One. The doctrine of the henads is the philosophical
analogue of the famous Jilioquc clause in the Latin creed ; as
the holy Spirit proceeds not from the Father alone, but from
the Father and Son, so the Nous or Spirit proceeds not from
the One directly, but from the One and the company of henads.
The henads he terms Gods. Next to them, and third in the
descending line, comes the sphere of Nous, differentiated into
numerous categories arranged in triads. I t is this triadic
arrangement, of which we find the origin in Plato, that reminds
us of the Hegelian system. From the intellectual world emanates the fourth term, Soul; and here he repeats his triple
division, assuming three kinds of souls, divine, human, and
demonic. Fifth and last in the scale comes Matter.'
This process of development is one of descent from higher
to lower. There is a reverse process, the epistrophe or turning
back ; and this process is performed by the soul, when in the
study of philosophy i t turns to the intellect from which it
came forth, and in whose nature i t shares. Thus it is the aim
of the "musical " or cultured soul to retrace the world-process
in which it is involved.
I n the hymns of Proclas, which he wrote under the inspiration of older Orphic hymns, and in which he celebrated all
kinds of strange deities-for he used to say that a philosopher
should not confine himself to the reIigious ideas of one people,
but be " a hierophant of the world,"-he
emits some of that
Hierarchical scales were a feature
of thc period ; they meet us i11 the

military, civil, and ecclesiastical organisations, as well as in Neoplatonism.
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emotion with which the philosophical writings of Plotinus
are suffused, but of which we can find little in his own severe
treatises. For Plotinus, like Empedocles or Spinoza, often seems
in a sort of divine intoxication, and the severity which attends
~ndisturbedcontemplation was lighted up, shall we say, or
&adowed, by his enthusiasm as a combatant against ths new
I n his time, before Christianity attained its dominant
position, no thinker with native enthusiasm could fail to be
drawn into the vortex of the contending theories of the world.
~ u int the fifth century the only thing left for non-christian
philosophers was quietism. Out of the world, " a solitary
worker in the vast loneliness of the Absolute," Proclus was
able to develop the timeless and spaceless triads, and study the
works of Plato with a leisure and severity that Plotinus could
hardly realise. Most of his works assume the modest form of
commentaries on Plato.
The practical end of the Neoplatonists was, like that of the
Stoics, ataraxia, freedom from disturbance; and this they
thought was obtained by contemplation, herein agreeing with
the Aristotelian ideal of the " theoretic life." Thus they
differed from both Stoics and Christians. For the Stoic and
the Christian, theorising-the
study of pure metaphysics-is
valuable only as a means to right conduct, a sort of canonis
for ethics ; but for the Neoplatonist the practice of the ethical
virtues is subsidiary to the contemplation of the metaphysical
truth which is the end. And thus, although it had an atmosphere of religion about it, Neoplatonism was and could be
strictly no more and no less than a philosophy. Stoicism had
perhaps a larger number of the elements of a religion, and
yet it too was only for the sage.
There is a certain contrast and there is also a certain analogy
between the course of development of Christianity and that of
Neoplatonism. As Christians had been divided into Athanasians
and Arians, so Neoplatonism may be said to have fallen asunder
into two divergent schools. There were the soberer and
truer followers of Plotinus, among whom Hypatia may be mentioned, and there were the wilder mystical speculators like
Iamblichus and the writer on Egyptian Mysteries. Thus the
divergency from orthodox Neoplatonism was into the realm of
the imagination ; the divergency from orthodox Christianity was
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into the realm of the understanding. Among the new Platonists
there were no rationalists like the Arians ; and we may be
sure that men of a cold logical temper, on whose faith the
creed of Nicaea laid too heavy a burden, were more inclined to
embrace the modified form of Christianity than any form of
the new pagan philosophy.
Again, the minute determination of the nature of Christ in
the fifth century, through the Nestorian and Entychian controversies, was aln ?st1 the last period in the development of
christian doctrine, just as the minute determination of the
higher categories by Proclus was the final stage of the development of Neoplatonic thought. The first great inspiration,
which in its ardonr could not tolerate, or rather did not think
of, precise analysis of ideas, had passed away, and men were
able to reason things out more calmly and realise the subtler
difficulties.
What, it may be asked, was the historical result for mankind of the new philosophy and the new religion ? The
presence of the Infinite, whether to an individual or a race,
is bought at a great cost. Humanity seeks a deliverer; it
obtains a deliverer and a tyrant. For the Infinite, having
freed the human minii from the bonds of the finite, enslaves
it unto itself, like a true tyrant ; we may say, and the paradox
is only apparent, that the human mind was cabined by the
Infinite. Thought was rendered sterile and unproductive for
centuries under the withering pressure of an omnipresent
and monotonous idea. But through this selva osczwa lay
the path from ancient to modern civilisation, and few will
be disposed to assert with Rousseau and Gibbon that the cost
was greater than the gain.
The monotheletic dispute in the
seventh century, set at rest by the sixth
Ecumenical Council, was actually the

last stage in christological controvers
but it was really only a corollary tQ t%b
monophysitic question.

C H A P T E R I1
INFLUENCE O F CHRISTIANITY ON

SOCIETY

HAVINGseen how closely Christianity was connected with the
we
past ages of civilised Europe, whose beliefs it su~erseded.
, must glance at its other historical aspect, in which i t appears
as a new departure. I t has been said that the function of the
German nations was to be the bearers of Christianity. The
growth of the new religion was indeed contemporary with the
spread of the new races in the Empire,
- - but at this time
in the external events of history, so far from being closely
attached to the Germans, Christianity is identified with the
Roman Empire. I t is long afterwards that we see the mission
fulfilled. The connection rests on a psychological basis ; the
German character was essentially subjective. The Teutons
were gifted with that susceptibility which we call heart, and
i t was to the needs of the heart that Christianity possessed
endless potentialities of adaptation. From the very first
German princesses often embraced Christianity and adorned it,
but it required many centuries for those nations to be regenerated by its influence. Yet even in the exclamation of the rude
barbarian Chlodwig, when he heard the story of Christ's passion, "If I had been there with my Franks, I would have
revenged his injuries !" we feel the presence of this heart, in
its wild state, which Christianity was destined to tame. To
an old Roman, like Aurelian or Constantine, such an exclamation would have been impossible. Christianity and Teutonism
were both solvents of the ancient world, and as the German
nations became afterwards entirely christian, we see thrr they
were historically adapted to one another.
L
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This aspect of Christianity as the religion of the future
has brought us to consider it as a religion rather than as a
theology, in which light its connection with the past naturally
exhibited it. As a religion it was a complete novelty, and
was bound to displace Stoicism and Neoplatonism. Stoicisnl
was indeed practical, but it could only be accepted by a man
of more than average intellect, while Christianity descended to
the dull and the uneducated. Stoicism aimed at stifling the
emotions and repressing the affections ; Christianity cherished
the amiable affections, and was particularly suited to be understood and embraced by women and children who, according to
Aristotle, are creatures of passion, as opposed to men who are
capable-of living by reason. We must now point out some of
the leading change's which Christianity produced in society,
having first considered why Roman society adopted it.
What induced the civilised world to be converted to
Christianity is a question that naturally suggests itself. Mr.
Lecky tells us that it was not from conviction after careful
sifting of evidence that men believed it ; it was rather because
they wanted to believe something, and Christianity was the best
they found. I t was consoling; it had an oriental flavour, and
yet was not wrapped in such an envelope of mystic theosophy
as to preclude it from acceptance by European minds. But it
was, above all, I think, the cheerful virtue of the christian life
that exercised a fascination on the cultured, and a passage in
the Confessions of Augustine seems worthy of special remark.'
Having stated that the christian life attracted him, he says :" Aperiebatur enim ab ea parte qua intenderam faciem et
quo transire trepidabam, casta dignitas continentiae, serena et
non dissolute hilaris, honeste blandiens ut venirem neque
dubitarern et extendens ad me suscipiendum et amplectendum
pias manus plenas gregibus bonorum exemplorum."
" In the direction where I had set my face, and whither I
was hastening to cross over, there was exposed to my view a
chaste and dignified temper of self-restraint, serene and cheerful but never dissolute, honourably enticing me to come without
hesitation, and holding out to embrace and receive me affectionate hands, full of good examples."
1

viii. 11.
It might seem that the Roman

Empire might have attained of itself
to this gentleness of manners, es it
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But beside this ideal of a calm and cheerful social life
there was the ideal of the ascetic and unsocial life of the hermit,
which exercised a sort of maddening fascination over countless
men of high faculties. The object of the hermit was to free
himself from telnptations to sensuality'; and thus the men
who embraced such a life were probably, in most cases, men
of strongly-developed physical passions, seized with a profound
conviction of the deadliness of impurity. They were therefore
oeneralIy men of robust frame, and this may explain how they
0
could live so long under privations and endurances which seem
sufficient to bring the life of an ordinary man' to a speedy end.
A rage for the spiritual life, far from the world, seized on
individuals of all classes. I n the sixth century an Ethiopian
king, Elesbaa, abdicated his throne to retire to fast and pray
in the desert, where he lived as a saint of no ordinary sanctity
and power. I11 the reign of Theodosius the Great, a beautiful
young man, who attained to the highest political offices, suddenly bade good-bye to his family and departed to Mount
Sinai, stricken with a passion for the desert. But we need
not enumerate here the countless disciples of St. Antony and
St. Pachomius '; they meet us at every page of history.
I n the same way among women the horror of unchastity
-of desecration of the body, the temple of the soul-which
had taken possession of the age with a sort of morbid excess,
led to vows of perpetual virginity, and even children were
dedicated in their infancy with a cruel kindness to a life of
mona~ticism.~When we regard the effects of these habits, we
observe, in the first place, that the great value set by the
triumphant Church on the unmarried life must have conduced
to depopulation; and in the second place, that the refusal of
the most spiritually-minded in the community to assist in
advanced in civilisation and enjoyed a
long peace ; and it did tend in that
direction, as we can see by the mild
character of later Stoicism. But, as
Lecky points out, there were three great
checks on such a tendency (Hutory nf
Ewrn~ea?zJfnrals, i. 287)-(1) the irnperial system itself-the cruel& of
emperors worshipped as gods ; (2)" the
institution of slavery ; (3) t h continu~
ance of the gladiatorial shows.
Evagrius describes how certain

'

monks of Palestine succeeded so well
in their endeavours to mortify the flesh
that they became unconscious of the
differences of the sexes (Hist. Ecc. i.
21?'The coenobitic monks who lived
together i11 cells in the desert were
aracticallv hermits.
----------I do "not
ropose to illustrate at
length this sutject, of which long accounts and numerous anecdotes may be
found in any ecclesiastical history.
A

reproduction must have contributed to a decrease 1n really
spiritually-minded persons, on the principle of heredity. If
the best refuse to have children, the race must decline. I t
would be an error, of course, to insist too much on the distant
effects of celibacy, but it cannot be overlooked that these were
its natural tendencies. When Jeronze remarked that in one
respect marriage was laudable, because it brought virgins into
the world, he did not see that the observation was really a
retort upon his own position.
This unsocial passion invaded family life, and must havg
caused a considerable amount of suffering. Among the most
pathetic incidents in the history of the growth of Christianity
were those of the great gulf fixed between husbands and
wives by the conversion of the latter. And after Christianity
had, prevailed, parents of average notions have been often
filled with despair when a divine longing for the lonely life
came upon their children.
The position of women mas considerably changed by
Christianity. Their possession of immortal souls equalised
them with the other sex, and an einancipatlon began, which
.
has sifice indeed progressed but slowly, by the recognition that
they had functions beyond those of maternity and housewifery.
I n fact, those Christians who did not approve unreservedly of
celibacy considered that the chief end of marriage was not
production of children, but rather to be a type of the primitive
union of hunian society? This theory set women and men on
an equal footing. St. Chrysostom expressed himself strongly
on this subject. I n a letter to a Roman lady he said that
nature had assigned domestic duties to women and external
duties to men, but that the christian life extended woman's
sphere, and gave her a part to play in the struggles of the
C h u r ~ h . ~This part was that of the consoler and "ministering
angel." And thus, to use a cant phrase of the present day,
woman was admitted to have a "mission." Olympias, the
friend of Chrysostom, was a lady of the new type.
As in the present day, the admiration of enthusiastic
women for saints and priests was unbounded. Jerome had
a spiritual circle of women about him in Old Rome, and Chry1 See Ozanam, La civilisatio~z au
cinquUme siecle, part ii. p. 81.

Tertullian wrote a book on the
duties of a christian woman.

sostom was the centre of similar attentions from ladies in
New Rome. The name au~iscalpius,or ear-picker, was given
to a priest who was noted for his successes in making such
spiritual conquests. The new view of women's position must
have tended to make them more independent, just as does nowadays the spread of more liberal theories on women's education ;
and old-fashioned people probably looked with horror on the
life of deaconesses as implying an immodest surrender of female
retirement. That many of these religious sisters did become
really "fast" in dress and behaviour we know from the
letters of Chrysostom.
One of the most far-reaching changes introduced by
Christianity into the conduct of life was the idea that human
life as such was sacred; an idea distinctly opposed to the
actual practice of the pagans, if not quite novel to them. This
idea, in the first place, altered the attitude to the gladiatorial
shows, and although they were not immediately abolished on
the triumph of Christianity, they became gradually discredited
and were put down before the end of the fourth century. As
these amusements, were one of the chief obstacles to the refining and softening influences of Roman advanced civilisation,
we can hardly rate too highly the importance of this step?
Again, the attitude towards suicide, which the pagans, if they
did not recommend it, at least considered venal: was quite
changed by the new feeling, and became a heinous crime,
which was hardly condoned even to heroic christian maidens,
though it were the only means of preserving them from dishonour. Another corollary from the respect for inviolability
of life was the uncompromising reprobation of all forms of
removing unwelcome children by exposition, infanticide, or
even abortion.
Along with this negatively working idea of the sanctity of
life was the other idea which succeeded and elevated Stoic
~osmopolitanism,the idea that all men are brothers bound by
Friedlander, Sittengeschichte,ii. p.
279, says of the deleterious effects of

tha games : "Sie erfullten die geistige
Atnlosphnre Roms rnit einem Anstcckungsstoff, dessen Einiiusse selbst hohe
Bildung und bevorzugte Lebensstellung
nicht zu brechen ve~nlochten,fur die

such das andre Gesclilecht nur zu
empfanglich war."
? Plotinus forbade
suicide on tho
g ~ o n u dthat i t entailed a disturbance
which infected the purity of the soul.
Stoics looled upon the possibility of
self-ilestrllction as a gauge of their independence.
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a comnlon hnmanity. Besides softening to some extent the
relation between the Roman world and the barbarians, this
idea had a considerable effect within the Empire itself on the
position of slaves, who as nlen and members of the christian
Cllurcll were the brothers of their masters and on an equality
with them. This both improved the condition of slaves and
promoted to some degree a decrease of slavery and an increase
in the frequency of emancipation. Beyond this, it; penetrated
and quickened all the elnotions of life and furthered the cultivation of the amiable side of human nature.
Yet we can hardly say that there was rnuch altruism in
early christian society, in spite of the altruistic tendencies of
Christ's teaching.
There were abundant instances of selfsacrifice for others, but they were not dictated by the motive
of altruism ; they were dictated by the motive of a transfigured
selfishness which looked to a reward hereafter, by the desire
of ennobling and benefiting one's own soul. The inlpossible
and, as Herbert Spencer has shown, undesirable aim of loving
one's neighbour as oneself, in the literal sense of the words,
was not attained or even approached by the saints. Many
people in modern England come far nearer to the realisation of
the idea than they did. Alms, for example, were not given
merely out of pure and heartfelt sympathy for the poor: they
were given for the benefit of the giver's soul, and to obtain the
prayers of the recipients who, just because they happened to be
poor, were supposed to be not far from the kingdom of heaven.
The ideas of sin and future punishment, enforced by an
elaborate legislature regulating degrees of sin and the corresponding penances, were another great novelty of Christianity, raising
as it were the elaborate ritual of pagan ceremonies of purification
into the spiritual sphere, where evil thoughts were wellnigh as
black as evil acts. The tortures of hell gave a dark tint to the
new religion, which to natures of nlelancholy cast made it a
sort of haunting terror; while the claims of Christianity to
dominale the most trifling deed and smallest thought, leaving
almost no margin for neutral actions, tended to make the dread
of sin constant and morbid.
And here we have touched on a side of Christianity
which was distinctly unreasona,ble and would h w t revolted
the clear intellect of a healthy Greek. The Idea that God'e

omniscience takes account of the smallest and meanest details
of our lives, and keeps, as it were, a written record of such
nugatory sins against us, would have appeared utterly absurd,
as well as a degradation of the Deity, to an old Greek possessed of the most elementary culture. I t is an idea that
cannot well be accepted by the reason of the natural man;
and, like that other idea of extreme asceticism which led
to a solitary life, equally repugnant to Hellenic reason, it was
carried to excess by the Christians. For like all true lovers,
the true lovers of God "run into strange capers." And while
to many this idea was welcome, as bringing them into close
and constant relation with the Deity, as making them 'eel his
presence, to some Christians the divine supervision of trifles
must have been felt as an oppressive tyranny. And the
Church was able to enforce its moral laws by fear of the
ultimate and dreaded penalty of excommunication which made
the criminal an outcast from society, avoided and abhorred.
I n forming an idea of the christiazl society and sentiments
of the early ages, we must not forget that the believers of
those days realised far more vividly than the believers of our
days the realities of their religion. While the conceptions of
the saints were confined to a smaller sphere of observed facts,
their imaginations had a wider range and a greater intensity.
The realm of scientific knowledge was limited ; and therefore
the field of fancy which they inherited, the field of divine or
automatous intimations, was all the more spacious. They were
ever contending or consorting with the demons or angels of
imagination, now uplifted and rejoicing in the radiant raptures
of heaven, now labouring and heavyladen in the lurid horrors
of hell. This variation between two extreme poles-between
a dread of God's wrath and a consciousness of his approvalwhich produced the opposing virtues of christian pride and
christian humility, was alien to the Hellenic instinct which
clung to the mean (76 piaov). The "humble man" of the
Christianswould have been considered a vicious and contenlptible
person by Aristotle, who put forward the "man of great spirit "
(6 p ~ ~ a ~ ~ + l r v ~aso aF jman of virtue.
This chapter may be concluded with the remark that a
considerable change had come over Christianity itself since its
first appearance. I t hacl lost the charm that attended ihe
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novelty of the first revelation ; the flower of its youth had
faded. The christian temperament could not be unaffected by
the cold winter waves that washed over the world in the fourth
and fifth centuries ; and although the religious consolation
remained, the early cheerfulness-cheerfulness
even under
persecution-and
the freshness which contrasted pleasantly
with the weary pagan society were no longer there.
C H A P T E R I11
ELEMENTS OF DISINTEGRATION IN THE RONAN EMPIRE

THEmost obvious element of weakness in the Roman Empire
was the increasing depopulation. The vitality of a state deends ultimately on the people, and from the time of Augustus,
who was obliged to make special laws to encourage reproduction, to the time of Marcus Aurelius the population steadily
decreased. I n the reign of durelius the great plague inflicted
a blow which the Empire was never able to recover, as it
was involved in a continuous series of evils, the wars of the
third century, until the time of Constantine. The original
cause of depopulation in Italy was the slave system, which
ruined the middle class of small proprietors and created a
proletariat. A similar tendency manifested itself in the East
under Roman rule, though in a lesser degree ; and the financial
policy of the later Empire, which maintained oppressive taxation
by means of the "curial system," effectually hindered the
population from recovering itself. Thus to the social cause
which had operated for a long time was added in the fourth
century a political cause, and just as the first was an indispensable element of Roman society, the second soon became indispensable to the Roman administration.
Moreover, the only remedy which the
vernment could
apply to meet the evil was itself an active e ement of disintepation. This was the introduction of barbarians as soldiers
or agriculturists (coloni) into the Roman provinces.
Thus slavery and oppressive taxation, the causes of depopulation, and the importation of barbarians, the remedy of
depopulation, may be looked on as three main elements of
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disintegration in the Empire. A fourth element was the
Christian religion which, while it was entirely opposed to the
Romall spirit which if was destined to dissolve, nevertheless
was not theoretically opposed to the Empire and the imperial
administration. We may take these four points in order:
(1) I t was a consecluence of the slave system that those
great estates which, according to an ancient writer, ruined
Italy were formed, and swallowed up the small proprietors.
It is important to note precisely how this effect took place.
I n time of war all free proprietors, rich and poor alike, were
obliged to take the field ; but while the land of the rich, who
enlployed slaves to cultivate it, was not affected by this
circumstance, the lands of the small farmers, who had no staff
of slaves, remained uncultivated during their absence. This
fact, in a time when wars were frequent, tended directly to
reduce the petty proprietors to beggary and add to the wealth of
the rich capitalists. Another effect of wars, which conduced to
the same result, was that the ranks of the small farmers were
decimated, while the numbers of the slaves, who did not serve
in the army, multiplied. We must also remember that a bad
harvest raised prices then to an extent that appears now quite
enormous ; so that the small farmer was obliged to buy corn
at an exorbitant price, and, if the harvest of the following year
turned out very successful, prices descended so low that he
was unable even to reimburse himse1f.l
Besides destroying the middle class, the slave system
facilitated and encouraged the unproductive unions of concubinage, and these to the self-indulgent were more agreeable
than marriage, which entails duties as well as pleasures.
This convenient system naturally confirmed and increased the
spirit of self-indulgence, and also increased its psychological concomitant, cruelty or indifference, which tended to keep up the
practice of exposing infants, a direct check on population.
Under the Empire even the number of the slaves decreased.
For to purchase slaves in the markets of the East the precious
metals were requisite, since the produce of the West did not
readily find a sale i n the East, and the supply of gold and silver
was declining, especially after the time of Caracalla, as is proved
I have availed myself here of the
acute remarks of eon Jhrring on the

Quellen des Pauperirmus in his Geist des
riLmischen Rechts, vol. ii. p. 237 sqq.
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by the great depreciations of coinage.' This diminution in the
number of slaves led to the rehabilitation of free labour; but
the freemen were soon involved in the meshes of the caste
system which reduced them not to slavery, but to serfdom.
(2) I t was in the times of Diocletian and Constantine that
the municipal institutions of the Empire were impressed with
the fiscal stamp which characterised them henceforward.
During the three preceding centuries the provinces had gone
through much tribulation, of which Juvenal, for example, gives
us a picture ; but this oppression was at least mitigated by the
fact that it was not legal, and it was always open to the provincials to take legal proceedings. Nor was extortion always
countenanced by the Emperors; i t is recorded that Tiberius
found fault with the prefect of Egypt for transmitting to Rome
an unduly large amount.'
But at the beginning of the fourth century the old municipal cmia or senate was metamorphosed into a machine for
grinding down the provincial proprietors by a most unmerciful
and injudicious system of taxation. The curia of a town consisted of a certain number of the richest landowners who were
responsible to the treasury for a definite sum, which it was
their business to collect from all the proprietors in the district.
I t followed that if one proprietor became bankrupt the load on
all the others was increased. The provincials had two alleviations. The first was that a revision of taxes took place every
fifteen years, the so-called indiction: which became a measure
of time, and thus there was a prospect that an excessive burden
might be reduced. The second consisted in the institution of
the dgcnsores, persons nominated to watch over the interests
of the provincials and interfere in behalf of their rights against
illegal oppression.4 On the other hand we must remember
that, as Finlay noticed, the interests of the czcl-in were not

' Compare Merivale, History o j the
Romans under tRe Empire, vol. viii. 11p.
351, 352. For the drain of specie to
Asia, Pliny is cited (Hist. A'at. vi. 26 ;
xii. 41).
Suetonius, V. Tib. 32. Sce Pinlay,
History of Greece (ed. Tozer), vol. i. p. 41.
The iltdictio (i?rrvPyqurs) was propsrly the first year of the period of fifteen
years. Afterwards i t was used of any
year of this period. The first indictlon began on Lqt September 312 A.n.

4 The duties of a dcj%lzsor civitntis
are en~~nlerated
in a rescript of Gratian,
Valentinian, and Tlieodosius (Cod. Just.
i. 55, 4) : scilicet 2~til)zpri~~tis
parentis
wLecin plebi exl~ibens-he is to act as a
parent to the populace, to protect both
rz~sticiant1 ?~rba?zifrom ol~pression,to
withstand "the insolence of office," to
prevent tho exaction of anything beyonti
the amonlit due, etc. This office of
clemency mas afterwards closely connecre(1 i :tll tlle christian Churcl~.
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identical with those of the municipality, as the curiales were
only a select nunlber of the most wealthy.
This system tended to reduce the free provincial gentleinen
to the state of serfs. They were enclosed in a cage from which
there was almost no exit, for laws were passed which forbade
them to enlist in the army, to enter the church, or go to the
bar. They were not allowed to quit their municipality without permission from the governor, and travelling was in every
way discouraged. Moreover, the obligations of the decurionate
were hereditary, and exclusion from all other careers rigidly
enforced. Thus a caste system was instituted, in which the individual life must have been often a hopeless monotony of misery.
The kindred institutions of serfdom and the colonatus
gradually arose by a double process of levelling up and levelling down; slaves were elevated and freemen were degraded
to the condition of labourers attached to the soil. The slave
proprietors were called ascripticii ; while the free farmers were
known as coloni. Economic necessities naturally brought
about this state of things, and then it was recognised and
stereotyped by law. An account of the colonatus which,
while it is concise, loses sight of no essential fact, has been
given by Dr. Ingram in his essay on "Slavery," from which
the following passage may be conveniently quoted : "The
class of coloni appears to have been composed partly of tenants
by contract who had incurred large arrears of rent and were
detained on the estates as debtors (obaerbti), partly of foreign
captives or immigrants who were settled in this condition on
the land, and partly of small proprietors and other poor men
who voluntarily adopted the status as an improvement in their
position. They paid a fixed proportion of the produce (pars
agraria) to the owner of the estate, and gave a determinate
amount of labour (operae) on the portion of the donlain which
he kept in his own hands (nzccnsus dominicus). The law for a
long time took no notice of these customary temres, and did
not systematically constitute them until the fourth century. I t
was indeed the requirements of the fiscus and the c~nscription
which impelled the imperial government to regulate the systen~."~
Article on "Slavery," by Dr. J. K.
Illgram in the Eno~e~opcedia
Britannica.
The best work on the subject of the
nolonatus is the essay by &
Fustel
I. de

Coulanges in his recent volume of
Ilecherehes. He points out clearly how
the fer?nierspnr contrat became gradually transformed t o colons. " Ce n'est
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The caste system was carried out not only in the class of
landed proprietors, to secure the land tax, but in all trades and
professions whose members were liable to the capitation tax.
Two other taxes were introduced at the same period, the
chrysargyron, a tax on receipts which fell very heavily on poor
people, and was afterwards abolished by Anastasius amidst
general rejoicings ; and a class tax on senators.
The uses to which a large part of the fiscal income was
put gave the system an additional sting. The idle populaces
of the great cities were supplied with corn-the
drones fed on
the labours of the bees. But this was only the unavoidable
consequence of the economical relations of the ancient world,
which led necessarily to pauperism on a tremendous scale.
A more real grievance was the system of court ceremonial and
aulic splendour, introduced by Aurelian, confirmed by Diocletian, and elaborated by Constantine, which consumed a vast
quantity of money, and was ever increasing in luxury and
unnecessary extravagance.
As Hallam said, in speaking of
the oppression under Charles V I of France, "the sting of taxation is wastefulness."
The principle of this system was to transfer to the imperial
treasury as much as possible of the wealth circulating in the
Empire. Want of cayital in the provinces was a necessary
result; there were no means to repair the damages of time,
fire, or earthquakes save by an application to the central
authority, which entailed delay and uncertainty, especially in
distant provinces. A decrease in the means of life was soon
produced, acd thereby a decrease in the population.
The western suffered more than the eastern provinces, a
fact which we must attribute primarily to a different economic
condition, resulting from a different history. The distribution
of property was less uneven in the East, and the social
pas le colonat qni s'est substitub en
bloc au fermage ; c'est, cliaque jour,
ici ou lh, un colon qni s'est substituh B
un fermier. Le fermage et le colonat
0nt longtemps vhcu cGte & c6te " (1).24).
The class of nscripticii, who arose
through the practice of tenures serviles,
are recognised in a law of Alexander
Sev~rus,224 A.D. (Cod. Just. viii. 51,
1). T ~distinction
L
between ascri]~tieii
and coloni, clearly marked in several
laws of J u tinian (e.g. Corl. i. 4, 24 :

Nov. cvii. ed. Zacharia), was kept u p
still in the seventh century, but disappeared in the eighth ; a t least ?here
is no mention of adseripticii in the
v6pos - ~ E W P Y L K ~ Esee
,
Zach. Yon Lingentlial, Gricchisch-romisches Rccht, p. 241.
M. de Col-'snges is wrong in attributing the treatise ai borrai to the eighth
century ; i t was probably conlposed in
the reign of Heraclius ; see von Lingenthal, ib. p. 9.
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character of the people was different. For while the East was
under the more genial and enlightened rule of Alexander's
successors, the West was held by the cold hand of Rome.
After the division of the Empire, 3 9 5 A.D., the state of the West
seems to have become rapidly worse, while the East gradually
revived under a government inclined to reform. Of the misery
to which the Occident was reduced by the middle of the fifth
century we have a piece of incontestable evidence in the constitutions of the Emperor Majorian, who seems to have been
inspired by the example of the government of Constantinople,
and desired to alleviate the miseries that were produced by
the curial institutions. H e was perhaps animated by some
faint reflection of the spirit of ancient Rome, if we may judge
from the enunciation of his policy in the letter which he
addressed to the senate on his accession.' His short reign
impresses us with a peculiar melancholy, a feeling of ineffectuality, and brings home to us perhaps more than anything
else in the fifth century how fruitless it was to struggle against
the doom which was implied in the circumstances of the
Empire and therefore impended inevitably over it, and how
impracticable any reformation was when the decay had
advanced so far.
The language used in Majorian's constitutions of the state
of the provincial subjects is very strong. Their fortunes are
described as " wearied out by the exaction of diverse and manifold taxes." The municipal bodies of decurions, which should
be regarded as the " sinews of the republic," have been reduced
to such a condition by "the injustice of judges and venality of
tax-collectors " that they have taken refuge in obscure hidingplaces. Majorian bids them return, guaranteeing that such
abuses will be suppressed. I t is particularly to be noted that
he abolished the arrangement by which the corporation was
responsible for the whole amount of the land tax fixed at the
last indiction ; henceforward the curia was to be responsible
only for what it was able to collect from the tax-payers. He
further discharged the accumulated arrears and re-established
the office of defensor provinciae, which was falling into
disuse.
ATov.illaj. 1: L ' P r a e ~ ~ i mjustitiam
ite
nostris vigere temporibus et sub inno-

centiae merito proficere posse virtutes.
Nemo delationes metuat," etc.
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We need not dwell on the extortions and oppressions of
the officials-the governors of the provinces, the vicars of the
made the cup of
dioceses, the praetorian prefects-which
misery run over. I t is enough to call attention to a flagrant
defect in the Roman imperial system-the fact that the administration of justice was in the hands of the government officials ;
the civil governors were also the judges. By a constitution
of Constantine there was no appeal to the Emperor from the
sentence of the praetorian prefect. Thus there was no protection against an unjust governor, as the offender was also
the judge.l
I t follows from this that the interests of the government
and the governed were in direct opposition ; and it is evident
that the sad condition of the provinces, depopulated and miserable, was a most serious element of disintegration, the full
effects of which were produced in the West, while in the East
it was partially cancelled by the operation of other tendencies of
an opposite kind.
(3) The introduction of barbarians from Central Europe into
the Empire was due to two general causes. They were admitted
to replenish the declining population, or they were admitted
from the policy that they would be less dangerous as subjects
within than as strangers without. Even in the time of the
Republic there had been instances of hiring barbarian mercenaries ; under the Empire it became a common practice. Marcus
Aurelius made settlements of barbarians in Pannonia and
M ~ e s i a . ~I t is probable that the barbarisation of the army
progressed surely and continuously, but this plan of settling
barbarians as coloni within Roman territory was not carried
out on a large scale until the latter half of the third century.
Gallienus settled Germans in Pannonia, and Claudius, after his
Gothic victory, recruited his troops with the flower of the Gothic
youth ; but Probus introduced multitudes of Franks, Vandals,
Alans, Bastarnae ; in fact, the policy of settling barbarians on

'

" Quid alind,"cries Salvian, a divine
of the fifth century, "quorundam quos
taceo praefectura quam praeda ? . . . ad
hoc enim honor, a paucis emitur, ut
cunctornm vastatione solvatur . . .
unius honor urhis excidium est" (de
Gubernatio~leDei, iv. 21). Salvian is
severe on all classes of the commonity.

" The

life of all merchants," he says,
is nothing but a tissue of fraud and
perjury, the life of the curials is nothing
but injustice, that of the administrative
officials (ojicialiu?n) is devoted to collusion, while the career of soldiers is
a career of rapine" (iii. 50, ed. Pauly).
Cassius Dio, 72, 11.
'I
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Roman ground was the most important feature of Probus' reign.
Thrace, for example, received 10 0,O 0 0 Bastarnae. Moreover,
he compelled the conquered nations to supply the army with
16,O 0 0 men, whom he judiciously dispersed in small companies
among Roman regiments. The marklands of the Rhine and
Danube were systematically settled with Teutons. Constantius
Chlorus continued the policy of Probus ; his allocations of
Franks in the neighbourhood of Troyes and in the neighbourhood of Amiens deserve special notice, for these coloni~ts
succeeded in Germanising the north of France, so that they
have been called "the pioneers of the Gernlan nations." The
Carpi (perhaps Slaves), subdued by Diocletian and Galerius,
were transported in masses to Pannonia. Constantine is said to
have allotted lands to 3 0 0,O 0 0 Sarmatae, and he seems to have
adopted a policy, perhaps received from his father, of treating
the barbarians with great consideration. Ammianus says that
Julian reproached his memory for having been the first to
advance barbarians to the c~nsulate.~From the time of Constantine the importance of the Germans in the Empire increased
rapidly. I t became apparent in the revolt of Magnentius,
which Julian regarded as a "sacred war in behalf of the laws
and constitution." Magnentius himself was an " unfortunate
relic of booty won from the germ an^,"^ and his standard was
joined by the Franks and Saxons, "who were most zealous
allies on account of kindred race" (/car&76 #b-yyev&). I n the
days of Constantius " a multitude of Franks flourished in the
p a l a ~ e . " ~When Theodosius I. subdued the Alemanni he sent
all the captives to Italy, where they received fruitful farms
on the Po as tribz~tarii. Valens followed the same principle in 3'76, when he admitted the fugitive bands of West
Goths into Thrace, an act which, owing to the avarice and
rapacity of the Roman officials,had such disastrous consequences.
The favour shown to Germans, especially to the influential
1 Ammian. Marcel. xxxiii. 1, . 5 :
lLCarporumquos antiquisexcitossedlbus
Diocletianus transtulit in Pannoniam."
Maximin, the prefect of Italy in the
days of Valentinian, and painted in
black colours by Ammianus, was of the
stock of the Carpi on his father's side.
I b . xxi. 10, 8 : "Eurn aperte incusans, quod barbaros omnium primus
adusque fasces auxerat et trabeas con-

sulares." But Julian, 8s Ammianus
remarks, did himself what he censured
Constantine for doing, and conferred
the consnlship on Nevitta.
Julian, Or. i. p. 42, ed. Hertlein:
rijs bab I'eppavGv Xalas X ~ l q a v o v~ V G T U X ~ S
~eprow~b,uevov.
4 Ammian. xv. 5, 11.
For settlement of the Alemanni, ib. xxviii. 5,
15.
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Merobaudes, at the court of Gratian, led to the revolt of
Maximus, which was a nlovement of old Roman discontent
against the advances which the Germans were making.
The facts instanced are sufficient to show that a new
element, bhe German nationality, was gradually fusing itself in
the fourth, century thronghout the Roman world, especially in
the West. I t was plainly an element of disintegration. For, by
the incorporation of barbarian elements, the wall of partition between the Empire and the external nations was lowered ; it made
the opposition between Rome and the Fa-rbarianssomewhat less
sharp; in particular, the bonds of a common natibnality did
not fail to assert themselves between the Germans in Roman
service and the independent tribes; the Germans within had
a friendly leaning to the Gerrnans without. The rising of
Magnentius exhibits this relation ; and we shall see it repeated
in the fifth century in the careers of Stilicho, Aetius, and
Ricirner, of whom the first was a Vandal and the last a Sueve ;
Aetius was of barbarian descent, and, although a Roman environment for some generations back had served to identify him
more thoroughly with Ronlan interests,. he is always quite a t
home with the barbarians. Throughout the fifth century we
can observe, in the dealings of Romans and Teutons in the
West, that the line of demarcation is growing less fixed, and
the process of assimilation advancing. We may remark the
case of the Patrician Syagrius, who reigned as a sort of king
in northern Gaul, and spoke German perfectly.
Jerome uses the word sentibn~bnrus of Stilicho, and we
may conveniently adopt the word semi-barbarian to clenote the
whole class of Germans in Roman service. The significance
of these semi-barbarians is that they smoothed the way, as we
have already mentioned, for the invaders who dismembered
the Empire; not being attached, by hereditary tradition
to Roman ideas and the Roman name, but having within
them the Teutonic spirit of individual freedom, directly
opposed to the Roman spirit of tyrannical universal law, they
were not prejudiced sufficiently strongly in favour of the
Roman Empire to preserve it, although they admired and
partook of its superior civilisation.
(4) Christianity emphasised the privileges, hopes, and fears
of the individual; Christ died for each man. I t was thus
VOL. I
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opposed to the universality of the Roman world, in which the
individual and his personal interests were of little account: and
had in this respect a point of community with the individualistic instinct of the Germans-the attachment to personal freedom
of life, which always struck the Romans as the peculiar German
character is ti^.^ I n two ways especially the opposition of Christianity to the Roman Empire manifested itself-by the doctrine
of a divine law independent of and superior to temporal law,
and by the dissociation of spiritual from secular authority.
For the spirit of Christianity was really alien to the spirit of
Rome, though it appeared to blend with it for a while; and
this alien nature was manifested in the position of the Church
as an independent, self-constituted body existing within the
Empire. But in the process of the dissolution of the Empire
in the West the Church supported the falling State against the
barbarians, who were Christians, indeed, but tainted with Arian
heresy. And when we remember that in the East the Church
allied itself closely with the imperial constitution, and that this
union survived for many centuries, we must conclude that
Christianity did not contribute to produce what is loosely called
the Fall of the Western Empire. Its spirit revolutionised the
condition of the whole Roman world; the Roman spirit was
undergoing a change; but yet, as far as Christianity itself is
concerned, there seems no reason why the Roman Empire
should not have continued to exist in the West just as it
continued to exist in the East. Christianity made the prevailing misery and oppression more tolerable by holding out the
hopes of a future world.3 But thereby it tended to confirm
the growing feeling of indifference; the political and social
environment seemed an alien, unhomelike world ; and this
indifference, a natural outcome of the senility of the Empire,
was as fatal in its effects as the actual risings of peasants. I n
The individual soul was considered
of more importance than a city, a nation,
or an empire. There was also a firm
belief in the stability of the Church independently of the State : "The Church
is immovable," says John Chrysostom,
"and the more the world takes counsel
against it, the more i t increases ; the
waves are dissipated, but the rock stands
immovable." This standpoint involved
a limit on the universalitv of the
Empire.
~

-

-

a For the " dominant sentiment of
the barbarian state," compare Guizot,
L'histoire do la Civilisation en Europe,
p. 59.
3 I n the present world the christian
Church relieved distress, and this fact
reacted on the administration, as 1s
shown by the rescript of Honorius i n
409 (Cod. Just. i. 55, 8), by which the
bishop and clergy are to take part i n
the nomination of the defensores civi-

tatom.
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a certain direct way, too, Christianity contributed to depopulation
in the fourth and fifth centuries, namely, by the high value
set on personal chastity and the ascetic spirit of monasticism,
which discouraged marriage and caused large numbers to die
without progeny.
These four elements undermined the Roman world, partly
by weakening it, partly by impairing its Roman character and
hanging the view of life which determined the atmosphere of
Roman society. Other less capital elements of disintegration
might be mentioned, such as the depreciation of coinage ; and
elsewhere we shall have to notice the dislocating effects of
geographical separation and national difference on the Empire.
We may close this chapterby considering the political situation
of the Empire in the fourth and fifth centuries. We see at the
first glance that there coexisted in it three separate organisations,
representing the three ideas which were mixing and striving with
each other, engaged in the process of producing a new world;
and these were therefore the fundamental political forces of the
age. The first of these was the civil service which was organised by Diocletian and Constantine in the form of a staircase
or hierarchy, descending by successive grades from the highest
ministers to the lowest clerks. With i t the idea of the Roman
Imperium was closely bound up, and it was the depository of
the great product of the Roman spirit, the system of Roman
law. Secondly, there was the army, which was Roman in its
organisation and traditions, but was the chief opening by which
the Germans were able to gain influence and political power
in the Empire; at this time it really represented the semibarbarians. I t has been often remarked that the old Roman
spirit seemed to preserve itself best in the army, a result of.
observation which at first sight might seem to be curiously at
variance with the most obvious fact that the army was recruited
with Germans. And yet on looking deeper we see that these
facts have a causal connection ; it was just the fresh German
spirit which was able to give some new life to the old forms
and throw some enthusiasm into the task of maintaining the
Roman name of which they were really proud. And it was
this coalition of Roman and German elements in the army
which made the dismemberment of the Empire in the West less
violent than it might have been.
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The army and the civil service were institutions produced
by Rome herself, subject to the Emperor as the supreme head
expressing the unity of the State. The third organisation, the
christian Church, was in a different position, within the Empire
and yet not of it, but in the fourth and fifth centuries closely
connected with it.
The manner in which these three forces, the Roman system,
the semi-barbarians, and the christian Church, interacted and
produced a new world was conditioned by two essential facts :
(1) the presence of the German nations outside the Empire
pressing on it as its strength declined; and (2) the heterogeneity of the parts of which the Roman world consisted. For
the Roman world was a complex of different nations and
languages, without a really deep-reaching unity, held together
so long by the mere brute strength of tyrannical Roman
universality, expressed in one law, one official language, and
one Emperor-a merely external union. Naturally it fell into
two worlds, the Greek (once the dominion of Alexander) and
the Roman ; and this natural division finally asserted itself and
broke the artificial globe of the Roman universe.
But the globe was not burst asunder suddenly; it cracked,
and the crack enlarged by degrees and the pieces fell apart
gently. The separation of the eastern and western worlds
(gemini orbes) took place gradually, and the actual territorial
division between the sons of Theodosius did not theoretically
constitute two Roman Empires. The remarkable circumstance
is that the name and traditions of Rome clung to the Greek
more closely than to the Roman part of the Empire; and that
the work of fusion wrought there by Alexander and his
successors may be said truly to have contributed as much to
the long duration of the Roman Imperiurn as the work of the
Caesars themselves.

CHAPTER IV
THE ADMINISTRATION O F THE EMPIRE

THE render will remember that the new system instituted by
Diocletian and developed by Constantine divided the Empire
into a number of dioceses, each of which consisted of a group
of adjacent provinces.
The governor of a province was
accordingly under the control of the governor of the diocese to
which his province helonged ; and in his turn the governor of
the diocese was under the control of that praetorian prefect
under whose jurisdiction the diocese happened to be. A hierarchy of officials was thus formed. The number of the prefects
and the extent of the jurisdiction of each varied during the
fourth century with the various partitions that were made by
co-regent sovereigns ; but from the time of Constantine there
was always a prefect of the Gauls, including Spain and Britain,
and always a prefect of the East, while Italy and the Balkan
lands were sometimes united under one prefect, and sometimes
severed under two. But the final partition between the sons
of Theodosius in 395 determined that there were to be four
praetorian prefects, two in the East and two in the West; so
that after that date we may consider the Empire as definitely
divided into four prefectures, each prefecture consisting of a
certain number of dioceses, and each diocese of a certain
number of provinces.
But to understand what the Roman Empire really was, we
must penetrate behind these administrative divisions, and find
in its origin the secret of its essence. I t was mainly an
aggregate of cities which were originally independent states,
and which still were allowed to retain enough of inde~zad-
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ence and of their municipal government to stand in their old
relation of exclusiveness towards one another. I n England a
resident of Leeds is at home in Manchester, and has judicially
the same position as a citizen of Manchester, whereas in the
Roman Empire a citizen of Thessalonica was an alien in Dyrrhachium, a citizen of Corinth was an alien in Patras. Thus
the citizens of different provincial towns stood in a double
relation to one another ; they were all Roman citizens, subject
to the same central authority, and herein they were united;
but they were also severally citizens of some particular city,
and herein they were politically severed from the rest of the
Roman world. The Empire has been therefore compared to
:I federation of Swiss cantons, governed by an emperor and
senate.
But there was one important sphere from which this doublesidedness was excluded, namely, the sphere of senatorial rank.
When the member of a municipality, for example, became
elevated to the senate, he was thereby withdrawn from the
duties which devolved on him in his native place to participate
in the privileges and obligations of a senator. The senatorial
world was thus the undiluted atmosphere of pure Roman
imperialism, in which the unity of the Empire is reflected.
From this point of view we may regard the Empire as consisting of three parts, the Emperor, the senators, and the
mass of Roman citizens. The personages of senatorial position
formed a homogeneous society which, in the political structure, may be looked on as a mean between the unity of the
imperial person and the heterogeneity of the general body of
citizens.
I t is of great importance to understand what the senate and
the senatorial rank really meant. We must carefully distinguish
senators in general from those senators who actually sat in the
conclaves which were held in the " senate house of Julian " at
Constantinople. To be a senator in the first sense meant
merely a distinction of social rank which involved certain
taxes and burdens, but implied no political action as a senator.
On the other hand, this social distinction was determined by
political position, and the aristocracy of the Roman Empire in
the fifth century was an aristocracy of officials. This is a fact
to be borne in mind, that social rank ultimately depended upon
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a public career, and to render it intelligible it is necessary to
explain the constitution of the senate.1
I n the time of Constantine only those who had held the
highest official sank, consuls, proconsuls, or prefects, were
members ,of the .senate. The new forms of court ceremony,
which were instituted by Aurelian and Diocletian and elaborated
by their iuccessors, gave to such personages precedence over
lesser dignitaries, and they were distinguished by the title of
clarissimi, "most renowned." Social rank depended on precedence at court, and precedence at court depended on official
position. Thus, under Constantine and his immediate successors, clarissimi and senators denoted the same class of persons,
though regarded under different aspects. Officers of lower rank
were grouped into two classes, the perfectissimi and the egregii,
who were not members of the senate; these included the governors
of dioceses and provinces, dukes, correctores, and others.
But in the course of time the senatorial rank was extended
beyond these narrower limits and conferred upon the provincial
governors and many subordinate officials. This involved the
elevation of the perfectissimi and egregii into the class of the
" most renowned." And this elevation necessitated a further
change; for i t would have been plainly incongruous to give to the
governor of Helenopontus or Palestine the same title of honour
as to the praetorian prefect of the East. Accordingly, while the
class of " the most perfect " and the class of " the excellent "
fell away because their members had become " most renowned,"
two new ranks of higher honour than the " most renowned" were
created, namely the illustres and the spectabiles. Those who had
The institution of a senate at New
Rome as a twin sister to the senate of
Old Rome, and resting on an exactly
similar basis, has been generally attributed t o Constantine; but in spite
of the authority on which this idea
rests i t is extremely probable that Constantine did not go so far in his imitation of the city of the Tiber, and that
the historian Zosirnus may be right in
ascribing the foundation of the senate
of Constantino2le to Jnlian, who certainly built the senate house. See
Zosimus, iii. 11 ; Libanius, Or. i. 633,
15. Johannes Lydus calls the senate
house " that of Julian" ; Sozomen, ii. 3,
and Chron. Pasch. p. 529, attribute i t

to Constantine. But the fact that no
prefect of Constantinople was appointed
until 359 (by Constantius) shows that
Constantinople was not made in all
respects in the image of Rome ; and it
should be noted especially that there
was no prefect of the city to preside
over meetings of the senate as in Rome.
I t seems probable that Constantine
granted new privileges to the municipal
senate of Byzantium and increased its
numbers by noble Roman emigrants ;
and that as the duties of the Roman
senate were gradually becoming less
than imperial, those of the Byzantine
senate were becoming more than municipal.
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been before clarissimi or perfectissinzi were raised to a higher
degree.
Thus in the reign of Constantine and at the beginning of
the fifth century there were different sets of titles. Clarissinlzcs, which was the greatest title at the earlier period, was
the least title at the later period. The praetorian prefects,
the prefects of Old Rome and New Rome, the masters of foot
and horse, the quaestors, the masters of offices, the count of
the exchequer and the count of the privy purse, were all
addressed as " illustrious "; the vicars of the dioceses and others
were known as "respectable," while the provincial governors
were "most renowned."
Three important changes, then, took place between the reigns
of Constantine and Arcadius. (1) The great mass of the civil
and military officials were iilcorporated in the senatorial
(\
aristocracy; (2) as a consequence of this, there were formed
three grades of senatorial rank, instead of three grades of official
rank of which the highest alone was senatorial ; (3) the highest
class, the illustres, became larger than that of the cln~issimiused
to be, by the elevation of a number of officers to an equality with
the prefects and consuls, namely the quaestor, the master of
offices, the comes sacrarum largitionzcm, and the comes r e i privatae.
The extension of the senatorial rank was probably made in
the interests of the treasury. We have already remarked that
this rank did not imply a seat in the senate house of New
Rome or of Old Rome. The majority of the senatorial classes
probably lived in !,he provinces,--not only the provincial
governors whose duty compelled them to do so, but also a large
number of retired officials, who were known by the name of
honorati. All, except those who were specially excused in
consideration of past services, were obliged by their nobility to
heavy burdens and expenses. Like all others, they were liable
to the property tax and to the burden of supplying recruits for
the army and relays of horses in the imperial service ; besides
this they had three other sources of expense, a regular tax, an

'

The word clarissimzts might be still
applied in a loose sense to a member of
either of the two higher classes, betokening that he was a member of the
senate and ar~stocracy; just in the same
way that illustris itself had been in

earlier times sometimes added in a
general sense of honour to the technical
title clarissimus. On the subject of
these titles my chief guide has been
Kuhn, Die Stadte und burgerliehe Vcrfcisszing cles romischen Reiehs.
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irregular tax, and an ir~directburden. The regular tax was the
follis or gleba, a tax on property, which the Emperor himself,
as a senator, paid. The irregular tax was the aurum oblaticium,2
an offering in money, which senators were obliged to present
to the Emperor on the fifth, tenth, and such anniversaries of
his accession, or on occasion of a victory.
The indirect
burden consisted in the fact that any senator might be compelled
to discharge the functions of a praetor, and expend large sums
on the exhibition of games and shows; and thus a man of
senatorial standing, living in the provinces, was sometimes
compelled to reside temporarily in the capital in order to discharge this unwelcome duty.3 The praetors in Constantinople
were at first two, but gradually reached the number of eight,
but as the games and spectacles did not call the fortunes of all
into requisition, some of them were compelled to contribute
to the erection of public building^.^ From this burden it was
customary to exempt retired civil servants, and this exemption
was called allectio.
This explanation of the position of the senators or aristocrats
of the later Roman Empire will show how utterly.mistaken was
a celebrated German historian, when he characterised the aristocracy as resting on the principle of hereditary immunity from
taxes.5 H e misinterpreted the word immunitas, which is
applied to the senators, and means merely freedonz from nzunicipal
taxes. Only a certain number were admitted to the privileges and
condoned the obligations of the class, namely the retired civil
servants; curials who, having discharged their municipal burdens
for many years, were in advanced age raised to senatorial standing ; and professional men, such as court physicians and public
professors and teachers licensed by the government."
Not to be confounded with the coin
follis.
This must be distinguished from
the azcrum coronariunz, a tax which fell
only on decurions.
One of the measures that rendered
Marcian's reign (450-457) popular was
the lelease of all senators who did
not reside in the capital from this
burden. The same Emperor abolished
the folli.~.
" ~ e Io. reduced the number to three
(Cod. Just. ii. 1, 39).
Burckhardt, Constantin, p. 453.

The error is often repeated, and has
been clearly pointed out by Kuhn.
ti The word count, eonzes, became (1)
a title of general application to those
nondescript senators who had held no
civil or military office, and had thus no
special desimnation ; (2) its original use
in combinagon with an office was still
retained, as in comes suer. lurgitio~zum;
(3) i t was used as an additional title
of honour for persons whose office
was regular, and included in the
~VotitiaD i g d a t u m . See Knhn, op. eit.
pp. rf4, 195.
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From all this we may deduce with tolerable clearness the
general social relations that existed in the fifth century.
Between the Emperor and the mass of the subjects there existed
an aristocracy, based on public service and consisting of three
grades of nobility, the higher, the middle, and the lower aristocracy. I n it were included some who would nowadays belong
to the middle classes, statesmen, professors, physicians of distinction, such as in England might be honoured by knighthood, or exceptionally by a peerage. Between the aristocracy
and the lower class of artisans and peasants may be reckoned
a sort of middle class, including the decurions or provincial
magnates who might look forward to elevation to the aristocracy
if they lived long enough, and who in social position may be
roughly compared to " county people " in England ; rich merchants; young lawyers beginning their political career, who
might look forward to winning a high position in the aristocracy.
Hovering between this middle class and the lower strata were
probably the physicians not patronised by the Emperor, and
unlicensed teachers and rhetoricians, who depended on the
patronage of the rich.
I n this conspectus of society nothing has been said of the
clergy. They formed a hierarchy by themselves, and their
social position would correspond to their place in the hierarchy ;
although it must not be forgotten that the sanctity attaching
to his office gaT the humblest monk or deacon in those early
days of piety an 11 mourable position such as is hardly enjoyed by
a curate of the English Church at present. The Patriarch of
Constantinople was a peer of the Emperor, the bishops and archbishops may perhaps be considered Feers of the aristocracy, while
the mass of the clergy may be reckoned in the middle class.
Turning now from the social to the official side, we may
briefly consider the position of the most important officers
in the Roman system of administration, confining ourselves to
the eastern half of the Empire. Highest in the first class of the
aristocracy, " the illustrious," stood the four praetorian prefects, of whom each exercised authority over about a quarter of
the Empire. Under the praetorian prefect of the East were all
the Asiatic provinces, as well as six European provinces in
Thrace. This dominion was divided into five dioceses-Asia,
Pontus, the East, Thrace, and Egypt; the governor of Egypt,
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however, was practically independent of the prefect of the
East. Under the prefect of Illyricum, who resided at Thessalonica, were all the lands of the Balkan peninsula, except
Thrace and the islands of the Aegean. These lands were
divided into two dioceses, Dacia and Macedonia.
The functions of the praetorian prefect embraced a wide
sphere ; they were administrative, financial, judicial, and even
legislative. I n the first place, the vicars of the dioceses were
responsible to him for their actions, and completely under his
control. With him rested their deposition, as well as the
deposition of the provincial governors; and it was at his
recommendation that the Emperor appointed men to fill these
posts. I n the second place, he had an exchequer of his own,
and the revenue accruing to the treasury from his prefecture
passed through his hands ; i t was through him that the Emperor
made known and carried into execution his financial measures,
and it rested perhaps more with the prefect than with the
Emperor whether the subjects were oppressed by taxation. I n
the third place, he was, as well as the Emperor himself, a
supreme judge of appeal. An appeal from the decision of a
vicar or a dux might be addressed either to the praetorian prefect or to the Emperor, but if it were addressed to the former
there was no further appeal to the latter. I n the fourth place,
he was empowered to issue praetorian edicts, but they probably
concerned only smaller matters of administration or judicial
detail.
The exalted position of these ministers was marked by their
purple robe, or mandye, which differed from that of the sovereign only in being shorter, reaching to the knees instead of to
the feet. His large silver inkstand, his pencase of gold weighing 1 0 0 Ibs., his lofty chariot, are mentioned as three official
symbols of his office. On his entry all military officers were
expected to bend the knee, a survival of the fact that his
officewas originally not civil but military. The importance of
this minister is illustrated by Eusebius, who compares the
relation of God the Son to God the Father with that of the
praetorian prefect to the Emperor, and by the remark of
Johannes Lydus that "the office of praetorian prefect is like
the ocean, encircling all other offices, and ministering to all
their needs."
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There was no prefect of the city of Constantinople until
the close of the reign of Constantius (35 9 A.D.), and this fact
,alone shows that the equalisation of New Rome and Old Rome,
with which Constantine is credited, has been often exaggerated:
On the illustrious prefect of the city devolved the superintendence of all matters connected with the city, the maintenance
of order, the care of the aqueducts, the supervision of the
markets, the census, the control of the metropolitan police, the
responsibility of supplying the city with provisions. He was
the supreme judge in the metropolitan c0urts.l
The grand chamberlain, pracpositzcs sacri czcbiculi, was a
functionary rendered necessary by the oriental tincture given
to the imperial surroundings by the policy of Dio~letian.~He
issued commands to all the officers connected with the palace
and the Emperor's person, including the count of the wardrobe
(comes sacrae vestis), the count of the residence (comes domorum),
the officer of the bedroom (primicerius cubiculorzcm), and also
to the officers of the palace bodyguard, called silentiarii. His
constant attendance on the person of the Emperor gave this
minister an opportunity of exercising a vast influence for good
or evil, especially if the Emperor happened, like Arcadius, to
be of a weak and pliable disposition.
We now come to the ministers of finance t h e count of the
sacred bounties (sacrarum largitionum), and the count of the
private estates (rcrunz privatnrurn).
The count of the sacred bounties was the lord treasurer
or chancellor of the exchequer, for the public treasury and the
imperial fisc had come to be identical 3 ; while the count of the
private estates managed the imperial demesnes and the privy
purse.4 Thus in the fifth century the " sacred bounties" corresponded to the aerarium of the early Empire, while the res
privatac represented the fisc?
The duties of the illustrious master of the offices, nzngister

'

Under his control were a large number of officers-the prefect of the watch
(i.8. the police), the p~aefectusavsnonae,
Or prefect Of the market,
looked
after the su~l'lles
of 'Om from Egypt,
etc.
2 Aurelian origillated this system.
The aerurium finally disappeared
(as a state treasury) in the third cen'ury, about the time of Alexander

Severus. I t became a municipal Roman
treasury.
4 The counts of the private estates
had jurisdiction, in Rome
Constantinople, in cases of incc't or spoliation of
graves-" curious arrangement.
See 0. Hirschfeld, Untersuchungen
auf dem Gebiete der Tom. Verv~altungsgeschichte, i. (18'76).
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oficiorum, were somewhat nondescript. H e had control over the
bureaux of imperial correspondence,' over messengers despatched
on imperial orders, over the soldiers on guard at the palace, over
manufactories of arms. H e introduced foreign ambassadors
to the imperial presence, and arranged for their entertainment.
He superintended court ceremonies (oflciun~ ammissio?zum).
Arcadius transferred to him the control of the imperial post
or cursus publicus, which had been a function of the
praetorian prefects; and if it were the policy of an Emperor to diminish the sphere of the prefects, it was the master
of offices who was ready to take upon him new duties.
The second rank of the spectabiles, " respectables," em'sraccd
all the governors of dioceses, what eve^ their titles ; the count
of the East, the augustal prefect of Egypt, the vicars of
Asiana, Pontica, the Thraces, and Macedonia.
I t also included the governors of two provinces who hccd the privilege
of not being subject to any vicar or prefect, the proconsuls
of Asia and Achaia. The military counts and dukes were all
of "respectable" rank, as well as some high officers in the
palace.
To the third degree of the "most renowned " belonged all the
governors of provinces who bore the title of praeses, corrector, or
eonsularis, as well as a large number of subordinate officers in
the imperial bureaux.
When we turn from the ministers and governors themselves
to their staffs, we find that there was a great difyerence between
the palatini, or servants of the higher bureaux, and the eohortalini? as the staffs of the provincial governors were called, this
name being one of the many survivals of the military origin
of the civil service. The chief officials in the bureau of the
count of the sacred bounties or of the master of offices regarded
the honours of their rank as privileges which they were glad
to transmit to their children; and the same remark applies to
the subordinates of the praetorian prefect or of the master of
soldiers, although they were not palatine. On the other hand,
Namely, the magister memoriae, ojicialcs, became by use restricted to
mag. epistolnrztm, mag. libellorum, provincial ojicin, while apparitores was
corns dispositionum. Imperial mes- used of the higher ojicia. ra&Crai was
sengers were called ngentes i n rebusanother general name. Primipilares
also magistriani.
were cohortalini who had the rank of a
Cohorte~, originally used of all princeps in their bureau.
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the cohortalini considered it a great hardship that they were
obliged to follow their fathers' profession.' They were not
allowed to obtain promotion into the higher civil service.
Promotion was strictly regular; and no one could reach
the highest posts until he had filled in order all the inferior
grades. This excluded the interference of influential friends
to a considerable extent. At the same time every promotion
depended on the Emperor, in whose hands all appointments
rested ; though in the majority of cases he was of course
determined by the recommendation of the heads of the bureaux.
I n many departments the officials were able to increase the
fixed income which they received from the State by fees which
were paid them for supplying copies of documents or signing
bills.3 The highest oEcial in a department was a general
superintendent or chief, often more than one, under whom came
the chiefs of special divisions. Thus, in the office of the praetorian prefect there were three chiefs, the princeps? the cornicularius, and the adjutor, whose duties were of a general
character ; and in the second grade the abnctis, who presided over
the civil department, the commentariensis, who, as a sort of
chief of police or under - home - secretary, presided over the
criminal jurisdiction, and the nz~merarius,who was a chief
accountant. No one could hope for promotion to higher posts
who had not the advantage of a good general education, but
there were subordinate offices of a mechanical nature which
could be filled by persons who had received only a primary
education.
The support of higher education by the State deserves to be
As to the size of the offices, some
idea will be obtained from the following
numbers. The oficium of a governor i n
lllyricum numbered 100, that of the
comes orientis 600, that of the vicarius
Asianae 200. The comes sacr. larg.
had 224 statlcti or regular officials, 610
supernun~eraries. The regnlar number
of the schola of agentes i x rebus was 1174
in the time of Theodosius 11; in the
time of Leo I. it was as high as 1248 ;
but in Justinian's time the number
was reduced. For these data I obtained
references to the Cod. Theod. and Cod.
Just. from Kuhn, Die Stadte und bur!~crlicheVerfassungdes remisehen Eeichs,
i. 157.

Except i n the case of the cursus
publieus, whose very nature excluded
the possibility of always consulting the
Emperor.
For the pay of officials compare the
following details (collected by Kuhn).
The proconsul of Cappadocia had £900
a year; the praefectus praetorio of
Africa (an office instituted in Justinian's
reign) 24500 ; the duke of Libya 24635 ;
the praef. augustalis £1800, in the
reign of Justinian.
The princeps had a unique position. He seems to have acted as a
sort of auditor to oversee the provincial
offices.
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mentioned here, not only because some of the chief teachers
were admitted to the ranks of the aristocracy, but because
the schools of the sophists and rhetors were the nurseries of the
statesmen. Hadrian had established an academy at Rome,
called the Athenaeum, in imitation of the Museunl at Alexandria, and Marcus Aurelius founded chairs (political and sophistic)
at Athens, endowed with salaries paid by the State. But it
was not only in large towns like Rome, Athens, or Alexandria,
that there were licensed teachers publicly paid ; in all provincial towns of any size there were a certain number of such schoolmasters. I n small towns there were three sophists ; in towns
,
county
of medium size (where there were &yopal G ~ c i j v our
court towns) there were four sophists and four grammarians;
in capital cities there were five rhetors and five grammarians.
I t is to be observed that the grammarians were not merely
teachers of grammar; they were rather what we call philologists-they read and interpreted ancient authors. A distinction
between sophists and rhetors is also to be observed ; while both
taught the art of style and oratory, the sophists only taught,
while the rhetors also practised publicly in law courts.
Alexandria and Athens were in many ways privileged; for
example, the philosophers (metaphysicians, not to be confounded
with sophists) in those cities were exempted from public
burdens, while in other towns they did not participate in the
privileges of the rhetoricians and philologists. I t is to be
remarked that during the fifth century the study of rhetoric
was probably declining, and that the law schools of Rome and
Berytus were far more fully attended than the lecture-rooms of
the s0phists.l
There were two great divisions of the Roman army in the
fourth century, corresponding to two different kinds of military
service. There were the soldiers who continually kept guard
on the frontiers, and the soldiers who were stationed in the
interior and were transported to the frontiers in case of a war.
(1) The former were called limitanei, " borderers," or riparienses,
"soldiers of the river bank." The latter term, which was
originally applied to the men who guarded.the Danube or the
Rhine, was afterwards used in as general a sense as limitanei.
Libanius makes this complaint at
:he end of the fourth century. The

best book to consult on this subject is
Sievers, Das Lebe?a des Libanius.
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(2) The latter were the soldiers of the line (nunzeri),and consisted
of con~itatel~scs
and pnlati7zi. They correspond to the legionary
soldiers of early times, who were drawn altogether from Italy,
in contrast wit11 the auxilia, who were supplied by the rest of
the Empire, until the edict of Caracalla cast down the wall
of privilege that encompassed Italy and thereby admitted
non - Italian citizens to the legions. The palnt,ini were
properly those regiments which protected the imperial palace,
and were under the coinmand of the illustrious ?,~ciyister
rnilitzcnz i n praesenti l; while other regiments were called coa~itntenses, a term derived from the retinue (conzitatus) of a
general. These soldiers were obliged to serve for twenty years,
whereas the less favoured border troops were obliged to serve
for twenty-four years. The position of the latter in respect to
the con~itatc.lzscsand pnlatini may be compared to the position
of the az~ziliain respect to the legions of the early Empire.
The troops located in the East were commanded by the
wzayister n~ilitumper o~ientcnz,those in Thrace by the mnyister
nzilitum per Thracias, and those in Illyricum by the mayister
.nzilitu?n per Illyricum. I n all these armies the barbarian
element was large during the fourth century and was continually increasing.
The linzitanei were not only soldiers; they were tillers of
the soil, who were settled on the li?~zesor frontier territory,
which they were allowed to cultivate for their own support and
bound to defei~d.~The warfare against the barbarians chiefly
consisted in defending the forts, cnstra, which were built along
the liwzes, whence they received the name cccstrinni." This sort
of life is an anticipation of the Middle Ages. Veteran soldiers
used to receive lands, if they chose, on the linzcs; but care was
taken that they should really cultivate their farms, as old
soldiers were likely to bully their neighbonrs and levy blackmail if they were not looked after.
The separation of the civil from the military power by
Diocletian, and the restriction of the praetorian prefect's funcThere were also some comitatel~ses
amonr the soldiers of this commander.
Alexander Severus laid the fonndations of this system.
The name pseudoco?nitatenses was
also applied to the borderers. We may

-

add here that the number of men in the
legion was greatly reduced ; and that
th' new name given to cavalry was
vesillatio. Recruits were drawn ,,hiefly
from the eoZo?ai, of whom a large
nuniber were of Teutonic race, and also
directly from the barbarians.
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Lions to civil matters were attended by the disappearance of
the praetorian guards, and the substitution of a new body of
guards called scholares, who were under the supervision of the
mayister oficiorum. This fact indicates that the nzagister
oficiorunz corresponds to a considerable degree to the praetorian
prefect of the third century ; he was commander of the guards,
and combined civil with military functions. The number of
the scholarians in the fourth and fifth centuries was 3 500.l
They received higher pay than the troops of the line, and had,
of course, the prestige that is naturally attached to guardsmen.
They were entitled to receive annonae civicae, which they could
bequeath or sell.
There were also other guardsmen named donzestici, of whom
certain corps were called protecto~es,and these appear to have
been superior in rank to the scholarians.
l Justinian increased them to 5500 (Procop. Hist. Area%. cap. 24) and afterwards to 10,000 (Lydus, de Mag. ii. 24).
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CHAPTER V
CONSTANTINOPLE

AT the beginning of the fourth century it would have entered
into the dream of no Roman, whether christian or pagan, that
the city of Byzanti~un,which he chiefly associated with the
commerce of the Euxine, was in a few years to receive a new
name and become the rival of Rome. Still less could one have
imagined that the city, vrhich was almost immediately to overshadow Alexandria and Antioch, was soon to overshadow Rome
also, and that two centuries and a half thence the city on the
Tiber would be desolate and the city on the Bosphorus the
mistress of Europe and Asia.
Constantine thought of other sites for his new city before
he fixed on the idea of enlarging and enriching Byzantium.
Both Antioch and Alexandria were eminently and obviously
unsuitable for his purpose. The great objection to both of
those cities was that they were not sufficiently central ; another
grave objection was that the temper of the inhabitants of those
once royal capitals would not easily endure the moulding and
remodelling which the founder of a new imperial residence must
wish to carry out?
The idea seems to have flashed across the mind of Constantine of choosing some Illyrian town, Sardica or his favourite
Naissus ; but, notwithstanding the prepossessions which as a
native he naturally felt for those regions, he could hardly entertain the idea seriously. Their distance from the sea, their
situation not readily approachable, even with good roads, put
1 To Antioch there were special objections ; i t was the victim of constant earthquakes, and was not maritime.
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Sardica and Naissus at once away from the number of possible
capitals ; but it is interesting that there was just a chance that
the capital of modern Bulgaria-Sofia
is the old Sardicamight have been made the capital of the Roman Empire, and
called Constantinople. Other places that might have claimed
the honour were Thessalonica and Corinth ; the city of the
Isthmus especially would have been an excellent centre
between East and West.
But Constantine did not desire a centre for the whole Empire ; he rather desired a centre for the eastern half. As a
centre for the whole Empire, the most suitable city would
obviously have been Aquileia. But he did not desire to depress
the dignity of Old Rome; his New Rome was to occupy the
same position in the East as Old Rome occupied in the
West. If the situation of Old Rome had been more central, it
is probable that New Rome would never have been founded.
This, too, formed a vital objection to Naissns, and even to
Sardica ; neither they nor Corinth nor Thessalonica were close
enough to Asia. The same objection that told against allowing
Rome to remain the sole centre of the whole Empire, told
equally against choosing any city in Illyricum or Greece as the
new capital. If there was any reason for a new capital at all,
it must be geographically central for the eastern half of the
Empire ; in other words, it must be on the borders of the Illyrian peninsula and Asia Minor. Therefore neither Antioch nor
Alexandria on the one hand, nor Sardica, Naissus, Thessalonica,
or Corinth on the other hand, could become Constantinople.
I t remained, then, for Constantine to choose some city close
to the Propontis. The first name that would naturally offer
itself was Nicomedia, the residence of Diocletian when he
administered the eastern provinces. Rut the idea of Nicornedia
could not be entertained long when its situation was compared
with the city which dominates the Bosphorus. Constantine,
however, seems to have hesitated for a time between Byzantium,
Chalcedon, and the site of ancient Ilium. But it is obvious
that Chalcedon could never have been a serious rival of the
city on the hills which looked down upon it l; and in spite of
The advantages which Byzantium
enjoyed from the nature of the tides of
the Bosphorus are dwelt on by Poly-

bius (iv. 44), and compared with the
disadvantages of Chalcedon.
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Homeric memories, associated with the example of Alexander
the Great, the idea of a new Mysian city was soon abandoned
for the place which commands the entrance to the Euxine and
seems adapted by nature to be the key of Europe and tlie
mistress of Asia Minor. And so it came to pass that the city
which looks down upon the Chalcedonian sands became the
rival of Romeurbs etianl mngnae quae dicitur aemula R o n ~ a e
e t Chalcedonias contra despectat arenas.

Constantine, in tlie words of a chronicler; " decorated it, as if
it were bis native city, with great adornment, and desired that
it should be made equal to Rome; and then, having sought
citizens for it from all parts, he lavished great riches, so that
he exliansted on it almost all the treasures and royal resources.
There, too, he established a senate of second rank." I n two
respects, especially, the new city was not co-ordinate with the
old city ; che senate had not equal rights, and there was no
p~aefectzcsurbis, but these differences mere soon obliterated, the
two capitals became politically peers before the death of
Julian, though ecclesiastically Old Rome maintained the primacy.
It was more, apparently, to have been called the city of St.
Peter, than to have been the city of the Caesars.
The shape of Constantinople is triangular; it is bounded
on two sides by water and on one side by land. At the east
corner and on the south side it is washed by the Bosphorus,
which flows at first almost from north to south and then takes
a south-eastern course ; on the north by the inlet of the Bosphorus, which was called the Golden Horn ; and on the west
by the wall of Constantine, protecting the enlarged city.2
The eastern angle formed by the Golden Horn and the
Bosphorus, was dominated by the acropolis, on whose summit
were situated the palace of the Emperors, the hippodrome, and
the church of St. Sophia. The northern angle, formed by the
Golden Horn and the land wall, was marked by the church and
gate of Bla~hernae.~ I n the south-western corner was the
1 Anony7nzcs Yalesii, 6 , 30.
"he
number of houses in Constantinople i n the fifth century was 4388 ;
there were 8 therrnae, 153 private
baths ; 20 public, 120 private bakeries ;
14 churches. See Notitia urbis Con-

stantinopoZitanae. By Greek writers
the city is constantly called paurXedouua, paurAis, or peyaM?roA~s.
3 At Blachernae was a great churclk
of the Virgin, still extant. For theword
B X a x i p v a ~ various explanations have

+
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Golden Gate? by which triumphal processions used to enter
Constantinople, and hard by was tlie Julian Harbour. If the
relative positions of the Golden Gate, the region of Blachernae,
and the imperial palace are remenibered, it is easy to find one's
way in the topography of Constantinople, as far as it concerns
general history. The city was divided into fourteen regions: and,
like Rome, was a city of seven hills; but it is unnecessary for
us here, as we are not concerned with the topography for its own
sake, to take account of these divisions. I t is the great square
on the acropolis, with the surrounding buildings, which demands
our attention, as it was in that region that the political life of
Constantinople was carried
A traveller coining (let us suppose about 6 0 0 A.D.) from Old
Rome to New Rome, by Brundusiuni and Dyrrhachium, would
proceed overland along the Via Egnatia, and, passing through
the towns of Heraclea and Selymbria on the Propontis, would
enter Constantinople by the Golden Gate, which was erected by
Theodosius the Great. A long street, with covered colonnades
-suggesting an eastern town-on
either side, would lead him
in a due easterly direction to the great Milion, the milestone
from which all distances were measured. For since Constantinople had become the capital all roads tended thither ; and
the most recent explorers in Asia Minor are struck by the fact
that, whereas in the early Empire all the roads led to Xphesns,
haec loca Theudosius deeorat post fata
tyralini ;

been given, but a passage i n Theophylactus Simocatta (viii. 5, 1) deserves
especial attention : eira rpbs rirv 7 6 s

aurea saecla gerit qui portam construit

auro.

Beopijropos vehv ?rapsy&vovro 6v A a ~ h p See the Notitin urbis Co~zstnntinovas b x o ~ a X o v ^ Tu ~L ~ G V T B
EU
S {~VTLOL.
politanac, published along with the

...

This church is very much revered

Arotitin Diq?bit~ltnmi n Seeck's edition.
"his
chapter is mainly based on the
...
valnahle researches of the Greck scholar
&I.A. G. Paspatis, who embodied them
'Coi~stnlzt.p. 95. Krause (die Byznla- in a book entitled T h Bu@vrrva 'AYCLKtiner des Jfittelalters, p. 21) decides ropa, "Byzantine Palaces." If all his
for the derivation from phdxva. If the results are not certain, he has discovered
region were originally called p h d x v a , new landmarks, which will serve as a
the fonndation of a church called from basis for new work in Byzantine topoXa~6pvar might produce phaxhpva, on gral~liy. But i t can hardly be hoped
the natural principle of Lewis Carroll's that ally great discovery will be made
fruwzious (from fuming-furious).
I n nntil tlie T u r l ~ shave left Constantithe same Tray the change of an old nople. I have also consulted Ducange,
youureiov into the W p o v TOG IiwvuravC'o~~stn~~tinopolis
Cf~ristir~na,
and &I.
rivou might have led to the place being Jules Labarte's work, LC pnlnis i.,.l.pop~~larly
called A3youureiov.
2)drircl cle Co71str~?~tinoplc
et ses nborclu
Built by Theodosios I. ; cf. Co~pus . . tcls qu'ils ezistniei~t azc clizidnu!
siZelc (1861).
Tnscriptiol~u?i~
Latinart~v~,
iii. 1, 735A & y e r a ~y h p r c p r u r 6 A r a 7 6 s rapBCvou
Maplas
Pe U ~ K ~@p u u o n d u rd~x o reB?jvar 6vraDBa. Cp. Coiliiins, Antiq.

.
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Sophia. This is the church of our Lady (4 @ E O T ~ / C O Y ) of the
Challtoprateia, so called because originally this region was a
quarter of Jewish br0nzesmiths.l Hard by a gate will be
observed in the wall of the palace, the gate of Meletius, from
which the Emperor used to issue when he visited St. Sophia;
entering the church of the Chalkoprateia, he used to proceed
into the great church by a private covered staircase, called the
"Wooden Scala," which spanned the distance between the two
churchese2
North of St. Sophia stood two important buildings, the
hospice of Sampson and the church of St. Irene.4 Both
of these were burned down in the Nika revolt, and newly
erected.
The hippodrome, constructed by Septimius Severns, improved
and adorned by Constantine, was the scene of many important
political movements and transactions at Constantinople. Its
length from north to south was 639 cubits, its breadth about
1 58.5 Its southern end was of crescent shape, like a sigma, the
northern end was occupied by a small two-storied palace, and
the Emperor beheld the games from a box or catlzisma, which
he entered through the palace by a winding stair (cochlias).
Under the palace were porticoes (like the Roman ca~ceres),in
which horses and chariots were kept, called the "Mangana."
The same name was applied to the great storehouse of arms at
Constantinople. The hippodrome had at least four gates ; one
on the right of the cathisma, through which the Blue faction
was wont to enter; a second corresponding on the left, which
was appropriated to the Greens ; a third, "the Gate of
Decimus," close to the second; a fourth, called the "Dead
Codinos, p. 83 : cis 66 T & X a h ~ o ~ p a ~ e iPri
a TOG McydXou I i w v u ~ a u r i v o u
' I o u ~ ~ ~K o~ ~L~ , ~ K O ? JXYP ~ V O U S php' K ~ L
P r r i ~ p a u ~ orvb x a h ~ h p a r a ' 6 6.? p i ~ p d s
8 ~ 0 6 6 u ~8ECwaev
os
a f i ~ o h~s a i r b rbrrov
v
dva~ a B a p i u a sv a b T ~ 9S~ 0 , u ~ ~ o pd vo 7s j y e ~ p ~ .
Paspatis, p. 85 sq. u ~ e ~ a u su +~ d h a .
Sampson was a man who had attended Justinian when he was ill. He
built, with tlie Emperor's co-operation,
a hospice for the sick and poor. Aftor
the fire Justinian erected i t with greater
splendour. It is conjectured by Paspatis (p. 67) that i t was done away with
in the thirteenth century to make room
for the new wall of Michael Palaiologos.

The second Ecumenical Council was
held there. Leo I11 bnilt the new St.
Irene.
"eeording
to the measurements of
M. Paspatis, which differ from the
previous measnrements of P. Gylle and
Scarlatus Byzantius (see p. 43 sp.) The
hippodrome is now the Atmeidan.
The hippodrome was divided into
two parts by three monuments, which
have survived t o the present day-the
Egyptian obelisk, the three - headed
serpent, and a square bronze pillar,
which stood i n a line (lengthways) in
the centre.
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Gate," through which the corpses of the slain were carried
away, in the east wall. There was probably another gate
opposite to the Dead Gate in the west wall, for when the
Enlperors visited the church of Sergius and Bacchus,' which
lay south-west of the hippodrome, they passed through the
hippodrome.
As for the interior of the imperial palace, new light has
been thrown upon the intricate details, which puzzle the
student of Constantine Porphyrogenitus, by the researches of
M. Paspatis, .iho has discovered new topographical marks for
its reconstruction. I n the first place, he was able to determine
the direction of the old walls of the palace, the building of the
Thracian railways having opened up the ground; and in the
second place, the identificatio~lof the Pharos provided a starting point for tracing the situation of the buildings and chambers
of the palace mentioned by historians, with the help of some
other data derived from his studies on the spot. Into this
reconstruction it is not necessary for us to enter here, for the
internal arrangement of the palace concerns the history with
which we have now to do very slightly. If we were dealing
with the history of the Eastern Empire, and had to tell of the
court of Theophilus or the court of Constantine VII, we could
not afford to neglect the reconstruction of M. Paspatis; but
the historians of the period from 395 A.D. to 800 A.D. seldom
trouble us with perplexing details about the palace.
Constantinople had two suburbs over the water, to both of
which the word peratic might be applied. There was the
suburb of Chalcedon, now Scutari, on the other side of the
Bosphorus; and there was the suburb of Sycae on the other
side of the Golden Horn. Sycae had two regions, Galata and
Pera? both of which names are still in use. When we read of
the peratic denzes in Byzantine historians, members of the demes
who lived on the north side of the Golden Horn "across the
water" seem to have been meant; but when we read of the
pcratic thenzes, the troops quartered in Asia Minor are meant.
Galata, I conjecture, is a very old name, dating from the third
century B.C., when it was usual for kings and towns to hire the
Nolv the little St. Sophia, I t was
erected by Justinian on the old palace
of Hormisdas, where he used to live
when he was a private person.

"0,
e.q., the Rhoilians called the
district on the opposite mainland
Peraea.
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Celts as mercenaries. The Byzantines probably hired bands of
Celts, and, afraid of admitting them into the city, allotted then1
a Celtic or " Galatian" quarter on the other side of the Golden
Horn; and the name Galata clung to the place when the
Galatae had been long f0rgotten.l
Compare Professor Mahaffy, Grmk Lye aitd Thought, pp. 157, 300, 348.

B O O K I1
THE HOUSE OF THEODOSIUS

CHAPTER I
RUPTNUS AND EUTROPIUS

ONE of the few men in history who have won the title of great,
the Emperor Theodosius I.,l who had by his policy, at once
friendly and firm, pacified the Goths, who had confirmed the
triumph of Athanasian over Arian Christianity, who had stamped
out the last flames of refractory paganism represented by the
tyrant Eugenius, died on the 1'7th of January 3 9 5 A.D. His
wishes were that his younger son Honorius, then a boy of ten
years, should reign in the West, where he had already installed
him: and that his eldest son Arcadius, whom he had left as
regent at Constantinople when he set out against Eugenius,
should continue to reign in the East. But he was not willing
to leave his youthful heirs (Arcadius was only eighteen) without
a protector, and the most natural protector was one bound to
them by ties of relationship. Accordingly on his deathbed he
commended them to the care of the Vandal Stilicho, whom he
had raised for his military and other talents to the rank of
commander-in-chief, and deeming him worthy of an alliance
with his own family, had united to his favourite niece Serena.
We can hardly doubt that it was in this capacity, as the
husband of his niece and a trusted friend, not as a general, that
Stilicho received Theodosius' dying wishes3 ; i t was as an elder
member of the same family that the husband of their cousin
He was called the friend of the
Goths. It was, however, as Richter
remarks (Gesch. des westrb'mischen
Reichs, p. 511), Bauto and Arbogast
who really deserved the credit of
having pacified the Goths. Theodosius

brought their work to completion.
After his victory a t Milan.
Ambrosius, de obitzc Theod. 5 ,
Ziberos praese?nti comme?~dabatparenti.
Compare Sievers, Studien zur Gesch.
der rbin. Kaiser, p. 338.
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could claim to exert an influence over Arcadius and Honorius,
of whom, however, the latter, it would appear, was more especially committed to his care, not only as the younger, but because
Stilicho, being magistcr nzilit2cnz of the armies of Italy, would
come more directly into contact with him than with his brother.
Arcadius, with whom we are especially concerned, was
about eighteen at the time of his father's death.' He was of
short stature, of dark complexion, thin and inactive, and the
duIness of his wit was betrayed by his speech, and by his eyes,
which always seemed as if they were about to close in sleep.
His smallness of intellect and his weakness of character made
i t inevitable that he should come under the influence, good
or bad, of commanding personalities, with which he might be
brought in contact. Such a potent personality was the praetorian prefect Rufinus, a native of Aquitaine, who in almost
every respect presented a contrast to his sovereign. He was
tall and manly, and the restless movements of his keen eyes
and the readiness of his speech signified his intellectual powers.
He was a strong worldly man, ambitious of power, and sufficiently unprincipled ; avaricious, too, like most ministers of the
age. H e had made many enemies by acts which were perhaps
somewhat more than usually unscrupulous, but we cannot
justly assume that in the overthrow of certain rivals he was
entirely guilty, and they entirely innocent, as is sometimes
represented. I t is almost certain that he formed the scheme
and cherished the hope of becoming joint Emperor with Arcadius.
This ambition of Rufinus placed him at once in an attitude
of opposition to Stilicho? who was himself not above the

'

Flavius Arcadius Pius Felix, born
about 377 ; created Augustus, January
16, 384, a t Constantiuople ; consul
386. He was educated first by his
mother Aelia Flaccilla, then by a certain
deacon Arsenius, finally by the pagan
Themistius. For his personal appearance, see Philostorgius, H. E. xi. 3.
Promotus (Zosimus, iv. 51), Tatianus, and Proclus (id. 52). Through
the influence of Rufinus a law was
passed depriving all Lycians of civic
rights ; see Cod. Theod. ix. 38,9, m c u l a
i n Lycios. Claudian, i n Ruf. i. 232,
1wme77,gentis delere Zaborat.
3 Their hostility was of older date.
Theodosius, at Rufinus' instance, pre-

vented Stilicho from taking vengeance
on the Rastarnae who had slain Promotus, whom Rufil~ushad caused to be
exiled. Claudian, de laud. Stil. i.
94-115. I n the first chapter of his fifth
book Zosimus represents Stilicho and
Rufinus as ethically on a level; but
his tone towards Stilicho afterwards
changes when his source is no langer
Eunapius but Olympiodorus.
See
Eunapius, fr. 62, 63: fi&w r b x d v r a
uuvljpxafiv 2v 74 x X 0 b r y r b ~ p d r o s7 1 OPpcvor. Power depended on wealth a t

this time as a t a later date, in thc
fifth century, when we find Marcellinns
unable to contand with Ricimer, because he was not so rich.
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suspicion of entertaining similar schemes, not however in the
interest of his own person, but for his son Eucherius. The
position of the Vandal, who was connected by marriage with
the imperial family, gave him an advantage over Rufinus,
which was strengthened by the generally known fact that
Theodosius had given him his last instructions. Stilicho, moreover, was popular with the army, and for the present the great
bulk of the forces of the Empire was at his disposal; for the
regiments united to suppress Eugenius had not yet been sent
back to their various stations. Thus a struggle was imminent
between the ambitious minister who had the ear of Arcadius,
and the strong general who held the command and enjoyed the
favour of the army. Before the end of the year this struggle
began and concluded in an extremely curious way; but we
must first relate how a certain scheme of Rufinus had been
checkmated by a r obscurer but wilier rival nearer at hand.
I t was the cherished project of Rufinus to unite Arcadius
with his only daughter; once the Emperor's father-in-law he
might hope to become speedily an Emperor himself. But he
imprudently made a journey to Antioch, in order to execute
vengeance personally on the count of the East: who had
offended him; and during his absence from Byzantium an
adversary stole a march on him. This adversary was the
eunuch Eutropius, the lord chamberlain (praepositz~s sacri
cubiculi), a bald old man, who with oriental craftiness had won
his way up from the meanest services and employments.
Determining that the future Empress should be bound to
himself and not to Rufinus, he chose Eudoxia, a girl of singular
beauty, the daughter of a distinguished Frank, but herself of
Roman education. Her father Bauto n-as dead, and she
lived in the house of the widow and sons of one of the victims
of Rufinus. Eutropius showed a picture of the Frank
maiden to the Emperor, and engaged his affections for her; the
nuptials were arranged by the time Rufinus returned to
Constantinople, and were speedily celebrated (2 '7th April 3 9 5).3
This was a blow to Rufinus, but he was still the most powerful
man in the East.

'

Lucian, comes orientis, whom he
caused to be beaten to death with whips
loaded with lead ; Zosimus, v. 2.
Magister mil. per Orientem. He

had a high reputation for probity.
Zosimus calls him BaudBn.
Chron. Pasch. sub anno.
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The event which at length brought him into contact with
Stilicho was the rising of the Visigoths, who had been settled
by Theodosius in Moesia and Thrace, and were bound in return
for their lands to serve in the army as foederati. They had
accompanied the Emperor to Italy against Eugenius, and had
returned to their habitations sooner than the rest of the army.
The causes of discontent which led to their revolt are not quite
clear; but it seems that Arcadius refused to give them certain
grants of money which had been allowed them by his father,
and, as has been suggested: they probably expected that favour
would wane and influence decrease, now that the " friend of the
Goths" was dead, and consequently determined to make themselves heard and felt. To this must be added that their most
influential chieftain, Alaric, called Baltha (" the bold "), desired
to be made a commander-in-chief, nzagister militurn, and was
offended that he had been passed over.
However this may be, the historical essence of the matter
is, that an immense body of restless uncivilised Germans could
not abide permanently in the centre of Roman provinces in a
semi-dependent, ill-defined relation to the Xolnan government :
the West Goths had not yet found their permanent home.
Under the leadership of Alaric they raised the ensign of
revolt, and spread desolation in the fields and homesteads of
Macedonia, Moesia, and Thrace, even advancing close to the
walls of Constantinople. They carefully spared certain estates
outside the city, belonging to the prefect Rufinus; but this
policy does not seem to have been adopted with the same
motive that caused Archidainus to spare the lands of Pericles.
Alaric may have wished not to render Rufinus suspected but to
conciliate his friendship and obtain thereby more favourable
terms. Rufinus actually went to Alaric's camp, dressed as
, ~ the interview led to nothing.
a G ~ t hbut
I t was impossible to take the field against the Goths
because there were no forces available, as the eastern armies
were still with Stilicho in the West. Arcadius therefore was
Giildenpenning, in his Geschiehte
des ostromischen Reiehs unter dcn
~~j~~~~
~
~ und ~~ h
~ 11,~
and com~letea work
ness make it an extremely convenient
book of reference.

Claudian, in IluJin. ii. 78Ipse inter medios ne qua de parte relinquat

dbarbariem
d . ~ i revocat
~.
pelles.
. ~ .~ifulvas~. in ~pectora
.

nec pudet Ansonios currus et jura regentem
surnere deformesr:tusvestemque Getarum.
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obliged to summon Stilicho to send or bring them back immediately, to protect his throne. This summons gave that general
the desired opportunity to interfere in the politics of Constantinople; and having, with energetic celerity, arranged matters
on the Gallic frontier, he marched overland through Illyricum,
and confronted Alaric in Thessaly, whither the Goth had traced
his devastating path from the Propontis.
I t appears that Stilicho's behaviour is quite as open to the
charges of ambition and artfulness as the behaviour of Rufinus,
for I do not perceive how we can strictly justify his detention
of the forces, which ought to have been sent back to defend
the provinces of Arcadius at the very beginning of the year.
Stilicho's march to Thessaly can scarcely have taken place before
October, and it is hard to interpret this long delay in sending
back the troops, over which he had no rightful authority, if it
were not dictated by a wish to implicate the government of New
Rome in difficulties and render his own intervention necessary.
We are told, too, that he selected the best soldiers from the
eastern regiments and enrolled them in the western corps.' If
we adopted the Cassian maxim, cui bono fiberit, we should be
inclined to accuse Stilicho of having been privy to the revolt
of Alaric; such a supposition would at least be far more
plausible than the calumny which was circulated charging
Rufinus with having stirred up the Visigoths. For such a
supposition, too, we might find support in the circumstance
that the estates of Rufinus were spared by the soldiers of Alaric;
it would be intelligible that Stilicho suggested the plan in
order to bring odium upon Rufinus. To such a conjecture,
finally, certain other circumstances, soon to be related, point ;
but it remains nothing more than a suspicion.
I t seems that before Stilicho arrived, Alaric had experienced a defeat at the hands of garrison soldiers in Thessaly ;
at all events he shut himself up in a fortified camp and
declined to engage with the Roman general. I n the meantime Rufinus induced Arcadius to send a peremptory order to
Stilicho to despatch the eastern troops to Constantinople and
depart himself whence he had come; the Emperor resented,
or pretended to resent, the presence of his cousin as an
1

Zosimus, v. 4 : € 1 7 1 B u v a ~ b atr06
v
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officious interference. Stilicho yielded so readily that his willingness seems almost suspicious ; but we shall probably never
know whether he was responsible far the events that followed. He consigned the eastern soldiers to the command of
a Gothic captain, Gainas, and himself departed to Salona,
allowing Alaric to proceed on his wasting way into the lands
of Hellas.
Gainas and his soldiers marched by the Via Egnatia to
Con~tantino~le,'
and it was arranged that, according to a usual
custom,2 the Emperor and his court should come forth from
the city to meet the army in the Campus Martius, which
extended on the west side of the city near the Golden Gate.
We cannot trust the statement of a hostile writer that
Rufinus actually expected to be created Augustus on this
occasion, and appeared at the Emperor's side prouder and more
sumptuously arrayed than ever; we only know that he accompanied Arcadius to meet the army. It is said that, when the
Emperor had saluted the troops, Rufinus advanced and displayed
a studied affability and solicitude to please towards even
individnal soldiers. They closed in round him as he smiled
and talked, anxious to secure their goodwill for his elevation
to the throne, but just as he felt himself very nigh to supreme
success, the swords of the nearest were drawn, and his body,
pierced with wounds, fell to the ground. His head, carried
through the streets, was mocked by the people, and his right
hand, severed from the trunk, was presented at the doors of
houses with the request " Give to the insatiable ! "
We can hardly suppose that the lynching of Rufinus was
the fatal inspiration of a moment, but whether it was proposed or approved of by Stilicho13 or was a plan hatched
among the soldiers on their way to Constantinople, is uncertain.
One might even conjecture that the whole affair was the result
of a prearrangement between Stilicho and the party in Byzantiurn, which was adverse to Rufinus, and led by the eunuch
Eutropius ; but there is no evidence.
Claudian, in Rujn. ii. 291percurrifur Hebrus
deseritur Rhodope Thracumque per ardua
tendunt
donec ad Herculei perventum nominis
urbem.

The city of Herculean name, Heraclea,
is the aucient Perinthus.

Zosimus, v. 7, 5 : 7 a d ~ q sy&p 7?js
7 ~ ~ 4~ ~s [ L G U TOO~~LE u r p u ~ ~ i ) r aEheye
s
udvllBes~ 2 ~ ~ ~ .
Zosimus attributes the plan - t o
Stilicho and Gainas. Ib. 7, 3. On the
confiscation of Rufinus' property, cf.
Symmachus, Epist. vi. 14.
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Our knowledge of this scene unfortunately depends on a
partial and untrustworthy writer, who, moreover, wrote in verse
-the poet Claudian. H e enjoyed the patronage of Stilicho, and
his poems " Against Rufinus," " Against Eutropius," and '[ On
the Gothic War" are a glorification of his patron's splendid
virtues. Stilicho and Rufinus he paints as two opposite forces,
the force of good and the force of evil, like the principles of
the Manichaeans. Rufinus is the terrible Pytho, the scourge
of the world ; Stilicho is the radiant Apollo, the deliverer of
mankind. Rufinus is a power of darkness, whose tartareanl
wickedness surpasses even the wickedness of the Furies of hell;
Stilicho is an angel of light. I n the works of a poet whose
leading idea was so extravagant, we can hardly expect to find
much fair historical truth; it is, as a rule, only accidental
references and allusions that we can accept, unless other
authorities confirm his statements. Yet even modern writers,
who know well how cautiously Claudian must be used, have
been unconsciously prejudiced in favour of Stilicho and against
Rufinus.
We must return to the movements of Alaric, who had
entered the regions of classical Greece, for which he showed
scant respect. Gerontius, the commander of the garrison at
Thermopylae, and Antiochus, the proconsul of Achaia, offered no
resistance, and the West Goths entered Boeotia, where Thebes
alone escaped their devastation. They occupied the Piraeus,
but Athens itself was pa red,^ and Alaric was entertained
as a guest in the city of Athene. But the great temple
of the mystic goddesses Delneter and Persephone, at Eleusis,
was burnt down by the irreverent barbarians ; Megara, the
next place on their southward route, fell; then Corinth, Argos,
and Sparta. But when they reached Elis they were confronted by an unexpected opponent. Stilicho had returned
from Italy, by way of Salona, which he reached by sea, to stay
Tartarezw is the Latin equivalent
of diabolical; cf. Ammianus Marcellinus, xxviii. i. 10.
The walls of Athens had been restored in the time of the Emperor
Valerian (Zosimus, i. 29), and the
difficulty of the siege made Alaric
amenable to terms. The legend wns

that he saw Athene Promachus standing on the walls and Achilles in front
of them ; which story Zosimus, the
zealous "hellen," relates seriously (v. 6).
Philostorgius (xii. 2) sags that Alaric
"took Athens," elhev 'ABljvas, but he
means the Piraeus. See Sievers, Studien,
p. 347.
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the hand of the invader. H e blocli-aded him in the plain of
Pholoe, but for some reason, not easily comprehensible, he did
not press his advantage, and set free the hordes of the Visigothic land-pirates to resume their careex of devastation. H e
went back to Italy, and Alaric returned, plundering as he went,
to Illyricum and Thrace, where he niade terms with the government of New Rome, and received the desired title of mc~giste~
1nilitu7nper Illyricu~~z.~
No one will suppose that Stilicho went a11 the way from Italy
to the Peloponnesus, and then, although he had Alaric practically at his mercy, retreated, leaving matters just as they were,
without some excellent r e a ~ o n . ~If he had genuinely wished
to deliver the distressed countries and assist the Emperor
Arcadius, he would not have acted in this ineffectual manner.
And it is difficult to see that his conduct is explaixied by
assuming that he was not willing, by a complete extermination
of the Goths, to enable Arcadius to dispense with his help in
future. I n that case, what did he gain by going to the Peloponnesus at all ? Or we might ask, if he wished Arcadius to
summon his assistance from year to year, is it likely that he
\ilould have adopted the method of rendering no assistance whatever ? But, above all, the question occurs, what pleasure would
it have been to the general to look forward to being called
upon again and again to take the field against the Visigoths ?
It seems evident that Stilicho and Alaric made at
Pholoe some secret and definite arrangement, which conditioned
Stilicho's departure, and that this arrangement was conducive
to the interests of Stilicho, who was in the position of
advantage, and at the same time not contrary to the interests
of Alaric, for otherwise Stilicho could not have been sure
that the agreement would be carried out. What this secret
compact was can only be a matter of conjecture ; but I would
suggest that Stilicho had already formed the plan of creating
his son Eucherius Emperor, and that he designed the Balkan
peninsula to be the dominion over which Eucherius should hol~l
sway. His conduct becomes perfectly explicable if we assume
that by a secret agreement he secured Alaric's assistance for
See Gdldenpenning, op. cit. p. 54.
The decisive passage is Claudian, de
l3. G. 1. 537 sq. Cf. Dr. Hodgkin,
Italy and her Invaders,i. 257.

Zosimus says that at Pholoe Stilicho
gave himself up to l u x u ~ yand thc
society of prostitutes, and incapacitatetl
himself for vigorous action, v. 7, 2.
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the execution of this scheme, which the preponderance of
Gothic powPr in Illyricum and Thrace would facilitate. I t
is subsequent events, to be related in another chapter, that
suggest this theory.
It was not only the European parts of Arcadius' donlinions
that were ravaged, in 395, by the fire and sword of barbarians.
I n the same year hordes of trans-Caucasian Huns poured
through the Caspian gates (per Cc~spiaclau.st~a),and, rushing
through the provinces of Mesopotamia, carried
desolation into Syria. St. Jerome was in Palestine at this
time, and in two of his letters we have the account of an eyewitness. "As I was searching for an abode worthy of such a
lady (Fabiola, his friend), behold, suddenly messengers rush
hither and thither, and the whole East trembles with the news,
that from the far Maeotis, from the land of the ice-bound Don
and the savage Massagetae, where the strong works of Alexander on the Caucasian cliffs keep back the wild nations,
swarms of Huas had burst forth, and, flying hither and thither,
were scattering slaughter and terror everywhere. The Roman
army was at that time absent in consequence of the civil wars
in Italy. . . May Jesus protect the Roman world in future
from such beasts ! They were everywhere, when they were
least expected, and their speed outstripped the rumour of their
approach; they spared neither religion nor dignity nor age;
they showed no pity to the cry of infancy. Babes, who had not
yet begun to live, were forced to die; and, ignorant of the
evil that was upon them, as they were held in the hands and
threatened by the swords of the enemy, there mas a smile upon
their lips. There was a consistent and universal report that
Jerusalem was the goal of the foes, and that on account of their
insatiable lust for gold they were hastening to this city. The
walls, neglected by the carelessness of peace, were repaired.
Antioch was enduring a blockade. Tyre, fain to break off from
the dry laud, sought its ancient island. Then we too w m constrained to provide ships, to stay on the seashore, to t,ake precautions against the arrival of the enemy, and, though the winds
were wild, to fear a shipwreck less than the barbarians-making
provision not for our own safety so much as for the c h a s t i t ~gf
our virgins."
I n another letter, speaking of these " wolves of

.

'
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the north," he says : "How many monasteries were captured ?
the waters of how many rivers were stained with human gore ?
Antioch was besieged and the other cities, past which the
Halys, the Cydnus, the Orontes, the Euphrates flow. Herds
of captives were dragged away; Arabia, Phoenicia, Palestine,
Egypt were led captive by fear."
The Huns, however, were not the only depredators at whose
hands the provinces of Asia Minor and Syria suffered. There
mere other enemies within, whose ravages were constant, while
the expedition of the Huns from without occurred only once.
These enemies were the freebooters who dwelled in the Isaurian
mountains, wild and untamed in their secure fastnesses. Ammianus Marcellinus describes picturesquely the habits of these
sturdy robbem2 They used to descend from the difficult
mountain slopes like a whirlwind to places on the seashore,
where in hidden ways and glens they lurked till the fall of
night, and in the light of the crescent moon, watched until the
mariners riding at anchor slept ; then they boarded the vessels,
killed and plundered the crews. Thus the coast of Isauria
was like a deadly shore of Sciron ; i t was avoided by sailors,
who made a practice of putting in at the safer ports of Cyprus.
The Isaurians did not always confine their land expeditions
to the surrounding provinces of Cilicia and Pamphylia ; they
penetrated in 403 A.D. northwards to Cappadocia and Pontus,
or southwards to Syria and Palestine ; and the whole range of
the Taurus as far as the confines of Syria seems to have been
their spacious habitation. An officer named Arbacazius ww
entrusted by Arcadius with an office similar in object to that
which, four and a half centuries ago, had been assigned to
I'ompeius ; but, though he quelled the spirits of the freebooters
for a moment, Arbacazius did not succeed in eradicating the
lawless element, in the same way as Pompeius had succeeded
in exterminating the piracy which in his day infested the
same regions. I n the years 4 0 4 and 405 Cappadocia was
overrun by the robber bands.3

'

Meanwhile after the death of Rufinus, the weak Emperor
Epist. lx. 16. Jerome is dwelling
on the miseries of human society (ternporum nostrorum ruinas),which he also
illustrates by the ravages of Alaric
ill Europe, and the fate of Rufinus,

Abundantiua, and Timasius. The lettel
was written i n 396.
xiv. 2, 1.
V c e the letters written by C h r y
sostom in his exile.
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Arcadius passed under the influence of the eunuch Eutropius,
in unscrupulous greed of moneyresembled Rufinus and many
other officials of the time, and, like Rufinus, has been painted
far blacker than he really was. All the evil things that were
said by his enemies of Rufinus were said of Eutropius by his
; but in reading of the enormities of the latter we
must make great allowance for the general prejudice existing
against a person with Eutropius' physical disqualifications.
Eutropius naturally looked on the praetorian prefects, the
most powerful men in the administration next to the Emperor, with jealousy and suspicion, as dangerous rivals. It
was his interest to reduce their power and to raise the dignity
of his own office to an equality with theirs. To his influence, then, we are probably justified in ascribing two
innovations ~vhich were made by Arcadius. The administration of the CZLI'SUS pt~blicus,or office of postn~astergeneral,
was transferred from the praetorian prefects to the master
of offices, and the same transference was made in regard to
the nlanufactories of arms. On the other hand, the grand
chamberlain, p~aepositzcs sncri cubiculi, was made an illz~st~is,
equal in rank to the praetorian prefects. Both these innovations were afterwards altered.'
The general historical import of the position of Eutropius, is
that the Empire was falling into a danger, by which it had been
threatened from the outset, and which it had been ever trying
to avoid. We may say that there were two dangers which
constantly impended over the Roman Empire from its inauguration by Augustus to its redintegration by Diocletian-a Scylla
and Charybdis, between which it had to steer. The one was a
cabinet of imperial freedmen, the other was a military despotism.
The former danger called forth, and was counteracted by, the
creation of a civil service system, to which Hadrian perhaps
made the most important contributions, and which was finally
elaborated by Diocletian, who at the same time averted the
other danger by separating the military and civil administrations. But both dangers revived in a new form. The danger
from the army became danger from the Germans, who preponderated in i t ; and the institution of court ceremocial tended
to create a cabinet of chamberlains and imperial dependants.
See Johanues Lydus, de Mag. iii. 40.
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Tllis oriental ceremonial, so marked a feature of late " Gyzantinism," involved, as one of its principles, difficulty of access to
the Emperor, who, living in the retirement of his palace, was
teglpted to trust less to his eyes than his ears, and saw too little
of public affairs. Diocletian appreciated this disadvantage himself, and remarked that the sovereign, shut up in his palace,
cannot know the truth, but must rely on what his attendants
and officers tell him. We may also remark that absolute
monarchy, by its very nature, tends in this direction; for absolute
monarchy naturally tends to a dynasty, and a dynasty implies
that there must sooner or later come to the throne weal;
men, inexperienced in public affairs, reared up in an atmosphere of flattery and illusion, easily guided by intriguing
chamberlains and eunuchs. Under such conditions, then, anlic
cabals and chamber cabinets are sure to become dominant
sometimes. Diocletian, whose political insight and ingenuity
were remarkable, tried to avoid the dangers of a dynasty by his
artificial system, but artifice could not contend with success
against nature.
The greatest blot on the ministry of Eutropius (for, as he
was the most trusted adviser of the Emperor, we niay use the
word ministry), was the sale of offices, of which Claudian gives a
vivid and exaggerated a c c ~ u a t . ~This was a blot, however, that
stained other nien of those days as well as Eutropius, and we
must view it rather as a feature of the times than as a personal enormity. Of course, the eunuch's spies were ubiquitous; of course, informers of all sorts were encouraged and
rewarded. All the usual stratagems for grasping and plundering
were put into practice. The strong measures that a determined minister was ready to take for the mere sake of vengeance, may be exemplified by the treatment which the whole
Lycian province received at the hands of Rufinus. On account
of a single individual, Tatian, who had offended that minister,
all the provincials were excluded from public offices. After
the death of Rufinus, the Lycians were relieved from these
disabilities ; but the fact that the edict of emancipation expressly enjoins " that no one henceforward venture to wound
a Lycian citizen with a name of scorn " shows what a serious
misfortune their degradation was.
1% Eutrop. 1, 197 : Institor imperii cuupofamosus honorurn, etc.
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The eunuch won considerable odium in the first year of
llis power (39G) hy bringing about the fall of two men of distinction-Ab~lndantius, to whose patronage he owed his rise in
the world, and Timasius, who had been the conimander-general
in the East. An account of the manner in which the ruin of the
latter was wrought will illustrate the sort of intrigues that
were spun at the Byzantine c0urt.l
Timasius had brought with him from Sardis a Syrian
sausage-seller, named Bargus, who, with native address, had
insinuated himself into his good graces, and obtained a subordinate command in the army. The prying omniscience of
Eutropins discovered that, years before, this same Bargns had
been forbidden to enter Constantinople for some niisdenieanour,
and by means of this knowledge he gained an ascendency over
the Syrian, and compelled him to accuse his benefactor Timasius
of a treasonable conspiracy, supporting the charge by forgeries.
The accused was tried? condemned, and banished to the Libyan
oasis, a punishment equivalent to death; he was never heard
of more. Eutropius, foreseeing that the continued existence of
Barga might at some time compromise himself, suborned his
wife to lodge very serious charges against her husband, in consequence of which he was put to death. Whether Eutropius
then got rid of the wife me are not informed.
Among the adherents of Eutropius, who were equally
numerous and insincere,two were of especial importance-Osius,
who had risen from the post of a cook to be count of the
sacred largesses, and finally master of the offices, and Leo,3 a
soldier, corpulent and good-humoured, who was known by the
sobriquet of Ajax, a man of great body and little mind, fond
of boasting, fond of eating, fond of drinking, and fond of women.
On the other hand, Eutropins had many enemies, and enemies
in two different quarters. Romans of the stamp of Timasius
Zosimns, v. 8.
The general feeling i n favour of
Timasi~is,a man of the highest character' was great
the
gave
his first intention of presiding a t
the trial, and committed its conduct to
Procopius and Saturninus. The letter
of Jerome (1x.-quoted above, p. 7 0 ) ,
lvhich was written in 306, proves that
-4bondantius and Timasius were exiled in that year.

"laudian
describes Leo i n lines
almost worthy of Jnvenal (in Eutrop.
ii. 376 sq.)
in absentes, linguae jacktor, abnndans
c,,po,is, exiguusque animi, doctissin~usartis
quondam lanificae, etc.

Leo was once employed in the wool
trade, and Clnudian pots into his mouth,
with co~lsiderable cleverness, +=s!lresqior,. r,ldolent of wool-making.
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and Aurelian were naturally opposed to the supremacy of an
emasculated chamberlain ; while, as we shall see subseqnently,
the German element in the Empire, represented by Gainas, was
also inimical. I t seems certain that a serions confederacy was
formed in the year 3 9 7, aiming at the overthrow of Eutropius.
Though this is not stated by any writer, it seems an inevitable
conclusion from the lam (Cod. TI~eod.ix. 14, 3) which was passed
in the autumn of that year, assessing the penalty of death to
any one who had conspired " with soldiers or private persons, including barbarians," against the lives " of illzcstres who belong to
our consistory or assist at our counsels," or other senators, such
a conspiracy being considered equivalent to treason. Intent
was to be regarded as equivalent to crime, and not only did
the individual concerned incur capital punishment, but his
descendants were visited with disfranchisement. I t is generally
recognised that this law was an express palladium for chamberlains ; but surely it must have been suggested by some actually
formed conspiracy, of which Eutropius discovered the threads,
before it was carried out. The particular mention of soldiers
and barbarians points to a particular danger, and we may
suspect that Gainas, who afterwards brought about the fall of
Eutropius, had some connection with it.
While the eunuch was sailing in the full current of success at Byzantium, the Vandal Stilicho was enjoying an
uninterrupted course of prosperity in the somewhat less
stifling air of Italy. The poet Claudian, who acted as a sort
of poet - laureate to Honorius, was really an apologist for
Stilicho, who patronised and paid him. Almost every public
poem he produced is an extravagant panegyric on that general,
and we cannot but suspect that many of his utterances were direct
manifestoes suggested by his patron. I n the panegyric in
honour of the third consulate of Honorius (396), which, composed soon after the death of Rufinus, breathes a spirit of concord between East and West, the writer calls upon Stilicho " to
protect with his right hand the two brothers " (geminos de.1:trn
tu protege fratres).
Such lines as this are written to put a,
certain significance on Stilicho's policy. I n the panegyric in
honour of the fourth consulate of Honorius (398), he givns aJ
absolutely false and misleading account of StiTicho's expeditiiiL-
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to Greece two years before, an account which no allowance for
poetical exaggeration can defend. At the same time he extols
Honorius with the most absurd eulogiums, and overwhelms him
with the most extravagant adulations, making out the boy of
fourteen to be greater than his father and grandfather. If
Claudian were not a poet, we should say that he was a most
outrageous liar. We are therefore unable to accord him the
smallest credit when he boasts that the subjects in the western
provinces are not oppressed by heavy taxes, and that the treasury is not replenished by extortion.'
Stilicho and Eutropius had shaken hands over the death of
Rufinus, but the good understanding was not destined to last
longer than the song of triumph. We cannot justly blame
Eutropius for this. No minister of Arcadius could regard with
goodwill or indifference the desire of Stilicho to interfere in the
affairs of New Rome ; for this desire cannot be denied, even if
one do not accept the theory that the scheme of detaching
Illyricum from Arcadius' dominion was entertained by him at
as early a date as 396. His position as master of soldiers in
Italy gave him no power in other parts of the Empire ; and the
attitude which he assumed as an elderly relative, solicitously
concerned for the welfare of his wife's young cousin, in obedience to the wishes of that cousin's father, was untenable, when
it led him to exceed the acts of a strictly private friendship.
We can then well understand the indignation felt at New
Rome, not only by Eutropius, but probably also by men of a
quite different faction, when the new arrived that Stilicho
purposed lo visit Constantinople to set, things in order and
Surh o~ciousnesswas inarrange matters for Arcadius.'
tolerable, and it was plain that the strongest protest must be
made against it. The senate accordingly passed a resolution
declaring Stilicho a public enemy., This action of the senate
is very remarkable, and its signification is not generally perceived. If the act had been altogether due to Eutropius, it
would surely have taken the form of an imperial decree.
Eutropius would not have resorted to the troublesome method
of bribing or threatening the whole senate even if he had been

'

In Hon. Cons. 495 sq. Claudian
is at his finest in his eulogies of Theollosius avus, the hero of Africa and

Britain, and Theodosius pater, the
Great.
"osirnus,
Bk. v. 11.
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able to do so. We must conclude, then, that the general feeling
against Stilicho was strong, and we must confess naturally
strong.
The sitnation was now complicated by a revolt in Africa,
which eventually proved highly fortunate for the glory and influence of Stilicho.
Eighteen years before, the Moor Firmus had made an attempt
to create a kingdom for himself in the African provinces (379
A.D.), and had been quelled by the arms of Theodosius, who
received important assistance from Gildo, the brother and enemy
of Firmus. Gildo was duly rewarded. H e was finally appointed military commander, or count, of Africa, and his
daughter Salvina was united in marriage to a nephew of the
Empress Aelia Flaccilla.' But the faith of the Moors was as
the faith of Carthaginians. Gildo refused to send aid to Theodosius in his expedition against Eugenius. After Theodosius7
death he prepared to take a more positive attitude, and he
engaged numerous African nomad tribes to support him in his
revolt. The strained relations between Old and New Rome,
which did not escape his notice, suggested to him that his
rebellion might assume the form of a transition from the
sovereignty of Honorius to the sovereignty of Arcadius. H e
knew that if he were dependent only on New Rome, he would
be practically independent.
He entered accordingly into
commuilication with the government of Arcadius, but the
negotiations came to nothing. I t appears that Gildo demanded
that Libya should be consigned to his rule, and he certainly
took possession of it. I t also appears that embassies on the
subject passed between Italy and Constantinople, and that Symmachus the orator was one of the ambassadors. But it is certain
that Arcadius did not in any way assist Gildo, and the comparatively slight and moderate references which the hostile Claudian
makes to the hesitating attitude of New Rome indicate that the
government of Arcadius did not behave very badly after all.
We need not go into the details of tile Gildonic war,"
through which Stilicho won well-deserved laurels, although he
did not take the field himself. What made the revolt of the
Nebridius. Salvina was afterwards a friend of John Chrysostom.
Orosius, Historiue adw. Puqanos, vii. 36.
See the Bellunz Gildo?~ie?rm
of Claudian.
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coullt of Africa of such great moment was the fact that the
African provinces were the granary of Old Rome, as Egypt was
the granary of New Rome. By stopping the supplies of corn,
Gild0 might hope to starve out Italy. The prompt action
and efficient management of Stilicho, however, prevented any
catastrophe; for ships from Gaul and from Spain, laden with
corn, appeared in the Tiber, and Rome was supplied during the
winter months. Early in 3 9 8 a fleet sailed against the tyrant,
whose hideous cruelties and oppressions were worthy of his
Moorish blood; and i t is a curious fact that this fleet was
under the command of Mascezel, Gildo's brother, who was now
playing the same part towards Gildo that GiIdo had played
towards his brother Pirmus. The undisciplined noniadic army
of the rebel was scattered without labour at Ardalio, and
Africa was delivered from the Moor's reign of ruin and terror,
to which Roman rule, with all its fiscal sternness, was peace
and prosperity.'
This subjugation of the man whom the
senate of Old Rome had pronounced a public enemy redounded far and wide to the glory of the man whom the
senate of New Rome had proclaimed a public enemy. And in
the meantime Stilicho's position had become still more splendid and secure by the marriage of his daughter Maria with the
Emperor Honorins (Spring 3 9 8), for which an epithalamium
was written by Claudian, who, as we might expect, celebrates
the father-in-law as expressly as the bridal pair. The Gildonic
war also supplied, we need hardly remark, a grateful material
for his favourite theme; and the year 400, to which Stilicho
gave his name as consul, inspired an enthusiastic e f f ~ s i o n . ~

'

The con~plicationswhich resulted
ISSIMAE MILITIAE AD COLUMEN
in Africa from the despotism of Gildo,
GLOILIAE SEMPITERNAE E T REGIAE
and the attempts to right wrongs and
ADFINITATIS EYECTO PROGENEKO
restore property, lasted for many years.
DIYI
THEODOSI
COMITI
DIYI
The large property which Gildo had
THEODOSI AUGUSTI IX OMNIBUS
amassed required a special official to
BELLIS ADQUE V I C T O ~ I I S ET AB
administrate it, entitled comes GikdoEO IN ADFINITATEM HEGIAM COIziaciputrimonii. See cod. Theod. vii.
OPTATO ITEMQUE SOCERO D. X.
8, 7, and Notit. OCC.xi.
HONORI
AUGUSTI
A F ~ I C A CONTwo inscriptions on nlarble bases,
SILIIs
EJUS
ET
PKOVISIONE
found a t Rome (C. I. L. vi. l i 3 0 and
LIBEKATA.
17311, celebrate the career of Stilicho. Several inscriptions found on Roman
One of them (1730) is as follows-gates commemorate the restoration of
FLAVIO STILICIIONI
INLUSTRISSIMO
the "walls, gates, and towers " of the
VIRO MAGISTRO EQUITUM PEDIcity by Honorius, a work which was
TUMQUE COMITI
DOMESTICORUM
undertaken a t Stilicho's suggestion,
TRIBUNO PRAEToRIANO E T AB I N (see C. 1 L. vi. 1188-1190) before the
EUXTE AETATE P E R GRADOS CLARinvasion of Alaric in 402.
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It may seem strange that now, almost at the zenith of his
fame, the father-in-law of the Emperor and the hero of the
Gildonic war did not make some attempt to carry out his
favourite project of interference with the government of the
eastern provinces. Bnt there are two considerations which
may help to explain this. I n the first place, Stilicho himself
was not the man of indomitable will who forms a project and
carries it through ; he was a man rather of that ambitious but
hesitating character which Momnisen attributes to Pompey.
He was half a Roman and half a barbarian; he was halfstrong and half-weak ; he was half -patriotic and half -selfish.
His intentions were unscrupulous, but he was almost afraid of
them. Besides this, his wife Serena probably endeavoured to
check his policy of discord and maintain unity in the Theodosian house. I n the second place, it is sufficiently probable
that he was in constant commnnication with Gainas, the
Gernian general of the eastern armies and chief representative
of the German interests in the realm of Arcadius, and that
Gainas was awaiting his time for an outbreak, by which
Stilicho hoped to profit and execute his designs. H e had no
excuse for interference, and he was milling to wait. His
inactive policy of the next few years must not be taken to
indicate that he cherished no ambitious projects.
The Germans looked up to Stilicho as the most important
German in the Empire, their natnral protector and friend, while
there was a large Roman faction opposed to him as a
foreigner. But as yet this faction was not strong enough
to overpower him. It is remarkable that his fall was finally
brought about by the influence of a palace official (40 8 A.D.), while
the fall of his rival Eutropius, which occurred far sooner (3 9 9
A.D.), was brought about by the compulsion of a German general.
These facts indicate that the two dangers to which I already
called attention-the
preponderating influence of German soldiers and the preponderating influence of chamberlains and
eunuchs-were mutually checks on each other. I must reserve
for the next chapter an account of the danger from the Germans
which threatened New Rome, but was fortunately weathered
-a
danger whose aversion was of really critical importance
for the maintenance of the Roman Empire in the East', and
whose gravity has not always been sufficiently accentuated.

C H A P T E R I1
THE GERMANS IN THE EAST

THEREwere at this time three political parties at Constantinople. There was the German party, of which the chief
representative was Gainas, the commander of the Eastern army,
and which counted not only barbarians but Romans among its
members. It is probable that this party was in constant communication with Stilicho in the West, and it is possible that the
Frankish Empress Eudoxia may have looked upon it with a
certain amount of favour. But I think we must reject the
assumption of any very close bond between her and the
Goths, because she was an orthodox Catholic and they were
Arians. It must never be forgotten that the difference in
religion which marked off the German nations was an important
element in the situation. Secondly, there was the party of
Eutropius, consisting entirely of time-serving hangers-on, bound
together by no principle or common purpose-an
ephemeral
clique, clustering round the eunuch to receive his favours as
long as he was in favour himself. These two factions, the
faction of Eutropius and the faction of Gainas, were opposed.
There was a third party, opposed to both of these, consisting
of those senators and ministers who entertained a Roman
abhorrence of the increase of German influence in the Empire,
and a strong Roman detestation of the bedchamber administration of eunuchs1; men who were equally scandalised by the
fact that three commanders-in-chief in the Roman Empire
were Germans (Stilicho in Italy, Alaric in Illyricum, and
The Roman sentiment against the power of eunuchs is strongly expnmed in
CIaudian's poem against Eutropius.
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Gainas in the East), and by the appointment of Eutropius to
the consulship in the year 399, an honour which was soon
f6110wed by his elevation to the rank of Patrician, which,
after the imperial, was the highest title in the State. Onznin
cesscrunt ezcnucho consule nzonstrn. W e may call this party
the party of Aurelian, for Aurelian was its most important and
respected member. H e was the son of a distinguished praetorian prefect named Taurus, and he had himself filled the
offices of quaestor and prefect of the city.
I have said that the Germans had friends among the
Romans. The most distinguished of their Roman supporters
was an enigmatical figure, whose real name we shall probably
never know, the brother of Aurelian, but in character diametrically opposed to him. This shadowy person, who played
a leading part at this period, is one of the riddles of history,
like the Man of the Iron Mask. We derive all that we know
about him from a historical sketch, written in the form of an
allegory, by Synesius, bishop of Cyrene, entitled Concerning
Providence, or the Egyptin7zs. Its subject is the contest for the
Egyptian kingdom between the two sons of Taurus) Osiris and
Typhos. Osiris, by whom is meant Aurelian, is the type of
everything that is good and laudable ; while Typhos, a sort of
nature's byblow, differing from Osiris as Edmund differed from
Edgar in King Lea?., is " left-handed " and perverse, gross ancl
ignorant. I t will be most convenient to call this unknown
person by his allegorical name.
We are told that Typhos at one time held a financial post:
but was soon obliged to abdicate it on account of malversation.
He then obtained some other oEce, and performed its duties
equally badly.
H e allied himself closely with the German party, who saw
in him, as a Roman of good family and position, an important
supporter. I n private life he is represented as a profligate,
and Synesius tells stories to illustrate his indecent and frivolous
habits. He mentions, as the climax of indecency, that Typhos
used to snore on purpose when awake, and take delight in hearing others producing the same noise, as if it were marvellously
~ a p l a sx p q p d ~ w v ,Synes. p. 121'7,
y4ypa?r.rarpbv h
i ~ o i TaSpou
r
~arulv
(IIpoOcwpia of the Aiyri~rror). Compare ed. Migne.
The expression usually
means comes sacrarurn Zargitio~~um.
Sievers, Stwlicn, p. 387 spq.
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fine music; and he used to praise and honour him who uttered
most tunefully the licentious sound, and evolved the finest and
"roundest snort."' We must remember that these are the
allegations of an opponent, but at the same time it is just to
observe that the prose allegory of Synesius has a truer ring
than the poetical histories of Claudian.
The sketch which Synesius gives of the wife of Typhos, an
ambitious and fashionable lady, is valuable and interesting,
even if it be considerably overdrawn, as the picture of a type
of contemporary society. She was, in the first place, her own
tirewoman; a reproach which seems to imply that she was
inordinately attentive to the details of her toilet. She liked
to be seen, and constantly showed herself in the marketplace and the theatre, thinking that the eyes of all were
turned towards her. This desire of notoriety prevented her
from being too nice in her choice of society; she liked to have
her house and drawing-room filled, and her doors were not
closed against professional courtesans. I t may be supposed
that select Byzantine society refused to know her. Synesius
contrasts with her the wife of Aurelian, who never left the
house, and asserts the great virtue of a woman to be that
neither her body nor her name should ever cross the threshold.
Such an extreme idea, however, was almost obsolete; and if
Synesius really believed in it he cannot have approved of the
behaviour of his friend and teacher Hypatia. But I believe
this is a illere rhetorical flourish, in imitation of the celebrated
dictum of Thucydides.
The great struggle between the alien and the native element
in the East, which was to decide that the eastern provinces were
not to be dismembered by the Teutonic nations, began at the
end of the year 398. I t took the form of a contest between
the two brothers, Aurelian and Typl~os,for the office of praetorian prefect. The former was successful in obtaining the
nomination, which was a great triumph for the anti-German
Party. Synesius was at this tirile at Constantinople, and lived
On very intimate terms
- with Aurelian and his friends, so that
povnr~ljv riva Bavpaor+p ~ i ,~ d O o r spirit of a sort of ~0Cictyfor the pro? Y O ~ P E ~ O S . Dio Chl.ysostorn find3 fault
~llotiollof indecency.
n i t h the people of Tars~isfor their habit
V a v ~ i )xopfidrpra,
r
Bcdrpov ~ a byopis
i
of snoring. Wc might imaglne from LlaXqn~os,K . T . ~ .
'his account t h a t Typhoswas tllelead~ng
VOL. I
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he had an excellent opportunity of observing all that went
on. Penetrated with the spirit of old Hellenedom, especially
Platonism, and feeling a Hellenic antagonism to barbarians, he
sympathised fully with the aspirations and purposes of the
Roman party at Byzantium. Aurelian seems to have been
a man of culture and learning, and was surrounded with
inen of letters, such as Troilus the poet and Polyaemon
the rhetor.
The success of Aurelian was a great blow to Typhos and
his wife and his friends. His wife had been looking forward
eagerly to the prefecture for the sake of the social advantages
which it would confer. Synesius gives a curious account of
the measures which Typhos took to console himself and his
friends for their disappointment. H e constructed a large pond
(tcohvl*.p@pa), i11 which he made artificial islands, provided
with warm baths ; and in these islands he and his friends, in
the company of women, used to indulge in licentious pleasures.
But this was only the prologue to the drama proper. I t
was a nlovement on the part of Ostrogoths, who had been
settled in Phrygia by Theodosius, that brought on the main
struggle; and this movement was hardly independent of the
German faction in the capital, though we have no distinct
evidence to show that it was instigated by Gainas or Typhos?
The Count Tribigild, who commanded the troops in Phrygia,
bore a personal grudge against Eutropius, and this drove him
to excite to revolt the Teutonic lneti, or colons, consisting of
Ostrogoths and Gruthungi? whom Theodosius, the friend of the
Goths, had established in the fertile regions of Phrygia in 386.
The revolt broke out in spring, as Arcadius and his court were
preparing to start for Ancyra in Galatia, whither the Emperor
was fond of resorting in summer on account of its pleasant and
salubrious climate. The barbarians, recruited by runaway
slaves, spread destruction throughout many provinces, Galatia
and Pisidia and Bithynia.
1 Tribigild was in Constantinople at
the beginning of 399, paring his respects to the new consul Eutropius, who
on that occasion offended him by
neglect. It seems ve1.y probable that
he arranged the whole plan of campa@ with Gainas before he left the
capltal. That their conlplicity began

only after Gainas had taken the field
is hard to believe. On the cllronology
of these events, see Giildenpenning, p.
99.
Claudian, in E,titrop. ii. 153. Ostrogothiscoliturm.ist.isqt~eG~uthzcnqisPhry~
ager. Is the first part of C~uthungus
the same as Gurth ?
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At this moment Synesius presented a crown to Arcadius on
behalf of his native hwn, Cyrene, and delivered his celebrated
speech, " Concerning the Office of King."
This may be
regarded, as has been well pointed out,2 the anti-German
of the Roman party of Aurelian. It urged the
of imposing disabilities on barbarians, and thereby
eradicating the German element in the State. The argument depends on the by no means christian assumption that
the Roman and the barbarian are different in kind, and that
therefore their union is unnatural. The soldiers of a state
should be like watchdogs, as Plato sa,ys, but our armic.,~are full
of wolves in the guise of dogs ; moreover, our homes are full of
German servants. .The lawgiver cannot wisely give arms to
any who are not born and reared in his laws ; the shepherd
cannot expect to tame wolves' cubs. The German soldiers
are a stone of Tantalus suspended over the State. The only
salvation is to remove the alien element-2nnpiva~ 62 662
T A X X ~ T ~ L O U . This speech was not calculated to induce Gainas
to take energetic measures agrninst his fellow-Gernlans, whom
he was sent to reduce.
For there seem to have beell only two generals of any
account at this time-Gainas, the Goth, and Leo, the Falstaff of
chat age. Both were sent with armies against Tribigild. Tlie
rebels, seeking to avoid an engagement with Leo, turned their
steps to Pisidia and thence proceeded to Pamphylia, where they
met with a brave and unexpected re~istance.~While Gainas was
purposely inactive, and writing in his letters to Constantinople
that Tribigild was veryformidable,a land proprietor of the town of
Selge, narned Valentinus, formed a corps of peasants and slaves
2nd laid an ambush hard by a winding narrow pass in the
mountains leading from Pisidia to Pamphylia. The advancing
enemy was surprised by showers of stones from the heights
above them, and there was no means of escape, as they were
hemmed in by a treacherous marsh. After a great loss of
life, Tribigild bribed the commander, Florentius, who held
ihe pass, and thus succeeded in effecting his escape. B ~ l the
had no sooner escaped than he was shut in between two rivers,
Compare Sievers, Stzdicn, p. 379.
Wiildenpenning has brought out this point.
V c e tlie narrative in Zosimus, v, 16.
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the Melas and the Eurymedon, by the warlike inhabitants
of those regions, who were well used to warfare from their
experience of Isaurian freebooters.
Leo meanwhile was
advancing, and the insurrection might have been utterly and
easily crushed, but that Gainas secretly replenished the forces
of' Tribigild with detachments from his own army. Thus Leo
had really two enemies in the field against him, one in the
disguise of a friend. He found Tribigild at the head of a large
army, with which he could not attempt to cope ; but this was
not all. The German regiments in his own army preponderated, and they suddenly attacked the minority of Roman
soldiers, and easily overpowered them. Leo lost his life in
attempting to escape: so that Gainas and Tribigild were left
masters of the situation.
Gainas, who still posed as a loyal general foiled by the
superior ability and power of Tribigild, despatched a message
to the Emperor, misrepresenting the defeat of Leo, dwelling
on the superiority of the rebel, and urging Arcadius to
yield to his demands-the chief demand being that Eutropius
should be surrendered. The Emperor hesitated, for he was
probably attached to his chamberlain, but, in addition to the
pressure of the Germans, another influence was brought to bear
which secured the fall of the eunuch. The Empress Eudoxia,
who had owed her position to the machinations of Eutropius,
became jealous of his power with her husband; dissension and
antagonism were born between them; and one day Eudoxia
appeared in the presence of the Emperor, leading her two little
daughters, Flaccilla and' Pulcheria, by the hand, and complained
bitterly of the eunuch's insulting behaviour.
When Eutropius heard of the demand of Gainas, he did not
disguise from himself his extreme peril, but fled to the refuge
of the sanctuary of St. Sophia.' There he might not only trust
in the protection of the holy place, but might expect that the
Patriarch of Constantinople, Johannes Chrysostomus, would
stand by him in his extremity, when he was abandoned by his
noonday friends. For it was through his influence that JohanClaudian's account of Leo's death
is intended to be a little comical
-appropriate to the Falstaff of the
He was killed, according to
age.
the poet, by fright-valuit pro zul-

nere terror (in Eutrop. ii. 240 sq.)
For the fall of Eutropius, see SOcrates, H. E. vi. 5 ; Sozomen, H. 3. viii.
7 ; Philostorgius, H. E. xi. 6 ; Zosimus,
v. 18.
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nes, a Syrian presbyter of Antioch, had been nominated to the
episcopal chair (398 A.D.) And the personal interference of
Joha~lneswas actually necessary ; he had to stand between the
cowering eunuch and those who mould have dragged him from
beneath the altar. This incident seems to have taken place on
Saturday, and on the following day, Sunday, the service must
have been curiously impressive, and the feelings of the congregation strange. Hidden under the altar, overwhelmed with fear
and shame, lay the old chamberlain, whose will had been almost
supreme a few days before, and in the pulpit the eloquent
archbishop delivered a sermon " on the fallen eunuch," beginning with the words, " Vanity of vanities, all is vanity." l In
this discourse he dwelled without mercy on the frivolity and
irreligion of the party of Eutropius ; but at the same time he
sought to excite the sympathy of the audience.
When the church had been again surrounded and entered
by soldiers, and Johannes had again personally interposed,
Eutropius allowed himself to be taken away, on condition that
his life should be spared. He was banished to Cyprus. Gainas,
however, was not content with anything less than his death;
and availing himself of the quibble that security of life had
been granted to him only in Constantinople, Arcadius caused
him to be brought back and tried at Chalcedon, where he was
condemned on trivial, probably false, charges, and executed
(autumn 399 A.D.)
The edict concerning Eutropius which was issued by Arcadius is a curious document, and deserves to be quoted. I t
will serve also as a specimen of imperial edicts in general.
"The Emperors Arcadius and Honorius, Augusti, to Aurelian, Praetorian Prefect.
"We have added to our treasury all the property of Entropius, who
w~ formerly the Praepositus S a o i Cubiculi, having stripped him of his
splendour, and delivered the consulate from the foul stain of his tenure,
and from the recollection of his name and the base filth thereof ; so that,
all his acts having been repealed, all time may be dumb concerning hinl ;
and that the blot of our age may not appear by the mention of him ; and
that those who by their valour and wounds extend the Roman borders or
@ard the same by equity i n the nlaintenance of law, may not groan over

'

See Chrysostom's Works, ed. Afontfawon, vol. iii. QtXia els EGTp6ntov

'2voGx"v r r a ~ p i ~ l o ~v a lt f ~ a ~ o v . e

are reminded of Massillon's words in
the funeral oration on Lou;- XIV,
" Dieu sen1 est grand."
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the fact that the divine guerdon of consulship has been befouled and defiled
by a filthy monster. Let him learn that he has been deprived of the rank of
the patriciate ancl all lower dignities that he stained with the perversity of
his character (?norzlnzpoll~lit
scaevitate). That all the statues, all the images
-whether of bronze or marble, or pninted in colours, or of any other material uused i n art-we colnmalld to be abolisl~eclin all cities, towns, private
ancl pnhlic places, that they may not, as a brand of infanly on our age,
1)ollnte the gaze of beholders. Accordingly under the conclnct of faithful
quarcls let him be taken to the islnntl of Cyprus, whither let your sublimity know that he has been banishecl ; so that therein gnarcleil wit11
most watchful diligence he may be unable to work conf~~sion
wit11 his
nlad designs.
"Dated . . . 1 at Constantinople in the Co~lsulshipof Theodorus, vir
clarissimus."

The quaestor in drawing up this document did not spare
vigorous language, and it seems strange that Arcadius should
have allowed an edict to go forth which reflects so seriously
on himself: by provoking inlmediately the question why the
Emperor countenanced the " filth " so long. The weakness of
the Emperor was proportional to the force of the language.
I t was after tlie fall of Eutropius that Gainas seems to
have declared his real colours openly, and acted no longer as
a mediator for Tribigild, but as an adversary, bargaining for
term. He and Tribigild had met at Thyatira and proceeded
to the Hellespont, plundering as they went. At Chalcedon,
Gainas demanded and obtained an interview with Arcadius,
and an agreement was made that Gainas should continue to
hold the post of mngiste~a~ilitlc?)zper orie?ztena, and that he
and Tribigild might cross over with impunity to Europe. As
a security, three hostages were to be handed over to Gainasnamely, Aurelian, the praetorian prefect; Saturninus, one of
the chief men of Aurelian's party; and Johannes, the friend
(report said the lover) of Eudoxia.
The surrender of Aurelian as a hostage to the German general
was a triumph for his brother Typhos, who appears to have succeeded him in the prefecture. Synesius attributes the combination against Aurelian to a drabwing-roomcabal-a plot brewed
for his destruction by the wife of Typhos and the wife of
G a i n a ~ . ~ I t is evident at least that both city and camp were

' xvi. Kal. Febr. (MSS.) Pcb~. will lie found in Cbd. Thcod. ix. 40,
seems to be an error for Octobr. or No- 17.
~vpelkrar6$ 7 d K ~ K 8v
~ V 660 yuvarvembr.,though the oriler of laws in the
Codex seems to forbid this. The edict K W Y I T ~ U ISynes.
.
Aerlylt, i, 15.
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full of intrigues at this time, and that during the flrst half of
the year 400 A.D. Typhos was the most important minister
in the Empire. H e did not however prevail upon the cautious
Gainas to sacrifice his brother Aurelian; the three hostages
underwent a sham execution, the sword grazing their necks,
and were banished for a short time. We may probably attribute this unexpected clemency partly to the intercession of the
Patriarch Johannes, who crossed over to Chalcedon in order to
plead for them.
This event took place towards the end of 399 A.D., and
soon afterwards Gainas crossed the Bosphorus with his Goths:
and took up his quarters in the capital. Of Tribigild we hear
no more; his historical importance is that he was a tool in
the hands of Gainas. What events took place during the next
six months, what were the designs of Gainas, what were the
details of the administration of Typhos-all
these, and many
other que jtions, history leaves unanswered. Above all, we
desire to know what circumstances checlied and almost paralysed the action of Gainas and his Goths in Constantinople.
I t certainly seems that there were somewhere in the vicinity
Itoman troops (over and above the bodyguard of the Emperor),
of which our authorities have left no record ; for (1) Fravitta
had troops at his command to oppose Gainas when he left the
city ; and (2) what is the meaning of Gainas' bargain with tlie
Bmperor for a safe-conduct to Europe, if he had not some
hostile force to fear ? (3) All that we hear of the conduct of
Gainas in the city demands such a supposition.
One great object of the combination of Typhos and Gainas
was to relieve the Arians of their disabilities and establish the
full freedom of Arian worship in the city. We might almost
conjecture that it was their common religious belief that united
originally the interests of Typhos and the Germans. This
policy, hnvtever, was defeated by the firmness and courage of
the Yat~ratah, who opposed Gainas face to face. The Emperor
refused t o yield to the demands of the Goths, and here we may
suspect g hat the influence of Eudoxia was also operative.
About midsummer Gainas formed the resolve to leave the
city, which he and Typhos together had kept in a ferment for
six months. I n two clandestine attempts-one
to seize the
G(1ldenpenning(p. 119) reckons their number about 30,000.
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imperial palace, the other to sack the bureaux of the moneychangers-he
had been frustrated ; and combining this with
his resolution to quit the capitrLlwith his large army, we must
conclude that some material danger threatened or checked him.
We know not what his wishes or designs were,' but we can
hardly see why he could not have carried them through, if
Constantinople was as entirely unprotected by military forces
as historians generally represent it to have been.
At length, feeling that his position in the city was not agreeable, Gainas resolved to leave it. Making an excuse of illness,
he went to perform devotions in a church of St. John, about
seven miles distant, and he ordered the Gothic forces to follow
him in relays. The preparations made by the foreigners for
departure frightened the citizens, who did not understand their
intentions, and the city was in such a state of excitement that
any accident might lead to serious consequences. It so happened that a beggar-woman standing at the gate of the city
early in the morning to receive alms, and seeing the Goths
depart, thought the end of the world was coming, and prayed
aloud. Her prayer offended a Goth who had just approached,
and as he was about to cut her down, a Roman intervened and
slew him. This occurrence brought about a general tumult,
in which the citizens proved superior, and gave full vent to
their rancour against the barbarians. Many of the Goths
fled from the city. Then the gates were closed, and more than
seven thousand remained, unable to communicate with their
friends without, at the mercy of the infuriated mob. They
fled to their church, which was near the imperial palace, but
the sanctity of the building was not respected. The Romans
obtained permission from the Emperor to resort to extremities, and the Gothic soldiers suffered a fate similar to that
which befell the oligarchs at Corcyra during the Peloponnesixn
war. The roof of the building was removed, and the detested
barbarians were crushed under showers of stones and burning
brands [12th July 4001.
1 Guldenpenning thinks he had none,
and we may admit that he had no
clearly defined plan.
2 @ha ?rs?rupwPCva, Zosin~us,v. 19,lO.
This historian gives a sufficiently full
account (taken doubtless from Euna-

pius) of the revolt of Gainas, but
rnany of the minor details are gathered
from the Egyptians of Synesius. Cf.
also Sozomen, viii. 4 ; Soerates, vi. 6 ;
Philostorgius, xi. 8.
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Soon afterwards the conduct of Typhos was subjected to an investigation, his treasonable collusion with Gainas was abundantly
and he was condemned preliulinarily to imprisonment.
He was afterwards rescued from the vengeance of the mob
by his brother Aurelian, who had returned from banishment :
but what further befell him we do not hear. Gainas meanwhile, as a declared enemy, proceeded through Thrace, seeking
what he and his Goths might plunder.' But his expedition
lvas disappointing, for the inhabitants had in good time
retreated into the strong places, and he was unable to take
them. No resource remained but to pass over into Asia, and
he marched to the Hellespont. But when he arrived at the
coast near Alsydos, he found that the opposite shore was occu~ i e dby an army, ready to dispute his passage, under the loyal
pagan Goth Eravitta, who had once rescued Theodosius I. from
his own countrymen; and was now, in advanced years, to perform a similar service for Arcadius. Gainas tarried on the shore
until his provisions were exhausted, and then, constrained to
essay the passage for which he was unprovided with ships,
constructed rude rafts, which he committed to the current.
Fravitta's ships easily sank these unwieldy contrivances, and
Gainas, who remained on shore and saw his troops exterminated before his eyes, hastened northward through Thrace,
beyond Mount Haemus, even beyond the Ister, expecting to be
~ursuedby the victor. Fravitta made no attempt to capture
him, but he fell into the hands of Uldes, king of the Huns,
who cut off his head and sent it as a grateful offering to
Arcadius."
The Gothic discomfiter of the Goths enjoyed a triumph for
his decisive success, and the christian Emperor granted to the
old Pagan the only favour he requested-to be allowed to worship
God after the fashion of his fathe~s.4
Thus the great danger whlch was hanging over the Empire
was warded off from the eastern provinces at the very beginning
of the fifth century, and it was decided that it was not in the
east that the Empire was to be dismembered by the Germans.

'

The neutral attitude of Alaric
during these events is presumably to
explained by jealousy of Gainas.
'' Fravitta had also cleared the east,
fmrn Ci'icia to Syria and Palestine,"

'

of pirates. Zosimus, v. 20, 2.
In February 401 the head arrived
a t Constantinople. The sea fight took
place about 23d December 400.
kravitta was made consul ill 401.
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Alaric, indeed, was still commander-in-chief in Illyricum, but
liis eyes were bent westward, and within a few years the
Illyrian lands we;e to be delivered for ever from the Visigoths.
I t was indeed an important episode in Roman history, and
although modern writers have often treated it more casually
than it deserves, it attracted appropriate attention in the fifth
century, and was celebrated in two epic poems l as well as in
the myth of Synesius of Cyrene.
I t is worthy of observation that it was this German movement
that brought about the fall of the eunuch Eutropius. Eight
years later i t was the machinations of the palace official
Olympius that brought about the fall of the German Stilicho.
Thus, as I remarked before, the chamberlains in the palace
and the Germans in the camp-the
representatives of the
OrientaIising and Germanising tendencies that were eating
into the Roman spirit-were
each a check upon the other;
and the antagonism between these forces of corrosion was a
tempolary safeguard for the Roman party. With the Roman
party, moreover, the Church was thoroughly in sympathy, for
a defeat of the Germans was equivalent to a defeat of Arianism.
The Guinea of Eusebius (a pupil of
Troilus, the friend of Aurelian), and a
poem by Ammonius (recited in 437).
Guldenpenning is the first historian who

has insisted duly on the importance of
this German movement, and this perhaps is the most valuable part of his
work.

C H A P T E R I11
JOHN CHRYSOSTOM

THEstrange drama of Gainas, whlch decided the relation of the
Empire to its German subjects in the East, was followed by
another drama, equally strange, wherein the power of the
Patriarch of Constantinople appeared in conflict with the
imperial authority. A collision had not taken place before.
With the exception of Valens, no Emperor had resided for any
length of time in the capital until Arcadius, who never left it
except to take a summer holiday at Ancyra. Hitherto the
Emperors had been military commanders, who flew from frontier
to frontier and city to city to direct campaigns or arrange administrative innovations. Moreover, the see of Constantinople
had not attained to the first rank in the eastern half of the Empire until the council of 38 1. Hence in the reign of Arcadius
;; was inevitable that a mutual adjustment of the relations
between the court and the patriarchal palace shonld take
place. To this adjustment the characters of the persons concerned saxe a peculiar complexion. If it had depended solely
on Arcadius, who was pious and weak, the struggle perhaps
would not have come to pass so soon, but would have been
reserved for a stronger Emperor, of the temper of his father.
But he had a worldly queen, who exerted great influence
over him, and she drew him into collision with the bishop.
On the other hand, if the mild old Nectarius had lived ten
years longer, there would hardly have been room for discord, and in this case, too, the adjustment would have been
reserved for the advent of a more decided and independent
hierarch. But he died, and a man tho~nughlyindependent -nd
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Johannes,

called

Clirysostomus

preaching, mas born a t Antioch i n 351
or 352 ; ordained deacon i n 381 and
presbyter in 386 ; succeeded Nectarius
as Patriarch of Constantinople 26th
February 398. A monograph, which I
believe is good, has been written on
Chrysostom by F. Ludwig (Der hl. Joh.
Chrys. i 7 ~seinem Verhiiltniss zum byzantinischen Hofe, 1883) ; Neander has
written an elaborate study, but unfortunately with a view to be edifying;
there is a book on the Lij%a i d Times of
Chrysostom by Mr. W . R. W. Stephens
(1872) ; there is a monograph (St. Jean
Chrysostome et Z'imnpPratriee Ewlozic)
by AmBdBe Thierry ; and there is a full

and carefnl article by Mr. E. Venables
i n the Dictionar?~of Christian Biography.
For the events connected with
Chrysostom's career, the Dinloyz~eon
his life written by Palladius (the author
of the Historin Lnz~siaca),his own
letters and sermons, and the accounts
given by Socrates and Sozomen, are the
most important sources. Zosimus'
notice of the fall of Chrysostom if
characteristic (Bk. v.)
3 One of the causes of Eudoxia's
dislike to Chrysostom is said to have
been that he n :s reported to have
~ o i n t e dout Courlt John's hiding-lllace
when he was 1,ursued by a ~ U ~ ~ O
mob.
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suspicion of criminal intrigues, presided. One curious trait
lllailners indicates clearly enough the tone of the conrt. I t
was the custom of christian ladies to wear veils or bands on
their foreheads, so as to conceal their hair. Women of meretricio~lslife were distinguished by the way they wore their
hair cut and combed over their brows, just like modern fringes.
The ladies of Eudoxia's court were so immodest, and had such
bad taste, as to adopt this fashion from the courtesan^.^ The
next step probably was that the example of the court influenced
respectable christian matrons to wear the obnoxious fringe.. I n
this fast aristocratic society three ladies were prominent-Marsa,
the widow of Promotus, a distant relation of the Empress ;
Castricia, the widow of Saturninus ; and Eugraphia, who had
also lqst her husband. These widows were all rich, and if
they were not young in years they made themselves young in
appearance. Eugraphia used rouge and white lead to maintain her complexion-a
habit which was a serious scandal to
pious Christians, and which Chrysostom condemned especially
on the gldund that it was a waste of money which should be
given to the poor.
Such a court was revolting to the anstere and earnest spirit
of Chrysostom, who was far too sincere to make any compromise with Mammon. H e used, as a matter of duty, to pay
pastoral visits to these great ladies, and we may be sure that
he did not hesitate, through any scruples of politeness, to tell
them unpleasant truths and urge them to amend their ways.
His unbending austerity and uncompromising candour made
him an unwelcome visitor. But his campaign against luxury
and worldliness did not cease here. He not only preached
publicly on the subject in St. Sophia, but made such open and
unmistakable allusions, which he could make the more pointed
by turning his eyes towards the Empress and her ladies, who
sat in a pronlinent place in the gallery,? that he gave great
umbrage, and was hated as the mother of Herodias hated John
the Baptist. The climax came when lie preached a sennon
in which Eudoxia was openly called Jezebel, and it was partly
from this allusion that the unfounded tale got abroad that

thoroughly in earnest, of rongh and uncourtly ways, one who
was not afraid to hear his own voice crying in a wilderness
of tvorldliness, and who, if he did not desire to fight, mas
perfectly ready for the fray, was appointed to the episcopal
throne.
And thus we have a spectacle of more than usual interest,
the asceticism of the Church, represented by John Chrysostom,l
ranged against a snperb court led by the Empress Eudoxia,
who made herself, as it tvere, the champion and example
of the pride of life and the pomps and vanities of the world.
And on the other hand, the course of the conflict brings
ont the worldliness, the enmities, the unscmpulousness, the
abuses that grew rank within the Church itself. Side issues
disguised the real import of this war of four years ; but
though it appeared merely to conceril Chrysostom personally, it
really decided that in fnture the I'atriarch of Constantinople
was to be dependent on the Emperor.
We must first become acquainted with some of the actors
in this dra~na,which began in social circles before it acquired
a political significan~e.~
The Empress Eudoxia herself, on whose worldliness and
ambition we have dwelt, naturally gave the tone to the ladies
of her court, and to the more frivolous portion of the gentlemen. Whether she was guilty of adultery or not, the mere
fact of the rumour prevailing that Count John was the
father of her son Theodosius is evidence as to the character
she bore ; and we can imagine what the society was like over
which this ambitious and beautiful woman, not above the
(' ' golden-monthed") from his eloquent
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This trait is mentioned by Palladius (cap. 8).
Chrysostom preached from the

ambo, not from the apse. Am. Thierry,
in his monograpll on Chrysoston~,brings
out this point very well.
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Eudoxia had actually robbed a widow of her vineyard, as Allah
robbed Naboth.'
The aristocratic ladies, indignant at being insulted and outraged, as they considered it, before the mob, determined to
work the ruin of Chrysoston~,and formed a league against him,
of which the centre was the house of Eugraphia. Although it
was evident enough, and all probably knew in their hearts that
Chrysostom was a single-hearted man, thoroughly in earnest
and austerely moral, yet it mas easy to find pretexts against
him ; and his ascetic mode of life and certain peculiar theories
which he held made it all the easier. Moreover, he had a
monks, and
great many enelllies within the Church-priests,
nuns, who had revolted against the strict discipline of their
Patriarch, and eagerly embraced the opportunity to place tlieinselves at the service of the great persons who wished to undo
him. For it was not only against the corruption of the court
that the reformer had to contend, but against the corruption
of the clergy and monks. Their sensuality, their gluttony, their
avarice, were matters of public scandal ; and John's austerity
was to them, in the words of Palladius, "as a lamp burning
before sore eyes." Women were introduced into the monasteries, or shared the houses of priests as spiritual sisters;
and this mas always a " snare," even if it were often innocent.
But still more scandalous was the conduct of the deaconesses,
who, if they could not adopt the meretricious apparel that
had become the mode, arranged their coarse dresses with
an immodest coquetry which made them more piquant than
an ordinary conrtesan. Another class of religious persons
hostile to Chrysostom were the begging tramps, drones whom
lie had endeavoured to suppress.
But the Patriarch was also the centre of a society of
admirers. Of these, the most attached and most distinguished
was Olympias,3 the daughter of a woman who had been bepublic prostitutes used to imitate the
dress of consecrated virgins, and this
abuse had to be suppressed by legislation. See the constitution of Theodosius I. i. 394 (C'od. Just. i. 4, 4 ) i
" Nimae et quae ludibrio corporis sul
quaestum faciunt publice habitu
earurn
virgiuum quae deo dicatae
xdprv K T ~ ~ ~ U T O0 5S t~~Bup7juaua
ai@-;lp~asunt non utaiitur."
orv. See Guldenpenning, p. 142.
3 Sozomen, viii. 9.
? On the other hand, actresses and

The tale (see Nicephorus Callistus,
xiii. 14, xiv. 48) seems to have arisen
partly from this and partly from a passage in Marcus' Life of P o ~ h y h u sof
Gara, where Chrysostorn is represented
as saying that Eudoxia was angry with
a
?) a h ?
him 6 ~ 6 ~61y ~ d A ~ u(2ve~dA~ua
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trothed in her youth to the Emperor Constans, had afterwards
married a king of Armenia, and after his death married a
Roman noble. Her bounty to the poor, her untiring devotion
to Chrysostom in his n~isfortunes,her delicacy and unselfishness, have earned for her a high place among the "good," as
distinguished from the great, women who appear in histcry.
Another friend of Chrysostom was the Moorish princess Salvina,
daughter of Gildo, whom Theodosius had taken as a hostage and
given in marriage to Nebridius, his wife's nephew. She led a
life in Constantinople; and in a "letter to a young
widow," Chrysostom contrasts this peaceful happiness with the
turbulent and unrestful life of her father. The deacon Serapion must also be mentioned here as a person devoted to John,
but one whose influence was exerted in the wrong way. H e
was a man without judgment or moderation, and instead of
trying to calm the hot temper of the bishop, he used to incite
him to rash acts, with thoroughly honest intentions. I t is
interesting to note that Cassian, who afterwards founded the
monastery of St. Victor at Marseilles, was in Byzantium at this
period and a warm friend of Chrysostom.
But the great strength of John's position lay in his popularity. I t was not merely that he possessed the christian virtues
of charity and sympathy with the poor, or even that he was no
respecter of persons ; he actually held theories of socialisma sort of Ebionistic socialism-which might have been very
dangerous to the established order of things if be had carried
them to any length. H e rejected not political but social
inequality, in fact he held a sort of social socialism. I t might
seen1 that such a theory, if it gained ground, would necessarily
lead to a political revolution, an overthrow of the Empire ; but
there was no danger of such a catastrophe. The idea of the
Empire was almost a necessity of thought to the Romans of
that time ; it would not have been possible for them to conceive the world without the Empire; the end of the Empire
would have seemed to them the Deluge. But Chrysostom's
spirit attracted the lower classes, and his tirades against the
rich delighted the poor. On the occasion of an earthquake he
said publicly that "the vices of the rich had caused it, and the
prayers of the poor had averted the worst consequences."
I t was easy for his enemies to fasten on such utterances as
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these, and accuse Chrysostom of " seducing the people." His
intiinate relations of friendship with Olynipias and other
women, whom he used to receive alone, perhaps unwisely,
supplied matter for another charge. Having a weak digestio~~,
and obliged to restrict himself to the most lenten fare, he made
a practice of never dining out1 ; and this anchoretic habit, combined with the reception of women alone in his house, was
converted into the charge that he used to celebrate Cyclopean
orgies under the cover of unsocial habits.
The expedition which he made in the year 400 to regulate
the affairs of the Ephesian and other churches V n Asia Minor,
where abuses had crept in, not only made many new enemies,
but furnished another ground of accusation. H e seems to have
acted here with niore zeal than wariness; he deposed and
appointed bishops like an autocrat, not only going beyond his
proper jurisdiction, but neglecting to give a fair hearing to the
cases. On some occasions, it is said, he had been himself
accuser, witness, and judge.
I n another way also this visit to Asia Minor was disadvantageous to him. His enenlies had time and room to arrange
their machinations against him, and the man whom he had left
at Byzantiurn to fill his place, Severian of Galsala, wishing to
oust and succeed Chrysostom, flattered the court and joined the
league of his enemies. When Chrysostom returned and found
his church disorganised by the unbecoming coliduct of Severian,
of which the deacon Serapion had no few conlplaints to make,
he preached a sermon in which he made allusion to the timeserving relations of Severian to the Empress. Severian, feeling
himself sure of support in high quarters, would not yield,
and Chrysostom, with the people on his side, excommunicated
the ambitious Syrian. R e fled to Chalcedon, and the Emperor
and Empress begged the Patriarch to allow him to return to the fold. Their intervention prevailed, but the
enthusiasm of the populace for their beloved bishop was not
satisfied, and in order to quiet them and remove peaceably the
ban of excommunication, he had to exert all his powers of
Acacius of Beroca, displeased with
the entertainment of the patriarchal
palace, said "I'll season >is soup for
him," and joined the party opposed to
Chrysostom.

? Cf. Sozomen, viii. 6.
Eusebins
of Valentinopolis accused Antoninns,
bishop of Ephesus, of simony, etc., and
Chrysostom was appealetl to. H e deposed and replaced several bisllops.
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eloquence in a pacific sermon,l which ended with the words,
Receive our brother Severian the bishop." The next day
Severian preached a sermon, of which the note was likewise
peace.
I t was crying peace where there was no peace. After a short
lull, the storm burst louder than ever over the Patriarch, but
came from a new quarter. Theophilus, the Patriarch of Alexandria, was a worldly man, whose ambition and avidity have been
in the blackest colours. H e had hoped, on the death of
Nectarius, to place a candidate of his own on the pontifical
&air of Constantinople, and he owed Chrysostom a grudge for
his disappointment, so that he willingly seized an opportunity
to assist in compassing his ruin. His power in Egypt was very
great, and he exercised considerable influence in Syria and
Palestine. I t was he who had excited the people to dismantle
the great temple of Xerapis in Alexandria, in the days of
Theodosius.
Now at Nitria in Upper Egypt there was a monastic settlement over which the four so-called " Tall Brothers " presided.'
Theophilus desired to gain over the monks to his interests and
make them bishops, but they refused positively, and the vengeance of the Patriarch pursued them. H e brought against
them the charge of Origenism, and obtained troops from the
augustal prefect to arrest them. Warned in time, they concealed themselves, but their monastery was sacked, and they
made their way slowly and with great difficulty to Constantinople, to place themselves under the protection of John
Chrysostom. I n their journey through Syria they had no rest
for the soles of their feet, as the authority of Theophilus induced
the bishops of those parts to refuse them shelter. Chrysostom
was rightly wary in his dealings with the suppliants. H e
would not communicate with them, although he promised then1
his protection, and he lodged them in the cloisters of the
church of Anastasia, where their wants were ministered to by
religions women. The astuteness and unscrupulousness of
Theo~hilus made him a dangerous foe, and he wrote to
Arcadius in regard to the Tall Brothers, accusing them of
c1

'

This sermon is preservedin a Latin
translation, dc recipiendo S c u e ~ i n ? ~ o .
Charles Kingsley has given a slietch
VOL. I

of life a t Nitris in his H~,pntin. See
Socrates, vi. 9, Sozomen, viii. 11, 12, 13,
for the follolving events.
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practising magic. The envoys whom be sent to Constantinople
spread such calun~niousreports about the Tall Brothers that
they were unable to stir from their lodgings, and at length in
despair they drew up, contrary to the wishes of Chrysostom, a
manifesto, accusing Theophilns as well as the envoys, without
any reserve, of the grossest iniquities, so that Chrysostom
recoiled in horror. This document must have been extremely
curious, for Palladius declines to give a full account of its
contents, as they would appear quite incredible.
Chrysostom's disavo~ralwas fortunate for the Tall Brothers
and unfortunate for himself. A reaction set in in their favour;
Eudoxia espoused their cause, and it became a matter for
fashionable interest. Theophilus was cited to appear and
answer for his condnct.
I t was soine time before the bishop of Alexandria arrived
on the scene himself, but he sent one to prepare the way before
him. I n the selection of an ally he manifested his craft for
intrigue. He wrote to Epiphanius, the aged bishop of Salamis
in Cyprus: and, representing to him that the Tall Brothers
held the heretical opinions of Origen, and that Chrysostom also
shared them, asked him to proceed to Constantinople as the
champion of orthodoxy and the accuser of the Patriarch. Theophilus knew how much prestige the high character of the
veteran churchman would lend to his cause, and he also knew
how to touch his weak side. Epiphanius was an upright and
single-hearted old man, but extremely vain of his theological
learning. He fancied himself a sort of infallible oracle on
questions of doctrine, and thought his own ipse dixit of parainount importance. We have examples of old men, in all ages
and all departments, trading on a reputation acquired in the prime
of their nlanhood. Theophilus judiciously anointed the old
bishop with flattery, and made him harbour the agreeable fancy
that a vital crisis in the Church depended on his interference.
Epiphanius was like an old war-horse, eager for battle; he
sailed to Constantinople, but he soon found himself out of
place amid the intrigues, the enmities, the calumnies and
violences which filled that city; and he discovered that the
questions of doctrine were a mere pretext to cloak unworthy
motives. He became acquainted with the Tall Brothers, and
Sozomen, viii. 14.

9 1)

;aw that there was no guile in them. Disgusted and dejected,
he set sail for home, bnt the fatigue and excitement had overtaxed his failing strength and he died on the voyage. There
is
inelancholy i11 this visit of Epiphanius to Constalltinople before his death, and the somewhat h~ulrnorous
collceit of the old man enhances the pathos.
At length Theophilus appeared, with the unconcealed
of deposing John Chrysostom. The affair of the Tall
Brothers was now a secondary consideration to him. In the
meantime the relations between Eudosia and Chrysostom, who
did not cease his ex cathedra attacks upon her, were as hostile as
ever; so that on Theophilus' arrival there were two hostile
can~ps-the camp of aristocrats in the house of Eugraphia, and
the camp of the Alexandrian party in the palace of Placidin,
where Theophilus had taken up his quarters, refusing to accept
)f Chrysostom's proffered hospitality. The city was a scene of
uproar and excitement. I t was divided into two parts, the
tdherents of Chrysostom and the Alexandrians. So high ran the
popular feeling that the opposition party were afraid to hold the
:ouncil, which was to decide on Chrysostonl's contluct, within
,he precincts of Constaiztinople ; it was held on the other side of
,he Eosphorus at Chalcedon, and was called the Synod of the Oak
(ntl puerczcm). Three different points were discussed at this
council: (1) the affair of the Tall Brothers ; (2) the complaints of Asiatic ecclesiastics against Chrysostom for his pro:eedings in 400 ; (3) various charges preferred against
Chrysostom, among the rest that of for11ication.l The Patriarch
refused to appear at this synod or to acknowledge i t ; he and
his party held a counter-synod in the reception room (triclinium)
3f the patriarchal palace.
He was condemned in his absence
and fornlally deposed, but so far was he from being intimidated
that in the few days which intervened between the condemna6.
.Ion and the execution of the sentence he preached a sermon,"
in which he played with pointed sarcasm on the name of the
Elllpress, using the word adoxin. But the matter could not
rest here ; the people would not lightly submit to the removal
of their idol. At this period of history, one notices, it was in
church matters that the spirit of the people revealed itself, it was

' l f a ~ ~ sC'o?ic~L.
i,
iii. 1152, sqq.
?

6piAia

rrpb ~ l j dtopiar
s
(in the tl1i1~1vol~ulicof JIoiitfancon's ell.)
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fbr church matters chiefly that they cared. Loud clarnours were
raised for a general council. The conden~nation of a sniall
packecl assenlbly like that of the Oak aould not be accepted.
The city was in an uproar, distracted with scenes of riot and
violence between the small but united body of the Alexandrians,
who had come to support their bishop, and the followers of the
man of the people. Theophilus fled to Egypt, ancl there was a
revolt in Constantinople. I11 addition to all this, an earthquake
took place: which frightened tlie Empress, who, if she had few
scruples, was, like her husband, very superstitious. Cllrysostonl,
who had gone to Bithynia, was allowed to return and resume
the duties of his office. If he had at this time assumed a more
conciliatory tone towards the court, or even adoptecl a policy of
quietism and abstained from open attacks on the Empress, he
might have continued to hold the episcopal chair till liis cleath.
But he was not the man to compromise or to turn back on
his way; ancl if we consider him often obstinate and devoid
of ordinary tact, we cannot but yield respect to the unswerving nlan who chose the difficult road and followecl it to
the end.
I n September 4 0 3 a silver statue on a porphyry column was
erected to Eudoxia in the Angusteum by Sinlplicins, the prefect
of the city.2 The erection of public statues usually took place
on Sunday, and was accompanied by certain old pagan custoins which lingered on, like formulae which have lost their
n~eaning,overlooked and even countenanced in the Christian
world. The dances and merriment of the festivity, probably
innocent enough, were so loud that they interrupted the
services of St. Sophia. What course was taken by Chrysostom
we cannot sty, as
have no reliable testimony: but he must
have iiianifested his disapproval and indignation in some way
which outraged the pride of the Empress, for after this event
The stylobate was discovered in 1848,
when the ground was dug up for the
erection of the University. See Paspatis,
Burav~ivlr. 'Avdcropa, p. 97. For the
uproar, see Sozo~nen,viii. 20, D.Iamell.
Coni. ad a m .
ciova ?rop#uptvv cal dpipyup.47~pauiAeiav
V agree with Lud\vig, Giildenpepand others that the discourse
Btpceo, Cu0a ?rbAvi 0 e p i u ~ ~ L j o ~~u iYv ~ K T Eain6,
S.
oflvopa 6' EL X O B C E ~ SEdS6fia. ris 6' dvh- begmning "Hcrodias is fnriously raging again," attributed to Chrysostom,
B ~ K ;~ v
~ i / . u r ~ i ~ i~e-fd\wv
os
i ~ d r w v Y ~ V O S ,is a ~naliciol~s
forgely. But So~l'ilteb
and Sozoi~~eil
quote the words.
iuBAbr i'crapxos.

Theodoret, v. 34.
D. N. Aeliae Eudoxiae semper
Angustae vir clarissimus Sim1)licius
l'rf. U. dedicavit, was on one side of
the stylobate ; on the other Greek
l~exametersa
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the breach became so wide that the mild Emperor Arcaclius
refused to comn~~uiiicate
with the Patriarch.
A new synod was sun~moiiedearly i11 404. Theophilus
did not venture to be present, but Chrysostom was again condemned. Arcadius hesitated until Easter to enforce the sentence, which tlie Patriarch declined to obey ; but at length, on
the night of Easter Eve, he sent a corps of soldiers into the
great church, in which at that moment male and female cateclluniells of riper years were receiving the rite of baptism.
The congregation was scattered by the soldiers, who showed
little reverence for the sanctity of the place. On the following
day the people would not attend the services in St. Sophia, and,
leaving the city, celebrated Easter under trees in the country ;
it was a sort of church secession, and the seceders were called
Johannites. Meanwhile Johannes hacl not been arrested, and
things continued as they were until Whitsuntide: owing to the
tilnorous indecision of the Emperor, who perhaps felt some
compunction. Eut on the 20th of June the final blow was
struck, and Chrysostom, snbniitting to the inevitable, quietly
allowecl himself to be conducted stealthily to the shore and
conveyecl i11 a boat to the Asiatic coast.
Cn the same night a menlorable event took place, the conflagration of St. Sophia. Late in the evening the people had
crowded into the church, expecting Chrysostom. H e did not
come, and as they were leaving it the fire broke out. I t
began at the episcopal chair, and flaming upwards caught tlie
roof and twined round the building "like a serpent." A
short time previously a high wind had arisen, and the flames
were blown southwards in the direction of the senate house,
which was involved in the conflagration. The destruction
of the senate house was a greater misfortune than that of
the church, for the former was a museum of the most precious
antique works of art. The statues of the nine Muses were
burnt, and here the pagan historian Zosimus observes that the
conflagration betokened " estrangement from the Muses " ; it
Was some consolation to him, however, as a sign of the providence of the Olympians, that the Zeus of Dodona and the
Athene of Lindus escaped.2

'

Attempts were made on Johannes'
life by assassins who were tried, but
a110wcd to escape.

On the other hand the Christians
rejoiced because the 'episcopal treasury
\\,as found intact in the sacristy.
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Never after Clirysostom have we the spectacle of a Gyzantine
Patriarch standing out against the corruption or frivolity of the
court, and inveighing against those who are armyed in purple
and fine linen and fare snnlptuously every day. We nieet
inany Patriarchs reacly to defy the Emperor and endure persecution for a coiilpnratively nugatory tittle of doctrine, but fen.
~vhothrew a11 their soul into the spirit of tlle religion, as distinct
from the theology of Christianity, and none who ~vouldhave
had the bolcliiess or ill-breeding to criticise the dress or censure
the habits of the Empress and her ladies. The I'atriarclls after
Clirysostoin ere, if not inere theologians, either austere quietists
like John the Faster under Maurice, or ambitious men of the
world. I t was the disting~~ishing
mark of John Chrysostom,
that he cared more for religion and less for theo1ogy.l I t
is further interesting to reflect that, at the very beginning of
the long period of the queenship of New Rome, where some of
the leading traits of Byzantinism, especially the oriental style
of tlle court, had already been fully developed, a great protest
was raised against it-the voice of one crying in the n~idstof
it, denouncing tlle luxury and the pomp. I t was as if the
spirit of early Christianity, which was now extinct-smothered
by its coiltact with empire and the things of this world-were,
t!lrough Clirysostom, raising its voice from the grave and protesting against the worldliness, the splendour, and the lusts of
the new christian Empire.
The treatment of John Chrysostom led to an estrangement
between the courts of Constantinople and Ravenna, or rather
to an exacerbation of an estrangement that already existed.
Two important elenlents enter into these transactions-the
reference of ecclesiastical affairs in the East to the bishop of
Itome as to a court of appeal, and the influence exercised by
the bishop of Rome on the Emperor Honorius.
Theophilus, the Patriarch of Alexandria, now triumphant,
first apprised Innocent that John had been deposed from his
office; letters from John himself and his Byzantine clergy, delivered three days afterwards by four " Johannite" bishops, probably convinced the pontiff that the condemnation of Chrysostom

'

Compare Gass, Gesch. der ehristb i c 7 ~ e 1h'thik,
~
i. 201. The practical
tenllel~cyof Ch~ysostom-who, as G-..-

remarks, was an ethical optimist-contrasts with the idealistic tendency of
Gregory of Nyssa.
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Il-as unjust; and this conviction was confirmecl, when he received
a copy of the acts of the synod ncl prcc~.czcm,for which his signature
mas required. He determined that it was necessary to summon
a general conncil, and in the meantime refused to desist from
comnluiiion with the Patriarch, to whom he indited a letter of
collsolntion. A preliminary synod, held in Italy, declared the
condeillnation of Chrysostoin invalid, and demanded that a
general council shoulci be held at Thessalonica.
Meanrvliile the Emperor Honorius, under the influence of
noce cent, wrote a severe letter of aclnlonition to his elder
brother,' deploring the tumults ancl conflagrations that hail dispaced and clisfigured Constantinople in the recent affair, and
censuring tlle inconvenient haste with which the sente~lce
against the concleinned had been carried out, before the decision
of the head of tlle Church had been ascertained.
The important and striking point in this letter of Honorius
T
is tllat it coiitaills the declaration by anl~E I I ~ ~ofTaOprinciple
~vhichliad before been asserted by ch Bisl~op,that "the interpretation of divine things concerns churchmen, the observation
principle directly
of religion concerns us (the Emperors) " "a
opposed to that tendency of the princes who ruled at New
Rome, which was to result in the Caesaropapism of Justinian.
Arcadius vouchsafed not to notice his brother's coinmunications, ~vlvllose candid censure offended hini, ancl took no steps
towards sun~moninga general council. At length four bishops,
including Aeinilius of Eeueventnnl, and two priests, were sent
from Italy with iniperial letters to Arcadius. They had reason
to repent of their expedition. Their treatment was such that if
it had been practised by an oriental despot, it would have been
considered outrageous and exceptional. Escorted by soldiers
fro111 Athens to Constantinople, they were not allowed to land
in that city, but were thrown into, a Tllracian fortress, forcibly
deprived of the letters which they bore, and then hardly permitted to return to Italy (406 A.D.)
Honorius refers in his letter t o the
criticisms which t2le imperial honours
of Endoxis had evoked in the JiTest ;
"quamvis super inlagine mulicbri llovc
exeml~loper lrovincias circtlmlata ct
diffusa per universu~nmundani o b t ~ e c tantiuni fama litteris aliis commonuerinl" (?Iansi, iii. 1122). See Gillden-

penni11g (021. cit. 11. 167), ~ l i o s account
e
of this affair is very good. Palladius
gives the dctails of these transactions
(tIc zitn C7~~ys.
caps. 1, 2, 3).
3 Ad illos enim divinarum rerum interpretstio, ad nos religioilis spectat
obseqniun~.
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The estrangement which ensued between the two halves of
the Empire, in consequence of this imbecile barbarity on the
part of the eastern government, continued until the death of
Arcadius on 1st May 408; after which event friendly relations
were renewed between " the twin worlds " which constituted
the Empire.
Socrates, vi. 23 ; Prosper Aquit.

CJzi-012.

ad ann.

CHAPTER IV
STILICHO AND ALARIC

THEfourth century has a dull and murky atmosphere about it,
an atmosphere which hangs over the pages of Ammianus;
the storm was brewing that was to change the face of
Europe. The usurpation of Magnentius, the battle of Hadrianople, the consulate of Merobaudes were foresigns of the
storin that was to come, but it did not actually come until
after the death of Theodosius the Great. We may perhaps
say that it began with Alaric's invasion of Greece.
But we inust not exaggerate the storm and conceive it as
greater than it really was. The idea of the "wandering of
the nations " and unproven speculations as to its connection wit11 tremendous movements in the heart of Asia-an
hypothesis which is as superfluous as it is indemonstrablehave led to unhistorical notions as to the nature of the breakup of the Empire. The facts do not warrant us in looking at
the German movements in the fourth and fifth centuries as
anything more than a continuation of the old war on the
frontiers (limites).
We must understand clearly the form which the danger
from the Germanic nations assumecl. Three kiilds of Germans
must he distinguished-(1)
the nations and tribes outside the
Empire; (2) those settled within the Empire, such as the
Visigoths settled by Theodosius I. in Illyricuin and Thrace, and
the Ostrogoths settled in Phrygia ; (3) the Germans distributed
throughout the Empire as soldiers or serfs, half or wholly
Eomanised, but with German sympathies, whom we already
p a n e d s?mi-barbarians. All three classes of Germans contri-
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buted to the dislocation of the Empire and the Germanisation
of occidental Europe, and there is no greater mistake than to
imagine that the Empire was suddenly overwhelmed by foreign
hordes. I n the third century it had been in imnlinent danger
from the nations who bordered on the Rhine and the Danube,
and it was again harassed in the fourth century, especially in
the reign of Constantius. At the same time the dangers
latent in the position of Germans in the Roman army became
apparent in the revolt of JIagnentius (350 A.D.) I t has been
remarked that the battle of Mursa, in which Constantius
quelled that revolt, is a sort of anticipation of the battles of
the fifth century. The danger arising from the settlements
of Gern~anfoede~ati displayed itself in a nianner still more
unequivocal by the disaster of Hadrianople in 378. The policy
of Theodosius I., who was called the friend of the Goths, maint,ained the integrity of the Empire during his own reign, but on
his death, the dangers which were only averted by his personal
ability, immediately appeared. Through these dangers, as we
have seen, the eastern half of the Empire was safely steered ;
on the other hand, the provinces of the western dynasty were
dismembered, and developed into German kingdoms. I t is not
my purpose to go into all the details of this process of dismemberment or of the history of the Emperors who reigned at
Ravenna and Rome, but an outline of the chief facts is indispensable. Through all these facts a double process is observable. On the one hand, provinces are cut off from the
Empire by Germans from without, who invade and take
possession; on the other hand, the Empire is undermined
within by the influence of half-Roman Germans or half-German
Romans, like Stilicho, Aetius, and Ricimer.
The career of Stilicho and Alaric's invasions of Italy present themselves first to our view. Stilicho was absent in
Rhaetia in the latter months of 4 0 1 A.D., when Alaric, who
occupied the double position-characteristic of this ambiguous
epoch-of king of the West Goths and master of the soldiers
in Illyricum, suddenly advanced with a large army to the
Julian Alps and entered 1taly.l The causes which led him to
l By the pass a d P y r ~ c m
near Hruds-hizza (Guldenpenning, p. 133) ; the
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date was 18th November 401, for there
can be no doubt that van \Vietershein~
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take this step are sufficiently clear, though they are not catenorically asserted. His relations to the government of New
h
Rome, lately elated with having subdued a Germanic revolt,
were not of an agreeable kind; to attempt to make himself an
independent king of the Balkan peninsula would have been
impracticable, for he could not have maintained such a position
in the heart of the Ronlan Empire; and he became weary of a
life, destitute of enterprise, in a land exhausted
by plunder. With the Teutonic instinct to turn the face
he determined to invade Italy. There was, however, I believe, another element in the situation-the relation
of Alaric to Stilicho. If my conjectures were right respecting
an understanding between the two generals at Pholoe in 3 9 6
A.D., Alaric was continually expecting Stilicho to carry out the
execution of his design,' while Stilicho was prevented by the
revolt of Gildo and other affairs which demanded his attention.
This will explain what may seem surprising, that Alaric waited
so long (five years) inactive in Illyricum. At length-willing to wait no longer, and indignant at the delays of Stilicho,
who was not sufficiently imbued with the illness that should
have attended his ambition, and was probably also influenced
by his wife Serena, who did not approve of his projects2-he
marched into Italy: and thus placed himself in a position
of hostility to his confederate. Stilicho hastened to protect the
throne and kingdom of Honorius; the legions of Gaul and
Britain were summoned to defend Italy. The Emperor, who was
at Milan, proceeded, on Alaric's approach, to Asti, and Alaric
followed him into Liguria. At Pollentia, on the river Tanarus,
a battle was fought on Easter Day (6th April 402), and Alaric,
although perhaps he did not experience an absolute defeat,
thought it prudent to make a truce and retire.* But as he
and others are right i n following here
the Ravenna Chronicle and rejecting
the date of Prosper (400).
This is expressly stated by Zosin~us
(v. 26) who, ho\vever, omits the invasion of 402, and passes from 396 to
405 as though Alaric had stayed all
that time quiet in Epirus. His words
are: ~b ~ a p b Z r e X i x w v o r dvkpcce
~ d v O ~ p~ oa r b v 6 e~ 9 liv.
s
The u d v e ~ p a
was 71j ' O v ~ ~ i po auu r h e i p ~d Zv 'IXXvpiors
( 0 ~ 7~ d v s ~a p o u t ) e i v a r ,with the help of
Alaric. Of +lie advantages which Alaric

w'as to gain, we only know that he was
to be made rnagistcr utriz~squemilitiae.
2 Serena's influence in this direction
is expressly stated in respect to a later
period (Zosimns, v. 29).
The passage of Alaric into Italy is
placed by Anon. Cuspin. in November
401, but Prosper gives the date 400.
0 celebrands rnihi cunctis Pollentia
seclis ! writes Clandian (de Eell. Cct.
635). The words of Prosper are,
uchc~nenter. ~ r t r i ~ [ s ~pnrtis
z i c clade p
m
c
g
natzcm est. As far as I understand, it
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returned he attempted to surprise Verona, and Stilicho was
obliged to attack hi111 again. The army of the Goths was
decimatecl by a noxious disease, and was entirely at Stilicho's
mercy, but he acted as he had acted before in the Peloponnesus, making a compact with Alaric and allowing him to
withdraw to his Illyric pr0vinces.l
I t was in the course of the year 402 that Honorius, influenced perhaps by the invasion of Alaric, establishecl his home
and court at Ravenna, and discarded the former imperial
residences of Rome and Milan. This step was decisive for
the history of Ravenna, which, but for the choice of Honorius,
~vouldprobably never have bee11 the capital of the Ostrogothic
sovereigns or the seat of the Exarchs.
The years 403 and 404 passed peacefully enough away,
but i11 405 Stilicho was called upon to defend Italy against a
vast invasion of German hordes, which had combined to plunder
the land.2 The invaders, who were perhaps half a million in
number-East
Goths, Alans, Vandals, and Qnadi-overran
northern Italy. After some time they divided into three
companies, of which one under Radagaisus besieged Florence.
Stilicho seized the favourable moment and enclosed him in an
inextricable position at Fiesole, where the Romans were able
to massacre the barbarians at their pleasure. I t is strange
that we are not told what became of the other two companies.
I n 4-07 Stilicho at length made up his mind to strike the
blow and occupy Illyricunl. The unfriendly feeling which had
arisen between the eastern and western courts on the subject
of the treatment of John Chrysostom (see p. 106) offered a
ready pretext for a hostile movement. An edict was issued,
at the instance of Stilicho, closing the ports of Italy to the
ships of Arcadius' subjects, and breaking off all intercourse
between the two halves of the E m ~ i r e . ~Stilicho and Alaric
formed a plan to seize Illyricum and transfer it from the rule
of Arcadius to that of Honorins; but it is hinted that the
was a victory for Stilicho in the same
seusc that the battle of the Catalaunian
l'lain was a victory for Aetios. Alaric,
like Attila, was not defeated, i n the
i t ~ i c tscnse, but his plans were dctbatcd ; he was disable2 from proceed111: further.
' C1:iudian apologises for Stilicho

(cle Bell. Get. 104), saying that care of
Rome influenced him : tzta cztra coeqit
i?zclusisaperire fuqam 7ze pejor i n arto
saevirct rabies venfurne ?zu?aticcmo~tip.
q a u l i n u s , Vzta Anzbros. cap. 50 ;
Augustine, clc civ. Dci, v. 23 ; C. I. L.
vi. 1196.
See Cotlc ,: Tl~en~Zo.~iai~zs~,
x ii. 16, 1.
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real purpose was to establish a separate dominion under
Stilicho's son, Eucherius. Stilicho was at Ravenna making
preparations to join Alaric on the other side of the Adriatic,
when a letter arrived from Honorius that Constantine, the
neneral of Britain, had crossed over to Gaul and raised the
b
of rebellion. A report also spread that Alaric was
dead, and Stilicho's design was thwarted when it seemed on
the point of fulfilment. H e was obliged to desist from the
that had been so long deferred, and to repair to the
presence of the Emperor at Rome to consult as to the measures
to be taken against the tyrant Constantine.
Of the tyrant Constantine I shall have more to say in
chapter, but we must observe here that this rebellion
of the Britannic army signified an opposition to the influence
of the foreigner Stilicho, and was specially directed against
him, just as the revolt of Maximus had been aimed against
Merobaudes. During the year 406 two tyrants had been
elevated in Britain, but both, proving incompetent, were slain ;
Constantine was their successor. What measures in the Ineantime, one naturally asks, was Stilicho taking against these
movements in Britain, which must soon spread to Gaul? They
must have been known to him, and their significance apprehended long before the passage of Constantine across the
English Channel. The answer seems to be contained in a
notice of Orosius and a notice of Prosper Tiro, which state
that Stilicho solicited a mixed host of barbarians to cross the
Rhine and enter Gaul at the end of the year 406.' Both
these writers affirm as his motive that he wished to force the
Emperor to bestow imperial rank upon his son Eucherius ; but
that can hardly have been the direct, though it may have been
the indirect, cause. I t seems probable that Stilicho wished to
have his hands free for operations in Illyricum, and that he
called the barbarians into Gaul that they might oppose the
ProPess of the Britannic legions. H e thought that once the

'

The words of Orosius deserve to
be quoted (vii. 38) : gentes Alanoruln
J S ' U C ~ O ~ U I I LFrandaloru~i~
ultra i l a arrlza
sollicitn?~~,
e m interim ripas quatcre et
~ l ~ l s a rGallias
e
voltsit speraqu quod d
e a o r q ~ e ~i7i~perizcm
c
gelzero posset i n
fifil1:l)n et bnrbarne ge~atestam facile cornprl))LlZ U C C I I L CO~l17lzo~cri
valere7zt. L. vou

Ranke, I think, has set these transactions in their true light ( Weltqeschiclttc,
iv. 1, 253, 254). The edict which
condemned Stilicho after his death
confirms the charge-opes qzcibus ille
usus est ad onzneqn ditaiidam iiaquictandamque barbariem.-Cod. Thcod. ix. 42,
22.
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barbarians had accomplished what he wished them to accomplish, he would easily be able to crush them and drive then1
out, as he had crushed the army of Radagaisus.
But Alaric, who was not dead, was deeply disappointed,
and disdained to wait meekly for the convenience of Stilicho.
He advanced to the frontiers of Italy at the Jnlian Alps, and
loudly demanded compensation for the time he had wasted by
waiting in Epirus and for the expenses of his march. Stilicho's
influence induced the Roman senate, which assembled to
decide the matter (408 A.D.), to agree to Alaric's demand, and
pay compeisation money to the amount of 315 0,O 0 0 ; but
many were dissatisfied with Stilicho's Germanising polic~r,and
one senator bolder than the rest exclaimed, "That is not a
peace ; it is a compact of thraldom." Such, however, was the
almost imperial power of the Emperor's father-in-law; and such
the awe in which he was held, that the rash speaker after the
dissolution of the assembly deemed it prudent to seek refuge
in a church.
Stilicho was not destined either to carry out his designs
against the Balkan provinces of New Rome or to win the
glory of suppressing the new Constantine, the Emperor whom
Gaul had accepted. There was a strong though secret opposition to Stilicho in Italy; at any time a favourable moment
might be seized to poison the ears or enlighten the eyes of
Honorius respecting the designs of his father-in-law, on which
an ugly interpretation might be placed. Even among the
soldiers Stilicho's popularity was by no means so established
as to be secure. From an obscure passage in one of our
authorities we can gather this at least, that a forensic friend of
Stilicho, even while he and Honorius were yet at Rome in the
early months of 408, foresaw the danger that awaited the
general, and connected it-rightly as the event proved-with
the spirit of the soldiers stationed at T i c i n ~ m . ~
Honorius was at Bononia, on his way from Ravenna to
Ticinum, when the neuis reached him of his brother's death
(May 408).3 He entertained the idea of proceeding himself
The marriage of Honorins and
Maria had been celebrated m 398.
Claudian had written a wanton epitlialamiclm ; but the wife is said to
have died a virgin. Honorius married

her sister Thermantia i n 408, who
died in 415.
Zosimus, v. 30, 4 ; the prophet
was Jostinianns.
Ib. 32, 1.
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to Constantinople to set in order the affairs of the realm,
which now devolved on a child of seven years ; and he summoned Stilicho from Ravenna for consultation.
Stilicho
dissuaded him from this purpose, and undertook to proceed
himself to New Rome, while he proposed to employ Alaric
against the usurper Constantine, who ruled in Gaul. The
death of Arcadius seemed to present to Stilicho an opportunity for accomplishing his purposes without Alaric's aid.
But meanwhile a minister named Olympius was winning the
ear of Honorius. The Romans who hated Germans and Arians
were weaving a web of destruction for the Vandal father-inlaw of the Emperor; they accused him of treason ; and
on 23d August Stilicho was put to death at Ravenna.
Many ministers were executed at the same time, as members
of his party and privy to his treasonable designs.' His son
Encherius was slain soon afterwards, while his wife Serena
was spared; but she was destined to be strangled a year
later, by order of the Roman senate, for pagan impiety,
while Alaric was besieging Rome. Thermantia, the wife
of the Emperor, was put away because she was the
daughter of S t i l i c h ~ . ~I t was stated definitely by Stilicho's
opponents that he aimed at winning the imperial purple for his
son Eucherius~and the poet Claudian had hinted at a possible
marriage between the Emperor's half-sister Galla Placidia and
the son of Stilicho. I have already stated my opinion that
this charge was in the main true, nor does it seem confuted
by the mere fact--which may have been actually intended to
disarm suspicion-that
Eucherius was entrusted with insignificant posts by his father.4
The relations between the eastern half and the western half
of the Empire had been strained and often positively hostile
during the reign of Arcadius ; or, I think, we should rather say
Zosimus, v. 32, 4 ; Limenius, praet.
pref. of Gaul ; Chariobaudes, master of
soldiers in Gaul (both of them had fled
to Italy before the tyrant Constantine) ;
Vineentius, magister eqz~itumpraesentalis. S t i l i ~ h oh~mselfwas magister utriusque milztiae. See note of hlendelssohn
on thecitedpassage of Zosimus. Vincentius was succeeded
Turpilio, Stilicho
by Varanes. Heraclian, who slew Stilicho. was appointed count of Africa.
VOL. I

Ib. 35, 3. Eucherius very nearly
escaped his fate ; for when hc was
slain Alaric was approaching Rome,
and if the executioners had been n
little slower he would have fallen into
Alaric's hands and been saved (ib.
37, 4).
O ~ O S ~ Hist.
U S , vii. 38 ; Zosimus, \..
32' ; Sozomen* ix' 4.
Zosimus, v. 34, 7.
I
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during the lifetime of Stilicho. The dea,th of the great general
changed the relations of the courts; concord and friendly
co-operation succeeded coldness and enmity; and the law
which excluded eastern commerce from western ports, passed
by the influence of the "public enemy" Stilicho, was rescinded.
I t is a mistake to attribute this to the death of Arcadius. If
Arcadius had lived many years longer, the death of Stilicho
would have been followed by the same result. This is evident
if we reflect on the elements of the situation. I n the realm
of Arcadius the Roman spirit had triumphed and won the
upper hand by the suppression of Gainas and Tribigild. I n
the realm of Honorius, on the contrary, the German interest
predominated as long as Stilicho lived. Hence the two
courts were discordant. But the fall of Stilicho was a
triumph for the Roman party in Italy, and a cause of rejoicing for the court of Byzantinm; he who was the obstacle
to unity, he whose private ambition threatened an integral
portion of the provinces ruled from New Rome, was removed,
and the Empire was again for a time really as well as nominally one.
After Stilicho's death, the new government, led by Olympius,'
who was appointed master of offices, had two problems to face.
How was Alaric, still threatening in Noricum, to be dealt with?
and what measures were to be taken in regard to Constantine,
the Emperor or tyrant of Gaul ? Alaric promised to withdraw
from Nmicum to Pannonia if the balance of the sum of money
promised by the senate, and as yet only partly paid, were
delivered to him. With an unwise audacity the Emperor's
new advisers refused the proposal, and at the same time took
no measures for defence. I t would have been best to pay the
money, but if they were determined to defy the Goth they
should have taken steps to resist him, and (as a historian
of that century suggested) they might have enlisted a Goth
named Sarus, an excellent warrior and a rival of Alaric, to
oppose the entry of the latter into Italy.
The king of the West Goths invaded Italy for the second
Zosimus, v. 35. The chamberlain
Deuterius and the scribe Peter, friends
of Stilicho, were beatento death, because
they refused to make any revelations
about the deceased general.

Ib. 36. Zosimus (after Olympiodorua) insists on the desire of Alaric
to come to terms. I n these transactions the obstinacy of Honorius was
a vital element.
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time and marched straight to Rome; without turning aside to
besiege Ravenna, where Honorius resided sufficiently secure.
~t is related that a monk warned the invader not to turn
his arms against the capital of the world, and that Alaric replied that he was irresistibly led thither, not by his own will but
by a divine impulse ; and the story is suitable to the solemnity
of the moment. The German king laid siege to the eternal
city. Reduced to extremities by famine,3 and even plague, the
inhabitants of Rome, where there was still a strong pagan
element, essayed the efficacy of heathen sacrifices; but they
were at length compelled to make a hard peace with Alaric.
Honorius and Olympius, however, still persisted in adopting
the strange policy of defying the invader and not resisting him.
But Olympius soon fell, through the hostility of a cabal of
eunuchs: and the praetorian prefect and Patrician, Jovius,
succeeded to his inff~ence.~ Other changes in the civil
service and the military commands were made about the same
time; after the death of Stilicho ministers rose and fell in
rapid succe~sion.~Jovius was anxious to bring about a
peace with Alaric, and was ready to nzake reasonable concessions ;
and for this purpose he appointed an interview with the Gothic
king at Ariminum. Alaric demanded that the provinces of
Venetia, Noricum, and Dalmatia should he ceded to himself
and his people as a permanent abode, and that a certain annual
supply of corn and money should be granted by the Emperor.
I n his letter to Honorius Jovius suggested that Alaric might
relax the severity of these demands, if the rank of magister
His route by Aquileia, Concordia, Altinum, Cremona (?), Bononia,
Ariminum is described by Zosimus, v.
37.
-..

Sccrates, vii. 10.
is mentioned that Laeta, the
widow of the Emperor Gratian, and
Tisamene hermother,alleviatedthewant
by their distributions (ib. 39, 4). The
siege took place i n the last months of
408.
Olympius fledto Dalmatia (Zosimus,
V. 46, 1). He obtained power, however,
once more, andwas once more disgraced ;
Constantius, the husband of Placidia,
cut off his ears and beat him to death.
(Olympiodorus, fr. 8.)
Ib. 47. Olympiodorus calls him
Jovian.

' It

Varanes, the magister peditum, had
been deposed some time before, and
Turpilio, the mag. equit., had succeeded
him, while Vigilantius, the count of
the domestics, stepped into the lace of
Turpilio, and Allobich (or ~ e f e b i c h )
succeeded
Vigilantius as
comes
domesticorurn.
Turpilio was now
banished on account of a military sedition, and Valens, theother comes don&.,
succeeded him, and in the following
year (410) was elevated to the rank of
magister utriusque militiae; Hellebich
succeeded Vigilantius, who was a victim
of t h e same sedition as m g . eq. See
Mendelssohn's note on Zosimus, v.
47, 2.

Ib. 48, Baverlas dp@w nd NwptnoLr
~ a AeXpa~lav.
l
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militiae, which Stilicho had held, were conferred on him.

But Honorius could not rise to the idea of granting to the
barbarian Visigoth the post which had been held by the semibarbarian Vandal; he decidedly refused either to confer the
title or to grant the lands. I t is interesting to note, however,
that there was for a moment the possibi1it.y that a West Gothic
kingdom might have been established to the north-east, instead
of to the west of Italy.
Jovius opened the answer of Honorilxs in the presence of
Alaric and read it aloud. The German looked upon the refusal
of the military command as a contumely to himself, and "rising
up in anger, ordered his barbarians to march to Eome to avenge
the insult which was offered to himself and all his kin."
Here we have the Ron~anexclusiveness, manifested by the
son of Theodosius, and the ambition of the German to win a
place and recognition in the Empire, as the main elements of
the situation ; and the remarkable circumstance is that Alaric
did not desire war, and that Honorius had no adequate forces
to support his resistance.l
Once more Alaric attempted to induce the Emperor to
accept his proposals, and even offered more moderate terms.
The bishop of Rome, which the Goths once more threatened,
was, wit11 other bishops: sent as an e b o y to Ravenna, if even
yet the Emperor might pause ere he exposed the city which
had ruled over the world for more than four hundred years to
the ravages of barbarians, and allowed the magnificent edifices
to be cbnsumed by the fire of the foe. All that Alaric asked
now was the province of Noricum on the Danube; he did not
ask for Venetia nor yet for Dalmatia. Let Honorius assign the
Goths Noricum, and grant them a certain sum of money and
supplies of corn annually ; Italy would then be delivered from
the invader. I t is hard to see why Honorius and his ministers
declined to accept these terms, which, considering the situation,
were moderate ; but on this occaeion Jovius, instead of advising peace, which he had desired before, advised a firm refusal.
I t appears that Honorius had taken hini to task for his disposition to yield to Alaric at Ariminum, and that, fearing for
Zosimus (v. 50) states that Honorius called in 10,000 Huns, and im~ r ~ iupon
' ~ l the Dalmatians the burden
ut bll],jl!! i~ig
them wit11 corn, sheep, and

oxen. Butj of these Hnns we hear
nothing more.
"osimus
uses the plural r o b s K a 7 b
?rbXtv h ? r r u ~ b ~ o u s .
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his personal safety, he had rushed to the other extreme, and
sworn, and made others swear, by the head of Honorius, to
war to the death with A1aric.l
Having met with this new refusal, and perceiving that it
was a hopeless aim to extort anything from the obstinacy and
prejudice of the son of him who "pacified the Goths," Alaric
nlarched to the walls of Rome, and called upon the citizens to
side with him against the Emperor. When this invitation was
refused, he seized the port and blockaded the eternal city for
the second time. The corn stores of the city lay in the harbour,
Alaric threatened that if the Romans did not comply with
hip demand he would use them for his own army. The
senate met, and, with the fear of famine before their eyes,
yielded.
Alaric's purpose was to elect a mew Emperor who should
be more pliable than Honorius. H e had selected the prefect
of the city, Attalus, to play this somewhat undignified part;
and Attalus was invested with the purple and crowned with
the diadem. Alaric received the post of master of soldiers,
which the legitimate Emperor had disdained to bestow on him;
alld Athaulf, his brother-in-law, was created count of the
domestics.
Nor was it merely to the Goths that a new Emperor was
acceptable ; he was also welcome to the pagans and the Arians,
who were numerous in the city on the Tiber and had suffered
from the severe laws of the orthodox Honorius. One might
say that the elevation of Attalus involved a twofold reaction
against the established order of things ; a reaction on the one
hand against catholicism, an opposition on the ot,her hand of
the Teutonic to the Roman spirit. I n fact the coalition of
Alaric and Attalus was a repetition in a new form of the
coalition of Arbogast and Eugenius. What saved the throne
of Honorius was that the two factors of the coalition fell
asullder, because they too were divided by the opposition of
Roman to Teuton.
I t is worthy of remark that the situation in Gaul-which will
be described in another chapter-was
determined by the same
three elements as the situation in Italy, but these elements were
See Zosimos, v. 51.
"ozomen, is. 7.

Attalus had been once a pagan him.
self ; Sozomen, ix. 9.
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not adjusted in the same relations. I n both countries the imperial
authority was represented; in both countries there were tyrants or
usurpers ; and in both countries there were barbarians hostile to
the imperial government. But in Gaul it was the tyrant against
whom the legitimate Emperor prepared to contend ; in Italy it
was the Emperor against whom the tyrant prepared to contend.
I n Gaul the tyrant and the barbarians, Vandals, Suevians, and
Alans, had originally been in opposition, and had come to
terms, which left them independent of each other; in Italy the
tyrant was the creation of the barbarian, and an opposition developed itself afterwards. The watchword of the new Anpstns
who came from Britain had been opposition to German influence ; the watchword of the new Augustus who arose at Rome
was opposition to catholic intolerance. Constantine was the
successor of Maximus ; Attalus was the successor of Eugenius.
Attalus created Lampadim: probably the same senator
who had once exclaimed bravely in the senate house against the
" compact of servitude " with Alaric, praetorian prefect of Italy,
and a certain Marcian prefect of the city; Tertullus was elected
as consul for the year 410. We are told that the inhabitants
of Rome were in high spirits, because the new officers were
well versed in the art of administration ; only the rich house
of the Anicii was vexed at the new order of thing^.^
The first problem which presented itself to Attalus and
Alaric was how they were to act in regard to Africa, which
was held by Count Heraclian, an officer loyal to Honorius.
They were not safe as long as they did not possess the African
provinces, on which Rome depended for her supplies of corn.
Alaric advised that troops should be sent to seize the power in
Africa by force ; but Attalus would not consent, confident that
he could win Carthage without fighting a battle. He appointed
a certain Constans commander of the soldiers in Libya, and
sent him thither with a small company of guards, while he
prepared himself to march against Ravenna.
Honorius was overwhelmed with terror at the tidings that
a usurper had arisen in Italy, and that Rome had given her
adhesion. He made ready ships in Classis, which, if it came to
the worst, might bear him to the shelter of New Rome, and
Zosimus, vi. 7.
mgister milituna.
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Valens, who had been general in Dalmatia, was created
Ib. 7 , 4.
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sent messages to Attalus, proposing a division of the Empire.l
But Attalus had such high hopes that he would not consent to
a compromise ; he agreed to allow the legitimate Caesar to retire
to an island and end his days as a private individual. So
probable did it seem that the tottering throne of Honorius would
fall, and so bright the prospects of his rival, that the praetorian prefect Jovius or Jovian, who had sworn eternal enmity
to Alaric, went over to the camp or the palace of the usurper.
The policy of Jovius was ever, when he adopted a new cause,
to carry it to a further extreme than any one else. From
wishing to make large concessions to Alaric, he had rebounded
to the position of refusing to make even small concessions;
and now, when he joined the side of Attalus, he went further
than Attalus in hostility to Honorius, and recommended that
the Emperor, when he was dethroned, should be deformed by
bodily m ~ t i l a t i o n . ~But for this proposal Attalus is said to
have chidden him ; Attalus knew not then that it was to be his
own fate hereafter.
Attalus and his master of soldiers advanced upon Ravenna,
and it seemed probable that Honorius would flee. But at this
juncture the eastern came to the assistance of the western
government, and Anthemius, the praetorian prefect of the East,
sent about four thousand soldiers to Ravenna. With these
Honorius was able to secure the city of the marshes against
the hostile army, and await the result of the operations of
Constans, Attalus' emissary in Africa. If Heraclian maintained
the province loyally against the usurper, the war might be prosecuted in Italy against Alaric and Attalus ; if, on the other
hand, Africa accepted a change of rule, Honorius determined
to abandon the p ~ s i t i o n . ~
The news soon arrived that Constans had been slain. At
Several embassies passed between
Attalus and Honorius (Olympiodorus,
fr. 13). Besides Jovius, Valens mag.
U ~ T . mil., Potanius the quaestor, and
Julian primiceritrs notariorum, were
etnployed as envoys. Attalus created
Jovius patrician (ib.) ; according to the
text of Zosimus he created him praet.
pref., but that post he had already
given to Lampadius. Zosimus drew
his facts from Olympiodorus, and here
1 suspect a slight omission in the text
has produced the confusion ; the word

m~plxros
has probably fallen out. Read
(vi. 8, 1) 'Ibptos 6 ~ i j sahAijs fiaapxos
[narpl~tos]?rap&'A~rdAov~ a e ~ u ~ a p . 4 ~ '0 ~ .

Between the somewhat similar letters
aapxos and napa on either side, i t might
easily have been omitted.
SOOlympiodorus, followed by Sozorrlen (ix. 8) and Zosimus. Philostorgius, however (xii. 3), attributes the
proposal of acroteriasm to Attalus himself.
Zosimus, vi. 8.
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this point, the latent opposition between the ideas of Attalus
and the ideas of Alaric began to assert itself. Alaric wished to
send an army to Africa ; and Jovius supported tlie policy in a
speech to the Roman senate. Bnt neither the senate nor Attalus
were disposed to send an army of barbarians against a Roman
province; such a course seemed indecent1-unworthy of Rome.
Jovius, the shifty Patrician, seems to have decided, on
account of the failure in Africa, to desert his allegiance to
Attalus, and return to his allegiance to Honorius ; and he
attempted to turn Alaric away from his league with the
Emperor whom he had created. But Alaric would not yet
throw off his allegiance. H e had said that he was resolved to
persist in the blockade of Ravenna until he had taken it, but
the new strength which Honorius had obtained from Byzantium
seems to have convinced him that it would be futile to continue the siege. He marched through the Aemilia, receiving
or extorting from the cities acknowledgment of the Empire of
Attalus, and failing to take Eononia, which held out for
Honorius, passed on to Liguria, to force that province also to
accept the tyrant.
Attalus meanwhile returned to Rome, which he found in a
sad plight. Count Heraclian had stopped the transport of corn
and oil from the granary of Italy, and Rome was reduced to
such extremities of starvation, that some one cried in the circus,
P~etiuminzpone cnrni humanae, " Set a price on hunian flesh."
The senate was now desirous to carry out the plan which it
had rejected with Roman dignity before, and send an army
of barbarians to Africa; but the Yrinceps again refused to
consent to such a step, as he had formerly refused when it
was proposed by Alaric.
Accordingly - Alaric determined to pull down the tyrant
whom he had set up ; he had found that in Attalus, as well
as in Honorius, the Roman temper was firm, and that 'he too
was keenly conscious that the Visigoths were only barbarians.
Near Ariminum Attalus was discrowned and divested of the
purple robe with ceremonious solemnity ; but Alaric provided
for his safety, and retained him in his own camp.3

'

Zosimus, vi. 9, d+eis ~ p d s al;r+v
[xhe senate] ci?rpex+j n v a pfipara.
Ib. 11.

(16.

Along with
12).

his son Ampelins
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I t now seemed that Alaric might approach Honorius again
with better chance of a satisf?ctory adjustment; and he
niarched in the direction of Ravenna. At this juncture the
Goth Sarus, a brave warrior, appears upon the scene. With
three hundred men he had stationed himself in the Picentine
territory, and held aloof from the two contending parties. Acord ding to one writer? he now attacked the Goths of Alaric or
Athaulf, because he wished to prevent the conclusion of peace ;
according to another writer; he was not the attacker, but the
attacked. Whichever of the two accounts be true, his accession
to the side of the Emperor seems to have induced Honorius to
continue in his implacable hostility to A l a r i ~ . ~
I t was in August 410 that Alaric marched upon Rome for
the third time, bnt now he occupied i t without resistance. It
is not clear how far this occupation was due to an unfriendly
attitude on the part of Honorius ; events may have intervened
between the battle with Sarus and the march on Rome of
which we are ignorant. The eternal city was surrendered to
the pillage of the soldiers ; but it was confessed that respect
was shown for churches, and that the " immanity " of the barbarians was softened by the veneration which christian things
inspireL4 Alaric then proceeded to southern Italy with the
purpose of crossing to Africa, and relieving Italy from the
pressure of famine. If Alaric had succeeded in this enterprise
and returnecI to Italy, that peninsula might have been the
seat of a West Gothic kingdom, almost a hundred years
hefore it became the seat of an East Gothic kingdom. But
Alaric died in Bruttii: before the year was over, at Consentia, and the Goths laid his body in the bed of the river
Sozomen, ix. 9.
Zosilnus, vi. 13.

4 St. Augustine, deciv. Dei, Lib. i. cap.
~ 7 :~"quodautemmore
i
~
d
~novo~factnm
~ est,
~
fr. 3, r 0 ~ 7 0 varc pWpaiol ~ralP~,,avTOa c t quod inusitata rerum facie immanitas
CXepar AX^^^^^ dvTa ~aTovsov
2X0p,3v barbara tam mitis apparuit, u t amplissinlae basilicae explendae populo cui
' A X ~ P L X6~orduavro.
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parceretur eligereniur et decernerentur,
Philostorgius, xii. 3, says that Al- .bi nelno feriretur, etc. . . . 110~Christi
aric's proposaIs were rejected through nomini, hoc Christiano tempori tribuenthe influence of sarus. Philostorgius, durn quisquis non videt caecus " (cf.
however, makes the wrong statement
that Sarus succeeded Stilicho as ma- cap. 1). He comes back to the subject
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Bucentus. His work had been accomplished; he had not
himself entered in to possess, but he had prepared the way
for a Visigothic kingdom, which was to arise, not in Illyricum,
where he had sojourned so long, not in Italy, nor yet in Africa,
but in a country where Alaric had never trodden. Alaric
might be called the Moses of the Visigoths ; he guided then1
on their wanderings until they came in sight of the promised
land which he was not destined to enjoy himself.
CHAPTER V
THEODOSIUS I1 AND MARCIAN

WHELU
Arcadius died in 408, his son Theodosius was only
eight years old. Anthemius acted as protector of the Empire,
and apparently also as guardian of the young prince until 414;
and the measures which were passed during these six years
exhibit an intelligent and sincere solicitude for the welfare of
the people and the correction of abuses. At the same time
a better understanding subsisted between the court of New
Rome and the court of Ravenna, due partly to the death of
Arcadius and partly to that of Stilicho, who was executed in
the same year. As a result of the new mode of palatial life,
the influence of women as well as the influence of eunuchs
made itself felt. The keynote of this new departure was struck
by Eudoxia, the first wife of a Roman Emperor who received
the title Augusta, a novelty to which the court of Honorius
objected ; and throughout the whole space of the fifth and sixth
centuries we meet remarkable ladies of the imperial house
playing a prominent part. The daughters of Eudoxia formed
a great contrast to their mother, and the court of Theodosius I.
was very different from that of Arcadius. The princesses
Pulcheria, Arcadia, and Marina, and the young Emperor, inherited the religious temperament of their father, with which
Pulcheria combined her grandfather's strength of character.
The court, as a contemporary says, assumed the character of
a cloister. The singing of hymns, pious practices, and charitable worl~swere the order of the day, and the Patriarch Atticus

' Socrates, vii. 1.

For the children

of Arcadi..s, see the genealogical table

of the house of Theodosius. Theodosius
I1 was born 10th April 401.
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acted as a spiritual adviser. But religion was accompanied
with culture; Theodosius was a student of natural science,
and from his skill in writing received the name of Kalligraphos.
I n 414 Pulcheria was created Augusta, and assumed the
regency in the name of her brother, who was two years younger
than herself. She superintended and assisted in his education ;
she supported by her countenance the reforming spirit of the
senate, and protected her brother from falling under the influence of intriguing court officials, to which his weak character
would easily have rendered him a prey. This was the import
of Pulcheria's political position. She resolved to remain a
virgin, and influenced her sisters to form the same determination, in which they were confirmed by their friend
Atticus, who is said to have written a book for them on the
subject of virginity.
I n 4 2 1 a new element was introduced into the monastic
court life by the marriage of the Emperor with Athenais. The
story of the Athenian girl who became the Empress Endocia
is well known. She was the daughter of Leontius, a philosopher and a ,dgan, and was by him instructed in all pagan
learning. After the death of her father she sought refuge in
Constantinople (418) from her brothers, who were less than
kind, and the beauty and learning of the girl, dedicated to
Athene, won the patronage of Pulcheria, who chose her as
a suitable bric',: for her brother.' The marriage was followed
by the birth of a daughter, Eudoxia (named after the late
Empress), who afterwards became the wife of Valentinian 111,
and in 423 Eudocia was proclaimed Augusta. She had embraced Christianity before her marriage, and she wrote religious
poetry; but she always retained some pagan leanings, and we
may be sure that, when her influence began to assert itself, the
strict monastic character of the court was considerably modified, and that breaches with Pulcheria were not infrequent, as
both ladies had decided characters. The early undivided allegiance of Theodosius to his sister was gone ; by degrees it was
felt that there were two not necessarily united powers in the
The niodern parallel is Sophia of
Russia marrying her brother Ivan to a
beautiful young Siberian named Solti
40f (Voltaire, Histoire de Russie s m s

Pierre Zc Gralzd, cap. v.) Gregorovius
has made Athenais the subject of a
historical monograph.
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palace; and of this feeling intriguing courtiers or churchmen
would not be slow to take advantage. The dissension showed
itself clearly in the Nestorian controversy.
When we read the chronicles of the reign of Theodosius 11,
we at first receive the impression that it was a period of few
important events, though set with curious stories. The invasions of Attila and the general council of Ephesus are the
ollly facts which seem to stand out prominently in the
chronicles, while they are full of stories and interesting traits
which attract the imagination, such as the life of Athenais, the
of Hypatia, the monastic life of the iniperial votaries
Pulcheria and her sisters, the story of the waking of the seven
sleepers-the
young saints who in the reign of Decius had
fallen asleep in a cave. But on further study we come to the
conclusion that it was a period of capital importance,-a period
in which the Empire was passing a vital crisis.
To an unprejudiced observer in the reign of Arcadius it
might have seemed that the Empire in its eastern parts was
doomed to a speedy decline. One possessed of the insight of
Synesius might have thought it impossible that it could last
for eight hundred years more when he considered the threatening masses of barbarians who environed it, the corruption and
divisions of the imperial court, the oppression of the subjects,
and all the evils which Synesius actually pointed out. For
with the beginning of the fifth century a critical time approached for the whole Empire. At the end of the same
century we find that while the western half had been found
wanting in the day of its trial, the eastern half had passed the
crisis and all the dangers successfully ; we find strong and
prudent Emperors ruling at New Rome, disposed to alleviate
the burdens of the subjects, and in the court a different atmosphere from that of the days of Arcadius.
NOWthe significance of the reign of Theodosius I1 is that
it was the transition from the court of Arcadius to the court of
the steady reforming Emperors in the latter half of the century,
and it partook of both characters. This double-sidedness is its
peculiarity. Theodosius was weak, like his father, but he was
not so weak, and he seems to have profited more by his education. The senate struggles with effect against irresponsible
officialism, and although we hear that there was venality and
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corruption in the days of Pulcheria; a great irnprovemellt is in
progress. I n the chronicles we do not hear much about the
senate, everything is attributed to Pulcheria or Theodosius ; but
the words of Socrates that the Emperor was much beloved " by
the senate and people" are significant, and there is no doubt
that the much-lauded wisdom of Pulcheria's regency consisted
in the wisdoin of the senate which she supported. And
although towards the close of the reign eunuchs had power, the
ground gained by the senate was not lost; the spirit of its
administration and the lines of its policy were followed by the
succeeding Emperors, and it guided the State safely through a
most momentons period which proved fatal to the integrity of
the western provinces.
As has been already stated, the guidance of the State
through this critical period following the death of Arcadius
devolved upon the praetorian prefect Anthemius; and was
successfully performed by him. A new treaty was made which
secured peace on the Persian frontier; it was agreed that
Roman merchants were not to travel farther east than Artaxata
and Nisibis, nor Persian merchants farther west than Callinicum.
An invasion of Lower Moesia by Uldes, the king of the Huns
who had executed Gainas, seemed at first serious and menacing,
but was successfully tided over.3 I n words worthy of his
successor Attila, Uldes boasted that he could subdue the whole
earth or even the sun. He captured Castra Martis, but as he
advanced against Thrace he was deserted by a large multitude
of his followers, who joined the Romans in driving their king
beyond the Danube. An iminense horde of Scyri were in
Uldes' host, and so many were taken prisoners that the
government had some trouble in disposing of them. They
were given to large landowners to be employed as serfs (cololzi)
in Asia, not in Thrace or Illyricum. I n order to prevent
future invasions of Huns or other barbarians, Anthemius provided for the improvement of the fleet stationed on the Danube ;
a large number of new ships were built to protect the borders
of Moesia and Scythia, and the old crafts were r e ~ a i r e d . ~
Eunapius, fr. 87.
Anthemius was the grandsol1 of
Philippus, who was praet. praf. in
346. In 400 he held the office of comes
sacrarun& larcitionum, in 404 he was
nmg6ter oficiorum, in 405 he was prae-

torian prefect and consul, in 408 he
was made a Patrician. Giildenpenning
gives an excellent and detailed account
of his administration.
Sozomen, Hist. Ecc. is. 6.
4 Cbd. m e o d . vii. 1 (28th January
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Of the other acts of " the great Anthemius " we may mention that he strengthened the capital, which tended to stretch
beyond the wall of Constantine, by a new wall (413); and
that he made provision for the more efficient transportation of
the corn supplies from Alexandria to C~nstantinople.~He
also took measures to revive the prostrate condition of the
Illyrian provinces, which through the protracted presence of
Alaric and his Visigoths had been reduced to a state of defencelessness and misery.3
One of the men who held a distinguished position in this
reign, and was highly characteristic of the epoch in many ways,
was Cyrus of Panopolis. A poet, like his fellow-townsman
Nonnus, a student of art and architecture, a " Greek " in faith, he
was ~enetratedwith thoroughly Hellenic instincts ; and when
it is remarked that the Empire was beginning to assume in the
East a Greek complexion in the reign of Theodosius 11, " the
first Greek E m p e r ~ r , "it~ is often forgotten that Cyrus had a
great deal to do with this, and was in fact the chief leader of
the movement. H e was prefect of the city for many years,
and he used to issue decrees in Greek, an innovation for which
a writer of the following century expressly blames him. His
prefectnre was very popular and long remembered at Constantinople, for he built or restored many buildings and improved
the illumination of the town, so that the people enthusiastically
cried on one occasion in the circus, " Constantine built the city
but Cyrus renewed it." This popularity made the prefect an
object of suspicion, and his fall soon followed, his paganism
furnishing a convenient ground for accusation. By a sort of
irony he was compelled to take orders and made bishop of
Cotyaeum in P h r ~ g i a . ~His first sermon, which his mali412). The Danube boats were called
E m h e . Porthe Scyri, see Cod. Theod.
v. 4, 3.
The towers of the novus inurus are
mentioned in Cod. Theod. xv. 1, 51 (cf.
Socrates, Hist. Ecc. vii. 1). It is interesting to find a reference in an inscription (Gorp. Ins. Lat. iii. 2, 739)Portarum ~ a l i d oflrmavit online muros
Pusaeus magno non minor Anthemlo.

' The responsibility

was transferred

fro111 the naaicularii, or naval collegia,
the s u ~ ~ t of
e sthe fleets, whose

for their troable was incremd by the addition of a mercedula.

The island of Carpathus was the hdfway station between Alexandria and
Byzantium, and thus the care of the
corn supplies devolved conjointly on
the prefect of the city, the prefect of
Egypt, and theprams insularurn.
Compare Cod. Theod. xii. 1, 177.
Julian might also claim this title,
but although a Greek in sympathies, he
was in many ways more R~~~~~ thall
Greek.
6 I t strikes one as a very curious
thing that an undisguised pagan should
be not only compelled to take orders
but appointed to a bishopric, as a sort
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cious congregation forced him to preach against his will on
Christmas Day, is delectable, and shows the readiness of the
man :l' Brethren, let the birth of God, our Saviour, Jesus Christ be honoured
by silence, because he was conceived i n the holy virgin through hearing
only. To the Word itself be glory for ever and ever, Amen." 1

The two most important acts of Theodosius were the foundation of a university at Constantinople and the compilation of
the code called after his name. The inauguration of the
university was an important measure for Byzantine life, and
indicates the enlightenment of Theodosius' reign. I t was
intended to supersede the university of Athens, the headquarters of paganism-with
which, however, the government
preferred not to interfere directly-and
thereby to further the
cause of Christianity. This negative effect was expected, and
did to a certain extent follow. The Latin language was represented by ten grammarians or philologists and three rhetors, the
Greek likewise by ten grammarians, but by five rhetors or
sophists ; one chair of philosophy was endowed and two chairs
of jurisprudence.
Thus the Greek language had two more
chairs than the Latin, and this fact may be cited as marking a
stage in the Graecisation of the eastern half of the Roman
Empire.
I n the year 429 Theodosius determined to form a collection of all the constitutions issued by the " renowned Constantine, the divine Emperors who succeeded him, and ourselves."
The new code was to be drawn up on the model of the
Gregorian and Hermogenian codes, and the execution of the
work was entrusted to a commission of nine persons, among
whom was Apelles, professor of law at the new university. I n
438 the work was completed and published, but during the
intervening years the members of the commission had changed ;
of punishment : and that such a measure was not considered an insult to the
Church. Gregorovius says that he
was perhaps made bishop of Cotyaenm
" weil die dortige Christengemeinde in
dem Rufe stand vier ihrer Bischofe urngebracht zu haben" (Athenais, p. 198).
For laws concerning the pagans, see
Cod. Theod. xvi. 10. Lex 24 of this
title is a law of toleration (423 A.D.)

commanding Christians not to dare to
attack JzuZaeis ac paganis i n qzciete
degentih-religionis amtoritate abzbsi.
May we attribute this to Eudocia's influence ?
This sermon is preserved by Jolln
3Ialalm. I have corrected the text by
a change of punctuation ; ?rap06vq evidently ends a period, and I suspect T @
should be inserted before X6yy.

of the eight who are mentioned in the edict which accompanied
the final publication only two, Antiochus and Theodorus, were
among the original workers, and a constitution of 435, which
conferred full powers on the committee for the consummation
of the work, mentions sixteen compilers, contextores.
The new codex was issued conjointly by Theodosius and
Valentinian, and it impressed a sort of seal on the unity of the
Empire (15th February 438).
The visit of the younger
Emperor to Constantinople on the occasion of his marriage with
Eudoxia facilitated this co-operation. On 23d December of
the same year, at a meeting of the senate of Old Rome, the
code which had been drawn up by the lawyers of New Rome
was publicly recognised, and an official account of the proceedings on that occasion-gesta i n senatu Urbis Romae de recipiendo Coolice Theodosiano-may still be read. The praetorian
prefect and c ~ n s u l of the year, Anicius Acilius Glabrio
Faustus, spoke as follows :" The felicity of the eternal Emperors proceeds so far as to adorn with
the ornaments of peace those whom i t defends by warfare. Last year
when we loyally attended the celebration of the most fortunate of all ceremonies, and when the marriage had been happily concluded, the most
sacred Prince, our Lord Theodosius, was fain to add this dignity also to
his world, and ordered the precepts of the laws to be collected and drawn
up in a compendious form of sixteen books, which he wished to be consecrated by his most sacred name. Which thing the eternal Prince, our
Lord Valentinian, approved with the loyalty of a colleague and the affection of a son."

And all the senators cried out in the usual form, " Well
spoken I " (nove diserte, vere diserte). But instead of following
the course of the gesta in the Roman senate house, it will be
more instructive to read the imperial constitution which introduced the great code to the Roman world.
" The Emperors Theodosius and Valentinian, Augusti, to Florentius,
Praetorian Prefect of the East.
" Our clemency has often been at a loss to understand the cause of the
fact, that, when so many rewards are held out for the maintenance of arts
and (liberal) studies, so few are found who are endowed with a full knowledge of the Civil Law, and even they so seldom ; we are astonished that
amid so many whose faces have grown pale from late lucubrations hardly
one or two have attained to sound and complete learning.
"When we consider the enormous multitude of books, the diverse
modes of process and the difficulty of legal cases, and further the huge
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mass of imperial constitutions, which hiddeo as it were under a veil l of
gross mist and darkness precludes men's intellects from gaining a knowledge of them, we feel that we have met a real need of our age, and diupelling the darkness have given light to the laws by a short compendium.
We selected noble nien of approved faith, lawyers of well-known learning ;
and clearing the interpretation of all difficulties, we have published the
constitutions of our predecessors (lit. back Emperors), so that men may
no longer have to await formidable Responses from expert lawyers as from
an inner shrine, when it is really quite plain what action is to be adopted
i n suing for an inheritance, or what is to be the weight of a donation.
These details, unveiled by the assiduity of the learned, have been brought
into open day under the radiant splendour of our name.
"Nor let those to whom we have consigned the divine secrets of our
heart imagine that they have obtained a poor reward. For if our mind's
eye rightly foresees the future, their names will descend to posterity linked
nyith ours.
"Thus having wiped away the cloud of volumes, on which many
wasted their lives and explained nothing in the end, we establish a compendious knowledge of the Imperial constitutions since the time of the
divine Constantine, and allow no one after the first day of next January
to use any authority in the practice of 'iw except these books which bear
our name and are kept in the sacred bureaux. None of the older Emperors however has been deprived of his eternity, the name of no issuer
of a constitution has fallen to the ground ; nay rather they enjoy a borrowed light in that their august decrees are aseociated with us. The glory
of the originators, duly refined (filed), remains and will remain for ever ;
nor has any brilliance passed thereby to our name except the light of
brevity (nisi l t ~ xsola, b~evitatis).
"And though the undertaking of the whole work was clue to our
auspicious initiation, we nevertheless deemed it more worthy of the imperial majesty (magis imperatorium) and more illustrions, to put envy to
flight and allow the memory of the authors to survive perennially. It
is enough and more than enough to satisfy our consciences, that we have
unveiled the laws and redeemed the works of our ancestors from the injury
of obscurity.
" To this we add that henceforward no constitution can be passed in
the West (inpartibus occidentis) or in any other place, by the unconquerable Emperor, the son of our clemency, the everlasting Augustus, Valentinian, or possess any validity, except the same by a divine pragmatica be
coinmunicated to us.
The same precaution is to be observed in the acts which are promulgated by us in the East (per Orientem) ; and those are to be condemned as
spurious which are not recorded in the Theodosian Code, excepting special
documents in the official bureaux.
" I t would be a long tale to relate all that has been contributed to the
completion of this work by the labours of Antiochus, the all-sublime exprefect and consul ; by the illustrious Maximin, ex-quaestor of our palace,
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?rninellt in all departments of literature ; by the illustrious Martyrins,
:oullt ancl quaestor, the faithful interpreter of our clemency ; by Sperantius,
~ ~ ~ l l o d ~and
r ~ Theodore,
lS,
d l respectable men and counts of our sacred
; by the respectable Epigenes, co~ultand rnagister memoriae ;
by the respectable Procopins, count, formerly magister libellorum. These
men may be compared to any of the ancients.
l L I t remains, 0 Florentius, most dear and affectionate relation, for your
illustrious and magnificent authority, whose delight and constant practice
is to please Emperors, to cause the decrees of our August Majefity to come
to the knowledge of all peoples and all provinces.
c r Date 15 February at Constantinople " (438).

We have already referred to the fact that a marriage was
arranged between the young princess Eudoxia and the youthful
Emperor, Valentinian 111, her second cousin. I t was celebrated in 437 at Constantinople, whither the bridegroom came
for the occasion. After the departureof her daughter the Empress
probably felt lonely, and she undertook, in accordance with her
husband's wishes, a pilgrimage to Jerusalem to return thanks to
the Deity for the marriage of their daughter. I n this decision
they seem to have been confirmed by a saintly lady of high reputation, Melana by name, a Roman of noble family, who had been
forced into a marriage repugnant to her, and had afterwards,
along with her husband, whom she converted to Christianity,
taken up her abode at first in the land of Egypt, where she
founded monastic houses, and then at Jerusalem. She had
visited Constantinople to see her uncle Volusian, whom she converted before his death, and, moving in the most exalted society
of the capital, she exercised considerable influence even over the
Emperor and his household. The journey of Eudocia to Jernsalem (in spring 438) was marked by her visit to Antioch,
where she created a great effect by the elegant Greek oration
which she delivered, posing rather as one trained in Greek
rhetoric and animated with Hellenic traditions and proud of
her Athenian descent, than as a pilgrim to the great christian
shrine. Although there was a large element of theological
bigotry both in Antioch and in Alexandria, yet in both these
cities there was probably more appreciation of Hellenic style
and polish than in Constantinople. The last words of Eudocia's
oration brought down the house-a
quotation from Homer,
; I ~ ~ ~ : P rYlEs V

Sub alto crassae demersa caliginis et obscuritatis vallo. I read veZo, compare

below revelatis Zegibus.
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"I boast that I am of your race and blood."

The city that
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hated and mocked the Emperor Julian and his pagan Hellenism
loved and f&ted the Empress Eudocia pith her christian Hellenism ; a golden statue was erected to her in the curia and
one of bronze in the museum. Her interest in Antioch took a
practical forni, for she induced Theodosius to erect a new
basilica, restore the thernlae (hot baths), extend the walls, and
bestow other marks of favour on the city.
Eudocia's visit to Aelia Capitolina, as Jerusalem was called,
brings to the recollection the visit of Constantine's mother
Helena, one hundred years before, and, although Christianity
had lost some of its freshness in the intervening period, it must
have been a strange and impressive experience for one whose
youth was spent amid the heathen memories and philosophers'
gardens of Athens, and who in New Rome, with its museums
of ancient art and its men of many creeds, had not been entirely
weaned from the ways and affections of her youth, to visit,
with all the solemnity of an exalted christian pilgrim, a city
whose memories were typically and diametrically opposed to
Hellenism, a city whose monuments were the bones and relics
of saints.l It was probably only this ideal side that came
under Eudocia's notice ; for Jerusalem at this period was a
strange mixture of idealism with gross realism-it was double
in character as it was double in name. The christian reminiscences which affected Eudocia were the rich hangings in a
more than homely house; epicurism and lust made it "more
like a tavern or a brothel than a graced palace." We are told
by an ecclesiastical writer of the age that it was more depraved
than Gomorrah ; and the fact that it was a garrison town had
something to do with this depravity.
The fall of Eudocia took place soon after her return, but
although a circumstantial story is bold about it, historians are
all inclined to treat it as a legend, and the matter seems shrouded
in impenetrable obscurity. I t is best to relate the story in the
words of the earliest chronicler who records it.2

'

Of the relics which she received
(the bishop of Jerusalem plied a trade
in relics), especially remarkable were
the chains with which Herod gyved
Peter. One of these she gave to her
daughter Eudoxia, who founded a
church in Rome (called originally after

herself, and in later times St. Peter
ad vincula), where it is still preserved.
Gregorovius brings out very well the
psychological element in Eudocia's visit
to Aelia.
2 John Malalas, Bk. xiv. p. 356, ed.
Bonn.
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" I t so happened that as the Emperor Theodosius was proceeding to
the church i n sanctis theophaniis, the master of offices, Paulinus, being
indisposed on acconnt of a n ailment i n his foot, remained a t home and
lnade a n excuse. But a certain poor man brought to Theodosius a Phrygiatic apple, of enormously large size, and the Emperor was surprised a t
it, and all his court (senate). And straightway the Emperor gave 150
nomisnlata to t h e m a n who brought the apple, and sent i t to Endocia
Augnsta ; and the Augusta sent it to Paulinns, the master of offices, as
being a friend of the Emperor. But Paulinus, not being aware t h a t the
Emperor had sent it to the Empress, took it and sent it to the Emperor
Theodosins, even as he entered the Palace. A n d when t h e Emperor received
i t he recognised it a n d concealed it. A n d having called Augusta, he
cpestioned her, saying, 'Where is the apple that I sent you 2 ' A n d she
said, ' I ate it.' Then h e caused her to swear the t r u t h b y his salvation,
whether she ate it or sent i t to some one ; and she sware, ' I sent i t unto
no man b u t ate it.' And the Emperor commanded the apple to be brought
and showed it to her. A n d h e was indignant against her, suspecting that
she was enamoured of Panlinns and sent him the apple, and denied it. And
on this account Theodosius p u t Panlinus t o death. A n d the Empress
Eudocia was grieved, and thought herself insulted, for it was known
everywhere that Paulinus was slain on account of her, for h e was a very
handsome young man. And she asked the Emperor t h a t she might go t o
the holy places to pray ; and he allowed her. And she went down from
Constantinople to Jerusalem to pray."

Gregorovius remarks that Eudocia's apple of Phrygia eludes
criticism as completely as Eve's apple of Eden, but perhaps
both may be explicable as having arisen from the language
of oriental metaph0r.l We know on good evidence that the
In regard to the famous story of the
apple, whose oriental colonr-it has a
parallel in the Arabian Nights-makes
it seem suspicious, so that i t is generally
rejectedas a legend, i t must be remarked
that there is nothing intrinsically impossible or even improbable in it, and
the fact that it is first related by a writer
who at the earliest lived in the seventh
century-though i t is plainly alluded
to by Evagrius-is really no evidence
against it, as of fifth century historians
only fragments remain to us. The
question is, did Evagrius and Malalas
derive their knowledge of i t from Priscus (or a writer of that time) or from
oral tradition ? If Priscus related it,
we should be bound to accept i t : but
if Priscus had related it, i t is almost
certain that Evagrius would not have
rejected i t as untrue, for Priscns' authority as to the events at Theodosius'
court could not be reasonably impugned
by him. The prohability therefore is,

that Priscus did not countenance the
story, and that i t is not true, but sprang
up or was invented at a later periodprobably before the end of the fifth century (one might conjecture that i t was
related by Johannes of Antioch, who
flourished in the reigns of Anastasius
and Justin, and that both Evagrins and
Malalas derived their inforination from
hiin). I have never seen any suggestion as to the way in which i t might
pbssibly have arisen. I t seems to me
that its germ may have been simply an
allegorical mode of expression, in which
(perhaps at Antioch) some one covertly
told the story of the suspected intrigue.
Remembering that the basis of tho tale
is the anlorous intercourse of Paulinus
and the Empress, we can conceive one
accustomed to oriental allegory saying
or writing that Eudocia had give; her
precious apple to Paulinus, symbolising
thereby that she had surrendered her
chastity. Like the rose in the "Iiumau~lt
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Eudocia's visit to Jerusalem in the 42d
year of Theodosius ; " also 450, was
ganz irrig ist," says Gregorovius, p.
187, and himself detern~inesthe date
between the limits 441 and 444. But
Glegorovius is mistaken. We must
leckon the 42d year, not from 408, but
from 402 (Jan. 10) when he wascreated
Augustus. The 42d year = Jan. 10,
443-Jan. 10, 444. This explanation
is confirmed by Malalas' mode ofreckoning ; he says of Theodosius, JpauLhewue
Al86 ~ h ?. r d v ~ aCr? v' ~ a pijvas
l
though the figures are not exact, i t is
plain that he reckoned from the earlier
date.
Marcellinus, Ch1.07~.ad 444.
Besides Marcellinus, Priscus, speak-

r'.

'
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but it has been suggested that officious servants or an indignant
mob may have too hastily anticipated her supposed wishes.
Then, by her husband's cornmand, she was compelled to " disquantity" her train, and she remained at Aelia, where she was
destined to die.

n ~ c i g i s t eojicio~z~wz
~
Panlinus was put to death by Theodosius'
command1 in 4 4 0 ; and history seems entitled to draw the
conclusion that it was probably a charge, whether true or false,
of a criminal attachment to the beautiful Paulinus that led to
the disgrace of the Empress and the execution of the minister.
I t would be unwarrantable to ascribe this affair to machinations
of the eunuch Chrysaphius, whose influence began about this
time, and who is said to have been in league with Endocia to
bring about the decline of Pulcheria's influence. Pulcheria
retired from court to Hebdon~oiiat this period. These court
intrigues, scarcely more than hinted at by our authorities, are
very slippery ground, and we must beware of that tendency
anlong modern as well as ancient historians to attribute on all
occasions unprincipled acts to eunuchs.
For two or three years after the death of Paulinus, the
Empress remained at Constantinople; in what relation she
stood to the Emperor, whether she mas partially reconciled or
quite estranged, we know not. I t is possible that the affair
of Paulinus may have been forgotten, and that her retirement
either voluntary or the result of
to Jerusalem in 4 4 3 "as
some web of intrigue spun perhaps by the eunuch Chrysaphius.
However this may have been, a messenger of Theodosius' displeasure or jealousy, the count of the bodyguard, Saturninus,
followed her to Jerusalem, and " slew the priest Severus and
the deacon Johannes who served the Empress Eudocia in the
town of Aelia."
Eudocia avenged this act by permitting the
death of Saturninus ; the words of the best authority would
lead us to suppose that she caused him to be assassinated:
of the Rose" the fruit signified chastity
or virginity. Out of suchagerm, Iwould
suggest, the myth of the apple of Athenais may have grown up, the metaphorical expression being taken literally.
One might compare the origin of the
tale (already told and explainetl) that
Eudoxia robbed a widow of her vine.
See p. 94. I t may also he remembered
that in Hellenistic romances the apple
\\as a conventional love gift, and rneant
on the part of a woman who bestowed
it 01 a man adeclaration of love.
l darcellinus, Chron. ad
annum.
Paulinus was brought up along w ~ t h
Theodosius, and at h ~ marriage
s
acted
as ~apdvupq50sor " groom's man."
Both Cedrenua ..nd Zonaras place

THEOBOSIUS 11 AND MAKC(AN

When Theodosins died, of a spinal injury caused by a fall
from his horse,' in 45 0 (2 8th July), leaving only one daughter,
Eudoxia, the wife of Valentinian 111, the difficulty of the succession to the throne was solved by the Empress Pulcheria,
who became the nominal wife of Marcian, an able senator and
soldier. We read that on his deathbed Theodosius said to
Marcian, in the presence of Aspar, the general, and all the
senators, " I t has been revealed to me that you will reign after
me." Thus a capable successor was secured and the Theodosian
dynasty formally preserved. The first act of the new reign2
was the execution of Chrysaphius, the obnoxious eunuch, whose
influence with Theodosius had been on the decline for some
time before his death. I t is significant that Chrysaphius had
favoured the green faction of the circus, and that Marcian
patronised the Blues, while at the same time the new reign
was attended with a religious reaction against the monophysitic
heresy, which Theodosins had been inclined to f a ~ o u r . ~
Marcian belonged to the senatorial party of reform, which
at the beginning of Theodosius' reign was led by Anthemius ;
and we are told that his reign and that of his successor Leo
were a period of profound calm, a sort of golden interval, all
the more striking when contrasted with the storms which preceded the dismemberment of the Empire in the West. The
good policy of these sovereigns consisted in paying regard to the
condition of their subjects and alleviating the pressure of taxes
as far as Roman fiscal principles would permit, in misting
them from the imperial treasury when unwonted calamities
befell, in keeping the expenses of the court within reasonable
ing of the heiress of Saturninus, says,
,

Marcian was raised to the throne

rbv
ZaropvlXov ~ v ? ~ ~ $'Ab'vvtils
K E L $ ~ a l 25th Angust.
Efiao~ia(Muller, F. H. G. iv. 93). J'ee
3 I have reserved the subject of the

the discussion of Gregorovins, Athef~ais,
ca xxiii.
John Malalas and Paschal
Chro~~iclc.The accident happened near
the river Leucos, not far from the city.
Arcadia had died in 444, Marina in 449.

'set

religious controversies of the reigns
of Theodosius and &farcian for the
ninth chapter of this Book. As to t h e
green and blue factions the reader will
find some information below, Bk iv.
cap. I.
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limits. Marcian in particular did away with the follis, which
pressed heavily on the higher classes; he confined the burdensome office of the prnetura to residents in the capital, and made
its burden lighter by compelling the consuls to share the expenses of building with t h praetors.'
~
Leo, Zeno, and Anastasius
pursued more or less the same policy ; for the financial difficulties i11 which the Empire was iilvolved during the last thirty
years of the century were greatly due to the mismanagement
of the expensive naval expedition of Leo against the Vandals,
as mill be explained in dne course. At this period of the
world heaven was often wroth ; earthquakes were frequent and
cities were constantly laid in ruins by these divine visitations
(theomewifi). The Emperors always exhibited n laudable solicitude to repair these losses.
One of Marcian's first acts at once reduced the expenses of
the treasury, and redounded to the dignity of the Roman name.
Attila sent an embassy demanding the tribute which he had
been wont to receive, and Marcian refused to pay it. This refusal
mould have involved a war, if it had been made some years
before, but Attila mas already preparing to overwhelm the West,
and was interfering in the politics of the Franks. Marcian
was doubtless well informed of the state of Attila's affairs, and
knew he could refuse with i m p ~ n i t y . ~
The only event of striking importance in t,he East during
this reign was the council of Chalcedon (451)) which finally
decided the orthodox Christian doctrine as to the natures of
Christ ; of this something will be said in another place. Pulcheria died in 453, having earned by her pious and charitable
works the eulogies of the Church; Marcian died in the first
month of 45?,3 and with him the Theodosian house, of which
he lnny be considered a representative, as being the husband
of I'ulcheria, ceased to reign at New Rome.
See above, p. 41. The first Novel
of Marcian aims at reforming the bad
administration of justice which prevailed in the provinces-due to a lack
of " integrity and severity " i n local
judges. Complaints and complainants
had flocked to the Emperor from all
sides - catcrzns aclezi?~til~ii~
i?zfi?~itns.
I11 the sermd Novel he states the
ideal of an En~peror'sduty : eurae nobis

est utilitati hunzani gelzc~isprovitlcrc,
etc.
W e e below, cap. vii. Chronologically the relations of t l ~ eHuns to the
Empire belong to the present chapter,
bat i t is Irlore convenient to treat of
them separately.
3 Some time between 26th January
and 7th February. See Clinton, 3'. IZ.
ad a m . 427.

C H A P T E R VI
BEGINNINGS OF THE DISMEMBERMENT O F THE ERIPIBE

ALARIC'Sbrother-in-law Athaulf (Adolphns) succeeded him
(410), and the Visigoths remained in Italy for two years
longer, spoiling the land. I11 412 they came to an understanding with Honorius, and Athaulf engaged to suppress the tyrants
who had risen np in Gau1.l This leads us to record the events
which had agitated the Gallic provi~lcesduring the preceding
six years.
The noteworthy circumstance about the events of these
years, which were decisive for the future of Gaul, Spain, and
Britain, was that two series of phenomena were going on at the
same time, to some extent side by side and without clashing,
but mutually conditioning and limiting one anotlier. These two
series of events are the rise of usurpers and the invasion of barbarians ; and it seems that the same conditions which favoured
the dismemberment of the western provinces by the Teutons
favoured also the enterprise of illegitimate aspirants to the
purple.
Up to the year 406 the Rhine was maintained as the
frontier of the Roman Empire against the numerous barbarian
races and tribes that swarmed uneasily in central Europe.
From the Flavian Emperors until the time of Probus (282), the
great military line from Coblenz to Kehlheirn on the Danube
had been really defended, though often overstepped and always
Jordanes says (cap. 31) tllnt Athaulf
captured Plscidia and married her. Ut
gel~teshae socictnte co?nl,erta, pziasi adx?&a Gothis rey,ublica [that IS tile Empire] e.eaeiz~sterrcre?ettir. Horloriun~91Lc Aztgttstcirn qz~amvisopibus cxhaus-

tli~lztawten quasi cogltatzim grato alei?lzo
rlerelileqzroes Galbias teizdit,
Orosius,
although he wrote in 417, seems also to
commit the'e~rorof placing the marriage
i11 411.
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a strain on the Romans, and thus a tract of territory (including
Badeii and Wiirtemberg) on the east shore of the Upper Rhine,
the titheland as it was called, belonged to the Empire. But
in the fourth century it was as much as could be done to keep
off the Aleinanni and Franks who were threatening the provinces
of Gaul. The victories of Jnlian and Valentinian produced
only temporary effects. On the last day of December 406 a
vast company of Vandals, Suevians, and Alans crossed the
Rhine. The frontier was not really defended ; a handful of
Franks who professed to guard it for the Eomans were easily
swept aside, and the invaders desolated Gaul at pleasure for
the three following years. Such is the bare fact which the
chroniclers tell us, but this migration seems to have been
preceded by considerable movements on a large scale along
tlie whole Rhine frontier, and these movements may have
agitated the inhabitants of Britain, and excited apprehensions
there of approaching danger.' Three tyrants had been recently
elected by the legions in rapid succession ; the first two, Marcus
and Gratian, were slain, but the third Augustus, who bore the
auspicious name of Constantine, was destined to play a considerable part for a year or two on the stage of the western
world.2
I t seems almost certain that these two movements, the passage of the Germans across the Rhine and the rise of the tyrants
in Britain, were not without causal connection ; and it also
seems certain that both events were connected with the general
Stilicho. The tyrants were elevated in the course of the year
406, and it was at the end of the same year that the Vandals
crossed the Rhine. Now the revolt of the legions in Britain
was evidently aimed against Stilicho, as the revolt of Maximus had been aimed against Merobaudes ; there mas a Roman
spirit alive in the northern island, which was jealous of the
growth of German influence. There is direct contemporary
evidence, to which I have referred in. a preceding chapter, that
it was by Stilicho's invitation that the barbarians invaded Gaul ;

he thought that when they had done the work for which he
designed them he would find no difficulty in crushing them or
otherwise disposing of them.l We can hardly avoid supposing
that the work which he wished then1 to perform was to oppose
the tyrant of Britain-Constantine, or Gratian. or Marcus, whoever was tyrant then ; for it was quite certain that, like Maximus, he would pass into Gaul, where numerous Gallo-Roman
adherents would flock to his standards. Stilicho died before
Constantine was crushed, and the barbarians whom he had so
lightly summoned were still in the land, harrying Gaul, destined soon to harry and occupy Spain and seize Africa. From
a Roman point of view Stilicho had much to answer for in the
dismembern?ent of the Empire ; from a Teutonic point of view,
he contributed largely to preparing the way for the foundation
of the German kingdoms.
The first act of the tyrant Constantine was to cross with all
his military forces into Gaul, which sorely needed a defender to
expel the barbarians who were harrying it, or, failing that, to
protect the Rhine frontier against new invaders. H e inflicted
a severe defeat on the intruders, though he did not expel them ;
and, according to Zosimns, he guarded the Rhine more securely
than it had been guarded since the reign of Julian. The representatives of the rule of Honorius, the praetorian prefect
Limenius and the general Chariobaudes, fled into Italy probably
soon after the arri~yalof the usurper from Britain, and Constantine passed into the south-eastern provinces which had
escaped the devastations of the barbarians. "For two years,"
writes Mr. Freeman, "they and he both carry on operations
in Gaul, each, it would seem, without any interruption from the
other. And when the scene of action is moved from Gaul to
Spain, each party carries on its operations there also with as
little of nlutual let or hindrance. I t was most likely only by
willking at the presence of the invaders and at their doings
that Constantine obtained possession, so far as Roman troops
and Roman administration were concerned, of dl Gaul from

' See tlie monograph on "Tyrants
of Britain, Gaul, and Spain" (English
Historical Review, Jan. 1886), which
has been my guide for the following
events. I t is written in Mr. Freeman's
most attractive stylr, and lights up the

See p. 111 note 1, where the pas- Prosper of Aqnitaine, which ends A.D.
sage in Orosius is quoted. CL Prosl,er 4.55, and its continuation (in the Codez
Tiro,t~?~iversarum,~e~ttiu?~zrnbiesGal~ins
Havniensis), which ends A.D.. 514, see
dilaeerarc exorsa,i m ~ ~quam
i ~ umaxime an article by Holder-Egger in ?*-C?LCS
+yt~lieho~~is
indigtux fere7~tes $lie su,o Archiv, 1876.
regnlim nr 7atz~~n.For the Chronicle of

meagre statements of the chroniclers,
which form the basis of the history of
this period.
2 Olympiodorus, fr. 12.
ZOsimu~
vi. 2.
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the Channel to the Alps. Certain it is that at no very
long time after his landing, before the end of the year 407,
he was possessed of it. But at that moment no Roman prince
could be p~ssessed of much authority in central or western
Gaul, where Vandals, Suevians, and Alans were ravaging at
pleasure. The dominion of Constantine must have consisted of
a long and narrow strip of eastern Gaul, from the Channel to
the Mediterranean, which could not have differed very widely
from the earliest and most extended of the many uses of the
word Lotharingia. H e held the imperial city on the Mosel, the
home of Valentinian and the earlier Constantine."
When Constantine obtained possession of Arelate, then the
most prosperous city of Gaul, it was time for Honorius and his
general to rouse themselves. Stilicho formed the design of
assigning to Alaric the task of subduing the adventurer from
Britain, who had conferred upon his two sons, Constans, a monk,
and Julian, the titles of caesar and nobilissimus respectively.
But this design was not carried out. A Goth indeed, and a
brave Goth, but not Alaric, crossed the Alps to recover the
usurped provinces; and Sarus defeated the army which was
sent by Constantine to oppose him But lie failed to take
Valentia, and was obliged to return to Italy without having
accomplished his purpose (4 0 8).
The next movement of Constantine was to occupy Spain.'
I t is not necessary for us to follow Mr. Freeman in his account
of the difficult and obscure operations which were carried on
between the kinsmen of Theodosius and the troops which
the Caesar Constans and his lieutenant Gerontius led
across the Pyrenees. I t is sufficient to notice the main
point, which Mr. Freeman has made out, that we are
not justified in accepting the version of the story which
states that the representatives of the Theodosian house were
engaged in defending the northern frontier of the peninsula
against the Vandals and their fellow-plunderers before Constantine attempted to occupy it. The defenders of Spain were
overcome, and Caesaraugusta (Zaragoza) became the seat of the
Roman Caesar. Thus in the realm of Constantine almost all the
Zosimus, vi. 4. Terentins was apl'ointed mag. mil.,Apollinaris (fattier
of Sidonius the poet) praetorian prefect

(ib.), and Decimius Rusticus master of
offices (Greg. Tur. ii. 9, quoted fr.
Renatus Frigeridus).
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lallds composing the Gallic prefecture were included ; he might
to be the lord of Britain, which he had left masterless ;
the province of Tingitana, beyond the Straits of Gades, was the
only province that had obeyed Limenius and did not in theory
obey Constantine.
Constans, however, was soon recalled to Gaul by his father,
and elevated to the rank of Augustus. But Constantine himself meanwhile, possessing the power of an Emperor, was not
wholly content; he desired also to be acknowledged as a
colleague by the son of Theodosius, and become, as it were,
legitimised.
H e sent an embassy for this purpose to
Ravenna, and Honorius, hampered at the time by the presence
of Alaric, was too weak to refuse the pacific proposals.
Thus
Constantine was recognised as an Augustus and an imperial
brother by the legitimate Emperor ; but the fact that the recognition was extorted and soon repndiated, combined with the
fact that he was never acknowledged by the other Augustus at
New Rome, justifies history in refusing to recognise as the third
Constantine the invader from Britain who ruled at Arelate.'
Some time afterwards another embassy, of whose purpose we
are not informed, arrived at Ravenna, and Constantine promised
to assist his colleague Honorius against Alaric, who was threatening Rome. Perhaps what Honorius was to do in return for
the proffered assistance was to permit the sovereign of Gaul
to assume the consulship. I n any case it was suspected
that Constantine aspired to add Italy to his realm as he
had added Spain, and that the subjugation of Alaric was
only a pretext for his entering Italy, as it might have been said
that the subjugation of the Vandald and their fellow-invaders
had been only a pretext for his entering Gaul. A high official,
Allobich, master of the horse, was also suspected of favouring
the designs of the usurper, and the suspicion, whether true or
false, cost him his life ; Honorius caused him to be assassinated.
When this took place Constantine was already in Italy, and
the fact that when the news reached him he immediately recrossed the mountains, strongly suggests that the suspicion was
Captives of the Theodosian house,
who had been taken in the Spanish expodition, were in the hands nf Constantine, and a hope of their release
Seems to have been one of Honorius'

motives in sending the purple robe t o
the usurper ; hut before the embassy
was sent the cal~tiveshad already been
put to death.
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true, and that he depended on the treason of the master of
horse for the success of his Italian designs.
Constans had left the general Gerontius in charge of Spain,'
and the error was committed-it is not clear whether through
a want of judgment on the part of Gerontius or of Constansof substituting barbarian mercenaries for the Spanish legions to
defend the Pyrenees. This unwise act produced an insurrection
of the legions ; the barbarian soldiers indulged in unlawful
plunder ; and Constans was sent back to Spain to restore order.
Blame seems to have been thrown on Gerontius, and the
Augusti resolved to supersede him by the appointment of a
certain Justus; but Gerontius was not of a spirit to submit
tamely. He rose against the usurper whom he had supported,
and, though he did not assume the purple himself, raised up a
new Emperor-a
tyrant against a tyrant-in
the person of
Maximus, who was perhaps his own son. For a while there
were six Emperors, legitimate or illegitimate, ruling over parts
of the Roman Empire, even as there had been one hundred years
before. Besides Theodosius ruling at New Rome and Honorius
at Ravenna, there were Constantine and his son Constans at
Arelate ; there was Attalus at Old Rome, who had been set up
by Alaric ; and Maximus at Tarragona, who had been set up by
Gerontius.
This act of Gerontius, although both he and the Emperor
he made soon vanished from the scene, led to important consequences. I n order to hold out against the old usurper, the new
usurper adopted the momentous course of inviting the Vandals,
Suevians, and Alans, who for three years had been ravaging
G a ~ l to
, ~pass into Spain. This act led to the loss of Spain ; it
led also to the loss of Africa. And thus we may say that it
was the loss or abandonment of Britain in 40'7 that led to the
further loss of Spain and Africa. Africa would not have been
conquered by the Vandals if they had not passed into Spain ;
Spain would not have become the possession of Vandals and
Suevians, to be afterwards the realm of the Visigoths, if Gerontius had not revolted and invited them to enter ; the revolt of
Zos. vi. 5 : + d A a ~ a76s d a b KeA7Gv
id 71/v 'I/3qpiav aapb6ou.
Zosimus
affects to speak of the Keltoi instead of
the Galatai.
The misfortunes of Gaul are de-

scribed by Jerome (ad Ageruehiam,
409 A.D. before October), who mentions
that Blainz was taken by the barbarians,
and Tolosa only delivered through the
bishop Exuperiuu.
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Gerontius and his presence in Spain were a direct consequence of
the " tyranny " of Constantine ; and the tyranny of Constantine
in Gaul and Spain depended upon his abandoning Britain. I t is
really worthy of notice how the loss of the furthest outlying of
the Roman conquests in the West was followed by this curious
series of effects ; and how when the Roman armies retired from
the Britannic borders, the retreat did not cease even at the
Pillars of Hercules.
~t may be noticed here that Britain was not yet forgotten.
We learn that Honorius, when Alaric retired from besieging
Ravenna, wrote letters to the cities of Britain, bidding them
defend themselves, perhaps against Saxon enemies.l
Constnns soon fled before Qerontius and his new allies ; and
while Maximus reigned in state a t Tarraco, his maker, if not
his father, marched into Gaul against the father and son, who
had been once his masters. Constans was speedily captured at
Vienna and put to death ; and the victor, marching down the
Rhone, laid siege to Arelate.
Meanwhile Honorius had sent an army under the command
of Constantius and Ulfilas to do what Sarus had failed to do before and win back "the Gauls." Thus Constantine was menaced
on the one hand by the general of a usurper and on the other
hand by the general of the lawful Emperor. Before the representatives of legitimacy the blockading army fled, and Gerontius
returned to Spain, to meet death there at the hands of his own
troops. The house in which he took refuge was set on fire ;
he and his Alan squire fought long and bravely against the
besiegers ; and at length in despair he slew his squire and his
wife Nunechia, at their own request, and then stabbed himself?
Thus besiegers in the interest of Honorius replaced the
besiegers in the interest of Maximus at Arelate, where Constantine and his second son Julian held out. For more than
three months the siege wore on, and the hopes of the usurper
depended upon the a r r i 6 l of Edobich, his Frankish master of
soldiers (it is to be presumed he held this title), who had been
sent to engage barbarian reinforcements beyond the Rhine.
Zosimus, vi. 10 : 'Ovwplou 6P y p d p

I reproduce here the short account

apbs T&S bv BperavvL~ ~ p ~ u a p C v o u in 0lympiodoru.s (fr. 16) ; a romantic

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ r + u A d ~ ~ ~ u ~ a There
r ~ a ~ anarration
~ d ~ A of
o uthe
u ~scene
.
will be found in

1s no reason to read the conjecture of
Godefroy-~~ovni~.

Sozomen, ix. 14.
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Edobich at length returned with a formidable army, and a battle
was fought near the city, which resulted in a victory for the
besiegers. Edobich was slain by the treachery of a friend in
whose house he sought shelter, and Constantine, seeing that his
crown was irrecoverably lost, thought only of saving his life.
" He fled to a sanctuary, where he was ordained priest, and the
victors gave a sworn guarantee for his personal safety. Then
the gates of the city were thrown open to the besiegers, and Constantine was sent with his son to Honorius. But that Emperor,
cherishing resentment towards them for his cousins, whom Constantine had slain, violated the oaths and ordered them to be
put to death, thirty miles from Ravenna."'
(September 411.)
But Constantine and Constans were not the only adventurers
who called themselves Emperors in Gaul in the year 411.
While the army of Constantine was still blockading Arelate,
Jovinns, a Gallo-Roman, was proclaimed at Moguntiacunl
(Mainz). Like Attalus, he was set up by barbarians, but by
barbarians farther from the pale of civilisation than Alaric.
Gundicar, the king of the Burgundians-prototype
of the
Gunther of the Nibelungen-and
Goar, a chief of the Alans,
were the makers of this Emperor, and his elevation was intimately connected with the occupation of the Middle Rhine
by the Burgundians. We know not how it was that Constantins and Ulfilas, the victors of Arles, returned to Italy
without striking a blow against the other tyrant who had
arisen on the Rhine, ere he had yet gathered strength. But
the subjugation of Jovinus was reserved, not for the Roman
general, bllt for his rival in war and love, the Visigothic king.
At the beginning of 412 Athaulf and his Goths abandon
Italy and pass into Gaul, just as four years before Alaric had
abandoned Illyricum and passed into Italy ; the Visigoths were
inevitably drawn to the shores of the Atlantic. I t is sometimes represented that Athaulf crossed the Alps as the bearer
of a conlmission from Honorius to suppress the tyrant Jovinus,
but this was not so. Athaulf had come to no understanding
with the court of Ravenna; he carried the captive Placidia
with him, against her own will and the will of her brother, and
Olympiodorus, fr. 16.
For the reign of Athaulf, see Dahn, Kdnige der Germanen, v. pp. 55-64.
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he was far more disposed to side with Jovinus against Honorius
than with Honorius against Jovinus.
An accident decided
that he was to be the champion of the legitimate Emperor.
Attalus, the ex-Emperor) who was to become a sham Emperor
once more, was in the train of the Visigoths, and his persuasions
induced Athaulf to march to Mainz, that he might co-operate
with the tyrant. But it appears that the arrival of this unexpected help was not so welcome to the Augustus who reigned
on the Rhine as the Visigoths might have hoped, and Jovinus
blamed Attalus in dark sayings as the cause of the presence of
an ungrateful supporter. Why the prince who had been
elevated by one Teutonic king disliked the support of another
is not clear ; but perhaps he had already entered into friendly
negotiations with Sarus, that Visigoth whom he saw acting
with partial success against Constantine, and who was the
mortal enemy of Athaulf as he had been the mortal enemy of
Alaric. Sarus certainly arrived on the scene at this juncture
with about a score of followers to attach himself to the fortunes
of Jovinus ; the feeble and prejudiced Honorius, who was unable to retain his best officers, had refused to p a n t him justice
for the murder of a faithful domestic. The feuds of the West
Goths proved favourable to the cause of legitimacy ; Athaulf
was incensed when he heard of the approach of Sarus, and
advanced with ten thousand to crush twenty soldiers. Hardly
was Sarus, after having performed deeds of marvellous heroism,
taken alive ; his relentless conqueror put him to death.'
A quarrel soon ensued between Athaulf and Jovinus, and
the latter defied the desires and injunctions of the former by
proclaiming his brother Sebastian Augustus. Then Athaulf
decided to war against him whom he had come to assist,
and defend the rights of the Emperor whom he had intended
to oppose. He sent envoys to Honorius, promising to send
him the heads of Jovinus and Sebastian, and he seems to have
been so prompt that when the ambassadors returned Sebastian
was already c r u ~ h e d . ~
I t is not clear how far the Roman prefect Dardanus, who
All this is related by Olympiodorus,
fr. 17.
I deduce this from the words of
Olympiodo~us,combined with those of
Orosins ;Olymp. fr. 19,rSv h?rourpe~dvrwv

~ a Ilp~wv
l
peurrev~dvrwv2epaurravo0 w h
?rdp?rerar r @ paurhei jl ~ e + a X ~which
,

sounds as if the head of Sebastian wai
ready to be sent when the envoyc
arrived a t Athaulfs camp. This is
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had resolutely opposed the tyranny of the man who was set
up by the Burgundians, influenced Athaulf's change of attitude,
but it is clear that once Athaulf had ~urnedagainst the tyrant
he co-operated with Dardanus. Jovin-1s fled from Mainz on
the Rhine to Valence on the Rhone? but soon surrendered to
the Visigoths who blockaded him, and was executed by Dardanus at Narbonne (autumn 413).2 His head, and that of his
brother, were exposed at New Carthage in Spain: to assert in
that troubled country the might of the Empire and the Theodosian house.
Before following further the actions of Athaulf in Gaul, we
must turn for a moment to Africa and notice the revolt of Count
Heraclian, whose rebellion, by the express testimony of a contemporary, was influenced by the examples of usurpation which
he had observed in Gaul4 The man who, three years before,
had resisted so staunchly the proposals of Attalus and the
threats of Alaric, and stood by the throne of Honorius, was now
seized by the infectious disease of tyranny and threatened his
sovereign without provocation. With an immense fleet, whose
numbers even at the time were g~osslyexaggerated, he sailed to
Italy, but was almost immediately defeated, and fled back to
Africa to find its provinces prepared to reject him. H e was
slain at Carthage about the same time that Jovinus was slain
at Narbo.
supported by Orosius (vii. 42), Sebastia7v.u jrater cjusdern hoc solum ut
tyrannzu ~norweturelegit. Narn coiatinuo zit est creatus occisus a t . It
seems clear that between the presence
of Athaulf at Mainz and the blockade
of Valentia hostile operations were
carried on, battles perhaps foughttotally lost to history-between
the
Visigoths and the adherents of Jovinus.
l Olympiodoms does not name the
city. See Prosper Tiro (19 Honor.),
Talentia nobilissima Galliarurn civilas
a Cothis efriwgitur ad quam sc fugiens
Joviiaus contulerat. He also mentions
the death of Sallnstius as one associated
with the brother tyrants.
2 The place of execution is m~ntioned
by Idatius, who wrongly unites the
deaths of the two brothers in time and
lace. The executioner is mentioned
Olyrnpiodorus.

Ly

Olympiodorus, 19 : ~ a b~or18evrar
l
(I&w

ai ~q5aXal KapBayBvqs E.fwBcr-

where, he adds, the heads of Constantine
and Julia11 had been formerly "cut
off" (a loose expression for "exposed
when cut off"), as also those of the
tyrants Maximus and Eugenins who
had been subdued by the great Theodosius. Much difficulty has been fonnd
in these words, which are always referred to Carthage. Why should the
heads have been ex osed a t Carthage 2
Mr. Hodgkin wouli read Milan-but
that is arbitrary. Surely, if Olympiodorus meant Carthage, he would have
written Kap~q6bvos. Surely he meant
Carthagena - Carthago Spartaria In
Spain. I t seems quite probable that
Honorius might have liked to assert the
t ~ i u m p h sof his arms in the coul~tryof
his kin, then so terribly overrun by barbarians.
Philostorgius, xii. 4.
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This revolt in Africa was partly influenced by recent events
in Gaul, and it also exercised in turn an influence on affairs
there. The great aim of Honorius, whose mental horizon was
bounded by his family and his poultry-pard, was to recover
his sister Placidia from the hands of the Visigoth, and this
desire was ardently shared by his influential general Constantius, who aspired to the hand of the princess. Accordingly
were carried on with Athaulf, who demanded that
he and his people should be supplied with corn, and, as a
consequence thereof, be recognised as dependants of the Roman
Empire. To this Honorius and Constantius agreed ; but Africa
was the corn chamber of Italy, and when Heraclian revolted
and inhibited the transport of supplies, it became inlpossible
to fulfil the engagement with Athaulf. He therefore refused
to fulfil his part of the treaty, and seized the three most important towns of south-western Gaul, Narbo Martius, Tolosa,
and Burdigala (Bordeaux) the city of the poet Aus0nius.l He
also made an attempt to take Massilia, which he hoped might
fall by treachery; but it was defended by "the most noble
Boniface," who was afterwards to play a more ambiguous
and more conspicuous part in Africa, and Athaulf himself was
wounded wellnigh to death by a stroke which the Roman
dealt him.
The assault on Massilia seems to have taken place in one
of the latest months of 413, and almost immediately after it
Athaulf determined to give himself a new status by marrying his
captive, the Roman princess. Whether he had meditated this
design before we are not told ; but doubtless its execution at this
juncture partly depended on the lady herself. I t was celebrated
in January 414 at Narbonne, in the house of one Ingenius, a leading citizen; and the pride of Constantius in his first consulship
was spoiled for him by the news that the lady whom he loved
was the bride of a barbarian. We are told how, arrayed in the
dress of a Bonian and a royal bride, Placidia sat in the hall of
the citizen of Narbo, and how Athaulf sat beside her, he too
Rutilius Namatianus, Itiner. i. 496.
Panlinns of Pella, E?~charistieonde vita
sua (published in the Appendix of 1579
to de la Bigne's Bib7. ss. Patr.), 1. 317.
Aspera pu* ,qua onzni u ~ b eirrogavere
crcnmta.
.is Paulinus (not to be confounded with his namesake of Nola)

had joined Attalus, and was created by
him co??wsprivatm Zargitionw (a combination of the titles COWL. sner. larg.
and corn. rei priv.) Prosper Tiro says
that Aquitaine in this year was give11
to the Goths.
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dressed as a Roman. With other nuptial gifts the Visigoth
gave his queen fifty comely youths, apparelled in silk, each
bearing two large chargers in his hands, filled one with gold,
the other with priceless gems-the spoiis of Rome. They had
an ex-Emperor to pronounce an epithalamium, and Attalus was
assisted by other Romans. The marriage festivities were
celebrated with common hilarity by barbarians and Romans
alike.'
A contemporary writer * has recorded words spoken by
Athaulf, which throw light on his attitude to the Empire.
" At first," he said, " I ardently desired that the Boman name
should be obliterated, and that all Roman soil should be converted into an empire of the Goths ; I longed that Romania
should become Gothia and Athaulf be what Caesar Angustus
was. Bnt I have been tanght by much experience that the
unbridled licence of the Goths will never admit of their obeying laws, and without laws a republic is not a republic. I
have therefore chosen the safer course of aspiring to the glory
of restoring and increasing the Roman name by Gothic vigonr;
and I hope to be handed down to posterity as the initiator of a
Roman restoration, as it is impossible for me to change the
form of the Empire."
The birth of a son, Theodosius, who died in infancy, rendered
the sentiments of Athaulf still more Roman; but Honorius
and Constantius were disposed to reject his friendly advances.
Moved by resentment or policy, Athanlf, who had put down the
tyrant Jovinus, set up the tyrant Attalus, the same who had
been created Augustus by Alaric in 40 9, and was always ready
to be niade or unmade as it suited his Gothic friends. I n the
following year we find Constantius at Arelate,determined to drive
his enemy from Gaul into Spain, and preventing all ships from
f,
his Emperor
reaching the coast of Septimania. A t h a ~ ~ ltaking
Attalus, complied with the wishes of the general and moved
Olympiodor~~s,
fr. 24. Philostorgius
compares this marriage to the union of
iron with pottery, and the Spanish
hishop Idatius, who live11in the second
half of the fifth century, saw i n i t the
fulfilment of Daniel's prophecy, that the
queen of the south should marry a kiug
of the north.
Wrosius, Hiatoriae ndv. Pug. vii.
42.

Romania, 7ct vulga~iterloqz~ar. This
use of Romania for the territory of
the Roman Empire deserves notice.
I11 the sixth century Chosroes I1 is
to use 'Pwpavla of the dominions of
Maurice. I t is chiefly put in the
mouths of persons aitho71t the Empire,
or used by writers when they arc looking a t the Ernpire from an enemy's
point of view.
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southward along the coast to Barcelona, where it was destined
that the death of Sarus should be avenged. Unsuspectingly
and nnwisely he had received into his service a certain Dubius,
one of the followers of Sarus, who avenged his first master by
slaying his second master. The king had gone to the stable, as
was his custom, to look after his own horses, and the servant,
who had long waited for a favourable opportunity, stabbed him
(September 4 15). Perhaps the assassin had been encouraged
to commit this deed by Singeric, the brother of Sarus, who
in~mediatelyseized the royalty, and put to death the children
of the dead king, tearing them from the arms of the bishop
Sigesar, to whose protection they had fled for refuge. Placidia
herself, whose husband had killed and whose brother had
offended Sarus, was compeIled by the brother of Sarus to walk
on foot in the company of captives. But Singeric's reign
endured only for seven days ; he was slain and succeeded by
Wa1lia.l
The new king was not disposed to adopt the policy of Athaulf
and assume a pacific attitude towards Rome. The historian,
who wrote two years later, informs us that "he was elected by
the Goths just for the purpose of breaking the peace, while God
ordained hini for the purpose of confirming it."
His first act,
apparently at the beginning of 416, was to organise an expedition against Africa ; but it was not destined that the Visigoths
should set foot there. Alaric had essayed the sea just before
his death and could not reach Sicily; even so the ships of
Wallia were shattered in the Straits of Gades. The object of
Wallia was probably the same as the object of Alaric-he
was pressed by want of supplies of corn. This ill-success
had the fortunate effect of changing his policy. "Alarmed at
the loss of a large body of Goths, who had perished last year
by the storm in the straits, attempting to cross into Africa, he
concluded a treaty with Honorius and honourably restored
Placidia, engaging to undertake for the Romans the war against
the barbarians in Spain. So far we are told that the Alani,
Olympiodon~s,fr. 26. Theodosius,
the son of Placidia and Athaulf, died a t
Barcelona, and was buried in a church
there in a silver coffin. The other
children were perhaps the offspring of
that Sari latian wife whom Athaulf

seems to have divorced i n order to
marry Placidia (Philostorgins, xii. 4).
The news of Atl~aulf'sdeath arrived at
Byzantium on 24th September 415.
s Orosius, vii, 43.
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the Vandals, and the Suevi are destroying one another, and it
is said that Wallia is very anxious to bring about a peace." '
The conditions of this peace of 416 were that the Romans
on their part should supply Wallia with corn; that Wallia on
his part should restore Placidia, should give up the tyrant
Attalus, and should fight in Spain against the barbarians who
had occupied it. During the lifetime of Athanlf such a treaty
could not have been concluded, the narrow-minded Honorius,
who held fast by the Roman pride of family, would never
have recognised a king of the Visigoths as his brother-in-law,
and rivalry in love placed a barrier between the husband and
the suitor of Placidia. Placidia might now be restored without
detriment to Gothic honour.
Attalus escaped in a ship, and tried to elude the vigilance
of the Romans, but he was captured and delivered alive to
Constantius.3 I n the eleventh consulship of Honorius and the
second of Constantius, the Emperor entered Rome in triumph,
with Attalus at the wheels of his chariot. H e punished the
inveterate and harnlless tyrant by maiming him of a finger
and thumb, and condemning him to the same fate that he had
wished to inflict upon himself. Honorius had doubtless not
forgotten how Attalus demanded, with an air of patronising
clemency, that the son of Theodosius should retire to some
small island, and he now banished his prisoner to Lipara. If
the consulate of Honorius was sweetened by the triumph over
Attalus, the second consulate of Constantius was sweetened for
him by attainment to the object of his hopes, the hand of
Placidia, even as his first consulate, three years ago, had been
embittered by her marriage with Athaulf. On the first day of
January she married him "gainst
her own will, by the
constraint of her brother. The marriage was followed by the

'

Orosius, vii. 43. He wrote his sulate of Honorius, hut rightly places
History against the Pagans i n the his punishment i n the eleventh. As
to the capture, he says, a Gothis ad
following year, 417.
Olympiodorus, fr. 31 ; Philostorgius, Hispanins migrantibz~sneglcctus ~tpraexii. 4 : xal rbv "ArraAov T @ PLLUIAEZ sidw carens capitur; cf. Orosius (viii.
.rraparlOsvrar air01 U L T ~ U E UTLE B E ~ W B ~ V T E S 42) undo discedens navi inccrta rnoliens
~ a piiipav
l
?re&rqr ~ 3 I'aXarGv
v
X6pas ~ 1 s i n riaricaptuset ad Constantiurncornitem
ycwpylav dao~h~pwudpcvor
; the last deductz~s,etc. Philostorgius also menclause seems due to a confusion with tions his r z i s h m e n t .
Placi la was escorted to Italy by
the compact of 418.
Tne news reached Constantinople on the magistrianus Euplutius (Olymp.
PCch June 416. Prosper wrongly places fr. 31).
the capture of Attalus in the tenth con-
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birth of two children, Honoria in 4 1 8 and Valentinian I11 in
419 (3d July).
A personal description of the Count and Patrician Constantius, now the rnost influential minister of Honorius, the brotherin-law of the Emperor, and destined to be an Emperor himself,
has come down to us from the pen of a contemporary writer.
' G W l ~ ehe
n walked in public," says Olympiodorus, "his eyes
were downcast, and he looked askance ; he had large eyes and
a large neck and a flat head ; when he rode, his whole body
inclined over the neck of his steed, and he used to cast his
eyes obliquely hither and thither; all deemed his appearance
At feasts and
that of one who might aim at empire.
carouses he was amenable and sociable, descending even to
vie with the mountebanks who performed for the guests." We
can understand that Placidia was not attracted by this rough
Roman. I n 420 he entered upon his third consulate, and
early in the following year was co-opted by Honorius and proclaimed Augustus, Placidia at the same time receiving the title
Augusta, against whose ass~unptionby his sister-in-law Eudoxia
Honorius had protested more than twenty years ago.
We must now return to Spain, which we left in 409 when
the barbarian, at the invitation of Gerontius, entered that fair
land, rich in corn and crops, rich jn mines of gold and precious
.stones. The four nations, the Vandal Asdings and the Vandal
Silings, the Suevians and the Alans, divided the land between
them. The Suevians and the Asdings together occupied the
north-western province of Gallaecia, the regions north of the
Douro ; the Alans took up their abode in Lisitania, the modern
Portugal; and the Silingi obtained the southern lands of the
Baetis, whose name was changed by the Saracen occupation,
and is now called Guadalquiver. The eastern coast of the
peninsula was not occupied by the invaders, and throughout
the whole country the Spaniards were able to defend themselves in the cities ; but the bloody harryings and devastations
of tlhe Germans soon forced the inhabitants to make a compromise, by which the natives retained the cities and the invaders
possessed the open country.I

'

Idatius, xvii. Honorii. Cf. Orosius,
~ i i .40. The Vandals belong to the
Gothic proup of Teutonic nations. Cf:

Dalin, Kdn. der Cer?na?un, i. 140.
They were conquered by Marcus -4urelius 171-173 A . D . (Capitolinus, V. A.
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Wallia's treaty with the Empire had been made before the
month of June in 416. He marched against the barbarians of
Spain before the year was over, and fought successf~~lly
against
the conquerors of Lusitania and Baetica.l Tlle chief of the
Silingian Vandals was sent to Honorius. I n the following
year, still fighting " for the Roman name," Ro~?zaninominis
causa, he inflicted great slaughter upon the barbarians, and in
418 the Silingiaas were totally extinct through the valour of
the Visigoth. Hispalis, Corduba, and Gades were at length
delivered from the presence of a menacing foe. The Alans
were not so completely exterminated, but their king Atax was
killed, and the remnant of them who escaped the sword of
Wallia fled to Gallaecia and submitted to Gunderic, the king
of the Asdingian vandal^.^
Thus Wallia the chief, who had been elected for the express
purpose of reversing the policy of Athaulf and warring with
the Romans, is by the stress of events found fighting for the
Roman name, and carrying out the ideal which Athaulf professed to have set before himself-the
ideal of restoring the
Roman power by Gothic arms. He received his reward. He
was not obnoxious to Constantius and Honorius, as the rival
and brother-in-law had been ; and they were ready to recompense him for his services in Spain, as they were unwilling to
recompense Athaulf for his similar services in Gaul. I t was
apparently in the consulship of Monaxius and Plintha (419)
that the compact was made by which the Empire granted to
the Visigoths a permanent home in south-western Gaul. The
whole province of Aquitania Secunda, the northern part of the
province of Narbonensis and part of Novempopulania, formed the
nucleus of the Visigothic kingdom, which was afterwards to
include a larger portion of Gaul. Thus the two great cities that
are built on the banks of the Garonne, Burdigala at its mouth,
now Bordeaux, and Tolosa, were ruled over by Wallia and his
successors ; but Narbo Martius, on the Mediterranean coast,
17). The Asdings were a royal family
among them ; Dahn wonlil connect asd
with High-Dutch art =genus (nobile),
p. 186.
See the notices in Idatius.
Idatius, xxiv. Honorii. Gunderic
succeeded his father Godigisel in Spain
in 409 or 411 (Dahn, Kon. der Ge~manen,
i. 143).

3 Compare
Prosper : Constantius
pmem $ m a t cum Wallia data e i ad
habitandum Aquitania et quibusdam
ciwitatibus conflnium prouinciarum.
Idatius places this and Wallia's death
in the twenty-fourth year of Honorius=

418.
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was reserved by the prudence of Constantius, who was the
author of this compact. This final settlement of the Visigoths
-who had been able to find no home in Illyricum, nor yet in
Italy-after many wanderings, was a momentous event ; it was
the beginning of that compromise between the Empire and the
Teutons to which everything had been tending for many years.
Constantius was herein the successor of Theodosius the Great
and Stilicho; he carried out that in which they had failed.
About the same time the same policy was adopted in regard to
the Burgundians who had settled on the Middle Rhine; a
definite territory was marked out for them, and they were recognised as dependent on the Empire.
I t has been justly pointed out that this arrangement in
regard to the Visigoths must have been acceptable to the GalloRoman inhabitants of those regi0ns.l I n the year 41 8 an edict
of Honorius-the work of Constantius--conferred local government on the inhabitants of the Seven Provinces \ a representative council was to be held every year at Arelate; and we
may assume that the government, solicitous for the welfare of
t;h~seprovinces, would not have imposed the Visigoths upon
any one of them against the will of the inhabitants. I n fact,
is it not legitimate to assume that the settlement of the Goths
and the measure which institnted a provincial assembly were
closely connected ? The imperial government seems to have
been deeply concdmed for the state of southern Gaul, which
had lately endured so much at the hands of tyrants and barbarians, and Constantius conceived the idea of combining a
remedy with the solution of another problem. It was evident
that the Visigoths must be allowed to occupy the lands which
they had conquered for the Empire in Spain, or else receive an
allotment of territory elsewhere. I n any case the Roman
Enlperor would probably have he,sitated to concede Spain, the
land of gold mines, the land of Theodosius, to a German
People; but perhaps the choice of south-western Gaul was
influenced by the idea that the presence of the Visigoths might
a declining region. The Roman inhabitants of the
provinces where the strangers settled would naturally be in a
BY von Ranke, Weltgesehichte,iv. i.
PP: 271, 272.
"fie )faritime Alps, Narbonensis

Prima, Narbonensis Secunda, Novempopulo~ia,Aquitania Prima, Aquitania
Secunda Viennensis.
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looser relation to the Empire ; but it was important that the
relation should not cease to exist. We can hardly then avoid
seeing in the edict of Honorius of April 41 8 a very ingenious
idea, intended not only to give new life to southern Gaul, but
to enable the Empire to retain a hold on the lands which it
was determined to surrender to the Goths. The idea consisted
in relaxing the strict bonds of administration which connected
all the Seven Provinces with the central government, by
removing the imperial gzvernors and allowing the inhabitants,
as a dependent federation, to conduct their own affairs, for
which purpose representatives of all the towns were to meet
every year in Arles. Thus the Gallo-Romans of those provinces and towas, which were to pass into the hands of the
Goths, would, without clashing with their masters, belong to a
Roman political body, which was under imperial coatrol. I t
seems hardly possible to set aside the notion (although, as far as
I know, it has never been put forward) that the rescript was
drawn up with full consciousness on the part of Constantius
that the Visigoths were to be settled in Gaul. That settlement
cannot have been made on the spur of the moment; it must
have received long and serious consideration, for it is represented by the consent of all our authorities as coming spontaneously from the Patrician.
The scheme of representative government for the Seven
Provinces, intended to multiply social relations, to increase commerce and healthy life, was not taken up with enthusiasm by
the municipalities. If the idea had taken root the history of
southern Gaul might have been different. " The city of Constantine," the little Rome of Gaul, where all the famous products of
the rich Orient, of perfumed Arabia and of delicate Assyria, of
fertile Africa, of fair Spain and of brave Gaul, abounded SO
profusely that one might have thought the various marvels of
all the world were indigenous in its soil-Arelate:
built at the
union of the Rhone with the Tuscan sea, provided with all the
facilities of trade, might have been the centre of a federation,
able to have maintained a distinct Gallo-Roman life for many
centuries, to have accelerated the civilisation of the Franks,
Of the fourteen nobiles urbes sung by Ausonius Arelate comes eightllGallula Roma Arelan, quam Narbo Martius et quam
accolit Alpinis opulenta Vienna colonis.

I n the fifth century Arelate was close to the sea.
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and to have prevented the Asiatic stranger from ever crossing
the Pyrenees.
After the Visigoths left Spain there was war between
Gunderic, king of the Vandals, and Hermeric, king of the
Suevians.' The latter were blockaded in the Nervasian mountains; but suddenly Asterins, count of the P?ains, appears
upon the scene, and in consequence of his operations the Vanclals abandoned their blockade 3f the Suevians. At Bracara a
large number were slain by the Romans, and then they left
Gallaecia and passed into the southern provinces of Baetica
(420), which Wallia had cleared of their kinsmen two years
before. Vigorous measures were now demanded if the Roman
Emperor desired to save Spain, if the work of the Visigoths was
not to be undone. The elevation of Constantius in February
4212 seemed of good augury for the interests of the Roman
republic3 ; but the third Constantius was not destined to wear
tile purple long. I t is characteristic that he is said to have
found the restraints attending imperial power intolerably
irksome ; he was not free to go and come as he used, when he
was still a private individual. We shall see how this trait came
out in his daughter Honoria. And his elevation was not
without a bitter element. The announcement of his co-option
was sent to Constantinople, but Theodosius refused to recognise
him ; and the new Augustus, indignant at the insult, prepared
to force recognition by the sword. We are in the dark as to
the motive of the hesitation of the ruler of New Rome to
acquiesce in the choice of his uncle ; i t has been conjectured4
that he looked forward to the death of Honorius without heirs
and the devolution of the western provinces upon himself. The
warlike intentions of Constantius were fortunately not to be
realised. After a reign of seven months he died of pleurisy
(2d Se~tember).~We know not whether. it was at his suggestion that an expedition was undertaken in the following year
(422) against the Vandals in Spain. Castinus commanded this
See the notices in Idatius' Chronicle.
Theophanes, 5913 A.M.
He is said, after his marriage with
Placidin, to have lapsed into the vice
of avarice, and after his death Ravenna

was deluged by the claims of persons
by whom he had dealt unjustly. Olymp.
fr. 39. Honorius was unwilling to grant
him the imperial title. ( I b . )
By Giildenpenning, p. 240.
Olymp. fr. 34.
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expedition ; but all the expeditiorls which were sent at various
times against the Vaiiclals were destined to fail, until the days
when the great Belisarius overcame Gelinier. The general
Castinus fled before the enemy to Tarraco.
After the death of Constantius the relations between
Honorius and his step-sister became close and tender, and
slanderous tongues whispered that their kisses and endearnlents
portended a criminal intimacy. Eut the sweetness was soon
turned into gall. A cabal was formed, in which Leontens, the
steward of Placidia, and two of her women, Spaclusa and
Elpidia, played a proiiiinent part iu fostering suspicion and
unkindness. There were frays in the streets of Ravenna, and
the barbarians who had come with the widow of Athaulf from
Barcelona struck blows for the name and the fame of their
mistress. The breach widened, a.nd at length the Augusta, with
her two children, was banished from the city which Honorius
loved, and sought refuge ~vithher kindred in New Rome (423),
even as her mother had once fled from the usurper Maximus.
I t is probable that in the court intrigue more powerful personages were involved than tlie subordinates, such as the nurse
Elpidia, who are mentioned as sowing the seeds of discord.
We can hardly help conjecturing that the general Castinus and
the Count Boniface were concerned in it.
The celebrated
Boniface now appears on the stage of history, and he was at
this time probably count of Africa (422).
The circumstances, however, which attended his presence
in Africa are veiled in obscurity.' I n 4 2 2 he was ordered to
accompany Castinus on the expedition against the Vandals in
Spain, but he quarrelled with tlie comniander and proceeded to
Africa. I t is hard to decide whether this was more than an
act of disobedience,-whether
he seized the African government without imperial warrant: or, having been already governor
in that province and having been summoned specially to Italy
to organise the expedition, he returned in pique to the sphere
of his administration. I t may be observed that there is no
hint that at this time Boniface really quarrelled with the court
of Ravenna, and there is no mention of any commander in
Africa whom Boniface ousted from his office ; we may thereSee Mr. Freeman's article on
July 188;.

"

Aetius and Boniface," E I L ~Histor.
.
Ilcvievi,
Vdatius, Chro~z.
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fore best suppose that the intention was to combine the forces
of Italy and the forces of Africa against the invaders of Spain,
and that a quarrel between the two commanders thwarted its
execution.
This act of Boniface, whatever character it bore, was, accorcling to a chronicler, "the beginning of many labours to the
republic." His administration was highly lauded by a contemporary, and he is not represented as having defied, at this
the court of Ravenna. On the contrary, we shall find
him espousing the cause of legitimacy against the usurper
John in 424, when t5at very Castinus with whom he had
" connived " at the usurpati0n.l
If we combine
with this the fact that Boniface strongly upheId the cause of
Placidia in her quarrel with Honorius in so far as he supported
her with money in her exile at Constantinople, and remember
that the quarrel between the brother and sister must have
begun much upon the same time as the ambiguous departure
of Boniface for Africa (422) took place, we shall be disposed to
conjecture that the two events had some links of connection. If,
when the Augustus and Augusta were in conflict, the latter were
supported by Boniface and opposed by Castinus, not only would
the conduct of Boniface be explained, but the uncertain language
of the chroniclers in regard to his "seizure" of Africa would
be accounted for. If he " deserted the palace " and proceeded
to Africa, the seat of his administration, against the will and
consent of Honorius, his act might be regarded as disobedient
and illegitimate; while the same act, if i t were approved of
and supported by the Augusta Placidia, might be regarded as
lawful.
Honorius, who, weak though he was, had by his mere
existence held things together, died of dropsy on 15th August
423. When the news arrived at Constantinople, the first care
of the government was to o c c ~ p ythe port of Salona in the
province of Dalmatia, wliich belonged to the prefecture of Italy.
The event was then made public 2 ; for seven days the hippodrome of Constantinople was closed, and the city mourned for
the deceased Emperor. The intervention of Theodosius at this
Prosper :
Castino."

"

conniventi ut putatur

Cf. " Socrates, vii. 23. Theoph.
5915 A,&! '
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crisis was evidently indispensable, and two courses were open.
He might overlook the claims of Valentinian, the son of the
Augustus whom he had refused to recognise, he might aspire
to rule the whole Empire himself, as his grandfather and namesake had ruled it, without dividing the power; or else he
might recognise his child step-cousin as his colleague and act
provisionally as his regent and protector. I n either case there
was fighting to be done in the West, for a usurper, whose name
was John, had arisen at Ravenna, and the general Castinus
did not c'isapprove of the usurpation. Theodosius and Pulcheria decided to take the second conrse, and to support the
rights of their kinsman Valentinian and their kinswoman Placidia. The ambassadors of John, who soon arrived to demand
his recognition by the sovereign of New Rome, were banished
to different places on the Propontis ; if Theodosius had disdained Constantius as a colleague, how much more would he
have disdained John, the primicerizcs notariorum ?
When Constantius had been proclaimed Augustus, Placidia
had also been proclaimed Augusta, and the child Valentinian
had received the title of nobilissimus ; but the court of Constantinople had as little vouchsafed to recognise the nobilissimus or even the Augusta, as to recognise the Augustus. And
so now Placidia and Valentinian received those titles anew;
and then set forth with a large army to recover their inheritance. The army was commanded by Ardaburius, who was
supported by his son Aspar, and by Candidian, who had probably accompanied Placidia in her exile. At Thessalonica,
which by this time had recovered from the terrible vengeance
of the great Theodosius, the grandson of Theodosius was raised
to the rank of Caesar. I t was destined that he should once
more see its churches, and look forth over Grecian waters,
when he returned, not from a sort of exile, but from marriage
festivities, accompanied by his bride Eudoxia.
The infantry were commanded by Ardaburius and the
cavalry by Aspar, and when they arrived at Salona, the city of
Diocletian's palace, the troops of Ardaburins embarked in the
ships which were stationed there and sailed across to the coast
of Italy, while the troops of Aspar proceeded by land to
Philostorgius, xii. 11.
O T a v a X a p ~ d vis~ ~
the word of Olympiodorus, fr. 46.
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Sirmiurn, and thence over the Julian Alps to the great city of
the Venetian march, Aquileia.
The fleet of Ardaburius was unfortunate ; it was caught in
a storm and scattered. The general himself, driven ashore
near Ravenna, was captured by the soldiers of John. If the
usurper had immediately proceeded to operate against Aspar,
he might have thwarted the expedition. But he waited and
gave the enemy time. He relied on the arrival of an army of
Huns, who were advancing to support him under the command
of Aetius.
Ardaburius employed the time of his captivity in forming
connections with the officers and ministers of the tyrant, and
shaking the fidelity of his adherents in Ravenna. He then
succeeded in sending a rllessage to his son, who waited
uneasily and expectantly at Aquileia, bidding him adva~ye
against Ravenna with all haste. Guided by a shepherd through
the morasses which secured that city, the soldiers of Aspar
sntered without opposition; some thought that the shepherd
was an angel of God in disguise. John was captured and conducted to Aquileia, where Placidia doomed him to death. His
right hand was cut off ; and, mounted on an ass, he was driven
through the circus before ha was executed.
Aetius now arrived on the scene with 600 0 Huns; but
John was no longer there to employ their aid. Aetius himself was pardoned and reconciled with Placidia; and his
influence with the Huns was so great that he was able by a
donation of money to induce that large army to retire to their
homes.1 The general Castinus, who had connived at the
tyranny of John, was banished ; and when all things had been
peacefully arranged Valentinian was proclaimed Augustus at
Rome on 23d October (425).
It is strange that the first appearance of Count Aetius,
who was destined to be the great support of the Theodosian
house, the right hand of Valentinian as was afterwards said,
I t is conjectured by Gulden enning
(p. 264) that a statement of gocrates
(vii. 43) to the effect that the Huns
whom Aetius had collected to aid John
ravaged Roman territory on their return, should be brought into connection
with Marcellinus' notice that Pannonia
wan recovered in 127 : Pannonim puae

per qztinquuginta annos ab Hunnis retinebantur a Romanis reeeptae a n t . H e
holds that the troops of Theodosius, in
repelling the Huns who had invaded
parts of his own provinces, followed them
into their haunts in Pannonia and recovered the province for the realm of
Valentinian.
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should have been as the champion of a usurper ; it may seem
strange too that the first sight we have of him who was to
be the great deliverer of Europe from the Huns is as the leader
of an army of Huns, with whom he is on the best terms. But
it has been well pointed out by Mr. Freeman that there was
nothing remarkable--nothing recreant, we may say-at
this
period for a Roman to use Huns in contending against Romans ;
every general used Hun and Alan, as well as German, mercenaries in civil as well as in other wars. This employment
of Huns on the part of Aetius did not mean that he Hunnised
in an opprobrious sense. The circumstances of his youth had
brought about his familiarity with the barbarians. H e was
the son of an Italian mother and of Gaudentius, who had
fought with Theodosius against the tyrant Eugenius ; and he
was born at the town of Dorostylum or Dorostena (now Dristra
or Silistria) in Lower Moesia. He had been, as a child, a
hostage with Alaric, and had afterwards been sent as a hostage
to Rugila, king of the Huns ; his sojourn in Hunland made
him familiar with Scythian ways. I n later years too he was
on friendly terms with Attila, until Attila threatened Europe.
"

Aetius and Boniface " (E~zqlisl~
Historical Review, J n l y 1887).

CHAPTER VII
INVASIONS OF THE HUNS

IN 4 4 1 A.D. the realm of Theodosius was in danger from
a powerful combination. I t was involved in war with three
powers, the Huns, Vandals, and Persians,l at the same time,
and at least two of them, the Huns and Vandals, were in league.
The rise of the great Hunnic power, which threatened European civilisation in the fifth century, was as sudden and rapid as
its fall. The Huns had gradually advanced from their Caucasian
akqdes, pressing westward the Goths who lined the north shores
of the Black Sea, and had now become a great power. Attila,
their king, ruled over a European empire stretching from the
Don to Pannonia, and including many barbarian kingdoms.
I n 395 Asia Minor and Syria had been ravaged by Huns
entering by the north-east passes, but in 400 we find Uldes, a
king of other Huns, hovering on the shores of the Danube and
putting Gainas to death. At the beginning of Theodosius'
reign the Romans gained a victory over this Uldes, and followed
up the success by defensive precautions. The strong cities in
Illyricum were fortified, and new walls were built to protect
Byzantium ; the fleet on the Danube was increased and improved.
But a payment of money was a more effectual barrier against
the barbarians than walls, and about 424 Theodosius consented
to pay 3 5 0 lbs. of gold to Rugila or Rua, king of the Huns, who
had established himself in the land which is now Hungary, and
to whom, about 433, the western government
conceded a part
of
-

' The relations of the Persian king-

dam to the Empire during the fifth
century may he more conveniently re~umed in another place. With two
VOI I

short interruptions in the reign of
Theodosius, an unbroken peace prevailed until the reign of Anastasius.
(See below, Bk. iii. cap. vii.)
M
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Pannonia. I t was to Rugila probably, that Aetius, afterwards
to be the terror of Huns, was sent as a hostage ; and it was
he who supplied Aetius with the auxiliaries for the support of
tlie tyrant J0hn.l Wlieil Rugila died in 434 his nephews Bttila
and Bleda,3 the sons of Mundiuch, succeeded him, and a new
treaty was contracted by which the payment was d ~ u b l e d . ~
Attila cherished friendly relations with Aetins, the general
of Valentinian, and entered into an alliance with Gaiseric, king
of the Vandals, who had passed frorn Spain into Africa in 429
and established themselves there, as will be related in another
chapter. The movements of Attila froill 434 to 441 are lost
to us, but at the latter date we find him ruler over an enormous barbaric empire in central Europe, which stretched to the
Caucasian mountains on the east, threatening the provinces
of Theodosius. At the same time the forces of the East were
required against the Vandals and the Persians; and it has
been suspected that the hostilities of the latter were not uninfluencecl by the Huns, as the hostilities of Attila were
certainly influenced by the movenlents of Gaiseric.
The Vandals were unique among the German nations by the
fact that they maintained a fleet, so that they were able to
afflict the eastern as well as tlle western lands of the Mediterranean, and to inake piratical raids on the coasts of Greece ; it
was even thought advisable to fortify the shore and harbours
of Constailtinople against a possible Vandal expedition. The
security of traders and commercial interests denlanded that,
an attempt sliould be made to suppress this evil, and a large
armament, whose numbers have perhaps been exaggerated, was
fitted out by Theodosius, and placed under the command of
Areohii~dus.~I t was despatched to Sicily to operate against
Gaiseric, who had taken Lilybaeum and was besieging PanPriscus, fr. 1. On all matters
relating to the Huns and their relations
with the Empire Priscns is our chief
and best-informed authority. 350 lbs.
=£15,750, or rather more.
"There
is a difficulty as to which ~vas
the elder. I t seems more probable that
Illecla Tvas older than Attila; cf. Prospcr l'iro (eleventh year of Theodosius).
I1zigila rex Chz~?~izorum,
C I U I L quo pax
,fi,rii~ata,9noritz~r cui Bleda successit.
He at least thought that Bleda sncceeded Rugila, and Attila Bleda. The

spelli~lgBdclln in Theophanes perhaps
preserves an unkind Greek pun.
Priscus, fr. 1, where tlie meeting of
the Roman ambassadors with the Huns
at Margus-Constantia is described.
Thcophanes, 5941 A.X.
Other
generals were Anaxilla, Arintheus, Germanus, and Inobind. The number of
hips, which ii~cludedprivate vessels
and corn transports, is given by Theophanes as 1100, wliich has a suspicious
resemblance to the number of Leo's
great arLnadain 468 A.D.
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ormus ; but tidings of some dark danger which threatened him
in Africa induced the friend of pirates to make a truce with
the Ronian general and hurry hack to his kingdom. The
danger came from a son-in-law of Eoniface, the famous Sebastiall, who died as a inartyr and became a favourite subject with
Italiail painters ; but how his passage into Mauretania, of which
Prosper tells us, nlenaced Gaiseric is not clear. From a fragment, attributed to John of Antioch and preserved by Snidas,'
it would seen1 that he was the commander of a pirate crew
wllicli served the Emperor Theodosius ; ancl so we might suspect that his invasion of Rfauretania was closely connected with
the Sicilian expedition.
Most of the military forces which had not accompanied Areobindus to the West accompailied Anatolius and Aspar to the
East. What happened tliere is not recorded clearly, but the
hostilities were of short duration and slight imp~rtance.~
At this moment Attila determined to invade the Empire.
I t was destined that he, like Alaric the Visigoth at an earlier,
and Theodoric the Ostrogoth at a later time, should desolate the
provinces of the East before he turned to the West. He condescended to allege a cause for his invasion; he conlplained of
the irregular payinent of tribute, and that deserters had not
been restored ; but the government at Constantinople disregnrcled his en~bassy.~Then Attila, who had advanced towards
the Danube from his home, which was somewhere on the Theiss,
laid siege to the city of Ratiaria, an important ton7n on
t,he Ister in Dacia ripensis. Here anlbassaclors arrived froin
New Rome to remonstrate with the Huns for breaking the
peace, and the invader replied to their colnplaints by alleging
that the bishop of hlargus had entered Hunilic territory ancl
robbed treasures from the toillbs of their kiligs ; the surrender
of:these treasures and of deserters,xvas demanded as tlie condition of pence. The negotiations were futile, and, having
Fr. 194, ed. lldller. The RZediterranoan a t this time was infested by
~'irstes,who seem to liave beell encourW:cd by Gaiseric. In 438 a pirate
cllicf, Coteadis, mas caught and execute4 (h~arcellinusnrl M L ~ L . ) I n 440,
It may be lot iced here, an ancestor of
Cabsiodorns won glory by olq,osil,g
Caiseric in Sicily (Variae, j. 4).
Tile cause of the war \\.as tIlc inva-

siou of R o ~ n a terlitory
~i
by tlie l'ersians
with Saracen and Tzsiiic auxiliaries
(hlarccllilius).
3 I liave follo~r.ed GiilJenpenning in
his transl)osition of tlie secontl ant1
third fraw. of Priscus, which seems very
roasoiial>Te; and 11e is evitleiltly right
in placing tlie capture of Naissus (fr.
l b ) after the capture of Tin1iiiaci11111,
ctc. (fr. 2).
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captured Ratiaria, the Hunnic horsemen rode up the course of
the Ister and took the great towns which are situated on its
banks. Viminacium and Singidunum, in Upper Moesia, were
overwhelmed in the onslaught of the " Scythian shepherds,"
and it seems that the friendship of Attila with Aetius did not
preserve the town of Sirmium in Lower Pannonia from being
stormed. The town of Margus, which faces Constantia on the
opposite side of the river, fell by treachery ; the same bishop
whom Attila accused of robbing tombs incurred the eternal
disgrace of betraying a Roman town and its christian inhabitants to the greed and cruelty of the heathen destroyer.
The invaders advanced up the valley of the Margus, now called
the Morawa, and halted before the walls of Naissus, now called
Nisch, in the province of Dardania-the
city which had been
strengthened and improved by the affection of the great Constantine, and which had recently given to the Empire a Third
C:)nstantius. The inhabitants made a brave defence, but the
place fell before the machines of Attila and the missiles of a
countless host. Then the victors passed south-eastward through
narrow defiles into Thrace and penetrated to the neighbourhood
of Constantinople. Attila was not to lay siege to New Rome,
just as ten years later when he invaded Italy he was not to lay
siege to Old Bome ; but he took Philippopolis and Arcadiopolis,
crld a fort named Athyras, not far from the Bosphorus.l
If the nameless bishop of Margus is branded with infamy
for his recreant Hunnism, the name of the strong fortress of
Asenlus in Lower Moesia deserves to be handed down by history
in golden letters for its brave and successful resistance to the
Hun, even as the town of Plataea earned an eternal fame by
~ t snoble action in the Persian war. While the great towns
like Naissus and Singidunum yielded to the violence of the
whirlwind, Asemus did not bend. A division of the Huns,
different from that which marched to Thrace, but of countless
multitude, invaded Lower Moesia and laid siege to Asemus.
The garrison not only defied the foes, but so effectually harassed
them by sallying forth that they retreated. The Asemuntians
were not satisfied with a successful defence. Their scouts discovered the opportune times, when ~lunderingbodies of the
Hunnic army were returning to the camp with spoils, and these
Theophanes, 5942.

See Giildenpenning, p. 344.
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were eagerly seized by the adventurous citizens ; the
were unexpectedly attacked; inany Scythians were
slain, and many Roman prisoners, destined to languish in the
wilds of Hungary, were rescued from captivity.l
Meanwhile the Roman armies were returning from their
campaigns in the East and in the West, but it is not clear
whether the troops were actually employed against Attila, or
Areobindus, who had commanded against Gaiseric, or
Aspar, who had commanded against Isdigerd (Yezdegerd), the
Persian liing, accomplished anything of note against the Huns.
A battle was certainly fought in the Thracian Chersonese, and
Attila won the victory; but we know not who was his opponenL2
Nor do we know what the master of soldiers in Thrace, Theodulus
by name: was doing at Odessu~.~ After this battle a peace
was conclucled between Theodosius and Attila. As it was Anatolius who was the negotiator, it was generally known as the
" Peace of Anatolius " (443 A.D.)
The terms were that the
former payment of 700 lbs. of gold, made by the Ronlans to
the Huns, was to be trebled ; besides this 6000 lbs. of gold
were to be paid at once; all Hunnic deserters were to be restored,
while Roman deserters were only to be given up for a payment
of 1 0 solidi a head.
For four years after this the Illyrian and Balkan lands were
not laid waste by the harryings of the great enemy, but in 447
Scythia and Lower Moesia, which had suffered less in the
former invasion, felt the presence of the Hun again6 Marcianopolis was taken, and the Roman general Arnegisclus fell in a
battle fought on the banks of the river Utus. At the same
time another multitude descended the valley of the Vardar and
some doubt the record-as far as
advanced southw,ard-though
Thermopylae.7
Meanwhile embassies passed to and fro between the court
of Attila and the court of Theodosius; and of the embassy

' Priscus, fr. 5.

I b . ad init.
Ib.
Id. fr. 4.
The date is rightly determined by
Guldenpenning (p. 346) to 443, who
points out that the expeditio Asiana
(Ma~cellinus,cf. Chro?~.Pasch.) would
not have beenundertaken by Theodosius
Inti1 after the conclusion of the peace.

For these negotiations, see Priscus, fr.
5. Guldenpenning notices that the
small success of the Huns in Lower
Moesia proves the efficiency of the
measures taken by Anthemius, the
prefect, for the defence of the Danube
east of the Cebrus (p. 346).
See Marcellinus ad a7~7a.; Chrm.
Paseh. (whose author used Priscus).
7 Marcell~nus.
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of Maximin the historian Priscus, who accompcznied the ambassador, has left us copious and interesting details, which give
us a glimpse of Hun life, and will be reproduced in another
chapter.
Until the end of the reign of Theodosius the oppressive
Hun-money was paid to Attila ; but when Marcian came to the
throne he refused to pay the stipulated tribute. I t seemed
that the Illyrian peninsula would be again trampled under the
horse-hoofs of Hunnic cavalry ; but complications in the West
averted the course of the destroyer in that direction, and the
realm of Valentinian, not the realm of bfarcian, was to resist
the storm.
The Hunnic empire had assumed a really formidable size
and power under the ambitious warrior Attila, who, we are
told, in spite of his hideous features and complexion, had the
unmistakable aspect of a ruler of men. Gepids and Ostrogoths, with many other German tribes, acknowledged the overlordship of the king of the Huns, who, as Jordanes says,
possessed Scythian and German kingdoms "-Sc~cythicn et Germanica regna possedit-though
the extent of his clonlination is
often exaggerated. Before 440 the Huns had attempted an
invasion of Persia, and Roman officers tallied of the chances of
the overthrow of the Persian power by Attila and the possible
consequences of such an event for the Roman world. But it
was not destined that Attila should attempt to confront the great
power of Asia; he was to shatter his strength in a contest with
the forces of Europe on one of the great battlefields of the
world's history.
I'

CHAPTER VIII
THE PATRICIAN AETIUS

WE have seen how Spain was lost to the Empire and occupied
by the Teutonic Vandals and Suevians, and the probably not
Aryan Alans,l whom the rebel Gerontius invited south of
the Pyrenees. We have seen too how the Visigoths, who
crossed the Alps to put down the usurpers in Gaul, formed a
dependent kingdam in Aquitaine-the kingdom of Tolosa, as
it is called by Dalin. Stilicho and Alaric, Constantius and
Athaulf, who played such prominent parts in the first scene
of the dismemberment of the Empire, have passed from the
stage; new figures, Bonifacius and Aetius, Theodoric and
Gaiseric, will now come to the front ; we shall see what
became of Africa and what became of Spain, and follow further
the fortunes of Gaul, where so niany peoples ruled and so
many kingdoms fell; we shall see, finally, how the shadow of
the Hun fell upon Teutons and Romans, invaders and invaded
alike, and how they successfully united to drive away the
horror of darkness and desolation which menaced them.
Africa, so far away from the Rhine and the Danube, where
the Teutonic foes were pressing on the Empire, had not as yet
suffered from their invasion; but the occupation of Spain by
the hordes of Vandals and Suevians was now bringing them
into doser proximity. But the Roman legions in the Afric
provinces had work enough to occupy them in defending the
southern frontier against another persistent enemy, the Moors,
For the various opinions as to the
ethnical position of the Alanu,see Dahn's
note, f i e Kmige der Germanen, i. 261.
I n favour of a German origin, Amm.

Marc. 31, 2 (combined with Procopius,

B. G. i. 1) is appealed to. After 406

Alans seem to have dvelt on the Loire
(Dahn, ib. 263).
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who at this time seem to have been carrying on active operations. At least we find the heroic Boniface1 shortly after, if
not before, the year 422, delivering Africa from many barbarous
nations2
We have seen how Boniface supported the claims of the
sister and nephew of Honorius, and refused to acknowledge
the claims of John. After the restoration of the legitimate
dynasty, he may have been rewarded by the title "Count of
Africa," though it seems more likely that he held that title
before ; but it appears that he began to degenerate? and complaints were made that he no longer repelled the incursions of
the Afric barbarians with his pristine energy. I n 427 he was
summoned to Ravenna to answer the charges and account for
his conduct, Placidia acting here by the advice of Felix, the
master of soldiers who had succeeded Castinus. By ref~~sing
to obey the order, Boniface placed himself in the position of an
"enemy of the republic," and an army was sent against him
under three commanders? all of whom were slain.
Thus there was civil war in Africa, but its events are merged
in obscurity. Of the following facts alone can we be certain.
The Goth Sigisvult was sent to Africa against Boniface, after
the death of the three commanders (probably in 428) ; the
Vandals, under Gaiseric (who succeeded Gunderic in 427),
arrived in Africa in May 429, having perhaps been summoned
thither by Boniface or by his opponents, or by both; there
were operations at Hippo, which was besieged by the Vandals,
and an army was sent from the East under Aspar against the
invaders. But the relations between the recalcitrant general, the
general who was sent to crush him, and the alien nation cannot
be recovered ; it seems most likely that the two former combined
Olympiodorus, fr. 42 (p. 67, E: 1%

Boniface, letter 220. Boniface "had
G.) Bovq@drros dv+p Sv $pwiitds ~ a i vowed chastity after the death of his
KaTb TOXAGV s o A X d ~ r sPapPdpwv ?jptu- wife, but he was now not only marTEUUEV.
ried t o a fich lady named Pelagia,
TOXADV PapPdpwv ~ a l 8ia$bpwv
but he had allowed his child to receive
66'vGv ds.ilAAa$a ~ ? j v' A $ p ~ ~ ? (ib.)
jv
I n Arian baptism, and he was further susthis chapter I have made full use of Mr. pected of living with mistresses," cf.
Freeman's elaborate and convincing p. 436.
article on "Aetius and Boniface," in
Mavortius, Galbio, and Sinox.
the English Historical Revidw, July
Prosper mentions the appointment
1887.
of Sigisvult after the mention of the
3- see Mr. Freeman, Aetius and Bmisummoning of nations, quae navibus uti
face, p. 434, and the reproofs of St. ncciebant, and places both events in
Augustine, who was a correspondent of 427. Rut the Vandals Lame in 429.

-
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the conimon enemy? However this rnay have been, the
Vandals conquered Africa ; both the rebel and the suppressor
of rebellion seem to have soon retired ; and in the year 432
Boniface appears in Italy restored to favour and holding the
of master of soldiers. His rival Felix had been slain in
a military tumult in 430; but now he has a new opponent in
Aetius, the hero who had been l.~tely distinguishing himself in
Gaul, and was destined to win yet greater distinction when it
devolved upon him to resist the Hun.
For some unknown cause Placidia decided to depose Aetius
from his office as general ; and Aetius, as Boniface before, refused
to submit. Boniface was now called upon to play the opposite
part to that which he had recently played, and, like Sigisvult, to
force a self-willed general to submission. There was civil war
in Italy. A battle was fought near Ariminum and Aetius
was defeated, bnt he proved superior to his opponent in
strategy, and Boniface died shortly afterwards of disease-it is
said produced by chagrin-and
his opponent obtained ~ O S session of his property and his w i f e . ~ u r i o u slegends have
grown up round this battle which was fought at Ariminum;
Boniface and Aetius were afterwards represented as rivals of
ancient date, who decided their feud by single combat, and the
story has only recently been finally exploded by our greatest
living English historian.
We saw the Vandals in Africa besieging Hippo, which,
however, they did not take. But they extended their dominion
rapidly over Africa; they defeated the army which was sent
from the East under Aspar ; and soon they held all the strong
cities except Cirta, Hippo, and Carthage herself. This expeditious conquest is to be explained not only by the fact that in
Toil Ranke ( IP~eltgesehickte,iv. 1,
279! rightly doubted the story that

yevCu8ar. This important notice, which

I have no doubt rests on the history of
Pdscus, has been overlooked by Mr.
Freeman. Observe that (1)i t confirms
Mr. Freeman's rejection of the legend
of a single combat, and points plainly
to civil war ; (.2) i t indicates that the
battle of Ariminum was not decisive,
the victor in the war was not Boniface
but Aetius, who outgeneralled his opponent ; (3) as the victor in a war, Aetlus
soAA$ GraPdvra X E L ~drrb
~
~ f j s A r p t q ~ seized the property and wife of BoniK a ~ e U ~ p a ~ ? i . i &UTE
? l ~ ~ vG K E ~ Y O V p . 2 ~ i ) ~ b face, ~vhencethe legend t h a t Boniface
$ P O ~ T L ~ ~ Vv6uq ~sheurrjuar,adrbv 6.2 ~ f j s before his death counselled her to
aliToc y a w n j s ~ a T?S
l s ~ p i o u u i a sK ~ P L O V ] n a r y Aetius.

13oniface invited the Vandals. I t rests
on ProCopius ( B . J
T i. 3), who is not a
reliable authority on history before his
own time.
Actius am? Boniface, p. 445.
See John of Sntioch, 3'. H. G. iv.
fr. 201 (p. 614), who i n recounting the
deeds of Actius, enumerates among
them that . . . ~ b v6P B o v ~ @ d r r o Uv A V
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Italy Africa was forgotten for the more immediate struggle
between Aetius and Boniface, but by the state of Africa itself,
where a large portion of the population were heretics and prepared to welcome a change of rule. The oppression cf the
Donatists, and their consequent opposition to the imperial
government, gave an excellent opening for an invader, and if
any invitation was sent to Gaiseric, who was known not to be
a Catholic-he had lapsed from Catholicism to Arianism-it
probably came from these heretics. The bands of Circun~cellions,
who went about the country preaching and practising socialism,
sworn foes of existing circumstances and closely identified with
the followers of Donatus, also prepared the way for a conqueror.
I n spite of his wonderfully rapid career of success, Gaiseric
was glad to make a compact with the Empire in 4 3 5 ( 1 l t h
February, at Hippo), of a similar nature with the co~npacts
which had been made with the Burgundians and the West
Goths. The province of Africa-except the city of Carthagethe province of Byzacena, and a part of Numidia, were handea
over to the Vandals, who bound themselves to pay a tribute,
perhaps of corn and oil, for their lands. Thus the Vandals
were in the same position as the Burgundians and Visigoths,
the position of dependants allowed to live in Roman territory.
Aetius, who was now the right hand of Placidia and Valentinian, had pursued the policy of Constantius, and might be
called the friend of the Vandals with more justice than Boniface, who, if he had lived, might have taken steps to expel the
invader.
But this compact could only be provisional, and Gaiseric did
not intend to stop short of the total conquest of Africa. I n
less than five years Carthage was taken (October 439), and
Africa had become a Vandalic kingdom. A large part of the
land was reserved as a royal domain, another portion was distributed among the Vandal warriors in lots ( s o ~ t e sVandalorurn);
probably the poorest territory was left to the Roman provincials.
I t is to be observed that the Vandals now held a position of
vantage in regard to the Empire that none of the other Teutonic
nations ever occupied. I n relation to the foreign peoples of
northern Europe, the front of the Roman Empire was the
Rhine and the Danube. And so we may say that the Vanclal.
had come round to the back of the Empire and were able t~
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attack it behind. Another peculiar feature was that, in the
language of a chronicler, the sea was made pervious to them;
they created a naval power and attacked the Empire by sea, as
no other Teutonic people had done in the Mediterranean,
though the Saxons and other men of the north used ships to
harry it in the northern ocean. Sicily was soon the object of
their attacks; Panormns was besieged, but not taken; and
Corsica and Sardinia became for a time parts of the Vandalic
kingdom.
The dependent kingdom of the Burgnndians in the districts
of Mainz and Worms (Gesoriacum) was not of long endurance,
for in 43'7 Aetius almost exterminated the nation, and the small
reml~antwhich escaped the punishment of disloyalty moved
south-westward, and received from the Romans territory in
Sapaudia (Savoy), about Lake Leman, which may be called the
second Burgundian kingdom.
This change made way for the Alemanni. They had been
driven from Roman ground by the arms of Julian, but at the
beginning of the fifth century, amid the general confusion of
migration, they came' back to their old haunts and settled on
the Upper Rhine. Thus before 437 there were three nations,
two at least nominally under Roman supremacy, from the mouth
of the Khine to its source, the Franks, the Burgundians, and
the Alemanni. When the Burgundian kingdom was overthrown, the Alemanni profited by the event, and extended their
dominion northwards. Before the end of the century their
extended kingdom was incorporated in Francia by the battle of
Tolbiacum (49 6).
I t was not only against the Burgundians that Aetius was
active in Gaul to maintain the respect due to the Roman name,
and prevent the nations from tre~passingon soil which was not
opened to them. He warred successfully against the Franks, who
had invaded the regions between the Somme and the Rhine,l
and he kept the ambition of Visigothic Theodoric, Wallia's
successor, in check. For Theodoric tried to do what Gaiseric
actually did in Africa, to enlarge the land which he held with
Roman consent by acquiring new lands without Roman consent.
Aetius prevented him from realising his aims, as Bonifwe,
T l i ~leader of the Pranks was Chlojo, 431

A, D.

See Idatius, C ~ T M L .
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if he had lived, might have prevented Gaiseric ; and the Visigoths were beaten back from Arelate. We need not follow
these hostilities, but it may be noticed that Aetius employed
Alan and Hunnic auxiliaries against the Teutons. I n 439 an
event occurred which paved the way for friendly relations
between the great general and the great king. When Aetius
was absent in Italy the Roman captain Litorius, whom he had
left in charge of the army, hoping to acconlplish a success which
would throw the deeds of his commander in the shade, attacked
Tolosa, and was repulsed by Theodoric. The opposition between Christianity arid paganism was ernphasised here, and the
fact that the Visigoths were believers in Christ and the Huns
infidels. Litorius gratified the Hunnic soldiers by the performance of pagan rites and the consultation of auspices ; and
this rendered conspicuous the Christian attitude of Theodoric ;
it showed how much nearer he was to Aetius than were Aetius'
so1diers.l
I t is time for us to speak more particularly of Aetius himself, the great figure of the West. So far we see in him only the
successor of Stilicho and Constantius, with the former of whom
he presents many points of resemblance. It was the function
of both Stilicho and Aetius to keep the Teutonic barbarians in
check, and yet both, coming of barbarian stock themselves, had
considerable sympathy with the barbarian. I n this neither of
them was like Constantius, who was a Roman of the Romans ;
but nevertheless, in regard of the Visigoths and Gaul, Aetius
carried on the work which Constantius had begun. But he
never fully won the confidence of Placidia, or even of Valentinian, as Stilicho had won the confidence of Honorius; and
his disgrace in 432, a strange reward for his services in Gaul,
indicates clearly this distrust. When the war with Boniface
was over, Aetius, after several adventures, withdrew to Pannonia, and obtained the assistance of the Huns, whose help he
had obtained nine years before to support John. They did not
fail him in his need ; by their means, by a menacing embassy,
perhaps, or even by a hostile demonstration, the court of
ICavenna received the general again into favour, and conferred
on him the title of Patrician (433) and the office of n~agister
Prosper Aquit. ad 439.
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This transaction is significant of Aetius'
position throughout his career; he forced Placidia and Valentininn to have him against their will. Conscious, perhaps, that
he was the one man who could guide the Empire through this
critical stage, and arrange the delicate relations into which it
was thrown with the Teutonic nations, by both yielding and
refusing to yield at the right time, he pressed himself on the
and made it follow his leadership. A panegyrical
description of the man has been preserved to us, written by
Renatus Frigeridus. H e was " of middle height, of manly condition, well *shaped, SO that his body was neither too weak nor
too weighty, active in mind, vigorous in limb, a most dexterous
horseman, skilled in shooting the arrow, and brave in using the
spear ; he was an excellent warrior and famous in the arts of
peace; free from avarice and greed, endowed with mental
virtues, one who never deviated at the instance of evil instigators from his own purpose, most patient of wrongs, a lover of
work, dauntless in perils, able to endure the hardships of
hunger, thirst, and sleeplessness."
But the successful accomplishment of the gigantic task
which now awaited Aetius has made him justly famous as no
panegyrics could have done.
Hitherto he has appeared to us greater indeed than Constantius, but not as great as Stilicho ; we shall now see him as
the man who had most to do with the happy decision of a crisis
which concerned wider interests than those of the Roman
Empire. The exigency of a common interest-the opposition
to a common foe-was now to set a seal on the relations which
had been recently established between the Empire and many of
the Teutonic nations ; and the germ of a new idea, the idea of
Europe as the habitation of Teutons and Romans-Romans
in the widest sense,-was
to be sown on the Catalaunian
Fields.
The rise of the Hunnic empire under Attila, and the
devastation suffered by the Illyrian and Thracian provinces
have been related. At the time of the embassy of Maximin
it had seemed that there was little likelihood of serious hostility against western Europe on the part of the Huns ; for,
utrimpue rnilitiae.

Idatius ad 433.
Grego-y of Tours, ii. 8.

A pane-

gyrical poem on Aetius by Merobaudes
is extant.
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though small points of difference arose, Aetius had kept up
very friendly relations with Attila. The factors which operated in bringing about Attila's invasion of Gaul seem to have
been three, but one of these was more important than the
others.
Here we are brought to speak of the strange story of the
princess Honoria, daughter of Placidia and Constantius. At
the age of sixteen she had condescended to the embraces of a
chamberlain named Eugenius; and when the signs of pregnancy
revealed the degradation of a princess, the indignation of her
mother and her brother banished her to Constantinople, where
she lived for fifteen years or niore in the prim and irksome
society of her religious step - cousins. She was betrothed
against her will to a respectable consular named Herculanus,
and at length, with a wildness which she had perhaps inherited from her father's Illyrian ancestors, she took the
adventurous course of offering her hand to the great enemy of
the Empire ; the daughter of the lady who shrank from union
with christian Athaulf was willing to unite herself to heathen
Attila, the husband of innumerable wives. Attila was not
slow to take advantage of her impetuous act. Adopting the
principle that all children, male and female, inherit equal portions from their father, he sent the ring of betrothal which he
had received. from Hyacinthus, the secret messenger of Honoria,
to her brother Valentinian, and demanded that the share of the
Empire, whereof that sovereign had unrighteously deprived his
sister, should be instantly re~tored.~
434 A,]).
Marcellinus places the
cohabitation with Eugenius and the
appeal to Attila in the same year ; but
the latter event must have taken place
at least fifteen years later. Jordanes
tells the story of Honoria.
At this time Valentinian was only
fifteen years old. The punishment of
Horioria must have been willed by Placidia, but afterwards Valentinian seems
to have nourished resentment against
his sister. He had some of that quality
which was weak obstinacy in his nncle
Honorius and a more gentle firmness in
his cousin Theodosius. Like Honorius,
he had perhaps a disproportionate reverence for the conventional laws of
respectability, and was as unwilling to
pardon a disgrace wrought to the Theo-

dosian liouse by one of its members as
to forgive an insult or injury offered to
i t by a stranger. If the subject of the
princess Honoria were chosen for a historical romance, one might take a hint
for its treatment from a story of George
Eliot, and represent the brother and
sister as a Tom and Maggy Tnlliver of
the fifth century. From a political
point of view, i t was only natural that
a princess who dared to consult her
caprice or her affections should be
strictly dealt with. The ultimate fate
of Honoria is buried in a defective fragment of John of Antioch. Valentinian
gave her as a gift to his mother ;
Placidia blamed her daughter much ;
and thus Honoria . . .
For this part of the story we have
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The act of Honoria gave Attila an excellent pretext against
the Empire, but he might not have taken advantage of it so
soon save for another event which arose, not from a quarrel at
tile court of Ravenna, but from the relations between the
Teutonic courts of Carthage and Tolosa. Theoioric had two
daughters, of whom one was married to the king of the
Sueviaus in Spain, and the other to Huneric, the son of
Gaiseric the Vandal. The Suevic son-in-law was on good
terms with the Visigoths-we hear of his paying his father-inlaw a visit at Tolosa; but for the daughter who was sent
across the seas to Carthage misfortunes were reserved by fate.
Gaiseric suspected her of plotting against liimself, and with a
cruelty which even Attila might hardly have practised,
he mutilated her ears and nose, and sent her back to her
father. The bitter hatred which followed upon this outrage
influenced the attitude of the Huns. Theodoric was the friend
and ally of Aetius ; Gaiseric sought the friendship and alliance
of Attila, and stirred him up to make war upon the Romans
and their allies. Priscus, who is our best contemporary
authority, and especially credible in all that relates to Hunnic
politics, states expressly tbat Attila made war "to oblige
Gaiseric."
But the quarrel in the imperial court itself and the quarrel
between the barbarians within the Roman pale were not the
only factors which operated in bringing about Attila's invasion ;
a quarrel among barbarians outside the pale also operated. I n
a struggle for the succession between two Frank princes the
rivals appealed to Attila, and he against whom Attila decided
appealed for help to Aetius. Here was another circumstance
which forced the Huns and the Romans to measure swords.
Thus when Attila invaded Gaul in 451, he came to wrest
from Valentinian half of his dominion, in the name of Honoria,
and he came equally to make war on the Visigoths for the sake
of the Vandals. As against the Empire he could claim to be
the champion of a recreant imperial princess; as against the
Teutons he could claim to be the ally of a recreant Teutonic
nation. But the question at stake was not a quarrel between
the unimpeachable authority of the
contemporary Priscus, whose intimacy
with important ministers afforded him
evcry opportunity of knowledge of the

political transactions and court intrigues of the day.
Priscus, fr. 15. The story of Theo.
doric's daughter is told by Jordanes.
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Valentinian and Honoria, nor a feud between two German
peoples, nor a disputed snccession of the Franks; it was the
perpetual question of history, the struggle told long ago by
Herodotus, told recently by Trikoupis, the struggle between
Europe and Asia, the struggle between cosmos and chaos-the
struggle between Aetius and Attila. For Aetius was the man
who now stood in the breach, and sounded the Roman trumpet
to call the nations to do battle for the hopes of humanity, and
defend the cause of reason against chanlpions of brute force.
The menace of that monstrous host, which was preparing. to
pass the Rhine, was to exterminate the civilisation that had
grown up for centuries, to spread desolation in Gaul and Italy,
to undo the work of Plataea and the Metanrus, and to paralyse
the beginnings of Teutonic life. If Attila had not been repelled,
western Europe might have been converted into a spiritual
waste, unspeakably more lost and degraded than Turkey at the
present day.
But the interests of the Teutons were more vitally concerned at this crisis than the interests of the Empire. We can
imagine that if Attila had been the victor on the great day,
and had hurled Valentinian from his throne, and had reigned
at Rome or Ravenna, cities which were happily never to be
called the seats of an Asiatic sovereign, or at Arelate, which
was once to pine for a short space under the rule of the Saracen,
even then the Empire might have held out in the East, and
Marcian and Leo and Aspar might have beaten back the Hun.
But the doom of the Visigoths and the Burgundians and the
Franks ~vouldhave been inevitable ; their nascent civilisation
would have been crushed under the yoke of that servitude
which crushes and blights, and they would not have been able to
learn longer at the feet of Rome the arts of peace and culture.
The work of Aetius, then, was as much for the future of
the Teutonic nations as it was for the Roman Empire. Theodoric the Visigoth did not realise the danger. But Avitus,
the emissary of Aetius, explained the situation, and persuaded
him to join the Romans against the invader. This decision was
momentous ; the Roman and the Teuton were to rnake common
cause against the Hun. Neither knew-that
was the secret
of history-that there was a latent affinity between them, and
that in the remote past their ancestors had spoken the same

.
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language ; they knew not that they were kindred nations fighting against a true enemy. Burgundians and Franks joined their
ranks, and all the inhabitants of Brittany and Armorica. The
Ostrogoths and the Gepids and the Thuringians, some Burgundians and Franks and Suevians, fought in the ranks of
Attila, but these were yet wild peoples without the pale, mostly
Attila's subjects and possessing no choice in the matter.
Attila, having taken Metz and other towns, laid siege to
Aureliani (Orleans), but the city was relieved by the arrival of
Aetius (June 451), and the great battle took place in the wide
district known as the Catalaunian Fields. Neither the day of
this event nor the exact place are bno~vn; the month was
perhaps July, and the locus Mazbrinczcs was probably either
Mdry-sur-Seine or Moirey,I in the neighbourhood of Troyes.
The chief feature of this battle is that Attila was rendered
unable to advance ; herein lay the great success of the Romans
and their allies. Strictly speaking, the battle was drawn; the
Huns and the Visigoths fought long and hard without any result,
except slaughter on both sides. But the Hunnic forces were
innumerable, while the soldiers of Aetius and Theodoric were
comparatively few, as were the Greek soldiers at Plataea or the
Greek sailors at Salamis, against the overwhelming numbers of
the foe. The fact, then, that the small army hewed down the
ranks of the immense host, and withstood, though it did not
rout, the Huns, was a tremendous victory. The king of the
TTisigoths,Theodoric,-whose name deserves to be handed down
to fame, no less than that of his more celebrated Ostrogothic
namesalce, whose father and uncles fought with Attila,-was
killed in the fray, and his son Thorismond was proclaimed king
on the field of battle. As for the part played by the Roman
general himself in the engagement, we hear that at the onslaught
of Attila the "prudence of the Patrician Aetius, was such that
by hastily collecting around him a 'band of warriors from all
sides he was able to oppose the multitude of the enemy on an

' Arenclt, theeditorofthejf. G. H. ed.
of Gregory of Tours, decides ;or Moirey
(1'. 69). The question is discussed in
secolld volume of Mr. Hodgkin's
I t a h slid JLCT h v a d o r s ; he accepts
JIGry-snr-seine as the most probable
illace (p. 163). Most writers have given
U P tke old theory of Durocatalaunun~,
TOL. I

ChLlons-on-Dlarne. The discovery (in
1842) of bones, rusted arms, and gold
ornan~ents- of which Mr. Hoclgkin
ives an account-near M6ry-sur-Seine,
8oes not help to decide the question.
I t cannot be proved that they are relics
of Theodoric.

N
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equality" (non imyc~r). The union of a certain clearness
with a certain obscurity as to the events of this great day of
deliverance lends the tale of the battle of the Catalarrnian
Fields a peculiar charm, preparing us for those legends wl~icll
afterwards grew up that the spirits of the fallen warriors continued the battle in the air.
Thus the cause of the Romans and the Teutons, the cause
of Europe, prevailed; the cause even of those Teutons who
fought for the invader. The Ostrogoths were in his ranks, and
the Thuringians, who out-Hunned the Hulls by deeds of unutterable cruelty ; but both Thuringians and Ostrogoths were as
yet without the pale, as were all the other Germans who warred
for Attila. We cannot forget that the only Teutons within
the Roman pale, who, though they did riot take part in the
conflict, not only hoped for the victory of the Hun, but had
even provoked him to war, were the settlers in Africa; we can
not forget that when Aetius and Theodoric did battle for the
common cause of cosmos and civilisation, the Vandals alone
sided with chaos and barbarism; even as the Greeks could
not forget that the Thebans had chosen the side of the Persian
invader and refused to fight for the freedom of all the Greeks.
But the Vandals had no Epaminondas, no Pindar, no Plutarch
to redeem their name. I t seemed that, when they entered
Africa, a part of the mantle of the Phoenicians had fallen upon
them, though they came by another way, from the West and
not froill the East, and though they were Christians ; it seemed
that something in their nature drove them to espouse the cause
which had been before represented by the Carthaginians, and
was afterwards to be represented by the Saracens on the
northern coast of Africa. But their power passed away
quickly, even as the power of the Huns passed away, and their
name has only been comnlemorated in an opprobrious word
expressing the barbarous spirit which defaces the exterior graces
of civilisation.
Gregory of Tours (ii. 7 ) tells how
the sound came to Home - Ilomam
so,~usadiit-that Aetius was labouring
i n the greatest peril amid the phalanxes
of the enemy, whereupon his wife,
anxious and sad, constalltly visited the
basilicas of the holy apostles, an4
prayed that she might receive her husban11 safe from this way" (de kac wits).
'I

Sidonius represents this lady, whose
name is not recorded, as the descendant
of Gothic chieftains. See Panegyric on
Majorian, 203. Her father's name was
Carpilio, after whom one of her t ~ o
sons was called ; the other, who plays
a passive part in history afterwards,
mas Gaudelltius.
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After the great check, Attila, "having lost confidence in
figlltiag," returned to his own land, and then with renewed
strength invaded 1taly.l Aquileia, the city of the Venetian
march, the city which two hundred years before had endured
with bravery and constancy the terrible siege of the barbarian
tyrant Maximin, now fell before the Huns, and was razed to
the ground, never to rise again ; in the next century hardly a
trace of it could be seen. Verona and Vicentia did not share
this fate, but they were exposed to the violence of the Scythian,
while Ticinum and Mediolanum were compelled to buy from the
invader exeinption from fire and sword.
But the Hun was suddenly induced to retreat; the lands
south of the Po, and Eome herself, were spared the humiliating
sight of the presence of the Scythian shepherds. According
to the generally received account, the thanks of Italy were on
this occasion owed not to the general Aetius but to the bishop
of Rome. Aetius, now unaided by his Visigoths and other
German allies, is said to have dreamed of departing with Valentinian to Byzantium; but Leo I. with two noble Romans,
Avienus and Trigetius, visited the camp of Attila, perhaps
near the south shore of Lake Garda, and the majesty of the
C'liurch persuaded the barbarian to withdraw. The story is
surronndecl with a legendary halo ; the apostles Peter and Paul
ale said to have appeared to Attila, and by their threats terrif i r d him into leaving Italian soil.2
The fact of the embassy cannot be doubted; but that it
was the sole cause which brought about the departure of the
Huns cannot be admitted. I t is not in itself probable that
lieathen Attila, the enemy of Christendom, would have cared
for the tllunders or the persuasions of the Church ; and a
trustworthy authority hands down another account, which does
not conflict with the circumstance of the embassy, but gives a
rational and evidently correct explanation of the true reasons
which induced Attila to receive the embassy favourably. " The
Huns," says Itlatins, '<are stricken by strokes from heaven,
111

460 Italy suffered from a severe

the interposition ofcelestial beings; and
some indulgence is due to a fable which
tilliall 111 (ed. Haenel), 31st January has been represented by the peucil of
451, obscoenissiman~,fa?,aen~per totn71~ Raphael and the chisel of Algardi."
I t r ~ l i a ~desaevisse.
n
(Gibbon.)
' I The safety of Rome might deserve

famine ; see Novel xxxii. of Valpn-
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partly by faniine and partly by disease ; moreover, they are
slain by auxiliary troops, which were sent by the Emperor
Marcian, under the leadership of Aetins. . . . And being thus
subdued, having made peace with the Ro~nans,they all returned
to their own abodes." '
Thus the position of the Huns was untenable in northern
Italy ; famine and pestilence thinned their ranks, and the troops
of Aetius, which had been sent from Mnrcian, harassed them.
Thus Aetins was not slrulking or preparing to flee ; with a force
too small to venture an open battle, he was vexing the host of
the destroyers. Attila was glad to make peace, he had obtained sufficient booty to satisfy him, and he yielded graciously
to the arguments or entrea.ties of Leo ancl Avienus.
Attila survived this Italian expedition only one year. He died
of the bursting of an artery, and in the morning his attendants
found the bride whom he had married the night before sitting
beside his bed in tears. Sonie said that he was "stabbed by
the hand and knife of a woman." "
" I t is a saying," writes Gibbon, "worthy of the ferocious
pride of Attila, that the grass never grew on the spot where
his horse had trod. Yet the savage destroyer undesignedly
laid the foundation of a republic, which revived, in the feudal
state of Europe, the art and spirit of commercial industry."
But there was another benefit as well as the doubtful foundation
of the city of St. Mark that Attila conferred undesignedly on
Europe,-a spiritual benefit. I t was the need of opposition to
hirn that first awoke the idea of a Roman and Teutonic Europe
in the West; it was under the dread of his unshapely shadow
that it first dawned upon Ronians and Tentons that they had
a common cause. Greece alone fought at Salamis ; republican
Rome alone fought at Metaurus and Zama; iiliperial Rome
alone held the Euphrates against the Persian Sassanid ; bnt both
Boinans and Teutons, both Romania and Germania (not
Gothia alone), fought side by side on the Mauriac Plain.
As the death of Attila followed hard upon his defeat,, the
death of Aetius followed hard upon his victoiy. His reward
Do the words pariterquc i ?scdibus
~
suis et caelestibus playis et per Alnrcin77i ssribigu~ctur ezercitnn~imply t h a t

the troops of Marcian invadecl Hmlland ?
? lIarcellinus ; 454 A.D.
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for supporting Valentinian's Empire was, that he should fall by
Valentinian's hand ; his fate was like that of Stilicho, and due
to a similar cause, the cabal of certain persons who were jealous
of his power and had influence at court.'
Maxiinus, a noble and powerful man, who had been twice
consul, entertained enmity against Aetius, the master of soldiers
in Italy. He discovered that Hernclius, a eunuch who had
very great influence with the Emperor, was also an enemy of
Aetius, and wished, like himself, to oust the general from power ;
accordingly, lie conspired with him, and they persuaded the
Emperor that he would perish at the hands of Aetius, unless he
hastened to slay him first.
" I t was fated that Valentinian should pull down the bulwark of his own governnient ; so he admitted the representation
of Maximus, and devised death against Aetius." Even when
the general was in the palace, laying his account before the
Emperor and reclioning up the moneys that had been collected
by taxation, Valentinian suddenly leaped from the throne and
accused him of treason, perhaps of seeking the Empire for his
scn Gaudentius. Not allowing him time to defend himself,
he drew his sword, and rushed upon the defenceless officer, who
was at the same moment attacked by the chamberlain Heraclius. Thus perished the patrician and consul Aetius
Aetizcm Placidus ~lzactnvitseazivir Enlens 3; and some one afterwards aptly remarlied, it is said, to the Emperor, " You have cut
off your right hand wit11 your left." Who was now to oppose
the Vandals ?
Tlie assassination of Aetins led directly to the assassination

'-

'

I follow t h e account of John of son of Aetins, probably Gandentins,
Antioch (fr. 201, 1, 2), because I hold with one of the Emperor's daughters.
that he followed Priscus. That Maxi- He attribotes t h e f o m s odiorun~t o
lnos played a part i n the fall of Aetius the eunuch Heraclios.
is confirmed by Marcellinus : Y a l c x t i ~ ~ i '
21st Sept. 454. Boethius, thepraemus dolo Mazimi patrieii c z ~ j l ~ctiwz
s
toria11 prefect, was slain at the same
frattde Aetius pcrierat, etc. The story time, even as Heraclius afterwards
of Valentinian's adultery with the wife
of Maximus cannot be accepted as his- shared the fate of Valentinian (Prosper).
torical. The Balmasian fragment, attri- Idatius mentions the "jugulation " of
buted by Muller to J o h l ~of Antioch aliqzti honorati.
Sitlonius Apollinaris, Pan. Avit.
{fr. ZOO), i n which the story is related,
1s ]lot genuine, ancl probably comes 3.59. Placidus means Valentinian-an
from lost parts of tho history of John allusion to his mother's name.
lIalalas. Prosper mentions that Aetius
See the spurious frng. of John of
and yalentinian had agreed abont the Antioch (200 etl. lluller) ; also procop.
marriage .if their childl.en-that is of a Ilcll. Tand. i. 4.

'
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of Valentinian, of which the most authentic acconnt has been
preserved by the historian John of Antioch. I t will be best
to 1:armte it in his own words.
"And after the rnurder of Aetius, Valentinian slew also Boethius,
tlie ~refect,who was a very dear friend of Aetins. And having exposed
their bodies unburied in the formu, he inlniediately suninlonecl the senate,
,~nclbronglit rnany charges against the inen : this was a precaution against
,L revolt on account of the fate of Aetins.
And BIaximus, after tlle cleat11
of Aetius, ~vontto Valentinian, seeking to be pronloteil to the consulship ;
, ~ n df,liling it he desired to obtain the rank of patrician, but in this too
waq foiled by Heraclins, who countervailecl the aims of hlaxiinus and
l~ersnailedValentinian that being well rid of the oppressive iniinence of
Aetias lic ought not to transfer his power to Maximus. Thwarted in
botli his wishes, Alaximus was wroth, and he sent for two Scythians
(Hnns), brave i n war, namecl Optila ancl Thmnstila, ~~7110hacl fought
campaigns wit11 Aetins, and were intinlate with Va1entinian.l When he
,net them pleclges were exchanged, anil he accused the Eniperor of the
riinrder of Aetius and advised them to take vengeance on him, suggesting
that they would win very great advantages by justly avenging the victiln.
" A few clays later, it seemed good to Valeiltiilian to ride in the
(Jampus Martius with a few guards, accompaniecl by Optila and Thraustila. and their attendants."ilil
when he dismounted and proceeded to
1)r:tctlse archery, Optila and those with him attacked him.3 Optila struck
Valer~tinianon the temple, and when tlie prince turned to see .ivllo struck
Iiinl, tlealt him a second blow on the face and fellecl hiin. And Thraustila slew Heraclius And the two assassins taking tlie imperial diadem
and the horse llasteiled to &laxiinus. . . . They escaped all punishnient
for their deed. Bot a strange marvel llappenecl to tlie corpse of Valentinisu. A swnrrn of bees lit upor1 it, ancl drained and wlpecl away all
the blood that flowed from it to the gronnd. Thn.; died Valentinian,
having lived thirty-seven years "

The death of Aetius and the death of Valentinian, which
were causally in close connection, were grave misfortunes for
the West. The strong man who might have opposed the imminent danger from the Vandals, and the weak man whose mere
existence maintained the Imperium, were removed ; there was
no general to succeed Aetius as there was no member of the
Theodosian house to succeed Valentinian. Marcellinus speaks

'

Prosper notices that Valcntinian
was imprudent enough to cultivate intimacy with the friends of Aetius-tc.t
inlefccti Aetii amicos armigerosptc.ccjus
sibimct ro?asocirrrct. Gregory of Tours
calls Optila Orc~lu bzccellc~rizts Actii,
" mardvmau of Aetius."
Idatius notices Ihat the nrmy stood
round-esereilzc ci~cfa~,z~tr6~itd.

3 The place of the deed was called
the Two Laurels : &uov Gdo Ga@vGv
(Chro?~.Pasch.), ad duas laur;; (Prosper). He had left the
Laurel
l'alace " (Lailretlin) of Ravenna to be
slain bet~vecnthe laurel trees in tllc
Canll~us.
4 16th >larch 455 (Prosper).
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of the Patrician Aetius as "the great safety of the western resnlus), the terror of King
public '' (magna occidentalis ~~cipublicae
Attila ; " and with him the Hesperian realm fell, and up to the
present day has not been able to raise its head." We cannot
disagree with this judgment; the death of Aetius marked a
distinct stage in the dismemberment of the wastern provinces.
But we must not leave out of sight the importance of the death
of his master Valentinian without male offspring. A legitimate
heir of the Theodosian house might have prevented some of
nt
the troubles which befell Italy in the days of C o ~ ~ Bicirner
and the array of Emperors whom he pulled dom or set up.

CHAPTER IX
.

THE CHURCH I N THE FIFTH CENTURY

INthe fourth century the Church had to solve two problems ;
one was political and the other theological. The political
problem was to determine the relation of the Church to the
Imperium; the theological problem was to determine the
relation of the Son to the Father. At the end of the fourth
century both these questions had received general solutions ;
and these very solutions gave birth to new problems whicli
agitated the fifth century.
I. Whether Constantine the Great was personally a Christian
is a point that is open to dispute. The evidence seems to
show that his religion was a syncretistic monotheism, he
was content to see the Deity in the Sun, or in Mithras, or in
the God of the Hebrews. The important point, however, i?
that he did not break with the old Roman ritual ; although, as
Constantine, he may possibly have been a Christian before he
died, as Emperor he was a pagan. H e extended special
favour to the new religion, but the general line of his policy
was toleration.
Constantius conceived a political idea which was a distinct
advance on his father's system, the idea of a close union between the Irrperium and the christian Church, but of such a
kind that the Church should be entirely dependent on the
Emperor. Herein he anticipated the policy of Justinian ; he
wished to concentrate all things in imperial absolutism. Ammianus speaks of him as wearing on all occasions the cothurnus
of imperial power (inzperatoriae auctoritatis cothurnurn abique
custodiens). I n order to realise his idea it was desirable to

a unity in the Church itself, which was rent asunder
by the schisnl of Arius; and Constantius' interference took
the forill of adoptmg the formula that the Son mas of like
essence (1~o.ilzoiousios)with the Father-a compronlise between
the ho71ao-ousios (of snwte essence) of Athanasius and the
heteyozcsios (of other essence) of Arius. This intermediate
formula of Sirnlium could not stand ; it was merely a way of
avoiding the difficulty ; but Constantius carried it at the time,
in spite of much opposition, by his personal influence. His
policy is further characterised by his persecution of Athanasius,
whose stability and power in the Church stood most in the
way of the designed unification.
The depression of the Church under the pagan Julian,
whose reign was the last glimmer of the ancient faiths, only
strengthened it. And just as Julian's championship of the
dying cause furthered the victorious creed, so the patronage
which the Emperor Valens bestowed on the less deep doctrine
of the Godhead, the doctrine of Arius, went far to strengthen
the deeper, less easily comprehensible homo-ousian belief of
Athanasius, which prevailed in the West.
Gratian and Theodosius the Great completed the union of
the Church with the Imperium. Their edict in 380 officially
adopted Athanasianism, the creed of Damasus, bishop of Rome ;
and the councils of 3 8 1 (at Constantinople and Aqnileia) defined one creed for the universal Church. But the union of
State and Church could not be looked on as complete, as long
as the official religion of the Empire, as distinguished frorn the
personal religion of the Emperor, was not christian. Gratian
had abdicated and abolished the office of Pontifex Maximus ;
but an act of the pagan party in Rome in 3 8 4 brought the
question to a crisis. The restoration of the altar of Victory in
the senate house, which Constans had removed, was requested
by the senate. Symmachus, prefect of the city, addressed a
petition of this purport tovalentinian 11; it was rejected through
the influence of Ambrosius, bishop of Milan. But the decision
of the young Valentinian was not so important as the attitude of
Theodosius, Emperor in the East. The revolt of Eugenius, which
was directly connected with the pagan party in Rome, and aimed
at restoring the religious custonls of the old Imperium, rendered
a declaration on the part of Theodorl~snecessary ; he took the
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side of Ambrose and Valentinian. The defeat of Eugenius
combined the Church and State closer than ever, and the
penance of Tlieodosius at Milan indicated that if the Church
mas not to be first, at least i t was not to be second. At the
same time the State entered upon a path of intolerance, and
heretics were esteenled as guilty and as dangerous as pagans ;
it may be said that the last spark of religious freedom was
contained in the law of Valentinian I1 in favour of Arians,
passed in 386. Alxnost at the same time we have the earliest
example of a State inquisition in the prosecution of Priscillian
by Maximus (3 8 5).
Thus at the end of the fourth century the Roman Irnperium
rl-as christian, and at the same epoch the Church had asserted
her independence. The bishop of Rome, as the successor of
St. Peter, was the head of the Church, and the weakness of the
Empire in the West increased his power and confirmed his independence, while from Constantillopolitan interference he was
quite free. But the geographical distance from Constantinople
had also another effect; i t contributed to rendering the Patriarch
of Constantinople and the eastern churches independent of the
bishop of
The oriental and occidental churches had a
tendency to separate along with the political systems to whicll
they belonged ; and consistent with this tendency was the desire
of the Patriarch of Constantinople, which in the fifth century
became the most important city in the world, to free himself
from the jurisdiction of Rome. I n order to do so he naturally leaned on the power of the Emperor, whose ecclesiastical
authority was further increased by the fact that his capital was
the Patriarch's residence, whereas the independence of the
bishop of Rome was aided by the fact that the Emperors
resided at Milan or Ravenna.
The result was that in the West the ecclesiastical hierarchy
was independent in spiritual matters, and afterwards attained
secular power, but in the East the Church and the Irnperium
were closely allied, the Church being dependent on the E r n p e r ~ r . ~
This was a leading feature in the Byzantine world. The
Note that a t first the rivalry was
between Alexandria and Rome, afterwards between New Rome and Old
Komc.
The Emperor was regarded in the
East as c l ~ < l o \1r\\1t11
~
n \t.nli llo~ltifical

character. He was considered (like the
bishop of Rome i n the West) the
cessor of St. Peter. Gasquet has some
good remarks on this subject in hi
recent work, L'cmyire by:n~~ti?bel I('
?)io?~n~ehie
f r r o c ~ l t e , ~ I I 23-33.
.

Elllperor was the head of the three hierarchies, the Church,
tile army, and the civil service ; and his position depended on
the allegiance of all three. The consent of the Church was
officiallyrecognised as a condition of elevatioil to tlle throne by
tlie introduction of the ceremony of coronation. Leo I. was
the first Emperor crowned by the Patriarch.
The career of John Chrysostoni illustrates the power and
the ~veaknessof the Patriarchs: and it was his defeat in a long
struggle mith the court that mainly determined the subsequent
relations between the imperial and the patriarchal palace:;. I n
one respect the Patriarchs obtained a new holcl on the sovereigns during the fifth century, when the cixstom of coronation
became indispensable, and Euphemius made use of this power
to extort a confession of faith from Anastasius ; but Anast~sius'
treatment of the same hierarch some years later shows how
subordinate tlle representative of spiritual was to the holder of
temporal power. The opposition of Chrysostom to Eudosia
naturally suggests tlie opposition which An~broseof Milan presented to the Empress Justina. I n both cases the populace
sided vith the bishop ; but Anibrose defied the Einpress with
impunity and carried the day, while the Patriarch of Constantinople was not strong enough even to avoid punishment.
11. The p e a t controversy between Arius and Athanasius
concerned the relation of Christ to the Father. Arius adopted
the rationalistic and easier doctrine that their essence was not
the same ; the Son had a beginning. Athanasius held that their
essence was the same ; the Logos was God, co-eternal mith God
the Father.
The question might be raised whether this controversy was
really of importance for the future of mankind, whether its
interest is more than merely ecclesiastical, or is only of
historical note in so far as it affected the immediate politics of
fourth century; whether in fine, if Arianism had survived,
the spirit of the world would have been much altered. I
conceive that its importance is world-historical, and that the
of Athanasianism, representing the triumph of a distinct
A special cause which in tlie fifth
and sixth centuries tentled to \yeaken
tile position of tlle Patriarclis, but in
tile later 131npil.e no longer existed, was
tllc rillPo itloll anrl jealousy of ttlc

powerful sees of Alexanclria and Antioch.
"he
subject of Arialiism has been
treated in an admirable and el,?\-,-rlte
work by :11.. H. M. Gwatkin.
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idea, is of just as great consequence to the general historian as
to the ecclesiastical specialist. The very essence of Christianity
m,~sat stake. For the special power of Christianity depended
on tlie idea of Christ, and the doctrine of Arius tended to
depress Christ, as less than God, a tenciency which, if it had
prevailed, would have ultimately banished Christ prematurely
from the world. For the whole significance of Christ, or the
Logos, was contained in his Divinity.
Soon after the final decision of the Church (3 81) that the
Son was co-essential with the Father, the political divergence
of the East and West began. The western and eastern Churches
henceforward underwent each a different development, and the
controversies which distrac~edthem were of a different kind.
The western Church held fast by the Athanasian cloctrine,
and was not concerned to probe it further; its divines turned
from the rare air of the sphere of the Absolute to anthropological questions concerning original sin, faith, and works.
The tendency of eastem theologians was always metaphysical.
They could not rest content with the general symbolnnl
that the Son was " of one substance with the Father "; they
must detern~inetlie exact mode of this coincident identity and
difference.
And thus in the fifth century tlie eastern Churcll embarked
in a series of cliristological controversies as bitter as the Arian.
How vere the two natures, tlie hunzan and the divine,
combinecl in Christ-this was the problem of Christology. We
can see from the mere statement of the question that two
opposite views would necessarily arise according as the human
or the divine nature were emphasised.
Early authorities hacl contented themselves with vague
phrases to espress the union of the natures, such as nzixtz~~e,
inwcaviny, cl~velopc. But such phrases were unsatisfactory,
because they were vague. The problem was to find a category
of the
which could express the union and avoid the conf~~sion
two natures-" an unconfounded nature-union," r 3 . a 6 y ~ v ~ 0 9
+ U C L K ? \ ~ ~ V W C L P ,as Atlianasius said.
The two opposite schools of tlie fifth century which swerved
It may be noticed t h a t simultaneously with these controversies there
were virulent disputes over the writ-

(hings of the great Origen, b u t
g!~listic question is of purely ecclc5iast ~ c a linterest.

from the rigid mean line of orthodoxy on either side were the
scliools of Nestorius and Eutyches. But the spiritual fathers
of iZTestorianism and Erdychianisn~ were Tlieodoros of Jlopsuestia and Apollinaris of Laodicea, nlen who did not, like the
eponymous propagators of tlie heresies, take an active part in
party contention.
Apollil~aris explained the nature of Christ on this wise.
Tile nature of a humall individual, he saicl, consists of body,
soul, and spirit (rrvci?pa); the natnre of the Divine nlan
consists of body, soul, and logos,-logos, not spirit, for spirit
implies free will, and thereby the possibility of change.
I n opposition to this theory, which did not ascribe complete
humanity to Christ, Theodore of Mopsuestia founded a llew
christological theory, which ascribed to Christ the fulness of
humanity, including a free will, but a mill higher than mere
choice. TO explain the union of the two natures he adopted
the category of inhabitation, ~ O ~ ~ C Lthe
P category
;
of beconzing
("the Word became flesh ") he judgecl rightly to be inadequate
for philosophical purposes. But the main point is tha.t
he. -.
.. -assumed two persons, whom in-their union he esteemed one
person, illustrating this junction by man and woman being
one flesh ; whereas Apollinaris blendecl two natures-the
human clipt of certain elements, nanlely the pneumatic-in
one person.
The theory of Theodore was taken up by Nestorius,l bishop
of Constantinople, and the controversy turned especially upon
what was really an incidental corollary of the maill cloctrine,
namely, whether Mary should be called Mother of C+od, or, as
Nestorius held, only Mother of Christ; and thus the word
Theotokos (Mother of God) became the catchworcl of the controversy. The Nestorian heresy was crushed at the council of
Ephesus in 431, chiefly through the energy of Cyril of Alexandria, the most influential opponent of Ne~torius.~
-

I L3'lslnnius
'
succeeded the mild and
courtly Atticus, whose soul cared for
other things than controversy, in 426,
and was succeeded by Nestorius in 42;.
Nestorius, like Chrysostom, was n presbyter of Antioch. H e was a man of
surprising e r l e ~ g y ; we may call i t
fanaticism. Hc was only five clays
I'atriarch when he burned down the
ellurch in which the Arians used to hold

clnndestine serrices ; a11d he promised
to present TheoJosius wit11 the kingdom of heaven on condition t h a t he
purified the Cllurch of heretics.
Both Cyril ant1 Nestorills appealed
t o Celestine the bishop of Rome ; hnt
mhile Cyril adroitly deferretl to his
superior Imowlerlge and iligility, Kestorius assumed the attitude of an equal.
It was Celestine's duty and pleasure t o
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One of the niost vehement anti-Nestorians mas Eutyches ;
his zeal against the heresy of the two persons made him rebound
into the opposite extreme and promulgate the doctrine that
there was only one nature in Christ, the doctrine of monophysitism. H e did not clearly see that the tenet of two
natures does not imply the tenet of two persons; he did not
understand the category of hypostasis ; being, as Yope Leo I.
wrote in his celebrated Dogmatic Epistle to Flavian, "very
imprudent and exceedingly,unskilled."
This Dogmatic Epistle was the basis of the symbolum of
orthodox doctrine, the zcnio I~ypostaticn,or unity of person in
both natures, laid down at the ecunlenical council of Chalcedot (451). That council, at which the Emperor Marcian
presided, condemned monophysitism, of which the real originator was Apollinaris. The value of this doctrine turns evidently
on the category of I~ypostasis,which seems to have received a
new shade of meaning since it was used by Athanasius.
Athanasius rejected hypostatic union, for he understood thereby
merely substn~~tialunion, which seenied to confound the substances. The hypostasis of Chalcedon is not substance;. it is a
category higher than substance, but is not yet the subject of
modern philosophy ; we lnay perhaps render it a,pproximately
by personal subst~*ate.
We must iriake a remark on the attitude of Theodosius 11.
Cot,h he and his father were religious men, and took a great
interest in ecclesiastical affairs. But i t cannot be said that
Theodosius was consistent either in orthodoxy or heterodoxy.
Before the synod of 43 1 he was a partisan of Nestorius, and
wrote rather sharply in answer to the appeaIs of Cyril ; afterwards he colnpletely deserted to the opposite side.' In the
side with the deferential and orthodox
Patriarch of Alexandria ; and Nestorius
was condemned by a synod of Italian
At
bishops held ill Rome (430).
Ephesus more than 200 bishops deposed
the Patriarch of Constantinople, with
whom Joha~lrles the Patriarch of Antioch sided, and wl~omthe Emperor
Theodosius was long disl~osedto favour.
After many intrigues and indecent
scenes, Theodosius recognised the acts
of the synod and the condemnation of
Sestorius ; and in 433 Johannes was
Pulclleria was
1 I ronciled with Cyril.
tl~roughout opposell to Nestorianism,

but Eudocia seems to have been inclined
to it. Cyril left no stone unturned to
win the favour of the court, sendil~g
presents to Pulcheria, to influential
ministers, and to court ladies.
From a letter of Theodosius to
Cyril i t is clear that there was rivalry
and disunion a t the court between
Endocia ancl Pulcheria, and that the
ecclesiastical parties endeavoured to
take advantage of this : fi r i v a e i x ~
Xbyov ?repa phv rpds +pas ~ a ir i v
e b u e j 3 e u ~ d r ~ vAdyoL;urav E 6 8 o ~ i a v r i v
<p+v udpj3~0v& ~ ~ u r t X X e Erepa
~ u , 82 ~ p d s
r+v &i)v d8sh@+v r+v ~ d a . A d y . IlouX-
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Eutychian strife, which was not decided until the reign of his
successor Marcian, he was a partisan of Eutyches, who held
dianietrically opposite views to the Nestorians. I n this he was
probably influenced by the favourite eunuch Chrysaphius, who
patronised Eutyches, as Eutropius had patronised Chrysostom.'
Dyophysitism became, by the cour?cil of 451, the recognised
doctrine of the whole christian Church, but the heresies
lingered on, Nestorianism especially in the far east, Eutychianism in Alexandria, Palestine, and Armenia. I n the reigns of
Leo and Zeno the scandalous acts of violence committed by
both the orthodox and the nionophysites in Alexandria under
Timothy the Weasel (monophysite), who was deposed by Leo,
and Timothy Salophakialos, who succeeded him, and in Antioch,
under Peter the Fuller, became so serious that a new attempt
at union was demanded. I n the struggle of Basiliscus and
Zeno the religious question played an important part, and the
restoration of Zeno was a triumph for orthodoxy. Zeno and
the Patriarch Acacius, in order to effect the desired union,
manufactured the Henotikon, a symbolum which was intended
to reconcile both parties by veiling the point at issue. I t was
expressly stated that Christ was both God and man, in accordance with the doctrine of Chalcedon ; but the word " ~izture"
was diligently avoided, and an indirectly slighting allusion to
the council of Cllalcedon was inserted to win the monophysites.
This half measure (which reminds us in its spirit of the
llomoiousian doctrine of the preceding century) not only
failed to satisfy either party, but was a live coal blown
xeplav el p+ Gr~ovoeiv+pBs 31jOqs .fi 61x0- Rome. Those who are interested in
CK rGv T ? ~ US ~ BS E O U C ~ E ~the
~ P monophysitic struggles may conypappdrwv; (Harduin, Cowcilia,i. 1341). sult the Memoirs of the Patriarch
V O ~ B E L V$ A X L C ~ S

Compare Guldmpenning, Das ostro- Dioscorus, written in Coptic and trans?~~ischc
Xeich, p. 294 sq.
lated by E. RBvillout (Revue E ~ ! / ~ ~ O I .
I must refer the reailer to an eccle- 1880, 1882, 1883), the Ethiopian Chronsiastical history for an account of the ,icle of Johannes of Nikiou, written
events of 449 -the Robber-Synod of about 700 A.D., and published by
Epliesus, a t which Flavian (Patriarch Zotenberg in Journal Asiatiquc, seventh
was condemned, the series, vol. x. xii., and the Eeel. History
of C~nstantino~de)
violence of Dioscorus, who out-Cyriled (in
Syriac) of Zacharias of Rlitylene
Cyril, the edifying spectacle of bishops
(died before 553), published by Land in
compelled to write their names on a twelve
books (of which Three to Seven
paper which was to he filled in afterwards. The Eutycliianism of Theo- are genuine), as well as the Brcz;iurin~?/a
dosius caused an unpleasant difference of Liheratus. See the monograph of
of opinion between l~irnselfand his son- G. Krbger, Afonophysitischc Streitiyill-law Valentinian 111, whose opinions kciten i77, Zusam~nc7tha~zgemit d o
wcrc guided by Leo, the bishop of h%chspolitik(Jena, 1884).
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between the eastern and western Churches, unquenched for
thirty years. I n this schism the rivalry of the see of Rome
and the see of Constantinople comes to a climax, and represents the opposition of the East and West. During
the first half of the fifih century the western Church had, as
it were, come of age; it was no longer dependent on the
Greeks for its theology. Jerome's translation of the Scriptures and Augustine's new theological system had set occidental Christendom on an independent path of development
h a d , we may say, founded Latin Christianity.
Simplicius was Pope when the Henotikon of Zeno was published (482). A special circumstance tended to widen the
breach which was caused by the opposition of Simplicius to
Acaci~~s.I n the same year Timothy S n l ~ ~ h a k i a l oPatriarch
s,~
of Alexandria, died, and two rivals for the vacancy appeared,
John Talaias, who was actually consecrated bishop, and Peter
the Stammerer, who was favoured by Zeno. The rejected
Talaias repaired to Rome and laid his case before Simplicius,
who took his part. Soon after this Simplicius died, and Felix
11, his successor, prosecuted the opposition to Constantinople
with vehement energy. The legates whom he sent thither
were induced, by inlprisonment and threats, to recognise the
appointment of Peter, whereupon Felix, informed of the circumstance by the " sleepless " monks, who were strong pillars
of orthodox Chalcedonism in Byzantium, held a council at
Eoine (484), at which he deposed the apostate legates from
their bishoprics, and excommnnicated Acacius. It would have
been dangerous for any one to deliver the sentence of excommunication openly to the Patriarch, and a secret stratagem was
adopted. I t was pinned to the back of Acacius as he was
officiating in St. Sophia, and a few moments afterwards he
retorted the sentence on Felix, thus placing his power on a par
with that of the bishop of Rome.
The schism%ontinued after the deaths of Felix and Acacius,
during the reign of Anastasius, who, though not unquestionably
1 -4rrnrrlinu
- - - .-- - .D to Ducanre.
" . this word
means "with a white bandage or turban !+a~iaAos=fasciola, and aaAos, a
fictltions word for white). This does
not seem likely. I propose to read
Salakophialos, and to translate " coxcomb-sleek " (+taAos, from +rap6s, p
-~

becoming- h on account of the precediilg A).
"he
most recent work on this schism
is G. Schnurer's essay (in Grauert's
Historisehes Jcbhrbuch, ix. 251 sqg. 1888),
Die politische Stellung des P(zpsttuiias
zur Zeit Theoderiehs Jes gross el^.
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like Zeno, adopted Zeno's Henotikon. At this time
the Ostrogoths ruled in Italy, and the Popes were thus independent of the Emperor, and able to resist his authority.
Felix was succeeded by Gelasius, who emphatically insisted on
the precedence of the Roman see as the highest spiritual
authority on earth ; we may refer especially to his letter to the
bishops of Dardania. His successor, Pope Anastasius, was a
milder man, like his namesake the Emperor, and more conciliatory, but the bitterness broke out again in the episcopate of
Hormisdas, and was not finally allayed until 5 19, the year after
Anastasius' death, when the new Emperor Justin inaugurated
an orthodox reaction.
This pacification was a victory for
Rome; the names of Acacius and Peter the Stammerer were
erased from the diptychs of Constantinople.
DONATISM
AND PELAGIANISM.-It has already been noticed
that the foundations of Latin Christianity, or western Catholicism, as well as the foundations of the German kingdoms, were
laid in the first half of the fifth century. It is not our business here to go into the work of Augustine and Jerome, whose
varied activity chiefly contributed to the creation of an independent western Church with a Latin theology. But we
must briefly notice the suppression of the schisms of Donatuv
and Pelagius, against both of which the bishop of Hippo was a
leading combatant.
Britain was said to have been fertile in tyrants ; Africa may
be said to have been fertile in schisms ; at least there was no
part of the Empire which was more rent and riven by the
divisions and the furies of religious sects. I n the fourth century the followers of Donatus had been men of strict and pure
morals, and presented an edifying contrast to the demoralisation that infected the orthodox Church ; but pride in their own
sanctity led to a holy contempt for all who were not of themselves, and ultimately to a fanatical hatred which doomed
Catholics and other sects to the flames of hell. They were
higllly objectionable to the civil power, nor was the saying of
Donatus forgotten, " What has the Emperor to do with the
Church ? " But in Africa they had force on their side. The
Donatism, as Ziegler says (Cesch.
Christlichen Ethik, ii. 189), was
ein Protest gegeil die Verweltlichung
VOL. I

fy

der Kirche." Donatus was not a heretic ; he disagreed with the Church
only on questions of discipline.
0
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rich proprietors lived in constant fear of bands of men, who
were called circu~ncellions and threatened their possessions an3
their lives. These men were socialists, infected with religious
fanaticism. Having suffered from the stress of the times, they
desired to introduce into society an equality, by which they
could profit, and regarded themselves as the instruments of
divine vengeance. They posed as the protectors of slaves, and
used clubs in their deeds of violence, because Christ had said
to Peter, " P u t up thy sword." I n 348, when the Donatists
were threatened by the military power, they enlisted the circumcellions to fight in their cause. Julian favoured the
Donatists, perhaps because Constantius had oppressed them;
but Gratian deprived them of the right of holding services
(3'7'7). I n 405 severe laws were passed against them, and in
4 1 1 the great public controversy took place, in which the
dialectic of Augustine won the victory -according to the
judgment of the tribune Marcellinus, who. was appointed to
arbitrate-over the Donatist Petilian.' After this judgment,
which Honorius confirmed, severe penalties were enforced ; the
Donatists were persecuted, but they continued to exist as an
unquiet factor, and probably assisted in the conquest of Africa
by the Vandals.
But in the last twenty years of St. Augustine's life (410430) the great question of the day was the problem of predestination and free will. Pelagius, born of a Roman family in
Britain, propounded, and his friend Celestius supported, the
doctrine that man's will is free ; that God has given us the
capacity for good, but that the will and the performance are
our own. The doctrine was oppgsed by Orosius and Augustine ; it was condemned by synods in Africa ; it was condemned
by Innocent, bishop of Home; it was condemned by his
successor Zosimus, who had at first exonerated Pelagius and his
views from blame. I n 418 an imperial rescript ordained that
all Pelagians should be banished, and their theory was afterwards rejected at the general council of Ephesus. Thus the
wisdom of the Church condemned the deadly doctrine of free

'

Augustine wrote controversial
works against Donatism, and also an
alphabetical psalm (Abecedarius) giving a history of the schism (see Ebert,
Allg. Gesch. der Literatus. dm Mittel-

alters i m Abendlande, i. p. 242) ; but
perhaps the most important work on
the subject is the de Schismate Donatistarum of Optatus, bishop of Milevis
(about 370 A . D . )
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>Yill, and the most learned and earnest theologians did not
fro111 the possible consequence of the denial of moral
responsibility.
On consideration it can hardly be denied that the view of
Pelagius was fraught with peril to Christianity. If man is
born as sinless as Adam was before the fall, and if his will is
free, there is no inconsistency in assuming that many may
pass their lives utterly devoid of sin; and thus there may be
righteous men in the world who need no redemption, men who
can dispense with the work of Christ and the consolation of
Christianity. Such a position was extremely dangerous, and
Augustine naturally adopted the more consistent and simple
doctrine of Christian fatalism, which in later ages assumed the
form of Calvinism.
But in this controversy the question was argued on the
platform of the understanding; and the view of Augustine
won, not because his metaphysical armoury was better, but
because he and those who embraced his view had more authority? As each party embraced one horn of the antinomy and
rejected the other, the question itself could not be rationally
decided, any more than a controversy between men who
regard' space as finite and men who regard i t as infinite.
Reason knows that both the doctrine of free will and the
doctrine of necessity are defective and therefore false ; and
that true freedom does not conflict with necessity, but that
necessity is only a moment in it. But in the fifth century the
As I have not studied the controversial writings of St. Augustine, I
cannot decide whether he had any
rational glimpse of the higher freedom.
I t is always hard for a layman to feel
quite certa~nthat he has comprehended
the technicalit~esof theological phraseology or penetrated the inmost mazes
of theological n~ystery,but as far as I
can gather from the &isquisitions of
Hefele, Milman, and Robertson, Augustine and the Church-however much
they may have been inwardly filled
with a religious consciousness of ithad uo philosophical idea of true freedom. W. Gass, in his Geschichte der
christlichen Ethilc (1881), i. has a good
account of the controversy. Of Augustfne's own theory he s'ays (
159):
Genarer angesehen versetzt crie Lehre

Augustin'sdieganze SchweredesUnheils
in den ersten Act des Ungehorsanls,
diesen steigert sie sammt seinen unermesslichenFolgen zu einem Mysterium
des Abfalls (ineffabilis apostasia), um
dann zweitens die Erbsunde als eine
mit der Fortpflanzung gegebene Verdorbenheit in die Natur selber zu verlegen. Dieser plotzliche Sturz aus der
Thatlichkeit in die Erblichkeit und
Verdammlichkeit ist der dunkle und
noch nzemals aufgehellte Punkt seines
Systems, von welchem alles Weitere
abhangt." See also Ziegler, Gesch. der
christl. Ethik (1886), ii. p. 212 sqq.,
and Jodl, Gesch. der Ethik i n der
7ieueren Phzlosophie, p. 57 sqq. Jodl
remarks that Augustine gave up the
Pauline dualism of the sensual and
spiritual nature of man.
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opponents did not, rise to the point of view of reason ; and
when Cassian of Massilia* tried to compro~nisebetween the two
views by mixing a little of one with s little of the othersemi-pelagianism-it
was really as if one tried to solve the
antinomy of Zeno by blending an element of the finite nature of
space with an element of its infinity, though the former mixture
might not have been on the face of it so absurd.
On Cassian, see Ziegler, op. cit. ii. books, entitied Collntioncs, he attempts
208. I n his twelve books, de coenobio- to systematise the monastic morallty
rum institutis,and in his twenty-four of his time.

CHAPTER X
LIFE AND MANNERS IN THE FIFTH CENTURY

THE life of the higher classes at Constantinople was distinguished by its oriental richness and 1uxury.l To some small
extent this oriental colouring may have been due to direct
eastern influences affecting Byzantium during the fourth
century, but in the main it was merely the splendour of Old
Rome translated to the palaces of New Rome. To begin with
the Emperor, a rich purple dress enveloped his whole body,
wrought dragons shone on his silken robes, and a golden diadem
set with precious gems adorned his head. His golden chariot was
drawn by white mules, whose harness glittered with the same
metal, and when he drove out men gazed in wonder at the
sheen of the purple and the gold, the whiteness of the mules,
and the revolving plates of gold which gleamed in the sun.as
the car to which they were attached moved along. The
caparisons of his horse were of gold, and as he rode, seated on
a saddle white as snow, through the city or the neighbouring
country, he was accompanied by imperial guards who carried
spears with golden tips and shields with golden centres
encircled by golden eyes. And i t was not only the Emperor
whose appointments were enriched with the most precious of
the metals ; his courtiers and attendants and all men of opulence used it in ornamenting their saddles and bridles, their
belts and their boots; their garments were of gold-threaded
Sea the evidences on this subject
collected from the works of Chrysostom
by his editor Montfaucon (vol. xix.)
To be precise, I should have added the
Words, "in the eastern provinces of the

Empire" to the title of the present
chapter, which makes no pretension to
be exhaustive,and may be supplemented
by the details to be found in Bk. i.
cap. 2, and in Bk. ii caps. 2 and 3.
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silk, their carriages were covered with gold or silver, their
servants were tricked out with golden ornaments.
Many
rich nobles possessed ten or twenty mansions and as many
private baths; a tl~ousand, if not wellnigh two thousand,
slaves called them lord, and their halls were thronged with
eunuchs, parasites, and retainers.
I n their gorgeous houses
the doors were of ivory, the ceilings lined with gold, the floors
inlaid with mosaics or strewn with rich carpets ; the walls of
the halls and bedrooms were of marble, and wherever
commoner stone was used the surface was beautified with gold
plate. Spacious verandahs and baths adjoined the houses.
The beds were made of ivory or solid silver, or, if on a less
expensive scale, of wood plated with silver or gold. Chairs
and stools were usually of ivory, and the most homely vessels
were often of the most costly metal; the semicircular tables or
sigmas, made of gold or silver, were so heavy that two youths
could hardly lift one. Oriental cooks were employed; and at
banquets the atmosphere was heavy with all the perfumes of
the East, while the harps and pipes of musicians delighted the
ears of the feasters.
These are some of the details which may be gleaned from
the writings of Chrysostom respecting the luxurious life of the
great and opulent men of his time, which was so revolting to
him that it drove him in the direction of social communism.
In the preceding chapters many things have been related in the
course of the narrative which illustrate the manners and morals
of the age, and they need not be repeated here. I t is hardly
necessary to say that Christianity had not been able to do very
much towards refining the character of theatrical representations1
or improving the morality of green-rooms. Chrysostom complained of the lewdness prevalent in theatres and the obscenity
of the songs that delighted the audiences; he was specially
scandalised by the exhibition of women swimming. We must,
however, remember that Chrysostom was unusually austere. I t
surprises us somewhat to learn that the habit was kept up in

' M.

Sathas considers that in the
days of Theodosius I1 the first foundations were laid for the conciliation of
the Church and the theatre. Malalas
mentions that Theodosius erected
theatres; Dioscorus, Patriarch of Alexandria, left money for theatres. See

Sathas, ' I U T O P L K~~OYK

~ ~ L Ompl
Y

700
Bsff~pov~ a ~ lr j ~s O U U L K ~TOY
~ S Bu{av~iv~v

(Venice, 1878), p. 289. The heretic
Arins conceived the idea of creating a
theatre in his church, writing the
dramas himself; hence 6 evpehl~dswas
used in the sense of heretic, ib. p. 7.
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society of permitting courtesans to exhilarate or
weddings with their presence. As to the amusements of the Emperor and the nobles, we know that they
used to hunt in the neighbourhood of Byzantium. Theodosius I1 was passionately fond of riding, and it was probably
in his reign that the game of tzukan or polo was introduced
at Constantinople, if we may trust the evidence of a very
late writer,' who states that he laid out a tzukanisterion,
or polo-ground, in the precincts of the palace. The game
was perhaps derived from the Huns, who were accomplished
riders.
The oriental court life which was developed at Byzantium
with an elaboration which, perhaps more than anything else, gave
that city its peculiar flavour, was stigmatised by the Neoplatonic
bishop Synesius, in the speech he delivered before the
Emperor Arcadius, as one of the evils that endangered the
weal and safety of the Empire. The concern of the Emperors
for their dignity, he said, and their fear lest they should become
ordinary mortals if their subjects beheld them often, lead to the
result that they see and hear as little as they well ca,n of those
things by which the wisdom of life is acquired ; they live in a
sort of sensual retirement, and their soul is a mist. He compares this life to the life of oysters, or of lizards which peep
out occasionally on a hot day; and likehs the small and stupid
men by whom the monarch is surrounded to peacocks flaunting
their colours. The motive of this retirement, he insists, is the
wish to appear more than man.
As nothing, perhaps, is more effective in conveying an idea
of the ways and manners of an age than the actual words of a
contemporary narrator describing the unimportant details of a
journey or an enterprise, I have thought i t well to give a tolerably
literal translation of the narrative of Marcus the deacon, recounting what befell Porphyrius, bishop of Gaza, when he and

'

Codinus, p. 81. Basil, the Macedonian, improved and enlarged the
ground. u+arpl{u as well as T{uKavl{W
was used of playing t z u k a l ~ ,thus we
read of Ramanus (Theoph. Contin. 472)

right in his conjecture that tzukan
( = tschewkan)is a Persian word, the conjecture that the Romans borrowed the
game directly from the Huns falls
to the ground, but the Persians
~ a T$
l GelXy hv r { w a v c u r ~ p l o+arpluas
~
themselves may have borrowed i t
w r b rCv ~ O K I ~ ~
W aY l~ U B C L ~ W V ~ a i from Tartaric races.
T ~ X X ~ TOITOUS
K ~ S V L K + ~ SIf
. Hammer is
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others visited Constantinople, including an account of tile
baptism of Theodosius 1I.l
The bishops set sail from Caesarea and reached Rhodes in
ten days, where they visited a holy hermit named Procopius,
who was gifted with second sight, and told them all that
would befall them when they should arrive at Byzantium.
The voyage to Byzantium occupied likewise ten days. Having
secured lodgings, they visited the Patriarch John Chrysostom
on the morrow of their arrival. "And he received us with
great honour and courtesy, and asked us why we undertook
the fatigue of the journey, and we told him; and when he
learned the reason he recollected that on a former occasion
we made this petition by letter, and recognising me [Marcus]
greeted ilie kindly. And he bade us not to despond but to
have hope in the mercies of God, and said, ' I cannot speak
to the Emperor, for the Empress excited his indignation against
me because I charged her with a thing which she coveted and
robbed. And I am not concerned about his anger, for it is
themselves they hurt and not me, and even if they hurt my
body they do the more good to niy soul. . . . To-morrow I
shall send for the eunuch Amantius, the castrensis (chamberlain) of the Empress, who has great influence with her and is
really a servant of God, and I shall conlmit the matter to him,
U o~ou8daar).'
and if God consents all mill go well ( T ~ V ZXer
Having received these injunctions and a recommendation
to God, we proceeded to our inn. And on the next day we
went to the bishop and found in his house the chamberlain
Amantius, for the bishop had attencled to our affair and had
sent for him and explained it to him. And when we came
in, and Anlantius was told that we were. the persons of whom
he had heard, he stood up and did obeisance to the most holy
bishops, inclining his face to the ground, and they, when they
were told who he was, embraced him and kissed him. And
the most holy archbishop John bade them explain orally their
affair to the chamberlain. And the most holy Porphyrius explained to him all the concernment of the idolaters, how
licentiously they perform the unlawful rites and oppress the
This narrative, which is but little
known, is contained in Marcus' Lift of
Porphyrius, which was printed by

Haupt in the Abhandlul~gen of the
Berlin Academy for 1879.
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Christians. And Amantius, when he heard this, wept and was
filled with zeal for God, and said to them, 'Be not despondent,
fathers, for Christ can shield His religion. Do ye therefore
pray, and I will speak to the Augusta. And I trust in the
God of the Universe that He will show His mercy according to
his wont.' With these injunctions he departed, and we having
conversed on many spiritual topics with the archbishop John,
and having received his blessing, withdrew.
" The next day the chamberlain Amantius sent two deacons
to bid us come to the Palace, and we arose and proceeded with
all expedition. And we found him awaiting us, and he took
the two bishops and introduced them to the Empress Eudoxia.
And when she saw then1 she saluted then1 first and said, ' Give
nie your blessing, fathers,' and they did obeisance to her. Now
she was sitting on a golden sofa. And she says to them,
' Excuse me, priests of Christ, on account of my situation, for I
was anxious to meet your sanctity in the antechamber. But
pray God on my behalf that I may be delivered happily of the
child which is in my womb.' And the bishops, wondering at
her condescension, said, ' May He who blessed the wombs of
Sarah and Rebecca and Elizabeth, bless and quicken the child
in thine.' After further edifying conversation, she said to
them, ' I know why ye came (2ulcdhrl.re), as the castrensis
Amantius explained i t to me. But if you are fain to instruct
me, fathers, I am at your service' (lcfhedffa~e). Thus bidden,
they told her all about the idolaters, and the impious rites
which they fearlessly practised, and their oppression1 of the
Christians, whom they did not allow to perform a public duty
(pfr~heeiv~ + + ~ K L O VTOXLTLK~V)
nor to till their lands 'from
whose produce they pay the dues to your imperial sovereignty.'
And the Empress said, 'Do not despond; for I trust in the
Lord Christ, the Son of God, that I shall persuade the king
to do those things that are due to your saintly faith and
to dismiss you hence well treated. Depart, then, to your
privacy, for you are fatigued, and pray God to co-operate with
my request.' She then commanded money to be brought, and
gave three darics apiece to the most holy bishops, saying, ' I n
the meantime take this for your expenses.' And the bishops
took the money and blessed her abundantly and departed. And

' ~a~a8uvausedova~v.
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when they went out they gave the greater part of the money
to the deacons who were standing at the door, reserving little
for themselves.
"And when the Emperor came into the apartment of the
Empress, she told him all touching the bishops, and requested
him that the heathen temples of Gaza should be thrown down.
But the Emperor was put out when he heard it, and said, ' I
know that city is devoted to idols, but it is loyally disposed in
the matter of taxation and pays a large sum to the revenue.
If then we overwhelm them with terror of a sudden, they will
betake themselves to flight and we shall lose so much of the
revenue. But if it must be, let us afflict them partially,
depriving idolaters of their dignities and! other public offices,
and bid their temples be shut up and be used no longer. For
when they are afnicted and straitened on all sides they will
recognise the truth ; but an extreme measure coming suddenly
is hard on subjects.' The Empress was very much vexed at
this reply, for she was ardent in matters of faith, but she merely
said, ' The Lord can assist his servants the Christians, whether
we consent or decline.'
" We learned these details from the chamberlain Amantius.
On the morrow the Augusta sent for us, and having first
saluted the holy bishops according to her custom, she bade
them sit down. And after a long spiritual talk, she said, ' I
spoke to the Emperor, and he was rather put out. But do not
despond, for, God willing, I cannot cease until ye be satisfied
*4nd
and depart, having succeeded in your holy purpose.'
the bishops made obeisance. Then the sainted Porphyrius,
pricked by the spirit; and recollecting the word of the thrice
blessed anchoret Procopius, said to the Empress : ' Exert
yourself for the sake of Christ, and in recompense for your
exertions He can bestow on you a son whose life and reign you
will see and enjoy for many years.' At these words the
Empress was filled with joy, and her face flushed, and new
beauty beyond that which she already had passed into her face ;
for the appearance shows what passes within. And she said,
' Pray, fathers, that according to your word, with the will of
God, I may bear a male child, and if it so befall, I promise
you to do all that ye ask. And another thing, for which ye
1

~aravvyels.
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ask not, I intend to do with the consent of Christ; I will
found a church at Gaza in the centre of the city. Depart then
in peace, and rest quiet, praying constantly for my happy
delivery; for the time of my confinement is near.'
The
bishops commended her to God and left the Palace. And
prayer was made that she should bear a male child; for we
believed in the words of Saint Procopius the anchoret.
"And every day we used to proceed to the most holy
Johannes, the archbishop, and had the fruition of his holy
wcjrds,' sweeter than honey and the honey comb. And Amantius the chamberlain used to come to us, sometimes bearing
messages from the Empress, at other times merely to pay a
visit. And after a few days the Empress brought forth a male
child, and he was called Theodosius after his grandfather Theodosius, the Spaniard, who reigned along with Gratian. And
the child Theodosius was born in the purple (b r1j ~ o p $ d p ~ ) ,
wherefore he was proclaimed Emperor at his birth. And there
was great joy in the city, and men were sent to the cities of
the Empire, bearing the good news, with gifts and bounties
(Xapiupa~a).
" But the Empress, who had only just been delivered and
arisen from her chair of confinement, sent Amantius to us with
this message : ' I thank Christ that God bestowed on me a son,
on account of your holy prayers. Pray, then, fathers, for his
life and for my lowly self, in order that I may fulfil those
things which I promised you, Christ himself again consenting,
through your holy prayers.' And when the seven days of her
confinement were fulfilled, she sent for us and met us a t the
door of the chamber, carrying in her arms the infant in the
purple robe. And she inclined her head and said, ' Draw nigh,
fathers, unto me and the child which the Lord granted to me
through your holy prayers.' And she gave them the child that
they might seal it (with Gods signet,). And the holy bishops
sealed both her and the child with the seal of the cross, and, offering a prayer, sat down. And when they had spoken many words
of heart-pricking ( K ~ T ~ Y U & F )the
,
lady says to them, ' Do ye
h o w , fathers, what I resolved to do in regard to your affair 1'
[Here Porphyrius related a dream which he had dreamed the
night before ; then Eudoxia resumed :] If Christ permit, the
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child will be privileged to receive the holy baptism in a few
days. Do ye then depart arid compose a petition and insert
in it all the requests ye wish to make. And when the
child comes forth from the holy baptismal rite, give the
petition tc; him who holds the child in his arms; but I
shall instruct him what to do, and I trust in the Son of God
that He can arrange the whole matter according to the will of
His loving kindness.'
Having received these directions we
blessed her and the infant and went out. Then we conlposed
the petition, inserting many things in the document, not only
as to the overthrow of the idols but also that privileges and
revenue should be granted to bhe holy Church and the
Christians ; for the holy Church was poor.
" The days ran by, and the day on which the young Emperor
Theodosius was to be illuminated (+wrl~eaOac,i.e. baptized)l
arrived. And all the city was crowned with garlands and
decked out in garments entirely made of silk (dXoaqprtc&v)and
gold jewels and all kind of ornaments, so that no one could
describe the adornment of the city. One might behold the
inhabitants, multitudinous as the waves, arrayed in all manner
of various dresses (~avrolaq16Caq Iparlwv f'vaXX&rrovra). But
it is beyond my power to describe the brilliance of that pomp;
it is a task for those who are practised writers, and I shall proceed to my present trne history. When the young Theodosius
was baptized and came forth from the church to the Palace, you
might behold the exceIlence of the multitude of the magnates
( ~ ~ o ~ f y o v ~ Cand
v w vtheir
)
dazzling raiment, for all were dressed
in white? and you would have thought the multitude was
covered with snow. The patricians headed the procession
(TPO~~OGVTO),
with the illustres and all the other ranks, and the
military contingents, all carrying wax candles, so that the stars
seemed to shine on earth. And close to the infant, which was
carried in arms, was the Emperor Arcadius himself, his face
cheerful and more radiant than the purple robe he was wearing, and one of the magnates carried the infant in brilliant
apparel (f'v Xaprp+ 2 ~ 8 4 7 ~ ) . And we marvelled, beholding
such glory.
Usedespeciallyof theinnerspiritual
grace of baptism. + w ~ r r ~ l j p ~meant
ov
a
ba tistery.
Thernsrtyrs, represented in mosaics

on the south wall of the nave of S.
Apollinare Nuovo i n Ravenna as walki n procession from the palace, are all
arrayed i n white.
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" Then the holy Porphyrius says to us : ' If the things which
soon vanish possess such glory, how much more glorious are the
things celestial, prepared for the elect, which neither eye hath
beheld nor ear heard, nor hath it come into the heart of man
to consider.'
And we stood at the portal of the church, with +he document of our petition, and when h3 came forth from the baptism
we called aloud, saying, ' W e petition your Piety,' and held
out the paper. And he who carried the child seeing this, and
knowing our concernment, for the Empress had instructed him,
bade the paper be showed to him, and when he received i t
halted. And he commanded silence, and having unrolled a
part he read it, and folding it up, placed his hand under
the head of the child and cried out, ' His majesty has
ordered the requests contained in the petition to be ratified.'
And all having seen marvelled and did obeisance to the
Emperor, congratulating him that he had the privilege of
seeing his son an emperor in his lifetime; and he rejoiced
thereat. And that which had happened for the sake of her
son was announced to the Empress, and she rejoiced and
thanked God on her knees. And when the child entered the
Palace, she met it arc: received it and kissed it, and holding it
in her arms greeted the Emperor, saying, ' You are blessed, my
lord, for the things which your eyes have beheld in your lifetime.' And the king rejoiced thereat.
And the Empress,
seeing him in good humour, said, ' Please let us learn what the
petition contains that its contents may be fulfilled.' And the
Emperor ordered the paper to be read, and when it was read,
said, ' The request is hard, but to refuse is harder, since it is
the first mandate of our son.' "
The petition was granted, and Eudoxia arranged a meeting
between the quaestor, one of whose offices was to draft the imperial rescripts, and the bishops, that all the wishes of the latter
might be incorporated in the edict. The execution of it, which
was invidious and required a strong hand and will, was
intrusted to Cynegius, and the bishops returned to Palestine,
having received considerable sums of money from the Empress
and Enlperor, as well as the funds which the Empress had
Promised for the erection of a church at Gaza.
This narrative is extremely interesting. I t gives us a con-
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crete idea uf the manner in which things were done, and of the
kind of little dramas that probably lay behind the greater
number of the formal decrees and rescripts contained in the
Codices of Theodosius and Justinian. The wonder of the
provincial bishops at the splendid apparel of the great of the
earth, their edifying spiritual conversations with the Empress,
with the eunuch, and with the archbishop, the ruse of Eudoxia
to compass the success of the petition, all such details help
us in attempting to realise the life of the time; while the
hesitation of the pious Arcadius to root out the heathen
" abominations" because the heathen were respectable taxpayers shows that even he, when the ghostly and worldly
policies of the Empire clashed, was more inclined to be the
Emperor than the churchman.
As a favourable example of an educated Byzantine of noble
position we may take Anthemius, who became Emperor in the
West as the colleague of Leo I., and who was the grandson of
that prefect Anthemius who guided the State through the
critical period following the death of Arcadius. He knew
Latin as well as Greek, and a knowledge of Latin was very
necessary for a politician, as it was still the official language
throughout all the Empire. Yet acquaintance with the imperial language was beginning already to decline in the eastern
provinces, and the fact that Pulcheria knew it was considered
deserving of especial remark. Sallust, Livy, Tacitus, Plautns,
and Virgil were among the books that Anthemius studied, so
that he was quite at home in the society of the cultivated
senators of Old Rome, when he resided there as Emperor.
But if he had studied the Latin language and delighted in the
Roman literature, he had not put away from himself the Greek
love of speculation and mysticism. He dabbled in theosophy
and magic, and this propensity gave him a bad name in Rome.
He loved to surround himself with sorcerers, and with men
who held strange opinions ; pagans and heretics were more
welcome guests than orthodox Christians. One of his best
friends was Severus, a pagan magician who had lived at Alexandria and made his house the resort of spiritualists, brahmans, a,ld theosophists; and it was said that Severus was
wont to ride on a fiery horse which emitted sparks as it
gallol~ed. Another of his friends, Philotheus, was an adherent
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of the sublime or impious doctrine of Macedonius, which held

that the Holy Ghost was not a person but a thing spread
nenerally through nature-somewhat
like the Earth-spirit in
Goethe's Paust. The bishop of Rome felt himself obliged to
interfere with the meetings which Philotheus held in that city
to propagate his doctrine.
Let us now turn to the city of the Ptolemies, Alexandria-onNile, where life was as busy, as various, and as interesting as
ever. Here Ptolemy Soter had established his " brilliant palace
and court, with festivals which were the wonder of the world."
The city," writes Mr. Mahaffy, " was adequate by the largeness and splendour of its external experience. We have it
described in later times as astonishing the beholder not only
with its vastness-to wander through its streets, says Achilles
Tatius, is an & J ~ ~ ~f ' Or rF~ 8 ~ ~taking
i a , a tour without leaving
home-but with the splendour of the colonnades which lined
the streets for miles and kept the ways cool for passengers;
with the din and bustle of the thoroughfares, of which the
principal were horse and carriage ways, contrary to the usual
Greek practice; with the number and richness of its public
buildings; and with the holiday and happy air of its vast
population, who rested not day and night, but h&d their streets
so well lighted that the author just named says 'the sun
did not set, but was distributed in small change-+jhro~ /ca.ra/cep~ a ~ i ~ o v - t illumine
o
the gay night.' The palaces and other
royal buildings and parks were walled off, like the palace at
Pekin [and that at Constantinople], and had their own port
and seashore; but all the rest of the town had water near it
and ship traffic in all directions. Every costume and language
must have been met in its streets and quays. I t had its
fashionable suburbs, too, and its bathing resorts to the eastCanopus, Eleusia, and Nicopolis; to the west its Necropolis.
But of all this splendour no eyewitness has left us in detail,
what we are reduced to infer by conjecture." 1
The Romans found no city in the Empire so difficult to
govern as that of the quick-witted and quick-tempered Alexandrians ; the streets were continually the scene of tumults
between citizens and soldiers, and revolts against the augustal

' Greek LiJe and Thought, p. 197.
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prefects. "While in Antioch, as a rule, the matter did not go
beyond sarcasm, the Alexandrian rabble took on the slightest
pretext to stones arid cudgels. I n street uproar, says an
authority, himself Alexandrian, the Egyptians are before all
others ; the smallest spark suffices here to kindle a tumult. On
account of neglected visits, on account of the confiscation of
spoiled provisions, on account of exclusion from a bathing
establishment, on accourlt of a dispute between the slave of an
Alexandrian of rank and the Roman footsoldier as to the value
or non-value of their respective slippers, the legions were under
the necessity of charging among the citizens of Alexandria.'jl
Instead of healing the discords and calming the intractable
temper of this turbulent metropolis by diffusing a spirit of
amity and long-suffering, the introduction of Christianity only
gave the citizens new things to quarrel about, new causes for
tumult, new formulae and catchwords which they could use as
pretexts for violence and rioting. I t was only in Alexandria
that such acts as the destruction of the Serapeum or the cruel
death of Hypatia could take place.
An account of the latter event falls within the limits of our
period, and I have reserved it for this chapter, as it illustrates
the nature of the Alexandrian atmosphere.
Hypatia was the daughter of Theon, the great mathematician:
who was a professor at the Museum or university of Alexandria.
Trained in mathe~natics by her father, she left that pure air
for the deeper and more agitating study of metaphysics, and
probably became acquainted with the older Neoplatonism of
Plotinus which, in the Alexandrian Museum, had been transmitted untainted by the later developnlents of Porphyrius
and Iamblichus. When she had completed her education
she was appointed to the chair of philosophy, and her
Mommsen's History ofRo?ne, vol. v.
Provinces under the Empire (ii. p. 264,
English tra~~slation).
His scholia on Euclicl are extant.
He used to lecture on the writings of
Hermes Trismegistus and Orpheus, and
was probably a mystic as well as a
mathematician.
Plotinus and his master Ammonins
Sakas belonged to the university, while
the later Neoplatonists were not con~~ectecl
with it. This point-Hypatia's

affiliation to Plotinns-is due to W. A.
Meyer, whose careful little tract, "Hypatia von Alexandria" (1886), has
thrown much light on the subject,
though Hypatia has been the subject
of many tracts. I have followed his
conclusions, which seem based on a
just view of the fragmentary evidence
that remains. Hoche (Philologus, xv.
1869) showed that the supposed journey
of Hypatia to Athens is based on a
mistranslation of Suidas. The date of
her birth was about 370.
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extraordinary talents, combined with her beauty, made
her a centre of interest in the cultured and aristocratic
circles at Alexandria, and drew to her lecture-room crowds
of admirers. Her free and unembarrassed intercourse with
men and the publicity of her life must have given
rise to many scandals and backbitings, and her own sex doubtless looked upon her with suspicion, and called her masculine
and immodest. She used to walk in the streets in her
academical gown (rp@wv, the philosopher's cloak) and explain to any person who wished to learn, difficulties in Plato
or Aristotle.' Of the influence of her personality on her
pupils we have still a record in the letters of Synesius of
Cyrene, who, although his studies under her auspices did not
hinder him from going over to Christianity, always remained
at heart a semi-pagan, and was devotedly attached to his instructress. That some of her pupils fell in love with her is not
surprising: but Hypatia never married, though a later tradition
made her the wife of a heathen philosopher, Isidorus.
The real cause of her tragic fate, which befell her in March
41 5, is veiled in obscurity. We know that she was an intimate
friend of the pagan Orestes, the prefect augustalis of Egypt ;
and we could be sure, even if we had not the testimony of
Suidas, that she was an object of hatred to Cyrillus, the Patriarch
of Alexandria, both because she was an enthusiastic preacher of
pagan doctrines and because she was Orestes' friend. Moreover, she was murdered just' after the great conflict between
Orestes and Cyril, in which the Jews played an important
part.
The Alexandrian bishop was already very powerful, and
Cyril, who succeeded to the chair in 412, aimed at attaining
the supreme power in the city and reducing the authority of
the imperial prefect to a minimum. The opposition of the
I follow sfeyer's translation of a
passage in Suidas.
One of her pupils is said to have
declared his passion for her, and the
tale went that she exorcised his desire
by disarranging her dress and displaying T A uL;ILPoXOY7 5 s d ~ a e d p r o uyevv+usws:
"This, young mall," she said, ' I is what
You are In lovewlth, and notl~ingbeautiful." This story, recorded by Suidas,
was vithout doubt a contemporary
VOL. I

scandal, and indicates whet exaggerated
stories were circulated about the independence and perhaps the freespokenness of Hypatia. One cannot help acknowledging, however, that the anecdote
is ben trovato, for such cynicism or
eynismwould bethe logical conue uence
of an extremely consistent ~ e o 3 a t o n ism, with its contempt for matter and
the human body.
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Jews to the bishop brought matters to a crisis, for when, on
one occasion, they saw a notorious creatclre of Cyril present in
an assembly, they cried out that the spy should be arrested,
and Orestes gratified them by inflicting public chastisement on
him. The menaces which Cyril, enragcd by this act, fulminated against the Jews led to a bloody vengeance on the christian
population. A report was spread at night that the great
church was on fire, and when the Christians flocked to the spot
the Jews surrounded and massacred them. Cyril replied lo
this horror by banishing all Hebrews from the city, and allowing the Christians to plunder their property, a proceeding which
was quite beyond the Patriarch's rights, and was a direct and
insulting interference with the authority of Orestes, who
immediately wrote a complaint to Constantinople. At this
juncture 5 0 0 monks of Nitria, sniffing the savour of blood and
bigotry from afar, hastened to the scene. These fanatics insulted Orestes publicly. one of them hitting him with a stone ;
in fact the governor ran a serious risk of his life. The eulprit
who hurled the missile was executed, and Cyril treated his
body as the remains of a martyr.
It was then that Hypatia seems to have fallen a victim in
the midst of these infuriated passions. As she was returning
home one day she was seized by a band of men, led by a
certain Peter, who dragged her to a church and, tearing off her
garments, hewed her in pieces and burned the fragments of her
body. The reason alleged in public for this act of barbarity
was that she hindered a reconciliation between Orestes and
Cyrillus ; but this, of course, was only a pretext, and the real
reason, as Socrates tells us, was envy. Whether the motive of
Cyrillus in instigating this murder-for that he was the instigator may be considered almost certain-was a grudge against
Hypatia herself, or whether, as has been suggested: he intended
by her assassination to wound another person (Orestes or
Synesius) we cannot determine.
I n my opinion we shall do most wisely to consider that the
conflict of Orestes with Cyril was exacerbated by the fact that
Orestes was really, though not openly, a heathen, and that
By W. A. Meyer, op. cit. For the
' Guldenpenning (Gesch. des ostromischen Reichs, p. 225) reckons the death of Hypatia, see Socrates, Vll.
number of Jews at Alexandria at this 14.
period about 200,000.
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Cyril wished it to appear that the struggle was not merely the
collision of rival authorities or conditioned by his own ambition,
but rather a strife of the christian Church with the " Hellenic "
society of Alexandria. Hence Hypatia, as a prominent pagan
teacher and as the intimate friend of Orestes, was sacrificed in
order to lend this aspect to the conflict; and the sacrifice was
all the more grateful to the bishop as it was a personal blow to
his enemy.
Such was Alexandria at the end of the fourth and the
beginning of the fifth century, when Christianity was in conflict with paganism ; in the latter half of the fifth century it
was as turbulent as ever, but the conflict was then among
Christians themselves-various
sects of monophysites and
orthodox Chaleedonians.
Let ns now glance for a moment at Antioch-on-Orontes, the
fanlous capital of another great successor of Alexander, and in
christian times a city of note as the seat of one of the great
Patriarchs of Christendom. " I n no city of antiquity," says
Mommsen, "was the enjoymellt of life so much the inail1 thing
and its duties so incidental as in ' Antioch-upon-Daphne,' as
the city was significantly called, somewhat as if we ~houldsay
' Vienna-upon-Prater.' For Daphne was a pleasure-garden
about five miles from the city, ten miles in circumference,
famous for its laurel trees, after which it was named, for its old
cypresses, which even the christian Emperors ordered to be
spared, for its f l o ~ i n gand gushing waters, for its shining
teniple of Apollo, and its magnificent much-frequented festival
of the 10th August." Its chief street, nearly four and a half
miles long, stretched straight along the river, and a covered
colonnade afforded shade from sun or rain. Its streets were
brilliantly lighted at night, and the supply of water, it has
been remarked, was so good that there was no fighting at the
public baths. Moinmsen, comparing it with Alexandria,
observes that "for enjoyment of life, dramatic spectacles,
dining, pleasures of love, Antioch had more to offer than the
city in which ' no one went idle.' " I t was a gay and corrupt
place. Julian had abhorred it for its corruption and Christianity, and it had abhorred Julian for his paganism and austerity.'
Syria was the home of actors, singers, ballet -dancers, and
See Julian's Jlisopogoir.
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circus clowns, as well as of eloquent theologians ; and tlie
heart of Chrysostom was distressed in vain for the depravity
of the Antiochian amusements. l Whcn riots occurred the
causes were generally connectecl with the circus ; and though
the men of Antioch, like the men of Alexandria, had sharp
tongues, they were generally content with using them, and did
not proceed to anything more violent. I11 Antioch, as well as
in Alexandria, it may be observed the Jews formed an
important element of the population, which, not counting
slaves and children, numbered about 2 0 0,O 0 0.
The situatJionof Antioch, however, was not so fortunate as
that of its rival. I t was fourteen miles from the coast, and
thus had not the advantage of being a seaport; and it was
liable to be shaken by frequent and violent earthquakes, which
ultimately proved its ruin.
Antioch does not seem to have been a resort of pagan^.^
In the fourth century, indeed, Libanius may be mentioned as a
pagan of Antioch, but in the fifth century probably very few
non-Christians of a serious type were to be found there. If a.
writer of Antioch were named, we might guess with considerable certainty that he was a Christian, just as we niight guess
that a writer of Athens was a pagan. An Alexandrian author,
except he were a theologian, would more probably be a pagan
than a Christian; a Byzantine author would more probably
be a Christian than a pagan. As for a native of Asia Minor,
the chances in regard to his faith would be about equal.
As a contrast to the highly civilised life of the PLoman
Empire, it will be well to take a glimpse at the primitive
manners of the Huns, as they impressed a contemporary
12oman, whose account of an embassy to Attila in the year 448
has been preserved. As the narrative, which I have translated freely, with some omissions, is of considerable length, a
separate chapter may be devoted to it.
A good deal can be gleaned from
Chrysostom's homilies about the manners of Antioch. Pickpockets ("rutpurses") used to frequent the churches.
Superstition was rife, and tlie place
was fnll of jugglers and sorcerers, who
practised incantations and studied

genethlialogy. I n his Stz~diennus demn
classisehc~~
Alterthum (1881), A. Hug
has an interesting essay on Antiorh, in
special reference to the revolt of 387 A.D.
In the sixth century i t was deemed
worthy of being re-christened Theupolis, "the city of God."

C H A P T E R XI
A GLINPSE OF HUN LIFE

THE historian Priscus accon~paniedhis friend Maxinlin on an
embassy to Scythia or Hunland in the year 448, and wrote a
full account of what befell them. Of this account, which
has been fortunately preserved, the following is a free
translation :" W e set out with the barbarians, and arrived a t Sardica, whicll is
thirteen days for a fast traveller from Constantinople. Halting there we
considered i t advisable to invite Edecon and the barbarians wit11 h i m t o
dinner. T h e inliabitnnts of the place sold u s slleep and oxen, which n e
butchered, and prepared a meal. I n the course of the feast, as the
barbarians landed Attila and we landed the Emperor, Bigilas remarked
that i t was not fair to compare a nlan and a gocl, meaning Attila by the
man and Theodosius ljy the gocl. T h e H u n s grew escited and hot a t
this remark. But me turned the conversation i n another direction, and
soothed their wounded feel~ngs; and after dinner, when we separated,
hlaximin presented Edecon and Orestes with silk gmments and Indian
gerns.
" IVhen we arrived a t Naissus we found the city deserted, as though
i t had been sacked ; only a few sick persons lay i n the churches. W e
halted at a short distance from t h e river, i n a n open space, fbr all the
ground adjacent to the bank was full of the bones of nien slain i n 1vi1r;
On the nlorrom we came to the station of Aginthens, the co~nnlander-inchief of the Illyrian a r n ~ i e s(mngister miZitmn per IZly~.ic~iin),
who was
posted not far from Naissus, to announce to hiin the iniperinl cornmancls,
and to receive five of those seventeen deserters, about who111 Attila had
written to t h e Emperor. V V e had a n interview with hirn, ancl having
I have used the text of Priscns in
Muller's E'mq. Hist. Gmec. vol. iv. I t
may be 5vell to warn readers that the
Latin translztion al)pended cannot be
implicitly trusted.
rep1 &Y ' A r ~ l j At.yhyparro
~
(p. 78).

In 3Iiiller's Latin translation under the
text these words are mistranslated de
qziibzis nd Attilawr scripserat. r b rap&
'ArrfiAa ypdyyara (fr. 7, p. 76) is ie-

ferred to.
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treated the deserters with kindness, he committed then1 to us. The next
day we proceeded from tlle district of Naissnsl towards the Danube,
we entered a covered valley 117ith nlany bends and windings and circuitous
l'aths. We thought we were travelling due west, but when the day
dawned the sun rose in front; and some of us unacquainted with the
topography cried out that the sun was going tlle wrong way, and portending unusual events. The fact was that that part of the road faced the
east, owing to the irregularity of the ground. Having passed these rough
places we arrived nt a plain which was also well wooded. At the river
we were received by barbarian ferrymen, n h o rowed us across the river
in boats made by themselves out of single trees hewn and hollowed.
These preparations had not been nlade for our sake, but to convey across
a company of Hnns ; for Attila pretended that he wished to hunt in
Roman territory, but his intent mas really hostile, because all the
tleserters had not been given np to him. Having crossed the Danube,
antl proceeded with the barbarians about seventy stadia, we were compelled to wait in a certain plain, that Eclecon and his party might go on
ill front and inform Attila of our arrival. As we were dining i n the
evening we heard the sound of horses approaching, and two Scythians
arrived with directions that we were to set out to Attila. We asked
then1 first to partake of our meal, and they disnionnted and made good
cheer. On the next day, under their guidance, we arrived at the tents of
Attila, which were numerous, about three o'clock, and when we wished
to pitch our tent on a hill the barbarians who met us prevented us,
because the tent of Attila was on low grouncl, so we halted where the
Scythians desired. . . (Then a message is received froin Attila, who
was aware of the nature of their embassy, saying that if they had nothing
further to communicate to him he would not receive them, so they
relucta~tlyprepared to return.) When the baggage had been packed on
the beasts of burden, and we were perforce preparing to start i n the
night time, messengers came from Attila bidding us wait on account of
the late hour. Then nlen arrived with an ox and river fish, sent to us
by Attila, and when we had dined we retired to sleep. When i t was day
we expected a gentle and courteous message from the barbarian, bnt he
again bade us depart if we had no further mandates beyond what he
already knew. We made no reply, and prepared to set out, though
Bigilas insisted that we should feign to have some other commnnication
to make. When I saw that Maximin was very dejected, I went to Scottas
(one of the Hun nobles, brother of Onegesins), taking with me Rusticins,
who understood the Hun langnage. He had come with us to Scythia,
not as a member of the embassy, but on business with Constantins, an
Italian whom Aetius had sent to Attila to be that monarch's private
secretary. I informed Scottas, Rusticins acting as interpreter, that
Maxirnin will give him many presents if he would procure him an interview with Attila ; and, moreover, that the eml~assywill not only conduce
to the public interests of the two powers, but to the private interest of

.

l Here is another mistranslation in
Milller's Latin version, d x b ~ r j vdplwv
XaYuooO, a montibus Naissi (!).
I

mention these instances to show that
the translation must be used with
caution.
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~negesins,for the E~nperordesired that lle should be sent as an amhassador
Byzantiuin, to arrange the disputes of the Huns and Romans, and that
there he would receive splendid gifts. As Onegesius was not present it
was for Scottas, I said, to help us, or rather help his brother, and at the
same time prove that the report was true which ascribed to him an
inflnence with Attila eynal to that possessed by his brother. Scottas
monnted his horse and rode to Attila's tent, while I returned to Maximin,
and found him in a state of perplexity and anxiety, lying on the grass
Bigilas. I clescribed my interview with Scottas, ancl bade hinl make
preparations for an audience of Attila. They both jumped up, approving
of what I had done, and recalled the men who had started with the
beasts of burden. As we were considering what to say to Attila, and how
to present the Emperor's gifts, Scottas came to fetch us, and we entered
Attila's tent, which was surrounded by a multitude of barbarians. We
found Attila sitting on a wooden chair. We stood a t a little distance
and Maximin advanced and saluted the barbarian, to whom he gave the
Emperor's letter, saying that the Enlperor prayed for the safety of him and
his. The king replied, I t shall be unto the Romans as they wish it to
be unto me,' and immediately addressed Bigilas, calling him a shameless
beast, and asking him why he ventnred to come when all the deserters
had not been given u11.l .
LLAfter
the departure of Bigilas, who returned to the Empire (nominally to find the deserters whose restoration Attila demanded, but really
to get the money for his fellow-conspirator Edecon), we remained one day
in that place, and then set out with Attila for the northern parts of the
country. We accoinpanied the barbarian for a time, but when we reached
a certain point took another route by the command of the Scythians who
conducted us, as Attila was proceeding to a village where he intended to
marry the daughter of Eskam, though he had many other wives, for the
Scythians practised polygamy. We proceeded along a level road i n a plain
and met with navigable rivers-of which the greatest, next to the Danube,
are the Drecon, Tigas, and Tiphesas-which we crossed i n the monoxyles,
boats made of one piece, used by the dwellers on the banks : the smaller
rivers we traversed on rafts which the barbarians carry abont with them
on carts, for the purpose of crossing morasses. I n the villages we were
supplied with food-millet
instead of corn, and mead (piSos), as the
natives call it, instead of wine. The attendants who followed us received
lnillet, and a drink made of barley, which the barbarians call kam. Late
in the evening, having travelled a long distance, we pitched our tents on
the banks of a fresh-water lake, used for water by the inhabitants of the
neighbouring village. But a wind and storm, accompanied by thunder
and lightning ancl heavy rain, arose, and almost threw down our tents ;
all our utensils were rolled into the waters of the lake. Terrified by the
lnishap and the atmospherical disturbance, we left the place and lost one
another in the dark and the rain, each following the road that seemed most
easy. But we all reached the village by different ways, and raised a n

..

Edecon had betrayed to Attila the
which he and Bigilas had
formed agninst Attila's life. This was

the real reason of Attila's roughness
towards the latter.
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:~li~rni
to obtain what ~ v t :lacked. The Scythians of the village sprang out
of their huts at the noise, and, lighting the reeds which they use for
Itinclli~igfires, asketl ;!-hat we wanted. Our conductors replied that the
<torn1 had alarnied us ; so they inrited us to their huts ancl provicletl
I\-arinth fix us by lighting large fires of reeds. The lady 1~110governed
the I-illage-she hacl been one of Blecla's wires-sent
11s lrovisions and
good-looking girls to console us (this is a Scythian compliment). TVe
tVe:~tedtlie young women to a share in the eatables, but declillecl to take
any further ad\-antage of their presence. We remained in the huts till
(lay da~viictlancl then went to look for our lost utensils, I\-hich \ve found
1)artly i n the place where me had pitched the tent, partly on tlie bank of
the lake, ant1 partly in the water. TVc spent that (lay in the rillage
drying our things ; for the atorm had ceased and the sun \\-as bright.
Having lookecl after our horses and cattle, we directed onr stelis to the
princess, to who111 we paid our respects and presentecl gifts in return for
her courtesy. The gifts consisted of things whicli are esteeinecl by the
1)arbariaiis as not procluced i n the country - three silver phinlni, red
skins, Indian pepper, palm fruit, and other delicacies.
" having ad\-ancecl a distance of ten days further, we halted at a rillage ;
for as the rest of tlie route mas the satlie for us and Attila, i t behoved u s
to wait, so that he might go in front. Here we met with some of the
'
Romans,' 1 1vho had also come on an embassy to Attila-the
Co~ultRomulns, Pron~otusgovernor of Noricum, ant1 Romanns a military captain. With then1 was Constantius w~liomAetins hacl sent to
Attila to be liis secretary, antl Tatulus, the father of Orestes ; these two
mere not conllectecl with the eillbassy, but were friends of the am bas sac lor^.
Constantius had knomn them of old in the Italies,%nnd Tatulns' son
Orestcs had inarried the daughter of Ron~ulus."
" The object of tlie embassy was to soften the soul of Attila, who ileinandecl t l ~ esurrender of one Silvanni?,a silrersmith (or banker) in Rome,
l~ecausehe had received golden vessels from a certain Constantius. This
Constantius, a native of G a ~ lhad
, ~ prececlecl his namcsalie i n the office
of secretary to Attila. JVhen Sirminm in Pannonia \!,as besieged by the
It is \vorth observing Iio~rthe Greekspeaking Romans spoke of their Latinspeaking fellow-snbjects. Valentinian
is described as 6 /3aurhe1iwvTGW&mrepiwv
Pw~alwv. This, it ucetl scarcely he remarked, doe3 not inil~lythat there was
any itlea afloat at the time of a western
Ror~itlnEllll~ire. Priscus calls the Latin
language r$v Aiaoviwv "the tongue of
the Ausonians " (p. 86), as opposed to
"the tongue of tlie Hellenes." Y
' o speak
Greek is hAhsvi{w.
6v rais 'IraAiars-that is, Italy with
its appendages Sicily, Sardiliia, Corsica;
just as "the Ganls" meant Gaul and
Spain. This use of the plural is l)arallcl
to the dual AIitmtr, in the Rig-Ved:i.
~vllichdocs not luean "the two hlitras,"
11nt " illit1.a aucl Val.~uia,"Leeanhe thew

gods generally went together (like Castor and I'ollnx). It is possible also
that in a passage in the Ilinrl Aravre
~loesnot mean the tmo A,jaxes, but Ajax
Telamonins mid his brother Teucer, as
a writer in Iiuhn's Zcitschrift sauggestcd.
"omnlus
antl his daughter \vere of
Patavio in Noriclun. Orestcs' son was
called after his grandfatlie? I:oniulns,
and ~vasthe same as tlie famous ant! insignificantEmperor Itomulus Angustnlus who resigned in favour of Zsno in
476.

4 The nay ill 1vl1ic11
a Greek Ronln11
spoke of Gaul deserves to be ~rmarkctl:
(;aul for liim mar " nestern Cialntia : "
1~ I'aAarGv plv 7Gv Iv 76 iurkp(l (I'ribcus, 11. 84).
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Scythians, the bishop of the place consigned the vessels to his (Constantius') care, that if the city were taken and he survived they might be used
to ransom hiin ; ant1 in case he were slaiu, to ransom the citizens who
were lctl into cal~tivity. But when the city was enslaved, Constantius
violttted his engagement, and, as he happened to be at Rome on business, pamncd the vessels to Silvanus for a sum of money, on condition
that if he gave back the nloney within a prescribed period the dishes
shoulcl be returned, but otherlvise should become Silvanus' property.
Constautins, suspected of treachery, was crncitied by Attila and Bleda ;
and afterrvarcls, when the affair of the vessels became known to Attila, he
clemancled the surrender of Silvanus on the ground that he had stolen his
property. Accordingly Aetius and the Emperor of the Western Romans
sent to explain that Silvanus was Constantius' creditor, the vessels having
been pawnecl and not stolen, and that he had sold thein to priests and
for sacred purposes. If, however, Attila refused to desist froin his
demand, he, the Eniperor, would send hinl the value of the vessels, but
urould not surrender the innocent Silvanns.
'' Having waited for some time until Attila advanced in front of us, we
proceeded, and having crossed some rivers we arrived at a large village,
where Attila's house was said to be more splendid than his residences in
otlier places. It was made of polished boards, and snrronnded with a
wooden enclosure, designed, not for protection, but for appearance. The
house of Onegesius was second to the king's1 in splendour, and was also
encircled with a wooden enclosure, but it was not adorned with towers
like that of the king. Not far froin the enclosure was a large bath which
Onegesius-who mas the second i n power among the Scythians-built,
having transported the stones from Pannonia ; for the barbarians in t,his
district had no stones or trees, but used iinported illaterial. The builder
of the batli was a captive from Sirmiurn, who expected to win his freedom
as payinent for making the batli. Bnt he was disappointed, and greater
trouble befell him than mere captivity among the Scythians, for Onegesius appointed him hathman, and he used to minister to liim and his
family when they bathed.
"When Attila entered the village he was met by girls advancing in
rows, under thin white canopies of linen, which were held up by the
outside women who stood under them, and were so large that seven or
illore girls walked beneath each. There were rnany lines of damsels thus
canopied, and they sang Scythian songs. When he came near the house
of Onegesius, \vhich lay on his way, the wife of Onegesins issued fro~ilthe
door, with a number of servants, bearing nieat and wine, and salnted him
and begged him LO partake of her hospitality. This is the highest honour
that can be elio~vilamong the Scythians. To gratify the wife of his
friend, he ate, just as he sat on his horse, his attendants raising the tray
to his saddlebow ; ancl having tasted the wine, he went on to the palace,

' Occasjonally PriscusspaksofAttila
as 6 PaurAedr, a ~vordwhich in the ordinary spoken language of the tinie mas
reserved for the Emperor, while tlie
L:ltin
might be used for a king.

Priscus, hon-ever, writes in x conventional prose, which avoids the expressions of the spoken tongue. ~ U U ~ X E ~ S ,
however, was still legitinlately used of
the T'crsian monarch.
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which was higher than the other houses and built on an elevated site.
But we remained i n the house of Onegesius, at his invitation, for he had
returned from his expedition with Attila's son. His wife and kinsfolk
entertained us to dinner, for he had no leisure himself, as he had to relate
to Attila the result of his expeclition, and explain the accident which had
hapl~enedto the Soung prince, who had slipped and broken his right
hand. After dinner we left the house of Onegesins, and took up our
quarters nearer the palace, so that Maximin might be at a convenient
distance tor visiting Attila or holding intercourse with his court. The
next morning, at dawn of day, Maximin sent me to Onegesius, with presents
offered by himself as well as those which the Emperor had sent, and I was
to find out whether he would have an interview with Maximin and at
what time. When I arrived at the honse, along with the attendants who
carried the gifts, I found the doors closed, and had to wait until some one
should come out and announce our arrival. As I waited and walked up
and down i n front of the enclosure which surrounded the honse, a man,
whom from his Scythian dress I took for a barbarian, came up and
addressed me i n Greek, with the word X a ? p , ' Hail ! ' I was surprised
a t a Scythian speaking Greek. For the subjects of the Huns, swept together
from various lands, speak, beside their own barbarous tongue, either Hunnic or Gothic,' or-as many as have comlllercial dealings with the western
Romans-Latin ; but none of them easily speak Greek, except captives
from the Thracian or Illyrian se,-coast ; and these last are easily known
to any stranger by their torn garments and the squalor of their heacl, as
men who have met with a reverse. This man, on the contrary, resembled
n well-to-do Scythian, being well dressed, and having his hair cut i n a
circle after Scythian fashion. Having returned his salutation, I asked
him who he was and whence he had come into a foreign land and adopted
Scythian life. When he asked me why I wanted to know, I told him
that his Hellenic speech had prompted my curiosity. Then he smiled
and said that he was born a Greek 2 and had gone as a merchant to Viminacium, on the Danube, where he had stayed a long time, and married
a very rich wife. But the city fell a prey to the barbarians, and he was
stript of his prosperity, and on account of his riches was allotted to
Onegesins i n the division of the spoil, as i t was the custon~among the
Scythians for the chiefs to reserve for themselves the rich prisoners.
Having fought bravely against the Romans and the Acatiri, he had paid
the spoils he won to his master, and so obtained freedom. He then married a barbarian wife and had children, and had the privilege of partaking
a t the table of Onegesins.
" H e considered his new life among the Scythians better than his old
life among the Romans, and the reasons he urged were as follows : ' After
war the Scythians live i n inactivity, enjoying what they have got, and
not at all, or very little, harassed. The Itomans, on the other hand, arc
That is, Hunnic or Gothic were the I ' p a r ~ b s , not " E X X 1 ) v , a Creek, not a
recognised languages of the Hun empire, Hellene, which would mean a pagan.
in which of course many barbarous Ta- ' E X X 7 v r ~ 6 sand 6 X h q v i < ~ r v were still use 1
in their old sense; and we even I I I C ~ +
taric tongues were spoken.
T+Y ' E X X ? j v w v +WY+Y.
6+9 I ' p a ~ ~ b s p e ev? v a i 7 b ~ & O S (p. 86),
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in the first place very liable to perish in war, as they have to rest their
llopes of safety on others, and are not allowed, on account of their tyrants,
to use arms. And those who use then1 are injured by the cowardice of
their generals, who cannot snpport the condnct of war. But the condition of the subjects i n time of peace is far more grievous than the evils of
war, for the exaction of the taxes is very severe, and unprincipled men
inflict injuries on others, because the laws are practically not valid
against all classes. A transgressor who belongs to the wealthy classes is
for his injustice, while a poor man, who does not understand
business, undergoes the legal penalty, that is if he does not depart this
life before the trial, so long is the course of lawsuits protracted, and SO
money is expended on them. The climax of the misery is to have
to 11ay in order to obtain justice. For no one will give a court to the
injured mall except he pay a sum of money to the judge and the judge's
clerks.'
< ' I n reply to this attack on the Empire, I asked him to be good
enough to listen with patience to the other side of the question. ' The
creators of the Roman republic,' I said, ' who were wise and good men,
in order to prevent things from being done at haphazard, made one class of
men guardians of the laws, and appointed another class to the profession
of arms, who were to have no other object than to be always ready for
battle, and to go forth to war without dread, as though to their ordinary
exercise, having by practice exhausted all their fear beforehand. Others
again were assigned to attend to the cultivation of the ground, to support
botl~themselves and those who fight i n their defence, by contributing the
military corn-supply. . . To thosewho protect the interests of the litigants a
sum of money is paid by the latter, just as a payment is made by the farmers
to the soldiers. I s i t not fair to support him who assists and requite him
for his kindness ? The support of the horse benefits the horseman. . .
Those who spend money on a snit and lose it i n the end cannot fairly
put it down to anything but the injustice of their case. And as to the
long time spent on lawsuits, that is due to concern for justice, that
judges may not fail in passing accurate judgments, by having to give sentence offhand ; it is better that they should reflect, and conclude the case
more tardily, than that by judging i n a hurry they should both injure
man and transgress against the Deity, the institutor of justice. . The
lbmans treat their servants better than the king of the Scythians treats
his subjects. They deal with the111 as fathers or teachers, admonishing
them to abstain from evil and follow the lines of conduct which they have
esteemed honourable ; they reprove them for their errors like their own
children. They are not allowed, like the Scythians, to inflict death on
them. They have numerous ways of conferring freedom ; they can
manunlit not only during life, but also by their wills, and the testamentary
wishes
a Roman in regard to his property are law.' 1
" MY interlocutor shed tears, and confessecl that the laws and constitution the Romans were fair, but deplored that the governors, not possessing the
of former generations, were ruining the State.

.

.

. .

This passage is interesting as an
illustration of the attitude of the higher

classes in the Empire to slaver?. in the
fifih tci~tury.
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"As we were engaged i n this discussion a servant came out and
opened the door of the enclosure. I hurried up, and inquired how
Onegesius was engaged, for I desired to give him a message from the
Roman ambassador. He replied that I should meet him if I waited a
little, as he was about to go forth. And after a short time i saw h i n ~
coming out, and addressed him, saying, ' The Roman ambassador salutes
you, and I have come with gifts from him, and with the gold which the
Emperor sent yon. The alnbassador is anxious to meet yon, and begs
you to appoint a time and place.' Onegesius bade his servants receive
the gold and the gifts, and told me to announce to Maximin that he would
go to him immediately. I delivered the message, and Onegesius appeared
in the tent without delay. H e expressed his thanks to Maximin and the
Emperor for the presents, and ask-d why he sent for him. Maximin
said that the time had come for Onegesius to have greater renown among
men, if he would go to the Emperor, and by his wisdom arrange the
oSjects of dispute between the Romans and Huns, and establish concord
between them ; and thereby he will also procure many advantages for his
own family, as he and his children will be always friends of the Emperor
and the imperial race.1 Then Onegesius inquired what nieasures would
gratify the Emperor, and how he could arrange the disputes. Maxinlin
replied : ' If yon cross into the lands of the Roman Empire you will lay
the Emperor under an obligation, and you will arrange the matters a t
issue by investigating their causes and deciding them on the basis of
the peace. Onegesius said he would inform the Emperor and his
ministers of Attila's wishes, but the Ronlans need not think they could
ever prevail with him to betray his master or neglect his Scythian training and his wives and children, or to prefer wealth among the Romans
to bondage with Attila.
He added that he would be of more service to
the Romans by remaining in his own land and softening the anger of his
master, if he were indignant for aught with the Romans, than by visiting
them and subjecting himself to blame if he made arrangements that Attila
did not approve of. He then retired, having consented that I should
act as intermediate i n conveying messages from Maximin to himself, for
i t would not have been consistent with Maximin's dignity as ambassador
to visit him constantly.
" The next day I entered the enclosure of Attila's palace, bearing gifts
to his wife, whose name was Kreka. She had three sons, of whom the
eldest governed the Acatiri and the other nations who dwell i n Pontic
Scythia. Within the enclosure were numerous buildings, some of carved
boards beautifully fitted together, others of straight planed beams, without
carving, fastened on round wooden blocks which rose to a moderate height
from the ground. Attila's wife lived here, and, having been admitted by
the barbarians at the door, I found her reclining on a soft couch. The
floor of the room was covered with woollen mats for walking on. A number

' It is worth while noticing this
expression T$ ~ K C L V O U V ~ V E L which
,
unintentionally expresses the genoral
idea that the Roman Empire was
hereditary. Theoretically it was not

hereditary (see p. 227), but it would
have been treasonable to hint that
any one but a relative (a son, if there
were sons) of the reigning El~peror
might succeed him.
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of servants stood round her, and maids sitting on the floor in front of her
embroidered with colours linen cloths intended to be placed over the
scythian dress for ornament. Having approached, saluted her, and presented the gifts, I went out, an8 walked to the other houses, where Attila
was, and waited for Onegesius, who, as I knew, was with Attila. I
stood in the middle of a great crowd-the
gnarcls of Attila and his
attendants knew me, and so no one hindered me. I saw a number
of people advancing, and a great conlmotion and noise, Attila's egress
being
And he came forth from the house with a dignified strut,
looking round on this side and on that. He was accompanied by
Onegesius, and stood in front of the house ; and many persons who had
lawsuits with one another came up and received his judgment. Then
he returned into the house, and received ambassadors of barbarous
LC As I was waiting for Onegesius, I was accosted by Romulus and
peoples.

Promotus and Romanus, the ambassadors who had come from Italy about
the golden vessels ; they were accompanied by Rusticius and by Constantiolus, a man from the Pannonian territory, which was subjected to Attila.
They asked me whether we had been dismissed or are constrained to
remain, and I replied that i t was just to learn this from Onegesius that I
was waiting outside the palace. When I inquired i n my turn whether
Attila had vouchsafed them a kind reply, they told me that his decision
could not be moved, and that he threatened war unless either Silvanus or
the drinking vessels should be given up. . .
"As we were talking about the state of the world, Onegesius came out ;
we went up to him and asked him about our concerns. Having first
spoken with some barbarians, he bade me inquire of Maximin what consular the Romans are sending as a n ambassador to Attila. When I came
to our tent I delivered the message to Maximin, and deliberated with him
what answer we should make to the question of the barbarian. Returning
to Onegesius, I said that the Romans desired him to come to them and
adjust the matters of dispute, otherwise the Emperor will send whatever ambassador he chooses. H e then bade me fetch Maximin, whom he
conducted to the presence of Attila. Soon after Maximin came out, and
told me that the barbarian wished Nomos or Anatolius or Senator to be
the ambassador, and that he would not receive any other than one of these
three; when he (Maximin) replied that it was not meet to mention men
by name and so render them suspected in the eyes of the Emperor, Attila
said that if they do not choose to comply with his wishes the differences
will be adjusted by arms.
"When we retdrned to our tent the father of Orestes came wit11 an
invitation from Attila for both of us to a banquet at three o'clock.
the hour arrived we went to the palace, along with the enlbassy from the
western Romans, and stood on the threshold of the hall i n the presence
of Attila. The cup-bearers gave us a cup, according to the national
that we might pray before we sat down. Having tasted the cup,
We PrOceed*d to take our seats ; all the chairs were ranged along the walls
the room on either side. Attila sat in the middle on a couch ; a second
was Set behind him, and from it steps led up to his bed, which was
'Overed with linen sheets and wrought coverlets for ornament, such as

.

men
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Greeks 1 and Romans use to deck bridal beds. The places on the right
of Attila were held chief in honour, those on the left, where we sat, were
only second. Berichus, a noble among the Scythians, sat on our sicle, but
had the precedence of us. Onegesius sat on a chair on the right of
Attila's couch, and over against Onegesius on a chair sat two of Attila's
sons ; his eldest son sat on his couch, not near him, but at the extreme
end, with his eyes fixed on the ground, in shy respect for his father.
When all were arranged, a cupbearer came and handed Attila a wooden
cup of wine. Ye took it, and saluted the first in precedence, who,
honoured by the salutation, stood up, and might nt t sit down until the
king, having tasted or drained the wine, returned the cup to the attendant. All the guests then honoured Attila in the same way, saluting him,
and then tasting the cups; but he did not stand up. Each of us had a
special cupbearer, who would come forward in order to present the wine,
when the cupbearer of Attila retired. When the second in precedence
and those next to him had been honoured in like manner, Attila toasted
us i n the same way according to the order of the seats. When this ceremony was over the cupbearers retired, and tables, large enough for three
or four, or even more, to sit at, were placed next the table of Attila, so
that each could take of the food on the dishes without leaving his seat.
The attendant of Attila first entered with a dish full of meat, and behind
him came the other attendants with bread and viands, which they laid on
the tables. A luxurious meall served on silver plate, had been made
ready for us ancl the barbarian guests, but Attila ate nothing but meat on
a wooden trencher. I n everything else, too, he showed himself temperate ;
his cup was of wood, while to the guests were given goblets of gold and
silver. His dress, too, was quite simple, affecting only to be clean The
sword he carried at his side, the latchets of his Scythian shoes, the bridle
of his horse were not adorned, like those of the other Scythians, with gold
or gems or anything costly. When the viands of the first course had bezn
consumed we all stood up, and did not resume our seats until each one, in
the order before observed, drank to the health of Attila in the goblet ot
wine presented to him. We then sat down, and a second dish was placed
on each table with eatables of another kind. After this course the same
ceremony was observed as after the first. When evening fell torches were
lit, and two barbarians coming forward in front of Attila sang songs they
had composed, celebrating his victories and deeds of valour in war. And
of the guests, as they looked at the singers, aome were pleased with the
verses, others reminded of wars were excited in their souls, while yet
others, whose bodies were feeble with age and their spirits compelled to
rdst, shed tears. After the songs a Scythian, whose mind was deranged,
appeared, and by uttering outlandish and senseless words forced the company to Iangh. After him Zerkon, the Moorish dwarf, entered. He had
been sent by Attila as a gift to Aetius, and Edecon had persLiadedhim to
come to Attila in order to recover his wife, whom he had left behind him
in Scythia ; the lady was a Scythian whom he had obtained in marriage
"EAX~vdrT E ~ a 'Pw,uaio~.
l
In using
this expression Priscus had ancient
times in his mind-times when the

Greeks were not Rornans, but "EAAvv~s,
and when "EAXqr was not opposed to
Xprurtav6r.
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through the influence of his patron Bleda. He did not succeed in recovering her, for Attila was angry with him for returning. On the occasion of
the banquet he made his appearance, and threw all except Attila into fits
of unquenchable laughter by his appearance, his dress, his voice, and his
words, which were a confused jumble of Latin, Hunnic, and Gothic.
Attila, however, remained immovable and of unchanging countenance,
nor by word or act did he betray anything approaching to a smile of
merriment except at the entry of Ernas, his youngest son, whom he pulled
by the cheek, and gazed on with a calm look of satisfaction. I was surprised that he made so much of this son, and neglected his other children ;
but a barbarian who sat beside me and knew Latin, bidding me not
reveal what he told, gave me to understand that prophets had forewarned Attila that his race would fall, but would be restored by this boy.
When the night had advanced we retired from the banquet, not wishing
to assisi further at the potations."

I t will be noticed that in the foregoing narrative the word
Scythian and the word Hun seem at first sight to be used indifferently. A certain distinction between them can, however, be
perceived, and therefore, though they are most often practically
synonymous, I have reproduced both words in the translation
just as they occur in the original. Scythian is not merely an
ancient term applied to a new people, in the same way as the
Goths and the Slaves were often called Getae by pedantic historians; Scythian was a generic term for all nomadic nations,
and as a great many different nomadic nations were united
under the sovereignty of Attila, it was a very convenient and
natural name to apply to his subjects. The Huns, Attila's
own nation, were Scythians, but all Scythians were not Huns.
And thus, to use a more modern distinction, we might say that
Attila was king of the Huns and emperor of the Scythians.

B O O K 111
THE HOUSE OF LEO THE GREAT

VOL. I

CHAPTER I
LEO I

THE Roman Empire never recognised explicitly the principle
of hereditary succession; the title of Imperator or Augustus
was always conferred by the army, with which the office had
been originally so closely connected. At the same time a
natural instinct led Emperors to wish that their sons or
members of their awn house should succeed them ; and by
adopting the plan of nominating a successor in their lifetime,
and securing his recognition by the army as a Caesar or
Augustus, Emperors could found a dynasty without violating
the theory that the elevation to the throne mas elective.
Accordingly the Empire tended to become practically hereditary
while it was theoretically elective ; and the constant examples
of claims to the crown founded on relationship prove that
there was a feeling that heredity involved a right.l
It was always a critical moment when a dynasty ended
without a designated successor, or a member of the family
who cared to claim the crown. Theodosius I. had created his
son Arcadius Augustus ; Arcadius had given that title to his
infant son Theodosius I1 ; Theodosins had designated Marcian
as his successor before his death, Marcian's title being sealed by
his marriage with the Empress Pulcheria. On Marcian's death
the Theodosian dynasty had come to an end, and the choice
of a new Emperor rested with the army, whose consent was
Diocletian saw the danger of this
tendency, and his system of two
Bugusti and two Caesars was designed
to guard against i t ; but Constantine
undid his work i n this respect. The

great danger was the devolution of the
Empire on princes who were weak or
afflicted, like Commodus, with Kaiserwahnsinn.
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in every case necessary. The man of rnost authority in the
army was the general Aspar (?tzagistel,militum per orientem)
an Alan by descent, who with his father Ardaburius had
distinguished himself thirty-five years before in suppressing the
usurper John and helping Valentinian I11 to his legitimate
succession. Aspar's position in the East resembled that of
Ricimer in the West. He and his three sons, being Arians
and foreigners, could not hope to sit on the imperial throne ;
and thus the only course open to Aspar was to secure the elevation of one on whose pliancy he might count. He chose Leo, a
native of Dacia and an orthodox Christian, who was steward of
his own household. Thus Aspar, like Ricimer, was a kingmaker. But when Leo assumed the purple (7th February)-on
which occasion the ceremony of coronation by the Patriarch of
Constantinople (then Anatolius), was first introduced--he did
not prove as amenable to influence as Aspar had hoped ; on the
contrary, he took measures to reduce the resources of Aspar7s
family, which by its close relations with the army had considerable power, and was the centre of a large faction of Arians
and barbarians. I n fact Aspar, though an Alan and not a
German, was the representative of German influence in the
Empire, and the danger which had threatened the Empire in
the reign of Arcadius through the power of Gainas was now
repeated. Leo however firmly resisted the aggressiveness of
this influence, and in order to neutralise the great fact which
worked in Aspar's favour, namely that the bulk, and flower of
the army consisted of Germans, he formed the plan of recruiting the line from native subjects. For this purpose he chose
the hardy race of Isaurian mountaineers, who lived almost like
an independent people, little touched by the influence of
Hellenism, in the wild regions of Mount Taurus. This is Leo's
great original work, for which he deserves the title " Great,"
more than for his orthodoxy,' for which he probably received
it. He conceived an idea, whose execution, begun by himself
and carried out by his successor, counteracted that danger of
German preponderance which threatened the State throughout
the fifth century.
Leo was popular with the Church.
He received high eulogies from his
namesake, the bishop of Rome, and
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from the bishops of the East. See the
ditations of Tillemont, Hist. des Erw.
vi. 11. 364.

Aspar appears to have possessed all the characteristics of
an untutored barbarian. Erave and active in war, he was
idle and frivolous in peace. During the reign of Marcian, and
doubtless also in the reign of Leo, while the Empire enjoyed
rest, " he betook himself to relaxation and woillanly ease. His
pleasures consisted in actors and jugglers and all stage amusements, and spending his time on these ill-famed occupations he
lost all count of the things that make for glory." l But if
he was no longer active as a warrior, he won repute in the
llunlbler part of an energetic citizen or a competent policeman,
for in the great fire which laid waste a large part of Constantinople in 465 it is recorded that Aspar exerted himself unsparingly for the public interest.
Leo had made a promise, apparently at the time of his
elevation, to raise one of Aspar's sons to the rank of Caesar,
and thereby designate him as his successor, in spite of the fact
that he was a barbarian. When he delayed to perform this
promise, Aspar is said to have seized him by his purple robe
and said, "Emperor, it is not meet that he who wears this
robe should speak falsely; " to which Leo replied, " Nor yet is
it meet that he should be constrained and driven like a slave."
This story, which may be true, shows the relations which
existed between the king and the kingmaker-the firmness of
Leo, the persistence of Aspar. On this occasion, however, Leo
yielded, and created one of Aspar's sons Caesar; but the
concession was displeasing to the senate and to the orthodox
population of Byzantium, as it was a direct encouragement to
the Arian party. I t appears that a deputation of orthodox
clergy and laymen waited on the Emperor, imploring him to
appoint a Caesar who did not hold heretical views, and that
there were riots and seditions in the city, a protest against the
new Caesar.' We may say that the chief political feature of
the reign was 3 sort of duel between the Emperor and the
general for power and popularity. When Leo undertook the
great naval expedition, which but for the incapacity of the
commander would have exterminated the kingdom of the Vandals and made his reign really glorious, Aspar was jealous of
the fama that Leo might probably gain, and seems to have
vlshed to thwart its success by obtaining the nomination of
Priscus, p. 20,

Zonaras. v01. iii. 11. 251 (etl. Dindo.
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13asiliscus, an inconlpetent commander, who was perhaps disloyal and certainly avaricious.
The struggle came to a critical point in some matter connected with two unknown persons (Tatian and Vivian),' and it
was then that Leo decided to have recourse to the Isaurians.
I n this project he was supported by the Isaurian Zeno, who became his s o n - i n - l a ~ . ~Thereupon Ardaburius, the son of Aspar,
attempted to gain over the Isaurians to his father's faction,
hut these intrigues were betrayed to ~eryo. Leo then resorted
to the abrupt measure of putting to death Aspar and his son
Ardaburius (471 A.D.)
I n consequence of this act, which
was probably unwise, the Emperor received the name of
" Butcher"
(nza1;elles). An attempt was also made to kill
Patricius, the son of Aspar who had been created Caesar, but
he recovered from his wounds ; while a third son, Ermenaric,
escaped, happening to be absent. I t has been said that Leo's
rllotive in removing Aspar and his sons was to secure the succession of his own infant grandson Leo ; he may have feared that
he would be unable to hold his own against the powerful barbarian family. But the whole drama has a deeper significance
as a repetition of that struggle between Roman and barbarian
elements in the Empire, which in the days of Arcadius was
decided in favour of the former.
The rnost striking event of Leo's reign was the enormous
.' Annada," already referred to, which he organised against the
kingdom of Gaiseric the Vandal, who had become a formidable
foe of the Empire in the Mediterranean waters, but of this it
will be more convenient to speak in the following chapter.
Leo was a man of no education, but of natural good sense.
He pursuecl, as we already remarked, the policy of Anthemius
and Marcian, and placed a limit on fiscal oppression. Malchus,
the historian, who detested Leo and condemned his civil policy
as ruiilously rapacious, says that he was a sewer of all wickedCandidus, p. 135 ( K IS. G. iv.)
Zeno marr~ed Ariadne in 458 or
459 ; Theoph. 5951 A.M. r i v e years
later Ile became may. mil,per 01.. At
the end of 469 or early in 470 (zb. 5962)
nu attempt a a s made on his life ill
Tl~racrby tho wiles of Aspar; but he
escaped to Snrdica. " Hence Aspar
becomes suspected by the En~peror

Leo," according t o the chronicler. I t
should he noted t h a t Zcno is said to
have aided the escape of Aspar's son
E~menariciab. 5964).
After the de,itll of As11nr there was
an u~llmportant Gothic sing led by
Octrys, Aspar's sqnirc, whence the
13) zantlne ~ ~ i o v e r b", No one is a friend
of t h e dead except Ostrye."
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ness, but admits that his subjects, as well as foreigners, considered him "most fortunate," and we nlay conclude that his
reign was on the whole prosperous, though his military operations were ~nsuccessful.~I n regard to Malchus' accusations we
must remember, on the one hand, that he hated Leo for his
bigotry, and, on the other hand, that in spite of all
alleviations the mode of collecting taxes, combined with the
fatal growth of centralisation, gradually wore away the resources
of the provinces and affected disastrously their social and moral
life. We must judge of an Emperor's civil policy relatively,
not absolutely.
Like Marcian, Leo was solicitous to relieve provincial towns
that had suffered disaster^,^ and his clemency was celebrated by
his admirers. H e is reported to have said that a king should
distribute pity to those on whom he looks, as the sun distributes
heat to those on whom it shines.
A curious detail has survived regarding the manner in
which petitioners addressed theinselves to him.3 His unmarried
sister resided in a house in the south-west corner of the
Augusteum, close to the hippodrome. The Emperor used to
pay her a visit with affectionate regularity every week,
"because she was modest and a virgin." She erected a statue
to him beside her house, and there seems to have been some
contrivance in the pillar like a modern letter-box, in which
and every
petitioners used to place their nlemorials (rrsrrd~c~a),
week one of the imperial staff used to collect them.
Towards the end of his reign the commerce of the Empire
met with a serious blow by the loss of Jotaba, an important
depBt on the Red Sea. This leads us to give an account of
the Persian (Nocalian) adventurer Amorkesos, who "whether
he thought that he was not treated with due consideration in
Persia, or for some other reason preferred Roman territory,
migrated thence to the adjacent province of Arabia." . There
he supported himself as a brigand, making raids, not on the
nomans, but on the Scenite Saracens. His power gradually increased, and he seized the island of Jotaba, which
belonged to the Romans, and, driving- out the Greek custom-

'

I n the acts of the councils there
are dark allusions to a great victory
obtained by Leo's arms i n Pontus.
Tillemont, U ~ I .ezt. vi. 367.

Antioch was laid in ruins by an
earthquake in 458. The publlc edifices
mere rebuilt by the Emperor (F:.?;l:
ii. 12).
Codinus, 11. do.
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officers, he instituted hiinself master of it, and soon beca;re
wealthy by receiving the dues from traders. He made 1li.nself ruler of some other communes in tlle neighbourhood, and
coilceived tlie desire of becoming a pliylarch or satrap of the
Saracens of Arabia Petraea, who were nominally dependent on
tlie Roman Emperor. He sent an ecclesiastic to Leo to negotiate the matter, and Leo graciously signified his wish to have a
personal interview with Amorkesos. When the latter arrived,
he shared the imperial table, was admitted to the meetings of
the senate, and even honoured with precedence over the
patricians. The Byzantines, it appears, were much scandalised at these privileges accorded to a Persian fire-worshipper, and Leo seems to have been obliged to pretend that
his guest intended to become a Christian. On his departure
Leo gave him a valuable picture in mosaic,l arid compelled
the menlbers of the senate to present him with other gifts;
and, what was more important, he transferred to hinl the
pernlanent possession of Jotaba, and added more villages to
those whicli he already governed, granting him also the coveted
title of phylarch. Malchus finds fault with Leo severely for
the invitation of Amorkesos to his court, on the principle that
what is distant is most dazzling ; and says that i t was impolitic
to allow the foreigner to see the towns, through which he had
to travel, unarmed and defenceless.
One of the great conflagrations which so often destroyed
the buildings of Constantinople broke out in 46 5. The fire
ran both from east to west and from north to south, laying waste
a wide area, and lasting for four days. The splendid senate
liouse, which had been erected after the destruction of Julian's
senate house by fire in the reign of Arcadius, was burnt down,
and also the Nymphaeum, directly opposite to it, a building in
~vliichthose who liad not houses of their own used to celebrate their weddings. Countless magnificent residences of
private persons were destroyed. It is said that Aspar ran
about tlie streets with a pail of water on his shoulders, urging
the people to follow his example, and offering each a silver
nummus (no?~zis?~za)
as pay for his activity. There is no hint
of the existence of a fire brigade at Constantinople.

'

eih6va T L V ~~ p u r 7 j v~ a ~a~dA~Qov-n~osaic
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work on a gold ground.
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There were still many pagans in the days of Leo, and me
]nust not omit to notice the case of Isocasius, a native of
Aegae in Cilicia and a citizen of Antioch, who was accused and
tried on the charge of paganism. His case was to be judged by
the governor of bithynia, but Jacobus,' the court physician, a
remarkable man of that time, who mas so much belovecl by the
lligher classes that the senate erected a statue to him in the
baths of Zenxippus, and who, as well as a physician, was ail
excellent rhetor and philosopher, interfered in his behalf, and
obtained Leo's consent that he should be tried in Byzantium
by the praetorian prefect Pusaeus. "Do you see in what
position you stand," asked the prefect. " I see, and am
not surprised," was the reply, "for I am human, and human
misfortunes have befallen me. But do you judge me with
impartial justice, as you used to judge along with me." "hen
Isocasius was led away to the church of St. Sophia and baptized.
Leo died on the 3d of February 4'74, having previously
nominated as his successor his grandson Leo, a young child.
His wife, Verina, was an ambitious woman who played a considerable part in the Byzantine world after his death. H e
had two daughters, Ariadne, who married Zeno the Isaurian,
and Leontia, the wife of Jlarcian, son of Anthemins.
Jacobus, altllough a pagan, was
em~loyecl by Leo. Cf. Marcellinns,
c1~7'012. ad nnn. 462. Tlle notices in
Pllotius and Suidas are presumably

derived from the lost histories of Priscus and hlalchus.
Pusacus an11 Isocasius had once
been colleagues \Theophanes, 6960 -\.>I.)
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IT was a critical moment in Italy after the death of Valentinian 111 (455), as there was no inale heir of the house of
Theodosius. There had been similar sitiations before, as in
68, when the Julian-Claudia11 house came to an end; as in
1 9 0, when Cornmodus had died without issue ; as in 3 6 3,
after the death of .Julian. Military riots were inevitable, a
civil war was possible ; and we read in a trustworthy historian1 :
"After this Rome was in a state of disturbance and confusion,
and the military forces were divided into two factions, one
wishing to elevate Maximus, the other supporting Maximian,
a certain Egyptian merchant, 117110 had been successfi~lin Italy
and become the steward of Aetius." A third possible candidate
was Majorian, the brother-at-arms of Aetius, with whom he
had fought against the Franks, and he had the good wishes
of Eudoxia, the widowed Empress. Maximus' command of
moneyvecided the event in his favour, even as Pertinax had
won the Imperium in 1 9 0 by bribing the praetorian guards.
He endeavoured to secure himself on the throne by forcing Eudoxia to marry him, and if she had consented, it is just
possible that his subjects might have rallied round him and
that he might have reigned not brilliantly but securely like
Honorius or Valentinian. But Petronius Maximus, though he
was a member of the noble Anician house, was not like Marcian; he was not one whom an Augusta would condescend
/

JohnofAntioch, fr.201,206. Hisaccount deserves credit because he drewhis
informationfromthe contemporary Priscus ; it is, moreover, internally probable.

2 I n a lettcr to Serranus, a friend of
Maximus, Sidonins Apollinaris llotes
the wealth of Yaximus (Ep. ii. 13).
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to marry, even for cogent political reasons. If he was really
related to British Maximus, who had been subdued by Theodosius, the great-granddaughter of Theodosius had perhaps not
forgotten it ; but the widow of Valentinian must have known
or suspected the instigator of her lord's murder. I n any case,
the new A I I ~ U S ~was
U S a paltry person, and Eudoxia hated or
despised him so much that she is said to have taken the bold
and fatal step of summoning Gaiseric the Vandal to overthrow
the tyrant,-an act almost wortlly of her sister-in-law Honoria.
But in this crude shape me can hardly accept the story ; John
of Antioch mentions it in language which implies that he did
not consider it well attested; it was " told by some."l The true
account seems to be that Gaiseric came of his own accord,
seeing that it was a good opportunity for attacking Italy, and
considering that the death of Aetius and Valentinian released
him from the treaty of 435, which he regarded as a contract
made with then1 personally, not with the Roman republic. The
story of the invitation of Eudoxia will then reduce itself to the
probability that, vexed by the importunities and threats of
Petronius Maximus, she welcomed Gaiseric on his arrival in
Italy as a deliverer from an abhorred oppressor.
On the approach of Gaiseric, Maximus, deserted by his
supporters, determined to flee from Rome. His departure was
attended with riots, and the tyrant was Billed by a stone which
a soldier cast at him as lie was riding from the gates.2
Three days later-it was in the first week of June 455Gaiseric and his Vandals entered Rome. For fourteen days
they abode in the city and plundered, but the intervention of
Pope Leo and the Church, although it did not protect the city
against pillage, violence, and vandalism; seems at least to have
preserved it from the evils of massacre and conflagration.
The monarch of the Vandals ravaged Campania, and loaded
his ships with the precious things of Rome. He carried with
him the Empress Eudoxia and her two daughters, Eudocia and
Placidia. Gaiseric had conceived the idea of an alliance with
on,
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(John of Antioch, fr.
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"b.
Jxdanes (Get. 45) notices t h a t
IIaximus was afraid of the foederati.
"onlpale
I'rosppr of Aquitaine, nee
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the Tlieodosian house. I t was no new idea ; Athaulf tlie Visigot11 had married Placiclia, and Attila had perhaps wished to
marry Honoria. It was not strange that a marriage should
be determined on between H~ulericand Endocia.
The question was, who was to be Xmperor ? A t Rome
things liad coine to a deadlock, but on this occasion Gaul
intervened.
Marcus lllaecilius Avitus, the inan who had
fougllt by the side of .Aetins, and 1i~A in the great crisis of
Europe, decided by his persuasions tlie king of Tolosa to
inarcli with the llomans against the Scytliians, was proclaimed
En~peror,first a t Tolosa. and the11 at Arelate (9th July 455).
It is ilnportant to observe that it was by the united voices of
the Visigoths and the Gallo-Rornansl that he was called to fill
the vacant throne as tlie successor of Maxirnus, from whoin he
liad received the appointment of rnaster of soldiers. Of l ~ i s
short reign we hear little, though his son-in-law, Siclonius
Apollinaris the poet, has recorded many personal details about
the nlan himself. W e linow, however, that it was n~arlcedby
successes against German enemies, and here again it is iniportant to notice that the Visigoths identified thenlselves wit11 the
Empire.
The Suevian general, Count Ricimer, wlio now makes his
entry on the stage, was sent by Avitus to Sicily to operate
against the fleet of the Vandals. Jlarcian, who did not hesitate
to recognise Avitus, liad already sent ail embassy to Gaiseric
to remonstrate with him on his Italian espedilion and on the
captivity of the imperial ladies. The anns or slcill of Count
Iiicjmer now administered a blow to the Vandalic navy, according to one account in Sicilian waters, accorcling to another
statenlent in the ileiglibourhood of Corsica (456)"
While Suevian Ricimer protected one part of the Empire
against the Vandals, Theodoric 11, king of the Visigoths, was
protecting another part of the Empire against the Suevians. I n
coiljunction with the Burgundians, arid a t the instance of Avitus,
he invacled Spain3; he defeated the dwellers ill Gallaecia, who
harried Roman territory, in the great battle of Urbicus (near
His fric.nils toll1 Avitus that on his
elevation tlcllen~lc<l
thc safe ty of tlle
world - ~ L C Lparmt orl,iu 127' pcrmt

(Sidon. Apoll. C m b . vii. 517).
' See the C%ro:z~cleof Idatinv.
~ o l ( l a n c sGet.
, 44 ; I(latins, " h r i u ~ .
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Astorga)' ; he took the town of Bracara, where the Roman
Count Asterius had in forrner days slaughtered the Vandals of'
Gunderic; and he put to death the Suevian king Rechiar.
This was a mortal blow to Suevic power, and paved the way
for Visigcthic Hispania.
Avitus meanwhile had crossed tlie Alps. It seems to have
been hardly a prudent step; i t seems to have been hardly
necessary. A t all events it made his position untenable. W e
may well ask why he did not decide to add Arelate to the
number of imperial capitals-the
city where he had many
friends, the city which had received him first, and which
was not too far from friendly Tolosa. But Arelate, the capital
of the illegitimate Constantine, did not seem a suitable residence
to legitimate Avitus. H e abandoned the city of the Rhone to
take up his abode in the city of the Tiher. But there he was
not welcome; he was looked upon as a sort of interloper, of
insufficiently defined position. H e was acceptable neither to the
army nor to the senate, and his behaviour does not appear to
have tended to make him popular. The circnmstances of his fall
are thus related by a historian, who, we are justified in supposing, derived his facts from the contemporary writer Priscus ':-"When Avitus reigned at Rome there was fanline in the city, ancl
the people blaming Avitns compelled him to remove from the city of the
Rolnans the allies from Gaul who had entered it along wit11 him (that so
there might be fewer months to feed). He also dismissed the Goths
whom he had brought for the protection of Rome, having distributed anlong
them money which he obtained by selling to merchants bronze stripped
from public works, for there was no gold i n the iinperial treasury. This
excited the Romans to revolt when they saw their city stripped of its
adornments.
"But Majorian and Ricimer, no longer held i n fear of the Goths,
openly rebelled, so that Avitl~swas constrained-terrified
on the one
hand by the prospect of internal troubles, on the other hand by the
hostilities of the Vandals-to withdraw from Rome and set out for Gaul.
But Majorian and Ricinler attacked him on the road and forced hinl to
flee into a sanctuary, where he abdicated the throne and pnt off his
imperial apparel. But Majorian's soldiers did not cease to blockade him,
until he died of starvation, after a reign of eight inonths; others say
that he was strangled."

' 5th October 456 (Idatius). The
successes of the expedition were almost
synchronous with the fall of their
initiator Avitos.
' Jo: 11 of Antioch, fr. 202. This

notice is our sole authority for the
vandalism of Avitus, which, I have
no doubt, was the d~rectcause of Majorian's law for the preservation of
public buildings.
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According to another account Avitus reached Gaul safely,
and there collected an army with which he crossed the Alps
once more to assert his contemned authority, but Count Ricimer
routed him at Placentia; he was deposed from the throne and
made bishop of tlie city which witnessed his discomfiture
(October 45 6).
The deposition of Avitus caused a new crisis. I t is quite
conceivable that at this juncture, or at the death of Valentinian
in the year before, the western line of Emperors nlight have
ceased to exist, as it ceased to exist twenty years later. I n 4'76
the presence of the barbarian Odovacar was an essential element
in the situation, but in 4 5 5 or in 4 5 6 the only barbarian whom
we can conceive as acting the part of Odovacar was the Vandal
Gaiseric. A temporary cessation of a separate imperial rule
in the West did, however, take place on several occasions before
the deposition of Romulus Augustulus. One of these temporary
cessations followed on the overthrow of Avitus. These intervals are often called interregnums ; it is natural to say that
from October 456 to April 45'1 there was an interregnum in
the West. And the expression really represents the actual
situation ; but we must not forget that, from a ' theoretical
point of view, the expression is not correct. Legally, Marcian
was the sole head of the Enlpire from the fall of Avitus to
his own death at the end of Januiry 457, and Leo was the
sole head of the Empire from the death of Marcian to the
elevation of Majorian.
I t has often been remarked that at the beginning of 457 the
situation in Italy was similar to the situation in Constantin0~1e.l
In both cases the solution of the difficulty depended on the
action of n military leader of barbarian birth ; A:.par held a
similar position to that of Ricimer. Both were the makers of
Emperors ; neither aspired to be an Emperor himself.
The elevation of Julius Valerius Majorian, the man who
had fought with Aetius, tlie man who had been the chosen
Von Ranke has expressed this very
well in the folloring sentence : " Vergegenwsrtigt man sich die Situation die
damit ointrat, so bestcllt ihr Wesen
vornehnllich darin, dass nun in den
beiden Reichstheilen der Gegensatz der
effective11 Afacht zn der bisherigen
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Orclnnng der Dinge in volle Evidenz
gelangtc." The supports of Thco~losius
and Valentinia~lhad been hidden, as
i t mere, by a curtain; the curtain was
removed (456.487) and the German
supporters stood revealed.

.

candidate of Endoxia after the death of Valentinian, and who
had combined with Ricimer to suppress Avitus, took place
on the 1st Apri1.l This elevation rested on a very different
combination from that which had crowned Avitus ; it was
initiated by the proposal of the Emperor Leo, and obtained the
consent of Ricimer. I t was also acceptable to the Roman
senate, for Majorian was a thorough Roman. The laws which
he passed during his reign for the preservation of the buildings
of Rome were a direct reflection on his predecessor A ~ i t u s . ~
There were two tasks to be accomplished by the new
Augustus, both necessary for tlie security of his seat on the
throne. H e must, in the first place, quell the Gallo-Roman
and Visigothic opposition, and subdue or conciliate the
provincials who had been roused to wrath by the death of
Avitus. It was the reverse problem, the conciliation of
Ronian and Italian goodwill, that the Gallic Avitus had
been called upon to solve, and it was because he failed therein
that he had fallen. I t is evident that at this period the
enmity between the Romans and the Gallic provincials had an
important influence on public affairs. Majorian entered Gaul
with an army, and found the Burgundians-the
friends of
Avitus-in
league with the citizens of Lugdunensis Prinia
against h i m ~ e l f . ~A conciliation, however, was effected with
the help of Avitus' son-in-law Sidonius, and Majorian advanced
to the relief of Arelate, which the Visigoths were besieging.
As Aetius had driven Theodoric back thirty years before, so
Aegidius, Majorian's general, drove back a new Theodoric from
the walls ; and most firm compacts of peace were made between
the Augustus Majorian and the King The~doric.~
Majorian had accolnplished the first task, but the other was
harder. I t was absolutely indispensable that an Emperor, whose
reign was to be pernianent, should win universal confidence

'

In February he had been made
lnagzster n&ilitu?n.
"he
address of BIajorian to the
senate (Novella i. de ortl~inaperii divi
~Ilnjortalai) is a manifesto which anno~u~ces
the inauguration of a new era
(see above, p. 30). Ricimer is thus
mentioned : Erit a;l~ud110s CILOLparcnte
patricioycte ~aostroRiciqncre rei nailitaris
PerviyiL czrra. His dilige~lcein relieving
the oppression of the curial system has

been noticed elsewhere. His first
Novel, tIe ned<fieiispzibl~eis(dated Ravenna, 11th Jnly 458), provides for the
preservation of the public buildings,
and checks the "discolouring of the
face of the venerable city." H e also
endeavoured to check the political evil
of celibacy (Nov. vii.)
Prosp. Contin. 457 A.D.
A Iclatius, C'J~ro?aiele
(spring 459).
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by proving himself equal to the great emergency of the time ;
he must " preserve the state of the Roman world."
And just
at this moment the great emergency was the hostility of the
Vandals, who in their ships harried the Roman provinces and
infested the Mediterranean waters. I t might have seemed
that Avitus, under whose auspices Count Ricimer worsted the
fleet of the foe at Corsica or at Sicily, had in some sense met
the difficulty. But the blow was not decisive ; it did not paralyse the hostilities of the Vandals. The words of an historian
indicate that Avitus felt the necessity of facing this problem,
and also his inability to grapple with it : "he was afraid of
the wars with the Vandals."
Mnjorian prepared an expedition against Africa on a grand
scale ; his fleet numbered 300 ships, and was collected in a
Spanish port, probably New Carthage. The hopes of the West
were awakened, and their eyes were fixed on the preparations
of Majorian. But a curious fatality attended all expeditions
undertaken against the Vandals, whether they proceeded from
Old Rome or from New Rome, or from both together. The
expedition of Castinus had collapsed in 422, that of Aspar
had failed in 430, the armament of Ardaburius had not even
reached its destination in 441, and now the preparations of
Majorian fell through in 460. Gaiseric ravaged the coasts of
Spain, and incapacitated the Roman ships before they left the
port.3 Yet another expedition, and one on a far larger scale,
was to meet with discomfiture ; and more than EevenLy years
were to elapse until the rise of the great Justinian, when the
numerous failures were to be blotted out by the success of
Belisarius.
This misfortune led to the fall of Majorian; he had
forfeited confidence ; it appeared that he was not able to " preserve the state of the Roman world." He returned from Spain
to Gaul, and after a sojourn in Arles passed into Italy, without
an army. At Tortona the officers of Count Eicimer, who had
judged him unworthy of empire, seized him, stripped him of

'

' Nov.

i. 3fa.j. Rolnani orbis sfatum

. . . propitia clavinitate sereemzts.

See Priscus, fr. 27, who is almost
verbally followed by John of Antioch,
fr. 203.
JInjorian made a " disgraceful

treaty " with Gaiseric (John of Antioch, i b . )
H e celebrated games a t Arles, a t
which Sidonius Apollinaris was present
(A>. i. 11).
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the ilnperial purple, and beheaded him ('7 th August 4 6 1). I t
is natural enough that only two alternatives could be entertained by the Snevian count, who had the army at his back ;
he could tolerate a strong Emperor, capable of defending the
Empire, or he could tolerate a puppet-Emperor, who depended
absolutely on his own will. But an Emperor who was just
strong enough to assume an independent position, and was not
strong enough to contend with the enemies of the State-such
an one was naturally not acceptable to the count. Eicinier
himself seemed determined not to leave Italy, probably judging
that its security against the Vandals depended on the constant
presence of an able general with a strong army; and he did
actually defend it in the north against the Ostrogoths of Pannonia and against the Alemanni of the Upper Rhine. He was
determined to hold Italy at all costs; he associated himself
with the foreign foederati, being himself a Sueve; and he
cherished a bitter hatred against the Vandals ;-these
were the
chief elements in his position. His hatred against the Vandals
was due to a family feud. He was the nephew of Wallia, and
Wallia had fought against the Vandals in Spain; wherefore
Gaiseric hated him, and he reciprocated the hatred.
The death of Majorian was followed in less than four
months by the election of Libius Severus, a Lucanian. He
was elected by the senate with the consent of Ricimer and proclaimed at Ravenna (19th November 4 6 1 ) ; and though he
reigned four years-four
months less than Majorian-he
did
nothing; he was only a figure-head; Ricimer was the true
sovereign. Stilicho had guided the councils of Honorius,
Aetius had guided the councils of Valentinian ; but the personalities of Honorius and Valentinian, weak though they both
\yere, influenced affairs to a certain extent; it would be going
too far to say that either Aetius or .even Stilicho was a virtual
Emperor. Ricimer was the first Ge-rman who had become a
virtual king of Italy1; he is the link between Stilicho and
Odovacar.
I t might seem that at this juncture Italy might have

'

His monogram appears on the reverse of the coins of Severus. Severus
died 18 Kal. Sept. (15tl1August)atRome
(Anon. Cuspiniani), 465. According to
the Chronicle of Cassiodorus, tit dieztur
VOL. I

Rieimeris fraude Severus R m in
Palatio veneno peremptus est. If this is
true, Ricimer had a hand in the death
of no less than four Emperors.

R
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received another Augustus from Gaul, and that Aegidius, the
general and friend of Majorian, might have crossed the Alps
to avenge Majorian's death. But Aegidi~lswas occupied with
the task of defending southern Gaul against the Visigoths,
who, shaking themselves loose after the death of Avitus from
the bond which attached them to the Empire, were attempting
to extend their power in the province of Narbonensis. We
find him in 463 winning a great battle at Orleans: and in the
following year he died.
Another opponent of Ricimer in another quarter was the
Count Marcellinus. We see him in Sicily in the year 4 6 1 in
command of an army chiefly consisting of Hunnic auxiliaries
(Scythians) ; he had been probably posted there by Majorian
to protect the island against the Vandals.
But Ricimer
operated upon th5 cupidity of the Huns by bribes to induce
then1 to leave the service of Marcellinus and enter his own.2
Then Marcellinus, fearing danger and conscious that he coulcl
not vie with Ricimer in riches, abandoned Sicily and returned
to Dalmatia, where a few years later we find hirn ruling as if
he were the king thereof, even as Ricimer ruled in Italy and
as Aegidius and Syagrius ruled in Gaul. At this time Gaul,
Italy, and Dalmatia were practically independent kingdoms.
On the departure of Marcellinus, who seems to have defended
the island ably, Gaiseric sent his Vandals and auxiliary Moors to
ravage the island. A pacific embassy from Ricimer did not avail,
but another embassy sent at the same time by the Emperor Leo
induced Gaiseric to come to terms at last in regard to the ladies
of the Theodosian house, whom he still retained at Carthage.
He carried out his determination of uniting Eudocia in marriage
with his son Huneric, but he sent her mother Eudoxia and her
sister Placidia to Constantinople ; in return he received a certain
share of the property of Valentinian 111as the dowry of Eudocia.
Rut now Gaiseric posed as the protector and champion of
the Theodosian house against the upstart Emperors in Italy.
Olybrius, a member of the noble Anician gens, had married
Placidia, and Gaiseric demanded that he should be acknowledged
as Emperor. The situation in 4 6 3 is described by Priscus as
Cf. Idatius, xlv. Aegidius comes utriusque militiae
defeated Frederic the brother of Theodoric.
See PI~SCUS,
fr. 29.

~ I Ar~noricana
L
provincia
3

Fr. 30.
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follows : " The western Romans were afraid concerning Marcellinus, lest, his power increasing, he should wage war against
them; for they were involved in diverse difficulties on other
sides; they were threatened by the Vandals, and they were
threatened by Aegidius, a man of the western Galatians [we
are reminded of Celtic reminiscences in the East], who had
fought campaigns with Majorian and had a very large power
around him, and was indignant on account of the slaying of
the Emperor (Majorian). Hitherto dissensions with tlie Goths
in Gaul withheld him from war against the Italiots. For he
fought valiantly against them, contending for border-territory,
and performed in that war the greatest deeds of prowess."
We see from this account that the cause of western Rome,
the cause of Italy, and the cause of Ricinler were all closely
bound together, and that the ltaliots looked on Ricimer as
" On these accounts the western Romans
their protector.
sent ambassadors to the eastern Romans, asking them to bring
about a reconciliation with Marcellinus and with the Vandals.
To Marcellinus was sent Phylarchus, who prevailed on him not
to wage war against the Romans ; but then having crossed over
to the Vandals, he retired ineffectual." Gaiseric claimed all t1)e
inheritance left by Valentinian in Italy and also the inheritance
of Aetius, whose son Gaudentins he retained in captivity. H e
led a great expedition against Italy and Sicily, ravaged the
unprotected parts of the country, and took undefended towns.
There was no efficient navy in Italy to operate against him ;
and as he was at peace with New Rome, Leo could send no
ships to the assistance of Italy. I t will be remembered how
in the days of Valentinian I11 Attila was at peace with
Ravenria and at war with Constantiriople ; now in regard to
Gaiseric the position was reversed. Priscus makes the remark
that the division of the Empire greatly injured " the affairs of
the Eomans in the West" ; it was apparent that their great
chance of safety lay in the support of the East.
Accordingly Ricimer, the foe of Gaiseric, begins to enter
into closer relations with the Emperor Leo. For a year and
six months after the death of Severus, in November 465, no
successor was appointed, but at length Leo deigned to select
Anthernius as his colleague, and Ricimer's acceptance of an
Emperor nominated by Leo indicated a close alliance of in
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terests. The common interest was war 8.gainst the Vandals ;
not only Italy and Sicily were threatened, but the entire commerce of the Mediterranean; Africa was now what Illyria had
been in the third century B.c., or what Cilicia had been in the
first.
Anthernias had married the daughter of Marcian; and
thus he might be considered in some sort connected with the
house of Theodosius: and his preteasions wight be set against
those of Gaiseric's candidate, the husband of Placidia. H e was
the grandson of that Anthemius who guided the Empire during
the childhood of Pulcheria and Theodosius. The alliance
between Ricimer and the new Emperor was sealed by a marriage
of the Patrician with Anthemius' daughter. The elcler Placidia
had married Athaulf, her granddaughter Eudocia had married
Huneric, both indeed under a certain compulsion ; yet Anthemins afterwards professed to regard it as a great condescensioi~to 11ave surrendered his daughter to the barbarian
cou11t.
The expedition, which was organised to overthrow the
monarchy of the Vandals, was on a grand and impressive scale,
but it ended in a niiserable failure. Its success was paralysecl
by lukewarmness and even treachery both in the East and in
the West.
The number of vessels that set sail from Constantinople is
said to have been 1113, and the total number of nlen 117110
embarked was calculated as exceeding 1 0 0,O 0 0. Bnt unfortunately Leo, under the influence of his wife TTerina aild his
friend Aspar, appointed as general a man who was both incompetent and untrustworthy, his wife's brother Basiliscus.
Aspar, it appears, was not over-anxious that Leo's position
should be strengthened by such an exploit as the subversion of
the Vandal kingdom; he schemed therefore to procure the
election of a general whose success was extremely improbable.'
The western armament of Anthemius obeyed a more
efficient commander. The pagan Marcellinus, who, in defiance
of Emperors, ruled in Dalrnatia as an iridependent prince: was
Compare Idatiils, xlv. Asparem inzperizrtn, siczct deteetipue sunt, Wandegradatutn c u l privatam vitam Jiliz~?n- dalis consulentes.
que ejus oecisum, nduersz~s Ilonzatzzmz
Marcellinus, Chron. Jlnrcellinus
oceidn~tisPatrieius idc~~zqlupaganus.
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reconciled with Leo, and he left the palace of Iliocletian ancl
the city of the tepicl Jader to take the comrnand of the Italian
fleet. A Roman was now going forth from lllyria to subdue
the pirates of Africa ; seven hundred years before, the Romans,
before their great conflict with the African power, had gone
forth to subdue the pirates of Illyria. But here too lay a
disturbing element. The participation of Marcellinus in the
project alienated Ricimer, who was his enemy ; and just as
Aspar regarded the project with disfavour, Ricimer, who, as
has been already remarked, held in the West a soniewllat
similar position to that of Aspar in the East, also stood aloof.
The plan of operations was that the eastern forces should
be divided into two parts, and that thus the Vandals should be
attacked at three points at the same time. Easiliscns himself
was to sail directly against Carthage. Heraclius, another
general, having taken up the forces of Egypt on his way, was
to disenlbark at Tripolis, and having occupied that town was
to march to Carthage by lalid. Marcellinus, ~viththe Italian
forces, was to surprise the Vandals in Sardinia, and sail thence
to join the eastern arniies at Carthage.
If the conimander-in-chief had not been Basiliscns, and if
the opponent had not been Gaiseric, the expedition would have
easily succeeded. But Gaiseric, though physically the least, was
nlentally the greatest of the barbarians of his time. He was
small in stature, ugly in countenance, but in cunning he was
without an equal. H e veiled the machinations of his thoughts
under a silence that was rarely broken, and he despised luxury,
although he was avaricious as well as ambitious. Even as
it was, though Basiliscus had such a foe to cope with, success
The invaders mere
was within the grasp of his hand.
welcome to the Catholics of Africa, who were sorely persecuted by their Arian lords.' Marcellinus accomplished his
work in Sardinia without difficulty ; Heraclius met no obstacle
in executing his part of the project; and the galleys of Basiliscus scattered the fleet of the Vandals in the neighbourhood
of Sicily. On hearing of this disaster, Gaiseric gave up all for

'

'

Tepidccm is the adjective which
I m a n applies to the Jader, the river
"llich " runs out " near "long SalOnae."
An ac-ount of the persecutio~~s
of

'

Africa will be found in the five books
of VictorVitensis, Historiapersecutiotzis
proviltcine Africalzae, written about 486.
Set Ebert, 01). cit. i. 433 sqq. There is
a new editlnil 11y Petsclienig.
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lost ; tlle I'Loman general had only to stiilie a decisive blow and
Carthage would not have resisted. But he let tlle opportunity
slip, ancl, taliing up his station in a haven at some distance from
Carthage, be granted to the humble prayers of his wily opponent
a respite of five days, of which Gaiseric made good use. He
prepared a new fleet ancl a number of fireships. The winds
favoilred his designs, and he suddenly bore down on the Roman
arnlanient, wliich, under the combined. stress of surprise,
adverse wind, and the clestructive ships of fire, was routed and
at least half destroyecl. Basiliseus fled with the remnant to
Sicily, to join nlarcellinus, whose energy and resources might
have possibly retrieved the disaster; but the hand of an
assassin, inspired perhaps by Ricinler, rendered this hope
futile.' Heraclius, mllo had not reached Carthage when he
lienrd of the defeat of the fleet, retraced his steps, and Basiliscus
returned to Constantinople, where amid popular odium h e led
a life of retirement at Heraclea oil the Propontis, until he
appeared on the scene of public life again after Leo's death.
The failure of this expedition, organised on such a grand
scale that it might have seemed invincible, must have produced
n very great inoral effect, somewhat lilie the moral effect produced in Europe by tlle collapse of tlie Spanish Armada.
The Rolnan Einpire had put forth all its strength and had
signally failed, not against the combined powers of the barbarians, but against one barbaric nation. This must have not
only raised tlie pretensions and arrogance of the Vandals themselves, but illcreased the conternpt of other German nations for
tlie Rornan power ; it was felt to be a hunliliating disaster by the
government at Constantinople, while the government in Italy
was too habituated to defeat to be gravely affected. Immense
sun13 of money had been laid out on equipping the armament,
ancl its failure l~rocluceda state of bankruptcy in the imperial
treasury, whicli lasted for about tliirty years.
The iclen was ahroad that the arrival ill Italy of Anthemills, the l)olitical so11 of Leo, if I nlay renture to use the
I Anon. Cnsl~.glve5 L i ~ i ~ : i ~
467
s t ns
t l ~ date
c
of Jl.~rcell~rnr\'
dentll, 1,nt t h r
C l i ~ o n l ~ lof
e C a s s ~ o , l o ~ lant1
~ s t h a t ot
Coi~rlt Xla11*elli1111iglve 468 (seco1111
to~l\ulxt' of A i l t l ~ c m ~ n i ) The u o ~ l l s
ijf the latter ch~olnclea x . " cluln Rolrl-

nnis contla \Vm~dalos spud Carthagniclll ~ ~ u g n a n t l l ~o11crll
u s ;~uxllluriiqne
IPIt a11l ~ \ d e ~ l ~ d cuol ol l f o ~ l ~~ t tI ~~lulblls
O
~
palm11 v e n ~ l a l~ngnatului."
t
"IIu
was o b l i ~ e t lto i c ~ krcfuge i n
t h e s n l ~ c t n a ~ofy St. Sopllla.
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expression, was the inauguration of a return to unity; and
this formed the theme of the panegyric of Sidonius Apollinaris on the Einperor Anthemius. He hails Constantinople
thussalve sceptrorum colun~en,regina orientis,
orbis Roma tui,

and describes the education of Anthemins in terms of the
highest eulogy.
Anthemius was suspiciously inclined to
paganism, and the pagan character of the poem written by the
future bishop of Clermont did not offend him; his predecessor Severus is described as having increased the number of
the gods. Riciiner is introduced as
mvictns Ricilller quem publicn fata
respicinnt.

The poet was made prefect of Rome.
F,ut in Italy the Greek Anthemins was not popular. He
was too fond of philosopliy or thaumaturgy; he loved strange
doctrines ; he was inclined to be " Hellenic," in the bad sense
of the word. And in spite of his high standard of justice and
honest attempts to administer the lams-in
one of his own
laws he states a fair ideal of equity-he
does not seem to have
been looked on with favour by the Italians. Soon his relations
to Ricimer changed from friendliness or mutual tolerance to
distrust and Ilostility ; the father-in-law regretted that he had
married his daughter Alypia to a bci~bnrinn; the son-in-law
retorted with the conten~ptuousepithets Galatian and Greekliag
(G~aeczclzcs). And in this contest, in spite of the unpopularity
of Anthemius, the senate and the people espoused his cause
against the Suevian.
Thus it came to pass that in the year 4 7 2 Italy was
practically divided into two kirigdoms, the Emperor reigning at
Rome, the Patrician ruling at Milan. Epiphanius, the bishop
of Pavia, was employed to bring about a reconciliation-a
characteristic instance of the position of the Church at this
period-but
the army of Ricimer soon besieged Rome. Leo
hacl overcorrie the power of Aspar in tlie East ; was his " son "
Antheinius to overcome the power of Ricimer in the West ?
For tlle two problems were similar; and there is a dark nui:ce
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in n elironicle which suggests that the opposition of Aspar
and his sons to Leo may have had hidden links of connection
with the opposition of Riciiner to dnthen~ius.~
The hostilities at Roine lasted for five months, the senate
and people siding with the En~peror,%hile Ricimer headed
the multitude of his own barbarians. Along with the besieger
was tlie Scyrian Oilovacar, the son of Edecon, destined soon to
become famous. Riciiner guarded the Tiber and cut off the
supplies; the Romans were soon pressed by hunger and resolved to fight. An army under Eillimer had come from Gaul
to assist them. Tlie engagenlent resulted in heavy losses on tlie
imperial side, and the victor subdued the rest by treacl~ery.~
Gaiseric, it will be remembered, had wished to have a voice
in the election of an Emperor and to elevate Olybrius, the
husband of the younger Placidia. At this time Olybrius was
at Constantinople, and his Vandal connections made him a
suspicious person in the eyes of Leo, who planned a curious
stratagem. Hearing of the dangers of his colleague Anthemius
at Rome, he employed Olybrius on a mission thither to compass the reconciliation of the two opponents. At the same
time he sent a private messenger to Anthemius with a letter
instructing him to put Olybrius to death. The artifice was
frustrated, as Ricimer intercepted the letter."
This circun~stance led to the consummation which Leo
least wished. After the success gained in the battle, Ricimer
invested Olybrius with the purple; and the new Emperor
might claim with some fairness to be a member of the
Theodosian house. As for Anthemius, when his adherents had
surrendered to "the barbarians " and left him " naked," he disguised himself and mingled with the mendicants who begged
in the church of St. Chrysogonus. There he was beheaded
by Gundobad, Ricjmer's nephew (4th July 472).5

'

Cassioduri Chronico~~,under the
year 469 (consulate of Narcian and
Zeno). Ardaburitcs imperium tentaqts
jusszc Anthemii exilio deportatz~r. Is i t
necessary to consider that Ardoburiz~s
is a mistake for Arvu~sdus,prefect of
Gaul ? May not the son of Asl~arhave
aspired to become an Augustns in the
West, supported perhaps by Iliciincr 9
The consl)iracy of Ilornanus against
Anthemios is mentioned by John of
Antioch, fr. 207.

Ib. fr. 209 : 'AvOepiy pkv uuuepd~ouv
oil

TE

3

2v

16.

~ a 6i B ~ ~ o s .

T ~ ~ E L

This curious transaction is related
by John Blalalas, and is quite credible,
thongh historians seem never to have
observed it. Compare mynote on " The
Emperor Olybrius," E?zglzah IIistoricaZ
Beview, July 1886.
John of Antioch, fr. 209, says,
' I Gundobad, Ricirner's
brother," and
after\\arcls speaks of Gun~liLalos1s his
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The position of affairs was n o r ~the reverse of what it hacl
been in the days of Honorius and Stilicho, or in the days of
Valentinian and Aetius. When dissensions arose in 40 8 between
the father-in-law and the son-in-law, the son-in-law had the
upper hand; and when there was war in 472 between the
father-in-law and the son-in-law, the son-in-law also had the
upper hand. But in the earlier case the son-in-law was the
Emperor, in the later case the son-in-law was the foreign
general.
Bicimer did not survive 111s victim long ; he died in less
than six weeks1 ; and the new Emperor whom he hail created
survived him by only two m ~ n t h s . ~
The death of Ricimer, notwithstanding his anomalous position, was a blow to Italy cf the same kind as the deaths of
Stilicho and Aetius: While Stilicho lived, there was an able
general to protect the peninsula against Alaric ; when he died,
Alaric entered and laid waste. While Aetius lived, there was
a general formidable to Gaiseric ; when he died, Gaiseric sailed
over and plundered. While Ricimer lived, the barbarians
did not venture to enter Italy; but four years after his death,
they not only entered but they uccupied. If Olybrius had
lived longer and been a stronger man-he
has no personality
in history-his
Theodosian connection might have aided liim
to stay the approach of the day when Italy would be ruled by
a German king.
ne:;hew. The fact is, that a sister of
Klcimer married Gui~iliok,king of the
Uurgundians, and their son was Gundobad. From 470 to 490 Gundobad was
" tetrarcli " of the Burg~uldians,from
490 to 501 "ex besse dominus," from
501 to 516 sole king. See F. Bluhme's

preface to tlie Leges Bzc?guq~dio?lunz,
11. G. H. Leges, vol. iii.
1 18th August 472. He died, like
Attila, from vomiting blood (John of
Antioch, fr. 292, 2).
23d October 472. He died of
dropsy (ib.)
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ZENO the Isaurian had succeeded to the power and influence
of Aspar and Ardaburius at Leo's court, and he was marked
out by his marriage with Ariadne, the Emperor's daughter, as
a probable successor. H e was hardly less rude than Aspar,
for the Isaurians were semi-barbarous freebooters, but he
had the advantage of not being a German. When Leo I.
died in 4'74 his grandson Leo, the infant son of Zeno and
Ariadne, was proclaimed Emperor, in accordance with his
grandfather's wishes. The child conferred the imperial dignity
on his father and died in the same year, leaving to Zeno
nominally as well as actually the sole power.
Zeno was unpopular, and there was a strong spirit of public
hatred against the Isaurians, who formed a portion of the
army, and by their violence often irritated the inhabitants of
Constantinople. Moreover, the elevation of Zeno was not
pleasing to the Empress-mother Verina, a woman of great
energy and capacity for intrigue. Her brother Easiliscus, who

'

Zeno's original name is variously
stated as (1)Tarasikodissa (by Candidus,
who, bei~lgan Isaurian, should have
known) ; (2) Arikmesos (by Eustathins
of Epiphania) ; (3) Trasalikaios (by
Theophanes). He adopted the name
Zeno from a distinguished Isaurian.
His mother's name was Lallis, his
father's Rusumbladeotus, his brother's
Longinus-apparently a common name
in Isauria. He was married to Arcadia
before he married Ariadne, and by her
had a son, Zeuo, of whom son~ething
more will be said. Zeno was a very fast

runner, according to the Anonymus
Valesii, who seems to have known
something about him, and had a marked
liking for him. His speed of foot was
attributed to a physical peculiarityperhibent de eo quad patellas i n genucula
non habuisset sed mobiles fuissent ut
etiam curszc velocissimo ultra modum
holninum haberetur (Anon. Val. 9, 40.)
Fast running was an Isaurian characteristic ; compare the marvellous speed
of Indacus, who took part i n the revolt
of Illus (Suidas, sub ' I v ~ ~John
K ~Ant.
s,
p. 617).
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had lived in retirement since his conduct of the Vandalic expedition, aspired to the throne, and he was supported in his
designs by the general Illus, a man of considerable influence
and ability. The result was that Zeno's position was so insecure that, in the face of a formidable conspiracy, he was obliged
to flee to Isauria, with his wife Ariadne and his mother Lallis,
at the end of the year 4'75 (November). Verina was scheming to place her paramour Patricius on the throne, but her
endeavours turned to the profit of her brother Basiliscus, whom
the ministers and senators elected to the purple after Zeno's
flight. This change of power was an opportunity for the
Byzantines to settle accounts of old standing with the obnoxious countrymen of Zeno, and a colossal massacre ( G p 6 8 7 ~ o ~
a+ayrj) of Isaurians tool< place in the capital.
War was
carried on in Isauria against Zeno by Illus and his brother
Trocundus, but they soon deserted the cause of Basiliscus,
who had already made himself odious by his extortions, and
went over to his rival.
His nephew Harmatius, a young
fop of whom I shall give some account hereafter, was then
created magister militzcm per Thracias, and sent with an army
against the forces of Zeno and Illus, which were advancing
against Constantinople. Illus induced him also to desert the
usurper, and this desertion decided the fall of Basiliscus and the
restoration of Zeno (July 4'7'7). Theodoric, the son of Theodemir, m d his Ostrogoths, who had been settled in Lower
Moesia, had embraced the cause of Zen0.l
I n his reign of twenty months EasiIiscus had made himself
very unpopular. He favoured the heresy of monophysitism,
he exacted money from bishops, and was only prevented by a
crowd of monks from doing violence to Acacius the Patriarch
of C~nstantino~le.His fiscal rapacity was so great that he did
not spare from severe taxation even the humblest mechanic,
and it was said that the world was full of tears at his exactions. Yet we also hear that he contributed 50 Ibs. of gold
to restore Gabala in Syria, which suffered from an earthquake

' See Anon. Val. 9, 42 : Zcno cowfortans Isauros intra provinciam deiiirle
misit ad dvitatem Novam (Novi), ubi
erst Thcoderieus dtis Gothorum, filius
Walameris [Walamir was really his
uncle. but the A~iony~nus
Val. shared

the mistake of the Greek historians],
et euln inaitacit i n solacium [ =assistance] sibi adversus Basiliscunt, objectans
militem, post bicnniuliz zeniens, obs-dens
civitatcm Constantinopoliin.
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in his reign. H e and his family were banished by Zeno to a
fortress in Cappadocia, where they were niured up and allowed
to perish of hunger?
A public misfortune of a most deplorable nature, which has
probably had manifold indirect results of a negative character,
occurred in the reign of Basiliscus, and helped, as accidents in
superstitious ages always help, to render his goverllnlent unpopular. This was an immense conflagration, which, beginning
in the bazaar of the bronzesmiths, spread far and wide, reducing
to ashes the colonnades of the public square, with the adjoining
houses. But more serious than this was the destruction of the
Basilike, the library founded by Julian, which contained no
fewer than 120,000 books. Among these rolls, the intestine
of a serpent, 1 2 0 feet long, on which the Iliad and Odyssey
mere written in golden characters, is specially mentioned. A
still greater disaster was the destruction of the palace of Lausus,
which contained among its splendours some of the most beautiful works of Greek plastic art, the Cnidian Aphrodite, the
Lindian Athene, and the Sarnian Here. But for this fire these
precious works might possibly have been still in existence, and
it reminds us that the chief cause of the loss of works of art
was not Christian vandalism, but rather the love of art, which
collected monuments from their original scattered homes and
exposed them in a mass to increased dangers of destruction in
a large town. How far the loss of the library influenced the
condition of culture in the succeeding centuries, it would be
hard to determine.
Zeno has never been a favourite with historians, and Finlay
perhaps was the first who was ready to say a good word for
him. " The great work of his reign," writes Finlay, "was the
formation of an army of native troops to serve as a counterpoise to the barbarian mercenaries" ; and he goes on to remark
that the man who successfully resisted the schemes and forces
Basiliscus had created his son
Marcus Emperor. The fate of him
and his fanlily is thus described by
Anon. Val. (9, 43) : " Basiliscus
fleeing t o the church, entsrs the baptistery with his wife arid sons. Zeno
gives him the security of an oath that
his blood mill not he shed (secctrurn
esse de sanguine) ; so, leaving the

church, he was shut up with his wife
and sons i n a dry cistern, where they
perished of cold." See also the Paschal
Chronicle. The ghost of Basiliscus
appears i n a Cretan tragedy (published
by M. Sathas in his K ~ T L K~ ~~ UVT P O V )
entitled Z6vwv. Longinus, Anastasius,
Sebastian, Harmatius, and other I( nding men are introduced.
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of the great Theodoric cannot have been contemptible.1 Yet
even from the pages of Malchus we can see that he was
not so bad as he was painted, Malchus himself confessing that
he was in some respects superior to Leo, 2specially less greedy.
He was not popular, for his religions policy of conciliation did
not find general favour ; he was not personally brave ; and he
was an Isaurian. But he was inclined to be mild; he desired
to abstain from employing capital punishment.
I n fiscal
administration he was perhaps less successful than his predecessors and his successor Anastasius. Malchus states that
Zen0 wasted all that Leo left in the treasury by donatives to
his friends and inaccuracy in checking his accounts. I n 477
the funds were very low, hardly sufficient to supply pay for the
army. But the blame of this may rather rest with Basiliscus,
who, reigning precariously for twenty months, must have been
obliged to incur large expenses, to supply which he was driven
to extortion, and in the following years the Ostrogoths were an
incubus on the exchequer; while we must further remember
that since the enormous outlay incurred by Leo's naval expedition the treasury had been in financial difficulties, which only
a ruler of strict economy and business habits, like the succeeding Ernperor Anastasius, could have remedied. Zeno was not
a man of business, he was indolent and in many respects weak.
But in defending him we need not go further than the admission of Malchus (who throughout seems to censure in Zeno
weakness rather than evil inclination), that his reign would
have been a good one but for the influence of one Sebastian,
who was like Eutropius or Chrysaphius, and introduced a
system of venality. From an adverse witness this is an
important admission. Of Sebastian we hear very little, and
we may suppose that his influence was not permanent.
History of Greece, vol. i. p. 180.
The Anonymus Valesii, whoni some
have wished to identify with Naximian,
the bishop of Ravenna who stands
beside Justinian in the n~osaicsof St.
Vitalis, has a great liking for Zeno, and
represents him as very popular : Zeno
~ecordatztsest amorc ssomt~lset populi,
m?tn1ficzts omnibus se ostendit, ita u t
ontnes ei gratias agerent.
Senatu
f2om4~uoet pop?tlo tuitzts est ut etia?n ei
zmagi?acs per diversa Zoca i n urbc Xoma
leaarentur. Cttjus te?i~pora paeifica
l

fuerunt (9, 44). One aould think that
the writer was an Isaurian. Compare
also 9, 40 : In republics omnino providentissirnzcs, 'favens gentis sttae.
I t is said that Sebastian used to
buy for a small amount an office which
Zeno bestowed on a friend, and then
sell it to some one else for a much
higher price, Zeno receiving the profit.
He was prefect in December 477 (Cod.
Just. viii. 7 , 9), and if the date of a
certain constitution (ib. v. 27, 5), x.
Kal. Mart. 477, be correct, he acted as
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Malchus further states that Zeno had nothing of Leo's
coarse nature, and that his wrath was not wont to be relentless. His attempt to unify the Church by his famous Henotikon, which raised up against him deadly ecclesiastical odium,
has been spoken of in a former chapter, and we mnst remember
this when we read the charges, preferred against him by ecclesiastical writers, of undisguised and almost obtrusive immorality.
The favour shown by him to his countrymen the Isaurians,
whom the Byzantines regarded as brutigh clowns, was an additional cause of unpopularity; while the court intrigues and
jealousies, which led to constant conspiracies and frequent
bloodshed, throw another shadow over his rather obscure reign.
The presence of the Ostrogothic pillagers in the Balkan provinces might be used by the Emperor's enemies to complete
the gloomy picture.
I must give an account of some of the personages who
played a part at the court of Zeno and were objects of interest
in the streets of Byzantium. Harmatins, the nephew of Basiliscus, who has already been mentioned, was a young man of
fashion, to whose name doubtless many scandals were attached.
The most celebrated was his intrigue with Zenonis, his uncle's
wife ; their love is described by a historian in a passage worthy
of a romance.'
"Basiliscus pern~ittedHarmatins, inasmuch as he was a kinsman, to
associate freely with the Empress Zenonis. Their intercourse became
intimate, and as they were both persons of no ordinary beauty they became
extravag,zntly enamoured of each other. They used t o exchange glances
of the eyes, they used constantly to t u r n their faces and smile a t each
other ; and the passion which they were obliged to conceal mas the cause
of dule and teen. They confided their trouble t o Daniel a eunuch
and t o Maria a midwife, who hardly healed their malady b y the remedy
of bringing them together. Then Zenonis coaxed Basiliscus to grant her
lover the highest office i n the city."

The preferment which he received from his uncle elated
hini beyond measure. He was naturally effeminate and cruel.
Theodoric, the son of Triarius, despised him as a clan+- who
prefect to Zeno before his restoration,
but I suspect the date. Erytlirius had
been praetorian prefect before Sebastian,
and was very popnlar (Malchus, fr. 6).
The decline of the scholarian guards is
attributed by Agathias (v. 15) to Zeuo,

who bestowed appointments on Isaurian
relations of no valonr.
The passage is in Snidas, but probably comes from Malchus. The name
is spelt both Harmatus and Harmatius.
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only cared for his toilet and the care of his body ; and i t was said
that in the days of Leo he had punished a number of Thracian
rebels by cutting off their hands. When he was exalted by his
mistress's husband, he conceived the idea that he was a man
of valour, and he manifested this idea by dressing himself as
Achilles, in which guise he used to ride about and astonish or
amuse the people in the hippodrome. The populace nicknamed him Pyrrhus, on account of his pink cheeks, but he
took it as a compliment to his valour, and became still more
inflated with vanity. " He did not," says the historian, " slay
heroes like Pyrrhus, but he was a chamberer and a wanton
like Paris."
Harmatius did not long survive the return of Zeno, and
his death may be considered an instance of double ingratitude.
Zeno, who owed his recovery of the crown to Harmatius, kept
the promise he had made to appoint him nzagister militurn i n
pmesenti, and to proclaim his son Basiliscus Caesar. But Zeno
did not trust the fidelity of the new magister, and he engaged
a man, who had risen to high rank by the patronage of Harmatius,' to assassinate his patron.
Illus the Isaurian was the most important minister in the
Empire after Zeno's return, but his position was surrounded
by pitfalls on all sides. Not only was he the object of Verina's
enmity and machinations, but Zeno seems to have viewed him
with fear and suspicion, and wished to rid himself of him.
Only a month or two after his reinstallation on the throne, he
was suspected of having suborned a servant to assassinate Illus.
I n 4'78 Illns was made consul, and the rebuilding of an imperial stoa devolved upon him. One day, while he was attending
to matters connected with this work, an Alan, one of the
scholarii under the master of offices, was found with a sword,
which he plainly intended to ,use against Illus. He confessed under torture that the prefect Epinicus had suborned
him. Zeno imniediately deposed the prefect, confiscated his
goods, and handed his person over to Illus, who despatched him
to a place of safety in Isauria. Soon afterwards, Illus invented
This man was Onoulf, brother of
Odovacar, his rank was orparqybr 'IXhvpi&, mag. mil. per Illyr.

Epinicuswas aPhrygianwho passed
from the service of the praepos. sac. cub.,

Urbicius, to fill successively the officer
of count of the privy purse and count
of thesacredlargesses, and finally prefect
of the city (476).
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a pretext to leave the capital himself,' and visiting the prison
of Epinicus, induced him to confess that he had acted in concert with Verina, the Empress-mother. Zeno and the court
met him on his return in the neighbourhood of Chalcedon,
and Illus induced the Emperor to consign to him that dangersus woman, while Epinicus might be allowed to return to
Byzantinm. Verina was then placed in confinement in an
Isaurian castle, named Dalisandon, having previously taken the
vows of a nun at Tarsus. At this period Isanria and Cappadocia were the recognised places for the banishment of political
prisoners, and Illus, being a native of Isauria, had considerable
influence there. Another captive, whom he kept immured in
an Isaurian stronghold, was Longinus the Emperor's brother,
-for what reason tve know not. But it is evident that the
influence and power of Illus in those regions made him formidable to Zeno.
I t appears that in 483, Illus, whose life had been recently
attempted, this time by the Empress Ariadne,' withdrew to Asia
Minor, on a plea of wishing for change of air, perhaps really feeling
that his life was not safe in Constantinople. I n the meantime
a certain Leontius had raised the flag of revolt in Syria, with the
According to John of Antioch, his
brother Aspalias was dead ; according
to Theophanes, lie put forrvard the plea
of requiring change of air.
I have not attempted to reconstruct
the details of tlie revolt from our f r a g
mentary evidence. But i t appears to me
that the procedure of Zeno against Illns,
mentioned by John of Antioch (p. 620),
took place after Illns had left the city,
though before he had actually revolted,
and not inunccliately after his departure.
For Zcno appointed him general of the
East-in which post he was succeeded
by John the Gotli, mho condncted the
siege of the Papirian castle-apparently
to operate against Leontius, who, I
think, we may assume revolted first on
his own account, a3 Liberatus testifies
and as Tillelnont considered probable.
The conduct that roused Zeno's suspicions or anger against Illus, and induced the latter to join Leontius, seems
to have been connected with the Emperor's 1,rotlier Longinus, whose supposed imprisonment of ten years (stated
by Marccllinns) is extremely obscure.
See John of Antioch, p. 620. Mr. Hodg-

kin, who gives an account of the revolt
(iii. 63, scq.), speaks as if Illus had
left Constantinople in consequence of
Zeno's measures against him. This is
certainly not correct. Moreover, llc
passes over the fact that Illus, when he
had resigned the post of master of
offices, was made general of the East,
and speaks as if John the Goth succeeded Illus in this post ('.military
co~nmand,"referringto the scholarians 1)
I would suggest that Illus left Constantinople in482, after the affair ofAriadne,
and lived in Asia Minor (Nicaea?); tliat
while he was there, Leontius revolted,
and Zeno gave him supreme military
command to operate against Leontius ;
that Illus then quarrelled with Longinus, who was also in command against
the tyrant, and took the summary measure of imprisoning him in a castle ;
that this was the cause of Zeno's anger.
I n this case the "ten years " of Marcellinus must be a mistake, as Tillemont
alieady conjectured. There is evitlonce tliat Longinus commanded against
Leontius.
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intention, it was said, of reviving the forlorn cause of paganism.
I t seems that Illus was then appointed commander-in-chief of the
eastern armies, and was sent against Leontius. But for some
unknown reason he incurred Zeno's suspicions, and attached himself to the cause of the rebel. Zeno had delivered an oration
against him as a public enemy, sold his property, and made a
present of the proceeds to the cities of the Isaurians. The
object of the last measure was, we may suspect, to bid for their
adherence against Illus.
Illus and Leontius made use of the Empress Verina, who
was living as a prisoner in the Isaurian castle, to give a
semblance of legitimacy to their cause. She crowned Leontius
at Tarsus, and issued in his interests a letter which was sent
to various cities. Illus, moreover, put himself in communication with Odovacar, the king of Italy, who, however, was
unable to give active help, as well as with the Persians and the
Armenians. Leontius entered Antioch on 27th June 4 8 4 and
established there an imperial court. Theodoric the Ostrogoth,
who afterwards conquered Italy, was sent to put down the
revolt, and it was practically crushed very soon: although the
two leaders held out for four years in the Isaurian castle of
Papirius, where Verina died during the siege. The fortress
was taken by the treachery of Illus' sister-in-law, the wife of
Trocundus, and Illus and Leontius were slain.
The most noteworthy circumstance about the revolt of Illus
is that he was an Isaurian rebelling against an Isaurian Emperor. I t is impossible to unravel the skein of events and see
the motives of the two chief actors, Illus and Zeno, as our
sources are mere fragments, but it is hardly justifiable to apprehend its chief significance as an attempt to revive paganism.
I t is possible that this conception may have guided Leontius,
though he seems to have been an insignificant and incapable
person, and was finally a mere figure-head, but it was the intinlacy
of Illus with a very remarkable philosopher named Pamprepius
that gave the movement a pagan character. I t need hardly
be observed that such an idea as the revival of pagan religion
had as little real danger for Christianity in the reign of Zeno,
as the scheme of Pomponius Laetus for a siniilar revival in the
fifteenth century.
See above, p. 256 note 2.
VOL. I
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Illus was a man with a taste for letters, as well as a good
military captain, and he spent the long Lours of the siege in the
Isauric fort in study. At Constantinople he perhaps affected
to be a patron of letters, but at all events he discovered Pamprepius of Panopolis in Upper Egypt, who became his friend, confidant, and spiritual adviser. The career of I'amprepius is worthy
of record, as it illustrates life in the fifth century. He went
in his youth. from Egypt to the university of Athens, where
he studied under the Neoplatonist Proclus, and ivas appointed
professor of grammar (i.e. of philology) ; but he was not only
a grammarian and a philosopher, he was also a poet, doubtless
of the school of Nonnus, who was born in the same city.
Obliged to leave Athens, in consequence of a quarrel with a
magistrate, he sought his fortune in the capital, and won the
patronage of Illus by a poem which he recited. The influential
statesnian procured him a professorship, and increased his
stipend by a grant of his own. As a man of the highest intellectual ability, as tile intimate friend of Illus, and as a pagan
who gave bold and undisguised utterance to his unacceptable
opinions in a city so religious as Byzantium, he was one of the
observed and the dangerous, feared and disliked. I n the eyes
of the ordinary Christian a " Greek" or heathen was a nefarious
individual who was probably a magician ; and the mysticism of
a Neoplatonist would naturally present many opportunities for
charges of sorcery. Dnring the absence of Illus (478) he was
banished, but Illus brought his favourite back in triumph and
procured hiill a seat in the senate and the quaestorship, a post
which was especially appropriate to a learned man who could
write in a good style." The philosopher accompanied Illus in
his revolt, and perished with him.
The revolt of Illus was not the only trouble that tended
to malie Zeno feel insecure. Another rising took place
at an earlier period in his reign which was very nearly
successful, although Illus supported the throne. Anthemius,
the Emperor of the West, had two sons, Marcian and Procopius. Marcian married Leontia, the second daughter of Leo,
who could boast of the fact that she was born in the purple
as a ground of superiority to her sister the Empress Ariadne.

'

So Cassiodolus was appointed quaestor by Theodoric on account of his
Panegyric.
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They conspired at the end of 473 to dethrone Zeno on account
of the banishment of Verina, and they enlisted a number of
citizens as well as barbarians in their cause. One of the
brothers surprised the imperial guard in the palace, while
everything was quiet in the mid-day heat, and the Emperor
was only saved by escaping from the building. But time was
wasted, and at night Illus conveyed Isaurian soldiers from
Chalcedon in market boats, as Marcian had seized the ferries.
On the following day the rebels were overpowered; Marcian
was compelled to take orders and banished to Cappadocia;
while Procopius found a refuge in the camp of the Ostrogoth
Theodoric, the son of Triarius, who had approached the city
with hostile intent.
Zen0 had one son: of the same name, whose brief and
strangely disreputable career must have been one of the chief
scandals at the court. His father desired that he should be
carefully trained in manly exercises, but unscrupulous young
courtiers, who wished to profit by the abundant supplies of
money which the boy could command, instructed him in all
the vulgar excesses of luxury and voluptuousness.
They
introduced him to boys of his own age, who did not refuse to
satisfy his desires, while their adulation flattered his vanity to
such a degree that he treated all who came in contact with him
as if they were servants. His excesses brought on an internal
disease, and he died, still a boy, after lying for many days in a
senseless condition.
I n the declining years of Zeno his brother Longinus began
to gain influence ; he filled high official posts, and looked forward to succeeding his brother. Zeno, however, consulted a
certain Maurianos, skilled in occult learning, who informed
him that a silentiarius2 would be the next Emperor. This
prophecy was unfortunate for a distinguished patrician of high
fame named Pelagius, who had once belonged to the silentiarii,
for Zeno, seized with alarm and suspicion, put him to death."
The Emperor in his last days seems to have been a prey to

' By ~ r c a d i ahis
, first wife (Suidas).
= The

silentiffirti were palace guards
whose duty was to secure that the rest
of the Emperor should not be interrupted.

Arcadius, praetorian prefect, expressed such indignation at this that
Zeno sought to slay him, but Arcadius
fled i n time.
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suspicions, as was indeed not unnaturai, seeing that so many
rebellions had vexed his reign ; and his unhappiness was increased by his bad health. A11 attack of epilepsy carried him
off in April 491.
One act of Zeno's latter years deserves special notice, the
suppression of the school of Edessa in 489. Edessa was a
literary centre in western Mesopotamia, and exercised a vast
influence in diffusing Hellenism in those regions. The teachers
of Edessa, however, were Nestorians, and it is to this fact that
we must ascribe Zeno's narrow-minded act, which was clearly
designed to please the monophysites and Chalcedonians.

CHAPTER IV
THE OSTROGOTHS IN ILLYRICUM AND THRACE

WE saw how in the reign of Arcadius the Visigoths of Alaric
abode in the Illyrian peninsula, and alnlost formed a kingdom
there, before they invaded Italy and established themselves in
the West; we shall now see how in the reign of Zeno the
same phenomenon was repeated in the case of the Ostrogoths
of Theodoric, how they almost formed a lringdom in the land
of Mount Haemus, before they went westward and founded a
realm in Italy.'
After the death of Attila in 453, the subject nations immediately threw off the yoke of the Huns, and asserted their
independence on the field of Netad (454).2 Of these nations
the chief was the Ostrogoths, over whom three brothers ruled
jointly, Walamir, Theodemir, and Widemir. These brothers
made an arrangement with the Emperor Valentinian, by
which, probably as foeclc~citi, they were allowed to occupy
P a n n ~ n i a . ~After some years, during which they repulsed
The chief sources for the events
related in this chapter ale the fragments of Malchus and the Gothic history of Jordanes.
"he
foundation of the Gelid ltingdom on the Theiss was another consequence of the field of Netad. The original seat of the Gepidsu~asnear tllemonth
of the Vistula Their king, Ardaric,
fought for Attila a t the locus Ilfaurimus, but threw off the yoke a t Netad,
a battle which Dahn considers equal
1 1 1 importance to " Chi?lons," Poltlers,
or Waterloo (KO?&.
der Germ. ii. 15-27) :
"Die grosse I>edeutnngdes Konigthums
Ardarirh's zcigt sich in der Rucksicllt

melche noch das Burgundenrecht auf
seine Rlunzen nimmt, wolaus sich eine
eiemlich geordnet Herlscl~~ewaltdes
Iionlgs nnd ein ansehnlicher Flor seines
Reiches folgern lasst."
"heir Pannonian territory extended
from Sirmium to Vindobona - t h e
" false Vienna."
Jordanes attempts t o
tell us how i t was apportioned among
the three brothers. The Ostrogoths
made war on the peoples around them,
czcp~c~ttcs
ostentarc uzrtutcm (Jord. Get.
52). Gasquet (L'cn~pire b y . p. 57)
points out very \$ell that "what the
barbarians hated most cordially were
[not Romans but] other balbal~aus."
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:ui attncli of the reninant of the H ~ m sthey
,
came into collision

wit11 the 1i:mperor Leo, on accollnt of an unpaicl a l l o ~ ~ ~ a nofc e
gold (st7*ozac),and ravished tlle Ronian provillces ; lmt; peace
was lnacle in 4G1, in consequence of which Theocloric, tlle son
of Theoden~ir,was sexit as a hostage to Constantinople, where
he remained for ten years, and had the advantage of a noman
tr:~ining.l This training, Ilowever, dicl not perhaps include
letters, for it is said that he was never able to write.? Duriug these ten years his nation was engaged in mars with the
Snevi and King Hunimund," in whicli Wainmir, his uncle,
who111 contemporary Greek historians wrongly c:~llecl the
father of Theodoric, was killed. I n 47 1 (or 4 7 2 ) Theocloric
icturnecl to his people. H e distingnished hiillself by a campaign against the Sarrnatian~,~
and a year or two later joined
l ~ i sfather ill an invasion of Illyricum, while Wicleillir attaclied
the Romans of Italy. The father and son marched, capturing
cities as they went,5 as far as Thessnlonica, and there tlie old
was renewed, and
treaty between tlie Romans and
certain towns (I'ella, lietlione, l'ydaa, Beroea) in the neighbonrl~oodof tlle Therillaic Galf were assignecl to the Goths. Bnt
for sonle ~~nrecordecl
reason they \vere soon transferred to Lower
Moesia and Scythia, ~vllerewe find them stationed iluring tlie
usnr~ationof Casiliscus."
About the saine time Tlieoiloric (Straho, " Squiiiter "), the
son of Triarius, the chief of anotller tribe of Ostrogoths that
was supported by the bounty of the Empire, comes into prominence. H e could not boast tlic noble clescent of liis naniesake Theodoric, the son of Theoclelllir the Amal, from 1vho111
inclined to rcverse htl.. Hodgkin's ~11spicion, and believe tllnt i t \\-as trailswas sent to Ijyzal~tium. HIS rl~other, ferred from Tlleodoric to Justin.
whose name was Erclieva, seems to have
3 Tlle Snevi, or Suavi, lived with the
been a c o ~ l c ~ ~ b itreater1
r~e
wit11 tlie Alen~annito the east of the 13urgu11i~onoursof a wife. She :~cco~nl~aniedclians and to the \rest of tho I',avnrla~~s.
llcr so11 on I ~ i sTllracin~l311d I l l y r i a ~ ~ Sn:~\ria must not be confhunclccl \\.it11
rnarclles. Ilar n:rrne in A?lo~,.VCLI. tlie Rnnlnll provi~lce of Savia. S'c3c
(12, 65, ed. (:ardtllausen) is E r e ~ ~ i l i v; : ~ Mr. FIodgkin's Itctbzg a.~zrZ her I~~va.tlo.s,
and u7e learn t h a t slie was n Catl~olic iii. 21-22:
:rml 11t.r c l ~ r i s t i atlalne
~ ~ was Ensebia.
The Snrnmatians llnd attacked the
I aln (lisposctl to believe t!~is state- Empire 311~1taken Si~~:.id~unlm.
went of A ~ O ~
L
.
Naibslls,
s t o l ~ i ,1-Ieraclca. This inV a l . , ~ h i c Mr.
l ~ Hodg1,111 discretiits, suspectir~g that t l l v (licnte-; tho iiw of their march-nlr the
story was transfcrrctl f'roln Justin to rallcy of the hlargos (hforava) and
'I'l~~.od~iric.The author of tile A~iec- (lo\\-11tllo val!ey of the Axills (Vardar).
"1101~.
V(d. 9, 4').
~ l o t r c relates i t of Justin, a l ~ d I arll
Tl~eo(loriewas l~robnl~ly
born in

15-1, for he %\-aseight years old wllell he

OSTliOl;OTH..S' IN ILL I"IIIC'LTd/II11A N D TNRR4CE 2G3

War Isrolie out I,etmeen
be illust be carefully clistingnished.
the Ostrogoths and Scyrians in 46 7,and botli peoples alylied to
Leo for assistance. The general Aspar counselled the Emperor
to remain neutral, but Leo determined to listen to the prayers
of the Scyri. Aspar was on friendly terms with the Goths,
and it was because he knew that there was 110 chance of Leo's
aiding them that he advised him to reject both requests. I n
4 6 8 Leo rejected overtures of the sons of Attila, and in the
following year the remnant of the Huns conlbined with the
Goths against the Empire, but the campaiga mas unsuccessf~~l,
because they quarrelled among themselves.
The Ostrogothic chief Theodoric, son of Triarius, aspired to
succeed to the position of Aspar, and in 473 he sent an
embassy to that effect to Constantinople. When Leo refused
liis demands, Theodoric, having divided l ~ i sforces in two parts,
with one division ravaged the territory of Philippi and ~ v i t h
the other reduced Arcadiopolis by starvation. Tliese energetic
proceedings extorted concessions from Leo ; he ageecl to pay a
yearly stipend of 2000 lbs. of gold to the Goths, to allot tliem
a district in Thrace, to create Tl~eodoricmayisto. cq. et ped.
pmcs. nil. Theodoric, on his part, was to fight for the
Emperor against all enemies except the Vandals. H e was,
moreover, to be recognised as king of the Goths."
I n the troubles that followed Leo's decease, the son of
Triarius took the part of T3asiliscus, ~vhilethe son of Theodemir supported Zeno. The relatioils xvliich existed between
Zeno and the two Theodorics during the three years succeeding
Zeno's restoration (4'7"i479).may he divided into three stages.
I n the first stage Zeno and the son of Tlieoclemir are conlbilled
against the son of Triarius ; in the second stage tlle twc~Gothic
chieftains join forces against the Emperor ; in the third stage the
son of Triarius and Zeno are allied against the sol1 of Theodemir.
I n 4 7 7 Zeno received an embassy from the son of Triarius
and his federate Goths who were clesirous to malie a treaty
with the successful Eniperor.
Tile anlbassaclors remindecl
Aceonling t o John of A~ltiocl~,
fr.
214, 3, the so11 of Theodemir was the
dv+rbr, cousin of Rec~itacli, n h o was
sol1 of Tl~cotloric,the son of Tliarius.

His \\-is11 to be recognised as 1ri11g
by the E~nperors1lon.s t h a t 11e was not
of royal tlcscel~t (I)ahn, K6xigc dcr
G c r l ~ ~ a ? l ii.
e ? ~69)
,
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Zeno of the injuries which the son of Theodeinir llad inflicted
on the Empire, though he was called a Roman " general" 2nd a
0 now
friend. I t appears that Theodoric tlle Amal, ~ ~ 1 1was
stationed in Lower Moesia, had received the title of general in
reward for his opposition to Basiliscus. Zeno called the
senate, and it was concluded to be in~possibleto support the
two generals and their armies, for the public resources were
hardly sufficient to pay the Roman troops. The exchequer,
it must not be forgotten, had not yet recovered from the
failure of the Vandal expedition of 468. 11s the son of
Triarius had always shown hinlself hostile at heart, was unpopular on account of his cruelty,' and had assisted Basiliscus
Tet, as
" the tyrant," it was determined to reject his offer.
Zeno for a time withheld a reply, three friends of Theocloric in
Constaiztinople, Anthimus, a physician, and two others, wrote
hiill an account of the course which matters were taking;
but the letters were discovered, the affair was exanlined by a
senatorial comillission of three persons, in the presence of the
/mcrgiste~o$icio~zi~~z,
and the three friends of the Goths were
punished by flogging and exile. I t is not qnite certain, but
it is probable, that after the rejectioil of his request the son of
Triarius harried Thrace up to the walls of the ~ a p i t a l . ~
Soon after this, probably in 47S, the Emperor, perceiving
that while the son of Triarius was becoming stronger and consolidating forces, the son of Theodenlir was becoming weaker,
deemed it wise to come to terms with the former. H e therefore sent an embassy proposing that the son of the chief sllould
be sent to Byzantium as a hostage, and that Theodoric himself
should pass the life of a private individual in Thrace, retaining
what he had already secured by plunder, but bincling himself to
plunder no more. Theodoric refused, representing that it was
impossible for him, having collected tribes together and formed
an expeditLon,to withdraw now. Accordingly Zeilo decided on
.war ; troops were sunimoned from the dioceses of Pontus, Asia,
and the East, and it was expected that Illus ~vouldassume the
EIe and Harmatius had made a
practice of cutting OK the hands of
lrisoners : x ~ i p d s sa d s o ~ c l p v w v &pa
74 ' A p p a ~ i ~ The
.
Greek is hardly
ambiguous, and Mr. Hodgkin is
perfectly justified in rejecting the
interpretation in Smith's edition of

Gibbon, 'Lcuttiligof the ha?tds of Harn~atius."
Colnpasc Evapins (that is, Eustathius of Epil>hania) iii. 25, a n J Theophanes ad ann.; also hluller's note ill
Frag. H~st.Graec. iv. 1).120 (and Malchus, fr. 11).

command. I t seems, however, that Illus did not take the field,
for we find Martinianus, his brother-in-law, conducting a
campaign against the son of Triarius in the same year, and
proving himself incompetent to maintain discipline in his
own army. Then Zeno sent an embassy to the other Theodoric, whose headquarters were at Jlarcianopolis in Lower
Moesia, calling upon him to fulfil the duties of a Roman general
and advance against the enemy. H e replied that the Emperor
and senate must first swear that they will never make terms
with the son of Triarius. The senators took an oath that they
would not do so unless the Emperor wished it, ancl the Emperor
swore that he would not break the contract if it mere not first
violated by Tlleodoric himself.
The son of Theodemir then moved southwards. The master
of soldiers of Thrace was to meet him with two thousand
cavalry and ten thousand hoplites at the passes of Mount
Haemus ; wheii he had crossed into Thrace another force was
to join him at Hadrianople, consisting of twenty thousand
foot and six thousand horse ; and, if necessary, Heracleal and
the cities in tlle neighbourhood were prepared to send additional troops. Eut the master of soldiers was not at the gates
of Haemus, and when the Ostrogoths arrived on the banks of
the Hebrus no troops met then1 there. At Mount Sonclis they
fell in with the army of the other Theodoric, and the antagonists pl~uldered one another's flocks and horses. Then the
son of Triarius, approaching his rival's tent, reviled him as a
traitor to desert his own countrynien, and as a fool not to see
through the plan of the Romans, who wished to rid themselves
of the Goths, without trouble .on their own part, by instigating
them to mutual destruction, and were quite indifferent which
party won. These arguments took effect, and the two Theodorics made peace. This is the second stage of alliance,
which we noted above.
The reconciled Ostrogothic chieftains then sent anlbassadors
to Cyzantium (in the beginning of 4'19). The son of Theodemir, upbraiding Zeno for having deceived him with false
promises, demanded the concession of territory to his people, a
Hcraclea, on the I'ropontis, formerly called l'erinthus. Mr. Hodgkill straagely confounds i t with t h e

Heraclen i n Dlacedouia, near the Pelsgoiiiarl plain, and now Jlonastir (p.
9.2).
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supply of corn to support his army till harves!t time, and also
that tlle clo?,~cstics,who collectecl the revenue, should be sent a t
once to give an account of what they had received ; and he
urged that, if these demands were not satisfied, he wonlcl be
unable to restrain his soldiers from plundering, in order to
support themselves. The son of Triarius denlanded that the
arrangeil~entslie had niade with Leo (in 4'73) slioulcl be carried
out, that the payment he had been accustonied to receive in
former years should be continued, and that certain kinsmen of
his, who had been committed to the care of Illus and the
Isanrians, should be restored. W e are not informecl what
answer Zeno made to the elder Theodoric, or whether he made
any; to the son of Theode~llirhe replied, that if lie consented
to hreak with his namesake and mdke war upon him he mouicl
give him 2000 lbs. of gold and 10,00 0 lbs. of silver in~medi:~tely,besides a yearly revenue of 10,O0 0 aurei and an alliance
with the daughter of Olybrius or some other noble lady. But
his proniises did not avail, and Zerio prepared for war, notifying his intention to accoilipsny the army in person. This
intention created great enthusiasm in the army, hut a t the last
monlent Zeno drew baclr, and the murmurs of the soldiers
threatened a revolt, to prevent which the army svas brolcen up
and the regiments sent to their winter quarters.
When the army was clisbanded, Zeno's only resort was &I
make peace on any ternls with the son of Triarius. I n the
meantime Theodoric, the son of Theoclemir, was engaged in
ravaging the fairest parts of Thrace in the neighbourhood of
Mount Iihodope, which divides Thrace from Macedonia ; he
not only ruined the crops, but extorted from the farmers or
slew them. The son of Triarius, when he received Zeno's
message,-remarking
that he was sorry that the innocent
husbanclmen, for whose welfare Zenol did not care in the
least, suff'ered from the ravages of his rival-concluded
a
peace on the conditions that Zeno was to supply a yearly payn ~ e n tsufficient to support thirteen thousand men selected by
llimself (Theodoric) ; that he was to be appointed to the command of two scholae and to the post of a master of soldiers in
21mesenti, and receive all the dignities which Basiliscus hacl
17).

"Zcnn o r Yeriien" (hIalchus, fr.
Tli~:, seems to sllon that Turina

liad a prepollclerant influence a t thir
time.
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besto~vecl upon hi111 ; that his Binsmerl were to inhal;it a city
assigned by Zeno. The Emperor did not delay to execute this
agreerliellt ; Theodoric, son of Theoden~ir,was deposed from the
office of liiaster of soldiers, and Theodoric, son of Triarius,
appointed in his stead. This marks the third stage in these
changeful relations.
I n the irteantinle the son of Tlieodemir laid waste Macedonia, iiiclnding Stobi, its chief city. H e even threatened
Thessaloaica, ancl tlie inhabitants felt so little confidence in
Zeno that they actually believed that the Emperor wished to
hand their city over to the barbarians. A sedition broke out
which ended in the transference of the keys of the city from
the praetorian prefect to the archbishop, a remarkable evidence of the fact that the people lookecl on the rliinisters of
the Churcli as defeiiclers against imperial oppression. These
suspicions of tlle Emperor's intentiom seem, ho~verer,in this
case to have been unjust, and Zeno sent Artenlidorus and
l'liocas to Theodoric, who was persuaded by their representations to stay his ariuy and sene1 an embassy to Byzantiunl.
Theocloric demandecl that a plenipotentiary envoy should be
sent to treat with him. Zeno sent Adamantius, directing him
to offer the Goths land in Pautalia, a district of Macedonia, on
and 2 00 lbs. of gold to supply food for
the borders of Tl~race,~
that year, as no corn had been so~viiin the designated region.
The niotive of Zeno in choosing Pantalia was that if tlie Goths
accepted it they would occupy a position between tlie Illyrian
and Thracian armies, and so might be niore easily controlled.
Mear~wllile Theodoric had proceeded by the Egnatian way
to Heraclea in Macedonia, and sent a message to Epirus to one
Sidimund? an Ostrogoth who had been in the service of Leo
and liad inherited an estate near Dyrrhachiun~,where lie was
living peaceably. Theodoric induced him to malce an attempt
to take possessloll of that important city of New Epirus, ancl
for this purpose Sidimund employed an ingenious device. H e
visited the citizens individually, informing each that the Ostrog o t h ~were coining with Zeno's consent to take possession of
the city, and advising him to move his property with all haste
Malcllus, fr. 18 : 2v rIausahlp 3 74s
P ' Y 'IXXupi~~s
~ o i p a s2usiu txapxia.
w e was cons111 of Aidoing, a friend

Tire cannot avoid seeing in his name
the Gothic analogue of t h e English
Eclwin (Eadxi~i).

of v c l i n s a * ~ niagister
d
donzcstieo~t~~i~.
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to some other secure town or to one of the coast islands. Tlle
fact that his representations were listened to and that he managed to dispose of a garrison of two thousand men proves that
he must have possessed considerable inflnence. Theodoric was
at Heracleal when the messenger of Sidimund2 arrived with
the news that the plan had been successfully carried out; and
the Amal chief, having burnt a large portion of the town
because its inhabitants could not supply him with provisions,
set out for Epirus. This collusion of Sidimund, the Ostrogothic
subject of the Empire, with Theodoric, the Ostrogothic despoiler
of the Empire, is an example of the manner in which the
Germans within helped the Germans without, or more strictly,
those who were half foes and half dependants, for Theodoric
had been a Roman general, was still a Roman patrician, ahd
had been educated at New Rome.
When he left Heraclea-the
city now called M o n a ~ t i r , ~
situated in that plain of Yelagonia which became famous on
one occasion in the later history of the Roman Empire-the
Gothic invader proceeded along the Egnatian way, crossing the
range of the Scardus mountains, and arrived at Lychnidus,
which is probably identical with Ochrida. Bnilt in a strong
situation on the shore of Lake Ochrida, and well provided with
water and victuals, Lychnidus defied the assault of the barbarians, who, unwilling to delay, hastened onwards, and having
seized Scampa, the most important town between Lychnidus
and Dyrrhachiurn, arrived at the goal of their journey.
I t may be wondered whether at Dyrrhachium (the Calais
of the south Adriatic passage if Brundusium was the Dover) it
entered the mind of Theodoric to ship his people across to the
western peninsula and attack the Italian kingdom of Odovacar
in the south, as in old time the power of Rome and the Latin
name was attacked by the Epeirot Pyrrhns. Adamantius, the
ambassador who had been sent by Zeno to treat with him,
seems to have thought it more likely that the Ostrogoths would
enlploy vessels for the purpose of plundering the Epeirot or
Dalmatian coasts, for he sent a post messenger to Dyrrhachium,
I t is worth noticing that Theodoric's sister, as well as his mother and
brother,accompanied him on his march ;
she died at Heraclea and was buried
there.
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2 Mr. Hodgkin calls him Sigismmd,
but Malchus has ZLGL~OGV~OS,
according to Muller's text, F. If. G. iv. 126.
V e e hfr. Tozer's Rcsearehes i n the
LIighlands of Turke?~,
ii. 368.

to blame Theodoric for his hostile advance while negotiations
were pending, and to exhort him to remain quiet and not to
seize ships until he arrived himself.
Starting from Thessalonica, and passing Pella on the Via
Egnatia, Adamantius came to Edessa, the modern Vodena,
where he found the captain Sabinianus, and informed him that
he had been appointed master of soldiers in Illyricum. The
messenger, who had been sent to Dyrrhachium, returned in
the company of a priest, to assure Adainantius that he might
~roceed confidently to the camp of Theodoric; and having
issued a mandate to collect all the soldiers available, the
general and the ambassador moved forward to Lychnidus.
Here Sahinianusl made difficulties about binding himself by oath
to restore the hostages whom Theodoric was willing to deliver
as a gage for the personal safety of Adamantius. This produced
a deadlock ; Theodoric naturally refused to give the hostages.
Adamantius naturally refused to visit Tbeodoric.
Adamantius invented a simple solution of the difficulty,
which led to a strange and striking scene. Taking with him
a body of two hundred soldiers he climbed by an obscure
and narrow path, where horses had never set hoof before,
and reached by a circuitous route an, impregnable fort,, built
on a high cliff, close to the city of Dyrrhachium. At the
foot of the cliff yawned a deep ravine, through which a river
flowed. A messenger was sent. to inform Theodoric that
the Roman ambassador awaited him, and, attended by a few
horse-soldiers, the son of Theodemir rode to the bank of the
river. The physical features, the cliff, the chasm, and the river,
are sufficiently simple and definite to enable us to call up
vividly this strange scene. The attendants of both Adamantius
and Theodoric had retired beyond range of earshot; and "they
twain, like a king with his fellow,:'-the
representative of the
Emperor standing on the edge of the cliff, and the Ostrogothic
chieftain, whose name was in later years to become so great, on
the opposite side of the ravine,-held
"converse of desolate
speech."
" I elected to live," complained Theodoric, "beyond the
Sabinianus was a great disciplinarian, see Marcellinus ad ann. 479 :
dGeiplinae praeterea militaris ita op-

tirnus institutor coercitmpz~efuit ut
priscis Romanorurn ductoribus coqnparetur.
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borclers of Thrace, far away Scythia-ward, deeming that if I
abode there I should trouble no man, and should be able to
obey a11 the behests of the Emperor. But ye summoned me
as to war against Theodoric, and promised, firstly, that the
master of soldiers in Thrace wonlcl meet me with his army, yet
lie never appeared ; secondly, ye promised that Clandius, the
stewarcl of the Gothic contingent, would come with the pay for
foreign troops (&vLK@), yet I never saw him ; thirdly, ye gave me
guides who, leaving the better roads that wo~lldhave taken me
to the quarters of the foe: led me by steep and precipitous rocky
paths, where I elln nigh perished with all my train, advancing
as I was witli cavalry, waggons, and all tlie furniture of camp,
and exposed to the attacks of the enemy. I was therefore
constrained to come to terms with them, and owe then1 a dlebt
of gratitude that they did not annihilate me, betrayed as I
was by you and in their power."
"The Tn~peror,"replied Adamantius, "bestowed upon you
the title of Patrician, and created you a niaster of soldiers.
These are the highest honours that crown the labonrs of the
most deserving Eomall officers, and nothing should induce you
to cherish towards their bestower other than filial sentiments."
Having endeavoured to defend or extenuate the treatment of
which Theodoric complained, the envoy proceeded thus : " You
are acting intolerably in seizing Roman cities, while you are expecting an embassy ; and remember that the Ron~ansheld yon
at their mercy, a prisoner, surrounded by their armies, arnicl
the mountains and rivers of Thrace, whence you could never
have extricated yourself, if they had not permitted you to withdraw, not even were your forces tenfold as great as they are.
Allow me to counsel you to assume a more moderate attitude
towards the Emperor, for you cannot in the end overcome the
Romans when they press on you from all sides. Leave Epirus
and tlie cities of this region-we cannot allow such great cities to
be occupied by you and their inhabitants to be expelled-and
go to Dardania, where there is an extensive territory of rich soil,
uninhabited, and sufficient to support your host in plenty."
l 111 Muller's F, If.G. the Latin
q z ~ i ,tutis et czpcditis on~issis,per ms
version mistrandates the Greek : 00 ~ h s qlcae ad hostcm ferebant, per praeruyta et
~ b x o p w r t p a s~ o i v(r8ijv 8 d c a v . r ~ ~r b s elr y7.accipitia locn me decluxerunt, of \vllich
words the most obvious meaning is
TOAS ? T O X E ~ L O$ EU~ O LSI I U U S
d ~ ? j y a ~ o82
v
6pBias brpaxol7, K.T.X. is rendered by not that of the Greelr.

To this proposal Theocloric replied that he wouid readily
consent, but that his followers, who had recently endured many
hardships, would be unwilling to leave their quarters in Epirus,
where they had fully expected to pass the winter. He proposed a compromise, and engaged that if he were permitted to
winter at Dyrrhachiurn lie would migrate to Dardailia in the
ensuing spring. H e added that he was quite ready to leave
the unwarlike mass of his Ostrogoths in any city named by Zeno,
and giving up his mother and sister as hostages, to take the
field against the son of Triarius with six thousand of his niost
n1artia.l followers, in company with the Illyrian arrriy; wher;
he had conquered his rival he expected to succeed to the post
of master of soldiers and to be received in New Eome as a
R0man.l We also observed that he was prepared, if the
Emperor wished, "to go to Dalmatia and restore Jnlins
Nepos." Adamantius was unable to promise that the wishes
of the Goth would be acceded to; i t was necessary to send a
messenger to Ryzantium to consult the Emperor. And thus
the interview terminated.
Meanwhile the military forces, stationed in the Illyrinn
cities, had assembled at Lychnidus, around the standard of
Sabinianus. I t was announced to the general that a band of
the Ostrogoths led by Theudimund, the brother of Theodoric,
was descending in secure negligence from Mount Candairo,
which separates the valley of the Genusus from that of the Drilo.
This band had formed the rear of the Ostrogoths' line of march,
and had not yet reached Dyrrhachium. Sabinianus sent a few
infantry soldiers by a circuitous mountain route, with minute
directions as to the hour and place at which they were to appear;
and himself with the rest of the army proceeded thither,-after the
evening meal, by a more direct way. Marching during the night
lie assailed the company of Theudiniund at dawn of day. Theudimund ar,d his mother, who was with him, fled with all speed
into the plain, and, having crossed a deep gully, destroyed the
bridge which spanned it to cut off pursuit. This act, while it
saved them, sacrificed their followers, who turned at bay upon
the Romans. Two thousand waggons and inore than five
thousand captives were taken, and a great booty.2
/

'

' rbv ' P W ~ U L KT O~X LY~ E L ; U O V T U ~ p b ~ o v .

For Julius Nepos, see below, p. 278.

"areellinus
ad awn. 479 : Theodoricunz idem Sabi?lial~usrcqem apud
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After this the Emperor received two messages, one from
Adamantius announcing the proposals of Theodoric, the other
froin Sabinianus exaggerating his victory, and dissuading from
the conclusion of peace. War seemed more honourable to
Zeno, and the pacific offers were rejected ; Sabinianus was permitted or coniniarlded to continue the war: which seems to
have been protracted in these regions for more than two years
longer. But the able general was murdered by an ungrateful
master; and we hear that John the Scythian and Moschianus
were sent to succeed him.
Of the events of the following years our notices are meagre.
We find the son of Triarius assisting Illus in the suppression of
the revolt of Marcian in the same year in which the campaign of
Epirus took place. Soon afterwards we hear that he operated
successfully against " Huns," %nd we may be sure that these
Huns were identical with the Bulgarians, who were now for
the first time roused up by Zeno to rnake war against both the
Theod~rics.~From another source we learn that Theodoric, the
son of Tlieodemir, defeated an army of B~lgarians.~Hence
we may conclude that, in the year 480, the two Ostrogothic
chieftains combined against the Empire, and that Zeno sought
the alliance of the Bulgarians, who, in the movements that had
ensued upon the dissolution of Attila's power, had migrated
westward from their homes near the Caspian and hovered
on the lower Danube. Moreover, both the Theodorics gained
victories over the Eulgarian forces.
I n the following year (481) "the son of Triarius advanced
against Constantinople itself, and he would easily have reduced
it if Illus had not guarded the gates in time. Thence he
passed to the so-called Sycae (a suburb), where he again failed
in an attempt on the city. I t remained for him to proceed to
the place named Pros Hestiais and the so-called Losthenion, and
endeavour to cross the straits to Bithynia. But he was defeated in a sea-fight, and departed to Thrace. Thence he ,set
Gracciam debacchantem ingenio magis
Notice that
Grnecia is used of New Epirus.
1 The fate of Sabinianus is stated by
John of Antioch, fr. 213. According to Marcellinus he died in 481,
therefore I conclude that the war continued i n Epirus until that year.

quam wirtute deterruit.

forth for Greece (Hellas) with his son Recitach and his two
brothers and his wife and about 30,000 Goths (Scythians).
And when lie was at the Stable of Diomede he was killed.
Having mounted his horse in the morning he was thrown by it
on a spea.r which was standing erect beside the wall of the tent.
Others asserted that the blow was inflicted on hirn by his son
Recitach because he had whipped him. His wife Sigilda buried
him by night. Recitach succeeded to his auth'ority over the
people, his father's brothers sharing in the power.2 But he
slew them afterwards, and reigned alone over the land of the
Thracians, performing more outrageous acts than his father had
performed." Recitach was soon afterwards slain by Theodoric,
the son of Tlieodemir, whom Zeno instigated to the deed (483
or 484).
I
1
1 482 we find Theodoric-the
narne is no longer ambiguous-ravaging both the Macedonias and Thessalyand capturing the town of Larissa. For the ensuing six years (until 488)
he continues to be a thorn in the side of the Roman Emperor,
and a burden and menace to the lands of the Haeinus, though,
for the most part, he is not openly hostile, having been
conciliated by honours and benefits. Parts of Moesia and
Dacia were conceded to him (483), and he was appointed
master of soldiem4 ' I n 484 he enjoyed the great dignity of
giving his name to the year as consul, and he assisted Zeno
against the rebel Illus. But three years later (487) he marched
on Constantinople, laying waste the country as he went;
Melantias was taken," and the capital was once more threatened
by the Ostrogoths. But in 488 the land was delivered from
their presence, and the Ostrogoths, like the Visigoths eighty
years before, left Illyricnm to seek a new home in the West.

'

7i)V

A~opijSous K ~ X O ~ ~ E V UO YT ( ~ ~ ~ later
OV

ion the Eguatian Road). I translate
the short accouut of John of Antioch.
A more elaborate arcou~itwill be fouud
in the third fragment of Eustathius
(apzld Evngrizmn, iii. 25).
' nape~uv&ureuov, a word used i n

John of Antioch, 211, 5.
Ib. 211, 4 : Kal '$ 7 6 ~~E O ~ E P L X WfluV
{u-yla (the pair of the Theodorics) K.T.X.
&s civaynauB7jva~7bv Zfivwva 7676 r p h o v
7 0 3 s ~ a X o ~ p P v o uBso u h y d p o u s € 1 ~
u u ~ a x l a vr p o ~ p t $ a u 8 a r .

Ennodius, Panegyric of Theodoric
(ed. Vogel in 41. G. H. series, p. 205, 27).
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ministers of the Emoeror.- Theodoric was a cousin of Recitach
(John of Antioch. 214. 2).
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illagister nzilitinepraesentnlis (Marcellinus ad anla. 483).
Marcellinus, 487.
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CHAPTER V
ODOVACAR THE PATRICIAN AND THEODORIC THE PATRICIAN

FOEmore than four months after the death of Olybrius, Leo
was the sole Roman Emperor, and during that time the power *
in Italy seems to have rested with the senate and Gundobad, the
nephew of Ricin~er. On 5th March 473 Glycerius, count of
the domestics, was proclaimed Emperor at Ravenna, " by the
advice of Gundobad," l even as Severns had been proclaimed
Emperor at the same place by the advice of Bicimer. But
Gundobad the Burgundian was not like Ricimer, and he soon
disappears from the scene of Italian politics. One important
public act is recorded of the Emperor Glycerius. Italy was
threatened by an invasion of Ostrogoths, who were moving
from Pannonia under the leadership of Widemir; Glycerius'
diplomacy averted the storm, so that it fell on Gaul.
The eastern Angustus did not approve of the new election,
which was made without his consent ; and he selected another
as the successor of Anthen~ius.~ His candidate was the hus~ nephew of Marcellinus,
band of his niece, Julius N e p ~ s ,the
who had ruled independently in Dalmatia. And the career of
Julius Nepos partakes of two characters; at one moment we
think of him as the successor of Anthemius, at another moment
as the successor of Marcellinus.
Glycerius was easily deposed, he did not fight; and in
1 Cassiodori Chron. Gundibato hor3 a e ~ u ~ X B ~ b~ouv6ouj3dXqs,
v
dvaqrbr Qv
o s
tunte Glyceriz~sRavei~naesumpsit i m - a&rov^, rXv~hprovT%V 700 ~ b p ~ T&
perium. Marcellini Chron. Glycerius 6 0 ~ u r l ~ d.$lav
w v Zxovra Ba17$v flauiXda~
npud Rave7~na?n plus paesumptione dyer. For date, see Anon. Cusp.
John of Antioch, ib.
quam eleetione Caesar factus est-this
Son of Nepotianus and Marcellinns
mas the view of New Rome. John of
Antioch, fr. 209 : 7 % 6Q
~ 700 P e ~ l ~ e p o ssister.
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Portus, Portzcs Augusti ct Tmjnni, the town at the mouth
of the Tiber, he was ordained as bishop of Salona.' I t is not
quite clear whether he ever reached the city of his episcopate,
and lived in the vicinity of the palace, which another exEmperor, far different from him, had built for himself at the
mouth of the Jader. He was ordained and he died-that is
all we know. Nepos was proclainled Emperor and ruled at
Rome (24th June 4'74).
Once more an Augustus at Old Rome and an Augustus at
New Rome reigned in unison. At this juncture Epiphanius,
the old bishop of Pavia, who was adored in t,he land of Lipria,
appears on the scene, and negotiates a peace between Nepos
and Euric, the Visigothic king, as lie had before negotiated a
peace between Anthemius and Ri~irner.~ Euric had taken
advantage of the recent confusion to extend his dominions, and
had attacked Auvergne, which was bravely defended by Ecdicius, the son of Avitus. Sidonius, his brother-in-law, celebrates
the enthusiasm of his grateful fellow - citizens-"
How they
gazed a t you from the walls of Arverni."
But by .the peace
of Epiphanius, Arverni was ceded to Euric, in order to save
Italy from invasion, and Sidonius breaks out into bitter complaints of this abai~donment.~What made the yoke of the
Visigoths at this time especially intolerable, was the fact that
King Euric, who had acceded in 466, was a fanatical Arian.
He oppressed the Catholics in his realm ; he refused to allow
Catholic bishops to be elected at Burdigala, Lemovici (Limoges),
and other cities ; and Sidonius hesitated whether he should
regard him as the leader of an Arian party or as the king of
the G o t h ~ . ~Ennodius says that he ruled the "Getae" with
an iron sway.
But it was not with Euric, nor yet with Gundobad, that
Nepos had to measure swords; a, general named Orestes,

'

Some doubts have been felt as to
the appointment of' Glycerius to the see
of Salolia ; but John of Antioch, who is
trustworthy, is express (fr. 209). Anon.
Val. says merely faetus est episcopm.
Marcellini Chron. ii~portzeurbis Romae
ex Cacsare episcopus ordinatus est et
obiit: the form of expression suggests a
doubt whether Glycerius ever reached
Salona.
"iguria
seems to have played a considerable part in these negotiations. See

Ennodius'Life of Epiphaqaius, ed. Vogel,
94, 15. A rovincial council of the
Ligui-ians sefected Epiphanius as the
emissary to Euric.
Sidon. Apoll. Ep. iii. 3. Ennodius,
op. cit. 94, 6.
Id. Ep vii. 7 : Arvenzoru?n, pro
dolor, servitzts.
Id. lip. vii. 6 (ed. M. G. H. p. 109,
23). This letter is used by Gregory of
Tours, ii. 25.
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of patrician rank, was to be his adversary. This was that
Orestes who had been the secretary of Attila, and had married
the daughter of a certain Count Romulus He was, perhaps, employed as a general in Gaul by Julius Nepos ; certain it is that
he was in Italy in 4'75, and he disdained to submit to the
rille of l i m whom the sovereign of New Rome had sent. He
determined to do what Stilicho probably desired to do, what
Aetius probably desired to do, what Gerontius probably did ;
he determined to elevate his son to the imperial throne, and
thereby possess the supreme power himself.
We are told that Nepos went to Ravenna, and the Patrician
Orestes pursnecl. him with an army. And Nepos, fearing the
coming of Orestes, embarked in a ship and fled to Salona. This
was on the 28th of August 475 ; the same year that saw the
flight of Zeno from Constantinople saw the flight of Nepos from
Ravenna; but while in less than two years Zeno returned,
the return of Nepos was not to be. He lived for five years
at Salona, the third ex-Emperor who had bent his course
thither; and if Glycerius really snrvived, he had the satisfaction of seeing the inan who overthrew hill1 overthrown
in tnrn.
The Caesar Julius was succeeded by the Caesar Augustulus ;
for so yoilng Romulus was nicknamed: whom his father invested with the imperial insignia ( 3 1st October 4'7 5). These
names, Julius, Augustulus, Itomulus, in the pages of the late
chroniclers, meet us like ghosts re-arisen from past days of
Ronian h i ~ t o r y . ~
We now come to an event which is often presented in a
wrong light, the resignation of Ronlulus Augustulus on 22d
August 4'76. The immediate cause which led to the fall of
Orestes was a mutiny of the foederati, as Gibbon clearly saw ;
Orestes' own conduct in heading a mutiny against Nepos was
" retorted against himself." . The foreign soldiers in the army,
consisting of Heruls, Rugians, Scyrians, and other obscure
nationalities, demanded a third part of Italy for themselves ;
Orestes boldly refused the demand, and his shield-bearer, OdoThe origin of the name, "the little
Augastns," is not recorded.
M. Am. Thierry, " Les derniers
temps de l'empire d' occident," makes
a similar remark. He adds, "Ces rap-

prochements fortuits prhsentaient dans
leur bizarrerie je ne sais quoi de surnature1 qui justifiait la crbdulit6 et
troublait jusqu'aux plus fermes esprits:
o n baissa la t&teet on se t u t " (p. 258).
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vacar,' headed the mutineers. Pavia, to which Orestes retired,
was easily taken, and the Patrician was slain at Placentia;
his brother Paul was put to death in the pine-woods of
Classis. "Entering Ravenna, Odovacar deposed Augustulus,
but granted him his life, picing his infancy, and because he
was comely; and he gave him an income of six thousand
solidi, and sent hini to live in Cainpariia with his relations."
These words of a chronicler represent what practically
took place. Italy was now to be divided among the follomers
of Odovacar, as south-western Gaul more than fifty years ago
had been divided among the followers of Wallia. But as
Athaulf and Wallia did not break with the Empire, so 0dovaca;r
did not desire to break with the Empire ; he aspired to govern
Italy as a Patrician, nonlinally dependent on the Emperor,
while he was king of his own Germans. For this purpose he
made the deposition of Romulus Augustulus take the form of
an abdication; he induced the Roman senate to endorse formally the permanent institution of a state of things which had
often actually existed in the days of Ricimer ; and ambassadors were sent to the Augustus of New Rome to signify
the new order of things. I n 477, tvhen Zeiio had been
restored to the throne of which Basiliscus had robbed him,
the messengers of the Roman senate appeared in Coastantiaople, and informed Zeno that they did not require a separate
Emperor to govern them, but that his sole supremacy would
lse sufficient both for East and West; at the same time they
had selected Odovacar as a person capable of protecting
their interests, being both a warrior and a man endowed
with political intelligence ; and they iiow asked Zeno to confer
up011 him the rank of Patrician and entrust him with the
adininistratiou of Italy."
A t the same inonlent, messengers arrived from Nepos, to
congratulate Zeno on his restoration, and to ask for his synipathy with one who had suffered the same misfortune, and for
his aid in men and money to recover the imperial power. This
The nationality of Odovacar is not
clear ; lie is son~eti~nes
called a Sryrian,
son~etiinesa Ruyian. I t is very hkely
lie was a Scyrisn ; it is certain he mas
not a Rugian ; llc afterrnards overtllre\v
the Hugian kingclonl in Noricnrn. I t
is said h~ was the son of Edecoii ; hut

i t is not certain whether this Eclecon
was identical with him whom we met
a t the court of Attila.
A7L0'L'Val'

38.

These details are preserver1 in a
valusblc fi.agmei~tof blalclius ( i b j .
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message affected Zeno's reply to the envoys from Italy. To
the representatives of the senate he said, that of the two Emperors whom they had received from the East, they had slain
one, Anthemius, and banished the other, Nepos ; let them now
take Nepos back. To Odovacar, who had also sent envoys,
he replied that he would do well if he accepted the rank of
the Patriciate at the hands of Nepos ; he praised the respect
for Rome and the observance of order which had marked his
conduct ; and bade him crown his goodness by acknowledging
th? rights of the exiled Emperor. The fact that Verina was a
kinswoman of the wife of Nepos was a determining element
in the situation. But Odovacar did not acknowledge the
claim of Nepos, and Zeno was not in a position to do more
than give him advice.
The unfortunate phrase "Fall of the Western Empire " has
given a false importance to the affair of 4'76 : it is generally
thought that the date marks a great era of the world. But no
Empire fell in 476 ; there mas no western Empire to fall.
There was only one Roman Empire, which sometimes was
governed by two or more Augusti. If, on the death of Honorius in 423, there had been no Valentinian to succeed him,
and if Theodosius I1 had assumed :lie reins of government
over the western provinces, and if, as is quite conceivable, no
second Augustus had arisen again before the western provinces
had all passed under the sway of Teutonic rulers, no one would
surely have spoken of the " Fall of the Western Empire." And
yet this hypothetical case is fornlally the same as the actual
event of 4'76. The fact that the union of East and West under
Zeno's name was accompanied by the rule of the Teuton in
Italy, has disguised the true aspect. And in any case it might
be said that Julius Nepos was still Emperor ; he was acknowledged by Zeno, he was acknowledged in southern Gaul1 ; so
that one might just as legitimately place " the Fall of the Western Empire" in 480, the year of his death. The Italian provinces were now, like Africa, like Spain, like the greater part
of Gaul, practically an independent kingdom, but theoretically
Candidus, fr. 1 (p. 136, ed. Muller),
relates that after the death of Nepos the
Gallo-Romans (TGV 6 u ~ p i ~ L j IlahurGv)
Y

rejected the rule of Odovacar and sent
an embassy to Zeno ; but Zeno rather
inclined to Odovscar.
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the Roman Empire was once more as it had been in the days
of Theodosius the Great or in the days of Julian.
When the Count Marcellinus in his Chronicle wrote that
on the death of Aetius " the Hesperian realm fell," he could
justify his statement better than those who place 4'76 among
the critical dates of the world's history. I t is more profitable
to recognise the continuity of history than to impose upon it
arbitrary divisions ; it is more profitable to grasp that Odovacar
was the successor of Merobaudes, than to dwell with solemnity
on the imaginary fall of an empire. Merobaudes, the German
against whose influence in the western court the Britannic
legions made a Roman manifestation, was succeeded by the
semi-barbarian Stilicho, who at once encouraged and kept in
check the barbarians, at once undermined and protected the
Empire. After a short Roman reaction under Constantius,
who, however, was constrained to do what Stilicho never did,
and assign to the Goths lands within the Empire, arose the
great Aetius, of German descent on his father's side and reared
among barbarians, who now warred with the Teutons and now
led them to battle. If Stilicho was a semi-barbarian, Aetius
might be called a semi-Roman. His successor was the Suevian
Ricimer ; with him the opposition between the German element
and the principles of the Roman Imperium appears ; he will
only have an Emperor whom he likes ; the Emperor depends
upon the Patrician, not the Patrician upon the Emperor. The
next step is Odovacar the Patrician, not without an Emperor
-for that would have been an absurdity in theory-but
subject to an Emperor ruling, not at Ravenna or Rome, but at
Constantinople, and therefore practically independent. Odovacar is likewise king of his own nation, and though he is not
" King of Italy," Italy is virtually a Teutonic kingdom, like
Spain and Africa. The administration of Odovacar therefore
does not come within my scope. The significance of his reign
is that it prepared for the kingdom of the Ostrogoths. The
death of Gaiseric (47'7) was followed by the decline of the
Vandalic power, and Odovacar had less difficulty than his predecessors in providing on that side for the safety of Italy. H e
annexed Dalmatia to his dominion in 481, after the death of
Julius Nepos, and acted in every regard as an independent
prince. I t is noteworthy that the one extant coin, which may
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be probably attributed to Odovacar, has no reference to the
Emperor.
We may pass on to the circlunstances which led to the
overthrow 'of the Scyrian monarch and the establishment of the
Ostrogothic kingdom of Theodoric in tlie Italian. peninsula.
The words of a chr~nicle,in which the events are clea~lyand
sinlply related, may be quoted.2
" A n d so Zeno recon~pensed Theodoric mith benefits ; h e made h i m a
Patrician ancl consul, gave h i m much and sent h i m to Italy. And
Theodoric illade a conipact with him, that, i n case Oclovacar were conquered, h e sllould, as a reward for his labours, rule i n place of Odovacar, until Zeno came h i n ~ s e l f . ~Accordingly Theodoric the Patrician
superveiled from the city of Novae with his Gothic people, being sent b y
the Emperor Zeno from t h e east t o win and keep Italy for him.
" W h e n he came he was nlet b y Odovacar a t t h e river Sontius
(Isonzo), and fighting there was conquered and fled. Bnt Otlovacar cleparted to Verona and fixed his camp i n the Lesser Veronese plain on t h e
27th of September [489]. Ancl Theodoric followeti hiin there, and a
battle was fought ancl people fell on both sides ; but Oclovacar being
overcome fled to Ravenna on the last day of Selttcmber.
" A n d Theodoric t h e Patrician marched on t o Mediolannm, and the
greater part of Odovacar's army surrendered to him ; especially Tnfa, the
Master of Soldiers, who111 Odovacar with his chief men [a Gerinan Folcmote] had ordained on the 1st April. I n that year Tnfa, the Master of
Soldiers, was sent by Theoclorio to Ravenna against Odovacar.
"Tufa, coming to Faventia, blockadeel Odovacar wit11 t h e army with
which h e had been sent; and Odovacar left Ravenna and came to
Faventia. And Tufa delivered t o Odovacar t h e " comra~les" (colnites) of
tlie Patrician Tlieodoric, and they were p u t i n irons and lecl to Ravenna.
" I n the consulate of Fanstn? and Longinus 14901, King Odovacar
left Cremona and proceeded to Mediolanum. Then the Visigoths came
~
a battle was fought on the river
to the assistance of T h e o ~ l o r i c ,and
An accom~tof " Odovacar's Deed of
Gift to Pierius," preserved on two separate fragments of papyrus (one ia the
Imperial Library at Vienna, the other
the Theatine b1onastery of St. Paul at
Naples) will be found in Mr. Hodgkin's
thin1 volume, note B, p. 165.
A~ionymusValesii, who drew his
facts from the lost annals of Ravenna.
Ennodius' Panegyric of Theodoric, written in very obscure language, is important for these years, and has been
thoroughly utilisetl by Mr. Hoclgkin
for the sixth chapter of his thild
volume.
Mr. Hodgkin (iii. 130) finds a difficulty in this passage, whose translation

seems to me sufficiently evident. The
Latin is eui Theoderieus paetuatus est
ut si victus fuissct Odonehar pro merito
Iaborunz slcoruqn loco ejns durn ndvenirct
tantu7npmeregnaret. Zeno is the subject of adveniret, and ta7ztusiz rneans
" only" ; Tlieodoric's government in
Italy was to be only temporary. As
for pmereg7zaret, prae seems to be redundant-prefixed on the analogy of
pmesideo, praesum, etc.-or else i t is a
mistake for 21roregnaret. The Latin is
so bad that it is difficult.
4 The Eurgundians, on the other
hand, under Gundobad, assisted Odovacar by invading Liguria with a great
army (Hist. Jfisccll. xr. 16).
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Addna, and people fell o n both sides. Pierius, t h e Count of Domestics,
was slain on the 1 It11 August, and Odovacar fled to Ravenna. T h e n the
Patrician Tlieodoric follo~veclh i m and came to the Pinewoods (Pincta)
and pitched his caml~. And he blockaded Odovacar, lreeping hirn shut
u p i n Ravenna for three years. A n d a bushel of corn reached the price
of six so1idi.l And Theodoric sent Faustns, t h e hex1 of t h e senate, t o
the Emperor Zeno, hoping to receive a t his hands ancl wear the royal
apparel.
" I n the consulate of Olgbrius, liir clarissirnzcs, [491] King Odovacar
departed froill Ravenna by night and entered t h e Pinewoods along with
the I l e r ~ ~and
l s canle to the camp of the Patrician Theodoric. And soldiers
fell on both sides; and Levila, Odovacar's Blaster of Solcliers, fleeing was
killed in the river Beclens.2 A n d Odovacar being vanquishecl fled t o
Ravenna on the 1 5 t h of Jnlp.3
" T h e n [493] Oclovacar, being constrained, gave his son Thelane as a
hostage to Theocloric, having his pledge that his life wonld be spared.
Thus Theodoric entered i n (to Ravenna). And some days after, Odovacar
mas disco^ red to be plotting against him: bnt his design mas anticipated ;
for Theodo i c mith his own hand slew h i m with a sword i n the palace of
Lanretum.
n the s a n ~ eday all his solclicrs mere slain, wherever they
conld be fonntl, and all his kin."

fu

Thus Theodoric " supervened " and succeeded Odovacar,
as Odovacar had supervened and succeeded Orestes. Eoth for
one and for tlie other it had been a political necessity to slay
his rival; it would have been dangerous to accord him his
freedom; and it mas not the habit of German warriors to
immure fallen aclversaries in dungeons. The only possible
cornprolnise ~vouldhave been to divide Italy; but Theodoric
had come from the East to recover the whole lancl. The death
of Odovac~rwas the most natural and simple alternative; confinement in an island was not a method liliely to be adopted
by a German king. The statement that Odovacar was found
plotting against Theodoric has been doubted, tllough it is quite
credible ; and whether it is trne or not, Theodoric could hardly
escape the neceqsity of putting bib to death.
That is, £3 : 12s. a peck.
Coqztintiatio Prosperi Havn., and AgThe Ronco. Cf. Hoclgkin, iii. 228. nolIus) do not mention this mome~ltin
"uring
the year 492 no hostilities the transaction, but i t is snpl~ortedby
took place. The A7~onyi1az~sValesii the Chtoilicle of Cassiodorus (Otlocccre~)~
proceeds as if no interval took place ~~zolie7~te7~~
szbi ilzsidias) and I'rocopius,
betreen the defeat of Odovacar in the B. L'. i. 1 (hr@ovA< i r adrdv x p h p ~ v o v ) .
Pinewoods and the compact of 493 Cassiodorus is perhaps a prejudice(1
(27th February, A7ao7r. Cuspi?~.)
~vitness,and was likely to adopt a view
'' DU)JLei Odoaehar i?zszdiaret?tr; favourable to Theo,loiic.
the other sources which depencl on the
5 .Szrj~oz.e?zio
is the voxp~-o2)rircin the
Iiavennate 411nals ( A m % . Czsq~i?~.
, Af~oi;.l'ales.
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But Zeno, who had given the commission of recovering
Italy to Theodoric the Patrician, had nleanwhile been succeeded by Anastasius ; and the new Emperor had adopted an
attitude of reaction against his Isauriail predecessor. Theodoric therefore could not be sure of imperial recognition. " He
had sent Fanstus Niger as an ambassador to Zeno. But having
learned of his death before the embassy returned, the Goths
confirmed Theodoric as their king, when he entered Ravenna
and slew Odovacar, and did not wait for the order of the new
Emperor."' I t was not till five years later that he made peace
with Anastasius (498) and "received all the ornaments of the
palace which Odovacar had sent to Constantinople."
The
Roman Emperor tardily recognised him, but looked upon Italy
as the territory of an enemy rather than of a Patrician, and
even sent ships to make a raid on the coast of Apulia (508).
Theodoric adopted Ravenna, the city of Honorins and
Placidia and Valentinian, as his capital. The Emperors who
reigned in the days of Ricimer had seldom resided in the
palace of the Laurelwood, but Odovacar had adopted it as his
home. Theodoric built a new palace in another part of the
city, close to the church of St. Martin, in which his Arian
Goths worshipped. This church, which is still extant, was
afterwards dedicated to St. Apollinaris, and is now known as
San Apollinare Nuovo. Of the Ostrogothic palace perhaps
some relics still remain ; but of the Lanretum, where Odovacar
was slain, no trace is left.
While Italy was being ruled by the German Patricians
Ricimer, Odovacar, and Theodoric, a new power was consolidating itself in Gaul.
Aegidius was the successor of
Aetius in the work of maintaining Roman authority and
resisting Teutonic advance in Gaul; he opposed Frankish
Childeric as Aetius had opposed Frankish Chlojo. I t was
Childeric who really founded the kingdom of the Franks4 ; he
acquired the cities of Koln and Imperial Trier; and at Tournai
his tomb and corpse with his armour were found in the sevenAn. Val. 57.
The negotiator was Festus.
It is not clear what the wnaqnenta
pffilatii exactly were.
Marcell. Com. nd aln~um.
The story of Childeric's ;leposition,
Aegidius' elevation, ~d Childeric's re-

' 16.63.

storation, by the Franks in Gregory of
Fours, ii. 12, is rightly rejected as
!egcndaryby von Hanke, Weltgesehieue,
IV. 1, 421.
[Cf., however, Gasquet,
L'empire byzantiq~, ~ p : 117, 118.1
Childeric was accused plzas eorzbn1. (the
Franks) stuprose detrahere.

teenth century.
If Childeric founded, his son Chlodwig
reared and extended, the new kingdom, and achieved for it an
important position in the political system of Europe. As the
Patrician Aegidius was the adversary of Childeric, the Patrician
Syagrius, his son, was the adversary of Chlodwig. Syagrius
ruled at Augusta Suessionum (Soissons) as independently of the
Enlpire as Odovacar ruled at Ravenna, yet as the representative
of the Roman name. But Syagrius had no allies ; his forces were
not a match for the might of Chlodwig ; and in the year 486
he fled vanquished from a field of battle. The Visigoths, with
whom he sought refuge, did not dare to save him; he was
delivered to the victor and put to death. This battle decided
the predominance of the Franks in Gaul.
Among the German nations who settled in the Roman
Empire tlpe Franks had a peculiar position. I n the first place,
they werb less imbued with Roman ideas, they were more
opposed tb the Roman spirit, they represented more purely the
primitive Gernian man: with his customs and ways, than the
Ostrogoths, the Visigoths, or the Burgundians. I n the second
place, they had never served as foederati under a Roman Emperor, like the Visigotl~sunder Alaric or the Ostrogoths under
Theodoric ; neither Chlojo nor Childeric had ever been Roman
Patricians or masters of soldiers, nor had they received grants
of territory from an Augustus ; they won their kingdom
by force, without the semblance of right. I n the third place,
while the Burgundians, Visigoths, Ostrogoths, and Vandals
formed their kingdoms in countries where people of their races
had never settled before, the kingdom of Childeric arose in
lands where Franks had been settled for more than a hundred
years.3 Yet another mark distinguished them from the neighbouring Teutonic kingdoms, when Chlodwig was converted
to Christianity by the influence of his Burgundian wife
Clotilda and embraced the Catholic creed (496 A.D.), whereas
the other German kings and peoples had either been originally
baptized or afterwards lapsed into the Arian doctrine. This
This is clear from the Salic laws.
The Salian Franks derived their name
from Sala, the old name of the Yssel.
Since I \\-rote this sentence, I have
:cad the discussio~lof M. Gasquet (q.
Eat. p. 122 vqq.), and am disposed to

think i t probable that Childeric held
the rank of 7nngistcr ?i~ilituqi~.
Constantius called them in a t the
time of the revolt of hlagnentius ; Libanius, ' E T L T ~ @ Lon
O SJnlian (ed. Relake,
i. 533, 7) ; von Ranke, op. cit. iv. 4*6.
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act smoothed tile relations between the Gallo-Roman subjects
and their Frankish rulers, and was of vital consequence for the
history of western Europe.
Chlodwig subdued the Alemanni in a great battle (about
492 A.D.),and rendered them tributary ; he defeated the Arian
Burgundians, and compelled them, too, to pay tribnte ; and he
won a decisive victory over the Arian Visigoths on the Campus
Vocladensis,l where King Alaric the Second fell. Ent against
the great Theodoric he could not contend as he hacl contendecl
against Alaric and Guridobad ; he besieged Arelate, but the
forces of the Ostrogcths inflicted a terrible defeat on the
Franks and Bnrguiidians outside the walls of the Roman city.'
Provincia was incorporated in the Ostrogothic kingdoni, ancl
ruled by a vicar. Before the death of Theodoric its limits were
increased to westward and northward, at the expense of Visigoths
and Burgundians, and it was ruled by a praetorian prefect.
Chlodwig, meanwhile, who stood as the Catholic power of
the West over against the Arian kings, was recognised as an
ally by Anastasius.
The Ronian Emperor conferred upoil
the biilg of the Franks the dignity of the c o n s u l a t e . ~ l i e
geographical positions of the Enlpire and the liingclon~ of
Chlodwig rendered the alliance natural, as their borders did
not touch. The bestowal, however, of the consulship on
Chlodwig implies the theory that,, as his territory once belonged
to the Empire, he was in a certain way still connected with,
if not dependent on, the Emperor. Anastasius would hardly
have thouglit of bestowing the consular rank on a German
prince who lived in a district of central Europe which had
never been an imperial province. Chlodwig was hereby recognised by the Emperor as his successor or vicegerent in Gaul.
Of the political administration of Theodoric something will
be said in a future chapter. We nlay point out here that in
relation to the Vandals he followed the policy of Odovacar, aild
allowed them to retain a small corner of Sicily, including the
fortress of Lilybaeuni, which had in old days belonged to the
Greg. of Tours, ii. 37 : i l l calnpo
Voglndel~se; VouillB, in Dopartme~lt
Vierine.
Jordane.;, Got. c. 58.
Gregory of Tours, ii. 38 : i g i t u ~nb
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Axastasio inzperato~ecodecillos de cultsolnto accepit et i l b basilica beuti Martini
t7~;siea blottea indz~tzcs ct cl(i?nide
i?;zj'o~~e~w
xertice rliude?nnnt.

Carthaginians. Thus at the beginning of the sixth century
the political geography of Europe was very diff'erent from its
simple character at the beginning of the fifth, when eivilisecl
Europe and the Roman Empire were conterminous. Beside
his possessions in Asia and Egypt, the Emperor exercised direct
authority over Thrace and Illyricum, that is the prefecture of
Illyricum ; but the diocese of Illyricum or Western Illyricum,
as it is sometimes called, including Rhaetia, Noricum, Pannonia, and Dalmatia, belollged to the Ostrogothic kingdom of
Italy.' As the Ostrogothic king was a Roman Patrician, it
might be said that the Emperor still ruled nominally over
Italy. The rest of the old prefecture of Italy, that is, Africa,
Sardinia, and Corsica, with a small part of Sicily, was held by
. the Vandals, whose kings accentuated their independence of the
Enipire by wearing the diadem on their coins. The old prefecture of the Gauls had been converted into four Teutonic
kingdoms: (1) the small realm of the Suevians in northwestern Spain ; (2) the large realm of the Visigoths, which
extended from the Loire to the Straits of Gades; (3) the
liingdom of the Burgundians, on the Rhone ; (4) the kingdoni
of the Franks, which comprised all northern Gaul, and extended east of the Rhine. I n these kingdoms two corners
are not included, the north-western corner, which was inhabited by Celtic Britons, and the south-eastern corner, Provincia, which passed into the hands of Theodoric when he
protected it against the Franks.
As for Britain, it was at
this time experiencing the invasions of the Saxons and the
Angles, and passing out of the remembrance of the Roman
Enipire.
SAINTS E V E R I N U S . - E ~ 1~ O
conclude
~~
this chapter I must
give some account of one of the strangest episodes in the history of the dismemberment of the Empire in the West-the
condition of the provinces of Ndricum and Rhaetia under the
dominion of a saint. These provinces formed a Roman island
in the midst of a barbarian sea, for German nations had peneTheodoric won Sir~tiiurnfrom t l ~ e i n tlie expedition he assisted the Hull
Gepids in 504. The , Gepids were 11Zund.o agzrni~lstthe imperial general
assisted by the Bulgarians. Cf. the Sabin~an. who had P,ulgarian allies.
Chronicle of Cassiodorus (ad a?~nzc?l~):The Ostrogoths were successful (505
victis Bulgaribzcs Syr?;ti7c??~recepit A.D. iUarcelli11us Corn.)
rtulia. When Theodoric was engaged
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trated westward along the Julian Alps and formed a wedge
dividing Noricuin from Italy. They were exposed to constant
invasions from the barbarians who encompassed them-the
Ostrogoths, who, after the break-up of the Hun empire, had
settled in the lands of the Save,' the Thuringians in the northwest, the Alemanni and Suevi in the south-west, the Rugians
to the north and north-east, with their dependants, the Turcilingi and Heruls. The Rugians proposed to protect these
Roman provinces against the other barbarians, but such a protectorate was a pretext for oppression. The Rhaetian and
Xoric lands fell into a state of complete disorganisation,
political, military, and moral. The imperial officers abandoned
their dangerous posts in this inhospitable country and departed
to Italy, leaving the maintenance of order to the municipal
magistrates. The soldiers quartered as garrisons in the strong
towns had no means of maintaining communication, and as their
pay became irregular, and finally ceased, owing to the interruption cf direct relations with Italy, they were more ready to
quarrel with the provincials than to fight with the enemy.
They reinforced the bands of brigands or seamars? who began
to infest the wild mountainous regions and plunder the plains.
The moral chaos is represented as appalling. While the distinction of right and wrong vanished, while prudence and pity
were forgotten, the grossest superstitions prevailed. Hunian
beings were actually sacrificed in a town of Noricunl to appease
some deity or fiend, to whom the miserable condition of the
conntry was attributed. I n Noricum and Rhaetia the pain
which attended the great travail of the fifth century reached
its highest degree, the darkness assumed its black.:st hue.
Here, if anywhere, there was need of some divine i ~hervention, of a prophet at least who believed himself divinely inspired. A new social organisation was required to render
possible an adequate defence against the barbarians, and as
joint action requires a certain minimum of unselfishness, some
moral regeneration was a condition of success.
Such a
prophet, "the apostle of Noricum," came from the East.
Theodemir, in the neighbourhood
of Vienna ; Walamir, on the Save ;
Widemir, between the two.
= This name first occurs in Eugippius, whose Vita Severi?ti (recently

edited by H. Sauppe i n the Molt.
Germ. Hist.) is our authority for these
events. See X, 2, seameras. Afterwards i t often occurs as the name of
the robbers in the Balkan peninsula.
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I t was in the year after Attila's death that Saint Severinus
appeared iu Pannonia. His past history was a secret that went
to the grave with himself. I t was only known that he was by
birth an Italian, and that "he had set out to a solitude in
the East, through a burning desire of the inore perfect life "
(fervore perfectioris vitae), and that he had travelled much in
oriental countries. H e learned there the austerities of a monk.
His life in the lands of the upper Danube makes us imagine
him as a sort of mystic theosophist with strong practical energy.
H e united the mission of John the Baptist with the mission
of Christ ; he preached repentance and lovingkindness. The
first city to which he came was Astura, an important commercial centre in Pannonia. He bade the people repent and change
their ways, prophesying that otherwise destruction would
speedily come upon their city - a safe prophecy ; but the
people were froward, and looked upon the prophet as a common
beggar. Having made only one convert, the porter of the city
gate who had taken him in, he proceeded to another town,
Comagenae.' Soon afterwards Astura was snrprised by barbarians, and the fulfilment of the prediction of Severinus,
which was noised abroad by the porter, who escaped from the
sack of the town, changed his position from that of an obtrusive
mendicant impostor to that of a prophet and a saint. I t was
suddenly discovered that he was the one man capable of
saving the imperilled countries, which God seemed to have
abandoned.
And for this work Severinus proved well adapted. He was
not merely an enthusiast capable of exciting enthusiasm in
others, but he had a genius for organisation and command. H e
was slrilful in judging an actual situation, in planning a mode of
defence or a sally, in dealing with individual men. He soon had
an opportunity of displaying his talents at Faviana (now Mauer),
where he was summoned on account of an impending famine,
owing to the scarcity of corn, which, as the Inn was frozen, could
not be obtained in the usual quantity. The disorganisation
and immoral tone in the town prevented its fair distribution,
but Severinus restored order, and superintended the apportionment with complete effectiveness. I n this town, on the borders
Now Tulln, near Mount Cettius
(Mommsen, Corp. Insc. Lat. iii. 683).

Astura is perhaps Klosterneuburg (ib. )
near Mount Cettius.
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of Rhaetia and Noricum, he tool< up his abode, and made it, ae
it were, the centre of his administration. Having led the people
into the path of repentance, he proceeded to teach then1 charity.
He imposed on all a tax of one-tenth of provisions and onetenth of raiment for the benefit of the poor, who had always
been the chief objects of his solicitude. This tax was enforced
by his own moral influence. It is to be particularly observed
that his charity was extended to barbarians and brigands as
well as others. Misery was a suficient recommendation.
But his practical activity hacl not subdued his passion for
solitude and the life of the hermit. Suddenly he disappeared
from Faviana, and made a cell for himself in a valley of Mount
Cettius. And so he passed his life, meditating alternately in
his mountain cell and in the monastery which he founded at
Faviana.'
The history of the intimacy of Severinus with Flaccitheus,
king of the Rugians, whose territories reached the left bank of
the Danube at Faviana ; of his relations with that king's two
sons, the feeble Feva and the crafty Frederick, and with
Ghisa, Feva's wife, whose nature was deadly and pestilential,
feralis et noxia,2 might form the framework of a romance. I t
is a matter of interest that Odovacar visited the saint's cell as
he journeyed southward in search of a career, and that the saint
prophesied his greatness; and further, that when he had attained
the royal power in Italy, the saint predicted his downfall.
Severinus' government in Noricum and Rhaetia lasted
about thirty years (453-482). His task was hardest at the
beginning and at the end. At the beginning he had to
regenerate the inhabitants ; at the end the barbarians pressed
harder oil the provinces. The Ostrogoths were indirectly the
cause of this; for their movement from Pannonia into the
Illyrian lands left a place for other nations to press in, and
disturbed the existing equilibrium. We may attribute the
peace that existed during the reign of Flaccitheus between the
Rugians and the provincials of Noricum to the constant warfare
that was waged between the Rugians and the Ostrogoths. We
hear how the saint made the king of the Alemanni tremble in
every limb under his glance ; but he was obliged first to
He founded two monasteries, one
at Faviana, called "the great," and one

a t Passau (Batavis), called "the small."
Eugippius, Vat. 6'. Sev. viii. 1.
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abandon Passau and retreat to Lauriacum (Lorch), and afterwards to yield to the determination of Feva that the provincials
should be transported into the land of Lauriacum. The saint
did not long survive this ; he died in 482, the Rugian royal
family standing at his bedside. His dying injunctions and
menaces had little effect ; Frederick pillaged his monasteries as
soon as his eyes were closed.
Odovacar avenged the saint. H e determined to win back
the provinces of Noricum from the Rugians, with whom, though
some said he was a Rugian himself, he had nothing in common.
He set out for Italy in 48'7, and exterminated the Rugian
nation. After adorning his triumph, Feva was put to death
and Ghisa thrown into a dungeon. The provincials were transported to Italy, and the remains of St. Severinus were conveyed to a monastery at the villa of Lucullus, at the request
of a Neapolitan lady.

CHAP. V I

CHAPTER VI
ANASTASIUS I

AFTERthe death of Zeno, Flavius Anastasius of Dyrrhachium
was proclaimed Emperor (11th April 491) through the influence of the widowed Empress Ariadne, who married him
about six weeks later. Anastasius, who held the not very
distinguished post of a silentiarius or guardsman, was nevertheless a remarkable and well-known figure in Constantinople.
H e held unorthodox opinions, partly due, perhaps, to an
Arian mother and a Manichaean uncle, and he was possessed
by a sort of religious craze, which led him to attempt to convert others to his own opinions. He did this in a curiously
public manner. Having placed a chair in the church of St.
Sophia, he used to attend the services with unfailing regularity
and give private heterodox instruction to a select audience
from his cathedra.l By this conduct he offended the Patriarch Euphemins, who by Zeno's permission expelled him from
the church and pulled down his chair of instruction ; but
he gained golden opinions from the general public by his
piety and liberality. I t even appears that he may have
a t one time dreamt of an ecclesiastical career, for he was
proposed for the vacant chair of A n t i o ~ h . ~Euphemius, unpleasantly surprised at the choice of the Empress, who was
~
to crown Anasupported by the eunuch U r b i ~ i u s ,refused
stasius until he had signed a written declaration of ortho-

(y 13), who translates uwe~q@luOqin
,See Theophanes, 5982 A.M.
In 488, when Palladius was elected. lheophanes rightly.
a Cedrenus (ed. Bonn), i. 626.
Compare A. Rose, Kaiser Anastccsius I.
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doxy, which, in spite of his heretical tendencies, he did not
hesitate to do.'
The accession of Anastasius must have seemed to Byzantium a great and a welcome change. Instead of a man like
Zeno, who in spite of considerable ability was very unpopular on
account of the unfair favour shown to the Isanrians, and who
scandalised propriety by his loose life, while he could not attract
men by an imposing or agreeable exterior, a man of the highest
respectability occupied the throne, a man with a strong religious
turn, of slender stature and remarkable for his fine eyes, which
differed in hue, a man to whom the people called out when he
was proclaimed Emperor, "Reign as you have lived," and to
whom a bishop of Rome2 wrote, " I know that in private life you
always strove after piety." He is characterised in general3 as
a man of intelligence and good education, gentle and yet energetic, able to command his temper and generous in bestowing
gifts, but with one weak point, a tendency to be unduly parsimonious.
But the accession of the new Emperor was not undisputecl.
Zeno's brother Longinus, who was president of the senate, conceived that he had a claim to the crown, and he had actually
a strong support in his countrymen the Isaurians, who saw
that their privileges were endangered. Zeno, who knew his
brother well, had with real patriotism refused to designate him
as his successor, feeling that his elevation would be a disaster
to the Empire ; somewhat as Antipater the Macedonian refused
to transmit his protectorate to his son Cassander. Longinue,
supported by a mngister militum of the same name, played
much the same part against Anastasius that Basiliscus, the
brother-in-law of Leo, had played against Zeno. He organised
the numerous Isaurians who resided in the capital, and thc
year of Anastasius' elevation was marked for Constantinople
by bloodshed and fatal street battles, in the course of which a
large part of the town, including the hippodrome, was destroyed
by a conflagration. Anastasius, however, succeeded in removing his rival to Alexandria, where he became a priest by comPulsion, early in 492. Longinus, the master of soldiers, was

'

The document was lodged in the
church archives under the charge of
the skeuopt ylax.

47.

Gelasins (Mansi, ComzLia, xiii. 30).
By Johannes Lydus, de Mag. i.
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deposed from his office and returned with many other Isaurians
to his mountainous home in Asia Minor.
The tedious Isaurian war, of which tE.is was the first scene,
lasted for five years, 49 1-496.' The events of the first years
are often obscured by failing to understand clearly that hostilities were carried on in Constantinople and Isauria simultaneously ; the war had begun in Isauria before the Isaurians
were expelled from Constantinople. Longinus and his friends,
who arrived, filled with indignation, in the regions of Mount
Taurus, roused their excitable countrymen to revolt; and an
understanding evidently existed between the rebels in Asia
Minor and the rebels in Byzantium. Among the generals who
led the Isaurians in conjunction with Longinus was Conon, the
archbishop of A ~ a r n e a . ~ Their forces marched in a northwesterly direction towards the Propontis, but at Cotyaeuin in
Phrygia they were met by a small army which Anastasius had
sent against them under the command of many experienced
officers. The masses of the rebels were utterly routed arid fled
back to their mountains, while the iinperial soldiers followed
leisurely and took up winter quarters at the foot of the Taurus
range.
I n what relations the various generals in command of Anastasius' small army stood to one another we do not know ; but
it would be unfair to suppose that Anastasius was adopting
the policy of dividing the cornmand from motives of jgalousy
or suspicion. The number of commanders is quite accounted
for by the nature of the warfare to be expected in the defiles
of Taurus, where it was necessary for small divisions to act in
many places, and a large regiment under a single leader would
have been of little use.
The news of Cotyaeum was followed by an edict (issued in
the capital in 495) unfavourable to the Isaurians, who thereupon filled the streets with all the horrors of fire and sword, and
hauled along with ropes the bronze statues of the Emperor.
1 Marcellinns is probably wrong in
placing the latest events of the war in
497. See Rose, op. cit. p. 19.
W t h e r commanders were Silingis
(Ninilingis ?), a bastard brother of
Illus ; Athenodorus, noted for his
wealth (but al. brrhoduraror, Theoph.
The forces
p. 138, ed. de Boor).

numbered about 100,000, John of Antioch, 214b (li. H. G. iv.) The generals of Anastasius were Johannes the
Scythian, who had conquered Illus ;
Johannes, the hunchback ; Diogenes, a
relation of Ariadne ; Justin, who was
afterwards Emperor; Apsikal, a barrrian.
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These scenes of indecent violence were with difficulty suppressed: and then a summary edict was issued banishing all
Isaurians from the city, among the rest the family of Zeno,2
while the Isaurica or annual grant of 1 0 0 0 lbs. of gold (which
Zeno had instituted) was withdrawn.
The banished members of the obnoxious nationality, burning
for revenge, reinforced their countrymen in the castles and
hiding-places of the Taurus mountains, and for the next three
years (493-496) a somewhat desultory but anxious war was
carried on round the strong places of the country. Claudiopolis, a very important position, was taken in 493, and in
494 a considerable victory was won near the same city in a
battle which was fatal to archbishop Conon. The following
year saw the capture and execution (at Byzantium) of Longinus, one of the chiefs, not to be confounded with the exmagister 3; and in 496 the last two surviving leaders, Longinus
and Athenodorns, were taken, and the war was at an end.
I t is important to note that the Isaurians were then
removed from their Asiatic home and transported to Thrace?
but it is hard to believe that this measure can have been
carried out with any degree of completeness. The whole history of the Tsaurian war indicates what an isolated position,
from their sentiments, habits, and mode of life, the Isaurians
held in the Empire, as we have already described. I t was as
natural for them to take up arms when an Isaurian did not
succeed Zeno as it mould have been for the Ostrogoths if by
some extraordinary concurrence of circumstances Theodoric had
become a Roman Emperor and on his death an Ostrogoth did
not replace him.
Eesirles its disastrous effects on agricult~~re
and industry in
the south of Asia Minor, this long war led indirectly to other
harmful consequences. I t was a very unsuitable and unfortunate preparation for the serious Persian war which broke
out in 502, and was only temporarily terminated by the

'

By Anastasius' brother-in-law, Secundinns, husband of his sister Caesaria.
Lalis, his mother ; Valeria, the wife
of Longinns ; Longina, her daughter,
who married one Zeno, son of Anthemius
and Hemis. All the property of Zeno
and the Isaurians was confiscated ; the
imperial rohes of Zeno were sold.

V h n s three persons named Longinus were connected with this Isaurian
war-(1) the brother of Zeno, who disappears at the very .beginning ; (2) the
ex-magister ; (3) a leader executed in
495, called the Selinuntian.
4 Procopius of Gaza, Paneqyr. c.
10.

.
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peace of 5 05. An account of this three years' war will be
given in the next chapter, but it may be here observed that
the Isaurian warfare, which required operations in small
divisions and introduced the practice of numerous independent
commands, was a bad drill for the war in Mesopotamia, which
demanded the united action of large bodies under one supreme
general.
I n the meantime the Balkan lands were becoming acquainted
with new foes, who were destined to play a great part in the
subsequent history of the Roman Empire. The departure of
Theodoric the Ostrogoth to Italy left Thrace and Illyricum free
for the Slaves, who dwelt beyond the Danube in the countries
which are now called Siebenburgen and Moldavia, to invade and
plunder. The first invasion of which we have record1 took
place in 49 3, on which occasion they severely defeated Julianus,
the master of soldiers, and devastated Thrace. The next invasion that we hear of was in 5 17, when they penetrated into
Macedonia and Thessaly ; but it is highly probable that in the
intervening years they were not idle, though we have no record.
But other enemies had also laid wast'e the provinces and defeated
tlie legions. These were the Bulgarians, a people of the UralAltaic or Ugro-Finnic race, who must not be confounded with
the Slaves. They are first mentioned as having been employed
by Zeno against Theodoric, by whom they were defeated. I n
499 they crossed the Danube, and returned gorged with
plunder, and crowned with the glory of a victory over a Roman
army ; and in 5 02 they repeated their successful expedition."
I t seems clear to me that there must have been invasions,
whether of Slaves or Bulgarians, between the years 502 and
512, which our scanty and brief notices have not recorded.
For, in the first place, they had met with no repulse; invasion
was easy and inviting; nothing except hostilities among the
I n the Chronicle of Marcellinusthey
are called Getae, because they lived in
the homes of the old Getae. For the
Slaves, see below, Bk. iv. pt. i. cap.
xii.
I may conjecture, though there is
no evidence on the subject, that Anastasins formed the settlements of Isaurians in Thrace in order to replenish a
population decimated by the incursion

of the barbarians. The presence of the
Ostrogoths must have in the first instance reduced it ; the expedition of the
Slaves in 493 did further mischief; and
it may have been after 499 that the
settlement took place. The Isaurians
were a stout race, accustomed to selfhelp, and would be suitable settlers in
a land constantly exposed to the raids
of barbarians.
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barbarians themselves could have hindered them.
I n the
second place, Anastasius built the Long Wall for protection
against their hostilities in 512, and it is hardly conceivable
that he would have built it then if, during the ten preceding
years, the provinces had been exempted from the devastations
of the heathen. I t rather seems probable that in 5 1 0 or 5 11 a
really dangerous invasion took place, and that this was the
immediate cause of the erection of the wall. This wall, of
which traces are still visible, stretched from the Sea of Marmora at Selymbria to the Black Sea. Its length was 420
stadia, its distance from the city was 280 stadia, and its effect
was to insulate Constantinop1e.l
Thus the arms of Anastasius were so unsuccessful in Europe
that at last no serious attempt was made to protect Thrace ;
he confined himself to saving the capital by a massive fortification. This wall was really efficacious, and it is meaningless
rhetoric to call it a "monument of cowardice,'' an expression
which might be applied to all fortifications. On the other
hand, in Asia some useful successes were gained in 498 against
the Bedouin or Scenite Arabs, who had begun to invade Syria
and Palestine. They were thoroughly defeated in two battle^.^
But a success of still greater consequence was the recovery of
the island of Jotaba, from which the Romans had been expelled
in the reign of Leo. Jotaba was the centre of an important
Red Sea trade; all the ships with cargoes from India put in
there, and custom-house duties were collected by imperial
officers. Its possession was thus extremely important for the
Empire.3
Anastasius' reign was signalised by many riots and disturbances in Constantinople. These often took the form of conflicts between the Blues and Greens, the latter of whom were
favoured by Anastasius, as they identified themselves with the
unorthodox monophysitic party. The religious disputes and the
schism with Rome were noticed in a previous chapter; here
I shall only call attention to the strained relations, already
referred to, between the Emperor and the Patriarch Euphemius.
Evagrins, iii. 36.
defeated one party a t Bithapsus, Romanus routed Agarus a t

' Eugenius
Gamali~n.

Theoph. 5990 A.M. Cf. Rose, op. cit. p. 28.
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I t happened that in 4 9 5 Anastasius informed the Patriarch
that he was sick of the Isaurian war, and would willingly make
easy conditions with the rebels, if he could thereby conclude it.
Euphemius was treacherous enough to repeat these words to
Johannes, a son-in-law of Athenodorus, one of the Isaurian
leaders. We cannot determine to what extent Euphemius
entertained a traitorous design ; but Anastasius, when Johannes
made him aware of the Patriarch's communication, looked
upon him, or chose to look upon him, as a traitor and accomplice of the rebels. He was banished, or fled, soon afterwards
from Byzantium.
There was a strong party of opposition whose hostile machinations must have often made the Emperor feel insecure. How
this party, which represented the orthodox faith, acted in regard
to the Isaurian revolt we do not hear; but the incident of
Euphemius, just related, might incline us to suspect their loyalty
during those years. The measures adopted by Anastasius for
the reform of abuses created much discontent among those who
profited by them ; he put down informers (delatores) with a
firm hand. His conscientious scruples did not permit him to
indulge the corrupt populace in the dissolute and barbarous
amusements to which they were accustomed. H e forbade the
practice of contests with wild beasts, a relic of heathen Rome
which was an anachronism in the christian world. We cannot
be surprised at its survival so long when we remember that
gladiatorial shows lasted for fifty years after Rome had become
christian; and we must also recollect that the christian doctrine that animals have no souls hindered any strong sentiment
on the subject. He also refused to allow the celebration of nocturnal feasts, which were the occasions of licentious orgies. The
May feast of Brutal was on two occasions the scene of scandalous riots, resulting in the sacrifice of life, and the Emperor
forbade its celebration for the future, thereby (says a contemporary) "depriving the city of the most beautiful dances."
Thus his staid and frugal court, which his enemies might call
shabby, his strict censorship of morals, which seemed, as we
should say, puritanical, and his heretical opinions in theo-

logy, exposed Anastasius to constant odium, which culminated
(51 1 A.D.) when he sanctioned the adoption of a monophysitic
addition to the hymn called Trisagios ("thrice holy ").' TO
quell the sedition Anastasius adopted a theatrical artifice, which
was successful. He appeared before the people without a crown,
and offered to resign the sovereignty in favour of another. The
respect which his uniform conscientiousness had inspired in all
predominated for the moment, and the multitude cried to him
that he should resume the diadem. But discontent continued
to prevail, and the opposition was so strong that it seemed a
good opportunity for an ambitious man who had soldiers at
his command to attempt to dethrone the Emperor.
I n 514 such an attempt was made. The commissariat
which had been supplied by the State to the corps of foreign
foederati, who were stationed to defend Thrace and Scythia,
had been withdrawn, and the discontent which ensued afforded
a new pretext against the existing government. Vitalian, the
son of a man who had been himself count of the foedernti,
fostered the ill-feeling. He was a man small in stature, and
afflicted with a stammer, but he had associated constantly with
Huns and Bulgarians, and could count on their co-operation.
The brunt of the unpopularity of the government with the
soldiers was borne by Hypatius, the Emperor's nephew, who
was the master of soldiers in Thrace, and it was against him in
the first instance that Vitalian directed his attack. By stratagem he compassed the death of the chief officers of his staff, he
corrupted the governor of Lower Moesia, and then capturing
Carinus, Hypatius' trusted confidant, he granted him his life on
the conditions that he should co-operate in the capture of
Odessus and recognise himself as general. Hypatius seems to
have escaped to Constantinople.
The rebel, or "tyrant," as he was called, then advanced on
the capital with 5 0,O 0 0 soldiers, consisting partly of the foederati and partly of rustics, some of whom were perhaps Slaves
settled in Moesia and Scythia. I t was not merely as spokesman of the grievances of the army, and as protesting against
the administration of Hypatius, that Vitalian posed ; he also

John of Antioch, fr. 214c (F.
H. G.
iv.) I t was also called feast of Majiimas.
It was a Roman festival, and the cus-

6 uraupw6'els 6i .$pis was inserted IXk~crov +p&s. The orthodox, on the
after dOCLvaros i n the following words : other hand, inserted &$a rpids.
aytos 6 0 ~ 6 s tiyros
.
iuxvp6r, iiyros d 6 h v a ~ o s
2 Anative of Zaldaba,inLomrerLoesia.

tom was that grave officials (oi hv rois
rdXEor) should duck one another in sea
water.

'
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professed to be the champion of orthodoxy, indignant at the
treatment of certain bishops whom Anastasius had banished.
He took care to insist on this pretext; and we may confidently
assume that he had established intimate relations with the
disaffected party in the city.'

'' The Emperor, inclined to be timorous on account of his recent experiences (that is, the revolt of 511), and vexed by the unexpectedness of
these occurrences as well as by the fact that the adversaries who were
advancing made a similar pretence of blaming his religion (as the rebels
had done on the former occasion), commanded bronze crosses to be set up
over the gates of the walls, setting forth in writing the real cause of the
rebellion. H e also reduced by one-quarter the tax on animals for the
inhabitants of Bithynia and Asia, depositing the bill to that effect on the
altar of the First Church (St. Sophia). I l e employed the officers and
ministers as a garrison for the city.
"But when Vitalian attacked the suburbs and marched round the
walls, the Master of Soldiers, Patricius, was sent to him. Such missions
devolved upon him in virtue of his office ; moreover, he was distinguished
by honour and dignities, and had considerably helped Vitalian himself i n
his successful career. H e took Vitalian sharply to task, availing himself
of the liberty permitted to a benefactor ; and i n reply Vitalian, as was
to be expected, dwelled on many acts passed by the Emperor, and pointed
out that the present object of himself and his party was (1) to rectify the
injustices committed by the magister militum per Thracias (Hypatius), and
(2) to obtain the recognition and sanction of the orthodox theological
creed.
"Next day the chief officers of Vitalian's camp came, on the Emperor's
invitation, without Vitalian, for he could not be persuaded to enter the
city ; and an interview was held in which the Emperor, having charged
them and proved to them that they were not disdained or passed over,
won them by presents and by promises that they would receive their
dues, and undertook that the church of Old Rome would be allowed to
arrange the religious questions at stake. When they had declared with
oaths their future loyalty to him, he dismissed them. Having returned
to Vitalian, they departed with him and the army." 2
Thus the first essay of Vitalian was frustrated by the desertion of his officers, whose confidence Anastasius won. Anastasius followed up his promises by appointing Cyrillus to the
So the revolution which overthrew lightly over the religious aspect of the
Maurice in 602 rested on a combination revolt, does not seem to have grasped
of a general (Phocas) without and an this conibination.
opposition party within Byzantium.
a John of Antioch, fr. 2148 (F. H.
The parallel is increased by the analogy G. vol. v.) Marcellinus, ill-disposed
between the unpopularity of the Gene- to Anastasius, describes his diplomacy
ral Hypatius, Anastasius' nephew, and in this matter, which he does not
that of the General Peter, Maurice's g i v ~in detail, as "pretences and perbrother. Rose, who perhaps passes too jurres."
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post of magister militzcm instead of his nephew, who was so
unpopular with the army. Cyrillus proceeded to Lower Moesia,
where he knew that he would find Vitalian actively engaged in
new schemes. Vitalian was even more on the alert than he
thought, and as the general was enjoying the society of his
concubines a Hunnish assassin slew him. This act made it
clear that the rebel was irreconcilable, and a decree of the senate
was passed in old Roman style-the
use of this formality is
noteworthy- that Vitalian was an eneniy of the republic
( & X X ~ T ~ L O rV1 j q T O ~ L T E ~ U F ) .

A large army of 8 0,O 0 0 was collected, and while Alathar, a
Hun, was appointed to succeed Cyrillus, the supreme command
of the army was assigned to the unpopular Hypatius, who was
accompanied by Theodorus, " steward of the sacred treasures."
Vitalian's new army consisted of Huns, Bulgarians, and perhaps
Slaves, recruited probably as before from rustics of the Haemus
provinces. We have no hint that his former adherents, the
officers whom Anastasius' adroitness had won over, or their
soldiers, fell back again from their allegiance, and we may
assume that they joined the imperial army. The Emperor's
forces gained an inconsiderable victory, which was soon followed by ,serious reverses. Julian, a magister nzemoriae, was
taken alive by the rebels, and carried about in a cage, as
Bajazet was carried about by Timour, but was afterwards ransomed. Hypatius then fortified himself behind a rampart of
waggons at Acris, on the Black Sea, near Odyssus. In this
entrenchment the barbarians attacked him, and, assisted by a
sudden darkness, which a superstitious historian attributed to
magic arts, gained a signal victory. The Romans, driven over
precipices and into ravines, lost about 6 0 , 0 0 0 men. Hypatius
himself ran into the sea, if perchallce he might conceal himself in the waves, but his head betrayed him, for he was unable
to practise the cunning trick of the Slaves, who were accustomed thus to elude the pursuit of their enemies, breathing
under water through a long hollow reed, one end of which was
held in their mouth while the other was just above the surface. Vitalian preserved him alive as a valuable hostage.
This victory enabled him to pay his barbarian allies richly, and
placed him in possession of all the cities and fortresses in
Moesia and Scythia, which he rule81 as an emperor. TLe
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ambassadors whom Anastasius sent with 10,000 lbs. of gold to
ransom his nephew were captured in an ambush at Sozopolis.
I n the meantime a tumult, attended with loss of life,
took place in Constantinople because the Emperor forbade the
celebration of a festival on account of disorders in the
circus which had occurred on the same day ; among others the
prefect of the watch was slain. This disturbance, along with
the captivity of his nephew and the threatened siege, may have
perhaps contributed to induce Anastasius to make a compromise with Vitalian. The conditions were that Vitalian should
be made magister militurn per l'l~racias,that he should receive
15,000 Ibs. of gold, that the proclamation of the orthodox faith
should be renewed, and that Hypatius should be liberated.
The following year (515) was troubled not only by the ravages
of a horde of Sabir Huns, who entered Asia Minor through
Armenia, and laid waste Cappadocia and the provinces of
Pontus, penetrating as far as Lycaonia, whence they returned
gorged with booty and laden with captives, but also by a
fresh demonstration of hostility on the part of Vitalian. He
marched on Constantinople, and took up his quarters at Sycae.
He then embarked in a fleet which he had prepared, and was
completely defeated off Scutari by Marinus the Lycian, some
say with the help of chemicals prepared by a man of science
named Yroclus, an Archimedes of that day. This naval victory decided the war. Vitalian withdrew, probably to the
neighbourhood of the Danube, and we hear that a Hunnish
leader named Tarrach was captured and burned at Chalcedon,
and that many other prominent rebels were punished.
Although Anastasins did not accomplish anything that can
be called brilliant, his reign was prosperous. His mild character and his beneficial reforms partially blotted out, in the eyes
of contemporaries and of historians, the deadly taint of heterodoxy, and he appeared in a still more favourable light as he
was directly contrasted with his unpopular Isaurian predecessor.
Mildness is a trait on which his panegyrist Priscian more than
once insists; comparing him to Nerva-

-

e t nlitein Nervam ienissima pectora vincunt,

' This trait is confirmed by Lydus,

xdvrwv /3aurhlwv j l p ~ p w r d r y .

7y^
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and another eulogist represents him as a deus ex machina
setting right the wrongs and lightening the burdens of the
Empire. A member of the civil service, who began his career
in this reign, asserts that Anastasius' careful financial policy,
and his strictness in supervising personally the details of the
budget, really saved the State, which had first become financially involved by the money that was expended on Leo's
nnsuccessful armament against the Vandals, and had been kept
in a depressed condition by the shortsighted and " miserable "
policy of Z e n ~ . ~
The act which earned for him most glory and popularity
was the abolition of the Chry~argyron,~
a tax on all receipts, to
which the humblest labourer and the poorest prostitute were
liable. It had been instituted by Constantine, and Anastasius
abolished it in 498. The chief fault that the Church had to
find with this tax was that it recognised vices forbidden by
nature and the laws.4 Another abuse which the Emperor
remedied was the unfairness of officers in paying rations to
their soldiers, in order to make a private profit; this is not
mentioned by any writer, but the facts are preserved in an
inscription at Ptolemais in the Pentapolis? His donations to
soldiers are perhaps another indication of his interest in the
army. He was indefatigable in restoring "prostrate cities,"
and, besides the Great Wall, he executed an important public
work which deserves mention, the construction of a canal
connecting Lake Sophon with the Gulf of A ~ t a c u s . ~
But the men of Dyrrhachium had the reputation of being
avaricious, and even favourable writers say that Anastasius was
no exception. Elegiac verses were posted up in the hippodrome
by his foes, addressing him as "bane of the world" (tcocrpo+0Lpe). His love of money, it was said, induced him to listen
Procopius of Gaza.
Johannes Lydus, iii. c. 43 sqq.
Anastasius burned all the docum n t s relating to the collection of this
tax, so that i t could not be renewed.
So the Emperor Gratian had caused the
lists of arrears of taxes to be burnt in
the provinces
which town
every
he ruled
throughout
over.
Evagrius,iii. 39. Anastasius'abolition of the tax is said (Cedrenns, i 627,
~ o l l l lto
) llnvc been clue t o n 1dn1 011the
sul?ject com1)osecl by an actor 'bf Gsza

'

named Timotheus. Anastasius favoured
the theatre, and i n his reign Choricius
of Gaza wrote an essay bxPp 7Gv Cv
ArovrSuov rbv plov ~ i ~ o v r { b v r w(Revue
v
dc
Philol. 1877, pp. 212-247).

Zacharia von Lingentbal, Abhandlungen der Rerl. Acad. 1879 ; Wetzstein, ib. 1863.
" A work which Pliny had proposed to Trajan, and which was restored by the Byzantine Emperor
Alcains I." (Fllilny, 1. 18.').
ALL:
1'1111~7,El). S . 50.
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to the counsels of Marinus, a Syrian scriniarius, \vho wormed
himself into his confidence by promising to raise large sums.
I t is very probable, however, that our authority, Johannes
Lydus, had strong prejudices against the successful Syrian,
and misrepresents his policy. There seen1 to have been a
Marinus faction and an anti-Marinus faction in official circles.'
The great innovation of Marinus was the abolition of the
old curial system, by which the curiae or municipal corporation collected the moneys due to the State. A new farming
system was introduced. Officers, named vindices, were appointed to collect the revenue, which on the old system was
often cheated through the collusion of the provincial magnates
with the governors of the provinces and the tax-collectors
(cnnonicn~ii). The enemies of Marinus said that the vindices
treated the cities like foes, because the appointments were
given by auction to those who promised n i o s t . T l l e nature of
the new system evidently involved this evil, but it is only fair
to assume that -4nastasius, whose mildness was so remarkable,
took care to arrange a mode of checking this by increasing the
influence of the defenso~es,and his panegyrist Priscian represents the measure as healing a flagrant abuse.3 It must be
noted that this change involved an increase of centralisation,
which seems to have been an object of Anastasius' policy.
Henceforward even minute matters were referred to the
Emperor, so that fern steps could be taken in the provinces
" without a divine command."
Anastasius is said to have never sent petitioners empty
away, whether they represented a city, a fort, or a harbour.
He was above giving offices by favour, and when his wife
Ariadne requested him to appoint Anthemius to the praetorian prefecture, he refused to make an exception to his prin)
entitled
ciple that only men of forensic training ( h o y ~ / c o l were
to it. His saving policy necessarily involved a great reduc-

'

I infer this from Lydus' expression 01 Maprvrtjvres, who, he says, were
enriched by Marinus' policy, as well as
Marinus himself and Anastasius (iii.
c. 49).
T ; ~ d u SayS
s
the general
to impoverish the provinces, and thus
decrease the business done in the
bureaux of the praetorian prefect.
This meant a dimmution of his own

fces. Evagrius, who is hostilely inclined to Anastasius, as heterodox, says
of the measure (iii. 42) : 6eev arb
aoAlj of r e G6por Greppt;?oav 76 T E &vBq
rGv ~r6Aewv GrCseuev.
3
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Agricolas miserans dispendia saeva relaxas ;
curla ~ e r v e r s i nam
s
cessat moribus o ~ n n i s
nec i l c e t i n j u s t ~ s sollto contemnere
leges.

tion of the court expenditure, and he was probably on that
account unpopular with the frivolous nobles and the court
ladies, accustomed to the pageants and pleasures of Byzantine
festivals. But the staid Anastasius did not care for pomp, and
the result of his fiscal economy was that he not only righted
the financial depression of the Empire, but that at his death
3 2 0,000 Ibs. of gold were found in the treasury.
Anastasius died in July 518, more than eighty years old.

CHAP. VII

C H A P T E R VII
THE PERSIAN WAR

THE restored Persian empire under the sovereignty of the
Sassanid dynasty rose on the ruins of the Parthian Arsacids
in the reign of Alexander Severus (22 6 A.D.) During the third
and fourth centuries, the eastern frontier was the scene of fatal
wars, in the course of which two Roman Emperors, Valerian
and Julian, perished. I n 3 6 3 a treaty was concluded, by
which Jovian ceded five provinces beyond the Euphrates, including Arzanene and Corduene, and the towns of Nisibis and
Singara to Sapor, and this cession was followed by an emigration of the Greeks from those lands, because Sapor and the
Magi afflicted the Christians with persecutions.
During the fifth century the relations of the Empire with
Persia varied, but there were no protracted or considerable
hostilities, although Armenia, the perpetual source of annoya~cc,
was in a state of ferment, and a serious war seemed ever on
the point of breaking out. This was in a great measure due
to the circumstance that the Persian monarchs were fully
occupied with dangerous and savage enemies on the north-east
frontier of their kingdom-the
Ephthalite Huns; while the
Roman Emperors had enough to do in weathering the storms
that were convulsing Europe.
When our period begins, in the reign of Arcadius, Varahran
was on the throne, but was succeeded in 399 by Isdigerd,
who was as much an object of veneration to Greek historians
as he was an object of detestation to the chroniclers of his own
kingdom. He did not take advantage of the childhood of
Theodosius I1 to vex the Empire ; and I do not see that there
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is sufficient reason to follow modern writers in rejecting the
statement of Procopius, that Arcadius in his testament made
Isdigerd the guardian of his son. There is nothing incredible
in this, provided we regard it in the proper light, and recognise
that it was only a way of paying a compliment to a royal
brother. The guardianship was merely nominal; and Arcadius' act of courtesy is not without a parallel in later Roman
history? The fact that Procopius mentions it with no expression of amazement shows that it did not strike all men,
who breathed in the atmosphere of the time, with surprise ; and
it is therefore arbitrary in modern writers to follow Agathias
in pronouncing it improbable.
Isdigerd's successor, Varahran 11, was sufficiently amenable
to the influence of the Magi to persecute the christian residents
in Persia. A cruel system of proselytising was carried on in
Persarnlenia, and some outrages were committed on Roman
merchants. The consequence was a war, which lasted for two
years (42 0-42 1); the Persians held Nisibis against the siege
of the Roman general Ardaburius (father of Aspar), and the
Romans on their side defended Theodosiopolis against the
attacks of the Persians. It is narrated that the war was
decided by a sort of medieval single combat between a Persian,
Ardazanes, and a Goth, Areobindus, in which the latter was
victorious; but the tale should perhaps be relegated to the
region of myth. A peace, however, was concluded for one hundred yeam. An interesting incident of this war, which deserves
to be recorded, was the humanity of Acacius, the bishop of
Amida, who ransomed 7'000 Persian captives at his own and
the Church's costs.
Varahran appointed a Parthian governor in Armenia in
422, but this governor's personal character made hini so unpopular that the Armenian nobles ,begged in 428 for a Persian
satrap, and their petition was granted.
At this time began the struggles of Persia with the Haithal
nation, known in Roman history as the Ephthalite or Nephthalite Huns; whose abode was beyond the Oxus. They invaded
Heraclins, when he started for the
Persian war, r~lacedhis son under the
guardianship of the chagan of the
Avars. The weightiest objection against
the statement of Procopius is the
scepticism of Agathias (iv. 26).
VOL. I

They do not seem t o have been
really Huns, from the physiographical
description given by Procopius (Bell.
Peras. i. 3) ; see Rawlinson, Seventh
Oriantal Monarchy, p. 295.
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Persia, but Varahran defeated them. Under Varahran Persia
flourished. He was succeeded (440) by Isdigerd " the clement,"
who stmightway declared war against the Empire, but circumstances, on which historians are silent, led to an almost
immediate conclusion of peace. Isdigercl was soon engaged in
a war with the Ephthalites, which lasted for nine years. He
made energetic endeavours to convert Armenia to the religion
of Zoroaster, but the Armenians were so tenacious of their
Christianity that his efforts were expended in vain. The noble
family of the Mamigonians was noted as singularly staunch
in supporting the national faith.
Yerozes succeeded Isdigerd I1 (453), having overthrown his
rival Hormisdas with the assistance of the Ephthalites, who
were the inveterate enemies of the Persian kingdom, but might
be the temporary friends of a Persian aspirant. His reign was
occupied in quelling serious revolts, which agitated Armenia,
and in making war on the khan of the Ephthalites, by whose
cunning stratagem of covered ditches he was defeated and slain
in 483. Balas (ValAkhesh), perhaps his brother, followed him,
and enjoyed a shorter but more peaceable reign. H e made a
treaty with the Huns, consenting to pay them a tribute for two
years. He pacified Armenia by granting unreserved freedom
of religion, and ordaining that in future it should be governed
directly by a king and not by a deputy. Soon afterward internal conspiracies forced him to make yet further concessions ;
Vahan the Mamigonian was appointed governor of Armenia,
and Christianity was fully reinstated. Balas died in 48'7.
The reign of his successor Kobad (Cabades), the son of
Perozes, is remarkable for the rise of the communistic reformer
Mazdak.' The first principle of this teacher was that all men
are naturally equal. It followed that the present state of
society is contrary to nature and unjustifiable, and thence that
the acts which society considers to be crimes are, as merely
tending to overthrow an ni~justifiableinstitution, themselves
blameless. Community of property and wives was another
deduction that naturally followed. The remarkable thing is
that King Kobad himself embraced and actively helped to
promulgate these doctrines, which the Persian lords and the
Sea Rawlinson op. cit. 342 sqq.
Our authorities are Mirkhond and

Tabari ; Agathias, iv. 27 ; and Procop.
B. P. i. 5.
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orthodox Zoroastrians viewed with utter repugnance and contempt. Impatient of such a recreant monarch, the nobles
immured him in the castle of Lethe, and proclaimed Zamasp
king (4 9 8-5 0 1); while Mazdak was imprisoned, but forcibly
released by his disciples. I n the space of two or three years
Kobad found means to escape, and with the help of the Huns
was reinstated on the throne. I n his attitude to Mazdakism
and Zoroastrianism during his restored reign he adopted a compromise ; as a king he was a fire-worshipper, as a man he was
a follower of Mazdak.
I t was at this point that hostilities were renewed between
Persia and New Rome. I n 442 it had been agreed that the
Roman government was to contribute a certain sum to enable
Persia to provide for the defence of the Caucasian pass of Derbend, close to the Caspian Sea, against trans-Caucasian tribes.
Demands had been twice made of the Emperor Leo to fulfil
the engagement, but he had refused. I t is generally stated
that Kobad pressed Anastasius for this payment; but it is
more probable that the cause of the outbreak of the war was
somewhat different.' For their assistance in restoring him
to his throne the Persian king owed the Ephthalites a large
sum of money which he had promised them, and, finding
difficulty in raising it, he applied to Anastasius. The Emperor,
however, had no intention of lending it to him, and his
refusal took the form of a demand for a written acknowledgment or cautio, as he knew well that to Kobad, unfamiliar wit11
the usages of Roman law, such a mercantile transaction would
appear contemptible and intolerable.
Kobad replied by a
hostile demonstration in Armenia, and thus the "hundred
years' " peace was broken, after a duration of exactly eighty
(502 A.D.)
Martyropolis, Theodosiopolis, m d Amida, the strong places
of the great marchland, fell into the hands of the Sassanid
monarch one after another. Martyropolis surrendered, Theodosiopolis was betrayed, and Amida, after a long and laborious
winter siege, was surprised during a festival early in the year
503, a Persian soldier having chanced to discover the
J. Lydus attributes the war to a
demand for the costs of maintaining
the castle of Biraparach. Rawlinson
follows this account, but I follow

Theodorns Lector (ii. 52): cf. Theophanes, 5996 A.M. ; and so Rose, op.
cit. p. 33.
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issue of a mine.' The besiegers had been so long baffled
that the garrison and inhabitants ulti~natelyyielded to the
negligence of security, and they used to mock the Persians from
the walls. A massacre commenced, but was stayed, perhaps by
the persuasions of a priest, and Amida was left with a garrison
of 1000 men. Thus in the course of a year the three most
important frontier fastnesses of the Romans had been lostAmida in Mesopotamia, Martyropolis and Theodosiopolis on
the borders of Armenia.
Anastasius arrayed an army of 15,000 nlen to take the
field, but, still influenced by the traditions of the Isaurian warfare, which had been waged some years before, he committed
the grave mistake of dividing the command among several
generals. First among these must be named Areobindus, the
great-grandson of Aspar (on the mother's side) and husband of
the daughter of the Emperor Olybrius; he was a man who
seems to have loved dancing and flute-playing better than the
serious things of life, and he exhibited slowness and slackness
in his conduct of the war. Hypatius, a nephew of Anastasius,
also received a general's commission, a post which his military
inexperience did not deserve. Other commanders of less importance but more ability or energy were Justin, who afterwards became Emperor; Patriciolus, the father of Vitalian ;
Ron~anus.~
The campaign of 503 opened with a success for the combined divisions of Areobindus and Romanus in the neighbourhood of Nisibis ; but the enemy soon mustered a stronger army
and forced Areobindus from the position which he had occupied
at Constantina in Arzanene. The jealousy of Hypatius induced
him to keep back the assistance which the most moderate
standard of duty and patriotism required him to send to Areobindus, and the latter, left unsupported, had almost decided to
return to Constantinople. I n the meantime, while the Roman
generals were quarrelling, the Persians occupied Nisibis, and
soon afterwards fell unexpectedly upon the troops of Hypatius
Eustathias of Epiphania wrote a
special work on this siege of Amida
(Evagr. iii. 37), and i t is described i n
the Syriae ecclesiastical history of
Zacharias of Mitylene, edited by Land.
The chapters relating to An~idawere
published, with a Latin translation, in

Mai's Scrbt. Vet. Collect. vol. x. (1838),
which I have consulted. A curious
wine, in the form of a powder, was
found in Amida, but the secret of its
production was lost (p. 370).
Phylarch of Euphratesia'
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and Patricius (a Phrygian commander) and destroyed a large
number of their men.
At this juncture an event happened which changed the tide
of fortune, but from which the Romans, had they been led by
one able general, might have drawn far greater profit. The
Huns invaded Persia, and numerous forces were denlanded in
the north-east of the kingdom; Kobad therefore desired to
lnake peace. But he thought he could have peace and war
simnltaneonsly, and while he treated he devastated. Areobindus, however, defeated hini near Edessa, and then he withdrew. The campaigns of 504 mere advantageous to the
Empire. Hypatius had been recalled, and a valiant Illyrial~
named Celer, the master of offices, was appointed as a new
general. He invaded and devastated Arzanene, and his achievements were followed by successes which the other generals
gained elsewhere. Nisibis was wellnigh recovered, and Amida
was blockaded. The Roman siege, like the Persian siege two
years before, lasted throughout the winter (504-505), and the
garrison finally consented to surrender, but on very favonrable
terms. This advantage was followed by the conclusion of a
peace for seven years, by which Arnida was left in possession
of the Romans, who, however, on the whole had lost, while the
Persians on the whole had gained, by this three years' war.
Some years later, probably in 5 0 '7,l Anastasius converted
the little village of Daras in Mesopotamia into a splendid fortified town, provided richly with churches, corn magazines, and
cisterns, and boasting two public baths. H e named it after
himself, Anastasiopolis, and it was henceforward one of the
centres of frontier warfare. Kobad protested against the work,
but, hampered as he was by hostile neighbours in the northeast, he was ready to yield to the diplonlacy and accept the
bribes of Anastasius, who at the same time strengthened the
city of Theodosiopolis on the Armenian borders.
Theoph. 6000 A.M. See Zacharias
of Mitylene, cap. xi. de urbc Dara
condita. The objects of its foundation
were (1) to be exercitz~iperfuqium et

statio, (2) to be an armorum o&ina,
(3) to be regionis Arabieae paesidium
adversus Persas latrones atque Ismaelitas.
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CHAPTER VIII
GREEK LITERATURE O F THE FIFTH CENTURY

AN able critic of the first or second century A.D.~
describes a discussion which he had with a literary friend as to the causes of
the decline of Greek letters ; why, they asked, are literary works
of supreme excellence, works in the grand style, no longer produced. His friend attributed it to the Empire of Rome, which
kept the spirits of men in bondage ; he considered that grandeur
of thought, and consequently grandeur of style, were largely
conditioned by political freedom. The critic himself, on the
other hand, was inclined to defend the " peace of the world
against this impeachment, and to attribute the decadence of
letters and the lack of inspiration to the decline of human
character, to the growing love of money, the growing love of
luxury, and, above all, the growing feeling of indifference
(j90upla).
A modern critic, accustomed to take account of the reciprocal influences of character on environment and of environment on character, would reconcile the disputants by observing
that the discrepant opinions were only superficially discordant,
and that each gave one aspect of the truth.
Now, while the decadence, so plain in the time of Longinus,
could with little justice be called an effect of the Roman
Empire, no better could the still lo~vliercondition which literature reached in the fourth and fifth centuries be called an
effect of Christianity. But at the same time, just as the spirit
of the Roman sway-the
chill of imperial Rome-was
a most
favourable atmosphere for the rapid decay that had set in, just

':

The author of tho treatise ?rep1 i;qovs, supposed to be Longinus.
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as it exercised a freezing influence on the wells of inspiration,
so also the spirit of early Christianity was a most favourable
for the stifling of humane literature; and as christian
theology became current, and christian ideas penetrated the
minds of men, little breathing space was left for the faint life of
that humane literature which had already travelled so far from
its former heights. I t continued to support in nooks and byways a flickering artificial existence ; but the gods of Greece
had gone into exile, and inspiration had departed with them.
Although Christianity looked upon pagan literature as full
of demonic snares, just as she looked upon the heathen gods as
demons, she did not disdain to learn the tricks and ornaments
of pagan rhetoric, she did not hesitate to plume her arrow with
the eagle's feather. Chrysostonl, as a christian priest, could
not forget what he had learned in his youth from Libanius ;
Salvian's treatise On the Governnzent of God exhibits careful
attention to the effects of rhetorical style. Tt was not till the
sixth century that culture had declined so much that Gregory,
the bishop of Rome, could warn his clergy against superfluous
concern for grammar. Augustine, in his Conf~ssions,only went
so far as to marvel that men care to peruse the rules of grammar
and not to obey the divine precepts. Both Augustine and
Jerome were rhetoricians and stylists, Prudentius wrote christian hymns in Horatian metres, Licentius even spoke of Christ
as " our Apollo." Just in the same way pagan art influenced
christian art, notwithstanding all christian zeal against it. The
habitations of the Greek gods were imitated in the christian
churches. Theodosius, who permitted the destruction of temples,
who abolished the Olympic games, permitted his victories to
be represented as the labours of Hercules. Representations
taken from pagan mythology were constantly used in allegorical
sense on christian tombs.
I t should be borne in mind that while zeal for the house
of God exhibited itself prominently as zeal against the houses
of the gods, those divinities had still a corner in men's hearts,
the charm of paganism still lingered. For, once paganism had
lost all power, the works of the ancients lost also their dangerous qualities, and then they were neglected. But in the fifth
century the Christians themselves felt the glamour of antique
perfection. We see Jerome shrinking in fear from his love
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of Cicero, we see Augustine shrinking in fear from his love
of Virgil. The classics were, for many of the early saints,
like beautiful horrors, possessing a double potency, to attract
and to repel. Augustine calls Homer dulcissime vanus; and
even Orosius confessed of his great contemporary Claudian that
though lie was a " lnost pervicacious pagan " he was an excellent
poet. The children of light felt that they could not approach
the children of this world in the finite perfections of genius.
" Infelix simulacrum atque ipsins umhra Creusae "-no
Christian of his day could approacll that, and Augustine knew it.
I n western Eltrope, anlong the Latin -speaking Ilomans,
paganism held out longest, and offered rnost resistance to the
new faith, and at the same tinie it is among Latin divines that
we find the strongest abhorreilce of pagan literature. On the
other hand, in eastern Europe, where Christianity had spread
rapidly, among Greek - speaking Romans, paganism clung less
obstinately to life, and the feeling in regard to pagan literature
was more nloderate and indulgent,-less saintly, we might say,
and more rational. This difference of feeling may be considered
as in some degree the beginning of that difference of culture
which distinguished the East from the West in later centuries,
when in the West indifference to letters prevailed, while in the
East learning and the study of ancient writers never fell into
disuse.
I t may be wondered why no works of great literary value
were produced in the fourth and fifth centuries under the
inspiration of the p e a t christian idea which was changing the
face of the world. Perhaps some one will contest the statement, and cite St. Augustine's City of God. But that work is
not a work of great literary value ; it is a work of great religious
and theological value. The idea itself-the
idea of the city of
God in the world and not of the world-has, potentially at
least, literary value, but the work itself possesses very little.
The incomparably less important work of Sir Thomas More
on an imaginary state has more worth in this respect than
the City of God. Other christian works of the time, remarkable in many respects, deserve this criticism in a higher
degree, for example Salvian's book On the Gover?~monto j
God. We go to Chrysostom or Cyril for history or doctrine,
but no one would go to either for general ideas.
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The fact is that there was a very small stock of new ideas
current at the time, and there was no literary instinct. I t may
seem perverse to say that there was a small stock of new ideas
in the face of the fact that the general view of the world
was so thoroughly transformed. But the theories current were
of a homogeneous kind; they were in~buedwith that theological tinge which renders thought unfruitful and unfits it
for literary handling. The new spirit tended to stereotype
itself in technical theology, and also to express itself in a particular phraseology; and thus the thoughts of the time lost their
elasticity and their freedom in the bonds of dogma. Men's
minds wandered through eternity, but they wandered on a
beaten highroad. That is partly the reason why the writings
of the stoic philosophers have rnuch more literary flavour than
the writi1i.g~of Christian theologians, alt,hough Stoicism was so
rnuch less effective than Christianity. On the speculations of
the Stoics no tranlrnels mere imposed from without; the Stoics
had no church, no ecunleiiical councils, no popes. And that
too is partly the reason why the New Testament writers were
far more fertile in original ideas, expressed -with effect, than
doctors of the Church in subsequent ages.
To note the want of literary instinct is merely to note the
subjective side of it. Literary
other side of the same fact-the
instinct implies a certain elasticity and freedom of mind, because it implies the faculty of selection; it is not easily compatible with formalism or with dogma. The christian divines had
not this sort of elasticity, and they would not have cared to have
it ; just as they had not originality, and would not have cared to
have it. That freedom of mind on which a doctrine or creed
sits lightly would have seemed licence to those who delighted in
thraldoiil to a formulated system, just as originality would have
seemed undesirable, or at least unnecessary, to those who considered that all things needful had been revealed. The want of
literary taste among christian divines may be illustrated by the
case of Jerome, who did not care for and could not feel any
charn~in the style of the old Hebrew scriptures, in spite of the
prepossession for them that his beliefs would naturally pr0duce.l
I n this Jeronie may be contrasted
with the old pagan Longinus,u~lioquotes
with admiration the opening verses of
Genesis as an exwnplc of the sublime.

Jerome's knowledge of Hebrew is said
to have been defective. He boasted of
being " t r i l i ~ ~ i s . "
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The same want of taste is displayed in his frigid and degrading
comparison of the love of Christ t,o the love of woman, a comparison which is characteristic enough of the man and of the
time.
I t cannot be denied that there were pagans of some
literary ability in the fourth century. Historians of literature
deal very hardly with Ammianus Marcellinus, a Greek writing
in Latin; yet do we not feel that there is a unique literary
quality in his curious style, as though the perfume of the
fourth century had passed into his pages ? And of Greek
writers Julian had considerable literary talent. The Misopoyon,
which deserves attention as an attempt to express the most
scathing satire with ironical urbanity, and The Banquet of the
Emperors, are works that one reads without feeling an inclination to skip a line. H e allows his own cultured personality
to penetrate his writings in a way that no divine could do, and
his writings therefore have a human interest.
But Julian and Libanius and Theinistius had no successors.
The only essayist of the fifth century who deserves to be mentioned was Synesius, the bishop of Cyrene.' He was the pupil
and friend of the unfortunate Hypatia; he was superficially
imbued with philosophy; he appears for a moment on the
stage of public affairs ; he was fond of literary composition ;
he used to indulge in the pleasures of the chase in the
vicinity of Cyrene. All these details remind us of Xenophon,
who had the same stamp of respectability, a man fond of
philosophy, not a philosopher. And we might add that
as Xenophon represents the type of transition from the
Athenian of the fourth century to the cosmopolitan of the age
of Alexander and his successors, so Synesius, dividing his
worship between Plato and Christ, is the type of the transition from the pagan to the christian gentleman. If he had
been brought up in the atmosphere of Constantinople he would
not have been a Platonist, he would have been an unexceptionably orthodox Christian ; if he had been brought up in the
atmosphere of Athens he would have been a thorough-going
pagan and refused to bow the knee to Baal; but brought UP

'

The standard work on Synesius
is the monograph of R. Yolkman,>,
"Synesins von Cyrene." There is an
elaborate article " Synesius " in the

Dictionary of Christian Biography
(ed. Wace), by the late ITr Halcomb,
in which English translations of
of Synesius' verses will be found.
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as he was in the atmosphere of Alexandria, which was at this
time divided between pagan philosophy and Christianity, his
pliable nature adapted itself to both influences and he became
a platonic bishop. His works consist of rhetorical compositions, political essays and letters, which possess considerable
interest. When he stayed at Constantinople he niixed in a
circle of literary mediocrities, who enjoyed ephemeral notoriety,
and he is himself a typical member of such a society.
Perhaps the most interesting and attractive feature in
Synesius is his love of the pure intellect and his supreme disdain for mere ethical virtue. I n this, although a christian
bishop, he was more unchristian than the heathen Neoplatonists;
in this too he was more platonic than they. Plato did not
set store by.what we call " goodness " ; he almost disdained the
demotic virtues. I t is curious to .see the aristocratic spirit of
the pure intellect in the fifth century A.D., and i t is only to be
regretted that Synesius was not a stronger man.
Far the most important pagan Greek writer of the fifth
century was the philosopher Proclus, of whose system I have
already spoken. I have dwelt on the dearth of ideas of literary
value in that age. Now Proclus has the credit of having
expressed a thought that was well worth expressing in a form
that deserves to be remembered-in
a form that possesses
literary value. He said that the true philosopher svould never
consent to confine himself to any one set of religious ideas;
" a philosopher," he said, " is the hierophant of the whole world."
Perhaps that is one of the few remarks made in the fifth century that deserves to be remembered in the words in which it
was originally expressed. I t contains moreover a thought which
had long been in the air and had constantly inspired others
than philosophers ; it idealises in the form of a philosophical
maxim that cosmopolitan eclecticism which was practised by
such different persons as Alexander Severus and Constantine.
Both a great philosopher like Proclus and a great statesman
like Constantine can feel themselves above the world and the
things, i~lcludingthe religions, that are therein ; the eclecticism
of Alexander Severus was merely that of a serious dilettante.
The poetical remains of Proclus are a few hymns, conceived in the same style as the famous hymn of Cleanthes to
Zeus, and exhibiting the influence nf the mystical Orphic
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poems. The gods are addressed as mythical beings; their
attributes have second imports; and the reader feels that he
does not possess the key to a chamber of theosophic significances. But they are not lifeless like forn~ulated chants of
a sorcerer or a vulgar theosophist ; there is in them perceptible
the breath of an “immortal longing," the same longing that
was felt by Plato and by Plotinus. Proclus was ever pressing
to the "way sublime," r p b q I ~ + L C $ ~ ~ ~ T O Z&J ~ a ~ r 6and
v , he
prays to the sun, to Athene, to the Muses for pure light, the
Idndly light that leads upwards (C$& cEvayc&y~ov),
the means
of attaining thereto being the study of books that awaken
the sou1.l
Athens, where Proclus studied and afterwards lectured,
had preserved its fame as a university town since the days
of Cicero, though it had not any political importance. It
was the headquarters of the pagans, the "Hellenes," who,
suffered by the christian Emperors to live quiet lives in
unobtrusive retirement, still practised secretly the old customary sacrifices, still worshipped Athene, Artemis, and Asklepios. They formed here a small cultured society, on which
the "urbane" society of the residence might look down as
provincial, and which the Christians held in abhorrence as profane. At the same time Athens was regarded with a peculiar
respect; it was fashionable to go thither, and it was considered by some a mark of inferiority, almost of philistinism, not
to have visited it.
The storm of the Visigoths of Alaric, which laid in ruins the
temple of Eleusis, passed by the city of the philosophers without
harming it much. But after the foundation of the university in Constantinople Athens gradually declined ; it seemed
as if the departure of Athenais had led to a cessation of the
patronage of the goddess whose name she bore. Even when
Synesius visited Athens (about 4 1 6 A.D.) he was not favourably
impressed with it ; in the description of his visit he does not
say a word of the beauties of the place, the works of art or

'

The expression i n regard to the
natural state of men's earth-bound
i
yavsisouls, h X o ~ p d @ ~ a ~u rt p ~X-qpoiur
car, is worthy of notice.
Synesiui, ed. Migne, p. 1524 (Ep.
cxxxv., to hi5 brother), 3 s od8Bv txovarv
at vDv ' A e i j v a ~utyvbv &AX' +) rb ~hrrvtL

x w p l ~ v6 v Q a r a . " I n our time,"
he goes on to say, "Egypt nourishes
the seeds of widom which she received
from Hypatia ; hut Athens -10%
ago she was a home of hilo lo sop hers,
now she is worshipped only bp beekeepers."
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the flavour of antiquity. Desolateness and dilapidation overwhelmed for him all other impressions.
But while Athens was the hon~e of the most profound
philosophers, Alexandria was the centre of the widest culture,
just as was the case in the days of Alexander's successors,
when Stoics and Epicureans taught at Athens, while the schools
of poetry and learning flourished in the great capital where
they came into contact with the general movement of the
world. I n the fourth and fifth centuries all the Greek poets
of any distinction wrote at Alexandria, and most of them
were born in Egypt; there too pagan philosophy and christian
theology lived 'side by side.
We are told by Damascius, a pupil of Isidorus, that his
master was superior to Hypatia not only as a man to a woman,
but as a philosopher to a mathematician. This remark gives
us an insight into the character of Hypatia's philosophy. I n
contrast with those mystical and misty speculators, Iamblichus
and the " Egyptian writer on Mysteries," she laid stress on philosophical method, divisions, and definitions, as recommended by
Plato, and followed rather the intellecttral than the rnystical side
of Neoplatonism. The germs of both developments, the intellectual and the super-intellectual, were contained in the
philosophy of Plotinus. The sober and rational character of
this lady's metaphysics may also be deduced from the teaching
of her pupil Hierocles, who succeeded her after her death in
415.l She was not only a philosopher and a mathematician ;
she also studied physics, a science which was then generally
combined with mathematics. Iier pupil Synesius mentions
that he had constructed an astrolabe with the assistance of
his "respected" instructress? and in another place he asks her
to superintend the construction of a hydro~cope.~
There was one remarkable poet in the fifth century, and
only one, who had a sufficiently original manner to found
a school of inferior imitators. This was Nonnus of Panopolis. I t is particularly interesting to note that having been

'

This is well brought out by W. A.
Meyer in his tract on Hypatia.
npbs IIarbvrov h ~ b pTOG Ghpou durpoXaPlou hhyos. Migne, LX. p. 1584.
a Ep. xv.

I t was perhaps the man-

ner of Hypatia's death (already described) that secured her a place among
the stars, as i t gave her name a romantic
interest.
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Pactolus restraining the flow of his water, wan with grief,
and having the aspect of a dejected man, deserves to be noted
for its subjectivity. Even when he wrote the Dionysincn, in
his pagan youth, Nonnus could not escape from the atmosphere
of Christianity. A line, for example, like this,

a pagan in his youth, when he wrote his Dionysiaca, he became
a paraphrase of St.
a Christian in later years, and co~il~osed
John's Gospel in hexameter verse. He thus presents a
parallel in Greek literature to Sidonius Apollinaris or Paulinns
of Curcligala.
I t is easy to say that Noanus is artificial, that his long
poem in forty-eight books lacks unity, and that he falls into
prolix digressive descriptions. I t is only in the ninth book
that he begins the proper subject of his poem.' But living,
as he did, in a self-conscions age, how could he be other
than artificial ? To aim at siinplicity when siinplicity is not
in the air is an affectation which can hardly fail to produce
the ridiculous. Recognising that he is always artificial and
often tedious, we nevertheless feel in reading his verses that
he had a really poetical mind, that he

BCIK~OS
dva[ SB~pv(rc,ppor;v

&a 8 d ~ p v aA6ry,
Lord Eacchus wept, that mortals might not weep,

" ran beside the naked swift-footed
A n d bound his forehead with Proserpine's hair."
There are few pages on which we do not find some thought or
phrase that pleases, if it is nothing inore than the 'picture of
Ganymede raising aloft a goblet in his scratched h a n d . V e
may quote two of the opening lines as a fair example of the
general style, which Callimachus did not excel-

The twelfth book is one of the best. HBr6 wanders in search
of the dead Ampelos, and having learned the synzbols of
prophecy from Hyperion, finds wherever she goes prophecies in
writing relating to the death and resurrection of the youth.
This introduction of writing into nlythological history is characteri~tic.~ The effect produced on nature t,- +he death of
Ampelos is very charmingly portrayed, and the description of
The first eight books are occupied
with the mythical history of the Cadmean house of Dionysus'mother Semele.
The most recent edition is that of A.
Koechly, 1_858.
2 yparry
xerpl ~tirrehhov ~ E P T C L ~ E L
I'avup+8qs (xii. 40).

3 In one place she finds these words
(which Iquote in illustration of Nonnus'
style, as to the general classical reader
he is a poet completely unknown)-

@oiPy Z E ~ ~S T I V E U ~CXELV
E V pav~h8ea
66@vqv
~ a P66a
l
@orvluaov~apo86xpoi' K v r p
yevcin,
yXaD~ov 'ABqvain yAav~&xr8rBaXXbv
(haiqs,
~ a ol~ d x v a A
s ~ j p q ~ ~a ~jpepi6as
cl
ALOVicy.
~ o i ap2v t v ypa@l8euur @rXetiros t 8 p a ~ e
KoL;~.
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could hardly have been written before the air was permeated
with christian sentiment. But while a trait of this kind occasionally appears, the note of the poem is untrammelled fancy,
and thus it has some points in common with the romantic poetry
of the nineteenth century. The learning displayed in the coniposition is prodigious, yet Nonnus wields his lore lightly, and
1x3 is as far from the obscure dulness of Lycophron as day from
night.
The poets whose influence chiefly affected his style seem to
have been Homer and Euripides, the latter of whom mas far
more read under the Roman Empire than his great elder compeers, because he had a premature tincture of that profound
individualism and subjectivity which began to penetrate life
in t h e fourth century B.C. Both Honler and Euripides were
favourites with Christians of culture, as may be gathered from
the fashion of writing Homero-centra on christian subjects, and
from the Christus Patiens: an extant Greek drama which has
been attributed to Gregory of Nazianzus, and which is practically a cento of Euripidean verses. Whether Gregory was the
author or not, it is probably a product of this age, and it possesses some interest as a specimen of a class of dramas to
which the medieval mystery plays partly owe their origin.
The paraphrase of St. John's Gospel which Nonnus wrote
when he embraced Christianity is a curious composition, far
superior to the ordinary christian poem.2 We cannot read
The Xpca76s ITdaxwu forms the first
volume of Ellissen's A7~alekten.
I t has been recently edited by A.
Scheindler. I t is so little known that
a apecimen may be interesting. " The
wind bloweth where it listeth," etc., is
thus rendered-

@wvijs f i e p i ~ sBso8tvda p6pPou d~otiers
obaacv 6pe7#pois T E @ O ~ ~ & OdXXb
V.
8a6var
ob Gtivaoar phe@cipots rr6b'ev ipXs7ar j)
r 6 a s palver.
o87w rrav7bs E+v T ~ H O Sdv.!pos 2~ rrvpbr
hooi?
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a line without seeing that it is the work of an adept, and
although the simplicity of the original is lost, a very readable poem, with many interesting touches, is producecl. " I
am the vine, ye are the branches," is rendered tllns2pacAos a;S7jccrcru i r l X o K C L ~dp*.OI[uy~s6pc?s
~h?jpara+ov?jevra uo+y j3~j3~~€J*.OIra
K ~ P T

~ .

I t was really in its way a triumphant achievement, implying
no ordinary poetical skill and command of language, to translate a christian gospel into hexameters that have always a
pleasing flow, and into words which, however they expand the
original, never offend the taste.
We need not say much of the versifiers who imitated
Nonnus and formed an Egyptian school of poetry. Tryphiodorus' Captzwe of ILion and Koluthos' Rape of Helen1 may still
be read, but they possess little interest. The H e ~ oand
Leancler of Musaeus, who probably lived about 5 0 0 or a little
later, has obtained a reputation which it hardly deserves. I t has
the merit of brevity and the merit of possessing unity, two advantages which Nonnus lacks, but in all other respects it seems
to me inferior. Panlprepius of Panopolis, the friend of Illus,
was a poet as well as philosopher, but we have no means of
knowing whether he can in any sense be ranked as one of the
school of W o n n ~ s . ~The Athenian Empress Eudocia did not
write secular poetry, or if she did no fragment has survived.
The most striking of her compositions that remain is the versification of the legend of Cypriall and Justina, which has been
mentioned in a preceding chapter.
One species of literature, which had sprung up when the
Greek spirit was already declining, reached its best bloom at
this period, the r~inance.~ Between the world of the new
1 Koluthos flourished under Anastasius.
2 Other verse-writers of the fifth century were Cyrus, the prefect of Constantinople, sorne of whose epigrams
are extant ; Troilus, who wrote an
account of the revolt of Gainas ; Claua gigantomachy, and
dian, who
metrical histories of towns-not to be
confounded with the great Latin poet
Claudian, who mas a native of Alexandria, and also wrote a gigantomach~,
of which a fragment is extant ; Christ-

odorus (flourished in the reign of Anastasius) wrote a description of the statues
in the gymnasium of Constantinople.
Both Chri~todorus and Panolbius
wrote Isaurica.
3 several boolLshave been written on
the ~~~~k romance : ~ i ~ ~ uebeT
l ~ i ,
Entstchung wad Wesen des gr. Roman.?,
1867 ; chassang, ~
i du romT,
~
~
re.
dans 1'antipuit6, 186.2 ;
cent]yand fully, E. Rhode, Der q r k h .
Roman u?~dSmns vorlaufer, 1876.

~
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Greek comedy and Roman fabulae palliatae,-full
of amorous
$allants, lost maidens, angry fathers, and smart slaves moving
in an atmosphere of loose morality-and
the world of Boccaccio's Decamerone and Shak'espeare's comedies-a gay Italian
world, equally frivolous but more refined, in which the lights
and shades of morality are not unattended to,-there
are two
intermediate worlds. The first is that of Longus and Heliodorus and the story-writers of the fourth and fifth centuries;
the second is that of Floire and Blanceflor, Imberius and
Margarona, and the other romances which circulated first in
the countries of the Mediterranean and thence found their
way to northern Europe in the later Middle Ages. The outward influences that partly determined the evolution of the
former were the opening up of eastern lands by Alexander
the Great, the spirit of adventure that then set in, and
the cosmopolitan life of Alexandria and Antioch; while the
evolution of the latter was affected in somewhat the same way
by the Saracen element that had penetrated southern Europe.
The romance-world of the fifth century is also one of amorous
gallants, of barbarous brigands and cruel pirates, of lovers disparted, of children lost in infancy, reared by shepherds and
recognised by tokens, of faithful servants; but while it is marked
by an unlifelike refinement and an absence of that naked dissoluteness which was a feature of ancient comedy, it has characteristics
of Greek life, fibres connecting it with the antique intuitions,
and these separate it not only from Boccaccio but from the cycle
of medieval tales that was formed a few centuries later. I t is a
world in the air, which with the help of oriental material was
built on the ruins of Greek life, partly to replace it, and which
sought in foreign adventure the interest that city life no longer
afforded. And we can detect, behind the artificial form, the
sentiment of pagans, who, feeling in the christianised Empire
that " not here, 0 Apollo, are haunts meet for thee," sought to
revive their weary spirits on a Helicon of fancy, as Theocritus
had sought in the sphere of his Sicilian idylls to escape from
the close and stifling air of Alexandrian reality. I t may be
said that the romance succeeded the old drama and fulfilled
in~ some~respects the same functions, just as in modern times
the novel-writer may be considered to have taken the torch
from the composer of plays. In these romances love and
VOL. I
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adventure were interwoven ; the spirit of adventure and travel
in strange lands having come in with. Alexander the Great,
around whose name wonderful legends had soon entwined
themselves, while fictitious love-stories may be traced back to
Callimachus, perhaps even to Stesichorus.
Unfortunately we know nothing or little of the authors of
three remarkable romances that were written at this period.
Longus, the author of Daphnis and Chloe, is a mere name, and
even the name is doubtful ; Achilles Tatius, who wrote Xezccippe
and Cleitophon, is little better; of Heliodorus, whose Ethiopica
became famous, we know only that he was a bishop.
All these stories have great similarity ; we could easily
believe that they were written by the same person. A diligent
concern for elegance of style, for the choice of phrases and the
order of words, characterises them all; and quotations, or
echoes, sometimes graceful, of old classical writers abound. An
unfailing feature is the love of elaborate description of scenes
of nature, in which, however, there is no feeling for nature in
the modern sense. I t is a purely sensual love of nature-the
soft grass (TO& paX8a~rj)and the clear springs and the cool
caves of the nymphs,-just as in that idyllic passage at the beginning of Plato's Phaed~us,the great charm of the spot is that
the grassy sward is so inclined that Socrates and his friend can
comfortably lie down. Nature is a picture-frame for lovers;
"the spot," says Achilles Tatius of an agreeable place, " is
pleasant in every way, and suitable for romances of love."
Flowers and fruit have an erotic import. The association of
flowers, especially roses, with love and young maidens is natural
and ancient; we find it in the fragments of Sappho. Flowernames are often chosen for heroines, Antheia, for example, and
Rodane ; the song in praise of the rose that was sung by the
maiden Leucippe deserves special mention ; and if there was

'

So Florizel, Floire, Blanceflor, in 8 apzid Mai), wherein he describes himmedieval romances.
self taking a walk outside the city in
Choricius of Gaza, who lived in early spring. Wandering among groves
the time of Anastasius, wrote a short he bethought himself of Socrates (as
essay ( ~ E X J T ? ) " On the Rose," which is described in the Phaedrus) on the banks
extant (Mal, Spicil. Zom. v. 410). of the Ilissus bathing his feet in its
As Aphrodite sought for Adonis she cool waters: ~ a 8ni
i a 6 p ~ r v ipaA6'a~ij
came on a white rose ; the thorn bled n a r a ~ X i v e ~ a r~ a l+ U X ~ ~ E LOn. such
her naked foot, and her blood made scenes these writers loved to dwell.
the rose red. He also wrote an " OC- Another essay of Choricius is on a
casional Essay " on roses in spring (No. hcrologium.
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not a " Language of Fruit," love at least could be declared by
the gift of an apple.
I n the same way the descriptions of the persons of youths
and maidens are long and minute ; and we have a consciousness throughout that the writers are thinking of their diction
more than of their matter. They have not the art of concealing their art.
The best of these romances and the most popular in recent
times is that of Dapl~nisand Cl~loe,a shepherd and shepherdess
of Mytilene, each a child of noble parents, exposed in infancy
and found by shepherds.' The chief motive of the story turns
on the innocence of the boy and girl, who fall in love and are
ignorant of their own desire^.^ There is an idyllic realism in the
description of Daphnis' initiation that reminds us of a certain
idyll of Theocritus, but it is not bolder than the narrative of
Alcibiades in Plato's Banquet. The maidenhood of Chloe is
stainless until her marriage, and it is worthy of remark that
in all these romances the chastity of women is considered to
have a sort of preternatural value, and heroines pass through
the most dangerous situations unharmed. This idea is one
of the symptoms of a new spirit in the world, and contrasts
with the old Greek feelings on the subject, which were not
romantic. As an element that entered into the spirit of
chivalry and thence into the notions of modern society the
appearance of the new idea deserves special n ~ t i c e . ~ I n
the sixth century we shall see it in operation on the
occasion of the capture of Rome by Totila, the king of the
Ostrogoths.
Daphnis ancl Chloe has perhaps inore peculiarities than
any of the other romances; the idyllic life of Mytilene,
an island which, like Sicily, corresponded' to the Arcadia of
the Renaissance, invests it with, a unique atmosphere. The
far longer novel of Heliodorus, the Ethiopica, is more typical
of the genus, and has had a greater effect on the development
of romance-writing. The magic gem Pantarbe, the conceal-

'

" Longus a cru, conime l'auteur de
Floire e t Blanceflor, 18gitimer encore
leur affection par les ressemblances
mat8rielles de leur destinbe " (M. de
Mkril, Introduction to Flcire et Blance$or, p. cii. )
Dap?~~l,i8
and Chloe has been often

called the Paul et Yirginie of antiquity.
See Mahaffy, Greek Lifc and
Thoug?~t,p. 240. The author informs
me that he now regards this new idea
as an importation from the East to
Alexandria i n the days of the Diadochi
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ment in tombs, and fancied death, all the wild and varied
adventures by sea and land, formed a large repertory from
which subsequent writers borrowed motives and incidents.
Descriptions of pictures and worlis of art, resembling the
descriptions of Philostratus, are constantly introduced by
these writers, and have often considerable merit, reininding us
of word-pictures by Gautier. Tlie romance of Achilles Tatius,
Cleitophon and Leucippe, opens with a minute account of a
picture of the rape of Europa. Love, as a little boy, is leading the bull i11 the midst of a landscape in which such details
as a peasant stooping over a clitch a t his ~ ~ o rare
l c portrayed.
And in another part of the same story a picture of the
rape of Philolnela by Tereus is graphically described. The
accounts wliich the same writer gives of the crocodile and
the hippopotan~us remind us of Herodotus, and hacl a t that
time a sensational value. The stage sword, that shut up like
a telescope and proved the safety of Leucippe, is worthy of a
modern " dreadful."
The story of Abroconzns and Anthein is tlle story of the
adventures and misfortunes of a pair of married lovers. The
name of the author is Xenophon of Ephesus, but it occurs
to one that Xenophon inay be a pseudonym, and that the
author may have adapted the names of liis hero and heroine,
Antheia ancl Abrocomas, from Pantheia and Abraclates, of
whom a tonching story is told in the Cyropaedeicc of Xenophon
the Athenian.
History and romance stand in a relation of kinship to one
another. W e may say that they have a common mother,
inythology, and this common origin seems to cause a certain
association between them in later times ; we have the
romantic history of Herodotus, and we have the historical
romance of pseudo-Callisthenes. Moreover, in the history and
fiction of a period we generally see common characteristics. The
affected artificiality of style which we tolerate in the rhetoric of
Libanius, which attracts us in the romance of Achilles Tatins,
repels us a little in the history of Eunapius ; yet tve cannot say
that the style of historians was inordinately affected and farfetched until Theophylactus wrote on tlie reign of Maurice. The
love of travel, adventure, and things outlandish, which had de-
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veloped since the days of Alexander, is reflected in the histories
of the fifth and sixth centuries as well as in the fiction.
Priscus gives us an account of his persolla1 experieiices in Hunland, Nonnosns describes his adventures xinong the Ethiopians,
and Cosnlas relates liis visit to tlle Indian Ocean.
The secular Greek historians of the fifth. century were
pagans. Olympiodorns, Eunapius, and Priscus flourished
in t l ~ efirst half of tlie century, Malclius, Candidus, and Zosiinus
in tlle second half. Of these, only Candidus was an indisputably ortllodox Christian ; Eunapius and Zosinlus were nlililant
pagans ; Olynlpiodorus and Priscus were quiescent pagans ;
Malclius seenis to have been neither for God nor for God's
enemies.
Ennapius of Sardis "vrote two books, of which only fragments have survived.
One was a llistory of the YLoman
Empire from Claudius Gotliicus ( 2 7 0 A.D., the point at which
Dexippus' history ended) to tlie tenth year of Arcadius
(404); the other was a collection of lives of philosophers and
sophists. His style bears tlie impress of a training in rhetoric,
~vhicliclid not teach him taste, thougll a goocl critic thought
he wrote prettily \ 11e talks of a " rivery tear" (rroraP&6eq
G d ~ ~ u o v ) His
.
spirit is that of an arcleiit pagan into whose
soul the iron has entered, one to mllonl the new orcler of things
seeins " a world without any order," an ecnnlenical inistake.
Like all ardent pagans of the time he lavishes tlie most touching hero-worship upon the Eniperor Julian (the last wlio combined tlle true belief wit11 tlie power to enforce it), and crowns
him with a halo of celestial light. 'I By ~ i r t u eof the power of
his nature and the greatness, not less than divine, that was in
liiin, lie coilstrained the inherent tendency that drags down-

' Four writers of ecclesiastical his- t h a t covered by Tlieoiloret. These
tory Rourislieil a t the begin~lillgof the llistories are preserved, exccl~tt h a t of
fifth century-Socrates, wllose liistnry Pliilostorgius, from whose nark, howembraces the periocl from 306 to 439 ; ever, the diligeilce of Photius has preSozomen, mho dedicated liis history in servetl vnlual~leexcerpts. The history
439 to Theodosius 11, and treats nlniost of nu Arian was less likely to snrvivc
the same period, 324-415 ; Theodoret, than those of orthodox Athanasians.
a disciple of Chrysostom, who wrote in I n the following century Theodorus
the last years of Theodosins 11, and tlie Reader (Anagnostes) wrote a hisbeginr~ing a t the same point as So- tory of the Church from Constantine t o
zomen, carried down his narrative fif- Justinian.
teen years later ; Pliilostorgius, who
Born about 347. Studied under
wrote frorrl an Arian p o i l ~ tof view a Proneresins a t Athens.
history of ,ilmost tho same period as
Photius.
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ward, and, rising above all the waves of life, he saw heaven and
knew the beautiful things that are in heaven, in commune with
the bodiless beings, being llinlself still in the body." The last
pagan Emperor, the last hero of the forlorn cause, ~vhohad
died when Eunapius was a boy of sixteen, had entered into his
" study of imagination " and appeared to him half a god.
There
was a further bond of attraction in their common mysticism.
Eunapius was a thaumaturge, and had been initiated in supernatural mysteries.
The christian Emperors, on the other hand, are for him impersonations of all that is malignant and irrational, and Eunapius' history is written from the point of view that the time is
out of joint, and that the course of history is exactly what
it should not have been. I t is probably the first history
ever written in Greek from this point of view.' J t was followed some years later by the history of Zosimus,' whose work,
as far as he completed it, has come down to us, and is one of
our chief sources for fourth-century history. His political and
religious opinions were the same as those of Eunapius, whose
work was one of his niain sources; but while the opposition
of Eunapius to the new order of things was altogether inspired
by his religious conviction, the opposition of Zosimus was
partly affected by his experiences as an officer in the civil
service.
Zosimus states expressly that he looked upon Polybius as
his master and model in the art of history.
H e studied
his style with diligence, as Demosthenes studied Thucydides,
and he adopted, or adapted from him, rules of hiatus to which
he makes the structure of his sentences confo~-m.3 And
Zosirnus too, like his master, wrote a history dominated by a
pervading idea, but an idea exactly the reverse of the idea of
Polybius. Polybins' history was written to prove the right of
Roman conquest and the merits of Roman conquerors; Zosirnus' history was written to show the z~nriykt of christian

'

Eunapins has a lordly contempt
for dates (for which Dexippus was very
careful and troubled) ; he relegates
them to the stewards of rich households as something bannusic.
A good edition of Zosulrus has nt
length ap eared, the editor being L.
llendclsso%n (1887). He shows in the

C H A P . VIII

BOOR 111

preface that the limits of date for the
con~positionof the history are 450 and
501. The text is accompanied with
some valuable historical as well as full
critical notes.
See hfendelssohn, Preface, p.
xxviii. spy.
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dominion and the demerits of christian Emperors. Polybius
justified history, Zosinlus impugned it.
Of the nexus of cause and effect the notions of Zosimus are
as infelicitous as those of contemporary christian writers. H e
attributes the decline of the Enlpire in the West to the fact
that the old pagan sacrifices were discontinued in Rome. His
superstition is such that he wonders that no oracle foretold
the greatness of Constantinople. Of positive historical
errors which he employs to justify his political tendency, we
nlay notice that he blames Constantine for having withdrawn
all the frontier troops, whereas Constantine removed only the
comitatenses from the defence of the marks, which were still
protected by the pseudoc~mitatenses.~
Of Olympiodorus, who was also a pagan, but apparently
not bigoted, there is little to say. His history was rather a
collection of materials for history, a asilvn (ilhv) or ~niscellany,
as he called it himself, than a history in the usual sense ; its
style is so sin~pleand uncared for as to be almost vulgar,
thus to some extent anticipating the style of late chroi~iclers
like Theophanes, but the snbstance is extremely valuable and
trustwortlzy.' Priscus, whose description of his journey and
adventures in the land of the Huns has come down to us, was
also a pagan. His style was very good, and we are impressed
with the wisdom and the credibility of the u ~ r i t e r . ~The discussion which took place in the Hun town concerning the
comparative merits of the freedom of barbaric life and the
trammelled existence of the civilised world is of especial interest.
Priscus was not only a scholar or " sophist "; he was a man
who, moving in the midmost circle of the political world, had a
near view of the most stirring events of the time. His history
was continued by Malchus of Philadelphia (in Palestine), who
wrote in the reign of Anastasius. I t is in the pages of Malthus that we read the somewhat puzzling narrative of the
marches and countermarches of the two Theodorics in the
Balkan provinces. Malchus' style is clear and unaffected,
See the essay of von Ranke on
Zosimus ( Wellgesckichte, iv. 2).
I t embraced eighteen years (407425, a ~ ndealt
l
with western history. It
was ntilised by Zosimus and Sozomen.
As for the style, Olympiodorus does not

hesitate to employ words like )St,
G i ~ i y ~ C I r o setc.,
,
without explanation or
so n ~ u c has a 6 ~ a X o 6 p e v o s .
3 Priscus' history probably began
between 430 and 440, and ended a t
4i4.
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though he was a scholar and a rhetorician ; and lie has a good
reputation as a trustworthy narrator. I n regard to his religion I should be inclined to suppose that he was a Laodicean ;
he is said to have been " not outside" the pale.'
The only undoubted Christian who wrote secular history
in the fifth century was Candidus the Isaurian.' His style
was frigid and in bad taste, abounding in poetical phrases
inappropriately introduced ; " in tlie suave," says l-'hotius, " he
had no part or lot," although it was just the suave that he
attempted to achieve. He was orthodox of tlle orthodox, an
admirer of the council of Chalcedon. The toile of tlie age
rather than that of his own mind is illustrated by his derivation of Isawicc, the land of rough and doubtless hairy mountaineers, froni Esau, the brother of Jacob.
On the Latin literature of the fifth century it is not my
purpose to dwell at length. The most pronlinent prose-writer?
were christian theologians, and the most prominent versewriters, with two exceptions, were either converts to Chri~tianity when they wrote, or became converts afterwards. Of the
two exceptions, the nlost famous is Claudian, " a niost obstinate
pagan, but an excellent poet," who towers above tlle heads of
all his contemporaries. Most will agree with Teuffel, that he
is far superior to Statins, who had the distinction of being a contemporary of Martial and Tacitus, in fertility, richness of fancy,
and many-sidedness. We have already become sufficiently acquainted with the subjects of his historical poems, which throw
a mixed light on the history of Arcadius' reign ; we need only
add that his niytliological poem " The nape of Proserpine "
shows hi111 at his best. An inscription on a statue erected in
his honour at Naples contains an ancient parallel to Dryden's
quatrain on Milton, an elegiac distich expressing that Claudian
was Homer and Virgil in one.3 The other uncompronlisingly
pagan poet was Rutilius Nan~atianus,in whose eyes the Christians were " a sect more fell than Circe's poisons,"4 as he said
in liis picturesque poem de rcditlc suo, describing liis return to
Italy from Gaul.
l

OCK #(w

TOG X ~ L U T L ~ V L K O D Brduou

(Photius).
His history embraced the reigns
of Leo and Zeno, 457-491.

ELV Qwl B~p-yiAro~o
v60w ~ a poGuav
i
'OP-~~POU
KXau6ravbv Pbpj/l?l~ a/3aurA?js
i
hBsuav.

This inscription was foui~tlin 1493.
Deterior circacis sectu ve?tenis.
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Of converts to Christianity, whose writings are partly or
wholly pagan, may be mentioned Macrobius, Licentius, and
Sidonius Apolliiiaris. Paulinus of Burdigala,' who afterwards
became bishop of Nola, was converted in time to write a panegyric on Theodosius I. in celebration of his victory over
Eugenius ; and two lines written in his christian period deserve
to be rernenlbered as an expression of the general experience
of the agep l u r i n ~ aquaesivi, p e r singula quaeque cncurri,
sed n i h i l inveni lnelius q u a m creclere Christo.

The poems of Sidonius Apollinaris, the son-in-law of the
Emperor Avitus, possess the peculiar charm of transporting us
into a circle of old Roman culture amid the alien surroundings
of tlie fifth century. His pagan poetry is Roman, but decadent, infected with something not Roman; it is the poetry
of oue tvlio might become a Christian. He is at home in
Rome, amid the monuments of the pagan Emperors and the
memorials of the pagan repnblic; but he is by no means at
home in Ravenna, the capital of christian Emperors, where all
the buildings are of brick, the waterless city of marshes, " where
the living tliirst and tlie dead swim,",qua vivi sitiunt nutant
sepulti. I11 tlie consulate of his friend and father-in-law the
Emperor Avitus he spent pleasant days at Rome ; he wrote and
recited a panegyric on tlie Emperor 2; and it mas decreed by
the senate that a bronze statue should be erected to him in the
Forum of Trajan, betweeii the Latin and Greek librariescunl meis poni statuam perennem
Nerva Trajanus titnlis videret
i n t e r auctores utriusqne fixam
bihliothecae.
353-431 AD., converted about
390 ; bisllop of Nola 409. His Epithalnnrizinr J a l i c ~ ? ~eti Jtllin~~neis a
protest in its spirit against pagan
epithalamia, and exhorts to chastity.
As to Panlinus of l'ella, see above, p.
147. On a curious anonymous poe111,
deprovidc~~tia,
see Ebert, op. cit. i. 305 ;
on tho African Jlracontius, ib. 367.
~ ~ ~ e g y r i cAvito
z ~ s socero dicttis.
The edncation of Avitus is described ;
his services to Aetius on the eve of the
battle of the Catalauniaii Field ; and
tlle circumstances of Maximus' elevat i o ~ ~ . I n 458 Sidonius a(1clressed a

Panegyricus to Xlajorian on the occasion
of his consulate, and gives in i t aremarkable description of the liostility which
Majorian experienced from the nameless
wife of Aetins. In 467 Sidonius attended
tlie marriage of Ricimer n i t h Alypia.
the daughter of Anthemius, and in 468
ncldressed and read a poem to the Emperor-Panegyricus qlLe?n Romne dixit
A?~the?nio
bis co?~sul.i,in which there is
n n interesting account (see above, p.
206) of the education of Anthemius,
the ideal Byzantine. Tlie best edition
of Sidonins is t11:lt recently published
i n tl??M. G. H. by C. LuetjohaiLLi.
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Thus the poet of Avitus was set up in bronze beside the poet
of Stilicho and the poe' of Aetius.' Twelve years later he
was to become the bishop of Clermont.
Of christian poetry, beside the hymns of St. Ambrose, the
writings of Yrndentius "on popularity ; they blended Horatian
love-poetry with Christianity, as it were warm wine with cool
water, and the mixture suited the taste of the day. The
asclepiads of Severus Endelechins " on the deaths of cattle "
exhibit the same cllristianising tendency as the writings of
Yaulinus. Two swains are introduced, complaining of the loss
of their cattle by the plague, and as they talk, Tityrns, a
Christian, enters driving along a herd of cattle which the pestilence had not injured. The aninlals hacl escaped, as Tityrus
explains, because the sign of the cross, " signum quod perhibent
esse crucis Dei," was branded on their foreheads.
Into the characteristics of the ecclesiastical and religious
writers, Augustiue and Jerome, Salvian ancl Cassian, I cannot attempt to enter here; I can only repeat what has been
said before, that they retained the form of pagan style and
employed the arts of pagan rhetoric, while they contended against
the pagan spirit. Besides Jerome's translation of the Bible,
his enlarged translation of Eusebins' Chronicle was very important and served as a model for Latin chroniclers. Orosius'
History against the Pqans, written as a sort of supplement to
Augustine's City of Gocl, attained less celebrity, and is now
read more for its historical statements than its argument^.^ All
these writers contributed in a greater or less degree to the
establishment of a school of Latin theology, though Augustine
and Jerome tower so far above the others that they rnay be
considered its founders.
Flavius Merobaudes' Panegyric on,
Aetius has been referred to (above, p.
173). The inscription on the statue
erected to him in 435 (on account of
his military services and his Panegyric)
is extant (C. I. L. vi. 1, 1724). A few
fragments of other poems remain, and
have been published by Bekker in the
Eoun Coq~usHzst. Byz.
Ebert (243 sqq.) remarks that his

Psychomaehia has " ein sehr bedeutendes literarhistorisches Interesse," because i t is the first christian poem in
the West in which the allegorical style
is thoroughly worked out ; " esgehorte
so zu sagen zu den standard works des
Mittelalters."
3 It is practically, as Ebert remarks
(p. 324), a christian Weltge.schiehte.
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THE AGE O F JUSTINIAN

CHAPTER I
THE REIGN OF JUSTIN I.; AND THE EARLIER YEARS OF.
JUSTINIAN'S

REIGN

IN order to understand the European history of the sixth
century and the reign of Justinian, we must grasp the fact that
it is a direct continuati011 of the history of the fifth century,
but that there is one great difference in the situation. I t is a
continuation of the struggle between the Romans and the
Germans, but their relation has altered. I n the fifth century
the Germans were conquering lands from the Romans, i n the
sixth century the Romans are reconquering lands from the
Germans. Europe is now divided between them. Northwestern Europe is irrevocably lost to the Empire and secured
to Teutonic peoples, south-eastern Europe is still Roman in
the wide sense of the word. Italy is the intermediate land
between these extremes, and consequently becomes the scene of
the last combat, which results in the overthrow of the Ostrogoths, and leads to the division of the peninsula between the
Romans and the Lombards.
Justinian is the great figure of the time. His enterprising
spirit carried out the idea of regaining a footing in western
Europe. H e set in order a system of law for the world.
Politically he was absolute, as against the aristocracy ; ecclesiastically he was absolute, as against Pope or Patriarch. His
buildings in number and splendour were the marvel of his age ;
and in St. Sophia he bequeathed to posterity an imposing
monument of his greatness.
The reign of Justin I. is chiefly important as preliminary
to the reign of his nephew Justinian I.
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Justin is said to have been originally an Illyrian peasant
who came to Constantinople with his two brothers in the reign
of Le0.l We have already met him as a trusted officer of
Anastasius, assisting in quelling the Isaurians, and he was afterwards advanced to the post of commander of the guards (comes
excubitorurn). At the time of Anastasius' death (1st July 518)
the eunuch Amantius formed a plot to invest a friend or
creature of his own with the purple. To attain this end it
was absolutely necessary to gain over the guards, and he consequently enlisted Justin in his service and supplied him with
money to bribe the soldiers. But Justin was more wily and
more ambitious than Amantius calculated ; he took the treasure
and secured the interests of the soldiers for himself; the senate
consented, and the people ac~laimed.~
Observe the position of affairs. The government of Anastasius in his later years had been most unpopular in two ways,
financially and ecclesiastically. He hoarded the income of the
State instead of expending part of it as productive capital, and
he increased his hoard by oppressive exactions ; he was, moreover, a pronounced monophysite. The opposition to his government was expressed in the revolt of Vitalian, who professed to
represent the cause of orthodoxy. Vitalian had indeed been
repressed, but he was still in Thrace, his attitude was hostile,
and he was doubtless in relation with a faction in the city
which shared his disaffection.
Anastasius, though childless, had near relations, especially
two nephews, Hypatius and Pompeius, who might urge a claim
to the throne, and were secure of the support of the monophysite party and the green faction, which their uncle favoured.
But Justin ousted both Vitalian and the ne~hewsof the
late Emperor. Justin's religion was orthodox, and his accession
to the throne rested on the facts that he attached to himself
the orthodox anti-Anastasian party, including the blue faction,
and that he was, by his military reputation and his position
I

'

On the Slavonic legend, which
makes Justin a Slavonic peasant, see
the article of Mr. Bryce on Theophilus'
V i t a Justiniani (a work which had been
lost since the days of Alemannus and
was discovered by Mr. Bryce) in the
English Historical Reaiew, October
1887. As to the identification of Jus-

tinian's birthplace, Justiuiana Prima,
sce note, vol. ii. p. 7.
? Compare Justin's letter to Hormisdas, bishop of Rome (Mansi, yiii.
434) : " primunl inseparabilis trinitatis
favore, deinde amplissimorum procerum
nostrisacri palatiiet sanctissimisenatus,
nec no11 electione firmissimi exercitus
ad imperium nos electos fuisse."
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as commander of the guards, so formidable that Vitalian could
not continue hostilities, especially as the causes for dissatisfaction, which had led to them, were now removed. Vitalian was
consoled with a consulship and the office of master of soldiers ;
and the great schism (which had lasted since Zeno's Henotikon)
between the Roman and Byzantine Churches came to an end,
as the Emperor recognised the dogmatic synlbolum of Pope
Leo I. But Vitalian enjoyed his new honours for only a few
months ; he was assassinated, and his assassination was generally attributed to the jealousy of Justinian.
Justin was an able soldier, but was already wellnigh
seventy years old. H e had not much aptitude for civil
affairs: and he was illiterate. The enemies of the new dynasty
afterwards said that he was an imbecile old man, who did
neither good nor evil to the Empire, because he was unable to
do anything. Such a slight is of no value in regard of the
fact. He was a man of ambition and strong will who, notwithstanding his advanced age, steered the Empire into a new
era and guided a thoroughgoing reaction.
To make up for his own deficiencies in culture and knowledge of civil government he had the assistance of his nephew
Justinian? who was destined to succeed him. Justinian
assumed the consulate in 5 2 1 A.D., and exhibited games and
spectacles of magnificent costliness. This munificence was a
contrast to the careful frugality of Anastasius, and indicated to
the people the reactionary policy of the new d y n a ~ t y . ~I n
April 52'7 Justinian was created Aupstus, and in August, on
the death of his uncle, became sole monarch.
The financial difficulties in which the Empire was involved
in the latter part of the fifth century had been solved by the
care of Anastasius, and the new Emperor found a large sum of
money in the treasury. But before the accession of Justinian this
sum is said to have been considerably reduced, for the frugality
of Anastasius had been followed by a more liberal expenditure,
John Lydus, iii. 51, says he was
drrNyllwv, and understood nothing save
military matters. In the Secret History
a contrivance, which he is said to have
used for signing his name, is described.
When he came to the throne he was

about sixty-six yearn old.
Justinian was born about 483.
Justin, in a constitution of 519,
speaks of Anastasius' frugality as the
" parca posterioris subtilitas principis"
(Cod. Just. ii. vii. 25).
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and the exactions for which he had been blamed were not continued.' Justinian's ideas soared higher than to the mere maintenance of a brilliant court, and he required money to carry them
out. The harnlless administration of Justin was incompatible
with the achievement of public glories-and there is so much
truth in the unkind remark that Justin did no good or evil to
hhe State. The great works by which Justinian's name is remembered, the works on Ronlan law, the conquest of Italy and
Africa, and the public edifices are connected with the names of
three men, Tribonian, Belisarius, and Anthemius. The abilities
of these men were worthy of the large conceptions of their sovereign. But the great works could never have been executed but
for another human instrument, whose name has been handed
down to infamy, and not, like theirs, to fame. This was John
the Cappadocian, who was appointed praetorian prefect; and
supplied the treasury by oppressing the subjects. The most
authentic account of him is that of John Lydus, who was a
civil servant at the time, and has left us a narrative of his
enormities.
It was the duty of the prefect to supply money for needful
expenses. John not only supplied it but became immensely
wealthy himself, and led a life of gluttony and debauchery.
The provinces of
" H e did not fear God or regard man."
Lydia and Cilicia especially suffered from his extortions; he
let a company of his creatures loose upon Lydia, and they
devastated it for the space of a year, leaving (according to
John of Lydia) not a virgin or a youth undeflowered, nor a
vessel in a house. He was regarded as a demon, attended by a
band of demons, too ready to do his bidding: and such names
as Cyclops, Cerberus, Sardanapalus were lavished on him. Of
his special acts we may notice the partial abolition, or rather
modification, of the State post, cursus publicus,5 the result of
John Lydus, iii. 51.
I b . 57. He was at first a logothete. Since the time of Theodosius
I. the ofice of praefectus praetorio
had been decreasing in power, and.
by the end of Justinian's reign the
civil service was in a very poor condition. Lydus lays this result partly to
the charge of John the Cappadocian,
who helped to ruin the subjects.
3 Procopius, B. P. i. 24.
1

One of his worst creatnres was John
hfaxilloplumacius (Flahhy-cheek), who
oppressed Philadelphia. According to
the Secret History (cap. 21) the rnoneys
collected by the praetorian prefect in
excess of the regular tribute amounted
to 3000 lbs. of gold annually, and were
called the Aerikon.
The post which connected Byzantium with the Persian frontier ITas not
abolished, as the author of the Secret
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which measure was economically disastrous. Directly, certain
expenses were saved to the treasury, but the unfortunate provincials were obliged to undergo the labour of transporting
their produce themselves to the ports for transference to Constantinople, and large quantities of corn rotted in the granaries.
The impoverished provincials flocked to the capital ; a large
number of new taxes were invented to extort money, and
justice i s said to have been so abused that men would not go
into court, and the business of advocates declined. The prefect
instituted the use of hideous and painful fetters, he had dark
dungeons under the praetorium for punishing his subordinate
officials,and none were exempted from the indignity of torture.
The remarkable point is that, according to John Lydus,
Justinian was ignorant of the excesses of the prefect. Lydus
is continually inserting a parenthesis to warn us that the Emperor knew nothing of this or that unjust transaction. That
Justinian was prepared to enforce rigorously the collection of
all established dues we know from his laws ; but he may not
have been aware of, and, we may be sure, did not inquire too
curiously into, all the details of his minister's actions. We can
easily understand the value he laid upon a prefect who never
failed to supply him with the funds requisite for the achievement of his schemes.
Justinian shared his throne with a remarkable woman, the
Empress Theodora. She was originally a ballet-dancer; her
beauty and intellectual ability attracted the love of Justinian,
before he became Emperor, and he married her. A contemporary said it was irnpossible for mere man to describe her
coineliness in words or to imitate it by art l ; we cannot jndge
how far this remark was due to the enthusiasm of adulation,
but if we were entitled to form an idea of her features from
the mosaic picture in San Vitale at Ravenna, we should infer
that Procopius, in speaking of her beauty, uses the language
of a courtier. Nevertheless I think we may conclude that
r
lheodora was a beautiful woman, not from the praise of Procopius, but from the admissions of the Secret History, whose
author would doubtless, if he could, have disparaged her
3

History admits (cap. 30). In the other
Parts of the East the change for the
worse consisted in the substitution of
VOL. I

a few asses for a large number of horses.
Procopius, de Aed. i. 11. Compare
Anecdota, cap. 10.

z
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charms. The only blemishes which he can find in her are
that she was rather short in stature and had a somewhat pale
complexion, but the pallor, which he assures us was not sickly,
he seems to admire rather than censure.
I n order to understand her political position we must direct
our attention to the factions of the circus, which were of considerable historical importance throughout, especially at the
beginning of, the sixth century. The origin of the four parties
of the circus,' symbolised by the colours white, red, green, and
blue, is veiled in obscurity. The masters or leaders of these
parties (domini factionunt) are first mentioned in the reign of
Nero. Caligula favoured the green, Nero the blue colour, and the
rivalry of the parties continued to a late period of the Empire,
the Emperor himself generally patronising either blue or green,
in which white and red had been respectively absorbed. I t was
not merely in Rome that these factions existed; they cheered and
fought throughout the capitals of the provinces; they had existed
in Byzantium since (at latest) the time of Septimius Severus.
At Constantinople in the fifth century they seem to have assumed
greater political importance, and we can hardly avoid connecting this with the religions differences which agitated the East.
For the parties of the circus became soon identified with the
parties of the Church; the eunuch Chrysaphius, who was inclined to the heresy of Eutyches, supported the Greens, Marcian,
the orthodox Emperor, supported the Blues ; and at the end of
the fifth century the monophysite Anastasius favoured the
Greens. I n the year 5 0 1 a battle took place between the
two parties in the hippodrome. I t must be observed that
these parties did not consist merely of the participators in the
games ; any citizen might belong to them. They were maintained on an organised system, recognised by the government,
with regular officers. They were a machine by which the
opinion or mill of the people could be expressed; and the
Greek name of a " party " was 8ijpoq, a deme, or " people."
1 On this subject I have cons~~lted a I t should be noticed that the diswith advantage the article of Wilken .tinction of Blues ( Veneti) and Greens
i n the Abhandlu?igen of the Berlin (Prasini) prevailed throughout the
Academy, 1827, entitled " Ueber die larger provincial towns - Antioch,
Partbeyen det Rennbal~n." Much iu- Caesarea, Ailanlea, Tarsus, etc.-alld
formation is to be found in the de there was doubtless a sort of freeCaevi~noiiiisof Constantine Porphyro- masonry throughout the Empire between menlbers of the same party. At
genitus.
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The support of the Blues was one of the elements on
which the new dynasty rested ; the hostility of the monophysitic Greens was one of the lurking dangers against which
it had to guard. I t was natural for Justin and Justinian to
favour the blue party, as Anastasius had favoured the green.
Now Theodora, in the days of her life as a public dancer,
was identified with the green faction. Her father is said to
have been employed in its service; and she held monophysitic
When she married Justinian, she transferred her
sympathies to the Blues, but did not change her creed. I t is
&aracteristic that the opposition writer, who afterwards treated
her with scurrilous virulence in the Secret ETistory, ascribed this
change of colour to personal pique.
Many looked upon the interest taken by Justinian in
the blue faction as a mania. He is said to have allowed it
to commit the most outrageous acts of petulance and violence
with impunity, and even to have heavily chastised governors
who ventured to punish members of that faction for their
misdemeanours. The Greens, on the other hand, were harshly
treated, exposed to the malevolence of their opponents and
unable to retaliate. We must not forget that the factions were
mixed companies ; and among the Blues there was clearly a
select fellowship of unprincipled adventurers and debauchees,
who, under the cover of orthodoxy and loyalty, threw off the
restraints of society. About this tirne they adopted the
fashion of wearing beards like the Persians ; and shaving the
crown of the head to the temples, they wore their hair long
Behind like Huns. But it would be an error to suppose that
all the members of the factions were like these obtrusive
individuals.
We can perceive that the licence permitted to the favoured
party was in a manner a political necessity. Even in the
most despotic state, public opinion is more or less a check on
the acts of the sovereign, for he feels that there is a limit
somewhere at which human endurance will rebel. Now Justinian's financial exigencies forced him to try the endurance of
his subjects; his vigorous policy and his rapacious ministers
all events the affairs of the factions
the ~~rovinces
interested and illflucllced the factions i n the capital, as we
Can infer from a notice i n the Secret

History, cap. 29.
The &OL
were
organised bodies, over which demarchs
(or ~ p o n r d . r a r )presided.
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Justinian. I t takes up so much space
that the reader receives the impression
that i t was an important scene of thc
sedition, whereas i t was only an accident that the sedition followed a t this
moment.
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n Blue under the new dynasty. The Blues supported the
Emperor, and the streets were soon the' scene of sanguinary
conflicts. But a circumstance occurred which determined
the union of the hostile parties in a common insurrection
against the oppressive administration. Seven individuals had
been condemned to death, and five of them were executed
without difficnlty. But in the case of two, a Blue and a
Green, the hangman blundered,l and twice the bodies fell, still
alive, to the ground. Then the monks of St. Conon interfered
and carried the two criminals to the adjacent monastery. As
some of the criminals were Blues, and as the hitch in the
execution tended to make the incident more impressive than
usual, the Blnes and Greens united in a determination to
avenge themselves on the civil authorities, and they chose the
watchword Nika, " conquer," from which the sedition has
received its name.2
The most obnoxious ministers were John of Cappadocia
, ~ Eudemius
the praetorian prefect, Tribonian the q ~ a e s t o r and
the prefect of the city, who was especially associated with
the executions which had taken place. During five days,
from 14th to 18th January, the city was a scene of conflagrations and witnessed all the horrors of street warfare.
The troops present in the capital were not numerous. The
guards of the palace, who used formerly to be recruited by
hardy Armenians or Isaurians, consisted of 3 5 0 0 p e n ; but as
Jnstinian had made a practice of selling sinecure commissions
for large sums, the corps was not very efficient. Belisarius?
who had lately returned from the Persian war, had a force of
cataphracti-cavalry completely mailed-who
were lodged in
the precincts of the palace ; and it happened that the Gepid
leader Mundus, who had done good service on the Danube

naturally excited much discontent. The populace were dissatisfied on account of the reduction which was made in the
distributions of corn; the conservatism cf the patricians and
senators revolted against the Emperor's idem of innovation;
and no favour was shown to the professiollal classes. Besides
this the monophysites were hostile to his government, and there
were many adherents of the family of Anastasius. Public
opinion was a force which he could not ignore, especially as
it had made itself heard in the reign of Anastasius. Now
the circus was the place in which public opinion could
express itself; the demes of the circus were organised parties
capable of political combination and action. I t was consequently Justinian's policy to enlist in his service one party as
a sort of government organ, and his party was naturally the
blue, which had been the party of opposition under Anastasius.
He could thus paralyse resistance on the part of the people by
keeping them divided, and favouring one division. As long as
the two parties were oppcsed, John the Cappadocian and the
other unpopular ministers were safe.
But it is evident that such a policy could not be permanent; Justinian could not be content, while his position
depended on a party. I n 532 A.D. a turning-point came, the
sedition of " Nika," which shook the throne. The import of
this event was that Justinian attempted to render himself
independent even of the blue faction, which had grown
intolerably turbulent. The blue faction consequently coalesced
with the green ; and the Emperor quelled the rebellion by the
soldiers. The affair was further complicated by the fact that
the disaffection was taken advantage of by the party of the
Anastasian dynasty, an element of danger which the Emperor
finally extinguished.
On the 13th of January l the Greens complained to the
Emperor in the hippodrome of the grievous oppression which
they suffered, especially from Calapodius, a guardsman, who
had been a Green in the days of Anastasius and had become
As the conversation which took
place between the Emperor and the
Greens (recorded verbatim by Theophanes) is not really closely connected
with the sedition which followed, I
have preferred to reserve i t for the
c h a ~ ~ t on
e r manners, etc., of the age of
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'

Procopins, who gives an account of
the sedition in his de Bello Persico, i.
24, does not mention that three of the
prisollers were to be hanged. The
other four were to be beheaded. Beside Procopius, the Paschal Ch~onicle,
Malalas, and Theophanes are our chief
authorities ; but there is a short notice
in the Chronicle of the contemporary
Marcellinus.
Another street cry, designsting the
coalition of the parties, was "To the
friendly Greens and Blues long life !

'

Tribonian's love of money (@LAO~p?pa.rla) was notorious (Procopius).
He died in 545.
4 From Procopius (B. V. i. 11) we
learn that Belisarius was born in a district called Germa~zia,between Illyricum and Thrace, a name which points
to German colonists. At this time the
great general was about twenty-seven
years of age. I conjecture that he was
of a Slavonic family, and that his name
means White Dawn ; for B ~ X ~ - = s l a v .
bel or bie2 (Russ. bicly), cf. BEAOX~WP~TOL.
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frontier against Bulgarian invaders, was also present in the
city with a corps of Heruls. Besides these there were some
regiments of municipal guards.
On the 14th (Wednesday) Justiniall yielded so far to the
public wishes as to depose the three obnoxious ministers and
replace them by Phocas: Basilides, and Tryphon. This measure
could hardly have been expected to satisfy the Greens, but it
might have been fairly expected t,hat it mould succeed in
dissolving their coalition with the Blues and so paralyse the
revolt. But the excitement that prevailed was fomented by
the secret machinations and bribes of the partisans of Anastasius' nephews. The people seemed resolved to overthrow the
dynasty of Justin. But Hypatius and Pompeius, the nephews
of Anastasius, were in attendance on Justinian in the palace,
and Probus, their brother, had escaped to Asia: so that the
insurgents had no one whom they could proclaim A-ugustus.
I n t l x afternoon Belisarius issued from the gate of Chalke
at the head of his Goths and harassed the rioters until eventide. When he retreated they set fire to the Chalke porch ;
the flames enveloped the senate house and spread along the
Diabatika of Achilles to St. Sophia. On the same evening
the offices of the prefect of the city mere probably burnt, but
we do not know in what locality they were situated. On the
15th (Thursday) the conflagration continued, and a part of
the hippodrome on the side of the Augusteum was consumed ;
on the 16th (Friday) the offices of the praetorian prefect were
fired. Meanwhile the ruins of St. Sophia were smouldering,
and either from them or from the praetorium (which may have
been in that region), a wind blew flames northward, which
wrought the destruction of the hospital of Samson and the
cllurch of St. Irene. The palace of Lausus, rebuilt after the
1 An accomit of the good Phocas,
his philanthropy and popularity, will
be found in John Lydus, de Mag. iii.
72 scq. Justinian persuaded him with
difficulty to accept the office of practorian prefect. When he drove forth he
received an ovation, and during his prefecture money was plentifrll and life was
secure. 4000 lbs. of gold aere spent on
the new church without wronging any.
The h o ~ ~ sofc Probus mas burnt
down when the insurgents sought him
and could not find him.

3 For the order in which the events
took place and the buildings were
burnt, one must combine Malalas with
the Paschal Chronicle. Tlieophaues
merely gives a list of the edifices
which were destroyed. Malalas makes
the initial mistake of 11lacing the
affair of the rescue of the condemned men on the third day before
tllc Ides.
Malalas calls it the tppohos. For
the topography I may refer the reader
t o Ek. i. cap. v.
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fire in 465, the baths of Alexander, and many private houses
perished in the course of the conflagration. On Friday evening some ships arrived with troops from neigllbouring cities ;
and, encouraged by this increase of his forces, the Emperor
arranged an attack on the insurgents, who on the following
day (1Tth, Saturday) assembled in the Augnsteum, intending
perhaps to make a decisive assault on the palace. The conflict
ended with the siege of a building in the Augusteum called
the Octagon, where the rebels entrenched themselves; the
soldiers, unable to expel them, set fire to it.
On Sunday morning Justinian ventured to appear in the
cathisma of the hippodronle with a copy of the Gospels (the
holy peyaX~iov,as a chronicler calls it) in his hands. I t was
proclaimed that the Emperor would converse in person with
the people, and large crowds assembled, but with no purpose
of pacification. Justinian sware that he would grant an
unreserved amnesty, forget the past, and comply with the
demands of his subjects. A sovereign could hardly say more
than this ; but all he heard in reply was, " You lie ! " in conjunction with some abusive vocative 2 ; and " As you kept your
oath to Vitalian, even so would you keep this oath to us." Justinian, when he returned to the palace, ordered all the senators
who were present to leave it, among the rest Hypatius and
Pompeius; perhaps he thought that his two rivals would be
less dangerous outside. They professed to be devoted to the
Emperor, and it is not clear whether their devotion was a mask
or not. The insurgents were elated when they learned that
Hypatius had left the palace; they met him and constrained
him to take the decisive step.3 On Monday morning (19th
January) he was crowned in the Forum of Constantine with a
golden chain wreathed like a diadem, and soon afterwards he
sat in the cathisma of the hippodrome, while a multitudinous
From Hebdomon, Rhegium, etc.
Chr. Paseh. i. 624, hrrrop~sis,
ayad8api.
has been proposed,
the final sigma of the first word producing the initial of the second. yad8apr
is explained as equivalent to ydaaps,
" ass," for which an almost incredible
derivation from ber8apos= "ever flayed"
or " beaten " has been proposed. See
Ducanpe, Gloss. iMed. et Inf. Graec.
It h recwded that Hypatius' wife,
~ T I O P K E ~ ,yad8apr

Maria, tried to prevent this consummation. Marcellinus represents the Nika
revolt as an agitation entirely got up by
the partisans of Anastasius' nephews.
Hiswords are : "Jam plerisquenobilium
conjuratis omnique seditiosorum turba
armis donisque ministratis illecta dolis
invadere tentaverunt (imperium)." This
theory of the revolt was doubtless encouraged by Justinian.
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assembly below called out, " Hypatie Auguste, tu vincas." They
had come to the hippodrome in order to organise an attack on
the adjacent palace,- contrary to the judicious advice of the
senator Origen, who recommencled that they should first seize
one of the other palaces in the city. Meanwhile Justinia~i
strengthened the fortifications of the palace, and called a council of his ministers. ,This was the really decisive moment.
John of Cappadocia recommended flight to Heraclea, and
Belisarius agreed with his view; but their weighty opinions
were outbalanced by the short speech of the Empress Theodora I :-

'(The present occasion is, I think, too grave to take regard of the principle that i t is not meet for a woman to speak among men. Those whose
dearest interests are i n the presence of extrenie danger are justified i n thinking only of the wisest course of action. Now i n m y opinion, on the present
occasion, if ever, nature is a n unprofitable tutor, even if her gnidance bring
us safety. I t is impossible for a man, when h e has come into the world,
not to die ; but for one who has reigned i t is intolerable to be a n exile.
N a y I never exist without this purple robe and may I never live to see
the day on which those who meet me shall not address me as ' Queen.' 2
If you wish, 0 Emperor, to save yourself, there is no difficulty ; we h a r e
ample funds. Yonder is the sea, and there are the sllips. Yet reflect
whether, when you have once escaped to a place of security, yon will not
prefer death to safety. I agree with a n old saying that ' Empire is a fair
winding-sheet.' "
From the mere words of this speech we can understand
what effect it might have produced; but we can hardly realise
how that effect was magnified when it proceeded from the lips
of the Empress-" cette diablesse cle gdnie attachde A l'existence
de Justinien."
111 the meantime it was believed in the hippodrome that
the Emperor and his court had fled. For Hypatius, not yet
sure of success, had sent a messenger to Justinian, bidding him
attack the people assembled in the hippodrome. Ephraem, the
messenger, could not himself reach the imperial presence, but
Recorded by Procopius. I have no
doubt that these words were actually
spoken by Theodora, and that Procopius, if he was not present himself,
heard them from Belisarius.
2 GCuirorva, " mistress,"
the usual
mode of address. The Emperor was
addressed as G h u ~ o r a . Compare Secret
Hislory, cap. 30 : i)v 66 71s ro6rwv

b r r o ~ b p yZ S hbyovs u u p p i t a s paurh6ws i )
paurhiGos i i r r p v ~ u B ~ i qdXX'
,
006 6 ~ o i r b ~ q v
T E dTo~aXoi7JKai 8h~7Tolvav .
O~TOS
F a dpaB+p ~ a T?)V
i
yh9uuav ~ i ~ 6 h a u ~ o s
~ S ~ K€ bEaLr .
3 As ~ u X h vivrd@rov $ paurhcia t o r i .

..

I t should be noticed that Procopius
does not say that Justinian himself was
afraid.
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he gave the message to one of the secretaries, Thomas, who was
a pagan. Thomas, ignorantly or designedly: gave him the
false information that Justinian had fled, and Ephraem proclaimed the tidings in the hippodrome. I t now seemed to the
rebels and the perhaps unwilling usurper that they had only
to take possession of the palace.
When Theodora's resolution had conquered the prudence or
pusillanimity of the court, the eunuch Narses was sent forth
with a well-filled purse to regain the allegiance of the Blues ;
and at the same time Belisarius led out his troops with
the purpose of cutting the revolutionists to pieces in the
crowded enclosure.
Belisarius first attempted to reach
Hypatius himself by the spiral stair which led up to the
cathisma, but the door was kept fast by the guard on the
inner side. Failing here, he entered the hippodrome by
the general entrance to the west of the cathisma, and at the
same moment another force under Mundus appeared at the
Dead Gate on the east side. Narses' distribution of bribes
meanwhile had succeeded in prodncing dissension between
" the frieridly Greens and Blues,"
and this favoured the attack
of the soldiers. An unsparing massacre took place, and it is
said that about 35,000 persons perished in the sedition of
Nika. Hypatius and Pompeius were executed.
Those who draw a line between "Roman" and "Byzantine"
history might well look on this striking sedition as the last
scene in " Roman history," for it resulted in an imperial victory
which established the form of absolutisnl by which " Byzantine
result perhaps partly
history " is generally characterised-a
implied in the remark of Procopius that the revolt was fatal in
its consequences to both senate and people. M. Marrast"
describes it as "the last convulsion which marks the passage
from Graeco-Roman antiquity to the Middle Age."
The blue and green factions made themselves conspicuous on
several subsequent occasions during the reign of Justinian, but
tlley did not again shake the foundations of the throne as in the
Nika revolt. Their rivalry outlived their short union, and as long

' The fact that Thomas was a pagan
has given rise to the suspicion that he
may have been a t heart disloyal to
Justinian.

2 See Chron. Pnsch. ad a m .
For
gates of hippodrome, see above, Bk. i.
cap v.
L a Vie B?/rnntine,p. 180.

-
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as they were hostile there was no danger for Justinian ; and in
spite of the occasional storms that broke out their importance
was really decreasing. I t is recorded that a faction fight took
place in 549, and there was a more serious demonstration in
5 5 6, during a great dearth at Constantinople, when common
suffering seems again to have united the foes. The people
cried, " Provide supplies for the city," and they pulled down
the house of the prefect of the city. The factions clamonred
against Justinian in the circus, and as Persian ambassadors
happened to be present, the Emperor felt especially indignant
and mortified. I n 5 6 1 a conflict of the Elues and Greens took
place in the hippodrome before the Emperor arrived, but his
appearance quelled it ; and in 5 63 the Greens, who were undoubtedly connected with the conspiracy which was at that
time formed against Justinian, reviled and stoned the new
urban prefect Andreas, and their behaviour led to a battle with
the Blues. I shall have to speak of "the colours" once or
twice again in the reigns of Maurice and Phocas, but they are
then far on their way to political insignificance.
The conflagration of so many important public buildings
would have entailed a heavy outlay for their mere restoration,
but they were rebuilt by the ambition of Justinian on a more
splendid scale. We must postpone to another place some
account of the new St. Sophia, and the architectural works of
Anthemius, whose skill raised the city from its ashes fairer than
ever. Notwithstanding these expenses, which were incurred
sinlultaneously with the costly wars in Africa and Italy, the condition of the subjects seems to have somewhat improved, owing
partly to the milder though short admjnistration of Phocas,
the new and popular praetorian prefect of the East. But in
the course of little more than a year John the Cappadocian
returned to office and pressio ion.^ We can hardly doubt that
the Emperor, for the fulfilment of whose schemes enormous
John is praet. pref. in December
533 (Novel ii.), and we can trace him
every year in the imperial constitutions
as the holder of this office up to September 540. In 541 constitutions are
addressed to Bassus, the vicarius of
John, praetorian prefect of the East.
On 1st June 541 Theodotas is P. P.
orientis, and he is succeeded by Petros,

to whom laws are addressed in 543,
544, 545, 546. Theodotus perhaps
held the office again in 546 and 547,
but Bassus seems to have been the
prefect during the latter part of 548
(Nov. clvii. clviii. ) We find Addaeus
praetorian prefect in 551, Areobindns
in 553, Petrns in 555 (?), 556 (?), and
559.
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funds were necessary, found that his treasury was not so full
since the degradation of this ui~scrupulous minister, and concluded that the only way out of his difficulties was the reappointment of John.
The enemies of Justinian might appeal to this reappointment
as their best proof that the Emperor was utterly unscrupulous
as to the means employed to carry out his ideas.
The overthrow of John of Cappadocia was due to the
hatred of the Empress Theodora. She ruined him by a
curious stratagem, contrived by her friend Antonina, the wife
of the general Belisarius, who is described by Procopius, her
husband's secretary, as a woman "more capable than any
one to manage the impracticable." l Antonina cultivated the
acquaintance of John's daughter Euphemia, and gave her to
understand that Belisarius was highly discontented with the
reigning powers, who had shown ingratitude for all his services,
but that he could rnake no attempt to throw off the intolerable
yoke without aid from s0m.e influential person in the ranks of
the civil ministers. Euphemia communicated this news to her
father, who was not without ambition and eagerly embraced
the chance of ascending the throne with the help of the army.
He arranged a secret interview with Antonina at Rufinianum,
a country house of Belisarius? and the Empress took care that
officials3 with soldiers should lurk near to overhear the implicating words and arrest the unsuspecting conspirator. I t is said
that Justinian, aware of the plot, sent to John a secret warning
against the trap ; but notwithstanding, John went, conspired,
and fell. He was sent to Cyzicus (541 A.D.), disgraced but
wealthy, where he lived for some time as a priest; but the
relentless indignation of Theodora still pursued him, and he
was scourged and stripped of his goods for slaying a bishop.
He ended his days as a presbyter at Constantinople, whither
he returned after the death of Theodora in 548.
Proc. B. P. i. 25.
Rufinianum had belonged originally to Rufinus, the praetorian
prefect in timc of Theodosius I. and
Arcadius.
The officials were Narses, the
eunuch, and hlarcellus, captain of the
palace guard. hlarcellus still held this
office in 648, and as he had a very high

reputation for uncompromising probity,
it appears that, in spite of the Sceret
History, probity was not ~ulrecognised.
According to the Secret Bistory, the
successor of John in the ofice of prefect, Peter Earsames, was little better
than John. Peter vas said to have
been a favourite of Theodora on
aceounl. of his sl;ill in magic.
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The absolutism of Justinian provoked a strong and bitter
opposition, all the bitterer because it was so unsparingly
suppressed. He was accused of discouraging all liberal professions, of not only suppressing philosophers and sophists, but
of depriving physicians of their allowances, and prohibiting the
pay which lawyers (rhetors) had been accustomed to receive.
The merchants were harassed by customs and monopolies, the
soldiers were ill treated by logothetae, who cheated them of
their pay, retarded their promotion, and gave them deficient
rations. Taxation, pitilessly imposed, weighed heavier than
ever on the landed proprietors and farmers, and no arrears
were remitted. Such is the general tenor of the charges made
by the dissatisfied member of the party of opposition, who has
painted the agony of the Empire under " the demon Justinian "
in the Secret History. On this subject something will be said
in the next chapter, but we may remark here that, although
the general tone of Justinian's rule was Tel est notre plaisir, he
always condescends in his constitutions to give reasons, often
elaborate reasons, for his acts, and that many of his laws seem
really, as well as professedly, to have aimed at the wellbeing
of his subjects, and not merely at the external prestige of the
Empire or the replenishing of the treasury.
Two new offices instituted by Justinian seem to have been
unpopular at Eyzantium, that of the praetores plebis (rrpal-rope~
67jpov) and the new quaestorship.
I n 5 3 5 Justinian
superseded the prefect of the watch (pmefeetz~svigilurn), who
was in Greek called vv/crf'rrapXo~,"night prefect," a name
which the imperial constitution derides as absurd, and appointed the praetor plebis, whose office was to keep order in the
city both by night and by day.l I n 539 he appointed a
quaestor. whose chief function was to prevent idlers and
strangers who had no special business from sojourning in Constantinople ; and in the constitution by which this office was
instituted the legislator dwells with complacency on the fact
that the institution of the praetor plebis had been found by

' Novel

xxxviii. (ed. Zacharii), TG
praetores plebis

"ovel
xcix. (9th March 539). The
Justinianean quaestor must be distin?rpouayopauCuOwaav, T$ 68'EXXd& r a 6 ~ ? ~guished from the old qnaestors of the
~ a KOLV$
l
r p a i r w p ~ s 84pwv. Justinian
fifth century, whose duty was to draft
always seems to be proud that his imperial rescripts, etc. (see above, p.
native language was Latin.
205).

~h

~ P E T ~ P +WV?
P
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experience "very advantageous to the inhabitants of this our
imperial city," and states that the success of that office suggested the introduction of a new one. Tribonian? the great
lawyer, was the first quaestor under the new system, and he
is said to have been a lover of gain, and very unpopular.
Both these innovations are mentioned in the Secret History
as organs of Justinianean oppression.
The imperial style adopted by Justinian in his constitutions
was pompous and imposing. The preface to the second edition
of the Codex (534), couched in the form of a constitution,
begins thus :-

" I n nomine Domini nostri Jesu Christi Imperator Caesar Flavius
Justinianus Alamannicns Gothicus Francicus Germanicus Anticus Alanicus Vvandalicus Africanns pius felix inclitus victor ac triumphator
semper Augustus senatui urbis Constantinopolitanae S."
I n a law concerning imperial constitutions and edicts, which
was read aloud " in the new consistory of Justinian's palace "
in 52 9,3 the Emperor exclaims : " What is greater, what more
sacred than the imperial majesty ? who is puffed up with such
haughty conceit as to disdain the royal judgment (regalem
senszmz), when even the founders of the old law lay down
clearly and distinctly that the constitutions, which have gone
forth by imperial decree, are valid as law ?" And, he goes on
to say, the sole promulgator of the laws is the sole worthy
interpreter of them likewise.
The imperial pride is always flavoured with the religious
spirit of the time, and Justinian does not weary of boasting of
the divine favour which has been vouchsafed to him. For
example, the opening sentences of the constitution on the
Digest (533), known as Tanta? run thus :' l SOgreat i n our regard is t h e providence of the divine humanity, t h a t
i t always deigns to sustain 11s with eternal generosities. For after the
Parthian (Parthica, meaning Persian) wars had been lnlled to sleep by a n

'

Tribonian died 545, and was succeeded in the quaestorship by Junilus
(Anecdota, cap. 20). This institution of
Justinian possessed vitality ; in the
eighth century we shall find that the
quaestor existed and exercised the
same functions as the Novel of 539
assigned to him.

In Nov. Ix. (ed. Zacharia) this
heading will be found in Greek. Triumphator is rendered by r p o a a r o D ~ o s
and semper Augustus by d e c u ~ ~ a u r o s
allyouuros.
Cod, Just. i.

,

l b . xvii. 2.

12.
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Everlasting Peace and the Vandal nation had been overthrown and Carthage, nay all Libya, had been united again with the Roman Empire, it
has enabled the ancient laws, heavy-laden with old age, to assume a new
form of beauty in the shape of an abridgment of moderate size, by means
of our watchful care-an achievement, which no one, before our reign,
ever hoped for or even deemed possible for human inteliect."

C H A P T E R I1
JUSTINIAN AND THEODORA

THE sixth century may be called the age of Justinian. But of
the man himself, whose works changed the history of the
world, it is hard to win a distinct idea ; we have only a vague
glin~pseof the features of that form which dominated Europe.
His elusive personality hides behind meagre statements, uninstructive panegyrics, or malevolent pasquinades, and perplexes
the historian. And even those who do not care for the analytical dissection of motives, who see the greatness of Jnstinian
revealed in his works-"
by their fruits ye shall know them"
-feel nevertheless tantalised at the elusiveness of his individuality.
Eeside him stands Theodora, another baffling problem, and
indissolubly associated with Justinian for those who have
visited San Vitale in Ravenna, as well as for those who have
read the Secret History, a book of ill fame which has thrown a
doubtful light or shadow on the imperial court.
We may first resume briefly Justinian's historical position.
H e may be likened to a colossal Janus bestriding the way of
passage between the ancient and medieval worlds.
On the one side his face was turned towards the past.
His ideal, we-are told, was to restore the proud aspect of the
old Roman Empire,I and this was chiefly realised by his conquests in Italy, Africa, and Spain. The great juristic works
executed at the beginning of his reign breathe to some degree
the spirit of ancient Rome. Moreover he represents the last

'

Johannes Lydus speaks of Justinian
as 8A7v s$v d@pGv ~ 1 j sdpxaias (ipews
dva~akodpevos(ii. 28), and this is the

tone of his constitutions. He loved
the revival of old names (praetor, etc.)
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stage in the evolution of the Roman Imperium ; in him was
fulfilled its ultimate absolutism. From Augustus to Diocletian
there was a dualism, the " dyarchy " of the Emperor and the
Senate which was abolished in the monarchy of Diocletian;
anti from Constantine to Justinian there was another dualism
between the Church and the Imperium, which passed into Justinian's absolutism. This second dualism reached in the latter
part of the period an antagonism which was conditioned by the
falling asunder of eastern and western Europe ; and it was by
reuniting the West that Justinian was able to overcome the
dualism and assert his ecclesiastical authority. The historian
Agathias expresses Justinian's absolute government by saying,
" Of those who reigned at Eyzantium he was the first absolute
~ )
as well as in name."
sovereign ( ~ ~ T o K ~ & Tinwdeed
On the other hand, he was a great innovator and a destroyer
of old things 2; and this was made a ground of complaint by
the disaffected. The consulate was abolished, the phi1osophica.I
schools of Athens were closed, and these two events nlay
be considered symbolic of the death of the Eoman and the
death of the Greek spirit. The Graeco-Roman, Eomaic, or
Byzantine spirit is installed in their place. He tampered with
and partly changed the administrative system of Diocletian ; he
allowed the Greek tongue to supplant Latin in official documents ; the authority of the Twelve Tables, long in disuse, was
at length formally abolished ; and fundamental conceptions
peculiar to the Roman civil law were set aside. Justinian was
thoroughly penetrated with the spirit of the christian world ;
he spent his nights in theological studies ; and in the erection
of the great church of St. Sophia, which still remains to commemorate him, it was Solomon and not Pericles that he desired
to imitate and surpass.
I n four departments Justinian has won an immortal name:
in warfare, in law, in architecture, and in church history.
Standing on the shore of the medieval or modern period, he cast
into the waters of the future great stones which created immense
circles. His military achievements decided the course of the
history of Italy, and affected the development of western Europe ;
Agatllias, v. 14.
Thus Agxthias makes the Colchian
pets persona Aietes speak of tlie Em-

peror as sais p€raPohais rGv del ~ a p b v r w v
7j66p~vov(iii. 9).
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his legal works are inextricably woven into the web of European
civilisation ; his St. Sophia is one of the greatest monuinents of
the world, one of the visible signs of the continuity of history,
a standing protest against the usurpatiol~ of the Turk ; and
his ecclesiastical authority influenced the distant future of
Christendom.
But the means by which he accomplished these things rendered hinl unpopular. H e accomplished thein by an artificial
system, which could be only temporary, and broke down on his
death. I t consisted of two parts, (I) a very severe taxation,
and (8) a system of ingenious diplomatic relations with those
barbarian peoples who hnng on the northern frontiers of the
Empire.
He was not able to keep these nations, Huns,
Slaves, and Germans, altogether in check ; they were continually devastating the Ealkan provinces, and he was obliged to
oppose them with armies destined for Italy; but he succeeded,
partly by money payments, partly by turning them against one
another, in paralysing their hostilities sufficiently to prevent
them from foiling the prosecution of his projects in the
West. Frequent and large money payments were necessary,
and in so far the second part of his system depended on the
first. There was one limit on his activities, which could not
be entirely dealt with by this system, the power of Persia
under the great king Chosroes Nushirvan. Money payments
were often useful and necessary, but the defence of the Asiatic
frontier was a constant and considerable check on the Italian
campaigns. This is evident from the increased activity in
the West which always succeeded a peace with Persia.
As to the oppressive taxation, we have no option but to
conclude that for the bulk of Jnstinian's subjects his reign was
not a blessing. Limited as he was by the circumstances of the
time, the execution of his designs'was inconsistent with the
present prosperity of the peop1e.l But history justifies him by
the event as she justifies all her true children.
There are the two sides here as elsewhere, the universal and
the individual, the historical and the biographical ; and on the
I n spite of *:I the misery, all the
dark shades that ure perceive when we
look closely at the details of the picture,
Justil~ian's reign will give mally the
pleasant in~pression that i t gave to

Bekker, the impression of a fortunate
island in the nlidst of a raging sea" quad tamqnam insula fortunata in
mari infesto eniteat" (Preface to ed. of
John Lvdus).
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principle of good coming out of evil, many condemn the great
man, while they are forced to praise his works, both in themselves and in their historical results. History or providence,
it may be said, fully justifies present evils by their effects in
the future ; those effects may be considered equivalent to the
historical motive; but this avails not the individual at whose
door those evils lie ; the instrument of history is condemned.
Bnt this theory is cancelled by a rejoinder, which is at
least equally valid. Instead of attributing the good results to
': providence " and blaming Justinian for the present evils, one
might reply, should we not credit Justinian with elevated and
far-seeing purposes, and ascribe the miseries of his subjects to
the defective econonlical conditions of the age ?
Perhaps the only value of either of these views is to
cancel the other; the lntinomy teaches us to refrain from
introducing the biographical point of view into history, from
taking the individual out of his environment and passing
irrelevant moral judgments. The motives of all the actions of
individuals are more or less personal, and those of prominent
nlen are generally more or less tinged with the desire of fame.
This feeling doubtless gave animation to the activity of Justinian, and it would be an anachronism to judge him by the
canons of modern philanthropy. To praise Justinian's absolutism in the sixth century is not to praise absolutism. Dante,
looking upon the desire of fame as a celestial quality, attributed
it to Justinian, and placed him as a revolving light in the
planet of Mercury. " Fui Cesare e sono Giustiniano," he says
to Dante-words which we might apply in a different sense to
signify that the imperial administration and its evils were
transient things, now dead, a sort of accident not really appertaining to the glorified Justinian.
There was naturally a strong and virulent party of opposition
to the Emperor's government, consisting of monophysites, the
green faction, and others who felt the touch of his stern hand.
They were interested in putting the most unfavourable construction on all imperial acts, in representing the court as a hotbed
of corruption, in aspersing the ministers of the crown. The
essence of this virulence has survived in the Secret History
attributed to the historian Procopius, the secretary of Belisarius.'
See the Appendix to this chapter.
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There are two distinct questions connected with this curious
book : (1) Was Procopius of Caesarea the author ? (2) Are
its statements trustworthy, wholly or partially, or not at all ?
We cannot, I think, answer either of these questions wit11
a simple yes or no. The details of both problenls are reserved
for an appendix; but conclusioils may be stated here. I n
regard to the first, I agree in the main with the opinion of
Ranke, that Procopius is not the author, but that the work
was nevertheless founded on a diary or ephemeris of that historian ; that a member of the opposition, probably of the green
faction, having obtained possession of the diary or a copy of it,
worked it up into the form of the Secret History, incorporating
all the calumnies which were afloat about the Emperor and
the Empress.
I n regard to the second question, it seems plain that, on the
one hand, a historian is not entitled to make use of any particular statement resting on the unconfirmed authority of this
document; but that, on the other hand, there was method in
the author's madness, and there were underlying facts w.hich gave
relevancy to the inventions. We can hardly doubt that Theodora before her marriage appeared on the stage, for the author's
picture of her career would otherwise have no point; and there
is some method apparent in the circumstance that he does not
charge her with licentiousness after her marriage.
But setting aside these vexed questions, on which we can
but barely touch here, and for the present rejecting the
evidence of the Secret Histo~g on matters of fact, we must
observe that the work has a considerable value not only as a
product of the age, in which regard it will be spoken of in
another place, but also as expressing the feelings of bitterness
which the government of Justinian excited.
This book of pain and horror .leaves upon the mind the
impression that the enlightened spirit of Justinian, his
notable projects, his high thoughts, lived in the shadow of
some malignant presence; that cowering by the throne of
the Emperor, lurking in the gallery of the palace where
he walked in meditation at night, ever attending his steps,
moved some inhuman horror, some unutterable " Dweller by the
Threshold," through whose fatal power the destinies of himself
and Theodora, Eelisarius and Antonina, John the Cappadocian.
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and many other victims, were entangled in an inextricable
mesh of hates and lusts and bloodshed.
That pasquinades and scandalous stories were in circulation
about himself and his wife cannot have escqed the knowledge of
the watchful Emperor; and, if I may make a conjecture, he caused
a sort of apology to be written before he died, of which a portion is still extant. The treatise on the civil service of John
the Lydian bears many traces of having been written with
the purpose of defending Justinian ; and the introduction of
such apologies by the way would make it far illore weighty
and effectual than a formal panegyric. That Justinian might
have employed John the Lydian in the matter may be concluded from the fact that he did at an earlier date employ him
to write a panegyric of himself and a history of the Persian
war. The circumstance that John was a disappointed civil
servant and malies no concealment of the degeneration of the
service, may be appealed to in support of the theory that he
had some special inducement to speak diligently on every
opportunity of Justinian's personal bla~~elessness.
The Empress Theodora has become, chiefly through Gibbon's
reproduction of the portrait in the Secret Histoy, a typical
example of those fascinating and voluptuous women, who in
their own day exercise a baleful influence in the world, and
in after times allure the imagination. When we turn from
the Scc~etHistory, to which this effect is due, and read what
trustworthy authorities tell us of the Empress, we do not
meet a tigress or a malicious demon in woman's form, but a
bold and able woman with enough of the diablesse in her to
explain how she might be traduced.
The bold effective
speech which she made on the occasion of the Nika sedition is
one of the most engaging episodes in history ; she was ready
to stake everything for empire ; and she won.
Her intervention on that occasion, her scheme to overthrow
the oppressor John the Cappadocian, her interference for the
wife of Artabanes, her active interest in supporting the monophysites and their doctrines, her solicitude for reclaiming abandoned women, her charity and almsgiving, are the only facts of
importance that we really know about the Empress. Of these,
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the fact that damned her most in the eyes of Baronius and
Alemannus,' and made them ready to believe of her any enormity, her religious faith that Christ's nature was not dual, will
certainly in the present day do her memory little harm. Had
she believed in the two natures, she might have been more
extravagant in lusts even than she is saicl to have been, and no
member of the orthodox Church would have cast a stone. Her
enthusiasm for religion when she was an Empress is put on a
level with her alleged profligacy as a girl. She is said to have
fed the geese of the clevil when she was on the stage, she fed
the sheep of Christ when she sat on the throne ; and in the eyes
of orthodox Chalcedonians the second pasture was far more
offensive than the first.
John the Lydian spealis of her in high terms, when he describes how she informed her husband of the misdeeds of John
the Cappadocian ; a woman, he calls her, " superior in intelligence, and in sympathy for the oppressed always awake " ; and
the remark of Procopius, the historian, that she could not withstand the supplications of the unhappy accords with this; and
the two remarks together
establish the fact that she was a
sympathetic and compassionate lady.
Gibbon's remark that Jnstinian " was never young" aptly
conveys the sort of impression he gives us. There is a cold
atmosphere about him-the
atmosphere of inexorable Roman
logic, afraid of no consequences-which
is tinged also with a
certain mysticism. His mode of life was severely abstemious
and ascetic, his days and nights laborious. He was a man of
wide education, learned in philosophy, theology, jurisprudence,
music, and architecture, and a friend of his said that the time
despaired of by Plato had come, when a philosopher should
reign and a king philosophise. The remark suggests the reflection, how different he was froin the Emperor Marcus
Aurelius, of whom the same had been said before.
But if Justinian were never young, it cannot be said that he
did not grow old. There is an unmistakable difference between
the first part and the last part of his reign, unequally divided
Liberatus and Victor are severe on
Theodora for her heresy. Zonnras says
that she w, s avaricious ; yet .ze know

from earlier sources that she was charitable.
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by the Great Plague. H i s great ideas were accomplished or
undertaken i n the earlier period, when he was, if not young,
vigorous and hopeful. The plague not only injures the body
but paralyses the spirit ; a man or a nation that lives through
such a visitation is not the same after it. W e can hardly, I
think, lay too much stress on its moral as well as physical
effects. It was after the Plague that Justinian devoted all
his energies to theological points of subordinate importance,
sat without guards a t the dead of night, deep in discussions
with very ancient priests, and almost lost his interest i n
the conquest of Italy. W e may say, I think, that he was
touched with dispiritedness, or with the malady of the Middle
Ages.
His ascetic mode of life and nocturnal studies seemed to
lend the Emperor an almost inhuman character; which, combined with his cold Roman spirit, prepared to carry out his
plans a t all cost's, suggested to his enemies the theory that he
mas really an incarnate demon who took a delight i n death and
ruin for their own sake.'
This notion, it may be observed, is
n curious, and perhaps one of the earliest, instances of the idea
delight i n mischief for its own mere sake.
of ScI~adenfi.e~~dc,
The conception of Justinian as a malicious demon, or the
conception of him and Theodora as a pair of vampires sucking
the blood of the Empire or fiends feasting on the misery of men,
may be taken as the outcry of a sacrificed generation-sacrificed without being consulted to the realisation of an idea.
But such outcries do not affect the position which Justinian
must always hold. The epithet " great " was not indeed permanently bestowed upon him by posterity ; but then it was
]lot bestowed on Julius Caesar nor on Augustus, and it was
bestowed on Leo I. As of that Caesar who fulminated a t
the deep Euphrates, so it may be said of the Caesar who
reconquered Italy and Africa,
per populos dat jura viamque affectat Olympo.
The Secret History is full of tales
of this kind. Vigilantia, Jastinian's
mother, is said to have confessed that
11is father was a demon, and the Em-

peror was seen walking i n his palace
without his head.
Greek writers, howevel; often speak
of 6 piyas 'Iouu~~vrav6s.

APPENDIX
ON THE "SECRET HISTORY" ATTRIBUTED TO PROCOPIUS

One of the most interesting and difficult problems in history is tha
Arcana Histovia, also called the Anecdota, attributed to Procopius.
It was discovered in the Vatican by Alemannus, who edited it with
a learned commentary. Gibbon, and most historians, including F.
Dahn the author of Procopius won Ciisariia, follow Alemannus in
accepting the statements of the chronique scandalezlse, in their
general tenor, if not in detail. M. Debidour, in his L'lmpdvatrice
Th'heodora (1885), discredits the veracity of the anecdotes, and is
followed by Mr. Mallet in his clever essay on "The Empress Theodora" in the English Historical Review, January 1887. But neither
M. Debidour nor Mr. Mallet call the authorship of the document in
question, nor do they refer to the suggestive essay of Leopold von
Ranke on Procopius,l where the problem is discussed. I t is convenient to deal with the two questions, the credibility and the
authorship, separately.
(1.) In the first place, the Secret Ilistory is not consistent in two
of its allegations with statements of Procopius in his Gothic FVar,
and in one case its statement is intrinsically less credible. According to the Gothic War, Theodahad mi~rderedAmalasuntha on his own
account, and he had an intelligible motive to do so ; according
to the Anecdota, Theodora devised the murder, and suborned the
ambassador Peter to compass its perpetration. But Peter did not
arrive in Italy till after the deed was done ; nor does an obscure
passage in a fragment of a letter from Gundelina to Theodora,
preserved in the Tar. Epist. of Cassiodorus (x. 20), afford even the
shadow of a foundation for suspecting the Empress. The only
motive assigned for the alleged design of Theodora is jealousy. The
other case is that of the death of Constantinus, who, according to
the Gothic War (ii. 8), tried to stab Belisarius, and was executed on
that account. The execution is said by Procopius to be due to " the
Weltgeschichtc, iv. 2, p. 300 s q .
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envy of Tyche." I n the Secret Histoy Constantinus is said to have
been killed by Belisarius, a t the instigation of Antonitla, for a
private grudge.
To these two cases of divergence as to facts from public history
we may doubtfully add that of Pope Xylverius, whose death is perllaps ascribed bythe.41~ealota(cap. 1)toAntoninn; whereas, according
to Liberatus, he was banished to the island of Palms, and perished
there of hunger (pui in P~rlnzavianz,iirszcla~lancl~lzcetussztb eol.zc17z custodin
dgefe~itineclia, cap. 23). Procopius states that Sylverius was deposed
for suspected intrigues with the Goths. This case, however, is not
clear, for the words of the Ar~ectlota need not necessarily imply
that Sylverius was murdered or his death caused by Antonina-

4 84 ~

a Tl; E)s EiX,6'gP~ov cZPyaurai ,ulauPa.

The statement that the 320,000 lbs. of gold saved by Anastasius
were spent by Justiriian in the lifetime of Justin (cap. 1 0 ) is at variance with a passage in the Ecclesiasticnl History of John of Ephcsus,
where i t is stated that, after Justinian's death, the fund of Anastasius
was still extant. As far as I know, critics have not called attention
to this contradiction.
If these inconsistencies of the Secret History with public accredited
history were the only objections which could be brought against the
credibility of the suspected book, they might be sufficient to raise a
presumption against it, they would induce us to infuse the judicious
grnnzinz s~ilis, but they would not go very far towards condemning it, whether its authorship by Procopius were proved or disproved. Secret history must know many things to wliich public
history must close its eyes. The inconsistencies that really shake
our faith and damage the book irretrievably are the internal inconsistencies. Throughout the work Justinian is spoken of as
tleceased, as a king of a past age ; in the last words of the last
chapter his death is referred to as an event in the future. Again,
in the preface, the author, whether Procopius himself or another sub
2'el.sonn Procopii, says that his treatise is intended to supplement the
eight books of the public history, in which he was obliged to leave out
many details, because the actors were still alive. The dilemma,
wliich Ranke pointed out, is obvious. The treatise was written
either before or after the death of ,Justinian. If i t was written
before his death, then the same reason which prevented Procopius
from publishing the scandals in his earlier works would have operated still and prevented him from publishing the Sccr~tHistory;
and Belisarius, Antoninn, and many minor personages survived
Justinian, so that the Emperor himself would not have been the
only individual to be feared. If it was vritten after his death, i t is
in open contratliction with the last words of cap. 30 : dxrlvlrta osv
3 ;i.vOpcuiros s v ' I o ~ u T ~ v L ~LxgAOzl
v;~
TOG Plov i j ~ T TE ~ V8aiP*.OIvwv
apxmv L x o A i v e i T ~ VPlov, ~ U O L I ~ V L K X S ET E ~ ~ ~ Y T TE ~S ~ W Ur(iX78>s
L
E ~ T o v T ~ ~ .

A ~ ~ E N ~ I X
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It will be observed that this inconsistency tells botli against the
credibility of the Al~ecdotnand against its ascription to Procopius.
Another contradiction has been noticed by Ranke, which has also
this double bearing. I n cap. 1 6 we are told by the iy&,professing
to be Procopius, that he did not tell the full truth in his earlier
work "for fear of t l ~ cEmpress " Theodora. Rut Theodora died in
548, anti the history was not published before 550.
Other inconsistencies within the Secret History have been pointed
out by Mr. Mallet in the article already mentioned (1). 7):In one place Justinian is described as a wonderfully silly man, and
yet, as Alemannus observes, Procopius elsewhere remarks on his keen
intellect ancl constant attendance to business. I n another place Theodora
is blamed for sleeping all day till nightfall, and all night till daybreak ;
and yet the author of the Anecdotes is constantly reproaching her for
thrusting herself into every department of public affairs. Again me are
told that the opposition in the imperial family to Justinian's marriage was
sn strong that, while the empress Euphemia lived, Jnstinian could never
prevail on his uncle to consent. And yet he had sufficient influence to
indnce his uncle to confer on this abandoned woman, whom the emperor
entirely refused to countenance, the lofty title of patrician. But the
most striking inconsistency of all is to be found in the account of Theodora's elevation. If the judgment of the Afaecclotes is to count for anything, we must believe that, at the time of her marriage to Justinian,
Theodora was, by comnlon consent, the most profligate woman of her age.
The Afzecdotes inform us that Jnstinian was equally remarkable for the
self-restraint and austerity of his life. The time of his marriage was a
time when he was bent upon conciliating all parties, so as to secure the
succession to the throne. He had reached an age when he might well
be supposecl to have ontgrown the passions of his youth. His ambitious
calculating temperament would be the least likely to imperil substantial
advantages by an act of the grossest imprudence. And yet Procopius
tells 11s that he chose this time to deliberately select for his bride the
most infamons woman in Constantinople."
'(

Another feature of the Secret History, which decidedly damages
its testimony, is the really serious exaggeration in its language
concerning the Emperor and the Empress. The description of them
as demons of murder, preying upon humanity, demons in no figurative
sense of the word, indicates either a malignity or a fatuity on the
part of the writer, whicli discredits his statements, as far as their
historical truth is concerned.
I t may not be amiss to remind the reader of what is often forgotten. Even if these inconsistencies and childish exaggerations
did not appear in the suspected document, i t would be incumbent
on the student of history to look on ;very statement contained
in it with antecedent suspicion, just because it is a book written
with a pronounced tendency strongly antagonistic to the icqerial
2overnment. The principle is that zhe admissions and not the
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pleas of an advocate are to be received when we have no corroborative testimony.
Having seen that the Secret History cannot be accepted as a whole,
we are met with the question whether it must be entirely rejected
and ignored by the historian, or admits of a sifting process.
The principle of Gibbon was as follows : "Of these strange
anecdotes a part may be true because probable, and a part true
because improbable. Procopius must have known the former, and
the latter he could scarcely invent." This is plainly untenable,
and has been rightly censured by Mr. Mallet. There is no reason
why the author should not have invented ; and deliberate invention
on the part of one man is not the only al~ernativeto the truth of
the charges.
But Mr. Mallet's own principle-" That these scandals must be
either substantially true or wholly false "-seems to me to be equally
untenable. He is indeed riglit in condemning with Gibbon the
pernicious maxirn "that where much is alleged something must be
true"; but there is another quite different reason for admitting
the necessity-necessity is hardly too strong a word-of
drawing
certain inferences from the statements in the Anecclotn.
The author of the book, whoever he was, was a contemporary of
Justinian; the venomous animosity of his tone is too sincere to
admit of the supposition that he did not feel strongly against thr
object of his maledictions, and wish to poison men's minds against
him ; i t is impossible to suppose that he was a writer in subsequent
ages who invented for the sake of invention and got his stories
from the air. Even those who may question the correctness of the
attribution of the Anccdota to Procopius will hardly refuse to admit
that i t mas written by a contemporary of Justinian. This being
granted, it will be also admitted that if the writer wishecl to slander
and prejudice men against the Emperor and the Empress he would
invent calumnies which were plirtza facie probable, and not calumnies
which were evidently improbable. I n other words, his statements
mould have no point except they had some foundation in fact ; and
they would be improbable if they contradicted some fact generally
ltnowii about the person traduced. If Theodora had beenthe daughter
of a Teutonic king, a writer who wished to calumniate her and connect
scandalous stories with her name would not be likely to choose
stories which implied that she was the daughter of a Greek peasant.
If her youth had been spent in a monastery in Italy he would
hardly represent her as an actress in a theatre a t Antioch. We may
therefore be sure that, unless the writer, who was evidently a man
of brains, intended to discredit his own inventions by making them
prima facie improbable, and so to stultify his work, the scandals which
he records of Theodora must have been consistent, not necessarily
with her character, but with some circumstances of her external life
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before she wedded Justinian. It seems to me that all the anecdotes
which the author relates of her early career would have been pointless if she had not a t one time been an actress, sceniccr, l ; and the
author was far too clever to write pointless stories. The details
given concerning the oppression ancl extortion practised by Justinian
and his ministers in taxation, etc., are sufficiently consistent with the
actnal state of things, as we know i t from other writers, to have
carried a very sharp sting. The low origin of Justin's family in
Dardania gives point to the things that are said about Justinian's
uncle ; if he had been one of the Anician family of the Olybrii such
things would not have been stated.
While I reject, then, the damaging scandals themselves as incredible, or at least improbable, and as insufiiciently vouched for
by an enemy who discredits himself, I hold that they rested on some
basis of fact which prevented them from falling to the ground as
prirnn fi~cieabsurd.
(2.) As to the authorship of the Secret &story, both Professor
Dahn, who accepts its statements, and Mr. Mallet, who rejects
them, unhesitatingly attribute it to Procopius. Ranke considers
it not to be genuine, and I believe he is right.
The inconsistencies already mentioned as affecting its credibility
tell equally against Procopian authorship. But the very first words
of the treatise are alone sufficient to condemn that hypothesis. They
are almost identical with the opening words of the fourth book of
the Gothic Wal; to which they formed a suitable introduction ; but
as an introduction to the Secret History they are quite irrelevant.
h a pkv 0% POJ~ILUIOJV
TG ylvci :V T-E T O X ~ ~ O I;XPL
L S ScGpo [ V V ~ V ~ ~ O ~
Y E V ~ I T ~ ~ L~, ~ p8o i :8 ~ 8 l ? j ~ ~; ?~
T Ea~ i ,~ I J V ~ T & V i y e y 6 v ~ iT ~ V
? T ~ & ~ E W rVk s
8v??Xhu~isd ~ d u a qin> [ ~ a ~ p ; v TE ~ a > X
] ~ P ;~
? T LhT ~ ~
~ E ~ ~ hp,uouap~v(t)~
)V
Td 8; 8$ ?~VB&SE
O;K
ZT-1 P O L Tpd?TY TI$ ~
l ~ [ u ~ ~K E L ~~ E T ~hL?j?T€>
' ~ ;v~av^8a
~ )
ycyP&+crai rrkvra, 67r61~a64 T E T ~ ~ ~YK ~E ~ ~ ui O
~ aavi~ a ~ 6r?js
6 ) iPOJpalOJv
rlpxijs. The words in brackets are added in the Anecdota and do
not occur in the eighth book of the ' I ~ r o p ~ a i .
I n the eighth book Procopius deserted his system of geographical
division and included in i t narrations both of events in Italy
and events in the East, and this introduction is an apology for
changing his plan. But in the Secret History, where there is no
question of geographical division, t,he introduction is quite inappropriate. And, asks Ranke, "wie hgtte es iiberhaupt einem Autor
einfallen sollen zwei verschiedene Werke mit denselben Worten
einzufiihren 1 "
Again, the preface awakens expectations which the work does not
I t is worth noticing that Komito,
who is mentioned as one of Theodora's
sisters in the Secret History, is also
mentioned by John Malalas and Theophanes (6020 A.M.), who record t h a t
she hnarriei Sittas, the general of Ar-

menia. This is a confirmation of my
position ; i t proves that the author
built on facts ; he did not invent the
name Iiomito. The other sister was
Anastasi?.
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fulfil. "I have been compelled," says the writer, "to conceal the
cause of many things which I recorded in my former books. I t will
therefore be my duty in this work to publish both facts hitherto
suppressed, and the causes of occurrences already recounted." Now
the Anecdotn supply new stories, but do not explain the causes of
events related in the public history.
It is, further, almost impossible to believe that Procopius, the
author of the ' I v ~ o ~ l awould
~,
have ever used the exaggerated
language in which the writer of the Secret History pours out the
vials of his wrath upon Justinian.
Combining the inappropriate character of the preface with the
abrnptness with which the first chapter commences, Ranke holds
that the Secret History is to some extent a compilation rather than
an independent work. He holds that a member of the opposition
party got possession of a manuscript of fragmentary jottings written
by the true Procopius, that he worked up these into the form of
the Secret History, adding and interweaving figments which reveal
the most acrid venom and the grossest superstition. "Nach
meinem Dafiirhalten sind die Anekdota eine Verauiclrune" achter
procopischer Nachrichten mit den oppositionellen Manifestationen
einer Partei, welche bei der Thronbesteigung Justinians durch die
Besiegung der Nika niedergeworfen, aber keineswegs vollstandig
unterdriickt worden war." The history of Antonina's adultery, for
example, is singled out by Ranke as an '' achte procopische Nachricht " (p. 303).

CHAPTER I11
THE LEGAL WORKS OF JUSTINIAN

EVERY
government, whether democratical, oligarchical, or monarchical, has two duties to perform; and it must u p to a certain
point perform them, if i t is to exist. It nlay perform them
very badly, but its existence ultimately depends upon their
performance. These duties are to protect the community
against other communities without, and to protect it against
its own individnal members within ; and the means by which
such protection is secured are arms and laws. The efficacy of
each of these two instruments depends upon the other; the
maintenance of the laws depends on arms, and successful warfare on the maintenance of the laws.
W i t h this general reflection Justinian introduced to the
world the first of the great legal monuments, which have immortalised his name and contributed to the welfare and progress of mankind. H e states that he has kept both duties
clearly before his eyes ; that he has provided for the improvement both of the military defences and legal securities of the
Empire,-of
the latter by preserving old and passing new laws,
but chiefly by his collection of the iillperial constitutions into
a code, called after the fortunate name of Justinian.
Written law was of two kinds, the imperial constitutions or
placita, and the opinions or answers of recognised-we may
responsn prz~dentium.
say licensed-lawyers,
(1.) As the Emperor stepped into the place of the sovereign
people of the republic, it was logical that the leges passed by the
people i n the con~itiashould be superseded by imperial coastitutions. This process of supersession took place i n the first
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centmy of the Empire ; the last lex we hear of was an agrarian
law of Nerva. There were collections of the constitutions
before the time of Justinian ; his code was not a novelty. The
Gregorian and Hermogenian codes of the fourth century were
supplemented by the Theodosian code published in 438, which
contained all the constitutions from the time of Constantine.
There were two causes which rendered a new code desirable in
the reign of Justinian. I n the first place, owing to lack of
copies, the bulky Theodosian collection could not be always
consulted in courts, and therefore the actual practice often
failed to conform to the written law; in the second place, a
very large number of constitutions had been issued subsequently
to the Theodosian code, both by Theodosius I1 and by his
successors, which were not collected in a convenient form, and
often seriously modified the law as stated in that code.
A new collection of the constitutions, edited up to date,
with the contradictions carefully eliminated, the obsolete laws
expunged, superfluous preambles or explanations omitted, words
altered, erased, or added for the sake of clearness, was determined on by Justinian (13th February 5 2 8), and a commission
of ten men, including Tribonian and Theophilus, was appointed
to execute it. Clearness, completeness, and brevity were aimed
at, and me may say attained, in the Justiilianean Code which
was published on the 7th April 529.
(2.) Justinian's next undertaking was more difficult, more
ambitious, and more novel than the code. No one had ever
arranged in an official and accessible volun~ethe responscc p7.i~clentizcnz, or answers given by lawyers recognised as authorities,
in regard to special cases and legal points, which served as
precedents for future decisions. These answers were scattered
about in many treatises, and not a few difficulties arose in their
application, to meet which some attempts had been already
made. On many points antagonists might produce two opposite opinions, and on alniost any the judge was sure to be perplexed by a large number of inconsistent citations. Hadrian
left the choice to the judges' own discretion, and a feeling that
certain writers were entitled to precedence in authority gradually established itself without special enactment, to which feeling the choice of authors in the course of jurisprudence for law
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students considerably contributed. Gaius, and the commentaries
of Ulpian and Panlus on the perpetual Edict, Papinian and
Modestinus, obtained paramount authority. This inconvenience
led Constantine to discredit the notes of Paulns and Ulpian on
Papinian, as they frequently differed from the opinions they
annotated ; but this only lessened, it did not abolish, the evil.
Theodosius I1 passed a very important measure-which
may
be considered the precursor of the Digest just as his Codex was
the precursor of the Codex Justinin7zeus-called
the Law of
Citations, which ordained that the majority of opinions should
determine the decision, and that in cases where the opinions
were equally divided that of Papinian should prevail.
There was such a mass of legal responses that the field
seemed linlitless and beyond all human capacity. But it was
not too great for the enterprise of Justinian, who conceived the
idea of " enucleating the old law."
On the 15th December 5 3 0 he appointed a new commission,
under the direction of Tribonian the quaestor, who had assisted
in compiling the code, for the purpose of reading the books
pertaining to Roman law, written by those lawyers who had
been licensed by imperial authority to "interpret" the law.
They were to eliminate all contradictions and omit all repetitions; and when they had thus won the nucleus of the vast
material, they were to arrange it in one fair work, as it were, a
holy temple of justice, which was to be divided into 50 books,
containing all the law of 1300 years, purged of superfluities.
The undertaking was so immense that it seemed almost inlpossible, but the commission of seventeen specialists worked so
diligently that they completed it in exactly three years.2 The
entire work was called the Digest or Pandects, and henceforward
it only was to be consulted. According to Roby's conlputation,
a law library of 106 volumes was compressed to 59.
(3.) Justinian's third, slightest, and best known work, was
a manual of the principles of Roman law, intended for students,
Dante makes Justinian say (Parad.
canto vi.), D'entro alle leggi trassi il
troppo e vano. The constitution Deo
adore (Cod. i. 17, 1) is well -u.orth
reading. The constitution Tanta (i.
17, 2) accompanied the publication of
the Digest (16th December 533), and

contains an account of the arrangement
of the material.
Tribonian divided his committee
into three parts, and the material to be
digested likewise into three parts-the
Sabinian school, the commentaries on
the Edict, and the works of Papinian.
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in 4 books,-the
Institutions. I t is really a reproduction, with
numerous additions, omissions, and changes, of the conlmentaries
of Gaius.'
At the same time the Emperor niade alterations in
tlle course of legal studies to be pursued at the schools of
Constaritinople and Berytus.
Tlle Digest was a more satisfactory as well as a more stupendous work than the Code, because it could be looked upon
as final. The licensed lawyers, pmdentes, who created the
mass of case-law, had long ago ceased to exist, and thus their
answers were a given quantity, which no new opinions would
supersede. For Constantine had abolished the practice of the
yruclentes and arrogated to the Emperor alone tlle right of deciding between the letter of the law and the dictates of equity.
The Emperor's decisions were constitutions, not responses.
The Code, on the other hand, could not be final, as was patent;
it must be continually re-edited up to date, and five years after
its first publication, Justinian issued a new edition, containing
the constitutions passed i11 the interval ; and it is this second
edition that has come down to us. But nothing could be more
absurd than to insinuate that Justinian spoiled his Code by
passing a large number of laws after its publication. A
final code in a defective and changing world would be really
undesirable; a code in its very nature cannot be final, it can
only be " up to date " ; and Justinian was not so unpractical as
not to apprehend this patent fact. If a cocle were to prevent
all future legislation it would be the reverse of beneficial.
I t is a point of special interest, as indicating the spirit of
the time, that the Pythagorean theories of nuiiiber were applied
to the arrangement of the Digest, which was determined on
n p~.ioriprinciples, independently of the nature of the material.2 I n the constitution of 5 3 0 A.D. (17th Decernber), which
appointed the commission, it is decreed that the work shall
consist of 50 books. These were divided into 7 parts, and the
divisions were defined by mystic principles : 5 0 = 7 x 7 1.
The first part consists of 4 books in imitation of the Pytha-

+

Gaius and the Iustitutes ranbe most
convenieiitly con~paredin the parallelcolurnu edition of R. Gneiqt.
"his
discovery vTasmade 11y Friedrich Eluhnie in 1820. See PrefBce to
Roby's " Illtrod. to the Digest." Jerome

and Cassiodorus in the sanie way attached impoltance to numbers.
"he
remaining six parts fa11 into
two groups, each of which consists of
twenty-three books.
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gorean tetractys, which also determined the number of books
in the Institutions. Students were instructed in 3 6 of the
50 hooks, " in order that by reading 36 books they should
become perfect youths." The charm of perfection in the number 36 consists in the fact that it is the sum of the first 8,
that is, of the first 4 odd and the first 4 even, numbers. The
remaining 1 4 books (2 x 7) they could study afterwards by
themselves.
Whether this application of Pythagorean canons to fix the
dimensions of the " most holy temple of Justice " was suggested
by Justinian himself or by his quaestor Tribonian, we do not
know; but it seems more natural to attribute it to the latter,
who was a pagan, and doubtless imbued with Greek phil~sophy.~
It is characteristic that the orthodox Emperor should have
adopted the mystic numbers of the heathen philosoplier. And
it is characteristic of the Graeco-Roman time that a thorough
mastery of the hard science of Roman jurisprudence should be
combined with, or set in a frame of, Greek mysticism. Roman
law, taken in doses determined by a Greek philosophy, was to
make " most perfect youths."

'

The course of history modified Roman law consid;?rably.
Roman law consisted of two portions, the jzcs civile, which rested
on the Twelve Tables, and the jus gentizbm. The latter was
formed by the sentences of the p~aetorperegrinus in disputes
between Roman citizens and foreigners or subject peoples not
governed by the jus civile, and consisted of the " perpetual Edict,"
to which Hadrian gave the shape of an unalterable code. As
Rome passed from the humble position of a town in. Italy to
that of mistress of the world, the importance of the second
constituent, "the law of nations," increased. I t attained
greater dignity-the
dignity of priority and universalitythrough the spread of the Stoic philosophy, which at the end
of the second century B.G. began to influence Rome. The
Stoic law of nature was identified with the jus gentiz~n~. As

'

First-year studeuts were called Dupondii, and studied the Iustitntes and
first four books of Digest. Second-year
students were Edictales ; third - year
students Papinianistae, fourth - year
students Adrai, and fifth-year students
IIpohbrai. See the constitution Omneqn
VOL. I

(16th December 533), in wliich the new
course of law for the universities of
Constantinople and Berytus is defined.
The name for professors was antecessores.
Hesychius' notice of Tribonian is
curious ; he remarks that he was "EhAvv
~ a &Oeos.
l

2

B
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the Roman spirit became cosmopolita:l, Roman law tended to
become cosmopolitan too ; and in the third century A.D. the
Edict of Caracalla, which made all free subjects of the Empire
Roman citizens, and consequently renaered the civil law universally applicable, tended not only to widen the range of the
old civil law and its peculiar distinctions, but to modify it.
For example's sake, cives, peregrini, and Lntini ceased to be a
serious distinction. But when the Empire was divided, and a
separate seat of rule existed at Constantinople, it was natural
that in the eastern provinces, the natural and universal law,
the jus gentizlsz, should almost completely set aside the old
civil law of the Romans. Such forms as rnancipatio and i n j+cre
cessio were superseded. But the Twelve Tables continued to
enjoy a formal authority until Justinian finally abolished it ;
and this among other things indicates that his reign marks the
furthest limit of the old Roman world, and therefore would be
a most suitable point from which to date the so-called Byzantine
period. Again, anlong the distinctions of Roman law, one of the
most venerable and fundamental was that of rcs mn~zcipi and
res nee mancipi ; this also Justinian set aside.
As well as by the centralisation of the Roman Empire in
lands not Roman, the law was influenced by the spirit of the new
religion. Offfencesbefore considered only moral came to be considered legal also ; and on the other hand the harshness of the
cold jura Ilornnna was modified by considerations of humanity
and equity. Christian influences might easily be, and often are,
exaggerated. The disuse of the slave system is often attributed
to it ; but while we cannot deny that Christianity tended to
disconrage slavery, and to lessen the evils of slavery by humanising the relations with masters, it is certain that the economical conditions which changed the slave system into the
colonate and serf system were the chief cause. Beliefs and
sentiments generally adapt themselves to facts, and facts are
in turn nlodified by beliefs. I t would be a mistake to say
that the religious sentiment adapted itself to circumstances ; it
would be equally a mistake to say that the circumstances adapted
themselves to the sentiment. The course of things is generally
a simultaneous and reciprocal process of adaptation of fact to
sentiment and sentiment to fact.
We can perceive that between the age of Gaius and the
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age of Justinian the feeling that man is naturally free has
become stronger, and this feeling was in the spirit of Christianity. Florelltinus said that liberty was a natural faculty,
whereas servitude was a constitution contrary to nature ; and
this view is adopted by Justinian in his 1nstitutes.l The ways
in which a slave might be manumitted were increased in
number by the Emperor '; and he speaks of himself as the
protector of l i b e r t ~ . ~
It is interesting to observe the criticism which has been
made on the legal work of Justinian by one of the greatest
German writers on Roman law, Rudolf von Jhering, in his
Geist dcs riin~ischenRe~hts.~Until Jnstinian's time, he says,
Ronlan legislation cannot be reproached with invading the
dominion of theoretical science ; but Justinian's work is altogether conditioned by the principle of blending theory with
practical legislation. The Digest and the Institutions are intended to be at once compendia and lawbooks. The disastrous
result of such a proceeding is that science is influenced by
authority; Justinian's authority tended to cow the theorist.
" The enample of the schoolmaster on the throne, or the legislator on the cathedra, which Justinian set, has been only too
readily imitated in modern legislation. Seience should leave to
Caesar tlie things that are the Caesar's, but he should leave
to science the things that are hers."

'

See Ulpian, quoted by Gneist on and slaves, and between freemen and
1118t.i. v. (11. 11).
the servae of others.
fitst. i.';. 2.'
See Theil ii., Abtheilnng, 2, p.
'\Pro libertate quam ct fovere et 372. As an example of what he calls
t u e r ~Komanis legibus et praecipue nos- legal conslrzcction~ Jherii~g mentions
tro numini peculiare est." Slavery, a law of Zeno, in wliich he puts forhowever, was still recognised by tlie ward the dependent character of emlaws, and puilishrnents were inflicted phyteuticaric contract. See Cod. Just.
ill the case of ~ulionsbetween freewomen iv. 66.
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THE Emperor Justin adopted the policy of conciliating minor
peoples who, dwelling on the borders of the Roman and Persian
realms, were ready to sell or change their friendship or alle,'olance.
Among others the Lazic prince Tzath, who had been the vassal
of Persia, visited Constantinople, and became the vassal of New
Rome. But Kobad was old, and he did not immediately declare war against the successor of Anastasius. On the contrary,
he made the strange proposal-which recalls Arcadius' relations
with Isdigerd-that Justin should adopt his son Chosroes. The
request mas refused, through the influence of the minister
Proclus, who pointed out that by Roman law the adopted son
would have a legal right to the father's inheritance, and that
Persia might claim the Roman Empire. This literal deduction
may strike us as amusingly far-fetched, but it is an instance
of the ancient habit of pushing things to their extreme logical
consequences. The refusal was resented by Kobad, but hostilities
did not begin in Justin's lifetime, as a conspiracy of the .
Mazdakites, which led to their massacre, and an Iberian war
occupied Kobad's attention.
When Justinian came to the throne he determined to found
a new fortress close to Nisibis, and gave Belisarius, commandant in Daras,l directions to that effect. As the building operatiorls were progressing, a Persian army, 3 0,O 0 0 strong, under
the command of Prince Xerxes, invaded Mesopotamia. The
Belisarius was appointed to this
post in the last year of Justin, as suceessor to Licelarius of Thrace, who
had shown his incompetence by an un-

successft~linvasion of the territory of
Nisibis. Procopius was at the same
time chosen by Belisarius as his secretary.
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Romans, under several commanders who had joined forces,
advanced against them, and were defeated in a disastrous
battle. Tapharas, the commander of the Saracen auxiliaries,
and Proclianus, duke of Phoenicia, were slain ; Sebastian, the
general of the Isaurian troops, Kutzis, the duke of Damascus,
and the' Count Basilius, were taken prisoners.'
Belisarius
escaped, and the beginnings of the new fortress were left in
the hands of t,he enemy. The victors had themselves experienced grievous losses, and soon retreated into their own
territory ; while Justinian, undismayed, sent garrisons and new
captains to the fortresses of Amida, Constantina, Edessa, Suron,
and Berrhoea. A new army was formed, consisting of Illyrians
and Thracians, Scythians and Isaurians, and entrusted to Pompeius, perhaps the nephew of Anastasius. But nothing more
occurred in the year 528, which closed with a severe winter.
The hostilities of 52 9 began in March with a plundering
expedition of Persian and Saracen forces combined, under the
guidance of the Saracen king Alamundar, who penetrated into
Syria, almost to the walls of Antioch, and retreated so swiftly
that the Romans could not reach him and force him to disgorge his booty. The only thing that was left for them to do
was to make reprisals, and in the following month a corps of
Phrygians plundered in the territories of the Persians and their
Saracen a l l i e ~ . ~Belisarius was appointed at this time master
of soldiers in the East (instead of Hypatius), but the rest of
the year was drawn out in ineffectual negotiations.
The following year (530) was a year of glory for the
Roman name, and for the general Belisarius, who, at the early
age of twenty-five, won his first laurels by a victory at Daras.
There was much talk of peace, but the great king did not
really desire it, and the ambassador Rufinus waited in vain at
Hierapolis. Belisarius, with the ,help of Hermogenes,4 who

'

For these events we must combine
the slight account of Procopius with
the more detailed narrative of bfalalas.
Procopius exhibits a tendency throughout to colour events or curtail them, so
as to reflect favourably on Belisarixs.
Malalas renders their dues to other
commanders. The accounts of the two
historinns are carefully compared by
G. Sotiriadis in his important critical
essay on Joha?znes von Antiochin (1887),
Pp. 1 1 4 sq.

The hostilities of 529 are altogether omitted by Procopins.
8 t a p ~ o 'PwpaLwv
s
(Malalas), m p a r 7 y? r q s 8w (Procopius).
Gibbon was
nlisled by Procopius' conventioilal
term for mag. ntil. per or. into supposing that Justinian introduced a
ilelv title, "general of the East."
Hermogeiles had held the post of a
nzagi.rter, and was one of the supporters
of Vitalian in his revolt.
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acted as a sort of informal coadjutor, collected at Daras an
army of 2 5,O 0 0 mixed and undisciplined troops, largely consisting of Huns and Heruls; while Perozes, who had been
appointed the nzivan, or sole comnlander of the Persian army,
arrived at Nisibis in June l at the head of 40,O 0 0 soldiers,
confident of victory. They advanced within twenty stadia of
Daras, and the mirran sent to Eelisarius a message redolent of
oriental insolence-that, as he intended to bathe in the city
on the morrow, a bath should be prepared for his pleasure.
The Romans did not intend to submit to the indignity or
tediousness of a siege ; they made preparations for battle, just
outside the walls of the town. The Persians arrived punctually
as their general signified, and stood for a whole day in line of
battle without venturing to attack the Romans, who were
drawn up in carefully arranged positions. I n the evening
they retired to their camp: but returned next morning,
resolved not to let another day pass without a decisive action,
and found their enemy occupying the same positions as on the
preceding day. For the apprehension of the details of the
battle, the dispositions which the inventive genius of Eelisarius
had adopted illust be explained.
About a stone's throw from the gate of Daras that looks
toward Nisibis a deep trench was dug, interrupted by frequent
ways for crossing. This trench, however, was not in a continuous right line; in fact, we may say that it consisted of
five separate trenches. At either end of the central trench,
which was parallel to the opposite wall of the city, a trench
ran outwards almost at right angles; and where each of
these perpendicular trenches or "horns " terminated, two other
trenches were dug in opposite directions at right angles, and
consequently almost parallel to the first trench."etween
the central trench and the town Belisarius and Hermogenes
were posted with the main hody of their troops. On the left,
behind the main ditch and near the left "horn," a regiment of
cavalry under Buzes, and 300 Heruls under their leader
Pharas, were stationed close to a rising ground, which the
Theophanes supplies the date.
During the afternoon the armies
were diverted by two single combats,
in which a Byzantine professor of
gymnastics, who had accompanied the

army unofficially, slew two Persian
uhampions.
3 Such, i t appears to me, is the
evident meaning of the description of
Procopius, and thus I believe i t
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Heruls occupied in the morning, at the suggestion of Pharas
and with the approval of Belisarius. Outside the angle made
by the outermost ditch and the horn were placed 600 Hunnic
cavalry, under the Huns Sunicas and Aigan. The disposition
on the right wing was exactly symmetrical. Troops under
John (the son of Nicetas), Cyril, and Marcellus occupied the
position corresponding to that occupied by Euzes on the left,
while other squadrons of Hunnic cavalry, led by Simas and
Askan, were posted on the extreme right.
Half of the Persian forces stood in a long line opposite to
the Roman dispositions, the other half was kept in reserve at
some distance in the rear, to replace the soldiers in front hen
they felt weary. Two generals, subordinate to the mirran, commanded the Persians, Baresmanas on the left wing and Pityazes
on the right. The corps of Immortals, the flower of the army,
was reserved for a supreme occasion. The details of the battle
have been described so lucidly by a competent eye-witness
that I cannot do better than reproduce the account of the
secretary of Belisarius in a loose translation :As soon as noon was past t h e
" Neither began the battle till mid-day.
barbarians began t h e action. They had reserved the engagement for this
hour of the day because they were themselves i n the habit of eating only
i n t h e evening, while t h e Romans ate a t noontide, so that they connted
interpreted by Gibbon. I cannot agree with the construction put upon Procopius
by Mr. Hodgkin, who has given a far fuller account of the battle than Gibbon,
and iliustrated it by a diagram ; his explanation hardly does justice to 6pOai ~ ~ p a i a c .
Persians.
Pityazes.

Baresmanas.
Huns under
Si~nasnn(l Askan.

Huns under
Sunicas and Aigan.
Heruls.
I

,

I

1I

Buzes.

--

John, Marcellus: etc.
Belisarius and Hermogenes, with main body
of Roman army.
Wall of Daras.

--
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on their offering a less vigorous resistance if they were attacked fasting.
At first each side discharged volleys of arrows and the air was obscured
with them ; the barbarians shot more darts, but a g:eat number of soldiers
fell on both sides. Fresh relays of the barbarians were always coming up
to the front, unperceived by their adverbaries ; yet the Romans had by no
means the worst of it. For a wind blew i n the faces of the Persians and
hindered to a considerable degree their missiles from operating with effect.
When both sides had expended all their arrows, they used their spears,
hand to himd. The left wing of the Roillans was pressed most hardly.
For the Cadisenes, who fought on the Persian right with Pityazes, had
advanced suclclenly in large numbers, and having routecl their opponents,
pressed on t h e ~ nvaliantly as they fled, and slew many. When Sunicas
and Aigan with their Huns saw this they rushed on the Cadisenes at full
gallop. Ent Pharas and his Heruls, who were posted on the hill, were
before them (the Huns) in falling on the rear of the enemy and performing
marvellous exploits against the Cadisenes and the other troops. But when
the Cadisenes saw the cavalry of Sunicas also conling against them from
tEe side, they tnrned and fled. When the ront was conspicuous the
Romans joined together and inflicted a great slaughter on the enemy.
'LThe nlirran [n~eanwhile]secretly sent the In~mortalswith other regimexlts to the left wing. When Belisarius and Hermogenes saw them, they
comnlanded Sunicas, Aigan, ancl their Huns, to go to the angle on the right
where Simas and Askan were stationed, and placed behind them nlany of
the troops that were uncler Belisarius' special command. Then the left wing
of the Persians, led by Baresmanas, aloilg with the Immortals, attacked the
Roman right wing at full speecl. And the Romans, unable to withstand
the onset, fled. Then those who were stationed in the angle (the Huns,
etc.) attacked the pursuers with great ardour. And coming athwart the
side of the Persians they cleft their line in two unequal portions, the
larger number on the right and a few on the left. Anlong the latter was
the standard-bearer of Baresmanas, whom Snnicas killed with his lance.
The forenlost of the Persian pursuers, apprehending their danger, turned
from their pursuit of the fugitives to oppose the attackers. But this
movement placed them between enemies on both sides, for the f ~ ~ g i t i v e
party perceived what was occurring and rallied. Then the other Persians
and the corps of the Immortals, seeing their standard lo~veredand on the
ground, rashecl with Baresinanas against the Romans in that quarter. The
Romans met them, and Sunicas slew Baresmanas, hurling hiin to earth
from his horse. Hence the barbarians fell into great panic, ancl forgot
their valonr, and fled in utter disorder. And the Romans closed them in
and slew about five thousand. And thus both armies were entirely set i n
motion ; that of the Persians for retreat and that of the Romans for pursuit. All the infantry of the defeated army threw away their shielrls, and
were caught and slain pell-mell. Yet the Romans pu~snedonly for a
short distance, for Belisarius and Hermogenes would not permit them to
go further, lest the Persians, compelled by necessity, should turn and rout
them if they followed rashly ; and they deemed it sufficient to keep the
victory untarnished, this being the first defeat experienced by the Persians
for a long time past."
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About the same time the Roman arms were also successful
in Persarmenia, where a victory was gained over an army of
Persarinenians and Huns, which, if it had not been overshadowed by the success of Daras, would have probably been
made more of by Byzantine hist0rians.l
After the conspicuous defeat which his army had experienced, Kobad was not disinclined to negotiate a peace,
and embassies passed between the Persian and Roman courts2;
but at the last moment the persuasions and promises of fifty
thousand Samaritans induced him to break off the negotiations
on a trifling pretext. The Samaritans had revolted in 529,
and the fifty thousand, who had escaped the massacre which
attended the suppression of the rebellion, actuated by the
desire of revenge, engaged to betray Jerusalem and Palestine
to the foe of the Empire. Accordingly, in the year 5 3 1 hostilities were resumed, and at the suggestion of the Saracen
thousand Persian cavalry under Azareth,
Alamundar "fteen
instead of invading Mesopotamia, crossed the Euphrates at
Circesium, with a view to invading Syria. They proceeded
along the banks of the river in a north-westerly direction to
Callinicurn, and, pitching their camp near Gabbulon, harried
the surrounding districts.
Meanwhile Eelisarius arrived from Daras with eight
thousand men and took up his position at Chalcis, but did not
attempt to hinder the devastations of the enemy. One of his
captains, the Hun Sunicas, ventured to evacle the general's
orders, and attacking a party of Persians, not only defeated them,
but learned from the prisoners whom he took the Persian plan of
campaign, and the intention of the foe to strike a blow at Antioch
itself. Yet the success of Sunicas did not in the eyes of Belisarius atone for his disobedience, and Hermogenes, who arrived
at this moment on the scene of ,action from Constantinople,
At this tiine Dorotheus, a brave
and jrtdicious man, was acting general
in Armenia. The nominal comnland
of the Armenian army was invested in
Sittas, the qnagzster milittbn~of Armenia,
a new office created by Justinian ; sce
Theol)llanes, Chro?~.6020 A.M., ~ p o e pbhero 81 6 P a u ~ X ~ busr p a ~ q h d r ~'Apv
~ e v i a sT{Lrav
; he adds that hefore

...

this Armenia had counts and dukes.
Cf. Jlalalas. Tr. 429, cd. Bonn. urparq-

Xdrqs is the technical Greek term for
mag. ?nil.

See Malalas, p. 454, ed. Bonn. Sotiriadis (OJJ. cit. p. 119) points out the
difficnlties in the test and gives
- a probable solution.
"he
plot of the Samaritans had
heen discovered and forestalled,so that
it was not the prospect of their coopel.ation that determined the invasion
of Syria.
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arranged with difficulty the quarrel between the general and
the captain. At length Belisarius ordered an advance against
the enemy, who had meanwhile taken the fortress of Gabbulon
and other places in the neighbourhood. Laden with booty,
the Persians retreated and reached the point of the right
Euphrates bank opposite to the city of Callinicum, where
they were overtaken by the Romans. A battle was unavoidable, and on the 19th of April the armies engaged.
What really took place on this unfortunate day was a matter
of doubt even for contemporaries; some cast the blame on
Belisarius, others accused the subordinate con~nlanders of
c0wardice.l
At Callinicnm the course of the Euphrates is from west to
east. The battle took place on the bank of the river, and as
the Persians were stationed to the east of the IZomans, their
right wing and the Roman left were on the river. Belisarins
and his cavalry occupied the centre; on the left were the
infantry and the Huunic cavalry under Sunicas and Simas ;
on the right were Phrygians and Isaurians and the Saracen
auxiliaries under their king Arethas.' The Persians began the
action by a feigned retreat, which had the effect of drawing
from their position the Hunnic cavalry on the left wing; they
then attacked the Roman infantry, left unprotected, and tried
to ride them down and press them into the river. But they
were not as successful as they hoped, and on this side the battle
was drawn. On the right Roman wing the fall of Apskal, the
captain of the Phrygian troops, was followed by the flight of
his soldiers ; a panic ensued, and the Saracens acted like the
Phrygians; then the Isaurians made for the river and swan1
over to an opposite island. How Belisarius acted, and what
the Hun leaders Sunicas and Simas were doing in the meantime, we cannot determine. I t was said, on the one hand, that
Compare the conflicting accounts of
Procopius, the secretary and partisan
of Belisarius, and J. Malalas. W e
have no means of determining the
source of the latter, but i n many cases
he furnishes a nnmber of details omitted by the former, and his narrative has
a more genuine ring.
I cannot agree with the plan of
the battle implied i n Sotiriadis' interpretation of Malalas (p. ID), which

would place the Persians west of the
Romans. I adopt the reverse position,
and thus bring the statements of Malalas into accordance with those of Procopius. I n the mere fact of the position of troops there is no reason why
the two accounts should differ. ACcording to Sotiriadis, "the northern
part " ( ~ ~bP K T ~ OpYd p o s ) of the Roman
army was the right wing ; according to
my explanation, it was the left.
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Belisarius dismounted from his horse, rallied his soldiers, and
made for a long time a brave stand against the charges of the
Persian cavalry. On the other hand, this valiant behaviour
was attributed to Sunicas and Simas, and the general himself
was accused of fleeing with the cowards and crossing to Callinicun~. There is no sure evidence to make it probable that
the defeat was due to Belisarius ; it was hardly possible for
him to cope against vastly greater numbers in a field where
he had no natural or artificial defences to support the bravery
of his soldiers or his own skill; and perhaps an over-confident spirit in his army prevailed on him to risk a battle
against his better judgment.
But the rights and wrongs
of the case are enveloped in obscurity, because the facts
are known to us from writers whom we cannot acquit of
the opposite tendencies to exonerate and inculpate Belisarius;
yet it must be confessed that the adverse witness seems the
more credible and is generally the more trustworthy of
the two.
The Persians retreated, and the remnant of the Roman army
was conveyed across the river to Callinicum. Hermogenes
sent the news of the defeat to Justinian without delay, and the
Enlperor despatched Constantiolus to investigate the details of
the battle and discover on whom the blame, if any, rested.
The conclusions at which Constantiolus arrived resulted in the
recall of Belisarius and the appointment of Mundus to the
command of the eastern a r m i e ~ . ~During the interval of delay,
Sittas, the general who was commanding in Armenia, provisionally commanded in Mesopotamia.
The arms of Mundus were attended with success. Two
attempts of the Persians to take Martyropolis were thwarted,
and they experienced a considerable defeat. But the death of
the old king Kobad and the accession of his son Chosroes
It may be suspected that Hermogeues presented the behaviour of Belisarius in a suspicious light.
e"'
cannot, I think, infer from the
recall of Belisarius that the result of
Constantiolus' investigation was adverse to him ; o~ the contrary, if it had
been adverse to him, the historian who
fhrnishcd Malalas with his narrative,
and who was evidently antawonistic to
Belisarias, would have certa?niy stated

the fact in distinct terms. I conjecture
that the reason of Belisarius' recall
was the circumstance that a bad feeling
prevailed between him and the subordinate commanders ; and Justinian
saw that this feeling was a sure obstacle
to success. The investigation of Constantiolusmust necessarily have brought
out these jealousies and quarrels in the
clearest light.
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(September 5 3 1) led to the conclusion of " the endless peace,"
which was finally ratified in spring 532. The provisions were
that New Ronie should pay 11 , O 0 0 lbs. of gold for the defence
of the Caucasian passes; that the Rornan headquarters were no
longer to be at Daras but at Constantina, and that certain places
were to be restored.

CHAPTER V
THE RECONQUEST OF AFRICA AND ITALY

ideal, we are told by a contemporary, was to restore the grandeur of the old Roman Empire, and accordingly
he formed the project of reconquering the western lands,
Africa and Italy, which had passed into the hands of German
Icings ; a reconquest of Gaul can hardly have been thought of.
The kingdom of Africa and the kingdom of Italy did not bear
by any means the same relation to the Empire. The former
was openly hostile, and connected by no tie, while the latter
was nominally dependent. Before we give a brief account of
the campaigns in which the Emperor's generals recovered
Africa and made Italy really as well as nominally part of the
Empire, we must take a glance at the condition of the Ostrogothic kingdom.
The whole policy of Theodoric was marked by a peculiar
deference to things Roman; he combined the independence
of a German king with a love of Roman civilisation, and
we can see this twofold spirit reflected in the letters
written by his secretary Cassiodorus. He said in so many
words to Anastasius that his 'kingdom was an imitation of
tile Roman polity: and his treatment of the Italians was a
strong contrast to the conduct of the Vandals in Africa ; it was
a contrast even to that of the Visigoths in Spain. The
Vandals took possession of all the land, the Visigoths seized
two-thirds, the Ostrogoths reserved only one-third. Theodoric
published an Edict (like the Breviarium of Alaric 11),which
JUSTINIAX'S

hkgnunz nostrum imitatio vcstri (Castliodorns, 1-ar. i. 1).
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was o determine the legal affairs of Roman su,jects.l
His
attit -Ldeto the Church was in the highest degree conciliatory.
He did not, like Odovacar, attempt to interfere in ecclesiastical
matters, but left to the Church the things of the Church.
The scliisrn that existed dnring the greater part of his reign
between the bishops of Rome and the patriarchs of Constantinople rendered this policy successful; the Arian Theodoric's abstention from interference contrasted with the ecclesiastical dictation of the Emperors, and the western Church
was well contented with Ostrogothic rule. Here again Italy
differed fro111 Africa, where conflicts raged between the
Catholics and their Arian conquerors. Theodoric's league with
the Church favonred both those tendencies, which we pointed
out as characterising his policy; it brought him into friendly
relation with the most enlightened and "civil" portions of
liis community, and it promoted the security and independence
of his German kingdom. During liis reign Italy enjoyed peace.
He executed works for the material good of the country, repaired the Via Appia, drained the Pontine Marshes, and restored
the malls of Rome.
His position really assumed a European importance. He
not only conceived the idea of a Romano-German civilisation
in an independent Italy, but he conceived the idea of a system
of German states in the West."e
was connected by marriage with the royal houses of the Vandals, the Visigoths, the
Burgundians, the Thuringians, and the Franks ; he watched
diligently the course of their mutual relations, and made it his
object to preserve a balance of power. His judgment carried
great weight at all the Teutonic courts, and he used to intervene to prevent the encroachments of the aggressive Franks.
" He was an excellent observer of justice," says Procopius, " an<
asserted the authority of the laws. He secured his pro~inces
For this edict, see Mr. Hodgkin's
Italy am! her Invaders, 111. 342.
Dahn's researches show that i t is
based on the Codex Theodosial~usand
the Sententiae of Paulus. No historical
connection can be proved between the
Breviarium of Alaric and the Edict of
Theodoric.
"his
has been often noticed. See
Ranke, Weltqeschichte, iv. i. 443-445,
and cf. Hodgkin, iii. 365.
He was brother-in-law of Thra-

samund, king of the Vandals (who
married his sister Amalafrida). He
married Augofleda, the daughter of
Chlodwig, king of the Franks. Alaric,
king of the Visigotlls, and Sigismund,
who became king of the Burguildians
(524), were his sons-in-law.
Hermanfrid, king of the Thuringians,
married his niece Amalaberga. His
own daughter by Augofleda, the queell
Amalasuntha, was the wife of Eutharic,
an Ostrogoth.
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fimni the attaclis of neighbouring barbarians, and achieved the
culmination not only of prudence, but of bravery. He inflicted
no injury on his subjects himself, and allowed no other to do so
with impunity. I n name Theodoric was a tyrant, in reality a
true Emperor, second to none who shone in that position
since the beginning of the Empire. Italians and Goths alike
had the greatest affection for him."
Bnt everything depended on the personal ascendency of
Theodoric, not only peace with foreign powers, but harmonious
unity within the limits of Italy. The Roman and Gothic
spirits were, as we have seen, united in the king hirnself, and
his study was to impress this unity on his kingdom, to blend
Gothic vigonr with Roman culture, combining, in Platonic
phrase, the gymnastical and musical elements which the two
nations represented. But this process of amalgamation would
have required a longer time than Theodoric could expect to live,
and while it was yet in its initial stage an external force was
necessary to prevent the yet unharmonised elements from
violently conflicting. The will of Theodoric was such a force.
But after his death, in 526, there was no adequate successor.
His daughter Amalasuntha assumed the government as regent
for her son Athalaric, and we soon behold the discordant
elements flying asunder.
Amalasuntha, a woman of remarkable vigour and intelligence, was thoroughly Roman in her ideas and sympathies,
and she displayed these tendencies both in political administration and in the education of the young prince, whom
she caused to be carefully trained in mental ~ t u d i e s . ~On
the other hand, the Gothic nobles were exceedingly discontented ; they wished their future king to be a true Goth like
themselves, one who would not constrain them to act with
over-punctilious justice towards their Roman fellow-subjects,
and they despised the effeminate education chosen by his
mother for Athalaric. They regarded gymnastic and music
as inconsistent, freedom and civilisation as discordant, and
were able to appeal to the fact that Theodoric himself had
never been educated. Amalasuntha was obliged to yield

'

Procopius, i. 1.
Cassiodorus compares her education of Athalaric with Placidia's educa-

tion of Valentinian 111, unfavourably
t o Placidia.
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to their clamour, and Athalaric, glad to be freed from the restraints of school discipline, soon became devoted to the pleasures
of sensuality. The position of Amalasuntha was critical, and
altllough she steered her course throngh the perils that beset her
with great dexterity, she was soon obliged to beg the Emperol
Justinian to grant her a refuge at Constantinople, in case it
should become necessary for her safety to leave Italy (5 3 3 A.D.)
From the position of affairs in 527 A.D. it might have
seemed that no occasion would have been likely to arise for the
serious interference of the Emperor in the affairs of the West,
for Hilderic, a Catholic Christian and a friend of Justinian, with
the blood of the Theodosian faniily in his veins, sat on the
throne of Africa, and Anialasuntha governed Italy with marked
favour to her Roman subjects. But this was only the external
and momentary aspect of affairs. I n Africa the Arian Vandals
were not content with their king, and in Italy the barbarian
nobles were not content with their queen. The Catholics in
Africa, who had long suffered from the persecution of their
Arian conquerors, would have been ready to embrace with open
arms the protection of eastern Rome ; and in Italy the conclusion of the schism between the Churches of the East and the
West, which was brought about by the accession of the orthodox Justin, created a new element of danger to the Ostrogothic kingdom, as Theodoric soon became aware. This
schism had been a sort of security that the Roman Church and
the Italian subjects would not incline to desert their alle,'crlance
to Ostrogothic sovereigns and place themselves again under the
Roman Emperor. Justin subjected to persecutions the Arian
community in the East, which had strong Gothic proclivities, and
Theodoric sent Pope John to Constantinople on a mission of
threatening remonstrance. The embassy proved unsuccessful,
and the Pope, when he returned to Ravenna, was cast into prison.
There was another element in the situation which must not
be forgotten,-an element which is a more efficient cause in producing wars than any superficial dispute. The Empire was not
the same as it had been in the days of Zeno. Then it was
involved in financial difficulties, which were increased by the
ravages of the Ostrogoths ; but through the prudent policy of
the wise Anastasius it had recovered wealth, the sinews of
power in a large empire. It was now in a position to assert
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in the West those rights which it had been obliged to mail-e
in 476, and at the same time a sovereign acceded with the
courage and ability to make the attempt.
All things iiistinctively tended to bring about the restoration of the Eiilpire in the western Mediterranean. Justinian
was to do for the Gerinan nations what the Germall nations
had done for the Ronian Empire; he was to abolish those
who were least fitted to survive, the Vandals and Ostrogoths,
just as the Germans had reduced the extent of the En~pire
to those countries where it was best fitted to survive.
l v ~ ~ . I - - T h ecrisis whicli led to Justinian's first
VANDALIC
westwa,rd step occurred in 531 AD.,when the throne of the
nnwarlike Hilderic was usurped by the warrior Gelimer, and
Hilderic himself cast into prison. The Eiliperor addressed to
Gelimer a letter of remonstrance on this act, appealing to the
testanlent of Gaiseric, but Gelimer returned an insulting reply.
Jnstinian was at this time engaged in a war with Persia, but
peace was made before tlie end of the year, and the general
Belisarius was recalled from Mesopotamia for the purpose of
leading an expedition against the Vandals. The opposition of
ministers, who enlarged on the dangers of the design,--they
had not forgotten tire disastro~lsenterprise of Leo I.,-delayed
the undertaliing, and it was not until June 5 3 3 A.D.that a
fleet of five hundred ships set sail for Africa. The army consisted of 10,O 0 0 foot - soldiers and .5 0 0 0 horse - soldiers, of
whom nltlny were federate barbarians. Belisarius was accompanied by his wife Antonina; and Procopius, his secretary,
who kept a diary of his experiences, comn~einorates her foresight in storing a large number of jars of water, covered
with sand, in the hold of the general's ship, and tells how
this provision stood them in good stead in the long voyage
from Zacynthus to Catania.3
The source is the Bellu?r~Vm~clnli- Thrasnvzz~wZ,the husband of AmalaCzLVt, in Two Books, of Procopius. The frida. Thrnsamund had no children,
most recellt account is that of Mr. and the succession went to tlie fanlily
Hollglcin, Italy a d 7zer I?~vndem,vol. of Huneric, whose son Hildcric suciii.
ceedecl in 523. Geli?~zer,who usnr ed
Gniseric had three sons-Hnnpric,
the throne, was a aephelr. of ctuntiaGemo, and Theodoric Hunrric, who nlund and Thrasamund, being the
married the daughter of Valentinian son of a brother named Gelaris.
111, succeeded his father (477-484),
The progress of the fleet %-as inland was succeeded hy his i~ephelrGZUL- peded by a disagreeable delay a t
thane?~7acl,the son of Gellzo. Guntha- Methone. John of Cappadocia, for the
mund was succeeded (496) hy his brother sake of economy, by ~vllichhe doubtless
0
VOL. 1
1
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The Vandalic war mas brief, and can be briefly related.
I t was decided by two battles, both of which were fought before
the end of the year. Amalasuntha assisted the expedition by
granting harbourage in Sicily to the fleet on its outward journey.
Tripolis revolted on the arrival of the Romans, and Gelirner
mas completely unprepared for the attack. The power of the
Vandals had waned since the days of Gaiseric, and they possessed no naval forces to annihilate the armament of Justinian,
as they had once destroyed the doubly great fleet of Leo.
Belisarius having landed at Caputvada, advanced slowly by
land to Carthage, without opposition, taking care to maintain
the strictest discipline in his army, while Gelimer, as soon as he
heard of the proximity of the enemy, hastened to put Hilderic
to death. The first battle was fought at ten miles from Carthage
(Ad Decimumj in September, and it might have proved a
defeat for the invaders but for the anliable imprudence of the
Vandal king. Ammatas, the brother of Gelinler, was slain,
and Gelimer's affectionate grief made him forget the duties of
a commander while he lamented and buried his brother. Belisarius took advantage of the delay, and the Vandals were put
to rout. Two days later he entered Carthage, and his prudent
discipline so strictly prohibited all pillage and violence that
the city presented the same appearance as on an ordinary day.
Another brother of Gelimer, named Tzazo, had been sent
some time previously to Sardinia, which had revolted from the
Vandals. Gelimer, who had retreated to Bulla Regia, west of
Carthage, now recalled him, and the letter of the king shows
the despondent mood into which he had fallen : "All the old
valour of the Vandals seems to have vanished, and all our old
luck therewith. . . . Our only hope is you. . . . I t will be
some consolation at least in our misfortunes to feel that we
endure them together." The brothers marched towards Carthage
together, and at Tricamaron, not far from the city, the decisive
battle was fought. Gelimer lost a second brother, and the
Vandals were utterly defeated. The king fled to the Nnmidian
highlands and found refuge in a cave among the filthy Moors,
where he remained with sorry cheer for a while: but soon
l~rofited himself, had supplied the
army with bread only once, ai:d that
ill-baked. Five hundred soldiers fell

victims to a disease caused by the indigestible dough.
The story of Gelimer's request for
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surrendered at discretion and adorned the triumph of Eelisarius
at Constantinople. When he beheld the splendour of the
imperial court he merely said, " Vanity of vanities, all is vanity,"
a remark which, as Ranke notices, had a sort of historical
significati~~~.
For along with Gelimer, Eelisarins brought to
Constantinople those vessels of gold of which Gaiseric had
robbed Rome, and of which Titus had despoiled Jerusalem.
They were part of the riches of the king to whom the worcls
Vanity of vanities " are traditionally attributed.
EVENTSIN AFRICAAFTER THE IMPERIAL
RESTORATION.-It
will be convenient to add here a short account of the troubles
which agitated Africa after the re-establishment of Ronlan rule."
The eunuch Solornon, who had been left as general by Belisarius to keep the Moors in check, was embarrassed not only by
these troublesonle invaders, whom he defeated in the battles of
Mammas and Burgam, but by the mutinous beliaviour of the
Roman soldiers, who, dissatisfied with their condition in the
1 OTVS
newly conquered provinces where they hacl married the w'd
and daughters of the Vandals, and intolerant of the burdells of
taxation which Justinian imposed upon them, conspired to
nlurder Solomon. The plot failed, but the mutiny continued,
and Solomon was obliged to flee to Sicily and seek the assistance of Belisarius, who had just completed the conquest of
that island (March 5 3 6).3
When Belisarius arrived at Carthage it was beleaguered
by the rebels, who were led by Stntzas, and nunlbered
90 0 0 in all, 1 0 0 0 of these being Vanclals. A few hunclred
Vandals seem to have escaped the sword and chains of the
Romans in the year of the conquest; and four hundred, who
were being shipped to Syria for military dnty there, succeeded in obtaining possession of a ship at Lesbos and returned
to Africa, where they found circumstances in a favourahle conthlce things, a lyre (to accompany a
un6yyov 6' r j s d?ro/~bpyvupr6aKpbwv
poem he had composed on his misT ~ ~
SX~ppdpar,
fortunes), a loaf (the Moorish fare
Bprov 6' CJs Bv ~ a r i 6 o i p i K&V pbvvv
was o!
intolerable), and a sponge
rodrov Btav.
(to wlpe away his tears), is well k n o ~ ~ n .
(Chiliads, 3, 85.)
Tzetzes describes i t in the following
"he
regulations for the administralinestion of Africa will be noticed in chapter
~1vl;pav. BcXiudpie, ur~iXbvpoi u7rb-ysiii. below.
yov, Bprov,
3 Procopius, the secretary of Beli~ i l vphv CJs rpayyG?juaip~
rb papuubpsarius, was in Africa a t tl:e time, m:d
QopO: /Lou,
sailed wit11 Solomon to Syracuse.
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dition for adventurers. The arrival of Belisarius struck terror
into the besiegers. They retired from the walls, and were
pursued by the Roman general, who overtook them beyond the
river Bagradas. A battle was fought irr which the rebels were
utterly defeated, and Belisarius, deeming his presence no longer
necessary, returned to Sicily. But the rebellion was not extinguished, and soon after his departure five Roman generals were
treacherously murdered by Stutzas. It was reserved for Germanus, the nephew of Justinian,to quell the revolt by the decisive
victory of Scalae Veteres. From this time until the death of
Soloinon in 5 43, the African provinces, delivered from the
presence of the Moors, who during the insurrection had taken up
their abode in the land, were tolerably prosperous. During the
prefecture of Sergius, who succeeded Solomon, the extinct rebellion came to life again under the old leader Stutzas, and
was supported by the Moors ; and this revival seems to have
been chiefly due to the incompetence of the prefect. Areobindus, the husband of Promota, Justinian's niece, and John,
the son of Sisinniolus, corrlmanded the imperial army, and the
rebels were routed at Sicca Venerea, Stutzas himself being slain
by John (545). I n the same year Areobindus succeeded
Sergius as prefect, and was slain by Gontharis, the Roman
duke of Numidia, who made himself tyrant of Africa. The
death of Areobindus was avenged by the Armenian Artabanes,
who was then appointed governor, but soon returned to
Constantinople, with the hope of marrying Promota, his preclecessor's widov~,as will be related in another place.

'

GOTHICW A R . ~ - I ~countenancing and assisting the overthrow of the Vandals, Amalasuntha was really smoothing the
way for the conquest of Sicily and Italy. Africa was the
natural basis of operations for an Italian war, and the
troubled course of events in Italy soon gave Justinian a good
opportunity of beginning it. Amalasuntha had a cousin TheoSolomon resumed the government
in 539. He seems t o have held the
office of praetorian prefect with military
powers. The original intention was to
keep the military and civil powers separate, but the disturbed state of the prefecture seems to have led to their union.
The Bellurn Goticum of Procopius
in Four Books is our source for both the

first and the second Italian wars of
Justinian. I have not given full details, which will be found i n the elaborate and picturesque history of Mr.
Hodgkin, vol. iv. The Imperial Eestoration; a less full relation will be
found in Gibbon. I have aimed a t
giving a succinct account of the chief
moments of the war.
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dahad, a man of liberal education but of avaricious character,
who owned large estates in Etruria and regarded his neighbonrs'
possession of land as a personal injury to himself. He hated
Queen Amalasuntha for keeping his greed within limits, and
she entertained no high opinion of him, but a circumstance
soon occurred which induced her to adopt the course of sharing with him the royal prerogative. This circumstance was
the death of her son Athalaric. Such a division of power,
which in the language of Cassiodorus was to be " a perfect
llarmony," meant conflict and could not endare ; in April 5 3 5
the queen was inlprisoned by her colleague in an island of
Lake Bolsena and soon afterwards murdered. As she was the
friend and ally of Justinian, the moment for decisive action
seemed to have come, and the Emperor's envoy Peter declared
against Theodahad a war without truce.
I n the summer of 5 3 5 A.D. an army of 75 0 0 men, under
the command of Belisarius, sole cons~dfor the year, to who111
the fullest powers were con~nlitted,set sail from Constantinople
for Sicily. Of this army three thousand, that is two-fifths, were
Isaurians. The towns in Sicily, to the great chagrin of the Goths,
joyfully opened their gates to the imperialists, with the exception
of Palermo, which was besieged and taken, so that by the end
of the year the island was entirely in the hands of t,he Romaioi
-the
Romans, or, as their enemies called them, the Greeks.
Theodahad was so iinpressed with these successes that lie
opened negotiations with Justinian, which were conducted by
the ambassador Peter, who was still at the court of Ravenna.
The king undertook to abdicate the crown if landed property,
producing a certain annual revenue, were secured to him, and
this offer, we need hardly say, Justinian gladly accepted. I n
these negotiations Theodahad adopted the part of a philosopher who deemed royalty of IittJe worth, and who desired to
avoid the loss of human life which a mar would involve, while
Justinian assumed the attitude of an emperor clainiing his
own. But the negotiations came to nothing, for while the
envoys were at Constantinople, the Eoinan general Mundus,
who had occupied Dalmatia and taken Salona, was defeated
and slain l in a disastrous battle with an invading army of
Maurice, Mundns' son,also perished,
Hence an old Sibylline oracle of terrify-

ing import mas supposed to have found
-.text
its fulfiln~ent. The scribe of
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Goths, who retook the city of the Jader. This success renewed
tlie confidence and changed the plans of Theodahad. When the
envoys arrived in Ravenna, the king, supported by his Gothic
nobles, drew back from his engagements, and the war began
in earnest (53 6 A.D.) As for Daln~atia,its position was soon
reversed again; Salona, the city of Diocletian, which had
passed from the Romans in the days of Odovacar, was recovered
by them, and the province became pernlanently part' of the
Empire.
Belisarius took Rhegiuni and marched on Naples. W1,en
that city refused to surrender, he might have been tempted to
leave i t for a time in order to advance to Rome, but an Isaurian
discovered an unguarded ingress through an aqueduct, which
rendered it possible to surprise the garrison by night. This
success was of the utnlost importance, and has even been considered by some historians to have decided the result of the
whole undertaking. Belisarius was now master of southern Italy.
Having placed a garrison in Naples, he proceeded without
delay to Rome, which he entered unopposed in December;
though the inhabitants mere too content with the Gothic rule,
under which they had suffered little or no religious persecution,
to give the newcomers a very enthusiastic welcome.
Theodaliad had shown no activity, he had made no attempt
to save Neapolis, so that the Goths were highly discontented
with him; and when Witigis, whom he had appointed general,
jained the army, the soldiers insisted that their leader should
He was
be also their king. Witigis was not unwilling.
proclaimed thizcdans, and his first act was to put Theodahad to
death. I n this election the principle of heredity, which the
incapacity of Theodahad seemed to discredit, was disregarded
by the soldiers, who declared that Theodoric's true I-'rlnsman
of Procopius transliterated some of the
Latin words of the oracle into Greek,
an<lexpressed the others in curiously
rontorted characters. If we reflect
that a Greek would take Latin B for E,
P for Ro, C for Z, the first words
AFRICA CAPTA (depruas apra) present
no difficulty. Of the strange characters the third suggests D, the fifth is
clearly S, the sixth probably C, the
ninth plainly N. Thc first is the
same 2s the eighth, and suggests a halfinverted M. The second, fourth, and

seventh are the same letter,
1%-c
may assume to be U ; the tenthJetter
suggests A. Thus we obtain MUDUS
CUM NA. The remaining Greek
letters (~{epraraor; but qutE Joan.
Opsopoeurn, Sib. or. rS;oepru~aur)seem
partially corrupt. T{ may represent
tis, and in the rest some part of pelire
may be contained. Africa ccipta ?,tunckus cum ?catisperibit (or perit stativa ?)
is identical ~vithProcopius' Creek explanation.
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was he who could inlitate his deeds; but Witigis took the
precaution of confirming his position by coercing Matasuntha,
the daughter of Amalasuntha, to marry him, thereby connecting himself with the royal family. The new king was an
elderly man, and would have made a good sergeant; but he
was destitute of originality, destitute of genius. As the historian of Italy and her Invaders has well remarked, his election
was due to the error of supposing "that respectability will
serve instead of genius."
At this time (the beginning of the war) the position of the
Goths was complicated by the attitude of the Franks, who
threatened to invade the northern provinces of the peninsula ;
and the presence of a part of the Gothic army was required to
defend Provincia. Witigis made up his mind to avert the
danger in the north first, and then devote all his resources to the
war with the Roman invaders. Leaving Leudaris with 40 00
soldiers to hold Rome, he marched with the main body of the
army to Ravenna. There he married Matasuntha, he sent to
Justinian an embassy treating for peace, and he arranged matters
with the Franks by ceding the Ostrogothic possessions in
southern Gaul (Provence and Dauphin&) and paying the sum
of £80,000. I t was evident that the new king was guilty of
a most imprudent surrender of opportunity by his expedition
to Ravenna. This movement involved the loss of Rome, and
we cannot perceive what compensatory advantage he gained
thereby. I t was not necessary for the army, or even for Witigis
himself, to be present at Ravenna, either for the settlement
with the Franks, or for the embassy to New Rome, or for his
marriage.2 As far as we can judge of the situation, the thing
that Witigis ought to have done was to make the defences of
Rome sure.
Belisarius entered the city OQ the Tiber by one gate (porta
Asinaria) on the 10th December, as the Goths of Leudaris went
out by another (porta Flaminia) ; Leudaris himself remained
and was taken prisoner. The evacuation by the Goths, without
opposition to the Roman occupation, was due to two causes :
the prestige which Belisarius had won by his former successes,
and the fact that the Pope Silverins had invited hiin to Rome.
%r.

Italy and her Invaders, iv. 79.
Hodgkin's remarks on this subject are fully justified.
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The second cause depended on the first, for it was not with
any warm enthusiasm tliat the " Ron~ans" (Romnni), who had
never suffered religious persecution from the Goths, welcomed
but rather from fear. I11 spite of their
the " Greeks " ('PopaZo~),
veneration for the Roman Emperor, they looked upon his snbjects rather as Greeks than as Romans, and the Goths were
careful to speak of them as " Greeks." The " Greeks," on the
other hand, called the Roinans of Italy " Italians."
Belisari~~s
garrisoned three towils to the north of Rome,
Narnia, Spoletium, and Perusia, and prepared Rome herself to
sustain a siege. I n this siege, which began in March 5 3 '1 and
lasted for a year and nine days, two circuinstances stood him
in good stead,-the
strength of the Aurelian wall and his
command of Sicily, the granary of Italy. The garrison
amounted to five thousand men; the army of Witigis
numbered fifteen thousand, and was divided in seven camps
arou;~il the city. The first act of the besiegers was to cut
off the city's supply of water by destroying all the aqueducts,
eleven (according to Procopius, fourteen) in number. This
was one of the greatest disasters that the Ostrogotllic wai
brought upon Rome, which from having been one of the best
supplied cities in the world, became one of the worst supplied,
until, in the sixteenth century, Sixtus V provided for the convenience and health of Roine by renewing the aqueducts.
When the aqueducts were cut, there was no water to turn
the corn mills which supplied the garrison with food. The
inventive brain of Belisarius devised a curious and effective
expedient. Close to a bridge (probably the Pons Aelins')
through whose arch the stream bore down with consiclerable
force, he stretched across the river tense ropes to which he
attached two boats, separated by a space of two feet. Two
n~illswere placed on each boat, and between the sl-'ffs was
suspended the water-wheel, which the current easily tnrned.
A line of such boats was formed and a series of water-mills in
the bed of the Tiber ground all the corn tliat was required.
The endeavours of the Goths to disconcert this ingenious
device and break the inachines by throming trees and corpses
1 C ~ Hodgltin,
L
iv. 182. Tlin account
of the n.atcr-lnillc n.ill ba ferii~relin l'rocopius, L'. G'. i. 19. As to tile line of

nlills, I cmlnot agree with 311..Hoclgl;i~~
(11. 153) that the language of l'roc oilins
is clefcicnt in cleanless.
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into the river were easily thwarted by Belisarius ; he stretched
across the stream chains of iron which formed an impassable
barrier to all dangerous obstacles that might harm his boats
or wheels.
I n their first assaults the Goths were defeated with great
loss,l and in April a reinforcement of 1 6 0 0 Slaves and Huns,
who arrived from Constantinople, encouraged the defenders to
organise a series of sallies. But after some successes they
experienced a signal defeat, and acted thenceforth chiefly on tlle
defensive. During the long blockade that followed, the Romans
suffered from famine, and both rarties from pestilence. The
siege was varied by a truce of thrne months, and the inexplicable negligence of the Goths enabled the garrison to introduce provisions into the city.
At length, in March 538, the Goths raised the siege, and
as they departed were pursued by the soldiers of Belisarius
and utterly defeated at the Milvian bridge. The cause of the
departure of the Goths was the capture of Rimini by John,
the nephew of Vitalian, who had arrived four months before
with troops from Byzantium, and had succeeded in entering
Rome. During the truce Belisarius despatched him to Alba
in the Apennines, whence, if the truce were broken, he was
ordered to ravage the land and assault the cities of Picennm.
The Goths violated the truce by forming two unsuccessful
schemes to capture the city. The light of their torches as
they attempted to penetrate the Aqua Virgo was observed by
a watchful sentinel, and a Roman whom they hired to drug
the sentries at the Flaminian Gate with a sleeping potion revealed the treachery to Belisarius. The operations of John in
Picenum were a reply to this Gothic perfidy. It is interesting
to note that, when he took Rimini, Matasuntha, the wife of
Witigis, opened treasonable communications with him. Her
sympathies, like her mother's, were more with the Romans
than with the Goths ; they were least of all with her husband,
who, although he had slain Theodahad, represented his policy.
The siege and relief of Ariminum (Rin~ini)may be con-

'

Mounted archers (imror0~6rar)were
a feature of Belisarius' army, and the
general himself ascribed to them the

superiority of the Romans t o the Goths
(Proc. B. G,i. 27).
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sidered the third scene of the war, the sieges of Naples and
Rome being the first and second. Belisarius sent two officers
to John bearing the mandate that he was to withdraw with his
band of two thousand Isaurians from Ariminum, and leave in it
a nominal garrison taken from Ancona. John refused to obey,
and Witigis soon afterwards appeared before the walls.
At this juncture a new element, of which Jobn's insubordinate refusal had been a sign, was introduced into the
sitnation. Fresh troops arrived from Constantinople under the
command of Narses the eunuch, a person of great ability and
large influence at the Byzantine court. His instructions were
to obey Belisarius in all things, so far as seemed consistent
with the public weal. The exception, though it might read as a
inere formality, was practically as comprehensive as an exception could be, and was an undisguised expression of doubt or
illistrust in Belisarius' conduct of the war. The meaning of
Narses' appointment was that the Emperor desired to have in
Italy a check on Belisarius ; the accrediting formula of Narses'
papers was an ingenious but patent way of putting i t ; the
eunuch was really independent.
The affair of Ariminum offered to Narses an occasion to
assert himself. Owing to want of provisions, John must soon
surrender to the besiegers, and the question for Belisarius was
whether he should relieve the place or not. A11 immediate
illarch to Ariminum, while Auximunl (Osimo) was still in the
hands of the Goths, was a hazardous enterprise, and John's
insubordination was not calculated to hasten the steps of
the general. Belisarius and Narses met at Firmum, where
Narses convinced the council of officers that circumstances
demanded the relief of Ariminum, his chief argument being
that the reduction of that important town would have a vast
effect on the temper of the Goths, who were now thoroughly
dispirited.
Belisarius, by adroit movements, succeeded in dispersing
the Gothic beleaguerers and saving the city ; but the affair had
One of Mr. Hodgkin's most intereiting chapters describes the ride of
Ildiger and Martin from Rome to
Rimini along the Flaminian way (vo;.
iv. cap. 10). At this junctu~c the
Goths held the following places between
Ravenna and Rome: Cesena, Monte-

Feltro, Urbino, Chinsi, Todi, Orvieto
(Urbs Vetus); while the Romans held
Rimini, Pesalo, Fano, Sinigagl~a,Ancona, N u c e ~ ~ aBoligno
,
(Fulgln~um),
Spoleto, Narnia, Flrmo. Todi arid
Chiusi surrendered to Belisarius 111
538.
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a prejudicial effect on the imperialists themselves. John said
pointedly to Belisarius that he thanked Narses for the deliverance-an
expression of the discord that divided the camp.
The result of this discord was the loss of Milan and the
massacre of its inhabitants by the Goths. At the request of
Datius, bishop of Mediolanum, who visited Rome during the
last month of the siege, Belisarius had sent Mundilas to
Liguria, and that officer had occupied Mediolanum and other
cities with small garrisons. The Goths and a large body of
Burgundians, sent by Theudibert, king of the Franks of
Anstrasia, invested Milan. Eelisarius orclerecl John to relieve
it, but John refused to move without the order of Narses, acd
Narses gave the order too late. Milan and Liguria were lost
to the Goths in the early months of 53 9 A.D.
Justinian was wise enough to see the disadvantages that
were involved in the independent and antagonistic position of
Narses, and to apprehend that the conquest of Italy depended
on his placing implicit confidence in Belisarius. He remedied
the mistake that he had committed, and recalled Narses ; we
may say that this step decided the result of the undertaking.
The latter part of the year 5 3 9 was marked by the sieges of
Faesulae (Fiesol&) and Auximum, and by the sanguinary invasion of the Franks, who were supposed to be at peace with
both parties, but now, under ICing Theudibert, inflicted terrible
slaughter on the Goths, and put the Romans to rout. A
disease broke out in their army, and this, joined with the
menaces and remonstrances of Belisarius, induced them to
retire. Italy had long presented the appearance of a wilderness, waste and uncultivated in consequence of the war, and
famine was decimating the Goths. Witigis began to look
for foreign assistance. H e not only entered into comniunication with Wacis, king of the Lombards, but sent two Ligurians
to Chosroes Nushirvan to induce him to vex the eastern
frontier of the Empire ; for the Goths saw that the effectiveness
of Justinian's operations in the West was conditioi1ecl by the
nlaintenance of peaceful relations in the East, as arranged by
the treaty of 532. This attempt to negotiate with Persia, and
the menace of hostility in that quarter, had the effect of disposing Jnstinian to conclude the war in Italy as speedily as
possible.
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The surrender of Faesulae and Auximum at the close of
5 3 9 prepared the way for the fall of Ravenna, which Belisarius immediately invested. At this juncture the situation
at Ravenna was complicated, though not really determined,
by various other interests in distant places. The first problem
was whether Italy shonld be divided between Franks and Goths
or between Goths and Romans. An embassy of the Franks
waited on Witigis, making the for~nerproposal ; but this was
counteracted by an embassy from Belisarius, to whose offer
Witigis inclined.
I n the second place, the attitude of
Chosroes, who was preparing to invade Syria, and the dangers
of thc Haemus peninsula, which was threatened by Hunni'c
inroads, affected the disposition of the Emperor, who proposed
to Witigis the very moderate terms that he should reign as
king in trans-Padam Italy, that the rest of the peninsula
should be Roman, and that the royal treasure of the Goths
should be equally divided. But Belisarius was dissatisfied
with these terms, which seemed disproportionate to his success.
A remarkable proposal of the Goths themselves made it possible for him to set them aside and convert the entire land of
This proposal was that
Italy into an imperial prefecture.
Belisarius shonld himself assume the dignity of Emperor, and
govern both the Goths and Romans. He did not reject the
proposal, and the Goths surrendered on that understanding
(spring 540). But the general's acquiescence was only a ruse
to obtain unconditional mastery of the Iring and the capital of
the Goths, and the idea of a revival of a separate dynasty in
western Europe was not carried out. Witigis, the second king
who had been vanquished by Belisarius, was conducted in
triumph to Constantinople, and the treasures of the Ostrogothic
palace were laid at the feet of Justinian.
We have seen that the attitude of the Franks was an element in Italian politics, and it seems desirable to say something in this place of the relations of the Franks and their
Merovingian kings to the Empire. Though Gaul was really
independent of the Empire in all respects, there were still
theoretical ties which bound her to New Rome, and these
theoretical ties influenced to some extent practical politics.
Chlodwig, as we saw, was created honorary consul, and pr--
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ably Patrician ; he thus held a place in the hierarchy of the
Empire, and one might almost look on him as the Catholic
champion of Anastasius in the West against Arian Theodoric.2
The Merovingian sovereigns placed the word Vir inluster after
their names,3 thus acknowledging that they belonged to the
Roman system. Theudibert, the grandson of Chlodwig, was
adopted by Justinian, and addresses him as father in two
extant letters: just as Childebert in later days was the son of
Maurice. I n a contemporary Life of a certain Saint Trevirius
we read of Gaul as " under the legal sway of the Empire "
(sub imperii jure) in the consulship of Justin (5 19 or 5 2 4) ;
the theory of imperial Gaul was not yet a thing of the past.
From the consulate of Chlodwig until the year 539 the
relations of the Empire with Gaul were friendly, but in that
year Theudibert, the lord of Austrasia; and " son " of the
Emperor, assumed a hostile attitude. H e seems to have
formed the idea of a confederacy of Teutonic nations against
the Empire, but the execution of his plans was cut short by
his death in 547. But neither the action of Theudibert nor
that of his son Theudibald some years later (see below, cap.
vii.) dissolved the ties of theoretical connection which bound
the Frankish kingdoms of Gaul with the Roman Empire.
SAINTBEN EDICT.^-^^ is appropriate to mention here that
while Justinian and Belisarius were carrying on a war in
Italy which was to affect profoundly the future of that country,
Saint Benedict was founding his monastery at Monte Cassino,
Bouquet, ii. 538 : 'IPatricius magno
sublimis fulsit honore."
Gasquet, L'enzpire byznntin, p. 133 :
" I1 6tait en Occident le soldat d'
Anastase."
1b. pp. 135-140. On the subject
of this title there is great difference of
opinion among French scholars.
"ouquet,
iv. epp. 14, 15.
Gasquet, L'em11zre byza?zti?~,p. 168.
For Vita S. Trevirii, see Bouquet, iii.
411.
On Chlodwig's death, 511 A.D., his
kingdom was d~videdamong his four
sons. The eldest, Theuderic, received
the eastern lands on the Rhine and
Meuse, which became subsequently
known as Austrasia, and a considerable
region in Aquitaine, including Auvergne. The western provinces (which

were to receive the conjugate name of
Neustria or Neustrasia) fell to the
sharc of Childebert. Chlodomer received the provinces south of the Loire
(chief towns, Orleans, Tours, Poitiers),
while to the youngest, Chlothachar,
were assigned the districts of the
Salian Pranks in the north-east (capital
Soissons). Theudibert succeeded his
father Theuderic.
A picturesque chapter on St.
Benedict has been written by Mr. Hodgkin, vol. iv. cap. 16. I have consulted
the article of A. Vogel in Herzog and
Pflitt, E?~cyclopadiefur protesta?ztische
Thcologie. The life and teaching of
St. Brnedict do not strictly come
within the province of my work; he
did not perceptibly affect the Roman
Empire.
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Middle Ages mas to be an important factor in
which in
medieval civilisation. Benedict was born at Nursia, in the
province of Valeria. Sent as a boy to study a.t Rome, he found
his school companions sunk in corruption, and was so deeply
disgusted at the presence and prevalence of vice that he fled
from the world, at the age of fourteen. He went eastward,
acconipanied by his nurse, to the lakes at the sources of the
Anio. Near Subiaco, having obtained a monk's garment from
a holy man, he set up his abode in a cave at the foot of
a mountain. The temptations which he underwent, the perils
which he escaped, his conflicts with the Ancient Enemy, antiquus hostis, and the legends which in the course of a few years
had encompassed his name, may be read in the biography which
was written of him by his admirer Pope Gregory the Great. I11
510 he was made abbot of Vicovano, but the monks could not
endure his severe principle of obedience ; in other matters he
was not over strict. I n 5 2 8 he #ent southwards to Campania,
and founded the cloister of Monte Cassino, midway between
Rome and Naples. H e died on 21st March 543. His
monastic regzcla, supported by the authority of Pope Gregory
the Great, ultimately became the recognised rule of all
monastic institutions.
This, however, did not immediately
come to pass. I t appears that it was in the pontificate of
Gregory 11, in the beginning of the eighth century, that it
decidedly obtained the ascendency over the rules of other
monastic reformers. For there were other monastic reformers
even in the time of Benedict himself, for example, Aurelian
and Caesarius at Arelate. The movement which Benedict represented in Italy was general and widespread, but the rules
which he prescribed were more reasonable, mild, and moderate,
notwitlzstanding his excessive personal austerity, than those
of others.

C H A P T E R VI
THE GREAT PLAGUE

AT various periods of the world's history mankind has been
visited by plagues on a great scale. I t is noteworthy that
they generally attend some moral change in the races which
they visit,-that
they generally mark roughly a historical
Thus the pestilence in the reign of Marcus Aurelius
may be said to have accompanied the inauguration of a new
epoch of the Roman Empire. The continuity of history is not
broken, but in the last years of the second as in the third
century we feel that we have passed into an atmosphere
totally different from that of the earlier Empire. The Black
Death of 1346 accompanied the inauguration of the Renaissance, and if a single date is desirable to mark the close of the
Middle Ages, perhaps 1346 is the most suitable. The great
pestilence of 74'7 A.D. was the concomitant of an important
transition from the early semi - antique medievalism to
medievalism proper in the Roman Empire, as I hope to
show in its due place. The plague at Athens in the fifth
century B.G. likewise accompanied the change from an old to a
new spirit, from the old spirit which Aristophanes praises
to the new spirit which he ridicules and breathes, from the
old spirit of Herodotus, Aeschylus, and Pindar to the new
spirit of Thucydides, Euripides, and Agathon.
The great plague of 542 A.D.sinlilarly defines the beginning
of a new period. If we may speak of watersheds in history, this
plague marks the watershed of what we call the ancient and
what we call the medieval age. The whole period from Constantine to Justinian was a preparation for the Midclle Ages,
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but its character was lnore aiicieiit than medieval ; the period
from Justinian to Constantine V was also a preparation for the
Middle Ages, but it mas far more nleclieval tlian ancient. The
four centuries elapsing between Coilstantine 1. and Constantine V might be well considerecl a separate period, neither the
ancient nor the medieval, and yet partaking of both characters,
the t~viliglltbetween the day and the night. Eut it is inore
convenient to divide it, anrl assign part of it to ancient history
and part of it to medieval history. The question being at
what point me are to clivide it, I venture to say that the most
natural point of division is the great plague in the sixth century.
For really nothing is more striking than the difference
between the first half and the latter half of Justinian's reign.
We feel in 550 that we are moving in a completely other
world than that of 540. The hope and clieerfulness with
mliicli his reign opened hare vanished, and though the tasks
willed in hours of insight are not surrenclered, it is veritably
in hours of gloom that they are fulfilled, and the Emperor
himself, quite a changed nian, seems to have forgotten his
interest in them. Contemporaries noticed this change that had
come upon Ju~t~inian,
and it has been mentioned in a previous
chapter.
The peculiarity of great plagues -that they are concomitants of moral or psychical changes-naturally suggests a
problem, the data necessary for whose solution are veiled in
obscurity. Are these pestilences to Fe placed in the same
category as earthquakes, for example, which may destroy a city
and thereby modify history, although there is no conceivable
intrinsic coniiection between their own causes and the societies
which they affect ? I11 this case two alternatives are possible.
Either the moral and spiritual change is in the first instance
quite independent of the plague, and the synchronism is a pure
accident, though when the plague has set in it may facilitate
the changes by removing the old generation and transforming
the population ; or else the plague is the cause of the moral
and spiritual revolution.
The second alternative must be
rejected, because in all cases we see the change at work before
the appearance of the disease ; and perhaps the first theory
will recommend itself as reasonable.
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Yet we must not ignore another possibility, which cannot
be proved, but does not seem improbable, the possibility
that the rise and spread of the plague may be intrinsically connected with the moral and spiritual changes which it so often
accompanies. I n the present century it is not necessary to remind the reader that, though we reject the unreasonable formula
that mind is a mere function of matter, we cannot reject the
physiological fact that all processes of the individual consciousness are accompanied by corresponding physical processes of
cerebration, and that there is a continual action and reaction
between the psychical and physical operations. We can hardly
help concluding from this that great psychological-moral and
spiritual-changes which transmute societies must be accompanied by biological changes, modifications in the adjustments of the functions of the various parts of the brain, and
morphological changes in its configuration.
Such cerebral
modifications would be naturally and necessarily attended by
changes of an imperceptible but actual kind in the whole
organism. Now, as the spread of a disease must depend
on the state of each patient's organism as well as on the
germs which are propagated in the atmosphere, it is quite conceivable that the circumstance that the organisms of a people
were undergoing a process of transformation might condition
and determine the diffusion, if not the appearance, of a
pestilence.
The great plague ravaged the Empire for four years. I t
began at Pelusinm, whence it spread in two directions, throughout Egypt and into Palestine. Its presence in Persia caused
Chosroes to retire prenlaturely from his campaign in 542, and
in the spring of the same year it reached Constantinople, where
it raged for four months. Procopius, the historian, an eyewitness of its course, has left us an account of it, which one
sets beside the description of the plague at Athens by Thucydides, or that of the Black Death by Boccaccio. Procopius does
not hesitate to reject all attempts to account for it by natural
causes and to attribute its origin directly to the Deity. His
reason for this scepticism or faith was that the visitation was
universal, and therefore excluded a special cause. This circumstance especially impressed Procopius ; the plague did not assail
VOL. :
2D
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any particular race or class of men: nor prevail in any particular
region, nor at any particular season of the year. Sunimer or
winter, north or south, Greek or Arabian, washed or unwashed
-of these distinctions the plague took no account; it pervaded
the whole world. A man might climb to the top of a hill, it
was there ; or retire to the depth of a cavern, it was there also.
If it passed by a spot, it was sure to return there again ; and
one condition at least it seemed to obey in the line of its route,
for Procopius tells us that it spread from the coast inlandwards.
The chief symptom of the disease was the swelling of the
groin, whence it is called by Gregory of Tours lues ingzcina~ia.
Some of those who were attacked were warned by the sight of
demon spectres in human forms and by a feeling as if they
were struck by an invisible hand. This feature was also characteristic of the plague of '14'1 ; it is a medieval trait. The
plague of the age of Pericles was not accompanied by spectral
apparitions, or at least the rational Thucydides does not
condescend to record such puerilities. When the plague
reached its height, 5000, it is said, perished daily, sometimes
even 10,O0 0. Justinian himself caught the infection, but
recovered. Constantinople was in a pitiable condition. I n
many houses none remained to bury the dead, and Justinian
appointed Theodorvs, a referendarius, to provide for the interment of the neglected corpses. The feuds of the Blues and
Greens were quenched in the common woe. The attitude of
the light and dissolute to religion deserves mention. With
the prospect of death before them, they cleansed their ways
and piously frequented churches ; but when they recovered
and felt secure, they plunged headlong into their old amusements, and their last state was worse than the first. Procopius made the generalisation that " this pestilence, whether
by chance or providential design, strictly spared the most
wicked."
The plague aggravated the disastrous condition of the p o p lation, which had suffered from the pressure of taxation. I t
produced a stagnation of trade and a cessation of work. All
customary occupations were broken off, and the market-places
mere empty save of corpse-bearers. The consequence was that
Females, however, were said to be
less susceptible thau males. Procopius'

descriptior~will be found in Bell. Pers.
ii. 22, 23, 30.
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Constantinople, al~vaysrichly supplied, was in a state of famine,
and bread was a great luxury.
I11 558 there was another outbreak of this pestilential
scourge in the East; it lurked and lingered in Europe long
after the first grand'visitation. I n the last years of J n s t i n i a ~ ~
it produced a desolation in Liguria which was graphically
described by Paul, the historian of the Lombards. " Viderer,"
he writes: " saeculum in antiquunl redactum silentium "; the
country seemed plunged in a "primeval silence."
Paul Diac. Hist. L C L Tii.
Z ~4..
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CHAPTER VII
THE FINAL CONQUEST OF ITALY AND THE CONQUEST
OF SOUTH-EASTERN SPBIN

BY the fall of Witigis and the capture of Ravenna the conquest of Italy was not completed. There were still germs of
patriotism among the Ostrogoths, which the hasty departure of
Belisarius left unstifled, to revive and cause many more years
of labour to the Roman armies.
The town of Ticinum (Pavia) was still in the possession of
the Goths, being held by Ildibad: whom they elected as their
new king. The Roman command was divided among several
generals, whom Belisarius, destined himself to conduct the
Persian war, had left behind. A third factor in the situation
was the introduction of the slringent financial system of the
Empire, under the direction of a loyothete. I t cannot be said
that annexation to the Empire was a blessing to the inhabitants of Italy ; it entailed the desolations and miseries of
five years of war, followed by the imposition of grinding taxes.2
These two circumstances, the divided comnland and the financial system, combined with the dissatisfaction of the Ron~an
soldiers at not receiving the promotions and higher pay to which
they were entitled, rendered a revival of Gothic hopes far from
I suspect that Ildibad is for Ildibald (on the principle that one of two
1's in the same word has a tendency to
drop out), and that thus the termination is the same as in Ethelbald,
Theudibald, Willibald. For the first
part of the word, compare t!diger
(= Hildi-gern, " eager for battle, comnare Prithigern) ; i t is the same as

Cbildi, or Hildi, in Frankish and Vandalic names. Hildi - bald = " bold in
battle."
2 The most unseasonable and imprudent claim was the requisition of
accounts for moneys paid under Gothic
kings. Compare Hodgkin, Italy and
her Invaders, iv. 431.
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impossible. Alexander, the first logothete, who was called
'' Scissors " from his pra.ctice of clipping coins, " alienated the
minds of the Italians from Jnstinian Augustus ; and none of
the soldiers were willing to undergo the hazard of war, but
they advanced the cause of the enemy by intentional lazines~."~
The attitude of the soldiers led to the inactivity of the generals ;
and in the meantime the power of Ildibad, who had been
collecting the relics of the Goths and enlisting many dissatisfied
Italians, was extending over Liguria and Venetia. The only
general who tried to oppose him suffered a severe defeat.
I n the following
Ildibad was murdered on account of
- year
a private quarrel, and after the short reign of a Rugian, named
Eraric, who entered into negotiations with Justinian and dissatisfied his subjects, the hero of the second part of the Gothic
war, Baduila or Totila: a nephew of Ildibad, was elected king
of the Goths. I n the history of this war the names of Witigis
and Totila stand out, while that of Ildibad remains in obscurity
-is read, and forgotten ; but it should be remeinbered that at a
critical juncture he sustained the life of the Ostrogothic nationality and energetically took advantage of the circumstances
which favoured such a hope, to revive the cause of his people.
Within a year of Totila's accession the position of Roinans
and Goths in Italy was reversed. An unsuccessful attempt to
take Verona, made by the Roinan generals, whom the rebukes
of Justinian had stimulated to action, mas followed by a
Roman defeat in the battle of Faenza, in which a remarkable
single combat is said to have taken place between a gigantic
(20th and Artabazes, a Persian conspicuous for bravery.
Another victory, achieved at Mugillo over John the nephew
of Vitalian, laid the centre and south of Italy open to Totila's
attack. By the middle of 542 A.D. he had reduced and inlposed taxes on Bruttii, Calabria, Apulia, Lucania, and he had
begun the siege of Waples. That city surrendered in 543, and
was treated with a spirit of humanity which Totila adopted
as a principle of warfare. He put to death one of his prae-

' Procopius, B. S. iii. 1.

Totila, and afterwards his successor
Teias, minted coins with the image and
legends of the Emperor Anastasius.
We may compare the coins of the
Snevians wl7ich continued in the sixth

century to bear the types of Avitus
and Honorius. The coinage of Totila,
as M. Gasquet neatly puts i t (L'empire
byzantin, p. 176), represented a t once
fidelity to the Empire and revolt
against the Emperor.
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torian guards (for the Goths had "praetorians ") who had
violated the daughter of a Calabrian. The criminal was a
brave and popular man, and a number of distinguished
Goths pleaded with Totila to save his life; but the king
answered the deputation in a speech in which he laid down
that the general policy and principles whereon the Gothic
cause depended were involved in this particular case.l The
behaviour of Totila was all the more conspicuous, as it contrasted with the rapacity and incontinence in which the
Rarnan leaders were at this time indulging.
After his success at Naples Totila undertook the siege of
Hydruntum, or Otranto, and prepared also to besiege John, who
had shut himself up in Rome. H e addressed a sort of
manifesto to the Roman senate, in which he appealed to the
actual contrast between the government of Theodoric aqd
Amalasuntha and that of the Greek logothetes; copies of
this were posted up in Rome, and in consequence thereof John
expelled the Arian clergy from the city.
The hold of the Empire on Italy had thus become extremely
precarious. Totila's star was in the ascendant. There was no
ability, no energy, no unity on the side of the, imperialists.
Constantine, the commander at Ravenna, wrote to the Emperor
a letter representing the situation, and it was resolved to
permit Belisarius to return to the scene of his successes.
But Belisarius had changed as well as the situation in Italy.
I t seems that he had fallen into disgrace at court, and had
been saved from punishment by the influence of his wife
Antonina with the Empress ; but for these transactions we have
only the dubious authority of the Secret Histortj. A cloud at
all events had fallen over him ; he was not allowed to comn~and
in the Persian war, as he would have c h o ~ e n . ~This personal
experience had probably a considerable effect on his spirits ;
but we must chiefly notice that Justinian did not support him
when he set out. The army, including his own special troops,
were in Asia, and not permitted to accompany him; he was
obliged to scour Thrace to collect, at his own expense, soldiers,
whom he afterwards described as a "miserable squad."

'

Proc. R. G, iii. 8. He attributed
the ill success of the Goths, who were
really re11 equipped, at the beginning
of the war to their failure in these

respects. Compare Hodgkin, iv. 523.
Ranke accepts the main features of
this story as genuine history, Weltgeschichte, iv. 2, 85.
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W h e ~ x estart
with Belisarius on his second expedition to
the West, the brightness of his day seems to have gone; in
fact, after his departure from Ravenna in 540 we feel that
the darkness is upon us, and that the Middle Ages have begun.
Belisarius, in the period of his glory, as the champion
of the Roman Empire, threw a light as of the ancient
world on the scene ; but the gloom of his return to Italy, the
appearance of Totila, who was a sort of "knight," that king's
visit to Benedict, bringing us into contact with the saint whose
shadow dominates the medieval centuries-all
this gives the
impression that the dim ages are beginning.
Belisarius was not invested with the highest rank ; he was
only comes stabuli, count of the stable. He arrived in Italy in
the middle of 544, along with Vitalian, the master of soldiers in
Illyricum, and took up his quarters at Ravenna. This was a
mistake. Everything was adverse to him, and he did not
possess his old energy. I n May 545-during the whole intervening year all that had been done was to relieve the besieged
garrisons of Hydruntum and Auximum, and to fortify Pisaurum
(Pesaro)-he
was obliged to write to Justinian. His letter is
a model of conciseness and directness, with a certain tinge of
irony.' H e asked for three things, if the Emperor wished to
affirm Roman dominion in Italy, (1) his own mounted lancers
and foot-guards; (2) a large body of Huns and other barbarians ; (3) money to pay the troops.
He sent John, the nephew of Vitalian, with this letter,
binding him by solemn oath to hasten his return. I t will be
remembered that John had disobeyed Belisarius in the affair of
Ariminum, and had acted on the side of Narses ; he is a man
who cannot be neglected in the history of the time, for he
played a considerable though subordinate part. On this occasion
his visit to Byzantium brought him again into close connection
with a party politically opposed to Belisarius. He married the
daughter of the Emperor's nephew Germanus, and thus allied
himself to the interests of the kin of Justinian. Belisarius, on
the other hand, had attached himself to the directly opposed
interests of Theodora and her relations by the arrangement of a
marriage between his daughter Joannina and Anastasius, the
grandson of the Empress.
Proc. B. G. iii. 12.
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Towards the end of the year, Totila, having taken several
important towns in central Italy, including Spoletium, invested
Rome, where Bessas was in command, and in the course of a
few months reduced it to such extreniities of hunger that the
chief food of the inhabitants was cooked nettles. At last
Bessas, after nluch importunity, allowed those inhabitants who
were useless for fighting to depart.
Meanwhile John had returned from his nuptial festivities
with a considerable army and joined Belisarius at Dyrrhachium.
The new marriage connection emphasised the opposition of
the generals, which was immediately displayed in diverging
plans of warfare. The question at issue was the relief of
Rome, Belisarius urging immediate action, and John insis6ng
on the preliminary reduction of Calabria and Lucania. A compromise was made; each was to execute his o w ~ p l a n . John
recovered the southern provinces without much dificulty, but
the undertaking of Belisarius was more difficult, and proved
unsuccessful.
The town of Portus, at the niouth of the Tiber, situated on
the right bank and facing the fort of Ostia, was occupied by
Belisarius, who was accompanied by his wife Antonina. I t
was all-important to supply the distressed garrison with food as
soon as possible, and for this purpose it was necessary to break
the boom which Totila had thrown across the Tiber. This
boom consisted of long beams connecting, like a bridge, the two
banks of the river at a narrow part of the stream. On each
bank a wooden tower, manned with brave warriors, was erected
to defend the boom. To overcome this obstacle Belisarius
invented the following device. Two wide boats were firmly
joined together and surmounted by a wooden tower considerably
higher than those which dominated Totila's fortification. On
the top of the tower was placed a boat filled with pitch,
sulphur, rosin, and other combustible substances. Two hundred
fast vessels (dromones), protected by plank-malls pierced with
holes for the discharge of missiles, were laden with corn and
manned with brave men. Belisarius embarked himself in one
of the vessels, having committed the care of Portus and his
wife Antonina to his captain Isaac of Ameria, whom he
enjoined not to stir from the place on any pretext. Portus
was the only friendly position, on which, in case of need, he
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could fall back. The Roman ships, tugging the tower with
them, sailed up the Tiber without opposition, until, not far
from the bddge, they were met by an iron chain, mhich spanned
the river, and some Goths set there to defend it. The Goths
ITere easily scattered and the chain was removed. A firmer
was offered at the bridge, but the boat of inflanlmable
m%terials mas dexterously dropped on the tower of the right
bank ; the structure was enveloped in flames and almost 200
/ Goths were burnt alive.
The arrows of the Romans completed the discomfiture of the enemy.
But the envy of fortune did not permit to Eelisarius the
success which seemed within his grasp. As he prepared to
break the boom, the alarming news arrived that Isaac was
taken. I t appears that Isaac, hearing a rumour of the success
of Belisarius, and desirous of emulating his glory, had disobeyed
his orders, attacked Ostia, and been taken prisoner. Belisarius
"thinking that all was over with Portns, his wife, and his
cause, and that no place of refuge was left to fall back on, lost
his presence of mind, a thing which had never befallen him
before."' H e issued orders for a hasty retreat, and when he
reached Portus was relieved and exasperated to find that it
was a false alarm. The excitement led to a fever which
proved allnost fatal to the disappointed general.
The blame of the capture of the city, which was achieved
through the treachery of some Isaurian soldiers, seems partly
to rest with the commandant Bessas, who was so avaricious
as to enrich himself by trading in corn with the famished
garrison and, engrossed in these practices, forgot his duty."
Totila took Rome in the last month of S46 A.D.
The behaviour of the Gothic soldiers in the captured city is
a curious illustration of the nascent medieval feelings of the
time. They were allowed by their king to plunder property
and massacre men, but they were strictly prohibited from
ravishing women. This prohibition did not rest on feelings of
humanity, which would have prevented the worse evil of
l ~ u t c h e r ~it, rested on a religious feeling mhich regarded
the interests of the Goths themselves and not those of the
possible victims.
l'rocopius, B. G. iii. 19.
Bessas after\v~idsclisplayeci the same t e r '*ncies in Lazica and Armenia.
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The speeches attributed to Totila on the occasion are also
noteworthy. I n his address to the Goths he repeats a point
which he had insisted on before, the contrast between their
present position and their position at the beginning of the
mar; then the Ostrogoths were numerous and rich, now they
are few and poor; but then they suffered disaster on disaster,
now they gain success after success. The cause of this contrast is that then they had acted unrighteously, while now their
conduct is void of reproach ; hence a change has taken place
in the regard of the Deity. I n his address to the Roman
senators Totila contrasted in the usual manner the oppression
of the "Greeks " with the mild government of the Goths, and
doomed them to slavery in return for their deafness to his
appeals.
Another notable feature in connection with this capture of
Eome was Totila's intention to destroy it, and the argument by
which Belisarius, who was then lying ill at Portus, dissuaded
him from his design. Belisarius appealed to the judgment that
d
on the destruction of the
posterity and mankind w o ~ ~ lpass
Eternal City. H e also urged the alternative : if you conquer,
Rome preserved will be your best possession ; if you are conquered, by the destruction of Rome your claims to clemency
will be forfeited.
Totila and all his troops went southward to Lucania, and
for forty days Rome was uninhabited. Then the Roman
general re-occupied it and repaired the walls and fortifications,
which Totila had partially dismantled. Totila had not anticipated this movement, and when he hearcl the news returned to
retake the city. His attack, however, was unsuccessful, and he
was obliged to withdraw to the citadel of Tibur.
But the position of Belisarius became untenable, and he
was unable to cope with the Goths in the open field. He
sailed to Tarentum, and made one last attempt to unite his
forces with those of John in order to make a joint attack on
the foe, but the attempt miscarried, and Belisarius desired
nothing better than to be recalled to Constantinople. He had
sent thither his wife, Antonina, to beg for further assistance
in men and money; but oa the 1st July 548 she lost an
advocate by the death of Theodora, and then she requested
that her husband should be recaUed. Although Belisarius had
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not been abk to conquer Totila, he was, nevertlieless, a check 011
the ~ o t h k 6 ~ e r a t i o n sand
; after his recall the power of the Goths
began to rise to its highest point. Totila besieged Rome again,
and it was again delivered to him by Isaurian treachery ; this
was the third siege during the war. H e occupied and ravaged
Sicily, and built a large fleet with which he pillaged the coasts
of Sardinia and Epirus. Thus he was now undisputed king of
Italy, and possessed a naval power.
During the preceding years Justinian's heart had not been
centred on the conquest of Italy ; all his thoughts and attention were engrossed in the theological controversy of the
"three articles." Nothing was done in 549 and 550, but in
5 5 0 an idea mas conceived which, if it had been carried out,
might have altered to some extent Italian history. Justinian
surrendered the design, which Belisarius had momentarily
accomplished, of making Italy a province or prefecture
sort
governed from New Rome, and formed a new plan-a
of compromise-to unite the house of Theodoric with his own,
so that Gotho-Roman Italy should be governed by a GothoRoman line. He appointed his nephew Germanus, who, now
that Theodora was no longer alive, was in higher favour,
general commander of the Italian armies, with full powers;
and Germanus married Matasuntha, the widow of Witigis, and
granddaughter of Theodoric. Great enthusiasm prevailed for
the expedition of Germanus. The news thereof made the
Goths waver in their allegiance to Totila, and the Italians
were prepared to welcome him cordially. Numbers of recruits
flocked to his standard.
But Germanus was not destined to rule in Italy as a colleague of Justinian. Efficient action in the Italian war was
at this time seriously impeded by the ruinous invasions of
Slaves and Huns, who depopulated the provinces of Illyricum
and threatened the capital. I n the early part of 550, while
Germanus was making preparations for his Italian expedition,
one of these incursions took place, and he received orders to
turn aside to protect Thessalonica. He caught fever, and
(lied ; and with him perished the prospects of a restoration of
the Amal line. After his death a son was born to Matasuntha,
Germanus Posthumus, on whom Romanising Goths seen1 to
have built hopes for the future ; at l ~ the~Gothic
t
history of
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Jordanes must be placed in the year 551, and it has been
most plausibly argued by Schirren that it is a work with a
tendency, written to induce Justinian to recognise the infant
Germanus as Emperor and ruler of Italy.
I n the same year Justinian decided to make a great final
effort to reduce Italy and exterminate the Goths, whose very
name, we are told, he hated. The ~roblemwas to find a
general whom all would obey, and Justinian solved it well by
the strange choice of a eunuch, seventy-five years old, his grandchamberlain Narses, the same whose presence in Italy had
sown dissensions among Belisarius' officers in 538. By his
high position at court and his influence with the Emperor he
had immense authority, whereby he could secure united action
in the warfare, and he was not stinted, as Belisarius had been,
in the matter of funds.
Before Narses arrived two blows had been dealt to Totila,
which so damped his spirits that he treated for peace. The
Romans held only four places on the eastern coast of Italy,
Ravenna, Ancona, Hydru~~tum,and Crotona. The Goths
were besieging Ancona, but when it was already hard pressed,
John, the son of Vitalian, and Valerian forced them to
raise the siege by completely defeating the Gothic fleet off
S i g g i a This was a severe blow to the naval power of the
Goths, the deficiencies of whose sea craft were evident in the
battle. The second misfortune was the loss of Sicily, from
which they were driven by the Persarmenian Artabanes, and
this was followed by the relief of Crotona early in the following
year (552). Justinian would not listen to the Gothic proposals for peace. The situation was further perplexed by the
attitude of the Franks, who held nearly all northern Italy, and
invariably considered the difficulty of the Goths their own
opportunity.
Narses' army was chiefly composed of barbarians-Herds,
His march into
Lombards, Gepids, Huns, and Persians.l
Italy, along the coast of Venetia, was opposed by both the
Franks, who hated Lombards, and a band of Gothic troops
under Teias; but it was successfully accomplished with the
Dagisthaeus and other Persian captives were sent to fight in Italy.
Kobad, the nephew of King Chosroes,
who had fled to the Empire to avoid

his uncle's hate, commanded Persian
deserters. The Romans of Names'
army were led by John the Glutton.

help of the ships which coasted slowly round, attending the
progress of the army. Narses marched southward without
delay, and Totila marched northward to ~neethim. The scene
of the final battle (July or August 552) which decided the
fate of Italy is disputed, some placing it near Sassoferrato,
on the east side of the Via Flarninia, others near Scheggia, on
the west side. Yrocopius, who was not present, is not sufficiently precise. Two circumstances may be noticed which
helped to determine the result. The Romans anticipated the
Goths in occupying a small hill which commanded the battlefield, and Totila, who trusted to his cavalry chiefly, made the
mistake of enjoining on them to use no weapons but spears.
Narses' tactics consisted in strengthening his wings, on which
he relied for the victory. The Gothic army was routed, and
Totila received a mortal wound, from which he expired at
about thirteen miles from the field. I n the month of August
the bloodstained garments of Totila arrived at New Rome, as
a trophy of Narses' success.'
After the victory the Lombard auxiliaries displayed their
nature by acts of barbarous violence and licence, and it was
found necessary to pay them their hire and conduct them out
of Italy.
This victory decided the war, but Narses' position was not
yet firm. The imperialists in the meantime had taken Rome,
and almost all the fortresses had been surrendered by the
Gothic commandants. But the remnant of those who were
defeated in the battle reunited under the general Teias. Him
they elected king, and Narses was forced to fight once more
near the Draco, in south Italy. Teias was slain (5 53); but
the battle did not end with his death ; i t was renewed on the
following day. Finally, however, the Goths proposed to conclude the war on condition that, they should be allowed to
leave Italy, and the proposal was agreed to. A thousand
of the vanquished escaped to Pavia.
At this point the Ostrogothic war and the history of ProTheoph.6044~.~.
Thedate(Angust)
is important, for Procopius gives no
date for the battle, and I can find no
indication in Mr. Hodgkin's work more
precise than the implication that i t was
fought after the e4rly part of spring
and before the winter months of 552.

We are justified in determining the date
as July or August.
The battlefield was determined by
the siege of Cumae, and the siege of
Cumae was pressed because a large
treasure had been hoarded there by
Totila.
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copius come to an end; but opposition was raisec' to the establishment of the imperial authority in Italy from another quarter.
Teias had in vain begged the king of the Franks, Theu&bald, for assistance in the death-conflict, and had tried to
bribe him by presenting him with a large part of the Gothic
treasures ; but Theudibald had given no succour. Now, however, he intervened, though not directly, by countenancing the
Italian expedition of Leutharis and Bucelin, two Alemanni
who were at his court. They entered Italy with 7'5,000 men
to oppose the arms of Narses, and many Goths throughout Italy
regarded then1 as deliverers. But others deemed the Romans
preferable, as masters, to the Franks, and among those who
held this view was Aligern, Teias' brother, who was commander of the still uncaptured fortress of Cumae. H e presented
the keys of that town to Narses, who had withdrawn to
Ravenna.
Leutharis and his army were destroyed by a
disease due to the climate, and Bucelin was completely
defeated near Capua in an engagement, remarkable for a
curious incident which threatened Narses with defeat, and,
as it turned out, led to his victory. The eunuch punished
with death a noble Herul for killing one of his own servants,
and the act inflamed all the Heruls with indignation, as they
claimed the right of dealing with their servants as they
thought fit, without interference. They announced that they
would take no part in the battle. This report induced the
enemy, feeling assured of an easy victory, to attack their
opponents with a careless and imprudent haste. But when
Narses, who was quite prepared, called his troops to battle, the
Heruls could not bring themselves to persist in executing their
threat, and the strong-minded independence of Narses signally
triumphed.
~ d
Thus the whole land of Italy? including the islands a ~ the
Istrian and Illyrian regions, which were connected with it under
the old imperial administration, became once more part of the
Roman Empire; and Narses was the first exarch or governor
of the reconquered peninsula.
Verona and Brixia were not taken stroyed, is commemorated in an inscriptill 662, Theoph. Bqpwlav ~ a Bl p l y ~ a s . tion of eight Latin verses (C. I. L. vi.
The "names were c:orrupted by the tit. 1199,. n.
- 350).
.
iguorance or vanity of ihe Greeks"
qui
potuit
rigidas
Cothorum
subdere mentes,
( ~ i b b ~ ~N) . ~ restoration
~
~ of the
~
~ hie docult
'
durum flumina ferri jugum.
Salarian bridge, which Totila had de-
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CONQUESTOF SOUTH
- EASTERN SPAIN.-When he had
conquered the Ostrogoths, Justinian proceeded . to undertake
hostilities against the Visigoths, and attempt to win back Spain
as he had won back Italy. Theodoric, the king of the Visigoths, had held aloof from the struggle in the neighbouring
and lent no aid to the East Goths, but Theudis, his
successor, supported his nephew Ildibad, the Ostrogothic king,
and fomented a rising against the Romans in Africa. He saw
that the Teutonic kingdoms of the West were threatened by
the reviving power of the Empire.
Of the operations of the Romans in Spain we have unluckily no consecutive account; we have only the scattered
notices in the Chronicles of Isidore of Seville and John of
Biclaro. I t seems that, as in the case of the war in Africa
and as in the case of the war in Italy, internal dissensions
afforded a pretext for Roman interference. Athanagild headed
a party which was opposed to King Agila, and this party
called in the aid of the Patrician Liberius from Africa.'
Liberius crossed the straits and subdued the coast of Spain, as
the Carthaginians had done in ancient times, and as the Saracens were to do at a later period. Corduba, Spanish Carthage
-New
Carthage, Carthagena, or Carthago Spartaria, as i t
was variously called,-Malaga,
and Assidonia, with many
places on the coast, passed once more into the hands of the
Romans.
But the Goths were alarmed at the advance of the Romans
in the south ; the adherents of Agila patriotically slew him and
joined the abler Athanagild, to make common cause against the
i n ~ a d e r . ~I t was a somewhat parallel case to that of the
Romans themselves in Africa in the year 42 9 : there were then
two parties in Africa, the party of Boniface and the party of
Sigisvult, the general of Placjdia; one or both of thern called
in the Vandal, and then they joined together to make common
cause against the stranger. But the stand of the Goths against
the Romans was more effectual than that of the Romans
against the Vandals. After their first successes the imperialists
do not seem to have acquired much more territory ; they never
Jordanes, Get. 58.
Isidorus, de regibus Gothorum, 46 (ed. Migne, p. 1070): "ne Hispsniam
milites Romani auxilii occasione invaderent."
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penetrated really into the centre of Spain ; and the reason was
that the Roman Spaniards found the yoke of the Teuton king
lighter than the yoke of the Roman Emperor had formerly been.
The heavy taxation, which was always imposed by New Rome,
had given her a bad name among the provincials who had
passed from under imperial domination and become subjects
of Teutonic rulers.
When sixteen years, during which we lose the Spanish
provinces from sight, had passed away, and wheil Justiniaii no
longer reigned, there arose a great king among the Visigoths,
by name Leovigild. He set it before him to drive the Romans
from the Iberian peninsula, and, though he did not entirely
succeed, he materially weakened their power. H e recovered
Malaga, Assidonia, and even Corduba.
The strttggles of the Arian with the Catholic party in the
Visigothic kingdom, the discord of Arian Leovigild with his
Catholic son Hermenigild, the husband of the Frankish princess Ingundis, led to new hostilities with the Romans; for,
even as Athanagild had called in the help of Liberius, Hermenigild called in the help of " the Greeks," as the historian
of the Franks calls then1.l Leovigild, however, paralysed this
conibination ; Hermenigild surrendered, and was sent in exile to
Valentia. This hagpened in 5 84 ; and in the same year the
arms of the Visigoths were successful against the third power
in the Peninsula, that of the Suevians, whose kingdom embraced
Lusitania and Galicia. Suevia was made a province of the
Gothic kingdom.
I am here anticipating the chronological order of events ;
but our knowledge of this chapter of Roman or Spanish history
-for it has the two sides-is so small, and the events in this
corner are so far removed from the general current of the history of the Empire, that I think it will be more convenient f ~ r
1 Grenory of Tours, v. 38 : "Herminigil&s vero vocatis Grecis contra
patrem egreditur, relicta in urbe conjuge sua. Comque Leuvichildus ex
adverso veniret, relictus a solatio, cum
viderit nihil se praevalere posse,
eclesianl qui erst propinquam [quae erat
propinqua] expetiit," etc. The natural
conclusiou. from the words relictus a
solatio is that no battle was fought but
that the "Greeks " did not venture to
face the army of the king. An ex-

cellent account of the reign of Leovigild by Mrs. Humphry Ward will be
found (sub voce) in the Diet. of Christ.
Biography. The same writer has contributed to the same work a useful
summary of the results of Dr. H.
Hertzberg's important monograph on
the writings and sources of Isidore of
Seville. For the history of the Visigoths, the fifth volume of Dahn's K o ~ ~ .
der Germ. may be considered the
standard work.
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the reader to have this episode of Baetica presented to him
in continuity than in disconnected parcels.
At the beginning of the seventh century King Witterich,'
" a man strenuous in the ~ r oft arnls, but nevertheless generally
unsuccessful," renewed the policy of Leovigild and the war
against the Eomans, with whom his predecessor, Reccared,
famous in ecclesiastical history, had for the most part preserved
peace.2 Witterich recovered Segontia, a town a little to the
west of Gades ; and Sisibut3 fought successfully against the
Patrician Caesarius. All the towns which the Romans held to
the east of the straits were recovered by the Goths, and the
fact was recognised by Heraclius (6 15). Svinthila completed
tE.e work of Leovigild, Witterich, and Sisibut ; all the other
cities which were still imperial were taken (623), and thus the
whole peninsula for the first time became Visigothic, for before
Baetica was lost the existence of the Suevian kingdom curtailed the dominion of the Goths in Spain.
Isidore, de regibus Gothorum, 58.
Gundemar was Witterich's immediate
successor, 59.
Ib. 52 : hie $de pius et pace
praeclarus; 54, saepe etiam contra

Romanorum insolentias et irruptiones
Yase~.ummowit.
Sisebut de Romanis bis feliciter
triumphavit.

CHAP. VIII

C H A P T E R TI11
SECOND PERSIAN WAR

(540-545

A.D.)

WHENChosroes Nushirvan, after his accession to the Persian
throne, contracted the " elidless peace" with Justinian, he had
little idea what manner of man the Emperor was soon to prove
himself to be. Within seven years from that time (532-539)
Justinian had overthrown the Vandal kingdom of Africa, he
had reduced the Moors, the subjection of the Ostrogothic lords
of Italy was in prospect, Bosporus and the Crimean Goths
were included in the circle of Roman sway, while the Homerites of southern Arabia acknowledged the supremacy of New
Rome. Both his friends and his enemies said, with hate or
admiration, "The whole earth cannot contain him ; he is
already scrutinising the aether and the retreats beyond the
ocean, if he may win some new world." The eastern potentate
might well apprehend danger to his own kingdom in the expansion of the Roman Empire by the reconquest of its lost
provinces ; and the interests of the German kings in the west
and the Persian king in the east coincided, in so far as the
aggrandisement of the Empire was inexpedient for both. We
can consider it only natural that Chosroes should have seized
or invented a pretext to renew hostilities, when it seemed but
too possible that if Justinian were allowed to continue his
career of conquest undisturbed the Romans might come with
larger armies and increased might to extend their dominions
in the East at the expense of the Sassanid empire.
Hostilities between the Persian Saracens of Hirah and the
Roman Saracens of Ghassan supplied the desired pretext; it
may be that Chosroes himself instigated the hostilities. The
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cause of contention between the Saracen tribes was a tract of
land called Strata, to the south of Palmyra, a region barren of
trees and fruit, scorched dry by the sun, and used as a pasture
for sheep. Arethasl the Ghassanide could appeal to the fact
that the name St'trata was Latin, and could adduce the testimony
of the most venerable elders that the sheep-walk belonged to
his tribe. Alamundar, the rival sheikh, contented himself with
the more practical argument that for years back the shepherds
had paid him tribute.
Two arbitrators were sent by the
Emperor, Strategius, minister of finances, and Summus, the duke
of Palestine. This arbitration supplied Chosroes with a pretext, true or false, for breaking the peace. H e alleged that
Summus made treasonable offers to Alamundar, attempting to
shake his allegiance to Persia; and he also professed to have
in his possession a letter of Justinian to the Huns, urging
them to invade his dominion^.^
About the same time pressure from without confirmed the
thoughts of Chosroes in the direction which they had already
taken. An embassy arrived from Witigis, king of the Goths,
now hard pressed by Belisarius, and pleaded with Chosroes to
act against the common enemy. The embassy consisted not of
Goths, but of two Ligurians, one of whom pretended to be a
bishop ; they obtained an interpreter in Thrace, and succeeded
in eluding the vigilance of the Romans on the frontier^.^
Another embassy arrived from Armenia making similar representations, deploring and execrating the Endless Peace, and
denouncing the tyranny and exactions of Justinian, against
whom they had revolted. The history of Armenia had been
certainly unfortunate during the years that followed the peace.
The first governor, Amazaspes, was accused by one Acacius of
treachery, and, with the Emperor's consent, was slain by the
accuser, who was himself appointed to succeed his victim.

'

The proper form of the name is
Harith. This king reigned from 530 to
572. Justinian conferred on him the
title of Patrician, and
Arabs called
him the " Magnificent.
Procopius says that he does not
know whether these allegations were
true or false (B. P. ii. 1). The sccond
Boqk of the dc Bello Persico of Procpplus is our main source for this Persian war until the end of 549 A.D.

tp

The reader may ask how the details of this embassy were known.
Procopius tells us in another place
(B. P. ii. 14) that the interpreter,
returning from Pers~a, was captured near Constantina by John,
duke of Mesopotamia, and gave a n
a c c o ~ n tof the embassy. The pseudobishop and h ~ sattendant remained in
Persia.
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Acacius was relentless in exacting a tribute of unprecedented
magnitude (%I
8,O 0 0) ; and some Armenians, intolerant of his
cruelty, slew him, and fled, when they bad committed the deed,
to a fortress called Pharangion. The Rmperor immediately
despatched Sittas, the master of soldiers per Armeniam, to
recall the Armenians to a sense of obedience, and, when
Sittas showed himself inclined to use the softer methods of
persuasion, insisted that he should act with sterner vigour. A
numerous tribe of the Armenians, called Apetiani, professed
themselves ready to submit, if the safety of their property
were guaranteed, and Sittas sent them a promise to that effect in
writing. But unluckily the letter-carrier, not knowing the exact
position of the territory of the Apetiani, lost his way in the
intricate Armenian highlands ; and while Sittas advanced with
his troops to receive their submission, the Apetiani were ignorant
that their proposal had been accepted, and looked with suspicion
on the approaching army. Some of their number fell in by
chance with Roinan soldiers and were treated as enemies. Sittas,
unaware that his communication had miscarried, was indignant
that the promised submission was delayed ; the Apetiani were
put to the sword and their wives and children were slain in
a cave. This severity, which might seem almost a breach of
faith, exasperated the other tribes and confirmed then1 in their
recalcitrant temper. But though Sittas was accidentally killed
in an engagement so011 afterwards, they found themselves
unequal to cope with the Roman forces, xhich were then
placed under the command of Buzes, and they decided to
appeal to the Persian monarch. The servitude of their neighbours the Tzani and the imposition of a Roman duke over the
Lazi of Colchis seemed to stamp the policy of Justinian as one
of odious enormity.
Accordingly Chosroes, in the autumn of 539, decided to
begin hostilities in the following spring, and did not deign
to answer a pacific letter from the Roman Emperor, conveyed
by the hand of a certain Anastasius, whom he retained an
unwilling guest at the Persian court. The war which thus
began lasted five years (540-545), and in each year the king
himself took the field. H e invaded Syria in 540, Colchis
in 541, Commagene in 542 ; in 543 he began but did not
carry out an expedition against the northern provinces; in
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544 he invaded Mesopotamia; in 545 a peace for five years
was concluded.
I. Chosroes' Invasion of Sy~ia,
540

A.D.

Avoiding Mesopotamia, Chosroes advanced northwards with
a large army along the left bank of the Euphrates. He passed
the triangle-shaped city of Circesium,but did not care to assault it,
because it was too strong; while he disdained to delay at the
town of Zenobia, named after the queen of Palmyra, because
it was too insignificant. But when he approached Sura or
Suron, situated on the Euphrates in that part of its course
which flows from west to east, his horse neighed and stamped
the ground; and the magi, who attended the credulous king,
seized the incident as an omen that the city would be taken.
On the first day of the siege the governor was slain, and on
the second the bishop of the place visited the Persian camp in
the name of the dispirited inhabitants, and implored Chosroes
with tears to spare the town. He tried to appease the implacable foe with an offering of birds, wine, and bread, and
engaged that the men of Sura would pay a sufficient ransom.
Chosroes dissimulated the wrath he felt against the Surenes
because they had not submitted immediately ; he received the
gifts and said that he would consult with the Persian nobles
regarding the ransom ; and he dismissed the bishop, who was
well pleased with the interview, under the honourable escort
of Persian notables, to whom the monarch had given secret
instructi0ns.l
" Having given his directions to the escort, Chosroes ordered
his army to stand in readiness, and to run at full speed to the
city when he gave the signal. When they reached the walls
the Persians saluted the bishop and stood outside; but the
men of Sura, seeing him in high spirits and observing how he
was escorted with great honour by the Persians, put aside all
thoughts of suspicion, and, opening the gate wide, received their
priest with clapping of hands and acclamation. And when all
had passed within, the porters pushed the gate to shut it,
but the Persians placed a stone, which they had provided,
between the threshold and the gate. The porters pushed
SECProc. B. P. ii. 5.
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harder, but for all their violent exertions they could not succeed in forcing the gate into the threshold-groove. And they
did not venture to throw it open again, as they apprehended
that it was held by the enemy. Some say that it was a log
of wood, not a stone, that was inserted by the Persians. The
rnen of Sura had hardly discovered the guile, ere Chosroes had
come with all his army and the Persians had forced open the
gate. I n a few moments the city was in the power of the
enemy." The houses were plundered ; many of the inhabitants were slain, the rest were carried into slavery, and the
city was burnt down to the ground. Then the Persian king
dismissed Anastasius, bidding him inform the Emperor in what
place he had left Chosroes the son of Kobad.
Perhaps it was merely avarice, perhaps it was the prayers
of a captive named Euphemia, whose beauty attracted the
desires of the conqueror, that induced Chosroes to treat with
unexpected leniency the prisoners of Sura. He sent a
message to Candidus, the bishop of Sergiopolis, suggesting that
he should ransom the 12,O 00 captives for 2 0 0 lbs. of gold
(15s. a head). As Candidus had not, and could not immediately obtain, the sum, he was allowed to stipulate in writing
that he would pay it within a year's time, under penalty of paying double and resigning his bishopric. Few of the redeemed
prisoners survived long the agitations and tortures they had
undergone.
Meanwhile the Roinan general Buzes was at Hierapolis.
Nominally the command in the East was divided between
Buzes and Belisarius; the Roman provinces beyond the
Euphrates being assigned to the former, Syria and Asia Minor
to the latter. But as Belisarius had not yet returned from
Italy, the entire army was at the disposal of Buzes, the nzagister
nzilitzcm per Armenianz.'

If we are to believe the account of a writer who was probably prejudiced; this general behaved in the most extraordinary
manner. He collected the chief citizens of Hierapolis and

'

The fact that Theophanes calls
Ewes "general of the East" (ad 6033
A.M.) does not count for much ; he
1)robably made a wrong inference from
Procopius' language. We learn from
Malala3 and Theophanes t h a t in 628
Justinian created a new office, that of a

magistcr militum in Armenia, and
conferred i t upon Tzitas (Mal. Ztittas),
presumably Sittas, who married Theodora's sister Komito. Buzes was the
successor of Sittas.
Procopius, B. P. ii. 6.
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pointed out to them that in case of a siege, which seemed
imminent, the city would be less efficiently protected if all the
forces remained within the walls, than if a small garrison defended it, and the main body of the troops, posted on the neighbouring heights, harassed the besiegers. Following up this
plausible counsel, Buzes took the larger part of the army with
him and vanished; and neither the inhabitants of Hierapolis
nor the enemy could divine where he had hidden himself.
Inforrned of the presence of Chosroes in the Roman provinces, Justinian despatched Germanus to Antioch, at the head
of a small body of three hundred soldiers. The fortifications
of the " Queen of the East" did not satisfy the careful inspection of Germanus, for although the lower parts of the city were
adequately protected by the Orontes, which washed the bases
of the houses, and the higher regions seemed secure on impregnable heights, there rose outside the walls adjacent to the
citadel a broad rock, almost as lofty as the wall, which would
inevitably present to the besiegers a fatal point of vantage.
Competent engineers said that there would not be sufficient
time before Chosroes' arrival to remedy this defect by removing
the rock or enclosing it within the walls. Accordingly Germanus, despairing of resistance, sent Megas, the bishop of
Beroea, to divert the advance of Chosroes from Antioch by the
influence of money or entreaties. Megas reached the Persian
army as it was approaching Hierapolis, the city abandoned by
Buzes, and was informed by the great king that it was his
unalterable intention to subdue Syria and Cilicia. The bishop
was constrained or induced to accompany the army to Hierapolis, which was strong enough to defy a siege, and was content to purchase immunity from the attempt by a payment
equivalent to 2 9 0,O 0 0. Chosroes then consented to retire
without assaulting Antioch on the receipt of 1000 lbs.
of gold (S45,000), and Megas returned speedily with the good
news, while the enemy proceeded more leisurely to Beroea.
From this city the avarice of the Sassanid demanded double
the amount he had exacted at Hierapolis ; the Beroeans gave
him half the sum, affirming that it was all they had ; but the
extortioner refused to be satisfied, and proceeded to demolish
the city.
From Beroea he advanced to Antioch, and demanded the
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1 0 0 0 Ibs. with which Megas had undertaken to redeem that
city ; and it is said that he would have been contented to receive
a smaller sum. All the Antiochenes would probably have followed the example of a few prudent or timid persons, who left
the city in good time, taking their belongings with them, had
not the arrival of six thousand soldiers fro111 Lebanon, ied by
Theoctistus and Molatzes, infused into their hearts a rash and
unfortunate confidence. Julian, the private secretary of the
Emperor, who had arrived at Antioch, bade the inhabitants
resist the extortion ; and Paul, the interpreter of Chosroes, who
with friendly intentions counselled them to pay the money, was
almost slain. Not content with defying the enemy by a refusal, the men of Antioch stood on their walls and loaded
Chosroes with torrents of scurrilous abuse, which would have
inflamed less intolerant monarchs than he.
The siege which ensued was short, but the defence at first
was brave. Between the towers, which crowned the walls at
intervals, platforms of wooden beams were suspended by ropes
attached to the towers, that a greater number of defenders
might man the walls at once. But during the fighting the
ropes gave way and the suspended soldiers were precipitated,
some without, some within the walls ; the men in the towers
were seized with panic and left their posts; and the defence of
the city was abandoned except by a few young men, whom an
honourable rivalry in the hippodrome had trained in vigour
and bravery. The confusion was increased by a rush made to
the gates, occasioned by a false report that Euzes was coming
to the rescue ; and a multitude of women and children were
crushed or trampled to death. But the gate leading to the
remote suburb of Daphne was purposely left unblocked by the
Persians; it was Chosroes' prudent desire that the Eoman
soldiers and their officers should be allowed to leave the city
unmolested; and some of the inhabitants escaped with the
departing army. But the young men of the Circus factions
made a valiant and hopeless stand against superior nunzbers ;
and the city was not entered without a considerable loss of
life, which Chosroes pretended to deplore. I t is said that two
illustrious ladies cast themselves into the Orontes, to escape
the cruelties of oriental licentiousness.
I t was nearly three hundred years since Antioch had ex-
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perienced the presence of a human foe, though it suffered
frequently and grievously from the malignity of nature. The
Sassanid Sapor had taken the city in the ill-starred reign of
Valerian, but it was kindly dealt with then in comparisc n with
its treatment by Chosroes. The cathedrzl was stripped of its
wealth in gold and silver and its splendid marbles ; all the other
churches, many richly endowed, met the same fate, except that
of St. Julian, which was exempted owing to the accident that it
was honoured by the proximity 3f the ambassadors' residences.
Orders were given that the whole town should be burnt, and
the sentence of the relentless conqueror was executed as far
as was practicable.
While the work of demolition was being carried out, Chosroes
was treating with the ambassadors of Justinian, and expressed
himself ready to make peace, on condition that he received 5 0 0 0
lbs. of gold, paid immediately, and an annual sum of 500 lbs.
for the defence of the Caspian gates. While the ambassadors
returned with this answer to Byzantinm, Chosroes advanced to
Seleucia, the port of Antioch, and looked upon the waters of
the Mediterranean ; it is related that he took a solitary bath
In returning he
in the sea and sacrificed to the sun.
visited Daphne, which was not included in the fate of
Antioch, and thence proceeded to Apamea, whose gates he
was invited to enter with a guard of 200 soldiers. All the
gold and silver in the town was collected to satisfy his greed,
even to the jewelled case in which a piece of the true cross
was reverently preserved. H e was clement enough to spare the
precious relic itself, which for him was devoid of value. The city
of Chalcis purchased its safety by a sum of 2 0 0 lbs. of gold ; and
having exhausted the provinces to the west of the Euphrates,
Chosroes decided to continue his campaign of extortion in
Mesopotamia, and crossed the river at Obbane by a bridge of
boats. Edessa, the great stronghold of western Mesopotamia, was
too secure itself to fear a siege, but paid 200 lbs. of gold for
the immunity of the surrounding territory from devastation?
At Edessa, ambassadors arrived from Justinian, bearing his con-

'

The people of Edessa were generous
enough t o subscribe t o ransom the
Antiochene captives ; farmers who had
no money gave a sheep or an ass, prostitute? stripped off their ornaments.

Rut, according t o Procopius, Buzes,
who happened to be there, seized t h e
rnoncy that was collected a n d allowed
the ,captives to be carried off t o
Pe-qs

.
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sent to the terms proposed by Chosroes ; bnt, in spite of this,
according to the Roman historian, the unscrupnlous Persian
did not shrink from making an attempt to take Daras on his
homeward march.
The fortress of Daras, which Anastasius had erected to
replace the long-lost Nisibis as an outpost in eastern Mesopotamia, was girt with two walls, between which stretched a
space of fifty feet, devoted by the inhabitants to the pasture
of domestic animals. The inner wall reached the marvellous
elevation of sixty feet, while the towers superimposed at
intervals were forty feet higher. A river, descending in a
winding and rocky bed, and exempted by nature from all danger
of diversion, flowed into the city; and not long before the
arrival of Chosroes some physical disturbance of the ground
had concealed its point of egress in a newly-formed whirlpool
and buried its waters in the mazes of a subterranean passage.
Thus, in case of a siege, while the beleaguered were well
supplied, the beleaguerers stood in sore need of water.
Chosroes attacked the city on the western side, and burned
the gates of the outer wall, but no Persian was bold enough
to enter the interspace. H e then began operations on the
eastern side, the only side of the rock-bound city where digging
was possible, and ran a mine under the outer wall. The
vigilance of the besiegers was baffled until the subterranean
passage had reached the foundations of the outer wall ; but then,
according to the story-which we must relegate to that region of
history to which the visions of Alaric at Athens belong-a
hwrian or superhuman form in the gnise of a Persian soldier
advanced near the wall under the pretext of collecting discharged missiles, and while to the besiegers he seemed to be
mocking the men on the battTements, he was really informing
the besieged of the danger that was creeping upon them unawares. The Romans then, by the counsel of Theodorus, a
clever engineer; dug a deep transverse trench between the two
walls so as to intersect the line of the enemy's excavation ;
the Persian burrowers suddenly ran or fell into the Roman
pit; those in front were slain, and the rest fled back unpursuggests that the word pqxavc~7f was
Procopius calls i t d[to8darov.
(though not in very strict
girl uo@iq r1j ~aXou,&ug , ~ ~ x ~ Ypopularly
I K ~
Xoyiou bvfipbs. The mode of expression prose) used in the modern sense.
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sued through the dark passage. Disgusted at this failure,
Chosroes raised the siege on receiving from the men of Daras
1 0 0 0 lbs. of silver.
When he returned to Ctesiphon the victorious monarch
erected a new city near his capital, on the model of Antioch,
with whose spoils it was beautified, and settled therein the
captive inhabitants of the original city, the remainder of whcse
clays was perhaps more happily spent than if the generosity
of the Edessenes had achieved its intention. The name of
the new town, according to Persian authorities,' was Rumia
(Rome) ; according to Procopius it was called by the joint
names of Chosroes and Antioch (Chosro-Antiocheia).

11. Clzosroes' invusion of Colchis, and Belzsa~iz~s'
campaign
i n Mesopotamia, 5 4 1 A.D.

.

From this time forth the kingdom of Lazica or Colchis
was destined to play an important and tedious part in the
wars between the Romans and Persians.
This country
seems to have been in those days far poorer than i t is at
present ; the Lazi depended for corn, salt, and other necessary
articles of consumption on Romaa merchants, and gave in
exchange skins and slaves ; while " at present Mingrelia, though
wretchedly cultivated, produces maize, millet, and barley in
abundance ; the trees are everywhere festooned with vines,
which grow naturally, and yield a very tolerable mine ; while
salt is one of the main products of the neiglibouring Georgia.""
The Lazi were dependent on the Roman Empire, but the dependence consisted not in paying tribute but in comniitting the choice
of their kings to the wisdom of the Roman Emperor. The
nobles were in the habit of choosing wives among the Romans ;
Gobazes, the sovereign who invited Chosroes to enter his
country, was the son of a Roman lady, and had served as a
Mirkhond and Tabari ; see RawliuSon, Seventh Oriental Alonarchy, p. 395.
The new Antioch had one remarkable
privilege ; slaves who fled thither, if
acknorvledged by its citizens as kinsmen, were exempted from the pursuit
of their masters.
Rawl~nsou, q. cit. p. 406, where
l h c f.rcts are quoted from Haxthausen's

Transcaucasia.
Procopius himself
mentions (B. G. iv. 14) that the district of hfuchiresis in Colchis was very
fertile, producing wine and various
kinds of corn. For the languages spoken
by the various Caucasian peoples, see an
article by Mr. R. N. Cust, i n t h e
Journal of the Iloyal Asint. SIX.vol.
svii. I 1 sqq. (1885).
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silentiary in the Byzantine palace. The Lazic kingdon1 was
a useful barrier against the trans-Caucasian Scythian races, and
the inhabitants defended the mountain passes without causing
any outlay of men or money to the Empire.
But when the Persians seized Iberia it was considered
necesfary to secure the country which barred them from the
sea by the protection of Ronian soldiers, and the unpopular
general Peter, originally a Persian slave, was not one to make
the natives rejoice at the presence of their defenders. Peter's
successor was Johannes Tzibos, a nlan of obscure station, whose
unprincipled skill in raising money made him a useful tool to
the Emperor. He was certainly au able man, for it was by his
advice that Justinian built the maritime town of Petra, at a point
of the Colchian coast considerably to the south of the mouth of
the Phasis. Here he established a monopoly and oppressed
the natives. I t was no longer possible for the Lazi to deal
directly with the traders and buy their corn and salt at a
reasonable price ; John Tzibos, perched in the fortress of Petra,
acted as a sort of retail dealer, to whom both buyers and sellers
were obliged to resort, and pay the highest or receive the lowest
prices. I n justification of this monopoly it may be remarked
that it was the only practicable way of imposing a tax on the
Lazi ; and the imposition of a tax might have been deemed a
necessary and just compensation for the defence of the country,
notwithstanding the facts that it was garrisoned solely in
Roman interests, and that the garrison itself was unwelcome
to the natives.
Exasperated by these grievances, Gobazes, the king of
Lazica, sent an embassy to Chosroes, inviting him to recover a .
venerable lsingdom, and pointing out that if he expelled the
Romans from Lazica he would have access to the Euxine,
whose waters could convey his forces against the palace at
Byzantiun~,while he would have an opportunity of establishing
a connection with those other enemies of Rome, the Huns of
Europe.' Chosroes consented to the proposals of the ambassadors; and keeping his real intention secret, pretended that
pressing affairs required his presence in Iberia.
Another element i n Chosroes' Colchian policy was the circumstance
that the Iberians did not obey the
Persians with a good will. If Lazica

were Persian, they would have no
power in the rear to support them if
they revolted. Compare Procopius,
B. P. ii. 28.
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Under the guidance of the envoys, Chosroes and his army
passed into the devious woods and difficult hill-passes of
Colchis, cutting dowu as they went lofty and leafy trees, which
hung in dense array on the steep acclivities, and using the
trunks to smooth or render passable rugged or dangerous
places. When they had penetrated to the mirlclle of the
country, they were met by Gobazes, who paid oriental homage
to the great king. The chief object was to capture Petra, the
stronghold of Roman power, and dislodge the retail dealer, as
Chosroes contemptuously termed the monopolist, Johannes
Tzibos. A detachment of the army under Aniabedes was sent
on in advance to attack the fortress; and when this officer
arrived before the walls he found indeed the gates shut, but
the place seemed totally deserted, and not a trace of an inhabitant was visible. A messenger was sent to inform Chosroes of this surprise; the rest of the army hastened to the
spot; a battering-ram was applied to the gate, while the
monarch watched the proceediags from the top of an adjacent
hill. SuddenIy the gate flew open, and a multitude of Roman
soldiers rushing forth overwhelmed those Persians who were
applying the engine, and, having killed many others who were
drawn up hard by, speedily retreated and closed the gate.
The unfortunate Aniabedes (according to others, the officer
who was charged with the operation of the battering-ram)
was crucified for the crime of being vanquished by a retail
dealer.
A regular siege now began. I t was inevitable that Petra
should be captured, says our historian Procopius, displaying a
curious idea of causes and effects,' and therefore Joha~lnes,the
governor, was slain by an accidental missile, and the garrison,
deprived of their commander, became careless and lax. On
one side Petra is protected by the sea, landwards inaccessible
cliffs defy the slcill or bravery of an assailant, save only where
One narrow entrance divides the line of steep clifls and admits
of access from the plain. This gap between the roclcs was
filled by a long wall, the ends of which were dominated by
towers constructed in an unusual manner, for instead of being
hollow a11 the way up, they were made of solid stone to a considerable height, so that they could not be shaken by the most
~ a ybp
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powerful engine. But oriental inventiveness undermined these
wonders of solidity. A mine was bored under the base of
one of the towers, the lower stones were removed and replaced
by wood, the demolishing force of fire loosened the upper
layers of stones, and the tower fell, the Romans stationed in it
escaping just in time. This success was decisive, as the
besieged recognised ; they readily capitulated, and the victors
did not lay hands on any property in the fortress save the
possessions of the defunct governor. Having placed a Persian
garrison in Petra, Chosroes remained no longer in Lazica,
for the news had reached him that Belisarius was about to
invade Assyria, and he hurried back to defend his dominions.
Belisarius, accompanied by all the Goths whom he had led
in triumph from Italy, except the Gothic king himself, had
proceeded in the spring to take command of the eastern army
in Mesopotamia? Having found out by spies that no invasion
was meditated by Chosroes, whose presence was demanded in
Iberia-the design on Lazica was kept effectually concealedthe Roman general determined to lead the whole army, along
with the auxiliary Saracens of Arethas, into the confines of
Persian territory. What strikes us about the campaign is
that although Belisarius was chief in command he never seems
to have ventured or cared to execute his strategic plans without consulting the advice of the other officers. I t is difficult
to say whether this was due to distrust of his own judgment
and the reflection that many of the subordinate generals were
more experienced in Mesopotamian geography and Persian
warfare than himself: or to a fear that some of the leaders in
an army composed of soldiers of many races might prove
refractory and impatient of too peremptory orders. At Daras
a council of war was held; all the officers declared for an
immediate invasion except Theoctistus and Rhecithancus, the
captains of contingents from Lebanon, who apprehended that
the Saracen Alaniundar might take advantage of their absence
to invade Syria and Phoenicia ; but when Belisarius reminded
them that it was now the summer solstice, and that it was the
1 The Italian generals accompanied
Belisarius.
One of them, Valerian,
succeeded Martin as general in Armenia ; Martin had been transferred

to Mesopotamia.
This is dwelt on i n one of the
speeches which Procopius places in
Belisarius' mouth.
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Saracen custom to spend sixty days from that date in religious
devotion, they withdrew their objection on condition that they
were to return to Syria two months thence.
The army marched towards Nisibis, and some murmurs
arose when Belisarius, instead of advancing to the walls, halted
at a distance of about five miles away. Having justified his
action in a speech, he sent forward Peter, and John the duke
of Mesopotamia, ordering them to approach within about a
mile of the city. He reminded them that the Persian garrison,
commanded by the able general Nabedes, would be more likely
to attack them at noonday than at any other hour, as the
Romans were wont to dine then, and the Persians in the
evening. But under the heat of the meridian sun, the soldiers
of Peter, yielding to a natural lassitude, laid aside their arms
and carelessly employed themselves in eating the cucumbers
which grew around. The watchful garrison sallied forth from
the city, but as there was more than a mile's distance to
traverse, the Romans had time to assume their arms, though
not to form in an orderly array. The Persian onslaught was
successful, the standard of John was taken, and fifty Romans
were slain. But all was not yet lost. Belisarius was hastening to the scene before Peter's messenger had time to reach
him ; the long lances of the Goths retrieved the slender loss,
and 150 Persians strewed the ground. But Nisibis was too
strong to be attacked, and the army moved forward to the
fortress of Sisaurani, where its assault was at first repulsed
with loss. Belisarius decided to invest the place, but as the
Saracens were useless for siege warfare, he sent Arethas and
his troops, accompanied by 1200 guardsmen, to invade and
harry Assyria, intending to cross the Tigris himself when he
had taken the fort. The siege was of short duration, for the
garrison was not supplied with provisions, and soon consented
to surrender; all the Christians were dismissed free, the fireworshippers were sent to Byzantium to await the Emperor's
pleasure, and the fort was levelled to the ground.
Meanwhile the plundering expedition of Arethas was
successful, but he played his allies false. Desiring to retain

'

'

These Persians, with their leader
Bleschanes, were afterwards sent to
Italy against the Goths.
It was

Ronlan policv to employ Persian captives against" the Goths, Gothic captives against the Persians.
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all the spoils for himself, he invented a story to rid himself of
the Roman guardsmen who accompanied him,' and he sent no
information to Belisarius. This was not the only cause of
anxiety that vexed that general's mind. The Roman, especially
the Thracian, soldiers were not inured to and could not endure
the intense heat of the dry Mesopotamian climate in midsummer, and disease broke out in the army, demoralised by
physical exhaustion. All the soldiers were anxious to return
to more clement districts, and as it was already August, the
captains of the troops of Lebanon were uneasy, fancying that
Alamundar might be advancing to plunder their homes.
There was nothing to be done but yield to the prevailing
wish, which was shared by all the generals. I t cannot be said
that the campaign of Belisarius accomplished much to set off
against the acquisition of Petra by the Persians.

111. Chosroes' Invasion of Con~magene,5 4 2

A.D.

The first act of Choeroes when he crossed the Euphrates in
spring was to send 6000 soldiers to besiege the town of
Sergiopolis because the bishop Candidus, who had undertaken
to pay the ransom of the Surene captives two years before,
was unable to collect the amount, and found Justinian deaf to
his appeals for aid. But the town lay in a desert, and the
besiegers were soon obliged to abandon the attempt in consequence of the drought. I t was not the Persian's intention to
waste his time in despoiling the province Euphratensis or Commagene; he purposed to jnvade Palestine, and plunder the
treasures of Jerusalem. But this exploit was reserved for his
grandson of tlie same name, and the invader returned to his
kingdom having accomplished almost nothing. This speedy
retreat was probably due to the outbreak of the plague in
Persia, though the Roman historian attributes it to the address
of Belisariu~.~
Belisarius travelled by post-horses (veredi) from Constantinople to the Euphratesian province, and taking up his quarters
at Europus on the Euphrates, close to Carchemish, the ancient
Trajan and John the Glutton were they proceeded to Theodosiopolis, in
in con~maudof these 1200 i r ~ a u r r r ~ r a i . order to avoid a hostile army which did.
S Pabove,
~
p. 401.
When they separated from Arethas not exist.
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capital of the Hittites, he collected there the bulk of the
troops who were dispersed throughout the province in its
various cities. Chosroes was curious about the personality of
Belisarius, of whom he had heard so much,-the
conqueror of
the Vandals, the conqueror of the Goths, who had led two
fallen monarchs in triumph to the feet of Justinian. Accordingly he sent Abandanes as an envoy to the Roman general,
on the pretext of learning why Justinian had not sent ambassadors to negotiate a peace.
Belisarius did not mistake the true nature of Abandanes'
mission, and determined to make an impression. Having sent
a body of one thousand cavalry to the left bank of the river,
to harass the enemy if they attempted to cross, he selected
six thousand tall and comely men from his army and proceeded
with them to a place at some distance from his camp, as if on
a hunting expedition. H e had constructed for himself a
pavilion of thick canvas, which he set up, as in a desert spot,
and when he knew that the ambassador was approaching, he
arranged his soldiers with careful negligence. On either side
of him stood Thracians and Illyrians, a little farther off the
Goths, then Heruls, Vandals, and Moors ; all were arrayed in
close-fitting linen tunics and drawers, without a cloak or eponzis
to disguise the symmetry of their forms, and, like hunters, each
carried a whip as well as some weapon, a sword, an axe, or a
bow. They did not stand still, as men on duty, but moved
carelessly about, glancing idly and indifferently at the Persian
envoy, who soon arrived and niarvelled.
To Abandanes' complaint that " the Caesar " had not sent
an embassy to his master, Belisarius answered, as one amused,
" I t is not the habit of men to transact their affairs as Chosroes
has transacted his. Others, when aggrieved, send an embassy
first, and if they fail in obtaining satisfaction, resort to war;
but he attacks and then talks of peace." The presence and
bearing of the Roman general, and the appearance of his followers, hunting indifferently at a short distance from the
Persian camp without any precautions, made a profound impressioi~on Abandanes, and he persuaded his master to abandon
Theophanes calls him Abandazes,
but hi3 account tallies so closely
(even in expression) with that of Procopius that he does not seem to have
VOL. I

had a second authority before him.
ralrvhe6v, which Procopius introduces with his usualapologetic fonnula.
See below, Bk. iv. pt. ii. cap. viii.
2F
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the proposed expedition. Chosroes n a y have reflected that
the triumph of a king over a general would be no humiliation
for the general, while the triumph of a mere general over a
king would be very humiliating for the king ; such at least is
the colouring that the general's historian put on the king's
retreat. According to the same autho~lty,Chosroes hesitated
to risk the passage of the Euphrates while the enemy
were so near, but Belisarius, with his smaller numbers, did not
entertain the intention of obstructing him, and a truce was
made, Johannes, son of Basil, being delivered, an unwilling
hostage, to Chosroes. Having reached the other bank, the
Persians turned aside to take and demolish Callinicum, the
Coblenz of the Euphrates, which fell an easy prey to their
assault, as the walls were in process of renovation at the time.
This retreat of Chosroes, according to Procopius, procured for
Belisarius greater glory than he had won by his victories in
Africa and Italy.
But the account of Procopius, which conling from a less
illustrious historian would be rejected on account of internal
improbability, cannot be accepted with confidence. I t displays
such a marked tendency to glorify his favourite and friend
Belisarius, that it can hardly be received as a candid unvarnished
account of the actual transactions. Besides, there is a certain
inconsistency. If Chosroes retired for fear of Belisarius, as
Procopius would have us believe, why was it he who received
the hostage, and how did he venture to take Callinicnm ? I t
might be said that these were devices, connived at by Belisarius,
to keep up the dignity of a king ; but as there actually existed
a potent cause, unconnected with the Romans, to induce his
return to Persia, namely the outbreak of the plague, we can
hardly hesitate to assume that this was its true m0tive.l
IV. The Ronzan Invasion of Persamzenia, 543

A.D.

I n spite of the plague Chosroes set forth in the following
spring to invade Roman Armenia. H e advanced into the district of Azerbiyan (Atropatene), and halted at the great shrine
of Persian fire-worship, where the magi kept alive an eternal

' So Rawlinson (op. cit. p. 401), who

perhaps is more generous to Procopius

than he deserves. The plague brokc
out in Persia in the summer of 542.
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flame, which Procopius wishes to identify with the fire of
Roman Testa. Here the Persian monarch waited for some
time, having received a message that two ambassaclorsl were
on their way to him, with instructions from " the Caesar."
But the ambassadors did not arrive, because one of them fell
ill by the road; and Chosroes did not pursue his northward journey, because a plague broke out in his army. The
Persian general Nabedes sent a christian bishop named Eudubius to Valerian, the Roman general in Armenia, with complaints that the expected embassy had not appeared. Eudubius
was accompanied by his brother, who secretly communicated
to Valerian the valuable information that Chosroes was just
then encompassed by perplexities, the spread of the plague,
and the revolt of one of his sons. I t was a favourable opportunity for the Romans, and Jnstinian gave command that all
th? generals ~ ~ a t i o n ein
d the East should combine to invade
Persarmenia.
Martin was the master of soldiers in the East; he does
not appear, however, to have possessed much actual authority
over the other commanders. They at first encamped in the same
district, but did not unite their forces, which in all amounted to
about thirty thousand men. Martin himself, with Ildiger and
Theoctistus, encamped at Kitharizon, about four days' march
from Theodosiopolis ; the troops of Peter and Adolios took up
their quarters in the vicinity ; while Valerian, the general of
Armenia, stationed himself close to Theodosiopolis and was
joined there by Narses and a regiment of Heruls and Armenians.
The Emperor's nephew Justus and some other commanders
remained during the campaign far to the south in the neighbourhood of Martyropolis, where they made incursions of no
great importance.
At first the various generals made separate inroads, but
they ultimately united their regiments in the spacious plain of
nubis, eight days from Theodosiopolis. This plain, well suited
for equestrian exercise, and richly populated, was a famous
rendezvous for traders of all nations, Indian, Iberian, Persian,
and Roman.' About fifteen miles from Dubis there was a

'

Constantianus, an Illyrian, and
Sergius of Edessa, both rhetors and
men of intellect.
The Chlistians of these parts were

subject to the spiritual government of
a bisho called the Catholicus, a term
which \as survived to the present
day.
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steep mountain, on whose side was perched a village called
Anglon, protected by a strong fortress. Here the Persian
general Nabedes, with four thousand soldiers, had taken up an
almost impregnable position, blocking the precipitous streets of
the village with stones and waggons. The ranks of the Roman
army, as it marched to Anglon, fell into disorder; the want of
union among the generals, who acknowledged no supreme
leader, led to confusion in the line of march ; mixed bodies of
soldiers and sutlers turned aside to plunder; and the security
which they displayed might have warranted a spectator in prophesying a speedy reverse. As they drew near to the fortress, an
attempt was made to marshal the somewhat demoralised troops
in the form of two wings and a centre. The centre was commanded by the Master of Soldiers, the right wing by Peter, the
left by Valerian ; and all advanced in irregular and wavering
line, on account of the roughness of the ground.' The best
course for the Persians was obviously to act on the defensive.
Narses and his Heruls, who were probably on the left wing
with Valerian, were the first to attack the foes and to press them
back into the fort. Drawn on by the retreating enemy through
the narrow village streets, they were suddenly attacked on the
flank and in the rear by an ambush of Persians who had concealed themselves in the houses. The valiant Narses was
wounded in the temple; his brother succeeded in carrying
him from the fray, but the wound proved mortal. This repulse
of the foremost spread the alarm to the regiments that were
coming up behind; Nabedes comprehended that the moment
had arrived to take the offensive and let loose his soldiers on
the panic-stricken ranks of the assailants; and all the Heruls,
who fought according to their wont without helmets or breastplates: fell before the charge of the Persians. The Romans
did not tarry ; they cast their arms away and fled in wild confusion, and the mounted soldiers galloped so fast that few
horses survived the flight; but the Persians, apprehensive of
an ambush, did not pursue.
Never, says Procopius, did the Romans experience such a
great disaster. This exaggeration makes us seriously inclined
l Procopius assigns as an additional cause the want of discipline or previous
marshalling of the troops ; but I feel some suspicions of the whole account of
this campaign.
The Herul's only amour was a shield and a cloak of thick stuff.
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to suspect the accuracy of Procopius' account of this campaign.
We can hardly avoid detecting in his narrative a desire to
place the generals in as bad a light as possible, just as in his
description of the hostilities of the preceding year he manifested a marked tendency to place the behaviour of his hero
Belisarius in as fair a light as possible. I n fact he. seems to
wish to draw a strong and striking contrast between a
brilliant campaign in 5 4 2 and a miserable failure in 5 43. We
have seen reason to doubt the exceptional brilliancy of Belisarius' achievement ; and we may be disposed to question the
statement that the defeat at Anglon was overwhelming, and
the insinuation that the generals were incompetent.
V. Chos~oes'Invasion of Nesopotamia ; Siege of Edessa544 A.D.
His failure at Edessa in 540 rankled in the mind of the
Sassanid monarch ; he determined to retrieve it in 544. The
siege of this important fortress, the key to Roman Mesopotamia, is one of the most interesting in the siege warfare of
the sixth century. The place was so strong that Chosroes
would have been glad to avoid the risk of a second failure, and
he proposed to the inhabitants that they should pay him an
immense sum or allow him to take all the riches in the city.
His proposal was refused, though if he had made a reasonable
demand it would have been agreed to ; and the Persian army
encamped at somewhat less than a mile from the walls. Three
experienced generals, Peter, Martin, and Peranius, were
stationed in Edessa at this time.
On the eighth day from the beginning of the siege,
Chosroes caused a large number of hewn trees to be strewn on
the ground in the shape of an immense square, at about a
stone's throw from the city ; earth was heaped over the trees,
90 as to form a flat mound, and stones, not cut smooth and
regular as for building, but rough hewn, were piled on the top,
additional strength being secured by a layer of wooden beams
placed between the stones and the earth. I t required many
days to raise this mound to a height sufficient to overtop the
walls. At first the workmen were harassed by a sally of Huns,
one of whom, named Argek, slew twenty-seven with his own
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hand. This could not be repeated, as henceforward a guard of
Persians stood by to protect the builders. As the work went
on, the mound seems to have been extended in breadth as well
as in height, and to have approached closer to the walls, so that
the workmen came within range of the archers who manned
the battlements, but they protected themselves by thick and
long strips of canvas, woven of goat hair, whiEh were hung on
poles, and proved an adequate shield. Foiled in their attempts
to obstruct the progress of the' threatening pile, which they saw
rising daily higher and higher, the besieged sent an embassy
to Chosroes. The spokesman of the ambassadors was the
physician Stephen, a native of Edessa, who had enjoyed the
friendship and favour of Kobad, whom he had healed of a
disease, and had superintended the education of Chosroes himself. But even he, influential though he mas, could not obtain
more than the choice of three al-cernatives-the surrender of
Peter and Peranius, who, originally Persian subjects, had
presumed to make war against their master's son ; the payment
of 50,000 lbs. of gold (two million and a quarter pounds
sterling) ; or the reception of Persian deputies, who should
ransack the city for treasures and bring all to the Persian
camp. All these proposals were too extravagant to be
entertained for an instant ; the ambassadors returned in dejection, and the erection of the mound advanced.
A new
embassy was sent, but was not even admitted to an audience ;
and when the plan of raising the city wall was tried, the
besiegers found no difficulty in elevating their construction
also.
At length the Romans resorted to the plan of undermining
the mound, but when their excavation had reached the middle
of the pile the noise of the subterranean digging was heard
dug or hewed a
by the Persian builders, who in~n~ediately
hole in their own structure in order to discover the miners.
These, knowing that they were detected, filled up the
remotest part of the excavated passage and adopted a new
device. Beneath the end of the mound nearest to the city t>ey
formed a small subterranean chamber with stones, boards,
earth. Into this room they threw piles of wood of the most
inflammable kind, which had been smeared over with sulphur,
bitumen, and oil of cedar. As soon as the mound was corn-
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pleted, they kindled the logs, and kept the fire replenished with
fresh fuel. A considerable time was required for the fire to
penetrate the entire extent of the mound, and smoke began to
issue prematurely from that part where the foundations were
first inflamed. The besieged adopted a cunning device to
mislead the besiegers. They cast burning arrows and
hurled vessels filled with burning embers on various parts of
the mound ; the Persian soldiers ran to and fro to extinguish
them, believing that the smoke, which really came from
beneath, was caused by the flaming missiles ; and some thus
employed were pierced by arrows from the walls.
Next
morning Chosroes himself visited the mound and was the first
to discover the true cause of the smoke, which now issued in
denser volume. The whole aymy was summoned to the scene
amid the jeers of the Romans, who surveyed from the walls the
consternation of their foe. The torrents of water with which
the stones were flooded increased the vapour instead of quenching it and caused the sulphurous flames to operate more
violently. I n the evening the volume of smoke was SO
immense that it could be seen as far away to the south as at
the city of Carrhae I ; and the fire, which had been gradually
working upwards as well as spreading beneath, at length gained
the air and overtopped the surface. Then the Persians desisted
from their futile endeavours.
Six days later an attack was made on the walls at early
dawn, and but for a farmer who chanced to be awake and gave
the alarm, the garrison might have been surprised.
The
assailants were repulsed ; and another assault on the great gate
at mid-day was likewise unsuccessful. One final effort was
The ruins of the halfmade by the baffled beleaguerers.
demolished mound were covefed with a floor of bricks, and from
this elevation a grand attack was, made. At first the Persians
seemed to be superior, but the enthusiasm which prevailed in
the city was ultimately crowned with victory. The peasants,
even the women and the children, ascended the walls and took
a part in the combat; cauldrons of oil were kept continually
boiling, that the burning liquid might be poured on the heads
of the assailants; and the Persians, unable to endure the fury
of their enemies, fell back and confessed to Chosroes that they
Th: d~ctanceof Carrhae from Edessa was about thirty miles.
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were vanquished. The enraged despot drove them back to the
encounter; they made yet one supreme effort, and were yet
3nce more discomfited. Edesse was saved, and the siege unwillingly abandoned by the disappointed king, who, however,
had the satisfaction of receiving 5000 lbs. of gold from the
weary though victorious Edessenes.
I n the following year, 545 A.D.,a peace or truce1 was concluded for five years, Justinian consenting to pay 20 00 lbs. of
gold and to permit a certain Greek physician, named Tribunus,
to remain at the Persian court for a year. Tribunus of Palestine, the best medical doctor of the age, was, we are told, a
man of distinguished virtue and piety, and highly valued by
Chosroes, whose constitution was delicate and constantly
required the services of a physician. At the end of the year
the king permitted him to ask a boon, and instead of proposing
remuneration for himself he begged for the freedom of some
Roman prisoners. Chosroes not only liberated those whom he
named, but others also to the number of three thousand, and
Tribunus won the blessings of those whom his word had
ransomed and great glory ainong men.
No distinct mention of this truce is made by Gibbon, v h o passes over
these eampaigns with a vague sentence.

CHAPTER IX

THE Lazi soon found that the despotism of the Persian fireworshipper was less tolerable than the oppression of the
Christian monopolists, and repented that they had taught
the armies of the great king to penetrate the defiles of
Colchis. I t was not long before the magi attempted to convert the new province to a faith which was odious to the christianised natives, and it became known that Chosroes entertained the intention of removing the inhabitants and colonising
the land with Persians. Gobazes, who learned that Chosroes
was plotting against his life, hastened to ask for the pardon
and seek for the protection of Justinian, whose name seemed
appropriate to his character when compared with a tyrant
whose title, "the Just" (like that of Haroun A1 Rasehid),
seemed the expression of a prudent irony. I n 549 A.D.
7000 Romans were sent to Lazica, under the command of
Dagisthaeus, to recover the fortress of Petra, which was the
most important position in that country. Their forces were
strengthened by the addition of a thousand Tzanic auxiliaries.
Procopius has warned us against identifying the Tzani with
the Colchians, apparently a common mistake in his time. The
Tzani were an inland people Living on the borders of Pontus
and Armenia, and separated from the sea by precipitous
mountains and vast solitudes, impassable torrent - beds and
yawning chasms.1
Froc. B. G. iv. 1. At the beginning of 558 A.D. we find the Tzani
plundering Annenia and Pontus. Theodorus subdued and rendered them trihutary-a sllccess of which Justinian

did not disdain to boast in one of his
Novels (Agathlas, v. 2). A good map
of Colchis is much wanted. I have not
found that i n Spruner's H?cto~-ischer
4tl fs .;atisfactory.
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The acquisition of Colchis pleased Chosroes so highly, and
the province appeared to him of such eminent importance, that
he toob every precaution to secure its retenti0n.l A highway
was constructed from the Iberian confines through the country's
hilly and woody paqses, so that not only cavalry but elephants
could traverse it. The fortress of Petra was supplied with
sufficient stores of provisions, consisting of salted meat and
corn, to last for five years; no mine was provided, but
vinegar and a sort of grain from which a spirituous liquor
could be distilled. The armour and weapons which were
stored in the magazines would, as was afterwards found, have
accoutred five times the number of the besiegers ; and a
cunning device was adopted to supply the city with water,
while the enemy should delude themselves with the idea that
they had cut off the supply.'
When Dagisthaeus laid siege to the town the garrison consisted of 1500 Persians. The besieging party numbered
7000 Roman soldiers and 1000 Tzani, who were assisted by
the Colchians under Gobazes. Dagisthaeus committed the
mistake of not occupying the clisurae or passes from Iberia
into Colchis, and thereby preventing the arrival of Persian
reinforcements. The siege was protracted for a long time, and
the small garrison was ultimately reduced to 1 50 men capable
of fighting and 3 5 0 wounded or disabled. The Romans had
dug a niine under the wall and loosened the foundations; a
part of the wall actually collapsed, and John the Armenian
with fifty men rushed through the breach, but when their leader
received a wound they retired. I t appears that nothing would
have been easier than to enter the city and overpower the
miserably small number of defenders, but Dagisthaeus purposely delayed, waiting for letters from Justinian. The
commander of the garrison protracted the delay by promising
to surrender in a few days, for he knew that Mermeroes
was approaching to relieve him. Mermeroes, allowed to
enter Colchis unopposed with large forces of cavalry and
infantry, soon arrived at the pass which commands the plairl
of Petra. Here his progress was withstood by a hundred
He tried to build a fleet in the
Euxine, but the material was destroyed
by lightning.

The way in which this was effected
will be described below, p. 449.
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Romans, but after a long and bl3ody battle the weary guards
gave way, and the Persians reached the summit. When
Dagisthaeus learned this he raised the siege, and marched
northwards to the Phasis.
Mermeroes left 3 0 0 0 men in Petra and provisioned it for
a short time. Directing the garrison to repair the walls, he
departed himself with the rest of the army on a plundering
expedition in order to obtain more supplies. He finally left
5 0 00 men under Phabrigus in Colchis, instructing them to keep
Petra supplied with food, and withdrew to Persarmenia. Disaster soon befell these 5 0 0 0 ; they were surprised in their
camp by Dagisthaeus and Gobazes in the early morning, and
but few escaped. All the provisions brought from Iberia for
the use of Petra were destroyed, and the passes which admitted
the stranger to Colchis were garrisoned.'
I n the spring of 550 Chorianes entered Colchis with a
Persian army, and encamped 5y the river Hippis, where a
battle was fought in which the Romans, under Dagisth'aeus,
were triumphantly victorious, and Chorianes lost his life. The
engagement was notable for the curious behaviour of the Lazi
and the bravery of a Persarnlenian who fought under the
Roman standard. The Lazi protested against associating themselves with their allies in the battle, and insisted on facing the
foe foremost and alone, on the ground that they had a greater
stake in the event than their protectors, and perhaps thinking
that the stress of a graver danger mould increase their defective
courage. They were allowed to have their way in so far that
the Lazic cavalry led the van, but at the very sight of the
enemy they turned and fled for refuge to those with whom
they had disdained to march in company. The Persarmenian
Artabanes, a deserter who had proved his fidelity to the
Romans by slaying twenty Persians, exhibited his courage in
a conspicuous place between the adverse armies by dismounting
and despatching a mighty Persian. These single combats were
perhaps a feature in many of the battles of the sixth century ;
they are certainly a feature in the pages of the historians.

'

At this poiat the two books of
Procopius known as de Bello Persico
come to an end, but the thread of the
narrative is resumed i n the de Eello
Qothico, Bk iv., x$hich was wrltten

after the other books had been given to
the world. Procopius apologises for
the necess~tywhich compels him to
abandon his method of geographical
divisj, .'a (B.G. iv. 1).
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Meanwhile Dagisthaeus was accused of misconducting the
siege of Petra, through disloyalty or culpable negligence.
Justinian ordered that he should be arrested, and appointed
Bessas, who had recently returned from Italy, in his stead.
Men wondered at this appointment, and thought that the
Emperor was foolish to entrust the command to a general who
was far advanced in years, and whose career in the West had
been inglorious ; but the choice, as we shall see, was justified
by the result. The subordinate commanders were Wilgang l
a Herul, Benilus the brother of Buzes, Babas a Thracian,
and Odonachus (all of whom preceded Bessas to Lazica); and
John the Armenian, who had shown his valour at the battle of
Hippis.
The first labour that devolved on Bessas was to suppress
the revolt of the Abasgi. The territory of this nation extended
along the lunated eastern coast of the Euxine, and was separated from Colchis by the country of the Apsilians, who
inhabited that ambiguous district between the western spurs of
Caucasus and the sea, a district which belongs to Asia, and
might be claiined by Europe. The Apsilians had long been
Christians, and submitted to the lordship of their Lazic neighbours, who had at one time also held sway over the Abasgi.
Like the Roman Empire in the fourth and fifth centuries,
Abasgia was governed by two princes, of whom one ruled in
the west and the other in the east.
These potentates
increased their revenue by the sale of beautiful boys, whom
they tore in early childhood from the arms of their reluctant
parents and made eunuchs; for in the Roman Empire these
comely and useful slaves were in constant demand, and
secured a high price from the opulent and luxurious nobles.
It was the glory of Jnstinian to compass the abolition of this
unnatural practice ; the subjects supported the remonstrances
which the Emperor's envoy, himself an Abasgian eunuch,
made to their kings ; the monarchy, or tyranny, was abolished,
and a people which had worshipped trees embraced Christianity,
to enjoy, as they thought, a long period of freedom under the
protection of the Roman Augustus. But the mildest pro-

'

Uligaps (Procopius), but Agathias
calls the sanie man Olihlyayyos. The
name is evidently Wilgang : for the

first part compare Wzl-helm, for the
second Wolf-gang.
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tectorate tends insensibly to become domination. Roman soldiers entered the country, and taxes were imposed on the new
friends of the Emperor. The Abasgi preferred being tyrannised
over by men of their own blood to being the slaves of a foreign
master, and accordingly they elected two new kings, Opsites
in the east and Sceparnas in the west. But it would have
been rash to brave the jealous anger of Justinian without the
support of some stronger power, and when Nabedes, after the
great defeat of the Persians at Hippis, visited Lazica, he
received sixty noble hostages from the Abasgi, who craved the
protection of Chosroes. They had not taken warning from the
relentance of the Lazi, that it was a hazardous measure to
invoke the Persian. The king, Sceparnas, was soon afterwards
summoned to the Sassanid court, and his colleague Opsites
prepared to resist the Roman forces which Bessas despatched
against him under the command of Wilgang and John the
Armenian.
I n the southern borders of Abasgia, close to the Apsilian
frontier, an extreme mountain of the Caucasian chain descends
in the form of a staircase to the waters of the Euxine. Here,
on one of the lower spurs, the Abasgi had built a strong and
roomy fastness in which they hoped to defy the pursuit of an
invader. A rough and difficult glen separated it from the sea,
while the ingress was so narrow that two persons could not enter
abreast, and so low that it was necessary to crawl. The Romans,
who had sailed from the Phasis, or perhaps from Trapezus,
landed on the Apsilian borders, and proceeded by land to
Trachea, as the glen was appropriately called, where they
found the whole Abasgic nation arrayed to defend a pass which
it would have been easy to hold against far larger numbers.
Wilgang remained with half the army at the foot of the glen,
while John and the other half embarked in the boats which
had accompanied the coast march of the soldiers. They
landed at no great distance, and by a circuitous route were
able to approach the unsuspecting foe in the rear. The Abasgi
fled in consternation towards their fortress ; fugitives and pursuers, mingled together, strove to penetrate the narrow apertare,
and those inside could not prevent enemies from entering with
friends. But the Romans when they were within the walls
found a new labour awaiting them. The Abasgi fortified
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themselves in their houses, and vexed their adversaries by
showering missiles from above. At length the Romans conceived the idea of employing the aid of fire, and the dwellings
were s o o ~reduced to ashes. Some of the people were burnt,
others, including the wives of the kings, were taken alive,
while Opsites escaped to the Huns. But it must not be
thought that the nation was exterminated, as th; words of
Procopius might lead us to infer. We shall meet, the Abasgi
again, one hundred and fifty years later, in the days of another
Justinian.
Shortly before or shortly after this episode in Abasgia,
another episode was enacted in the neighbouring country of
Apsilia.
Terdetes, a Lazic noble, quarrelled with King
Gobazes, and entered into correspondence with the Persians
to betray a strong fort called Tzibilon, in Apsilia. When the
garrison saw foreign troops approaching under a Lazic convoy
they admitted them unhesitatingly, and for a moment it seemed
that Apsilia was a Persian dependency. But the Persian
leader, seized with a passion for the beautiful wife of the
governor, compelled her by force to his embraces. The
enraged husband slew the violator and all his soldiers ; the
Apsilians were fain to reject the supremacy of the Colchians,
who had not protected them against the risk of slavery; but
the bland words of John the Armenian restored them to their
old alle,'oiance.
The truce of five years had now elapsed (April 550), and
while new negotiations began between the courts of Byzantium
and Ctesiphon, the Romans in Lazica, under the command of
A nevBessas, made another attempt to recover Petra.'
garrison, three thousand strong, had been placed in the fort ;
the breaches which had been made by Dagisthaeus in the
foundations of the wall were filled up with bags of sand, over
which thick planed beams were placed to form the basis of a
new wall. Bessas bored a mine, as Dagisthaeus had done, under
the wall, which was shaken by the removal of the earth beneath ; but the layers of the stones were not disarranged, the
While Bessas was at Petra, Odenachus and Eabas held Archaeopolis
(on the right bank of the Phasis) with

3000 men, and Benilus and Wilgang
were encamped at the month of the
Phasis.

whole mass supported by the smooth beanls sank regularly as
if it were purposely lowered by a machine, and the only effect
was that the height was reduced. The sinking
of the wall
"
overwhelmed the mine ; and as the approach to this, the only
expugnable, part of the city was an inclined plane, it was
impossible to apply the battering-rams, whose heavy frames
could only be impelled along a horizontal surface.
It happened that at this time three nobles of the Sabiric
Huns l visited the Roman camp, in order to receive a sum of
money from an envoy of Justinian, who feared to continue
his
-.
---journey to their homes in the Caucasus through a country beset
with foes. The cunning of the barbarians profited the Romans
in their perplexity and surpassed the skill of civilised engineers.
" They constructed such a machine," says the marvelling Procopius, " as within the memory of man never entered i z o the
mind of a Roman or Persian, though in both realms there
1ia.s
. - --- never been, nor is now, lacking a plentiful number of en,'aneers,
and though in all ages a machine of the kind has been wanted
by both peoples for battering fortifications in steep places." The
simplicity of the Hunnic invention might have put the engineers to shame. Instead of the perpendicular and transverse
beams, which made the regular machine so heavy, a light
frame was constructed of woven osier twigs, and covered with
skins, so that in appearance i t did not differ from the ordinarv
ram, while its lightness was such that forty men, placed
inside, could advance supporting it on their shoulders without
inconvenience.
The battering beam itself, hung in loose
chains and pointed with iron, was of normal construction ; in
fact the old machines supplied the new frames with their
beams.
At each side of these engines, when they were applied to
the walls, stood nlen ~rotectedwith helmels and cuirasses, and
provided with long poles, whose iron hooks removed the stones
which the rams had loosened. The besieged hurled from a
wooden tower, which they placed on the wall, vessels of
sulphur, pitch, and naphtha (" oil of Medea ") upon the roofs of
the machines, and it required all the agility of the men with
-

-

-

.
I

These Huns did not form a united
nation. Some of their princes Medised,
others Romanised; and those of both

classes received from their respective
patrons occasional grants of money.
(Proc. B. G. iv. 11.)
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the poles to remove the flaming missiles before the frames
caught fire.
When an appreciable breach had been made in the wall,
Bessas, with all his forces, advanced to scale it. The general
himself, in spite of his seventy years, was the first to place his
foot on the ladder, and in the combat that ensued, of the 2300
Persians who resisted and the 6000 Romans who attacked,
there were many slain and very few unwounded. Suddenly a
shout was raised, and both sides rushed to the spot, where
Bessas lay prostrate on the ground. The Persians attempted
to pierce him with their darts, but the guardsmen formed a
dense array around their general in the form of a testudo, and
protected him from hurt. The Romans had paused for a
moment and held their breath when they witnessed the fall of
Ilessas, but soon comprehending that he was not injured they
renewed the fray and redoubled their efforts. The master of
soldiers, who found himself unable to raise his obese and aged
body, weighed down by armour, was dragged slowly to a safe
place, and the incident so little affected him that, once more
erect, he again essayed to scale the wall. At length the
Persians declared themselves ready to surrender, and begged
for a short space of time to pack up their belongings; but
Bessas, suspecting their intentions, refused to check the
assault, and indicated another place under the walls where
he would entertain the proposals of those who desired to
capitulate. His caution was justified by the fact that the
Persians continued to fight.
The situation was changed when another portion of the
wall, which had been previously undermined by the besiegers,
collapsed. Both the Persians and Romans were obliged to
divide their forces, and the superiority of the latter in point of
numbers began to tell. At this point John the Armenlan,
with a few of his countrymen, succeeded in climbing up a precipitous ascent of rock, where the beleaguerers could not have
hoped and the beleaguered could not have feared that it
would prove possible to gain the battlements. The Persian
guards were killed, and the venturous Armenians entered the
fort. Meanwhile the battering-rams had continued to play on
the walls, and the defenders in their wooden tower had continued to shower inflammable substances from above; but a
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violent south wind suddenly began to blow, and the tower caught
fire from the dangerous materials which were handled by its
inmates. These, along wit,h the structure, were consumed in the
flames, ancl their burning corpses fell among their comrades or
their adversaries. The Persians were fast giving way; at
length the Romans penetrated the breaches, and Petra was
taken. Five hundred of the garrison fled to the citadel, seven
hundred and thirty we- 9 captured alive. Among the Romans
I\-ho fell in the final .:ssault mas John the Armenian, who, as
it seems, when he had scaled the wall, attacked the enemy
in the rear.
Attempts were made to induce the soldiers who had shut
themselves up in the citadel to surrender, but they proved deaf
to arguments and menaces. I n the pages of Procopins a
military orator persuades the reader that it was foolish ancl
culpable in these inflexible men to court an unnecessary death ;
but the 5 0 0 fire-worshippers, if they heard these christian
remonstrances, were not convinced of their cogency. The
citadel was fired by the order of Bessas, who expectJedthat at
the eleventh hour, with a painful death imminent, the headstrong Persians would yield. H e was disappointed ; they did
not hesitate, before the wondering gaze of the Roman victors,
to perish in the flames. " Then," says the historian, " it
appeared how dear Lazica was to Chosroes, in that he had
sent the most excellent of all his soldiers to garrison Petra."
One of the first acts of the Romans had been to destroy the
aqueduct, but in the course of the siege a Persian prisoner 711formed them that there was a second pipe invisible to the eye,
because it was concealed by stones and earth. This duct was
also destroyed, and yet to their astonishment the Romans
found when they entered the fortress that it was supplied with
water. Chosroes had dug a deep ditch, in which he placed two
pipes, one above the other, separated by a layer of clay and
stones, and above them a third pipe, which he made no attempt
to conceal. The two superior ducts were cut off by the besiegers, to whom the thought never occurred that there might
be yet a third channel.
The news of the capture of Yetra, which took place in the
2arly spring of 551 A.D., reached Mermeroes as he was
VOL. 1
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approaching with a Persian army to relieve it. As there was
no other important place south of the Phasis, he retraced his
steps in order to cross the river by a ford, and attack Archaeopolis and other fortresses on the right bank, which were occupied by the Romans or the Lazi. The total number of Roman
soldiers in Lazica amounted to 12,000. Of these, 3 0 0 0 were
stationed at Archaeopolis, under the command of Babas and
Odonachus ; the remaining 9 0 0 0 were entrenched in a camp
at the mouth of the Phasis, with the generals Benilus and
Wilgang, and an auxiliary corps of 800 Tzani. The commander-in-chief, Bessas, thinking that he had done enough by
capturing Petra, occupied himself in Armenia and Pontus with
collecting tribute, instead of following up his success and
securing the Iberian frontier.
Of Mermeroes' troops the greater part were cavalry. Eight
elephants accompanied the march, and of 12,O00 Caucasian
Huns who proffered their services, the general, fearing that
such a large number might prove unmanageable, accepted the
aid of 4000. Having halted on the borders of Iberia to reerect the fort of Scanda, which the Lazi had demolished,
Mermeroes marched towards Archaeopolis; but when he
learned that a large division of the enemy was encamped at
the mouth of the Phasis, he decided to attack it first, and
afterwards storm the city. His way led him past the city walls,
and lie jeeringly informed the inhabitants that when he had
paid a visi'c to their friends in the camp he would return to
them. " If you meet those Romans," they replied, " you will
never return to us." But those Romans did not await his
approach. Having packed up all the provisions they could
take with them, and destroyed the rest, they rowed across to
the left bank of the river; the Persians, unable to follow,
destroyed their camp, and returned to besiege Archaeopolis.
The chief city of Lazica is situated on a steep hill;
mountains impend above it, and the river that descends from
their heights flows near its gates. Protected by a wall on
either side of a narrow path which runs down to the river-ba~k,
the inhabitants could draw water securely in time of siege. The
approaches to the gates in the higher parts of the town were
precipitous and obstructed with wood and bramble ; but the
wall at the base of the hill was easily accessible, though the
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ground sloped. Mermeroes' plan of action was to attack both
the higher and lower places at the same time, and divide the
attention of the defenders. There was a corps of auxiliary
soldiers in his army called Dilimnites? .men who dwelt in the
interioq parts of Persia, but had never been forced to be
the thralls of a Persian monarch. The steep and pathless
mountains, which were their homes since remote antiquity,
secured them their liberty, but they deigned to serve for pay
in the army of the great king. They fought on foot, armed
each with a sword, a shield, and three javelins; and they
could run as nimbly on the rugged acclivities of a mountain as
on a level plain. These mercenaries were told off to harass
the besieged on the steep sides of the hill ; while the Sabiric
Huns were employed to construct light battering-rams, such as
their tribesmen had provided for the Romans at Petra. With
these engines and the eight elephants, the Persians and Huns
exerted all their strength to make an impression on the lower
gate, and a thick cloud of arrows almost expelled the Roman
defenders from the battlements; while in another place the
javelins of the Dilimnites, who fought from behind the bushes,
increased the disconlfiture of the garrison.
But by a happy inspiration the commanders apprehended
in what their sole chance of safety lay, and decided to make
a sudden sally on the enemy with all their forces. Just as
they were on the point of executing this design, to which they
had stimulated the soldiers by an oration, the cry was raised
that the corn magazine was on fire. Some of the garrison
hastened to the spot and succeeded with difficulty in extinguishing the flames, while the rest, undisturbed by the alarm,
poured forth through the opened gate upon their unprepared
and astonished antagonists. The Persians had been building
on the hope that when a Lazic trgitor, who had communicated
with Mermeroes, should have set fire to the stores, the Romans
would either desert the defence in order to save their corn or
submit to the loss of their corn in order to continue the defence. Never imagining that such a small number would have
the heart to leave the protection of their walls in the face of
an army so superior, the besiegers were scattered in small
groups here and there in front of the city; some had only
So called by Agathias.

Procopius calls them Dolomites.
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bows, which were useless in hand-to-hand fight, others totally
unarmed were carrying battering engines ; so that the sudden
onslaught of the Romans met with almljst no resistance. The
confusion was increased when one of the elephants, perhaps
wounded, broke into the Persian ranks. The front rows retreated,
and the soldiers in the rear, ignorant of the cause, caught
the alarm; while the Dilimnites, beholding from above the
consternation that prevailed below, fled in panic. I n all, four
thousand of the enemy fell, including three captains, and four
Persian standards were sent to the Emperor. I t was said that
not less than twenty thousand horses perished in the flight, not
froin wounds, but from the effects of mere fatigue and want of
adequate food.
Having thus failed at Archaeopolis, Mermeroes and his army
the most fertile district of Colchis,
proceeded to ~~uchiresis,
watered by the river Rheon. Winter was now approaching,
and the Persians took up their quarters in the ruins of an
old fort called Cutatisium (originally Cotiaeum), which they
roughly restored; here they commanded the roads to Suania
and Scymnia, and could prevent the Lazi from supplying with
provisions the neighbouring fort of Uchin~erium. But this
stronghold was soon delivered into the hands of Mermeroes by
the treachery and guile of a Colchian named Theophobius, and
having left both in this place and in Cutatisium sufficient
garrisons, the general of Chosroes established himself in another
fort on the Lazic frontier calied Serapanin. During the winter
the Persians dominated the land; the Ronlans skulked in
Archaeopolis and near the mouths of the Phasis, while Gobazes
and many of the Lazi endured the untold hardships of a Colchian winter's severity in the recesses of inaccessible mountains, where they were scantily supplied with food. Mermeroes
tried to seduce the Lazic king to desert the Romans, but Gobazes
had not forgotten that Chosroes had plotted against his life.
Meanwhile, ambassadors had gone to and fro between the
Roma2 and Persian courts; the negotiations had been protracted for eighteen months, and Chosroes' delegate, the arrogant Isdigunas? had enjoyed the generosity of Justinian's court
Menander gives the name as Jesdegusnaf (fr. 11). He was accompanied by
his wife and two daughters.
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and excited the disgust of his courtiers. At length a new
truce of five years was concluded, the terms being that the
Romans were to pay two thousand six hundred pounds of
gold1; but this peace was not to necessitate the cessation of
hostilities in Colchis. A contemporary states that there was
considerable popular indignation that Chosroes should have
exacted from the Empire no less than four thousand six
hundred pounds of gold in the space of eleven years; and
the Byzantines murmured at the unprecedented respect
shown to Isdigunas and his retinue, who were permitted to
move about in the city, without a Roman escort, as if it
belonged to them.
Nothing of striking importance took place in the campaign
of 5 5 2. The Persians were successful. Mermeroes expelled
Martin and his troops from the strong fort of Telephis by a
ruse; the dissemination of a false rumour of his own death,
which even the Persian army believed, caused the Romans to
relax their vigilance. Both Martin, and Justin (the son of
Germanus) who was encamped at Ollaria, about a mile from
Telephis, were forced to flee in the confusion of a nocturnal
surprise and take up their quarters in the " Island," where the
prudence of Mermeroes permitted them to remain in peace.
The Island was a tract of ground formed by two rivers and an
artificial canal. The Phasis and the less famous Doconus,
flowing from widely different quarters of the mountains, gradually approximate their courses, and at length unite their waters
about twenty miles froni the Eaxine. At some distance to the
east of their point of union, the Romans had dug a channel
connecting them, and thus formed an island, which would have
been a triangle but for the irregular curves and twists of the
streams.
Mermeroes retired to Iberia to winter, but died in the autumri

'

2000 Ibs. for the five years' truce,
and 600 lbs. (at the same rate) for the
negotiation of a year and a half. The
Elnperor wished to pay the 2000 Ibs. in
annual portions ; but Isd~gunaspressed
for the lump sum. At length the Itomans decided to pay i t all at once, so that
i t should not seem a tribute, "acrording
to the habit men have of blushing
at names, awl not at the thlngs them-

selves " (Procop. B. G. iv. 15). Procopius' wary mode of expression here is
noteworthy; he changes from the Emperor to the Ilomans, because he wishes
to introduce an nnfavourable reflection.
Telephis seems to have been about
fcrty miles inland from the sea ; i t was
five parasangs (150 stadia) from the
" Island," which was six parasangs from
the month of the Phasis.
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of disease.' His death was a serious loss to Chosroes, for
though old and lame, and unable even to ride, he was not only
a prudent and brave general, but as unwearying in activity as
a youth. Nachoragan was sent to silcceed him.
Meanwhile Gobazes, the Lazic king, who had been involved
in constant quarrfis and recriminations with the Roman commanders, sent a complaint of their conduct to Justinian; giving
an account of their recent defeat, and attributing it to their
negligence ; Bessas, Martin, and Rusticus were specially named.
The Emperor deposed Bessas from his command, and banished
him temporarily to Abasgia, but he consigned the chief command to Martin, and did not recall Rusticus. This Rusticus
was not a general, but an imperial finance official, who had
been sent to bestow rewards on soldiers who distinguished
themselves in battle. The complaints which the Lazic king
had lodged made him more obnoxious to the persons whom he
had ventured to accuse ; and Martin and Rusticus resolved to
remove an inconvenient and jealous critic. To secure themselves from blame, they despatched John, Rusticus' brother, to
Byzantium, with the false message that Gobazes was " Medising,"--was this ancient term really used in the sixth century
outside the pages of the historians ? Justinian was surprised
and alarmed, but reserved his judgment, and commanded that
Gobazes should come to Constantinople.
"What," asked
John, "is to be done if he refuses ? " " Compel him to come,"
replied the Emperor ; " he is our subject." " But if he resist
our compulsion," urged the conspirator. " Then treat him as a
tyrant." " And will he who slays him have nought to fear?"
"Nought, if he act disobediently and be slain as an enemy."
Justinian signed a letter to the same effect, armed with which
John returned to Lazica, and the conspirators carried out their
I have departed from the usuallyreceived chronology forthe Lazic campaign
recorded by Agathias (see Clinton, F. R.)
Agathias begins in Bk. ii. cap. 19, at the
point where Procopius leaves off in Bk.
iv. cap. 17 of the Gothic War. The last
events related by Procopius fall in the
year 552, and as Agathias continues his
narrative, without mentioning an intervening winter, we must conclude that
the events which he describes up to the
end of the 4th chapter of Bk. iii. also

fall in 552, and that the first words of
the 15th chapter, &pa -yybp 74 Tjpr dptapCL6vy, mean the spring of 553. Thus
the last Lazic events described by Agathias belong, not to 557, but to 555.
The chronology of Bk. v. cannot ue
determined with certainty, as i t is
connected with preceding events by
nothing more precise than Pv T O L ; T ~ .If
this means in 555, the invasion of the
Huns of Zabergan took place in 556-7,
not in 558-9.
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intention. Gobazes was invited to assist in an attack on the
Persian fortress of Onoguris ; and with a few attendants he met
the Roman army at the river Chobus. An altercation arose
between the king and Rusticus, and on the pretext that the
gainsayer of a Roman general must necessarily be a friend of
the Persians, John drew his dagger and stabbed Gobazes in the
breast. The wound was not mortal, but it was dealt so unexpectedly that it unhorsed the king, who was sitting with
his legs round the neck of his steed,, and when he attempted
to rise from the ground, a blow from the squire of Rusticus
killed him outright.
The unfortunate Lazi, not strong enough to revenge the
death of their monarch, silently buried him according to their
customs, and turned away in mute reproach from their
Roman protectors. They no longer took part in the military
operations, but hid themselves away as men who had lost their
hereditary glory. The indignation which Justin and Buzes
felt at the outrage was prudently concealed, as they thought it
had been commanded by the Emperor's wisdom. Some months
later, when winter had commenced, the Lazi assembled a secret
council in some remote and wild Caucasian ravine, and considered the question whether they should abandon their Roman
allies and seek once more the protection and oppression of
Chosroes.l They fortunately decided not to take the fatal step,
and it is worthy of note that the chief niotive which induced
them to adhere to the Romans was their attachment to the
Christian religion. They determined to appeal for justice and
satisfaction to the fountain of justice in the Roman Empire,
the Emperor himself; and at the same time supplicate him to
nominate Tzathes, the younger brother of Gobazes, as the new
king of the Lazi. Justinian promptly cemplied with their
demands. Athanasius, one of the most illustrious senators,
was immediately sent to Lazica to investigate the circumstances of Gobazes' assassination; and when he arrived he
incarcerated both Rusticus and John in the city of Apsarus,
Agathias pleases himself and
wearies the reader by making two Colchians, Aietes and Phartazes, deliver
harangues, respectively for and against
Medism. The name Aietes is probably
fictitious (as the index of Niebuhr

asserts), the name of the opponeqt of
the Romaioi being borrowed from
that of the mythical enemy of the
Argonauts.
Hereby a suspicion in
also thrown on the identity of Phartazes.
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pending a trial. I n the beginning of spring (553) Tzathes
arrived with all the state of a Lazic monarch ; and when the
Colchians saw the Roinan army saluting him as he rode in the
splelldour of his royal apparel, a tunic embroidered with gold
reaching to the feet, a plain white mantle with a gold stripe,
purple shoes, a turban adorned with gold and gems, ancl a
golclen crown set with precious stones, they forgot their sorrow
and escorted him in a gay and brilliant procession. I t was
not till the ensuing winter tliat the authors of the cleath of the
late king were brought to justice ancl the natives witnessed the
solemn procedure of a Roniaii trial. John and Rusticns were
executed, but the implication of Martin in the affair mas not
quite so clear, and his case mas referred to the Emperor, who
in 555 deposed him from the coil~niaildin favour of his own
nephew Justin. The secret of Martin's acquittal probal~lj
was tliat he mas highly popular with the army and a very skilful general.
XIeanwliile the hostilities between the Romans and Persians
had continued without a pause. The few months that intervened between the death of Gobazes and tlie illactivity of
minter (552 A.D.) were occupied with the siege of Onoguris, or
Stephanopolisl-apparently
its new name, from a church
had been
erected there in honour of the first martyr-which
fortified by Mermeroes about the time of his unsuccessful siege
of tlie nejghbouring Archaeopolis. The Romans were preparing
their spalions to shake the foundations of the towers, when a
Persian was captured, who disclosed, under the compulsion of
the lash, the design of his compatriots. Nachoragan, he said,
had already arrived in Iberia, and the troops stationed
in Muchiresis and Cotaisis were on their way to relieve
Onoguris. Euzes and Wjlgang the Herul were in favonr of
proceeding with all the forces (about 5 0,O 0 0) against the
advancing Persians before they attempted to besiege the fort :
" First frigl~ten away the bees," said Wilgang, "and then
T$ ~ K E I Y O U d v 6 p a ~ i ( ~ T E @ ~ Y
700
O U P e t r a ; but they were not batteringB~u?reolou)~ a h r i u e a iT ~ Vr6nov vrv6piu- rams. The me11 inside were provided
n ith iml~lementsto lay bare the fonndarai (Agathias, iii. 5).

V h e s e machines were in construetion very like the machines constructetl
by the Sal~iricHulls a t the slege of

tions of to~vers,and harniners to loosen
the stones.
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gather the honey."
But the opposite opinion of Rusticus
carried the day ; the siege operations began, and a small body
of six hundred horse was sent to obstruct the march of the
party of relief.
The com~andersof the corps of cavalry were Dabragezas, a
Wend, and Wiscard or Wisgard, whose iianiel ~110:~sthat he
was a Teuton. I t is one of tlie curious things of history to
meet in the sixth century by the banks of the Phasis a
general bearing the celebrated narlie which was botni: in the
eleventh century by the great No:.niaii, Robert of Apulia ; and
we are reminded that the nlission of the great ciulie and the
task of the obscure captain were essentially of the salne kind,
to repel the enemies of Christianity and of occidental developinent from the limits of European Christendom. Eobert's
chief work was to organise a power, which waged war against
the Mohammedan in the Mediterranean ; Wisgard helped in
his degree to beat back the Fire-worshipper from the coasts of
the Euxine.
The horsen~enwith Wisgard and Dabragezas fell snddenly
on the three thousand Persians ~ 1 1 0had ridden to relieve the
fortress and were already near at hand. At first the larger
number were confused by the surprise and fled ; tlie announce]]lent of their flight reached tlle besiegers, who were encouraged
to assail the walls with greater boldness and less order; but
when the Persians comprehended that a very small division
of the whole army of their opponents had advanced against
them, they turned suddenly and reversed the position. The
lioinans fled and the Persians pursued ; pursuers and fugitives
rushed together into the Roman entrenchments; th,: besiegers,
overwhelmed with astonishment and terror, thought no more
of the fortress, and, hardly waiting to discover what had happened, abandoned their camp in haste and disorder. Tllus fifty
thousand were routed by three thousand.
I n the following spring Nachoragan (5 5 3) advanced with
sixty thousand men to the Island, where Martin and Justin

'

OfiuLyapsos. For the meaning of
the name. compare the lines of William
the Apulian about Count Robertcognomen Gulscamus
ql,la callldltatls
111111 Clcero tantae f u ~at n t v e ~ s u t u 5
~ ~ ~ , s e

As to t h e Slavonic name Dabragezas,
Dabra means "good " (Russian dobry).
With -gems coinpare Belegezitze, t h e
11a111e of a Slavonic tiibe near qalouicn
s11l1 i hr seventh century.
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were stationed with their forces. The Romans had placed
two thousand federate Sabiric Huns in the neighbourhood of
Archaeopolis to harass the enemy ; and by a fortunate stratagem they succeeded in slaughtering an immense number of
Dilimnites who were sent to surprise them. When he arrived
at the Island, the Persian commander, after a short and futile
conference with Martin, determined not to remain there, but to
march westward and besiege the city of Phasis, the great seaport of Colchis, situated at the mouth of the like-named river.
Before the Romans were aware, he had crossed the stream by
a bridge of boats, for he purposed to march along the left
bank and attack Phasis on the southeru side. The Romans,
having been thwarted in an attempt to send some vessels
down the river to the city, left in the Island a small garrison
under the charge of Buzes and marched to the defence of
Yhasis by a different route from that which the enemy had
taken.
The walls of Phasis, which were wooden and in some places
dilapidated through age, were protected by a palisade and a foss,
which was filled with water to the brim. The garrison was
thus arranged: at the extreme west, close to the river, Justin,
the son of Germanus, was in command; the battlements at the
south-western point were occupied by the regiments of Martin;
Angilas with Moorish peltasts and lancers, Theodore with his
Tzanic infantry, Philomathius with his Isaurian slingers and
javelin-men were placed due south ; Lombard and H e r d troops
under Gibros were posted south-east ; and in the extreme east,
where the river washes the walls, were stationed the forces of
the oriental prefecture under Valerian. At both extremities,
in close proximity to the stations of Justin and Valerian, were
moored large ships, from whose masts huge boats were securely
swung; these boats supported large towers manned with
soldiers and some bold sailors, who were equipped with bows,
with divers sorts of missiles and engines to hurl them.
Dabragezas the Wend, ar,d Elmingir, a Hun, sailed to and fro
in small double-sterned boats to prevent the ships from
receiving any hurt.
The operations began with volleys of arrows, discharged by
the Persian archers. Martin had given strict orders that the
defenders should not leave their posts ; but Angilas and Philo-
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mathius, in spite of the protests of Theodore, were provoked
into making a sally on the enemy. The Dilimnites, who happened to be posted opposite to the southern point of the wall,
quietly awaited the approach of the Isaurians and Moors, whom
Theodore with his Tzani reluctantly accompanied; the small
number of the rash defenders was easily surrounded; and it
only remained for them to retrieve their temerity and win an
ambiguous glory by cutting their way, valiantly and hardly,
back to the gates.
Meanwhile men had been busily engaged in filling up the
foss, so that the battering-ram and the assailants might advance
against the xvalls over level ground. The process was a slow
one, although numberless hands were busy, for they had not
sufficient earth and stones to 311 the ditch completely, and the
Romans had previously destroyed all the wood for miles
around, so that they could only obtain that material by cutting
it in a distant glen. I t was not till the fall of evening that
the foss had disappeared.
On the ensuing day Martin adopted a felicitous stratagem,
by which he succeeded both in confirming the spirits of his
soldiers and in spreading apprehensions among the enemy.
He convoked the army for the purpose of consulting on
measures for the defence of the city. When all were
assembled, an unknown person, covered with dust and having
the marks of travel about him, burst into the midst, and stating that he had come from Constantinople with an imperial
message presented a letter to the general. Martin received it
eagerly, but instead of reserving it for private perusal, and
without even glancing over it, he read aloud so that all could
hear. Perhaps, says the historian, the contents of the document were really different, but at all events the words recited
were as follows :"We send yon yet another army, not smaller than that which yon
have. I t is true that if the enemy are more numerous, they do not surpass you i n numbers so much as you surpass them in valour ; so that the
disproportion does not render you unequal. Nevertheless, that they map
not be able to boast of superiority even i n this one respect, we send you
another army, for the sake of honour and display, not because it is
necessary. Be of good courage and continue in your work with zeal ; for
we will not neglect any requisite measures."

Being asked where the army xas,

ti;^

messenger said that
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he harl left it at the river Neocnus, about ten miles away.
Martin feigned indignation, and said that he wolild never
receive the new forces, nor permit that soldiers who had come
at the last moment should share the glory and spoil with those
who had borne the burden and heat. These sentiments were
received with acclamation, and the garrison was animated to
exertions more strenuous than ever. The report of the presence
of Roman troops at Neocnus reached the Persian camp, and
the besiegers trembled at the thought of facing a fresh and unwearied army. A large reconnoitring detachment mas sent in
that direction on the futile errand of watching for hostile
forces that were never destined to come, because they did not
exist.
Meanwhile Nachoragan, desiring to anticipate the arrival of
the fictitious reinforcements, organised without delay a general
attack on the walls, boasting that he would burn the city with
all its inmates. The servants and workmen who attended
the camp were despatched to the wood to cut timber, and
were ordered, when they saw a smoke ascending to heaven in
the distance, to learn that Phasis was in flames, and to return
without delay that they might assist in hastening the progress
of the conflagration. While the Persians were making these
preparations, Justin, ignorant of the intended attack, was
prompted by a pious inspiration-which, as it happened, proved
fort~ulatein the event-to visit a holy church in the neighbourhood. Thither he rode to worship with 5 0 0 0 soldiers, and
liis departure was unperceived by the besiegers, even as their
operations were unperceived by him.
The attack began, and the air was soon obscured with arrows
and darts, that rained like hail or snow. The wooden walls
were hewn with axes wielded by the men in the spalions ; but
the defenders cast from the battlements huge blocks of stone,
which broke the sutures of those slender engines, while stones,
less immense, hurled from slings, shattered the helmets of the
soldiers ; and the inissiles discharged by the men, who were
suspended aloft in the towers attached to the ship-masts, descended with tremendous effect. When the excitement of
battle had reached its intensest point, the troops of Justin
returned from their pious errand. Perceiving the situation,
and convinced that his excursion to the church had been ~ l l e
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direct inspiration of God, the general formed his cavalry in
order, and raised aloft the standards. The Persians were
absorbed in fighting in close proximity to the wall, and
Justin's forces, attacking them on the west side, close to the
sea, broke their line, and wrought great havoc among them.
Filled with alarm, and supposing that their new assailants
were the expected army from Neocnus, the enemy began to
fall back from their position, and the Dilimnites, who were
attacking (as on the p~eviousday) the southern portion of the
wall, seeing the confusion from afar off, rushed to the spot,
leaving a few of their number behind. Angilas and Theodorus, who on the preceding day had made the unsuccessful
excursion, seized the occasion to rush out and put to flight the
small remnant of the Dilininites ; but on observing this their
companions, who had run westward to assist the hard-pressed
Persians, returned to support their fugitive countrymen. The
spectacle of the Dilimnites rushing to and fro in this uncertain
and disorderly manner communicated alarm to the Persians
who were stationed near (in the south-west). Deeming that
the behaviour of the bellicose Dilimnites presupposed a real
and present danger, they bethought themselves of flight, and
their panic reacted on the Dilimnites, unaware that their own
conduct was its cause. When all these troops were seen
fleeing over the plain, the Romans opened the gates, rushed in
pursuit, and harassed the rear of the fugitives. Some of the
enemy turned and formed a line, and an irregular battle was
fought, in which the left wing of the Persians was completely
routed, while the right wing forced the Romans at first to
retreat; but the accident of an infuriated elephant turning
against the ranks of its masters and maddening their horses,
secured for the defenders of Phasis a full victory, and the
Persian army was scattered. Nachoragan, stupefied by the
unexpected course of events, gave the unnecessary conimand
that all should flee. The loss incurred by his arniy was
estimated at 10,O00 men.
Returning from the pursuit, the victors burned the engines
of the Persians and all the relics of their leaguer. The unfortunate woodcutters (about two thousand in number), ignorant
of all that had passed, when they saw the smoke of the conflagration, returned in haste, as they thought, to share the
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triumph, and, as they found, to be butchered by the Romans.
The corpses of the fallen soldiers yielded a considerable spoil,
not only of arms, but of golden necklets and earrings.
The discomfited Nachoragan retreated to Muchiresis, where
he left the greater part of liis army, and wintered himself in
Iberia. All the western districts of Colchis now remained, undisputed, in the hands of the Romans.
The chief event of the following year (554 A.D.) was the
expedition against the Misimiani, a people who lived to the
north-east of the Apsilians. They had comnlitted an outrage,
which had excited the indignation of the Eomans, in the previous spring, but the advance of Nachoragan had necessitated
the postponement of revenge. Soterichus, accompanied by his
two sons, had travelled from Byzantium with the new Lazic
king, Tzathes, in order to distribute sums of money to allied
tribes in the vicinity of Mount Caucasus. The Misimiani
conceived the idea that the envoy intended to "betray to the
Alans " one of their forts, and make it a centre for receiving the
ambassadors of the more distant nations, so that he might not
have to undergo the trouble and risk of traversing the Caucasian passes himself. They consequently sent two delegates
to complain of the intention which they imputed to him, as he
was bivouacking near the fort in question. Soterichus, who
looked upon the barbarians with all the disdain of a ruling
race, would not tolerate their impertinent remonstrances, and
ordered his attendants to chastise them. Beaten with staves,
they returned in a half-dead condition to their countrymen,
while the Roman lord, thinking no more of the matter, composed himself carelessly to rest, and his sons and all his servants slept without posting a sentry or taking any precautions.
The Misimiani, infuriated by the treatment of their representatives, stole to the tents in the middle of the night and
slew Soterichus, his children, and almost all the rest; for
even after the first alarm had spread, very few of them, heavy
as they were with slumber and impeded with blankets, succeeded in escaping.
After this outrage-it can hardly be called anything but an
Misimiani
outrage, as it so far exceeded its provocation-the
felt that they had taken an irretrievable step, and saw that
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nothing was left but to seek the protection of the great enemy
of the Empire. Nachoragan honoured their emissaries with a
gratifying reception when they repaired to him in Iberia after
his signal defeat at Phasis.
I n spring the Romans determined to avenge the death
of Soterichus and those who shared his fate. Buzes and
Justin were left in the Island to protect Lazica, while four
thousand soldiers were sent to the land of the Misimiani.
Martin himself was soon to follow them. But when they
reached the friendly country of Apsilia, through which
their way lay, they found that the Persians had anticipated
them, and sent troops to defend the land of their new allies.
Not wishing to face the combined forces of the Misimiani and
the Persians, the Romans spent the summer in the Apsilian
fortresses, waiting until the Persians should retire. They
retired on the approach of winter to Iberia and Cotaisis, and
as Martin was hindered by illness from assuming the command, the Romans entered the borders of the Misimiani under
two leaders of less note. Before proceeding to hostilities they
sent an embassy of Apsilians, if perchance the renegade people
would consent to submit themselves and restore thk money
they had taken from the tent of Soterichus. The reply of the
Misimiani was the commission of a new outrage; they
slaughtered the ambassadors. It might have been thought
that after the departure of their allies they would have been
glad to avoid the risks of waging war with a superior enemy;
but the secret of their confidence lay in the wildness and dificulty of their territory, whose approach was protected by a
mountain, which, though not high, was almost perpendicular
and provided with only one narrow pass. The Romans, however, crossed it and entered the wide plains, before the dilatory
barbarians had taken precautions to defend it. The Misimiani
then retreated into a strong fort called Tzachar, or, from its
impregnable strength, the " iron " fort.
About forty of the Roman cavalry, who happened to be
riding apart from the main body, were suddenly attacked by
six hundred of the enemy. The few horse soldiers, all of
whom were picked men, ascended a small hill, and perfornled
wonderful deeds of valour, suddenly rushing down on the barbarians and reascending as swiftly to their position on the
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summit. On the appearance of the rest of the Rolllan troops
on the top of a neighbouring hill, the Misirnlani, supposing
that the apparent accident was a concerted plan, took flight.
The whole army pursued, and only eighty of the six hundred
reached the secllre refuge of Tzachar.
The Ronlan commanders, however, were neither harnlonious
nor energetic; they encamped in the vicinity of the fort, but
not near enough to beleaguer it. Martin, on receiving tidings
of the state of affairs, sent John Dacnas (who succeeded
Rusticus as the distributer of imperial rewards to brave
soldiers) to take the supreme command, and he, on his arrival,
immediately instituted a strict blockade of the fortress.
Outside the actual walls of Tzachar, on a neighbouring
rock perched amid precipitous ravines, were some dwellings,
accessible only by a secret path. The inhabitants used to
descend at night to draw water from a spring at the foot of
the hill ; and a certain Illus, ~ h oit, is hardly necessary to add,
was an Isaurian, concealed himself close to the spot, and when
the water-drawers ascended followed in their tracks. H e noted
carefully the direction of tile path, and observed that only
eight men were set to guard it. The general was informed of
the discovery, and on the ensuing night a body of one hundred
men made the steep ascent. Illus led the way, ar,d was
followed by Ziper, the squire of Marcellinns, after whom came
Leontius the son of Dabragezas, and Theodore the captain of
the Tzani :"When they had advanced more than half-way, the foremost saw
distinctly the watch-fire burning, and the guards themselves reclining very
close to it ; seven of them were clearly asleep, and snored as the-7 lay.
Only one, leaning on his arm, had the attitude of one awake, and he too
was overcome by sleepiness, and his head was heavy ; nor was it yet
evident what the result would be, as he was constantly nodding and
then shaking himself up. At this jnncture Leontius slipped in a miry
place and fell ; the fall broke his shield. At the loud clatter caused
thereby all the watch leaped up in a state of terror and sat on their
pallets ; having drawn their swords they looked about everywhere, craning their necks, but they could not conjecture what it was that had
happened. Illuminated themselves by the fire, they could not see the
men who were standing in the gloom, and the nolse, having fallen on
their ears in sleep, was not quite clear or distinct enough to betray its
cause, the fall of arms. The Romans, on the other hantl, could see
every detail of the scene. They halted, ancl stood as noiseless as if they
were rooted to the earth ; not the sound of a whisper passed their lips, not
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the slightest motion agitated their feet ; they stood firm ancl fixed on whatever spot, whether a sharp stone or a bramble, they had chanced to step.
Had they not done so, ancl had the sentinels received the least intimation
of their presence, a hnge stone would certainly have been dislodged ancl
rolled down the steep to crush the advancing party. So they stood mithout nlotion of voice or body, even holding in and husbanding their breath.
. . . The barbarians, perceiving no sign of danger, soon returned again to
the pleasant occupation of slumber.
" Then the Romans advanced on them in their sleep and slew all, inclucling the ' half-waking ' man, as one might call hinl i n jest. Then they
proceeded fearlessly and scattered themselves about the streets of the
village, and the trmnpet sounded the battle-cali. When the Misirniani
heard this they mere dun~bfoundecl,ancl, not coinprehending the situation,
they arose and prepared to go into their neighbonrs' houses and assemble
together.
The Romans nlet them at the doors of their houses and
received then1 with the salutation of the sword; the slaughter mas
enormous. Some had already en~ergecland been desprttched, others mere
just on the thresholds, and others yet were to follow and meet the sanle
doom. The horror had no pause, for all pressed on to reach the street.
Even the women, who had risen from their beds and rushed shrieking to
the doors, were not spared by the Romans in their anger, but were ruthlessly slaughtered in retribution for the outrage committed by the men.
Conspicuons among them was one comely woman, who came with a lighted
torch, but even she was pierced in the stomach with a lance and perished
pitiably, while one of the Ronlans seized the brancl and set fire to the
dwellings, which, built of straw and wood,were soon consumed. The flames
mounted so high that the Apsilian nation, and tribes st111further off, saw
it and learned what had happened" (Agathias, iv. 18, 19).

We need not follo~vthe distressing scene further. I t is
enough to remark that the historian expresses strong indignation at the massacre of the infants, who had no participation
in the iniquities of their parents, and regards the reverse
which a few hours later befell the invaders as a retribution of
this cruelty.
About dawn the victorious party, stained with the blood of
their enemies, rested amid the smouldering ruins of the village,
thinking it superfluous to set a watch. Five hundred wellarmed Misimiani issued from the fort and surprised them ill
their security; some Romans were slain, and all the rest,
rushing in wild consternation down the steep and stony ascent,
reached the camp with wounds and bruises. After this all
thought of holding the rock was abandoned, and the forces
of the army mere concentrated against the mall of the fort.
The foss was filled up, siege machines mere set in operation,
and the garrison mas harcl pressed. A diversion was cansetl
VOL. I
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by an attack on the palisades of the Roman camp ; the enemy
moved a spalion against it, but a javelin cast by a Slavonic
soldier, Svarunes, inflicted a mortal wound on the foremost
assailant, and caused the collapse of the engine.
Despairing of receiving any assistance from the Persians,
and unable to cope with the superior skill and power of the
Romans, the Misimiani decided to yield. Their ambassadors
implored John Dacnas not to exterminate their race, reminding
him that they were Christians, and confessing in accents of
repentance their " uncivilised folly " ; they had now been
punished with more than adequate severity for their transgression. John gladly acceded to their supplication, their
hostages were accepted, the money of which the tent of Soterichus had been rifled was restored: and the penitent nation
was pardoned. Only thirty men of the Roman army, which
immediately returned to Colchis, were killed in this campaign.
Soon after this, apparently in the spring of 5 5 5, Martin was
superseded in his command in Armenia and Colchis, and
Justin appointed in his stead. The term of Justin's command
was marked by no hostilities, for Chosroes, who, in consequence
of the defeat at Phasis, had flayed alive the general Nachoragan,
decided that it would be inexpedient to continue the war in a
distant country which the enemy, being masters of the sea,
could reach without difficulty, while his own armies were obliged
to accomplish a long journey through desert regions. Isdigunas, also called Zich, was sent to Constantinople, and a
provisional treaty was concluded on the terms that things
were to remain in statu quo, the two parties retaining their
respective possessions, cities or forts, in Lazica.
I have dwelt on the details of these wars at some length,
partly because Gibbon has passed over them lightly as undeserving of the attention of posterity. But the idea of writing
history for its own sake was strange to Gibbon, and in any
case the operations in Lazica concerned serious interests. The
question was at stake whether the great Asiatic power was to
have access to the Euxine, and these operations decided that on
the waters of that sea the Romans were to remain without
rivals.
The conclusion of a fifty years' peace in 562 between
28,800 nomismata or solidi; about £18,000.
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Eome and Persia forms the natural termination of this chapter.
Peter the Patrician, as the delegate of Justinian, and Isdigunas,
as the delegate of Chosroes, met on the frontiers of the
realn~to arrange conditions of peace.' The Persian inonarch
desired that the term of its duration should be long, and that
the Romans should pay at once a sum of money equivalent to the totad amount of large annual payments for thirty or
forty years ; the Romans, on the other hand, wished to fix a
shorter term. The result of the negotiations was a compromise.
A treaty was made for fifty years, the Roman government
undertaking to pay the Persians at the rate of 30,000 aurei
($18,750) annually. The total amount due during the first
seven years was to be paid at once, and at the beginning
of the eighth year the Persian claim for the three ensuing
years was to be satisfied. From the tenth year forward the
payments were to be annual. The inscription of the Persian
document, which ratified the compact, was as follows :-

" The divine, good, pacific, ancient. Chosroes, king of kings, fortunate,
pious, beneficent, to whom the gods have given great fortune and great
empire, the giant of giants, who is formed in the image of the gods, to
Justinian Caesar our brother."
The style of this address, compared with the most imposing
list of Justinian's titles, illustrates the difference between the
oriental insanity of an Asiatic despot and the vanity of a
Roman Emperor, which, even when it becomes intemperate,
remains sane.
I t will be instructive to enumerate the articles of the treaty,
as they show the sort of questions that arose between the two
Dowers :(1.) The Persians were bound to prevent Huns, Alans, and other
barbarians from traversing the pass of Chorntzon (or Tzur) or that of the
Caspian gates with a view to depredation i n Roman territory ; while the
Romans were bouncl not to send an army to those regions or to any other
parts of the Persian territory. (2.) The Saracen allies of both States were
included i n this peace. (3.) Roman and Persian merchants, whatever
their wares, were to carry on their traffic by certain prescribed routes,
where custom-houses were stationed, and by no others. (4.) Anlbassadors
between the two States were to have the privilege of making use of the
public posts, and their baggage was not to be subjected to custom duties.

Our source for these transactions is Menander Protector, fr. 11, ed. Muller
(F. H. G. iv.)
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(5.) Provision was made that Saracen or other traders should not smuggle
goods into either Empire by out-of-the-way roads ; Daras and Nisibis were
named as the two great emporia where these barharians were to sell their
11-ares.1 (6.) Henceforward the migration of inlividuals from the territory of one State into that of the other was not t~ be permitted ; but such
as had deserted during the war were allowed to return if they wished.
(7.) Diqpntes between Romans and Persians were to be settled-if
the
accused failed to satisfy the claim of the plaintifl-by a committee of men
\vho were to meet on the frontiers i n the presence of both a Roman and a
Persian governor. (8.) To prevent dissension, both States bound themselves to refrain from fortifying towns i n proxinlity to the frontier. (9.)
Neither State mas to harry or attack any of tlie snl?ject tribes or nations
of its neighbonr. (10.) The Ronlans engaged not to place a large garrison
i n Daras, and also that the rnnyister militzin~of the East should not be
stationed there ; if any injury in the neighbourhood of that city were inflicted on Persian soil, the governor of Daras mas to pay the costs. (1 1.)
I n the case of any treacherous dealing, as distinct from open violence,
which threatened to disturb the peace, the judges on the frontier were to
investigate the matter, and if their decision was insufficient, it was to be
referred to the master of soldiers i n the East ; the final appeal was to be
made to the sovereign of the injured person. (12.) Curses were imprecated on the party that should violate the peace. (13.) The term of the
peace was fixed for fifty years.

A codicil to the treaty provided for the toleration of the
Christians and their rites o f burial in the Persian kingdom.
They were to enjoy immunity from the persecution of the
magi, and, on the other hand, they were to refrain from -proselytising. One small question remained still undecided, the
question of Suania, which both Persians and Roinans claimed
as a dependency; but, although it continued to form the subject of tedious negotiations, it was not allowed to interfere
with the concluding of the peace.

-

The word for smuggling is

ill the first place the words are rendercd d z ~ xo ~ i e ~ a t iin
s , the second place
In both these cases the same ex- praefectu~norientis, which would natupression is used, 76v r e s 2w U T ~ U T ~ Y ~ Yrally
,
meall the praetorian ,refect of
and must refer to the same offlcer. The the East. The reference of leva1 disLatin translation in bIullcr's edition is putes to the master of soldiers ?s notemisleading, if not positively erroneous ; worthy.
~~Awveiv.

KAETTO-

CHAPTER X

JUSTINIAN'S
policy aimed not only at extending the limits of
the Empire in tlie West at the cost of German nations, but
also at diffusing his influence among minor peoples and tribes
on other frontiers. I n fact lie pursued an impe~ialpolicy, in
the modern sense of the term. Lazica became dependent on
the Empire, and the appointment of a Lazic king rested with
his suzerain the Emperor. The Tzani and the Apsilians
Conversion to Cliristiallity
occupied a similar position.
usually attended the establishment of such relations. JUStiilian had the glory of superintending the baptism of Gretes,
king of the Heruls, and Gordas, king of the Huns, who lived
near Bosporus l ; he had the privilege of converting tlie
Abasgians and the Nobadae to the true religion, and of sending a bishop and clergy to the king of the Axumites. I t is
recorded that Zalnanarzus, the king of the Iberians, came to
Const~ntino~le
;nd was admitted to Justinian's friendship,
and Theodora presented his wife with pearl ornament^.^
An event occurred which increased Roman influeace in
southern Arabia. Eoman merchants bound for the land of
Abyssinia were obliged to pass through the kingdom of the
Homerites or Himyarites, which was ruled by Damian in the
early part of Justinian's reign. Damian adopted the imprudent policy of plundering and slaying the traders who passed
l Theophanes, Chron, ad 6020 A.M.
(527,528A.D.) As to the Tzani, cf. Nov.
sxxi. (ed. Zacharin) 535 A.IJ,, i) T @ v w v

x h p a vOv x p G ~ o vi@'
i)pGv S x b ' P w p a i w v
KUTUKT~~~TU.

3 Ib. 6027 A.ar. (534, 535 A.D.)
This
gift reminds us that Theodora heiself
is represented as adorned with pearls
in the well-knoxn lnosaic in San Vitale
at Ravelma.
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through his don~inions,and the consequence was that the commerce between the Empire and Abyssinia ceased. Then Adad,
the king of Axum (as Abyssinia was called), said to Dan~ian,
" You have injured my kingdom " ; and they made war. And
Adad said, " If I defeat the Homerites, I will become a
Christian." He took Damian alive, and subdued the land of
Yemen. True to his promise, he besought Justinian to send
him a bishop and clergy, and an Abyssinian church was
founded.'
Less promising converts to Christianity were the Heruls,
proverbially notorious for brutish habits and stupidity; who had
first sought an asylum with the Gepids, but were soon driven
away on account of their intolerable manners. Then admitted
into the Empire by Anastasius, they incurred his resentment
and chastisement. Justinian made corps of Hernls a standing
part of his army.
I n the year 548 four envoys arrived at Constantinople
from the Goths of Crin~ea,who are known as the Tetraxite
Goths, to request Justinian to send them a new bishop, as
their bishop had died. These Goths were presumably converted in the fourth century, and not joining in the westward
rnovement of the other tribes of their nationality, lived quietly
in a secluded nook in the peninsula of Bosporus and
Cherson. Their religion no longer possessed the distinctive
marks of Arianism, though originally they were Arians. Procopius says that their religion was simple and pious.3 Thus
in the Criinea, where Jastinian had already made the city of
Bosporus an imperial clepenrlency, the Tetraxite Goths acknomledged his supremacy.
There was some reason for the fears of Chosroes, and for the
words which Procopins puts into the mouth of the Armenian
ambassadors concerning Justinian, " The whole world does not
contain him,"-and
that was in 539. At that time, as the
al~lbassadorssaid, besides having subdued Africa and Sicily and
almost subdued Italy, he had imposed the yoke of servitude on
Theophanes, Chron. ad 6035 A . M .
A.D.)
Theophanes calls the
realm of Axum tv6or4pa'Iv6ia. Coins
show that Greek was known in the
country for some time after the introduction of Christianity,and disappeared
ouly about the seventh century. Aure(542, 543

+

lian conquered the Axumites (Vopiscus,
33, 4). On the "Axumitic ICi~igdom,"
see an essay by Dillmann in the Abhnndlungen der Berliner Akaden~ie,
1878.

See Procopius, B . G. ii. 14.
I b . iv. 4.
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the Tzani and the yoke of tribute on the Armenians; he had set
a Roman dux over " the king of the wretched Lazi "; he had sent
military governors to the Bosporites, who were formerly subject
to the Huns, and had added a city to his sway ; he had made an
alliance with the Ethiopians ; the Homerites and the Red Sea
were included in his rule, and the land of palms (6 @ o r v ~ n 4 v ) .
Before he died he had completely reduced Italy, as well as the
islands of Corsica and Sardinia, and he had recovered a portion
of Spain for the Roman Empire. The Franks, however, ceased
to revere the Empire as they had been wont, and began to
coin their own gold money without the Emperor's image,
although no other barbarian king, not even the Sassanid, was
permitted, according to Procopius, by the conditions of commerce, to impress his own effigy on gold coins.'
I t has already been noticed that a medieval gloom pervades the second period of this reign, and affects the Emperor,
who applies himself more and more to the ecclesiastical side
of his policy. The observations of Agathias on this later
character, with special reference to military affairs, are instructive :L C \Then the Emperor conquered all Italy and Libya, and waged successfully those mighty wars, and of the princes who reigned at Constantinople was the first to show himself an absolute sovereign i n fact as well
as i n name-after these things had been achieved by him i n his youth
and vigour, and when he entered on the last stage of life, he seemed to be
weary of labours,3 and preferred to create discord among his foes or to
mollify them with gifts, and so keep off their hostilities, instead of trusting in his own forces and shrinking from no danger. He consequently
allowed the troops to decline i n strength, because he expected that he
would not require their services. And those who were second to himself
in authority, on whom it was incumbent to collect the taxes and supply
the army with necessary provisions, were infected with the same indifference, and either openly kept back the rations altogether or paid then1
long after they were due ; and when the debt was paid at last, persons
skilled i n the rascally science of arithmetic demanded back from the soldiers what had been given them. I t was their privilege to bring various

Proc. B. G. iii. 33.
v. 14. Complaints of Justinian's treatment of the army, substantially agreeing with this passage of
Agathias, will be found in the Secret
Historg, \ ap. 24, where it is mentioned

"k.

that the logothetae stopped promotion.
3 Compare what Menander says in fr.
4, but it is probable that his statement
of Justinian's bp8upla rests on this passage of Agathias.
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charges against t h e solcliers, a n d deprive t h e m of their food.
. .
T h u s t h e arnly was neglected, a n d t h e soldiers, pressed b y hunger, left
their profession to embrace other modes of life."

Thus the decay of the army was one of the chief characteristics of this period. The Asiatic provinces were slowly
recovering after the plague ; the Balkan provinces were sub- ject to the constant irruptions of barbarians; and all were
oppressed by the severe fiscal system, which the execution of
Justinian's designs in the West did not permit him to relax.
The establishment of monopolies, which was a feature of his
policy, aimed at increasing his revenues, without resard to their
effects on trade; nevertheless he encouragecl commerce, and
the wars which were carried on in Persia probably concerned
nlercantile interests a great deal more than historians indicate.
Although John of Cappadocia partially clid away with the
cu~s-szbspublicus, the Emperor was active in iniproving roads and
constructing bridges in the provinces, thereby facilitating comilierce ; but he seems to have made tlie custorrl duties at Abydos
and at the entrance to the Euxine heavier, and perhaps even
farined this source of revenue.
Justinian's reign is notable in the history of industry for
the introduction of silk manufacture into Enr0pe.l Certain
rilonks arrived from India and sought an interview with the
Emperor. They informed him that, having lived long in Serinda
(China), they had learned a method by which silk could be made
in the Roman Empire, so that the Romans would no longer be
obliged to obtain the precious material through their enemies the
Persians. The liberal promises of Justinian induced them to
return to " India," and they succeeded in bringing back safely
eggs of silkworms. Some years later, when the Turks came
to the court of Justinian's successor, they were surprised when
they were shown the silk manufactories, "for at that time they
possessed all the markets and harbours of the Chinese."
There has probably never been a period in which more
public works were executed than the reign of Justinian. New
towns were founded, innumerable churches were erected, aque1 See Procopius, R. G. iv. 17. Theo- - wand " (narthex) to Byzantium.
~ ~ h a n eofs Eyzantium tells a differTheopllanes Byz. ib.
I do not
ellt story (fr. 3). According to him, attempt to tliscuss the rclation of tlie
a Per.sian from China brought the Turks and t h s Seres.
" sl~erm of the \rorrns in a hollo~r
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ducts mere constructed,' bridges were built ; cities were fortifiecl, extended, or restored and enriched with new baths anci
palaces ; the mere enumeration of these results of Justinian's
activity would fill p a , g e s . V t may be doubted whether the
expenses which he thus incurred would be justified by the
rules of a yrudent economy ; his " mania" for building certainly furnished a ground of coniplaiilt for the party of opposition to use against him. Yet his works, both secular and
sacred, were useful, and under ordinary coilditions should have
contributed to the prosperity of the Empire. New roads ancl
secure bridges facilitated commerce, aqueducts and fortifications
provided for the health ancl the safety of the inhabitants, while
the erection of churches by the Emperor tended to strengthen
the ties between the provinces and the central government.
The eilorinous outlay on the building of St. Sophia, the creation of Bnthernius, needs no justification.
Earthquakes were frequent in the days of Jnstinian, who
did his utmost to alleviate their effects. Antioch suffered in
526, Pompeiopolis in 53 6, Cyzicus in 543. I n 5 51 there
were great physical disturbailces in Greece ; 40 0 0 inhabitants
were engulfed at Patrae. Three years later an earthquake
destroyed many cities both in th? islands and on the ~nainland,
causing great loss of life. Among the rest, it reduced to ruin
of Phoenicia," and
Berytus, then " the pride (&ylcaXhdrr~o~a)
hardly a trace of that city's splendid buildings was left.
Eerytus was the seat of a law school, and nlaily educated
strangers who had gone thither to study law perished,
so that the misfortune was unusually tragic. While the
city was being rebuilt, the professors of law (6$rl.lrlral)
lectured in Sidon. This earthquake was so severe that a
slight shock was felt even at Alexandria, where the historian Agathias was sojourning at the time.3 All the inhabitants were terrified at the unwonted sensation, and none
At Trapezus, Nicaea, Perinthus,
Libyan Ptolernais, and Alexandria. The
aqueduct a t Alexandria is mentioned
by Malalas. Justinian strengthened the
corn inagazine at Alexandria ; a stronw
hoilding was necessary, as in times c%
si,alcrty the populace tried to storm it.
Czesarea in Capl)adocra was improved
lly a cllangi. in the fortifications.
Xi-

comedia and Nicaea were enriched with
new buildings. Next to St. Sophia,
the most important church which
Justinian erected in the East was that
of the Virgin at Jerusalem (Proc. de
Aed. v. ti).
See the work of Procopius i n Six
Books x ~ p i~srapriswv(dc AEclifiri~p).
A,nth. ii. 15.
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remained in the houses. Although the shock was slight,
there was some Teason for their terror, as the houses at Alexandria were of very unsubstantial structure. The island of
Cos suffered more than any other tract of land. Agathias
visited it in returning from Alexandria to Constantinople, and
found it in a state of utter desolation. Three years later another
earthquake visited the region of Byzantium and threatened
to destroy the whole city. I t was peculiarly severe both in
violence and duration, ancl Agathias gives us a vivid account of
its horrors and moral effects. The only victim of distinction was
the curator of the palace, Anatolius, who perished by the fall of
a marble slab fixed in the wall close to his bed. I mention this
for the sake of Agathias' comment. Many people said that it
was a providential punishment of Anatolius for acts of injustice
and oppression. "I doubt it," said Agathias,l "for an earthquake
mould be a most desirable and excellent thing if it knew how
to discriminate the bad from the good, slaying those and passing these by. But, even granting that he was unjust, there
vere many more like him, and worse, who escaped unharmed.
And besides," he adds, "if Plato is right, the mail who is panished in this life is more fortunate than he who is allowed to
live in his sins."
As Justinian grew old and weak and had no issue, an
element which affected political life in Constantinople was the
question of the succession to the throne. I t led to a sort of
party rivalry between the relations of Theodora a i d the relations of Jnstinian ; and the difficulty was ultimately solved by
the marriage of Sophia, Theodora's niece, with Justin, Justinian's nephew. While she was alive Theodora had looked
with disfavour on Justinian's kin.2 She died in 548 (27th
June), and perhaps it was the loss of her that clouded the
spirits and depressed the energy of the Emperor in his later
years.
The conspiracy which was formed against the life of the
Emperor in 548 was of no serious political importance ; it
was organised by a pair of dissatisfied Armenians, who owed
v. 3.

The statement of the Sccr~tHtstory t h a t she hated Germanus and preven'
h i s sons from marrying is quite credible (cap. 5).
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Justinian a personal grudge.' Artabanes, the conlmander in
Africa, had overthrown the usurper Gontharis and delivered
from his hands the Emperor's niece Praejecta, whose husband
Areobindus had been put to death by the tyrant. From gratitude, not from love, Praejecta consentecl to become the wife
of Artabanes, who aspired to an alliance v-ith the imperial
house ; and the count of Africa hastened to surrender the
newly corlferred dignity and obtain his recall from Justinian,
that he might return to Constantinople, whither Praejecta had
preceded him, and celebrate the marriage. He was received
with open arms in the capital ; he becanle nzcqiste~?72ilitzint in.
p~aesenti and captain of the foede~nti; his tall and dignified
stature, his concise speech, and his generosity won the admiration of all. But an unexpected obstacle to the proposed
marriage occurrecl in the person of a previous wife, ~vhom
he had put away many years before. As long as Artabanes
was an obscure individual, the lady was contented to leave
him in peace and give no sign of her existence; but when
he suddenly rose to fame, she determined to assert her conjugal rights, and, as a wronged woman, she implorecl the aid
of Theodora. The Empress, " whose nature it was to undertake
the cause of injured ~vomen,"compelled the unwilling master
of soldiers to take his wife once more to his bosom, and Praejecta became the bride of John, the son of Pompeius and grandson of the Emperor Anastasius.
Shortly after this the
Empress died, and Artabanes immediately put away for the
second time his unwelcome wife, but Praejecta was lost to
him, and he nourished a grudge against the Emperor.
Had it depended only on himself, Artabanes would never have
undertaken any sinister design, but a countryman of his, named
Arsaces, a descendant of the Parthian Arsacidae, was animated
with a bitter desire of revenge upon Justinian, who had
inflicted a comparatively light punishment on him for
treacherous correspondence with Chosroes ; and he diligently
fanned into flame the less eager feelings of Artabanes. R e
reminded him that he had lost the bride he desired and been
obliged to submit to the presence of the wife he hated; he
urged the facility of despatching Justinian, "who is accustomed to sit without guards in the l\lLlseum,in the company
Onr source for this conqgi~acyi s Ivocnl~ius,B. G. iii. 31, 32.
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of old priests, till late hours of the night, deep in the stu~lynf
the holy boolcs of the Christians." Above all, he expressed his
conviction that Germanus mould readily take part in such a
conspiracy. For Boraides, the brother of Germanus, had on
his death left alnlost all his property to his brother, allowing
his wife and daughter to receive only as much as was legally
necessary. But Justinian had altered the will so as to favour
the daughter, and this was felt by Geri~lanus,her uncle, as a
grievance.
T'Vhen he had won Artabanes to his plan, Arsaces opened
communications with Justin, the eldest son of Gerinanus.
Having bound him by oath not to reveal the conversation to
any person except his father, he enlarged on the maniler in
which the Emperor ill treated and passed over his relations, and
expressed his conviction that i t woulcl go still harder with
them when Belisarius arrived. He clid not hesitate to reveal
the plan of assassination which he had fornled in conjunction
with Artabanes and Chanaranges, a young and frivolous Armenian
who had been admitted to their counsels.
Justin, terrified at this revelation, laid it before his father,
~ v h oimmediately consulted with Marcellus, the prefect of the
palatine guards, as to whether it would be wise to inform the
Emperor immediately. Marcellus, an honourable, austere, and
wary man, dissuaded Germanus from taking that course, on the
ground that such a communication, necessitating a private
interview with t,he Emperor, would inevitably become known
to the conspirators and lead to Arsaces' escape. He proposed
to investigate the matter himself beforehand, and it was
arranged that Arsaces should be lured to speak in the presence
of a concealed witness. Justin appointed a day and hour for
an interview between Gernlanus and Arsaces, and the compromising revelations were overheard by Leontins, a friend of
Marcellus, who was hidden behind a cloth screen. The programme of the matured plot was to wait for the arrival of
Relisarius and slay the Emperor and his general at the same
time ; for if Justinian were slain beforehand, the revolntionis~s
might not be able to contend against the military forces of
Belisarius. When the deed was done, Germallus was to be
proclaimed Emperor.
Marcellus still hesitated to reveal the plot to the Emperur,

out of friendship or pity for Artabanes. But when Belisarius
was drawing nigh to the capital, he could hesitate no longer,
and Justinian ordered the coilspirators to be arrested. Germanus and Justin were at first not exeillpted from suspicion,
but when the senate inquired into the case, the testimony of
Marcellns and Leontius, and two other officers to whom GerInanus had prudently disclosed the affair, conlpletely cleared
them. Even then Justinian was still indignant that they had
concealed the treason so long, and was not inollifiecl until the
candid Marcellus tool< all the blame of the delay upon himself.
The conspirators were treated with clemency, being confined in
the palace and riot in the public prison. I t is to be concluded
from the words of Procopius, which are not express, that they
were ultimately pardonecl.

*

The policy of Justinian in playing off one barbarian people
against another is well exemplified in his dealings with the
Cotrigur and Utrigur Huns,l who dwelt on the northern shores
of the Euxine. I t appears that the Gepids called in the help
of the former against their neigllbours and rivals the Lombards.
Twelve thousand Cotrigurs,under thewarrior Chinialus, answered
the call, and arrived a year before the truce which existed
between the Gepids and their foes had expired. The Gepids
persuaded their guests to occupy tlie interval by invading the
provinces of the Empire. Justinian, who was in tlle habit of
allowing large donations both to the Cotriguri and Utrignri,
sent a message to Sandichl, the chief of the latter, and chid
him for his supineness in allo~vinghis neighloours to advance
against the Empire. New gifts induced tlle Utriguri to march
against the land of the invaders, and the Roman allies were
reinforced by two thousand Tetraxite Goths. The Cotrigur
Huns were defeated with great slaughter in their own territory;
their wives and children were led captive beyond the river
Tanais, which separated the two countries, and many thousand
prisoners, who languished in slavery, were enabled to escape.
The invaders then withdrew beyond the Roinan borders, having
received a sum of money from the Ronlan captain Aratius ;
but two thousand Huns,2 who had fled before the Ctrignrs, threw
Also written Coturguri and Uturguri. See Procopins, B. G. iv. cap. 18,
19.

? One of their leaders nas Sinnio,
\\llo hall served wit11 13elisarius ill the
Vandalic war.
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themselves on the mercy of the Emperor and were graciously
allo~vedto settle in a district of Thrace. T.he news of this
clemency exasperated the Utrigurs ; Saaclirhl sent envoys
to remonstrate, but the gifts and soft words of Justinian
appeased their resentment.
A great invasion of the Cotrigur Huns, :mder Zabergan,
took place in the last months of 558.l The real motive, as
Agathias remarks, was the greed of an uncivilised barbarian;
though Zabergan cloaked it with the complaint that the
Emperor had been friendly with Sandichl, the king of the
Utrigur Huns. The invader crossed the frozen Danube, and,
passing unopposed through Scythia and Moesia, entered Thrace,
where he divided his hordes into three armies. One was sent
west~vardto Greece, to ravage the unprotected country, the
second was sent into the Thracian Chersonese to capture the
towns of ,4phrodisias, Thescns, Ciberis, Sestos, and the ugly
little Rallipolis, which belied its name, and to seize ships
and cross to Abydos; the third army, consisting of seven
thousand cavalry, marched under Zabergan himself to Constantinople.
The terrible ravages and cruelties committed by the third
and main body are thus described by the contemporary writer
Agathias :"As no resistance was offered to their conrse, they overran and plundered everything mercilessly, obtaining a great booty and large nunlbers
of captives. Among the rest, well-born women of chaste life were most
cruelly carried off to undergo the worst of all misfortunes, and minister
to the nnbridled l ~ l s tof the barbarians ; some who i n early youth had
renounced marriage and the cares and pleasures of this life, and had
immured themselves in some religious retreat, deeming it of the highest
importance to be free from cohabitation with men, were dragged from the
chambers of their virginity and violated. Many married women who
happened to be pregnant were dragged away, and when their hour was
come brought forth children on the march, unable to conceal their throes,
or to take up and swaddle the new-born babes ; they were hauled along,
in spite of all, hardly allowed even time to suffer, and the wretched
infants were left where they fell, a prey for dogs and birds, as though
this were the purpose of their appearance in the world.
' L T such
~ a pass had the Roman Empire come that, even within the
The Huns were almost a whole year
in Roman territory (Agath. v. ii. sqq.)
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See Clinton, F. R. ad 559 A.D. ; but the
date is doubtful, see above, note, p. 454.

precincts of the districts surrounding the imperial city, a very small
number of barbarians committed such enormities. Their audacity went
so far as to pass the long walls and approach the inner fortifications. For
time and neglect had in many places dilapidated the great wall, and other
parts were easily thrown down by the barbarians, as there was nought to
repel them-no
military garrison, no engines of defence, nor persons to
employ such. Not even the bark of a dog was to be heard ; the wall was
less efficiently protected than a pig-sty or sheep-cot. For the Roman
armies had not continued so numerous as in the days of ancient Emperors,
but had dwindled to a small number, and no longer were sufficient for the
size of the State. The whole force should have been six hundred and
forty-five thousand fighting men, but actnally i t hardly amounted to one
hundred and fifty thousand. And of these, sonie were i n Italy, others
i n Africa, others i n Spain, others in Colchis, others at Alexandria and in
the Thebaid, a few on the Persian frontier (where only a few were needed
on account of the peace)."

The Huns encamped at Melantias, a village on the small
river Athyras, which flows into the I'ropontis. Their proxirnity
created a panic in Constantinople, whose inhabitants saw imminent the horrors of sieges, cor.flagrations, and famine. The
terror was not confined to the lower classes ; the nobles trembled
in their palaces, the Emperor was alarmed on his throne. All
the treasures of the churches, which were scattered in the tract
of country included between the Euxine and the Golden Horn,
were either carted into the city or shipped to the Asiatic side
of the Bosphorus. The undisciplined corps of the Scholarian
guards, ignorant of real warfare, who were supposed to defend
the gates, did not inspire the citizens with much confidence.
On this critical occasion Justinian appealed to his veteran
general Belisarius to save the seat of empire. I n spite of his
years and feebleness Belisarius put on his helmet and cuirass
once more, and he won greater glory among the men of his time
by saving New Rome on the Bosphorns than he had won by
recovering Old Rome on the Tiber. He relied chiefly on a small
body of three hundred men who had fought with him in Italy ;
the other troops that he mustered knew nothing of war, and they
were more for appearance than for action. The peasants who
had fled before the barbarians from their ravaged homesteads
in Thrace accompanied the little army. He encamped at the
village of Chettus, and employed the peasants in the congenial work of digging a wide trench round the camp. Spies
were sent out to discover the numbers of the enemy, and at
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ilight a large nuniber of beacons were kinclled in the plain
with the purpose of misleading the Huns as to the nuiiiber of
the forces sent out against them. For a while they mere misled,
but it was soon Bnom11 that the Ronlan army was small, and twothousand cavalry selected by Zabergan rode forth to annihilate it. The spies inforlned Belisarins of the enemy's approach,
and he made a sBilfu1 disposition of his troops. He concealed
two hundred peltasts and javelin-men in the moods on either side
of the plain, close to the place where he expected the attack of
the barbarians ; the anlbuscaders, at a given signal, were to
shower their illissiles on tlle hostile ranks. The object of
this was to cornpel the lines of the enemy to close in, in order
to avoid the javelins on the flank, and thus to render their
superior numbers useless through inability to deploy. Belisarius hin~selfheaded the rest of the army ; in the rear followed
the rustics, who were not to engage in the battle, but were to
accompany it with loud shouts and cause a clatter with wooden
beams, which they carried for that purpose.
All fell nut as Belisarius had planned. The Huns, pressed
by the peltasts, thronged together, and were hindered both fro111
using their bows and arrows with effect, and from circun~venting the Roman wings. The noise of the rustics in the rear, con1bined with tlle attack on the flanks, gave the foe the impression
that the Roman army was immense, and that they were being
surrounded; clonds of dust obscured the real situation, and
the barbarians turnecl and fled. Four hundred perished before
they reached their caiilp at Melantias, while not a single Roman
was mortally wounded. The canip was immediately abandoned,
and all the Huns hurried away, imagining that the victors .
were ssill on their track. But by the Emperor's orders Belisarins did not pursue them.
We rnust now follow the fortunes of the Hunnic troops
who were sent against the Chersonese. Gennanus, the son
of Dorotheus, a native of Prima Justiniana, had been appointed
some time previously commandant in that peninsnla, and he
now proved himself a capable officer. As the Huns could
make no breach in the great wall, which shut in tlle peninsula, and was skilfully defended by the dispositions of Germanus, they resorted to the expedient of manufacturing boats
of reeds fastened together in sheaves ; each boat was large
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enough to hold four men; one hundred and fifty were constructed, and six hundred fully armed soldiers embarked secretly
in the bay of Aenus (near the mouth of the Hebrus), in order
to land on the south-western coast of the Chersonese. Germanus learned the news of their enterprise with delight, and
immediately manned twenty galleys with armed men.
The armanlent of reed-built boats was easily annihilated,
not a single barbarian escaping. This success was followed up
by an excursion of the Romans from the wall against the army
of the dispirited besiegers ; the latter abandoned their enterprise
and joined Zabergan, who was also retreating after the defeat
at Chettus.
Soon after this the other division of the Huns, which had
been sent in the direction of Greece, returned without having
achieved any signal success. They had not penetrated farther
than Thermopylae, where the garrison of the fort that commanded the pass prevented their advance.
Thus, although Thrace, and presumably also Macedonia and
Thessaly, suffered terribly from this invasion, Zabergan was
unsuccessful in all three points of attack, owing to the ability
of Belisarius, Germanus, and the garrison of Thermopylae.
Justinian redeemed the captives for a considerable sum of
money, and the Cotrigurs retreated beyond the Danube. But
the wily Emperor laic1 a trap for their destruction. He
despatched a characteristic letter to Sandichl, the friendly
king of the Utrigurs, whose friendship he had cultivated by
periodical presents of money. He infornled Sandichl that
the Cotrigurs had invaded Thrace and carried off all tlle gold
that was destined to enrich the treasury of the Utriguric moilarch. " I t woulcl have been easy for us," ran the imperial
letter, "to have destroyed them utterly, or at least to have
sent them empty away. But we did neither one thing nor the
other, because we wished to test your sentinlents. For if yon
are really valiant and wise, and not disposed to tolerate the
appropriation by others of what belongs to you, you are not
losers; for you have nothing to do but punish the enemy and
receive lrom them your money at the sword's point, as tliougl~
we had sent it to you by their hands." The Enlperor further
threatened that, if Sandichl proved himself craven enough to
let the insult pass, he would transfer his amity to the CotriVOL. I
3r
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gurs. The letter hacl the desired effect ; the seeds of discord
were sown; the Utrigurs were stirred up against their neighbours, and a series of ceaseless hostilities wasted the strength
of the two nations.'
After the repulse of the Huns, Belisarius lived in high
honour at Constantinople, but was perhaps an object of suspicion
to Justinian. A conspiracy to murder the Emperor was discovered in November 5 62, and one of the names mentioned by
a culprit who confessed was that of the general, now nearly
seventy years old. His age did not serve to acquit him of
treasonable designs, and he remained in disgrace for eight
months, until July 563, when he was restored to favour. 'rhe
great Patrician died in March 5 6:
5 his wife, Antonina, who
had already passed the age of eighty, surviving him ; but his
riches passed to Justinian, who died in the following November?
A short acconnt of this transaction
will be found in a fragment, probably
of the Chroilicle of Malalas, hut included by Dlnller (F. ;
I
.
G. iv.) in
the fragments of John of Antioch,evidently taken from Agathias. Menaniler (fr. 3) states that Sandiclil
promised to deprive the Cotrigurs of
their horses, and thereby disable them
for tlie invasion of Roman territory.
I n 562 there was another invasion of
Huns(Theoph. 6054 A.M.) Anastasiopolis
was taken by them (April).
For the conspiracy in which Belisarius was said to be implicated, see
Malalas and Theophanes. The legend
that Belisarins ended his clays as a
blind beggar in the streets of By~antituli
is, as has been suggested, possibly due
to a confusion with John of Cappadocia,
of who111it is related that he begged for
pence (Proc. 6. P. i., t l p r o v j) 6 P o X b v
CK 7 G v ~ T ~ O U ~ L T T ~ Y T W V The
).
anthori-

ties for tlie story are lines of Joannes
Tzetzes and a passage in the A~ltiq~~itates
Co~~sta~~tz~~opolitanne,
whose author is
not known, but perhaps flourished a t
the beginning of the twelfth century.
See the second Appendix in Finlay's
Irlistvry of Greece, vol. i., where the evidence for, aiid origin of, the story are
discussed. A sinlilar story is told of
Symbatius the Armenian, son-in-law of
D.licl~aelIII,in the ninth century ; one
of his eyes was put out, his right hand
cnt off, and he was set in a public place
with a vessel in his lap to receive the
pence of the charitable.
Another legend prevailed in the
West as to the end of Belisarius. Aecording to Fredegarius (Hist. Fralzc.
?pit. cap. 50), he was slain by the Franks
,
m Italy, and this tale mas adopted by
Aimoin.
14th November, Chrol~.Pasch. (and
Clinton) ; 11th November, Theophanes.
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